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Preface

Plants produce a huge array of natural products (secondary metabolites). These compounds have 

important ecological functions, providing protection against attack by herbivores and microbes 

and serving as attractants for pollinators and seed-dispersing agents. They may also contribute to 

competition and invasiveness by suppressing the growth of neighbouring plant species (a phenom-

enon known as allelopathy). Humans exploit natural products as sources of drugs, flavouring 

agents, fragrances and for a wide range of other applications. Rapid progress has been made in 

recent years in understanding natural product synthesis, regulation and function and the evolution 

of metabolic diversity. It is timely to bring this information together with contemporary advances 

in chemistry, plant biology, ecology, agronomy and human health to provide a comprehensive 

guide to plant-derived natural products.

Plant-derived natural products: synthesis, function and application provides an informative 

and accessible overview of the different facets of the field, ranging from an introduction to the 

different classes of natural products through developments in natural product chemistry and biol-

ogy to ecological interactions and the significance of plant-derived natural products for humans. 

In the final section of the book a series of chapters on new trends covers metabolic engineering, 

genome-wide approaches, the metabolic consequences of genetic modification, developments in 

traditional medicines and nutraceuticals, natural products as leads for drug discovery and novel 

non-food crops.

Anne E. Osbourn

Virginia Lanzotti
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      Introduction to the Different 
Classes of Natural Products       

     Karin   Springob    and    Toni M.   Kutchan  

     Abstract   Plants produce an enormous variety 
of natural products with highly diverse struc-
tures. These products are commonly termed 
“secondary metabolites” in contrast to the “pri-
mary metabolites” which are essential for plant 
growth and development. Secondary metabo-
lites were formerly regarded as “waste prod-
ucts” without physiological function for the 
plant. With the emergence of the field of chemi-
cal ecology about 30 years ago, it became evi-
dent, however, that these natural products fulfill 
important functions in the interaction between 
plants and their biotic and abiotic environment. 
They can serve, for example, as defense com-
pounds against herbivores and pathogens, as 
flower pigments that attract pollinators, or as 
hormones or signal molecules. In addition to 
their physiological function in plants, natural 
products also have a strong impact on human 
culture and have been used throughout human 
history as condiments, pigments, and pharma-
ceuticals. 

 This chapter provides an overview about the 
diversity of secondary metabolites in plants, 
their multiple biological functions and multi-

faceted cultural history. The compounds are 
classified into four different groups according 
to their biosynthetic origin: alkaloids, phe-
nylpropanoids, polyketides, and terpenoids. 
Since more than 200,000 structures of natural 
products from plants are known, only selected 
groups and compounds are presented.    

  Nitrogen-Containing Natural Products  

 The term alkaloid is derived from the Arabic 
word “al-qali” that refers to potassium carbon-
ate-containing ashes from plant material. 
Traditionally, alkaloids are defined as heterocy-
clic nitrogen compounds biosynthesized from 
amino acids. Many other substances, however, 
that do not exactly match this rule are classified 
as alkaloids, either for historical reasons or due 
to their bioactivities. With currently more than 
12,000 known structures, alkaloids represent one 
of the biggest groups of natural products. Due to 
this large number and the high structural diver-
sity, it is impossible to give a comprehensive 
summary of all different types of alkaloids, and 
only some classes will be introduced. In addition 
to alkaloids, benzoxazinoids, glucosinolates, 
and cyanogenic glucosides will be presented. 
Like the alkaloids, these metabolites contain 
nitrogen and are derived from amino acids.  

K. Springob and T.M. Kutchan (�)
  Donald Danforth Plant Science Center , 
  975 North Warson Road ,  St. Louis ,  MO 63132 ,  USA 
  e-mail: karin.springob@gmx.de ;
tmkutchan@danforthcenter.org   
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4 K. Springob and T.M. Kutchan

1
  Purine Alkaloids  

 Purine alkaloids are nitrogen containing com-
pounds derived from nucleoside metabolism 
(Ashihara and Crozier,  2001) . The purine back-
bone is synthesized from several small molecules 
of primary metabolism that include L-aspartic 
acid, L-glutamine, L-glycine, and formate. 
Cytokinins, plant hormones that control, e.g., stem 
growth and differentiation, apical dominance, and 
senescence, are derived from the same pathway. 
Purine alkaloids are produced in a variety of taxo-
nomically unrelated plant species, e.g., coffee 
( Coffea arabica  and other  Coffea  species, 
Rubiaceae), tea ( Camellia sinensis , Theaceae), 
cacao ( Theobroma cacao , Sterculiaceae), maté 
( Ilex paraguariensis , Aquifoliceae), guaraná 
( Paullinia cupana , Sapindaceae), and cola ( Cola 

nitida , Sterculiaceae). The most abundant purine 
alkaloid is caffeine, followed by theobromine and 
some minor purines, e.g., theophylline and parax-
anthine (Fig.  1 ). Coffee seeds (“beans”) contain 
ca. 1% caffeine, young tea leaves 2-3% (Ashihara 
and Suzuki,  2004) .

 Since caffeine is accumulated in higher 
amounts than the other purines, its function in 
plants has been investigated. It may serve as 
defense against herbivores (Hollingsworth et al., 
 2002)  and as autotoxin, because it inhibits the 
germination of coffee seedlings (Friedmann and 
Waller,  1985) . 

 Caffeine is a central stimulant and widely 
consumed in beverages like coffee, tea, and 
sodas, but also in cold medicine and analgesics. 
The average daily caffeine consumption of 

adults is 280 mg; one cup of filter coffee con-
tains ca. 140 mg caffeine, one cup of black tea 
ca. 80 mg (Lovett,  2005) . Besides caffeine, the-
ophylline is of interest, since it has found appli-
cation in the therapy of asthma due to its 
bronchodilatory effect. 

 The predominant mode of action of caffeine 
and other purine alkaloids is the blockade of 
adenosine receptors resulting in the release of 
neurotransmitters (Benowitz,  1990) . In higher 
concentrations, phosphodiesterase, the enzyme 
that hydrolyzes the second messenger cAMP, is 
inhibited. However, these blood concentrations 
are normally not reached by consumption of 
caffeine-containing beverages. More recently, 
the attention towards caffeine increased because 
coffee drinkers show a reduced risk for 
Parkinson’s disease (Ascherio et al.,  2004) . 

  C. arabica  originated from Ethiopia, where 
the fruits were first used as food by nomads. 
Roasted coffee seeds (“beans”) were brewed in 
Arabia around AD 1000 to prepare a drink 
called “qahwah”, and it was introduced into 
Europe as “kahveh” after AD 1600 coffee and 
coffee houses became soon popular in Europe. 
Johann Sebastian Bach’s “Coffee Cantata” 
(BMV 211), which he composed for a text writ-
ten by Picander in the beginning of the eight-
eenth century, reflects this growing popularity 
as well as the controversy on the assumed dan-
gerous health effects of coffee at that time. 

 Tea is prepared from fermented (black tea) 
or unfermented (green tea), dried leaves of  C. 

sinensis . The earliest records on tea drinking 
come from China in the first millennium BC. 
From there, it was introduced into Japan in the 

  Fig. 1    Structures of the purine alkaloids caffeine, theobromine, theophylline, and paraxanthine       



1 Introduction to the Different Classes of Natural Products 5

eighth century AD by Buddhist monks. Tea was 
first shipped to Europe by the Dutch East India 
Company in 1606. 

 The cacao tree ( T. cacao , Sterculiaceae) 
originates from the Amazon Basin, but it was 
cultivated by the Mayas in Mesoamerica. Its 
seeds (“beans”) contain theobromine and caffeine. 
Mayas and Azteks used roasted cacao seeds 
together with chili peppers and other spices to 
prepare a drink, which the Aztecs called 
“xocoatl”. According to Aztec belief, cacao was 
given to humanity by the god Quetzalcoatl. The 
Swedish botanist Carl Linnaeus named the 
cacao tree after the Aztec tradition;  Theobroma  
means “food of the gods” in Greek. The first 
cacao beans were brought to Europe by the 
Spanish Conquistador Hernán Cortés.  

  Tropane Alkaloids  

 Tropane alkaloids originate from the amino 
acids ornithine and/or arginine. They all have in 
common the bicyclic tropane skeleton that con-
sists of a seven-membered ring with an  N -bridge 
between C-1 and C-5, the nitrogen being meth-
ylated. Nortropanes lacking the  N -methylation 
and  seco -tropanes with a dissected  N -bridge 
have been described, too (Griffin and Lin, 
 2000) . Many tropane alkaloids are esters of the 
alcohols tropine (tropane-3 a -ol) or pseudotro-
pine (tropane-3 b -ol) (Fig.  2 ) with aliphatic or 
aromatic acids. Tropane alkaloids were isolated 
first from the nightshade family (Solanaceae). 
Many structurally diverse tropanes, however, 

have been discovered in the related family 
Convolvulaceae, like the Solanaceae a member 
of the order Solanales, and in some species from 
the unrelated plant families Brassicaceae, 
Euphorbiaceae, Erythroxylaceae, Proteaeceae, 
and Rhizophoraceae (Griffin and Lin,  2000) .

  Hyoscyamine and Scopolamine  

 ( S )-Hyoscyamine and ( S )-scopolamine are 
esters of the amino alcohols tropine and scopine 
with ( S )-tropic acid, which is derived from phe-
nylalanine (Fig.  3 ). The two alkaloids occur 
exclusively in the Solanaceae family. They act 
as antagonists of muscarinic acetylcholine 
receptors (parasympatholytics) and lead to an 
increase in pulse rate, relaxation of smooth 
muscles, e.g., in the gastrointestine and the 
bronchial tract, reduction of salivary, bronchial, 
gastric, and sweat gland secretion. While hyo-
scyamine is a central stimulant, scopolamine 
depresses the central nervous system.

 Atropine, the racemate of ( S )- and ( R )-
hyoscyamine, is formed during the extraction of 
plant material. Although ( S )-hyoscyamine is 
more effective than the ( R )-enantiomer, atropine 
is more widely used for traditional reasons. In 
medicine, atropine is used against spasms during 
a biliary colic, as antidote against intoxication 
with organophosphorous insecticides, and as 
pre-medication before surgery to decrease sali-
vation and respiratory secretion. ( S )-Scopolamine 

  Fig. 3    The tropane alkaloids ( S )-hyoscyamine and 
( S )-scopolamine occur only in the Solanaceae family         Fig. 2    Tropane amino alcohols       
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1 is applied as treatment of motion sickness. 
Derivatives of hyoscyamine or scopolamine are 
used as mydriatics for eye examinations, as 
treatment for asthma and chronic obstructive 
bronchitis, and against gastrointestinal spasms. 

 Plants containing hyoscyamine and scopo-
lamine have been used throughout history as 
psychoactive drugs, poisons, aphrodisiacs, and 
for the preparation of analgesic and sleeping 
potions. Famous examples include the deadly 
nightshade ( Atropa belladonna ), thorn-apple 
( Datura  species), henbane ( Hyoscyamus niger ), 
and mandrake ( Mandragora officinarum ). All 
plants are toxic, and, for example, five to ten 
fruits of  A. belladonna  are lethal in an adult. 
This is reflected in the name “Atropa”, the 
Greek goddess of destiny who cuts the thread of 
life. “Bella donna” (Italian for “beautiful 
woman”) refers to the custom of Renaissance 
ladies who dilated their pupils with extracts of 
the deadly nightshade. Solanaceous plants with 
tropanes are often mentioned in literature, for 
example, in Homer’s Odyssey and several 
pieces by William Shakespeare. 

 Atropine was first isolated from  A. belladonna  
(Mein,  1833) , and ( S )-hyoscyamine was extracted 
from  H. niger  (Geiger and Hesse,  1833) . In the 

late nineteenth century, ( S )-scopolamine was 
detected by Ladenburg  (1881)  and Schmidt 
 (1892) . Today, ( S )-hyoscyamine and ( S )-
scopolamine are obtained from  Duboisia leich-

hardtii  and  Duboisia myoporoides , trees native 
to Australia, and hybrids of the two species.  

  Cocaine  

 Cocaine is the benzoic acid ester of the tropane 
base methylecgonine. Only  Erythroxylum coca  
and  Erythroxylum novogranatense , shrubs or 
small trees native to the Andes, contain substan-
tial amounts of cocaine in their leaves, i.e., up to 
1% of their dry mass (Plowman and Rivier, 
 1983) . If the coca leaves are dried or stored 
improperly, the cocaine content decreases rap-
idly. The two  Erythroxylum  species contain also 
other ecgonine derivatives, e.g.,  cis - and  trans -
cinnamoylcocaine and the truxillins, esters of 
methylecgonine with dimeric cinnamic acid 
(Fig.  4 ) (Griffin and Lin,  2000) .

 Cocaine is a highly addictive central stimulant 
that inhibits the re-uptake of the neurotransmit-
ters dopamine and norepinephrine at synapses, 

  Fig. 4     Erythroxylum  alkaloids       
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and inhibits monoamine oxidase, the enzyme 
that degrades dopamine, epinephrine, and 
norepinephrine. This leads to euphoria, hyper-
activity, suppression of hunger and fatigue. 
Peripheral effects include increased heart rate 
and blood pressure, dilation of pupils, hyperg-
lycaemia, and hyperthermia (White and 
Lambe,  2003) . If cocaine is applied on mucous 
membranes, it blocks Na +  channels leading to 
local anaesthesia. Therefore, cocaine is used as 
local anaesthetic in surgeries of the eye, ear, 
nose, and throat. 

 As an illegal drug, cocaine occurs in differ-
ent forms. The hydrochloride is soluble in water 
and can be injected, sniffed, or chewed. 
“Freebase” is cocaine base, which is gained by 
extraction of cocaine from alkaline solutions 
with ether. It evaporates at high temperatures 
and can be inhaled by smoking. Another smok-
able form of the cocaine base is “crack”, which 
is obtained by precipitating cocaine hydrochlo-
ride from solution with baking soda. 

 In South America, the chewing of coca 
leaves has a long tradition and dates back to 
3000 B.C. It is used to overcome exhaustion, 
hunger, and thirst, and presumably does not 
have the addictive potential of cocaine. The 
leaves are chewed together with an alkaline 
agent like plant ash or sodium bicarbonate, 
which converts the alkaloids to their free bases. 
Only a small portion of the cocaine is hydro-
lyzed to methylecgonine (Rivier,  1981) . 

 Coca leaves were brought to Europe by the 
Spanish conquistadores, and cocaine was iso-
lated from the leaves in the 1860s. In 1863, the 
French chemist Angelo Mariani created the 
tonic “Vin Mariani”, an extract of coca in 
Bordeaux wine. The non-alcoholic version 
“Coca-Cola” was invented in 1886 by the 
American Pharmacist John Pemberton, who 
mixed extracts of coca leaves and caffeine-con-
taining cola nuts with soda. With the introduc-
tion of the first anti-drug laws in the USA in 
1906, however, only decocainized leaves were 
used for the production of Coca-Cola.  

  Calystegines  

 Calystegines contain the nortropane skeleton 
with three to five hydroxyl groups. In contrast 
to most other tropane alkaloids, the hydroxyl 
groups are not esterified, but they can be glyco-
sylated. The bridgehead C-1 of calystegines is 
hydroxylated, only in calystegine N 

1
  it is linked 

to an amino group instead (Dräger,  2004) . The 
structures of the three most widespread calyste-
gines are shown in Fig.  5 . Calystegines were 
discovered in roots of  Calystegia sepium  
(Tepfer et al.,  1988) , and the first structures 
were determined in 1990 (Goldmann et al., 
 1990) . Since then, they have been isolated from 
numerous members of the Brassicaceae, 
Convolvulaceae, Erythroxylaceae, Solanaceae, 
and from two species of the Moraceae (Biastoff 
and Dräger,  2007) . One important reason for 
their late discovery is their high hydrophily due 
to which they cannot be extracted with organic 
solvents like other alkaloids.

 Calystegines are sugar-mimicking glycosi-
dase inhibitors. Due to their structural similarity 
to sugars, they compete with polysaccharides 
for binding at the active site of the glycosidase. 
Therefore, one possible medicinal application 
for this group of metabolites is the prevention of 
post-prandial glucose peaks in patients with 
type II diabetes. In addition, calystegines might 

  Fig. 5    Structures of calystegines A 
3
 , B 

1
 , and B 

2
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1 become useful for the therapy of Morbus 
Gaucher, a lysosomal storage disease that is 
caused by a mutation in the gene encoding glu-
cocerebrosidase. Calystegines were reported to 
act as chaperones on the mutated enzyme thus 
preventing its misfolding and degradation. 
Nevertheless, it is still unclear whether these 
hydrophilic polyhydroxylated alkaloids can be 
absorbed in the intestines and transported to the 
lysosomes of target cells (reviewed by Biastoff 
and Dräger,  2007) .  

  Pyrrolizidine Alkaloids  

 The backbone of pyrrolizidine alkaloids is com-
posed of a hydroxymethylpyrrolizidine (necine 
base) that is mostly esterified with branched 
aliphatic mono- or dicarboxylic acids (necic 
acids). The necine base is biosynthesized from 

spermidine and putrescine, which in turn origi-
nates from arginine (Hartmann et al.,  1988) . 
The origin of the necic acids has been investi-
gated only for pyrrolizidine alkaloids of the 
senecionine and lycopsamine type; they are 
derived from amino acid metabolism (Stirling 
et al.,  1997 ; Weber et al.,  1998) . The major 
structural types of pyrrolizidine alkaloids are 
depicted in Fig.  6 . In plants, these alkaloids are 
usually stored and transported as polar  N -oxides. 
Pyrrolizidines occur mainly in the plant fami-
lies Asteraceae, Boraginaceae, Fabaceae, and 
Orchidaceae, although scattered occurrences in 
other plant families have also been described 
(Hartmann and Ober,  2000) .

 Many pyrrolizidine alkaloids are hepato-
toxic, mutagenic, and carcinogenic. They can 
cause veno-occlusive disease of the liver that 
may lead to cirrhosis and eventually liver fail-
ure. The main reasons for intoxications with 
pyrrolizidines are contamination of cereals with 

  Fig. 6    The five major structural types of pyrrolizidine alkaloids. In plants, these alkaloids occur mostly in 
form of their  N -oxides       
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pyrrolizidine-containing plants and the inges-
tion of herbal medicines containing these 
alkaloids. 

 The structural features responsible for the 
genotoxicity are a double bond in the necine 
base between C-1 and C-2, presence of hydroxy 
groups at C-7 and C-9, and esterification of at 
least one of these hydroxy groups with a 
branched carbon chain (Frei et al.,  1992) . In 
most vertebrates and insect herbivores, the alka-
loid  N -oxides are reduced in the gut to their free 
bases. The reduced alkaloids are then taken up 
and bioactivated by cytochrome P450-dependent 
monooxygenases of the liver to highly reactive 
dehydropyrrolizidine alkaloids that react with 
nucleophilic groups of proteins and DNA 
(Röder,  1995) . 

 Although pyrrolizidines are toxic, many 
insects feed on pyrrolizidine-containing plants. 
Several butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera) and 
some Chrysomelid leaf beetles (Coleoptera) are 
even able to sequester pyrrolizidine alkaloids as 
defense compounds against predators. Adult 
members of the Lepidoptera selectively ingest 
plants with pyrrolizidines, a behaviour called 
pharmacophagy. In the gut of adapted 
Lepidoptera, the  N -oxides are reduced and taken 
up as free bases. In the hemolymph, however, 
they are detoxified by oxidation to the water-
soluble  N -oxides, which do not serve as sub-
strates for bioactivating cytochrome P450 
enzymes. In addition to their function in chemi-
cal defense in adapted butterflies, pyrrolizidine 
alkaloids also play an important role in the mat-
ing process. Male moths utilize pyrrolizidines 
to synthesize the pheromone hydroxydanaidal 

in order to signal their alkaloid load to the 
females. During courtship, male moths of the 
species  Utetheisa ornatrix  transfer sequestered 
pyrrolizidine alkaloids as a nuptial gift to the 
female. The female moth transfers her own pyr-
rolizidines and the alkaloids acquired during 
mating to the egg mass to protect the offspring 
(Eisner and Meinwald,  1995) .  

  Quinolizidine Alkaloids  

 Quinolizidine alkaloids are biosynthesized from 
lysine  via  cadaverine. Apart from the bicyclic 
lupinine, most other compounds of this group 
are tri- or tetracyclic. Some representative struc-
tures are shown in Fig.  7 . Quinolizidine alka-
loids occur abundantly in the Fabaceae, but also 
in several unrelated taxa, e.g., Berberidaceae, 
Chenopodiacae, Ranunculaceae, Rubiaceae, and 
Solanaceae (Wink,  2002) . Traces of quinolizi-
dines were found in elicited cell cultures of spe-
cies that normally do not produce these 
metabolites (Wink and Witte,  1983) . This find-
ing, together with the occurrence of quinolizi-
dines alkaloids in taxonomically unrelated 
species, has lead to the hypothesis that the genes 
for the biosynthesis of quinolizidines are widely 
distributed in the plant kingdom, but are actively 
transcribed only in a few species that use them 
as feeding deterrents against herbivores.

 The function of quinolizidines as defense 
compounds can be observed in the example of 
sweet lupins, an alkaloid-free breeding form. In 
contrast to the alkaloid-containing wild form, 

  Fig. 7    Four representative structures of quinolizidine alkaloids       
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1 the bitter lupin, sweet lupins are more suscepti-
ble to herbivores (Wink,  2003) . In addition to 
their function as defense compounds, a minor 
function of quinolizidines is nitrogen transport 
in the phloem and probably storage of nitrogen 
in seeds (Wink and Witte,  1984,   1985) . 

 Quinolizidines have antiarrhythmic, CNS-
depressant, hypotensive, and hypoglycemic 
effects. Their toxicity and some of their phar-
macological properties can be explained through 
inhibition of Na +  and K +  channels and interac-
tion with nicotinic and muscarinic acetylcholine 
receptors. Sparteine from broom ( Cytisus sco-

parius ) is used as antiarrhythmic. However, its 
medicinal use is declining and restricted because 
about 10% of all patients are unable to metabo-
lize this alkaloid and suffer from intoxication 
(Wink,  2003) . 

 Only few insects have adapted to quinolizi-
dine alkaloids and sequester them as defense 
compounds, e.g., some aphids and larvae of the 
pyralid moth  Uresiphita reversalis  (Wink and 
Witte,  1991 ; Montllor et al.,  1990) . This is in 
contrast to pyrrolizidines, which are utilized by 
a large number of butterflies and beetles.  

  Alkaloids Derived from Tyrosine  

 The amino acid tyrosine is a precursor of numer-
ous alkaloids. The largest group is formed by 
the benzylisoquinoline alkaloids. In addition, 
several other alkaloid classes originate from 
tyrosine, for example, the Ipecac alkaloids and 
the Amarylli daceae alkaloids. The benzyliso-
quinolines, Ipecac- and Amaryllidaceae alkaloids 
will be reviewed.  

  Benzylisoquinoline Alkaloids  

 Benzylisoquinoline alkaloids are derived from 
two molecules of tyrosine. The central intermediate 
in their biosynthesis, ( S )-reticuline, can undergo 

various rearrangements and modifications to 
yield the different structural classes of benzyl-
isoquinolines (Fig.  8 ). At present, this diverse 
group of alkaloids comprises about 2,500 known 
structures. Benzylisoquinolines occur mainly in 
basal angiosperms, e.g., in members of the 
Berberidaceae, Fumariaceae, Papaveraceae, 
Menispermaceae, and Ranunculaceae, but also 
in other taxa.

 Some benzylisoquinoline alkaloids have 
powerful pharmacological activities and have 
therefore found application in medicine, e.g., 
the analgesic morphine, the antitussive and anal-
gesic codeine, the muscle relaxant tubocurarine, 
and the antimicrobial and anti-inflammatory 
sanguinarine. As can be expected from their 
highly diverse structures, these compounds 
have different mechanisms of action. Morphine 
and codeine are agonists at the  m -,  d -, and 
 k - opioid receptors, which are normally targeted 
by endorphines, enkephalines and dynorphines 
as endogenous ligands (Schiff,  2002) . The bis-
benzylisoquinoline alkaloid tubocurarine is the 
active principle of arrow poison from the liana 
 Chondrodendron tomentosum , which is native 
to the Amazon Basin. Tubocurarine is an antag-
onist at nicotinic acetylcholine receptors on the 
neuromuscular end plate of skeletal muscle and 
is used to induce complete muscle relaxation 
before surgeries (Howland et al.,  2005) . Due to 
its quaternary nitrogen it is absorbed poorly and 
has to be injected intravenously. 

 Like tubocurarine, the quarternary benzo-
phenanthridine sanguinarine is absorbed badly. 
It reacts with negatively charged and nucleophilic 
groups of proteins and inhibits several enzymes, 
e.g., Na + /K + -ATPase (Straub and Carver,  1975) . 
In addition, it intercalates DNA due to its planar 
structure (Nandi and Maiti,  1985) . 

 The opium poppy ( Papaver somniferum ) is an 
important medicinal plant with a colorful his-
tory. Opium, the dried latex of unripe capsules 
of  P. somniferum , contains more than 80 isoqui-
noline alkaloids. The main alkaloids in opium 
are morphine (4-21%), followed by codeine, 
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thebaine, papaverine, noscapine, and narceine 
(Dewick,  2002) . The alkaloid concentrations 
vary strongly, and depending on the  P. somni-

ferum  cultivar, also other alkaloids can occur in 
substantial amounts, e.g., oripavine in poppy 
from Tasmania (Frick et al.,  2005) . The only 
other plant species that accumulates the 

morphinans morphine and codeine is  Papaver 

setigerum . 
 The opium poppy originated from the 

Mediterranean area. Earliest mention of the 
opium poppy, its cultivation, and the harvest of 
poppy latex are found on Sumerian clay tablets 
dating back to 3000 BC (Schiff,  2002) . In 

  Fig. 8    ( S )-Reticuline is the precursor for the various classes of benzylisoquinoline alkaloids       
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1 ancient Greece, opium was used for medicinal 
and ritual purposes. The word “opium” is 
derived from the ancient Greek “opos” which 
means “milky juice of plants” (Askitopoulou et 
al.,  2000) . The twin brothers Hypnos and 
Thanatos, the Greek gods of sleep and death, 
are often depicted with opium poppies. Opium 
was mentioned by Homer in his “Iliad”, and by 
the famous Greek physicians Hippocrates and 
Galen (Schiff,  2002) . In the Roman empire, 
opium gained importance not only as medicine, 
but also as poison. Agrippina, emperor Claudius’ 
wife, killed her stepson Brittannicus with an 
overdose of opium, so that her own son Nero 
could become emperor (Booth,  1998) . Avicenna 
(980-1037), the famous Arab physician and sci-
entist, recommended opium and plants of the 
nightshade family as analgesics and anaesthet-
ics (Aziz et al.,  2000) . Arab traders brought 
opium to China, where it was first used only by 
the elite, but by the end of the seventeenth cen-
tury by a large part of the Chinese population 
(Schiff,  2002) . The high rate of addiction lead 
to a prohibition of opium by the Chinese gov-
ernment, but British merchants continued to 
smuggle opium into China. The conflict esca-
lated in the Opium Wars (1839-1842 and 1856-
1880), in which China was defeated and forced 
to allow the import of opium. 

 The sleep-inducing principle of opium was 
identified in 1806 by the German pharmacist 
Friedrich Sertürner. He succeeded in isolating 
crystalline morphine, which he named “mor-
phium” after the Roman god of sleep 
“Morpheus” (Zenk and Jünger,  2007) . It took 
more than 100 years, until the chemical struc-
ture of morphine was elucidated (1924-1925) 
by Gulland and Robinson. Total synthesis of 
morphine turned out to be extremely difficult 
due to its five stereo centers, and it was achieved 
by Gates and Tschudi  (1952) . 

 Since no cost-efficient synthesis of morphine 
and codeine has been developed, these alkaloids 
are isolated from “poppy straw”, which consists 
of the entire plant tops (Dewick,  2002) , and 

from opium. Legal cultivation of  P. somniferum  
is carried out in India, Turkey, Russia, and 
Australia. Today, nearly all illegally produced 
opium (93%) originates from Afghanistan; 
smaller amounts are produced in South East 
Asia and South America (Sanderson,  2007 ; 
World Drug Report,  2007) .  

  Ipecac Alkaloids  

 Ipecac alkaloids are derived from the amino 
acid tyrosine and the monoterpene secologanin 
and are therefore termed terpenoid-isoquinoline 
alkaloids. They occur in the eudicot families 
Alangiaceae and Rubiaceae. Two species, 
 Psychotria ipecacuanha  (Rubiaceae) and 
 Alangium lamarckii  (Alangiaceae), have been 
investigated in detail with respect to their 
metabolites and biosynthesis of their alkaloids 
(Fujii and Ohba,  1998) . Roots and rhizomes of 
 P. ipecacuanha  are the source of cephaeline 
and emetine (Fig.  9 ), two compounds with 
emetic, expectorant, and amebicidal properties. 

  Fig. 9    Cephaeline and emetine, two alkaloids with 
emetic properties from roots of  Psychotria ipeca-

cuanha        
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The emetic effects are presumably mediated 
by 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 (5HT 

3
 ) receptors 

(Hasegawa et al.,  2002) . Ipecacuanha syrup is 
used to induce emesis after accidental ingestion 
of poisons. In lower doses, the extract of  P. ipe-

cacuanha  roots is used as expectorant.
  P. ipecacuanha  occurs in the rainforests of 

Meso and South America. It was traditionally 
used in the Brazilian folk medicine. In the sev-
enteenth century, the plant was brought by trad-
ers to France, and soon it found application in 
Europe as treatment against dysentery. The 
British physician Thomas Dover invented a 
special preparation  P. ipecacuanha  that was 
named Dover’s powder after him. It consisted 
of Ipecacuanha root, opium, and potassium sul-
phate and was used as diaphoretic and medicine 
against cold and fever.  

  Amaryllidaceae Alkaloids  

 The Amaryllidaceae alkaloids are restricted to 
the monocot family that coined their name. 
They are derived from one molecule of tyrosine 
and protocatechuic aldehyde, which originates 
from phenylalanine. The central intermediate of 
their biosynthetic pathway is norbelladine. Nearly 
500 structures of Amaryllidaceae alkaloids are 
known, and some of them possess significant 
pharmacological activities (Jin,  2007)  (Fig.  10 ). 
For example, the isocarbostyrils pancratistatin 
from the spider lily ( Hymenocallis littoralis ) 
and narciclasine from  Narcissus  species show 
promising antineoplastic properties (Dumont et al., 
 2007 ; McLachlan et al.,  2005) . Lycorine that 
occurs, e.g., in  Clivia ,  Crinum  and  Galanthus  

  Fig. 10    Exemplary structures of Amaryllidaceae alkaloids       
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1 species exhibits antiviral activity (Ieven et al., 
 1983 ; Szlávik et al.,  2004) .

 Galanthamine is the only alkaloid of this 
class that has already found application in med-
icine. It is approved for the symptomatic treat-
ment of Alzheimer’s disease in Europe and the 
United States. Its mode of action consists in a 
competitive and reversible inhibition of acetyl-
cholinesterase, which leads to an increased con-
centration of acetylcholine at neuronal synapses. 
In addition, galanthamine acts as an allosteric 
modulator on nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. 
Since a characteristic feature of Alzheimer’s 
disease is the loss of acetylcholinergic neurons 
concomitant with decreased levels of acetylcho-
line, galanthamine can, at least partially, com-
pensate the damage and thus enhance cognitive 
functions in Alzheimer’s patients. 

 Galanthamine was isolated first from the 
Caucasian snowdrop ( Galanthus woronowii ) in 
the early 1950s. Most of the early research on 
galanthamine was carried out in Bulgaria and 
the USSR during the Cold War. Initially, galan-
thamine was used to reverse neuromuscular 
blockade induced by muscle relaxants and for 
the treatment of post-polio paralysis. After it was 
discovered that galanthamine passes the blood 
brain barrier, the interest in this drug increased, 
and it was eventually established as treatment 
for Alzheimer’s disease (Heinrich,  2004) . 

 Galanthamine occurs in the bulbs of 
 Galanthus ,  Narcissus , and  Leucojum  species, 
where it accumulates in concentrations of 0.05-
0.2% (Dewick,  2002) . Initially, it was isolated 
from these plant species. In 1999, a feasible and 
economic protocol for the industrial synthesis 
of galanthamine was developed by the groups 
of Fröhlich and Jordis in collaboration with 
Sanochemia (Küenburg et al.,  1999) .  

  Monoterpene Indole Alkaloids  

 This class of alkaloids is biosynthesized from 
tryptophan and secologanin via the central 

intermediate 3 a ( S )-strictosidine. Over 2,000 
structurally diverse monoterpene indole alka-
loids are known, and among them are several 
pharmacologically valuable compounds 
(O’Connor and Maresh, 2006). Some represent-
ative structures of the major classes of monoter-
pene indole alkaloids are depicted in Fig.  11 . 
These alkaloids are mainly found in the plant 
families Apocynaceae, Loganiaceae, Nyssaceae, 
and Rubiaceae. The following section will focus 
on some representative alkaloids with signifi-
cant pharmacological activities.

  Rauwolfia Alkaloids 

 The Indian snakeroot,  Rauwolfia serpentina  
(Apocynaceae), is a shrub that grows in south-
ern and southeast Asia. The root of this plant 
has been used traditionally in Ayurvedic medi-
cine (Sanskrit name: “Sarpagandha”) to treat 
hypertension and mental disorders. In the 1950s, 
the blood pressure lowering agent was identi-
fied as reserpine, a monoterpene indole alkaloid 
of the yohimbine class. Reserpine inhibits a 
proton pump that is responsible for maintaining 
a high concentration of protons in neuronal ves-
icles. If the proton pump is inhibited, neuro-
transmitters like dopamine and norepinephrine 
can no longer be stored in the vesicles. Thus, 
the neurons are depleted of their transmitters, 
which leads to a decrease in blood pressure and 
sedation. Due to serious negative side effects, in 
particular depression, reserpine has mainly been 
replaced by other drugs, but is still used in some 
combinations with other antihypertonics. In 
addition, extracts of  Rauwolfia  roots are used in 
herbal remedies against hypertension. 

 The roots of  R. serpentina  contain 0.7–2.4% 
monoterpene indole alkaloids (Dewick,  2002) . 
In addition to their main alkaloid reserpine, 
they also produce other pharmacologically 
active alkaloids, e.g., the antihypertensive 
ajmalicine and the antiarrhythmic ajmaline. 
Ajmaline blocks Na +  channels in the heart and 
thus prolongs intraventricular conduction times.  
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  Catharanthus Alkaloids 

 The Madagascar periwinkle ( Catharanthus 

roseus , Apocynaceae, formerly known as  Vinca 

rosea ) is a small subshrub or herbaceous plant 
native to Madagascar. It contains about 130 
monoterpene indole alkaloids of different sub-
classes (van der Heijden et al., 2004). Nowadays, 
 C. roseus  occurs worldwide in subtropical and 
tropical regions. It is cultivated as an ornamen-
tal plant, but it has also found application in the 
folk medicine of various countries. Because the 
plant was used as an antidiabetic in Jamaica, it 
was screened for hypoglycaemic activity by 
Eli-Lilly, USA, and the Cancer Research Center, 

Canada, in the late 1950s. Although plant 
extracts proved to be ineffective against diabe-
tes, scientists of both institutes independently 
discovered the anticancer activity of several 
bisindole alkaloids, in particular, vinblastine 
and vincristine (reviewed by Noble, 1990). These 
compounds bind tubulin and inhibit its polym-
erization, thus hindering the formation of the 
mitotic spindle and causing cell cycle arrest at 
metaphase in dividing cells (Jordan et al.,  1991) . 
Vinblastine is used as therapy against Hodgkin’s 
disease and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas. Its 
major side effect is a suppression of the bone 
marrow. Vincristine is more powerful but also 
more neurotoxic than vinblastine. It is used to 

  Fig. 11    Different classes of monoterpene indole alkaloids       
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1 treat acute lymphatic leukaemia, non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphomas, rhabdomyosarcoma, and Wilms 
tumor. Two semisynthetic analogs with less side 
effects than the two Vinca alkaloids, vinorel-
bine and vindesine, are used as to treat non-
small cell lung cancer and breast cancer. 
Vindesine is also used as chemotherapeutic for 
lymphoma, acute leukaemia, and melanoma. 

 Initially, vincristine and vinblastine were 
isolated from leaves of the Madagaskar peri-
winkle, however, the yield was very low. The 
plant tissue contains only 0.0002% vinblastine 
(Noble,  1990) , and the vincristine content is 
even lower. Therefore, a partial synthesis for 
the dimeric indole alkaloids was developed 
starting from the monomers vindoline and 
catharanthine (Dewick,  2002) .   

  Camptothecin  

 Camptothecin (Fig.  11 ) belongs to the quinoline 
class of the monoterpene indole alkaloids. 
Although it lacks the indole ring, feeding studies 
proved that it originates from tryptamine and a 
monoterpene precursor, and the indole structure 
undergoes rearrangements to a quinoline hetero-
cycle (Hutchinson et al.,  1974 ; Sheriha and 
Rapoport,  1976) . The alkaloid occurs in several 
unrelated eudicot species, e.g.,  Camptotheca 

acuminata  (Nyssaceae),  Ophiorrhiza pumila  
(Rubiaceae),  Ervatamia heyneana  (Apocynaceae), 
and  Nothapodytes foetida  (Icacinaceae). 

 Camptothecin is unique in its mechanism of 
action. It binds to the cleavable complex of 
topoisomerase I and covalently attached DNA 
and stabilizes it (Hsiang et al.,  1985) . This non-
degradable DNA/topoisomerase I complex 
arrests the replication fork and thus kills cells 
by inhibition of DNA synthesis (Hsiang et al., 
 1989) . Camptothecin and its derivatives are 
therefore also termed topoisomerase “poisons”. 

 Camptothecin was isolated first in 1966 
(Wall et al.,  1966)  from  Camptotheca acumi-

nata , a tree native to China and Tibet, also 
known as “Happy Tree” (chinese “xi shu”). 
Despite the promising anticancer activities, the 
poor solubility of the alkaloid presented a 
major obstacle to clinical application. Water-
soluble derivatives were prepared by opening 
the lactone ring. During clinical trials, however, 
it became apparent that the anticancer activity 
of these analogs was greatly decreased, and the 
trials were abandoned. Only later it became 
known that the anticancer activity of camp-
tothecin is dependent on the intact lactone ring. 
The interest in camptothecin returned in 1985 
after its unique mechanism of action became 
known. This encouraged the synthesis of 
water-soluble analogs that retained the 
activity. At present, two derivatives of camp-
tothecin are used in cancer chemotherapy. 
Irinotecan (syn. CPT-11) is used to treat colon 
cancer in combination with other chemothera-
peutics; and topotecan is approved as therapy of 
ovarian and small-cell lung cancer. Several new 
camptothecin derivatives are currently tested 
in clinical trials (reviewed by Sirikantaramas 
et al.,  2007) . 

 Camptothecin derivatives are produced 
semisynthetically using the alkaloids extracted 
from intact plants of  C. acuminata  or  N. foet-

ida . Alternatives to this limited resource have 
been suggested. For example, young leaves of 
 C. acuminata  accumulate high levels of alka-
loids (4-5 mg/g dry weight; López-Meyer et 
al.,  1994)  and can be harvested repeatedly 
without killing the trees. In addition, the clonal 
propagation of elite cultivars by shoot and bud 
culture of  C. acuminata  (Vincent et al.,  1997)  
or hairy roots of  Ophiorrhiza pumila  (Sudo 
et al.,  2002)  might present a suitable solution 
to overcome the shortage in plant material. 
Recently, camptothecin production was 
detected in the endophytic fungi  Entrophospora 

infrequens  of  N. foetida  (Puri et al.,  2005 ; 
Amna et al.,  2006) , and this may open a new 
source for the commercial production of the 
antineoplastic alkaloid. 
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  Cinchona Alkaloids 

 The genus  Cinchona  (Rubiaceae) comprises 
about 25 species of tall, evergreen trees that 
grow in South America. The bark of these 
trees accumulates quinoline alkaloids that are, 
like camptothecin, derived from tryptophan 
and secologanin. Cinchona alkaloids are also 
found in the genus  Remijia  of the Rubiaceae 
family. 

 The  Cinchona  bark was called “Quina-
Quina”, which means “bark of barks”, in the 
native Indian language Quechua. It was dis-
covered by Spanish monks in Peru around 
1630. They either learned to use the bark 
against fevers from the indigenous Indian pop-
ulation or discovered its application by them-
selves (Bruce-Chwatt,  1988) .  Cinchona  bark 
was introduced to Europe by Jesuits, where it 
became known as “Jesuits’ powder” and was 
used to cure malaria, which was then wide-
spread in Europe. However, initially the use of 
 Cinchona  powder was controversial. Due to its 
approval by the Vatican, Protestants refused to 
take it. In addition, healing of malaria with a 
hot, bitter drink form a powdered bark contra-
dicted the humoral theory of the antique Greek 
philosophers, which was at that time still the 
base for medicinal treatment. Moreover, often 
bark of bad quality or adulterated bark was 
sold that proved to be inefficient.  Cinchona  
bark became only widely accepted after the 
English apothecary apprentice Robert Talbor 
applied it successfully as a secret formula to 
cure many members of European royalty from 
malaria, among them the English King Charles 
II and the son of the French King Louis XIV. 
After Robert Talbor’s death it was disclosed 
that his secret remedy was based on  Cinchona 

bark  (Bruce-Chwatt,  1988 ; Kaufman and 
Rúveda,  2005) . Quinine (Fig.  11 ) was isolated 
from the bark of  Cinchona  trees in 1820 by the 
French pharmacists Pelletier and Caventou, 
and its molecular formula was established in 
1854 by Adolf Strecker. 

 For two centuries,  Cinchona  bark was 
obtained solely from South America. It was 
particularly valuable for the colonial powers 
because malaria was frequent in Asia and 
Africa. Due to the high demand for the drug 
and the dwindling natural resources, efforts 
were taken to cultivate the trees outside 
South America. In the middle of the 
eighteenth century, the Dutch and English 
succeeded in growing  Cinchona  trees in Java 
and India. Shortage of quinine in World Wars I 
and II due to trade embargos encouraged the 
development of synthetic analogs, e.g., the 
4-aminoquinolines chloroquine and mefloquine, 
and the 8-aminoquinoline primaquine. A formal 
synthesis of quinine was achieved by Woodward 
and Doering  (1944) , however, due to the 
four stereocenters in the quinine molecule it 
is a very complex synthesis and commercially 
not feasible. 

 Today, three  Cinchona  species are cultivated 
for the production of quinine.  C. succirubra  
yields the “red bark”,  C. legderiana  the “brown 
bark”, and  C. calisaya  the “yellow bark” 
(Dewick,  2002) . In addition to quinine, the 
barks contain significant amounts of three other 
quinoline alkaloids: quinidine, the diastereomer 
of quinine, which is used as an antiarrhythmic, 
and 6-demethoxy analogs of the two alkaloids, 
cinchonine and cinchonidine. 

 Quinine and its analogs act on erythrocytic 
stages of  Plasmodium falciparum , the causative 
agent of malaria. It is assumed that these anti-
malarial agents inhibit the polymerization of 
haematine, which is released upon the degrada-
tion of haemoglobin and is toxic for the para-
site, into non-toxic hemozoin (Chou et al.,  1980 ; 
Sullivan et al.,  1996) . 

 Since quinine is extremely bitter, gin was 
added to make it easier to drink, giving rise to 
the cocktail “gin and tonic” that nowadays 
contains only minute amounts of the alkaloid. 
In addition to tonic water, quinine is also an 
ingredient of other beverages, e.g., bitter 
lemon or vermouth.   
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  Benzoxazinones  

 Benzoxazinones are derived from indole-3-
glycerol phosphate, a molecule that is also the 
direct precursor of tryptophan. In the literature, 
acronyms derived from the substitution pattern 
of the benzoxazinone ring are often used to dis-
tinguish individual members of this class. For 
example, DIMBOA is 2,4- di hydroxy-7- m eth-
oxy-1,4- b enz o xazin-3-one. Benzoxazinones 
occur mainly in the monocot Poaceae family, 
but also in some families of eudicot plants, e.g., 
Ranunculaceae, Acanthaceae, and Plantaginaceae. 
At present, it is still being investigated whether 
the pathway developed only once or several 
times independently after the divergence of 
moncots and dicots (Sicker et al.,  2000) . 

 Two characteristic structural features are 
found in all benzoxazinones: a cyclic hemiacetal 
in combination with a cyclic hydroxamic acid 
or a cyclic lactam (Fig.  12 ); the hydroxy function 
of the hemiacetal is usually glucosylated. In the 
intact plant tissue, these benzoxazinone gluco-
sides are stored in the vacuole, whereas a spe-
cific glucosidase is located in plastids. Only after 
injury of the plant tissue, glucosides and glucosi-
dases are released, and free aglucones are formed. 
Those benzoxazinone aglucones that contain a 
hydroxamic acid function are chemically insta-
ble, and their tautomeric open-ring form can be 
converted to benzoxazolinones under loss of one 
carbon as formic acid (Fig.  12 ).

 Benzoxazinones act as pre-formed defense 
and possess antibacterial, antifungal, and antial-

gal properties (Bravo and Lazo,  1993,   1996) . In 
addition, they serve as feeding deterrents and 
reduce the vitality of pests. In particular, these 
metabolites confer resistance to one of the major 
corn pests, the European corn borer ( Ostrinia 

nubialis ) (Grombacher et al.,  1989) . Only ben-
zoxazinones with hydroxamic acid function 
show these bioactivities. An electron-donating 
hydroxy or methoxy group at C-7 increases the 
reactivity. The mode of action of benzoxazi-
nones can be explained by modification of 
amino and thiol groups of biomolecules. The 
aldehyde function of the tautomeric open-ring 
form can react as an electrophile with NH 

2
  

groups and form Schiff bases (Pérez and 
Niemeyer, 1989). Thiol groups can be oxidized 
by the cyclic hydroxamic acid form, which is in 
turn reduced to a lactam. Structural prerequisite 
for this oxidation is an electron-donating substi-
tution at C-7 of the benzoxazinone skeleton 
(Atkinson et al,  1991) . Benzoxazinoids that 
have been bio-activated by  N -acetylation may 
act as alkylating agents towards nucleic acids 
and proteins (Hashimoto and Shudo,  1996) . 

 Due to their toxicity, benzoxazinones can 
also function as allelochemicals (Sicker et al., 
 2000)  and are therefore discussed as natural 
herbicides.  

  Cyanogenic Glycosides  

 Cyanogenic glucosides are  b -glucosides of 
 a -hydroxynitriles (syn. cyanohydrins), which 

  Fig. 12    Enzymatic and chemical degradation of benzoxazines with hydroxamic acid function (Sicker 
et al.,  2000)        
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are derived from the five proteinogenic amino 
acids phenylalanine, tyrosine, valine, isoleu-
cine, leucine and the non-proteinogenic amino 
acid cyclopentenyl-glycine. Because of the 
stereo-center in the  a -hydroxynitrile function, 
( R )- and ( S )-forms of several cyanogenic gluco-
sides exist. About 2,500 different plant species 
including ferns, gymnosperms, and angiosperms 
produce cyanogenic glucosides (Hegnauer,  1986 ; 
Seigler,  1991) . Despite their widespread occur-
rence, these natural products are found predomi-
nantly in the families Araceae, Asteraceae, 
Euphorbiaceae, Fabaceae, Passifloraceae, 
Poaceae, and Rosaceae (Dewick,  2002) . Some 
of the most abundant molecules are amygdalin 
(Rosaceae), linamarin and lotaustralin 
(Fabaceae), and the epimers dhurrin and taxi-
phyllin in the genus  Sorghum  (Seigler,  1991) . 

 Like the benzoxazinones, cyanogenic gluco-
sides belong to the preformed defense of the 
plant and are stored in the vacuole. Upon dis-
ruption of the plant tissue, they are degraded by 
 b -glucosidases to the corresponding  a -hydrox-
ynitriles, which are hydrolyzed by  a -hydrox-
ynitrile lyases to aldehydes or ketones and toxic 
hydrogen cyanide (HCN) (Fig.  13 ). Since the 
 a -hydroxynitriles are unstable, they can also 

decompose spontaneously, but the enzyme 
catalyzed reaction proceeds up to 20 times 
faster (Selmar,  1999) . In the gut of herbivores, 
the  b -glucosidic bond can also be hydrolyzed 
by intestinal bacteria. The toxicity of hydrogen 
cyanide can be explained by its affinity to metal 
ions. Cyanide ions complex iron (III) in the 
active site of cytochrome oxidase and thus 
inhibit the respiratory chain. Mammals can con-
sume small amounts of cyanogenic glucosides 
and detoxify them, mainly  via  the liver enzyme 
rhodanese that converts cyanide to thiocyanate. 
Chronic intake of non-lethal amounts, however, 
can result in paralysis of legs (Konzo) or neuro-
logical disorders due to cyanide intoxication or 
iodine deficiency caused by accumulation of 
the iodine antagonist thiocyanate (Selmar, 
 1999) . Intoxications by cyanogenic glucosides 
are often observed in populations that live on 
a diet poor in protein with insufficient supply 
of sulfur-containing amino acids, which are 
required for the detoxification of cyanide.

 Cyanogenic glucosides act as feeding deter-
rents. Herbivores are probably rejected by the 
keto or aldehyde compound that arises after 
cleavage rather than by the cyanide (Jones, 
 1988) . By transferring all genes required for the 

  Fig. 13    Representative structures of cyanogenic glucosides ( a ) and degradation of cyanogenic glucosides 
with concomitant release of toxic hydrogen cyanide ( b )       
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1 formation of the cyanogenic glucoside dhurrin 
from  Sorghum bicolor  into  Arabidopsis , 
Tattersall et al.  (2001)  proved that cyanogenic 
glucosides play a role in plant defense. In com-
parison with wild-type leaves, leaves of trans-
genic  Arabidopsis  plants producing dhurrin 
were hardly consumed by the yellow-striped 
flea beetle ( Phyllotreta nemorum ). Despite the 
toxicity of the cyanogenic glucosides, several 
herbivores, especially insects, are able to feed 
on plants containing these natural products, and 
in this case the toxic compounds may act as 
phagostimulants. Some species of beetles, cen-
tipedes, and millipedes, but particularly many 
moths and butterflies sequester cyanogenic glu-
cosides as defense compounds. The compounds 
are either taken up by feeding on cyanogenic 
plants or synthesized  de novo  by endogenous 
enzymes. In contrast to vertebrates, these arthro-
pod species detoxify cyanide not by rhodanese, 
but mostly  via   b -cyanoalanine synthesis, a 
mechanism that is also used by plants (reviewed 
by Zagrobelny et al.,  2008) . 

 It has been postulated that cyanogenic glu-
cosides also serve as storage compounds for 
reduced nitrogen and sugar (Selmar et al.,  1988 ; 
Sánchez-Pérez et al.,  2008) . This has been 
deduced from the observation that cyanogenic 
glucosides are degraded during seed develop-
ment or germination. 

 Interestingly, many important food crops 
accumulate cyanogenic glucosides (Jones, 
 1998) , but usually not in the portion of the plant 
that is consumed. Some plants, however, con-
tain high levels of these toxic constituents in the 
parts that are eaten, e.g., bamboo, cassava, lima 
beans, and sorghum. This problem is particu-
larly serious in the case of cassava ( Manihot 

esculenta ), which is a major crop in many tropi-
cal countries. Cassava roots contain between 10 
and 500 mg of cyanide equivalents per kg fresh 
weight (O’Brien et al.,  1991)  and have to be 
processed carefully to remove the toxic metabo-
lites. Unfortunately, this treatment usually 
results in loss of protein, minerals, and vitamins. 

Various approaches to produce transgenic cas-
sava with reduced content of cyanogenic gluco-
sides in roots are currently underway (Jørgensen 
et al.,  2005 ; Siritunga and Sayre,  2007) .  

  Glucosinolates  

 Glucosinlates are  b -thioglucosides of (Z)- N -
hydroximinosulfate esters (Fig.  14 ). They are 
derived from the aliphatic amino acids alanine, 
isoleucine, leucine, methionine, and valine or 
from the aromatic amino acids phenylalanine, 
tryptophan, and tyrosine and share the first steps 
of cyanogenic glucoside biosynthesis. About 
120 different structures of glucosinolates are 
known (Fahey et al.,  2001) . They occur exclu-
sively in sixteen eudicot families, the majority 
belonging to the order Brassicales. Many of 
these plants are cultivated and consumed as 
vegetables or spices, e.g., cabbage ( Brassica 

oleraceae , Brassicaeae), capers ( Capparis 

spinosa , Capparidaeae), mustard ( Sinapis alba , 
Brassi caeae), and wasabi ( Wasabia japonica , 
Brassicaeae). The strong or pungent flavor of 
these plants can be explained by the presence of 
glucosinolates. If the plant tissue is damaged, 
the glucosinolates are hydrolyzed by myrosi-
nase, a thioglucosidase that is spatially sepa-
rated in the undamaged tissue. The resulting 
unstable thiohydroximate- O -sulfate interme-
diates undergo non-enzymatic loss of sulfate 
and spontaneous rearrangement to various bio-
active products like isothiocyanates, nitriles, 
oxazolidine-2-thiones, epithionitriles, and thio-
cyanates (Halkier and Gershenzon,  2006)  (Fig. 
 14 ). Hydrolysis of glucosinolates can also occur 
in the intestine of humans by myrosinases of the 
gut microflora.

 The main product of the “mustard bomb” 
consisting of glucosinolates and myrosinase are 
isothiocyanates. These compounds are also 
responsible for many of the biological effects of 
glucosinolates, e.g., antibacterial, antifungal, 
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nematicidal, and feeding deterrent activities 
(Fahey et al.,  2001) . The formation of hydrolysis 
products distinct from thiocyanates depends on 
the structure of the glucosinolates, pH, and the 
presence or absence of Fe 2+  ions or specifier 
proteins. Specifier proteins do probably not pos-
sess catalytic activity, but may modulate myro-
sinase activity allosterically to yield nitriles, 
epithionitriles, or thiocyanates as degradation 
products instead of thiocyanates (Wittstock and 
Burow,  2007) . Epithionitriles are produced only 

from glucosinolates with a terminal double 
bond. Indolyl glucosinolates are hydrolyzed to 
unstable indole isothiocyanates that give rise to 
the alcohol indole-3-carbinol and a variety of 
other products. Hydrolysis of  b -hydroxyalkenyl 
glucosinolates yields oxazolidine-2-thiones that 
can cause goitre by inhibiting the incorporation 
of iodine into thyroid hormones. A crop particu-
larly rich in goitrogenic glucosinolates is rape 
( Brassica napus ), an important source of vege-
table oil. To make the protein rich seed cake that 

  Fig. 14    Exemplary structures of glucosinolates ( a ) and hydrolysis of glucosinolates by myrosinase and 
rearrangement to various products ( b ) Isothiocyanates are the predominant degradation products. For the 
formation of epithionitriles, nitriles, and thiocyanates, specifier proteins (SP) are required       
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1 remains after extraction of the oil suitable as 
animal foodstuff, rape plants with low levels of 
glucosinolates have been developed by breed-
ing efforts (Fahey et al,  2001) . 

 Glucosinolates from Brassicaceae vegetables 
(e.g., broccoli, cauliflower, Chinese cabbage, 
kale, kohlrabi, mustard) are discussed as cancer 
preventive agents. In particular, sulforaphane 
and indole-3-carbinol, the degradation products 
of glucoraphanin and glucobrassicin, respec-
tively, show promising activities, e.g., stimula-
tion of apoptosis. Sulforaphane enhances the 
excretion of cancerogenous compounds by 
inducing phase II detoxification enzymes like 
glutathione- S -transferase, UDP-glucuronosyl 
transferase, and NADPH quinone oxidoreduct-
ase. Indole-3-carbinol may prevent estrogen-
sensitive cancers by increasing the ratio of weak 
to strong estrogens, but it may also possess can-
cer-promoting activities. Although some epide-
miological studies suggest that a diet rich in 
glucosinolates can reduce the risk of cancer, it 
has not yet been unambiguously proven. In addi-
tion, the bioavailability of glucosinolates may be 
influenced by genetic polymorphisms that lead 
to a slower excretion of these compounds 
(Higdon et al.,  2007) . 

 Although glucosinolates act as feeding deter-
rents, many insect herbivores feed on plants 
containing these natural products. Two very dif-
ferent mechanisms for the detoxification of glu-
cosinolates are known from two insect species. 
The diamond-black moth ( Plutella xylostella ) 
produces a sulfatase that cleaves the sulfate from 
glucosinolates and converts them to compounds 
that cannot be degraded by myrosinases (Ratzka 
et al.,  2002) . The cabbage white butterfly ( Pieris 

rapae ) contains a specifier protein that trans-
forms glucosinolates in the presence of myrosi-
nase to nontoxic nitriles that are excreted with 
the feces (Wittstock et al.,  2004) . Both detoxifying 
enzymes are expressed in the gut of the insects, 
the organ in which the glucosinolates would 
normally be degraded to isothiocyanates. Other 
insect herbivores sequester glucosinolates and 

use them for their own defense. This requires 
either an endogenous myrosinase that is spa-
tially separated from the glucosinolates in the 
insects or myrosinases from the gut microflora 
of their enemies (Halkier and Gershenzon, 
 2006) .  

  Natural Products Derived from the 
Shikimate Pathway and Phenylpropanoids  

 The shikimate pathway provides the precursors 
for benzoic acid derivatives and phenylpropa-
noid compounds in plants (Fig.  15 ). Shikimate 
is biosynthesized from D-erythrose-4-phosphate 
and phosphoenolpyruvate, two metabolites 
derived from the pentose phosphate cycle and 
glycolysis, respectively. Shikimate is further 
converted to chorismate by addition of a C 

3
  unit 

from phosphoenolpyruvate; and chorismate 
serves as precursor of the aromatic amino acids 
L-phenylalanine, L-tyrosine, and L-tryptophan.

 An intermediate of the shikimate pathway, 
most likely 5-dehydroshikimate, is the precur-
sor of gallic acid and the gallotannins (Werner 
et al.,  1997) , which are esters of glucose with 
several molecules of gallic acid. Gallotannins 
have been used for centuries for the tanning of 
hides and for the preparation of ink from ferrous 
sulfate and oak gall extract. 

 Since the shikimate pathway occurs only in 
plants and microorganisms, L-phenylalanine, 
L-tyrosine, and L-tryptophan are essential for ani-
mals and have to be taken up with food. 
L-Phenylalanine, and in monocots also L-tyrosine, 
are the precursors of the phenylpropanoids. This 
class comprises cinnamic acid derivatives, lignin, 
lignans, phenylpropenes, and coumarins, which 
all share the basic C 

6
 -C 

3
  skeleton. Phenyl pro-

panoids are aromatic compounds, often with a 
hydroxy group in the  para  position. If more than 
one hydroxy group is present at the aromatic ring, 
the new hydroxy function is usually positioned 
next to the first hydroxy group ( ortho  position). 
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Phenylpropanoids with additional carbons derived 
from acetate units, e.g., the flavonoids, will be 
discussed together with the polyketides.  

  Lignans and Lignins  

 Lignans and lignins are both composed of 
the hydroxy cinnamic alcohols (monolignols) 
 p -coumaryl alcohol, coniferyl alcohol, and 

sinapyl alcohol (Fig.  16 ). Lignans are formed 
by stereoselective coupling of two hydroxy cin-
namic alcohols units and lignins are polymers 
of monolignols.

 After incorporation into the polymer lignin, 
the monolignols  p -coumaryl alcohol, coniferyl 
alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol are also referred 
to as H (p-hydroxyphenyl), G (guaiacyl), and 
S (syringyl) units, respectively. 

 Lignin from gymnosperms consists mainly 
of G units and low levels of H units. Eudicots 

  Fig. 15    Schematic overview of shikimate and phenylpropanoid biosynthesis.  Arrows  with dashed lines 
indicate multiple biosynthetic reactions. Boxed compounds are phenylpropanoids       
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1

and monocots utilize all three monolignols, 
although lignin from eudicots consist mainly of 
G and S units (Boerjan et al.,  2003) . Recently, it 
became evident that also other phenolic mono-
mers, in particular acylated monolignols, are 
incorporated into lignin. In the lignin polymer, the 
alcohols are connected by various bonds com-
prising ether and carbon-to-carbon linkages. In 
addition, lignin can be interconnected with 
hemicelluloses of the cell wall (Sun et al.,  2005) . 
Although the monolignol composition of lignins 
can be determined, their exact structure has not 
yet been elucidated due to the large size and 
complexity of the polymers (Davin and Lewis, 
 2005) . The function of lignin is to reinforce the 
cell walls together with the sugar polymers cel-
lulose and hemicellulose. Lignification of cell 
walls is required to strengthen the vascular tis-
sue and evolved ca. 400 million years ago in the 
Silurian with the emergence of the first vascular 
plants. After cellulose, lignin is the second most 
abundant biopolymer on earth. From an eco-
nomic point of view, lignin is important for the 
quality of wood, but it is an undesirable compo-
nent for the paper industry, because its oxida-
tion leads to yellowing of paper. Lignin cannot 
be digested by ruminants and therefore decreases 
the digestibility of forage and the absorption of 
nutritients (Boerjan et al.,  2003 ; Rouhi et al., 
 2000) . In addition, lignin has to be removed 
from lignocellulose-containing plant material 
prior to the production of biofuels, because it 
hinders the degradation and extraction of cellulose. 

Possible strategies to improve biofuel produc-
tion from lignocellulose are the generation of 
genetically modified crops with altered lignin 
content or composition and the use of lignin 
degrading enzymes from fungi or bacteria 
(Weng et al.,  2008) . 

 Lignans are formed by stereoselectively link-
ing two monolignols at the central atoms of their 
side chains. If the monolignols are produced by 
other types of coupling, the dimers are termed 
neolignans (Dewick,  2002) . In norlignans, the 
last carbon of one side chain of a monolignol is 
missing in the dimer. Lignans were found in 
more than 70 plant families, and because of their 
antiviral, antibacterial, and antifungal properties 
they presumably act as defense against herbiv-
ores and pathogens (Saleem et al.,  2005) . In 
addition, they occur in many plant foods like oil 
seeds, whole cereals, fruits and vegetables. A 
particular rich source of lignans with more than 
0.3 g/100 g are flaxseed and sesame seed with 
secoisolariciresinol (Fig.  17 ) and sesamine as 
main constituents, respectively (Adlercreutz, 
 2007 ; Milder et al.,  2005) . These latter and sev-
eral other lignans can be converted by the intes-
tinal microflora to the mammalian lignans 
enterodiol and enterolactone (Fig.  17 ). The two 
enterolignans are weak phytoestrogens; they 
increase the concentrations of sex hormone 
binding globulin in the plasma and modulate 
steroid hormone concentrations by competing 
for their metabolizing enzymes (Adlercreutz, 
 2007) . It is assumed that consumption of a diet 

  Fig. 16     p -Coumaryl alchol, coniferyl alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol are the building blocks of lignins and 
lignans       
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rich in lignans benefits health and reduces the 
risk for colon and breast cancer. Since lignan-
rich food usually contains other health-promot-
ing ingredients like fibers or other polyphenols, 
it is difficult, however, to attribute the benefi-
cial effects solely to lignans.

 A strong cytotoxic lignan is podophyllotoxin 
(Fig.  17 ) from  Podophyllum peltatum  or  P. hex-

andrum  (Berberidaceae). Podophyllotoxin has 
the same mechanism of action as the terpene 
indole alkaloids vinblastine and vincristine; it 
inhibits cell division by binding to tubulin and 
preventing its polymerization. This lignan is 
used as treatment for warts, but is too toxic for 
systemic application. Derivatives with reduced 
toxicity are etoposide, etopophos, and tenipo-
side. They are prepared semi-synthetically from 
4’-demethylpodophyllotoxin and have an 
inverted stereochemistry at C-4. These changes 
lead to a new anticancer mechanism, the 

stabilization of topoisomerase-DNA com-
plexes, which is similar to that of camptothecin. 
Unlike camptothecin, however, the podophyl-
lotoxin analogues attack topoisomerase II, not 
topoisomerase I. Etoposide and its prodrug teni-
poside are used in combination with other drugs 
to treat small cell lung cancer, testicular cancer, 
and certain lymphomas. Teniposide is used as 
therapy for childhood acute lymphocytic 
leukemia.  

  Phenylpropenes and Benzenoids  

 Phenylpropenes are derived from cinnamic acid 
and share the first steps of lignin/lignan biosyn-
thesis. Shortening of the cinnamic acid side chain 
by two carbons leads to compounds with a C 

6
 -C 

1
  

skeleton called benzenoids. Other volatile 

  Fig. 17    Lignans of various origin       
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1 phenylpropanoid-related compounds are pheny-
lacetaldehyde and 2-phenylethanol. They origi-
nate from phenylalanine which is shortened by 
one carbon (Pichersky and Dudareva,  2007) . 
Phenylpropene and benzenoid volatiles are 
lipophilic compounds with a characteristic scent. 
They constitute the second largest group of plant 
volatiles after terpenoids. In many plants, phe-
nylpropanoid/benzenoid and terpenoid volatiles 
occur as mixture, although usually one group 
accumulates predominantly. In addition to these 
two large groups of natural products, many other 
volatiles of plant origin are derivatives of amino 
acids and fatty acids. Each plant has its own 
cocktail of volatiles that is used for the attraction 
of pollinators and seed dispersers or as defense 
compounds. The defense function can be ful-
filled either by directly deterring or intoxicating 
herbivores, or indirectly by attracting insect 
predators in case of tritrophic interactions or by 
communicating the danger to other plants in the 
neighborhood (Dudareva et al.,  2006) . In addi-
tion, many volatiles have antibacterial and anti-
fungal properties (Kalemba and Kunicka,  2003) . 

 Essential oils with phenylpropenes are 
found, e.g., in the Apiaceae, Lauraceae and 
Myrtaceae families. Many of these phenylpro-
pene-containing plants have been employed by 
humans since antiquity as condiments and 
herbal remedies. Cloves, the unopened flower 
buds of the evergreen clove tree ( Syzygium aro-

maticum , Myrtaceae) native to the Maluku 
islands, are used as spice, but also as anaesthetic 
and antiseptic in dentistry. The active ingredient 
and major component of essential oil from 

cloves is the phenylpropene eugenol (Fig.  18 ). 
Another evergreen tree of the tropics,  Cinnamo-

mum ceylanicum  (Lauraceae) from Sri Lanka, 
is the source of cinnamon bark with  trans -
cinnamaldehyde as main flavor component. 
Cinnamon was highly priced in the antique 
world. The roman emperor Nero is said to have 
spent a year’s supply of cinnamon for the 
funeral of his wife Poppaea Sabina (Klein, 
 1987) . Some phenylpropenes are potentially 
carcinogenic, e.g., safrole, methyleugenol, and 
estragole. They require bioactivation including 
hydroxylation and sulfation at the side chain to 
become toxic (Zhou et al.,  2007) .

 Benzenoids contribute to characteristic 
fragrance of many flowers. Methyl benzoate, 
for example, is a major scent constituent of 
 Petunia  flowers. Other benzenoids that fre-
quently contribute to floral scents are benzal-
dehyde, benzyl alcohol, benzyl acetate, and 
methyl salicylate (Fig.  18 ) (Knudsen et al., 
 1993) . The latter compound is responsible for 
the characteristic smell and the analgesic effect 
of wintergreen ( Gaultheria procumbens , 
Ericaceae) (Dewick,  2002) .  

  Polyketides  

 Polyketides are synthesized from two-carbon 
units derived from activated acetate in the form 
of acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA. Unlike fatty 
acids, which also originate from these precursors, 
polyketides retain all or most of their oxygen 

  Fig. 18    Phenylpropanoid and benzenoid volatiles       
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functions. In the course of polyketide biosynthe-
sis, highly reactive poly- b -keto intermediates 
are formed, which often undergo cyclization to 
six-membered aromatic or 2-pyrone rings. Many 
polyketides are phenolics like the phenylpropa-
noids, but the two groups can be distinguished 
by the substitution pattern of the aromatic ring. 
While polyketides usually contain oxygen func-
tions on alternate carbons ( meta  position), phe-
nolics derived from the phenylpropanoid 
pathway show an  ortho  oxygenation pattern. 
Many polyketides are glycosylated and may 
carry acyl substitutents on the sugar unit. 

 Polyketides occuring in plants are not always 
exclusively synthesized from acetate units, but 
often are of mixed biosynthetic origin. 
Phenylpropanoid or terpenoid building blocks 
or sometimes both can be connected with the 
acetate-derived backbone. In addition, parts of 
the carbon skeleton can be derived from fatty 
acids or amino acids. This mixed assembly 
principle results in a plethora of structurally 
diverse compounds. Polyketide alkaloids 
obtained when nitrogen or nitrogen-containing 
precursors are incorporated into the polyketide 
backbone will also be discussed.  

  Polyketides Derived Exclusively from 
Acetate Units  

 Naphthoquinones of polyketide origin occur in a 
few taxonomically related families of the order 
Caryophyllales (Heubl et al.,  2006) , e.g., the 
Droseraceae, Nepenthaceae, Plumbaginaceae, 
and Polygonaceae, but also in the unrelated 
genus  Diospyros  (Ebenaceae) (Thomson,  1987) . 
These compounds are built from six acetate 
units, and one carbon is lost in the course ot their 
biosynthesis, thus yielding an eleven carbon 
skeleton with two six-membered rings (Fig.  19 ). 
Plants that accumulate naphthoquinones often 
also contain naphthohydroquinone glycosides 
and dimeric naphthoquinones. Naphthoquinones, 

e.g., plumbagin and droserone, are strongly 
colored and lipophilic substances. Plumbagin is 
accumulated predominantly in roots and acts as 
an allelopathic compound. It has also antifeed-
ant effects on insects (Tokunaga et al.,  2004)  and 
antimicrobial properties (Didry et al.,  1994) . 
Due to their structural similarity to ubiquinone, 
naphthoquinones may interfere with mitochon-
drial electron transport.

 Structurally related to the naphthoquinones are 
the anthraquinones, which originate from eight 
acetate units and are composed of three six-mem-
bered rings. As in the case of the naphthoquinones, 
one of the sixteen carbons is lost by decarboxyla-
tion. Anthrones are reduced anthraquinones and 
their biosynthetic precursors. Dimeric anthrones 
are called dianthrones. All three groups of acetate-
derived anthranoids in plants have two hydroxy 
groups at C-1 and C-8, a third hydroxy goup can 
occur at C-3. They are conjugated with sugar, 
mostly glucose, as  O - and  C -glycosides (Fig.  20 ). 
The presence of a carbonyl group in conjugation 
with an aryl is a strong chromophore, and conse-
quently, anthranoids show yellow, orange or red 
pigmentation. In contrast to naphthoquinones of 
polyketide origin, anthranoids occur in several 
unrelated plant families, e.g., the eudicot Fabaceae 
( Cassia ), Rhamnaceae ( Rhamnus ), Polygonaceae 
( Rheum ), and the monocot Asphodelaceae ( Aloe ). 
Anthranoids have antibacterial and antifungal 
properties (Srinivas et al.,  2007)  and are therefore 
probably used as defense compounds.

  Fig. 19    Naphthoquinones and a naphthohydroqui-
none glucoside       
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1

 Plants containing anthranoids are used as 
laxatives in case of habitual constipation. After 
ingestion, anthraquinones and dianthrones are 
converted to anthrones, the active metabolites, 
by bacteria of the large intestine. Anthrones 
stimulate the movement of the large intestine 
and increase secretion of water and electrolytes 
into the intestinal lumen. Frequent use of athra-
noid laxatives can lead to dehydration, deple-
tion of minerals, and reversible pigmentation of 
the intestinal mucosa ( pseudomelanosis coli ). 
Emodin, a 1,3,8-trihydroxy-6-methylanthraqui-
none, proved to be mutagenic in  in vitr o assays. 
However, more recent  in vitro  studies suggest 
that it has also anti-tumor activities, e.g., by 

induction of apoptosis, inhibition of cell cycle 
and angiogenesis (Srinivas et al.,  2007) . 

 Hypericin and pseudohypericin (Fig.  21 ) are 
naphthodianthrones and occur in St. John’s wort 
( Hypericum perforatum , Clusiaceae). These 
dark-red compounds are accumulated in glands 
on the margin of  H. perforatum  leaves and petals. 
It was assumed for a long time that they represent 
the antidepressant principle in extracts of St. 
John’s wort. Recently, however, it became evi-
dent that the prenylated acylphloroglucinols 
hyperforin and adhyperforin are responsible for 
most of the pharmacological effects.

 Anthraquinones and naphthoquinones are 
not exclusively formed via the polyketide bio-
synthetic route. They can also be derived from 
the shikimate pathway, e.g., the allelopathic 
naphthoquinone juglone from the walnut tree 
( Juglans regia ) and the anthraquinone alizarin 
from madder root ( Rubia tinctorium ), which 
was used as purple dye.  

  Polyketides with Phenylpropanoid 
Moieties  

 In plants, phenylpropanoid and shikimate derived 
compounds can be combined with one to three 
C 

2
  units derived from malonyl-CoA to yield 

  Fig. 21    Naphthodianthrones of  Hypericum perforatum        

  Fig. 20    Anthranoid glycosides from various plant species. Abbreviations for sugars: glc, glucose; rha; 
rhamnose       
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polyketides of various structures. The largest group 
of these compounds are the flavonoids with more 
than 6,000 known compounds (Harborne and 
Baxter,  1999) . Other polyketides of phenylpro-
panoid origin are less widely distributed, e.g., 
stilbenes, styrylpyrones, and curcuminoids. 

 In the structure of flavonoids, the phenylpro-
panoid C 

6
 -C 

3
  backbone is extended with three 

C 
2
  units that form a second aromatic ring. This 

basic C 
6
 -C 

3
 -C 

6
  skeleton of flavonoids can be 

modified by hydroxylations, methylations, pre-
nylation and, in the case of isoflavonoids, by 
aryl migration. Flavonoids occur mostly in gly-
cosylated form and are often accumulated in the 
vacuole. The central intermediates in flavonoid 

biosynthesis are chalcones, which serve as pre-
cursors of all other subgroups (Fig.  22 ). 
Flavones, flavonols, flavan-3,4-diols (leucoan-
thocyanidins), anthocyanins, and proanthocya-
nidins (polymerized flavan-3-ols, condensed 
tannins) occur nearly ubiquitously in higher 
plants. Other subgroups of flavonoids are 
restricted to certain taxa. Isoflavonoids are pro-
duced mainly in leguminous plants (Fabaceae). 
Aurones are yellow pigments with widespread 
occurrence, e.g., in snapdragon ( Antirrhinum 

majus ), dahlia ( Dahlia variabilis ), and tickseed 
( Coreopsis  species). Flavan-4-ols or 3-deoxyan-
thocyanidins are precursors of the phlobaphene 
polymers, which are red pigments and occur in 

  Fig. 22    Diverse classes of flavonoids       
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1 some Poaceae ( Sorghum bicolor ,  Zea mays ) and 
gloxinia ( Sinningia cardinalis ) (Winkel-Shirley, 
 2001) .

 Flavonoids fulfill several physiological func-
tions in plants. Anthocyanins serve as pigments 
to attract pollinators and seed dispersers. They 
are responsible for the red, pink, purple, and 
blue coloration of many flowers, fruits, and 
leaves. Different hues and shades are achieved 
by glycosylation and acylation as well as by 
complexation with flavones or metal ions and 
by variation of vacuolar pH. Flavonoids have two 
absorption maxima in the ultraviolet (UV) range 
and therefore protect plant tissue from damage 
by UV radiation (Harborne and Williams,  2000) . 
Anthocyanins absorb also light in the visible 
range and may provide protection for chloro-
phyll in senescing leaves from photooxidative 
damage (Feild et al.,  2001) . In addition, flavo-
noids serve as radical scavengers, signaling 
molecules in symbiotic relationships with rhizo-
bia, and as defense compounds (Dixon and 
Paiva,  1995) . They are important for male fertil-
ity (Mo et al.,  1992)  and modulate the transport 
of the phytohormone indole-3-acetic acid (Peer 
and Murphy,  2007) . Many naturally occuring 
flavonoids carry one or two prenyl moieties. 
This modification renders them more lipophilic 
than other flavonoids, and consequently, they 
show higher affinities to biological membranes 
and often possess antibacterial and antifungal 
properties (Botta et al.,  2005) . These phyto-
chemicals are of limited distribution in the plant 
kingdom and occur in several unrelated fami-
lies, e.g., in the Fabaceae, Moraceae, Asteraceae, 
and Rutaceae. While prenylated isoflavonoids 
of the Fabaceae are phytoalexins and produced 
upon fungal attack or elicitation, other pre-
nylated flavonoids are accumulated constitu-
tively (Barron and Ibrahim,  1996) . 

 Flavonoids are part of the human diet, and 
high levels occur in fruits, vegetables, wine, tea, 
and cocoa. It is suggested that dietary intake of 
flavonoids has beneficial health effects due to their 
antioxidant and radical-scavenging  properties 

(Heim et al.,  2002) . By inhibiting the oxidation 
of low density lipoprotein (LDL), flavonoids 
may prevent coronary heart disease. This mech-
anism has been postulated for the cardio-protec-
tive effect of red wine polyphenolics including 
resveratrol. Two prenylflavonoids from hops 
( Humulus lupulus ) with interesting bioactivities 
are 8-prenylnaringenin, the strongest phytoestro-
gen known so far, and the promising cancer che-
mopreventive agent xanthohumol (Stevens and 
Page,  2004) . Xanthohumol  in vitro  inhibits phase 
I enzymes that activate procarcinogens and 
induces detoxifying phase II enzymes. Moreover, 
it has radical scavenging activities and inhibits 
cyclooxygenases 1 and 2, which participate in 
the biosynthesis of prostaglandins, inflamma-
tion mediators that promote carcinogenesis 
(Gerhäuser et al.,  2002) . Like 8-prenylnarin-
genin, many isoflavonoids are phytoestrogens, 
though much weaker. Food rich in isoflavo-
noids, especially soy products, may be benefi-
cial for the chemoprevention of hormone-related 
breast cancer if consumed during adolescence. 
However, intake of purified genistein, the major 
isoflavonoid in soy together with daidzein, can-
not be regarded as safe, because it increases 
breast cancer cell growth in animal models 
(Duffy et al.,  2007) . A more promising chemo-
preventive agent against cancer is (-)-epigallo-
catechin 3-gallate, the most abundant polyphenol 
in green tea (Nagle et al.,  2006) . Various mecha-
nisms are discussed, e.g., induction of apoptosis, 
cell cycle arrest, inhibition of angiogenesis. 

 Stilbenes originate from the same biosyn-
thetic precursors as flavonoids, but have a differ-
ent structure, since the polyketide portion 
undergoes a different type of cyclization includ-
ing loss of one carbon by decarboxylation. 
Stilbenes occur in several unrelated plants such 
as peanut ( Arachis hypogaea ), grapevine ( Vitis 

vinifera ), rhubarb ( Rheum ), false hellebores 
( Veratrum ) and pine ( Pinus ) species. These com-
pounds have antifungal properties. They are 
induced upon stress, injury, and fungal infection 
and can therefore be classified as phytoalexins. 
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Stilbene production can be conferred to a plant 
by transformation with a single gene, stilbene 
synthase. Several transgenic plants producing 
stilbenes or stilbene glucosides were described, 
and some showed enhanced resistance against 
fungal pathogens (Hain et al.,  1993 ; Thomzik et 
al.,  1997 ; Zhu et al.,  2004) . 

 Resveratrol (Fig.  23 ), a stilbene found in many 
food sources, e.g., peanuts and red wine, is 
assumed to have multiple benefits on human 
health. Most attention has been received by the 
so-called “French paradox”, the low occurrence 
of cardiovacular disease in populations living on 
a diet high in saturated fats, but consuming red 
wine. The protective effect of red wine is attrib-
uted to its proanthocyanidin and resveratrol con-
tents. Possible mechanisms disscussed are the 
inhibition of oxidation of LDL cholesterol and 
platelet aggregation. Resveratrol may also increase 
longevity by activation of sirtuins, NAD + -
dependent protein deacetylases involved in aging, 
which respond to oxidative stress and are induced 
by a low-calory diet. Resveratrol mimics the 
effects of a low-calory diet and extends the 

lifespans of baker’s yeast ( Saccharomyces cerevi-

siae ), fruit flies ( Drosophila melanogaster ), and 
roundworms ( Caenorhabditis elegans ) (Howitz 
et al.,  2003 ; Wood et al.,  2004) . In addition, res-
veratrol increases the survival of mice fed on a 
high-calory diet (Baur et al.,  2006) . Whether sim-
ilar beneficial effects can be reproduced in 
humans will depend on the pharmacokinetics and 
long-term toxicity of resveratrol in humans.

 In styrylpyrones, the phenylpropanoid is 
extended by two C 

2
  units derived from malonyl-

CoA, and a lactone heterocycle is formed that 
contains four carbons of polyketide origin and 
one carbon of the phenylpropanoid side chain. 
These natural products occur, e.g., in horsetail 
( Equisetum ) and kava ( Piper methysticum ). 
Kava grows on the Pacific islands of Melanesia, 
Micronesia, and Polynesia, and its roots and 
rhizomes were used to prepare an intoxicating 
drink named “Kava-Kava” (Briskin,  2000) . An 
extract from the rhizomes of kava is used as 
medication against anxiety and tension, the sty-
rylpyrones, also called kavapyrones, being the 
active ingredients (Fig.  23 ). Kavapyrones interact 

  Fig. 23    Various polyketides containing one or two phenylpropanoid units       
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1 with the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) 
receptor (Boonen and Häberlein,  1998) , which 
mediates mainly inhibitory effects in verte-
brates. Due to the liver toxicity of kava prepara-
tions, this phytomedicine was banned from the 
European market. 

 Polyketides with one or two phenylpropa-
noid moieties and only one carbon derived from 
malonyl-CoA are the raspberry aroma  p- hydroxy-
phenylbutan-2-one, the curcuminoids of tur-
meric ( Curcuma ), and phenylphenalenones 
from  Musa  and  Anigozanthos  species (Fig.  23 ). 
Curcuminoids and phenylphenalenones contain 
two phenylpropanoid moieties on both sides of 
the acetate-derived carbon and are therefore 
classified as diarylheptanoids. These two groups 
of natural products are pigments due to their 
conjugated system of  p -electrons. Curcuminoids 
are widely used as spices and also have antiin-
flammatory, antioxidative, and anti-cancer 
properties (Joe et al.,  2004) .  

  Polyketides with Terpenoid Building 
Blocks  

 This group of natural products comprises the 
prenylated acylphloroglucinols, e.g., bitter acids 
from the hop plant ( Humulus lupulus ) and 
hyperforin from St. John’s wort ( Hypericum 

perforatum ), as well as cannabinoids from 
Indian hemp ( Cannabis sativa ) (Fig.  24 ). These 
compounds are lipophilic due to their terpenoid 
moiety and are often produced or stored in spe-
cial glands or glandular trichomes.

 Hop bitter acids and hyperforin are both 
derived from three different building blocks: a 
branched short-chain CoA ester derived from 
amino acid metabolism and three C 

2
  units 

derived from malonyl-CoA constitute the acyl 
phloroglucinol core, which carries two to sev-
eral isopentenyl side chains that originate from 
terpenoid metabolism (Adam et al.,  2002 ; 
Drawert and Beier,  1976 ; Goese et al.,  1999 ; 
Karppinen et al.,  2007) . 

 Hyperforin accumulates in translucent glands 
of leaves of St. John’s wort (Soelberg et al., 
 2007)  and represents the major antidepressive 
principle of this plant. It inhibits the re-uptake 
of the neurotransmitters serotonin, noradrena-
line, dopamine, and GABA, thus increasing 
their concentrations at the synapses of the brain. 
This is achieved by an unprecedented mecha-
nism. By elevating the intracellular sodium 
concentration, hyperforin inhibits the sodium-
driven proton gradient required for the transport 
of neurotransmitters from the synaptic gap into 
the axoplasm of the neuron (Müller,  2003) . 

 Female inflorescences (cones) of hop carry 
glandular trichomes that contain volatiles 
derived from terpenes and fatty acids and a 

  Fig. 24    Polyketides with terpenoid components       
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resin consisting of the hop bitter acids with 
humulone ( a -resin) and lupulone ( b -resin) as 
lead compounds. Hop cones are an important 
ingredient for beer production and contribute to 
its flavor, in particular its bitter taste. In addition, 
the hop bitter acids act as foam stabilizers and 
prevent the growth of bacteria due to their anti-
microbial properties. Extracts of hop cones are 
also used as a mild sedative and sleep inducer. 

 Cannabinoids are derived from hexanoyl-
CoA, three molecules of malonyl-CoA and the 
C 

10
  terpenoid geranyldiphosphate. They occur 

only in Indian hemp, which belongs to the 
Cannabaceae family like hop.  C. sativa  plants 
accumulate a resin in glandular trichomes that 
are more abundant on female inflorescences 
than on male. The glandular resin contains more 
than sixty cannabinoids, e.g.,  d  9 -tetrahydrocan-
nabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD) (Turner 
et al.,  1980) . Cannabis has been used as psycho-
active drug since prehistoric times. Its use is 
nowadays prohibited in most parts of the world, 
but cultivation of  C. sativa  plants with low THC 
contents is permitted for production of fibers 
and oil-rich seeds in serveral countries, though 
not in the USA. The dried flowering parts of 
female hemp plants are termed marihuana, 
while hashish (Arabic for “grass”) is their con-
centrated resin. These cannabis preparations are 
usually smoked, but they can also be ingested 
orally, e.g., as cakes or cookies. THC, the major 

psychoactive compound in cannabis, binds to 
cannabinoid receptors that occur in brain, spinal 
cord and immune cells. The consumption of 
cannabis products leads to a feeling of euphoria 
and relaxation, but repeated use may cause 
addiction (Dewick,  2002) . Nevertheless, THC 
has also useful medicinal properties, e.g., anti-
emetic, analgesic, and appetite-inducing. It is 
used for the prevention of nausea during radio-
therapy and chemotherapy and as treatment of 
the wasting syndrome in AIDS patients.  

  Polyketide Alkaloids  

 The most famous compounds of this group are 
probably the piperidine alkaloids of poison 
hemlock ( Conium maculatum ), which were 
used to execute the Greek philosopher Socrates. 
While piperidine alkaloids are usually synthesized 
from the amino acid L-lysine, the carbon skele-
ton of the piperidine alkaloids in  C. maculatum  
originates from four acetate units (Leete,  1963, 
  1964) . Only the nitrogen is derived from 
L-alanine by transamination (Roberts,  1971) . 
Hemlock alkaloids are accumulated in all plant 
parts, however, highest levels are found in unripe 
fruits (1.6%) (Dewick,  2002) . The two major 
hemlock alkaloids are  g -coniceine and coniine 
(Fig.  25 ). Piperidine alkaloids like coniine occur 

  Fig. 25    Different types of polyketide alkaloids       
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1 not only in  C. maculatum , but also in several 
 Aloe  species (Reynolds,  2005) . These com-
pounds are neurotoxic and cause paralysis, mus-
cular tremor and death by respiratory paralysis.

 Although the carbon skeleton of naphthyl-
isoquinoline alkaloids is much more complex 
than that of the coniine alkaloids, it is composed 
of the same building blocks, C 

2
  units derived 

from acetyl-CoA and malonyl-CoA. Each part 
the the naphthylisoquinoline skeleton, naphtha-
lene and isoquinoline moiety, are derived from 
six acetate units. Nitrogen is incorporated only 
in the isoquinoline part and most likely derived 
from amino acid metabolism (Bringmann and 
Feineis,  2001) . Naphthylisoquinoline alkaloids 
occur only in the plant families Ancistrocladaceae 
and Dioncophyllaceae that comprise lianas 
from southeast Asia and Africa. They were 
shown to possess fungicidal activities and anti-
feedant properties towards insects, which might 
relate to their physiological function. 
Michellamine B, a dimeric naphthylisoquino-
line from the liana  Ancistrocladus korupensis , 
was discovered during a screening by the U.S. 
National Cancer Institute. It showed promising 
anti-HIV acitivity by inhibiting the viral reverse 
transcriptase and by blocking the fusion of virus 
particles with the human cell membrane 
(McMahon et al.,  1995) . Other alkaloids of this 
group, e.g., dioncophylline C (Fig.  25 ) and 
ancistrocladinium A and B, have antiplasmo-
dial and antileishmanial properties, respectively 
(François et al., 1997 ; Ponte-Sucre et al.,  2007) . 

 In contrast to the previous two groups of 
alkaloids, the nitrogen in the backbone of acri-
done alkaloids is not acquired by transamina-
tion from an amino acid. Instead, the nitrogen 
and part of the carbon skeleton of acridones 
originate from  N -methylanthraniloyl-CoA, 
which is derived from the shikimate pathway. In 
addition, three C 

2
  units derived from malonyl-

CoA are incorporated. The basic acridone skel-
eton can be modified by prenylation with 
dimethylallyldiphosphate (DMAPP), which can 
be followed by the formation of an additional 

heterocyclic five- or six-membered ring. In 
plants, acridone alkaloids occur abundantly in 
the Rutaceae family. Due to their planar aro-
matic structure, acridones can intercalate DNA. 
Acronycine (Fig.  25 ) from  Acronychia baueri  
showed promising anticancer activity, but did 
not yield convincing results in clinical studies. 
Its new derivative S23609-2, a benzoacrony-
cine, is a potent DNA-alkylating agent and cur-
rently undergoes phase I clinical trials (Léonce 
et al.,  2006) .  

  Terpenoids  

 Terpenoids, also named isoprenoids, are the 
largest class of natural products in plants and 
comprise more than 40,000 different structures. 
They are derived from five-carbon isoprene 
units, and according to the number of isoprene 
molecules incorporated, they can be classified 
into hemiterpenes (C 

5
 ), monoterpenes (C 

10
 ), 

sesquiterpenes (C 
15

 ), diterpenes (C 
20

 ), triterpe-
nes (C 

30
 ), tetraterpenes (C 

40
 ), and polyterpenes 

such as rubber (Dewick,  2002) . In plants, terpe-
noids originate from two different biosynthetic 
routes: the cytosolic mevalonic acid (MVA) 
pathway and the plastid-located desoxyxylulose 
phosphate (DXP) pathway (also called meth-
ylerythritol phosphate or MEP pathway). Both 
biosynthetic routes yield the activated isoprene 
units dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP) and 
isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP), which are joined 
by head-to-tail or tail-to-tail linkage and subse-
quently can undergo cyclization and other mod-
ifications, e.g., oxidations or rearrangements. 
While hemiterpenes, monoterpenes, diterpenes, 
and tetraterpenes are derived from the DXP 
pathway, triterpenes, steroids, and certain sesquit-
erpenes originate from mevalonic acid (Fig.  26 ). 
Although MVA and DXP pathway are located in 
different compartments, there is an exchange 
between the two biosynthetic routes, especially 
from the plastidial to the cytosolic pathway 
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(Laule et al.,  2003 ; Schuhr et al.,  2003) . This 
has become particularly evident in the case of 
several sesquiterpenes, which are synthesized 
from DMAPP and IPP units provided by the 
DXP pathway, but not from MVA (Dudareva 
et al.,  2005 ; Piel et al.,  1998) .

  Hemiterpenes  

 The most abundant true hemiterpene from plants 
is isoprene (Fig.  27 ), a volatile compound syn-
thesized from DMAPP. Production and emission 
of isoprene is distributed very widely in the 

plant kingdom, and species that synthesize this 
compound are found among mosses, ferns, 
gymnosperms, and angiosperms. Many iso-
prene-emitting species are trees, particularly 
poplar and aspen, and plants from the humid 
tropics. Isoprene is emitted into the atmosphere 

  Fig. 26    Schematic overview of terpene biosynthesis in plants. DMAPP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; DXP, 
desoxyxylulose phosphate; FPP, farnesyl diphosphate; GGPP, geranylgeranyl diphosphate; GPP, geranyl 
diphosphate; IPP, isopentenyl diphosphate; MVA, mevalonate       

  Fig. 27    Hemiterpenes       
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1 and protects leaves to survive short periods of 
high temperature. Moreover, it increases the 
plant’s tolerance towards ozone and reactive 
oxygen species. (Sharkey et al.,  2008) .

 Hemiterpenes may also act as signaling mol-
ecules. Leaves of sagebrush ( Artemisia triden-

tata ) emit the highly volatile hemiterpene 
methacrolein (Fig.  27 ) in addition to other vola-
tile compounds like hexenal, monoterpenes, and 
methyljasmonate when the plant is damaged. 
This is perceived by plants in its close neighbor-
hood and enables them to react faster to a pos-
sible attack. A plant that is prepared in this 
manner, is less likely to be damaged by herbiv-
ores (Baldwin et al.,  2006) . 

 In addition, C 
5
  units derived from DMAPP 

are found in natural products of mixed biosyn-
thetic origin, e.g., prenylated flavonoids, hop 
bitter acids, and hyperforins.  

  Monoterpenes  

 Monoterpenes originate from one molecule 
DMAPP and one molecule IPP that are joined 
in most cases head-to-tail, yielding all- trans  
geranyldiphosphate (GPP) (Fig.  28 ). GPP can 
be folded into mono-, bi- and tricyclic structures 
and may undergo other modifications to yield 
more than 1,000 different monoterpenes. 
Monoterpenes are lipophilic volatile compounds 
that occur in defensive resins of conifers, essen-
tial oils, and floral scents and contribute to the 
characteristic flavor or aroma of many plants. 

Since monoterpenes are volatile, large amounts 
can only be accumulated in specialized struc-
tures. Several plant families, e.g., the Lamiaceae 
and Asterace, have glandular trichomes with 
secretory cells that produce terpenes and secrete 
them into a shared subcuticular storage cavity 
(Croteau et al.,  2005) . Similarly, conifers accu-
mulate oleoresin, a complex mixture of mono-, 
sesqui-, and diterpenes, in resin blisters or ducts, 
which are covered by a layer of epithelial cells 
that synthesize and secrete the terpenes into the 
lumen (Trapp and Croteau,  2001) . As in the 
case of the conifers, many other plants accumu-
late monoterpenes in mixtures containing the 
larger sesqui- and diterpenes, rather than 
monterpenes alone.

 The physiological function of monoterpenes 
is defense, attraction of pollinators, and plant-
plant communication (Mahmoud and Croteau, 
 2002) . The role of terpenes in plant-insect-inter-
actions has been particularly well-studied in the 
example of conifers and the bark beetle. Upon 
tissue damage by the beetle, oleoresin is secreted 
from the ducts or produced newly. The volatile 
turpentine fraction of oleoresin consisting of 
biologically active mono- and sesquiterpenes, 
e.g., limonene and pinene, kills the beetles and 
associated pathogenic fungi. After evaporation 
of turpentine, the remaining non-volatile rosin 
fraction consisting of diterpene resin acids 
solidifies, thus trapping the predators and seal-
ing the wound (Philipps and Croteau,  1999) . 
Despite their toxicity, monoterpenes in oleoresin 
serve as olfactory signals that help the bark bee-
tles to find their host. Ingested monoterpenes 

  Fig. 28    Mono- and bicyclic monoterpenes derived from geranyldiphosphate (GPP)       
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are converted by the beetles to pheromones that 
either attract more beetles or serve as anti-
aggregation signals. In addition, conifer mono-
terpenes take part in tritrophic interactions and 
attract insect predators that feed on bark beetles 
(Trapp and Croteau,  2001) . 

 Many monoterpenes have found application 
in perfumery, aromatherapy, as cosmetics and 
insecticides. Menthol, a constituent of essential 
oils from  Mentha  species, is the most widely 
used monoterpene. It is contained in pharma-
ceuticals, oral health care products, chewing 
gums, and tobacco products (Croteau et al., 
 2005) . More than 7,000 t of menthol are pro-
duced every year either by total synthesis or 
from the steam-distilled essential oil of corn-
mint ( Mentha arvensis  var.  piperascens ). The 
cooling sensation stimulated by menthol is 
caused by excitation of cation channels that 
serve as thermal receptors (Jordt et al,  2003) . 

 Two monoterpenes with promising antican-
cer effects are perrillyl alcohol and (+)-( R )-
limonene (Mo and Elson,  2004) . The two 
compounds induce apoptosis and suppress 

translation of 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA 
(HMG-CoA) reductase, an enzyme of the MVA 
pathway. This enzyme is a promising target for 
anti-tumor compounds, because many proteins 
involved in cell growth are prenylated, and 
tumor cells have elevated HMG-CoA reductase 
levels. Suppression of HMG-CoA reductase is 
sufficient to decrease terpene biosynthesis in 
humans, since animals lack the alternative DXP 
pathway. 

 Iridoids are monoterpenes with a six-
membered oxygen heterocycle annealed to a 
cycplopentane ring. The hydroxy group of the 
oxygen containing heterocycle (dihydropyrane) 
is glucosylated, thus converting the enol-hemia-
cetal into an acetal (Fig.  29 ). Cleavage of the 
cyclopentane ring of the iridoid skeleton yields 
the secoiridoids, which are biosynthetic build-
ing units of the Ipecac alkaloids and the mono-
terpene indole alkaloids. Iridoids are named 
after ants of the genus  Iridomyrmex  that produce 
these metabolites as defense compounds. In 
plants, iridoids are chemotaxonomic markers of 
the genera  Plantago  (Plantaginaceae),  Galium  

  Fig. 29    Iridoids       
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1 (Rubiaceae), and  Scrophularia  (Scrophulariaceae) 
and also occur frequently in the Gentianaceae, 
Oleaceae, and Verbenaceae (Dinda et al.,  2007a, 
  b) . Many iridoids have an intense bitter taste and 
therefore act as feeding deterrents (Seigler, 
 1998) . On the other hand, plants with bitter tast-
ing iridoids, e.g., gentian ( Gentiana lutea ) with 
its bitter principle gentiopicroside and amaro-
gentine, are used for the preparation of tonics 
against anorexia and dyspepsia.

  Sesquiterpenes  

 Sesquiterpenes contain three isoprene units and 
are formed by condensation of DMAPP with 
two molecules IPP. The central C 

15
  intermediate 

farnesyldiphosphate (FPP) can be folded into 
mono-, bi- or tricyclic systems. In general, ses-
quiterpenes are less volatile than monoterpenes 
(Dewick,  2002) . Initially, it was assumed that 
all sesquiterpenes are produced via cytosolic 
MVA pathway. Recent studies, however, 
revealed that certain sesquiterpenes originate 
from isoprene units provided by the DXP path-
way (Dudareva et al.,  2005 ; Piel et al.,  1998)  or 
by both biosynthetic routes (Adam and Zapp, 
 1998) . This can be explained by transport of 
isoprenoid precursors from the plastids to the 
cytosol (Bick and Lange,  2003) . 

 Abscisic acid is a sequiterpene phytohor-
mone that is induced by drought and promotes 
stomatal closure and seed dormancy. Other ses-
quiterpenes take part in tritrophic plant-herbiv-
ore-parasite interactions (reviewed by Dudareva 
et al.,  2006) . In maize infested with lepidopteran 
larvae, the sesquiterpenes ( E )- b -farnesene and 
the ( E )- a -bergamotene (Fig.  30 ) attract the para-
sitic wasp  Cotesia marginiventris  (Schnee et al., 
 2006) . Maize roots release ( E )- b -caryophyllene 
(Fig.  30 ) upon attack of larvae of the beetle 
 Diabrotica virgifera  to attract the parasitic nem-
atode  Heterorhabditis megidis  (Rasmann et al., 
 2005) .

 Many sesquiterpenes contain a pentacyclic 
lactone group and are therefore referred to as 
sesquiterpene lactones. These compounds occur 
abundantly in the family Asteraceae. Because of 
their bitter taste sesquiterpene lactones presum-
ably serve as feeding deterrents of herbivores 
(Heinrich et al.,  1998) . Pharmacologically active 
sesquiterpene lactones often show anti-inflam-
matory effects due to inhibition of the transcrip-
tion factor NF- k B that mediates immunological 
responses and inflammation (Lyß et al.,  1998) . 
Sesquiterpenes with such activities occur, for 
example, in chamomile ( Matricaria recutita ), one 
of the most popular medicinal plants. Antimigraine 
action of some sesquiterpene lactones, e.g., par-
thenolide from feverfew ( Tanacetum parthenium ), 
is mediated by inhibition of platelet aggregation 

  Fig. 30    Linear and cyclic sesquiterpenes       
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and serotonin secretion (Dewick,  2002) . 
Structural prerequisite for the biological activi-
ties of sesquiterpene lactones is an  a , b -unsatu-
rated lactone that acts as nucleophile and 
alkylates proteins, particularly at their thiol 
groups. On the other hand, alkylation of pro-
teins is the reason for the allergenicity and cyto-
toxicity of sesquiterpene lactones with an 
 a , b -unsaturated lactone. 

 Artemisinin is a novel promising agent 
against malaria. Structurally, it is a tetracyclic 
sesquiterpene with a six-membered lactone ring 
and an unusual 1,2,4-trioxane ring (Fig.  30 ). It 
occurs in  Artemisia annua  ( qinghao ), which has 
been used for centuries in Traditional Chinese 
Medicine to treat fevers including malaria. The 
starting point of the discovery of artemisinin 
was a request of Ho Chi Minh, the president of 
North Vietnam, to the Chinese government for a 
cure against malaria to support his troops in the 
malaria-infested jungles during the American/
Vietnamese war (Hsu,  2006) . A screening of 
plants used in Traditional Chinese medicine 
revealed the antimalarial activity of an ether 
extract from  A. annua  in 1971, and artemisinin 
( qinghaosu ) was isolated as the active principle 
in the late 1970s. The mode of action of artem-
isinin is still being investigated. Most likely, it 
interferes with a sarco-endoplasmic reticulum 
calcium ATPase (SERCA) of  Plasmodium fal-

ciparum , but other mechanisms, e.g., alkylation 
of biological macromolecules or the production 
of reactive oxygen species are discussed as well 
(White,  2008) . The peroxide bridge is a neces-
sary structural feature required for antimalarial 
activity. In contrast to quinine, artemisinin kills 
already young erythrocytic forms of the parasite 
 Plasmodium , thus curing malaria at an early 
stage. Two semisynthetic analogs, artemether 
and artesunate, with superior efficiency in com-
parison to artemisinin were developed and are 
now used as first-line therapy against malaria in 
combination with other antimalarial drugs like 
the quinine analogs mefloquine and lumefan-
trine. This combination of two drugs tends to 

prevent resistances of  Plasmodium . The success 
of artemisinin and its analogs has triggered a 
huge demand that cannot be covered at low cost 
by extraction of the sesquiterpene from the 
plant, because  A. annua  contains only 0.01-1.5% 
of artemisinin (Covello et al.,  2007) . Approaches 
to provide the powerful drug at affordable price 
for the people in malaria-endemic areas are 
either breeding of  A. annua  plants with elevated 
artemisinin levels or biotechnological produc-
tion of the artemisinin precursor artemisic acid 
by cloning the biosynthetic genes from  A. annua  
(Covello et al.,  2007)  and engineering the path-
way into the bacterium  Escherichia coli  or yeast 
(Chang et al.,  2007 ; Ro et al.,  2006) .  

  Diterpenes  

 Diterpenes originate from the plastdic DXP 
pathway and are synthesized from DMAPP and 
three molecules IPP yielding the C 

20
  metabolite 

geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP). GGPP is 
the precursor of the lipophilic phytyl side chain 
of chlorophyll and plastoquinone. Like the 
smaller terpenes, GGPP can also undergo cycli-
zation and rearrangements to many different 
structures. 

 Gibberellins are tetracyclic diterpenes that 
act as phytohormones and promote shoot elon-
gation, flowering and seed germination (Bishopp 
et al.,  2006) . Diterpenes like abietic- and lev-
opimaric acid (Fig.  31 ) are constitutents of con-
ifer oleoresin and function as defense against 
herbivores and pathogens. After removal of 
mono- and sesquiterpenes (turpentine) from 
oleoresin by distillation, the solid diterpene 
fraction (rosin) is called colophonium and used 
on the bows of string instruments. The mono- 
and sesquiterpene containing distillate is used 
as oil of turpentine for the thinning of paints and 
varnishes.

 The powerful cytostatic compound paclit-
axel (Taxol®) is a diterpene with an  N -benzoyl 
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phenylisoserinoyl side chain derived from two 
molecules phenylalanine (Fig.  31 ). Paclitaxel 
was first isolated from the bark of the Pacific 
yew ( Taxus brevifolia ) by bioactivity-directed 
fractionation in 1966, and its structure was 
elucidated 5 years later (Wani et al.,  1971) . Its 
anti-cancer activity is based on a unique mech-
anism. Paclitaxel binds to microtubules, stabi-
lizes them against depolymerisation and thus 
blocks cell proliferation (Schiff and Horwitz, 
 1980) . Paclitaxel is used in the therapy of 
breast, ovarian and lung cancers, cancers of 
head and neck and Kaposi’s sarcoma. Since 
paclitaxel occurs only in relatively low amounts 
in the bark of  T. brevifolia  (0.01-0.02%) and 
the trees grow slowly, other sources had to be 
found to supply enough of the diterpene for 

industrial production. Today, paclitaxel is 
obtained either from tissue cultures of various 
 Taxus  species or by semisynthesis from bac-
catin III and 10-deacetylbaccatin III, which 
can be extracted in sufficient amounts from 
leaves and twigs of the common yew ( T. bac-

cata ), a tree that grows much faster than  T. 

brevifolia .  

  Triterpenes and Steroids  

 Triterpenes are synthesized via the MVA path-
way from two molecules of FPP that are joined 
by tail-to-tail condensation to squalene. 
Cyclization of its metabolite 2,3-oxidosqualene 
followed by rearrangements and methyl shifts 
yields various structures, mostly tetra- or penta-
cyclic. 2,3-Oxidosqualene is also the precursor 
of plant steroids. In this case, it is cyclized to the 
triterpene cycloartenol, which is then converted 
to the C 

27
  compound cholesterol with the loss of 

three methyl groups. The oxygen of 2,3-oxidos-
qualene is usually retained as hydroxy group at 
C-3 in both triterpenes and steroids. 

 In contrast to animals, where cholesterol is 
the major sterol, many plant sterols are meth-
ylated or ethylated at C-24 of the side chain, 
e.g., campesterol and stigmasterol ( Fig. 32 ). 
These phytosterols are constituents of biomem-
branes in plants and influence their permeabil-
ity. Phytosterols inhibit the absorption of 
cholesterol in animals. Since they are more 
lipophilic than cholesterol, they are more read-
ily incorporated into the micelles involved in 
fat digestion. Esters of phytosterols are there-
fore used as cholesterol-lowering food addi-
tives (Dewick,  2002) . Brassinosteroids are a 
group of plant hormones that derive from 
campesterol. They regulate various biological 
processes, e.g., stem elongation, leaf expan-
sion, seed germination, and xylem differentia-
tion (Bishopp et al.,  2006) .   

  Fig. 31    Diterpenes       
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  Saponins  

 Triterpene saponins are widely distributed 
among eudicot plants, for example, in the 
Araliaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Fabaceae, and 
Primulaceae families. Monocots, instead, pref-
erably accumulate steroidal saponins, which are 
abundant in the Agavaceae, Dioscoraceae, and 
Yuccaceae. Triterpenoid saponins often contain 
the pentacyclic  a -amyrin (ursane),  b -amyrin 
(oleanane) or lupane skeleton or the tetracyclic 
dammarane backbone as aglycone. This agly-
cone is linked with one to three carbohydrate 
chains containing up to six sugar molecules or 
uronic acids (Dewick,  2002 ; Hostettmann and 
Marston,  1995) . The first sugar chain is attached 
to the hydroxy group at C-3 of the triterpene 
backbone. If two or more carbohydrate chains 
are present, they are usually connected with 
hydroxy or carboxy groups at C-28 or C-30. 

 Steroid saponins can be classified into two 
groups, spirostanols and furostanols. In furo-
stanols, the side chain of cholesterol is used to 
form a tetrahydrofuran ring, and the hydroxy 
group at C-26 is glycosylated. Upon cleavage of 
this sugar moiety, a second oxygen-containing 
heterocycle is formed, thus yielding a spirosta-
nol ( Fig. 33 ). Steroidal glycoalkaloids have the 
same structure like spirostanol saponins, except 

that the oxygen in the six-membered heterocy-
cle of the spiro function is replaced by nitrogen. 
As in the case of the triterpene saponins, steroi-
dal saponins carry a sugar chain at the C-3 
hydroxy group.

 The name saponin is derived from the Latin 
word “sapo”, soap. This refers to the properties 
of saponins, which consist like soaps of a 
lipophilic moiety (triterpenoid or steroid agly-
cone, also called sapogenin) and a hydrophilic 
moiety (sugars) and produce foam when shaken 
in aqueous solution. Plants like soapwort 
( Saponaria officinalis ) and soapbark tree 
( Quillaia saponaria ) were therefore used as 
detergents. Today, extracts of saponin-contain-
ing plants or isolated saponins are used in cos-
metics, as detergents and as foaming agents in 
soft drinks (Güçlü-Üstündag and Mazza,  2007) . 
Saponins lyse red blood cells, a process called 
hemolysis, because they complex sterols of the 
plasma membrane and thus increase membrane 
permeability. This membrane-permeabilizing 
effect is also responsible for the antimicrobial and 
antifungal activities of saponins and their func-
tion as defence compounds in plants. In general, 
saponins with only one sugar chain (monodesmo-
sides) show stronger hemolytic and antifungal 
effects than saponins with two oligosaccharide 
chains (bisdesmosides). Like cyanogenic gluco-
sides or glucosinolates, bisdesmosidic saponins 

  Fig. 32    Sterols derived from 2,3-oxidosqualene       
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can be thought of as prodrugs that are cleaved in 
case of wounding by a specific hydrolase nor-
mally located in a different compartment and 
converted into active defence compounds 
(Osbourn,  1996) . However, one sugar chain is 
required for the biological activity of saponins, 

whereas other natural products usually lose 
their activity when glycosylated. 

 Taken orally, saponins are not toxic because 
they are poorly absorbed and the sugar chain 
important for their hemolytic properties is 
hydrolyzed. In contrast, saponins are toxic to 

  Fig. 33    Triterpene and steroid saponins       
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fish, since they damage the membranes of the 
gills (Hostettmann and Marston,  1995) . Plant 
material rich in saponins has therefore been 
used to poison and stupefy fish. The fish can 
then be caught without difficulty and are not 
toxic to humans. 

 Most saponins have a bitter taste, but some 
sweet saponins are known as well. Glycyrrhizic 
acid from licorice root ( Glycyrrhiza glabra ), a 
 b -amyrine type triterpene linked to two mole-
cules of glucuronic acid ( Fig. 33 ), is 50 times 
sweeter than sucrose (table sugar). Licorice 
extracts are used to prepare candies (licorice) 
and as a sweetener. They are also used as mild 
expectorant and as anti-inflammatory agent. 
The anti-inflammatory effect is caused by inhi-
bition of an enzyme that inactivates cortisol. On 
the other hand, this may also lead to side effects 
such as sodium retention, excretion of potas-
sium, water retention and increased blood 
pressure. 

 The roots of ginseng ( Panax ginseng ) have 
been used in the traditional medicine of Korea, 
China and Japan for several thousand years. It is 
used as adaptogen to help the body to cope 
with stress, to improve performance and during 
convalescence (Radad et al.,  2006) . Active 
ingredients are saponins, mainly of the damma-
rane type, containing two or three sugar side 
chains ( Fig. 33 ) (Dewick,  2002) . The ginseng 
aglycones protopanaxadiol and protopanaxa-
triol show promising anticancer activities 
(Güçlü-Üstündag and Mazza,  2007) , and a 
preparation containing ginseng aglycones has 
been given conditional approval in China for 
the therapy of various tumors as single agent or 
in combination with paclitaxel. 

 The triterpene sapogenins betulinic acid, 
oleanolic acid and ursolic acid show cytotoxic 
and anti-inflammatory effects, and based on 
their structures novel chemopreventive and 
anticancer agents are being developed (Liby et 
al.,  2007) . A derivative of betulinic acid, beviri-
mat, is the first member of a new class of anti 
HIV therapeutics, maturase inhibitors. These 

compounds inhibit the processing of the HIV 
Gag protein, the precursor of the capsid, and 
lead to defective and non-infectious virus parti-
cles (Li et al.,  2003) .  

  Tetraterpenes  

 Tetraterpenes comprise only one group of com-
pounds, the carotenoids. They are synthesized 
from two molecules GGPP by tail-to-tail addi-
tion. Double bonds are inserted to yield an 
extended conjugated system with all- trans  con-
figuration that is responsible for the yellow, 
orange and red color of the carotenoids. Either 
one or both ends of the tetraterpene chain are 
cyclized to a six-membered ring. Carotenoids 
with hydroxy or epoxy functions are classified 
as xanthophylls (Dewick,  2002) . 

 Carotenoids fulfill important physiological 
functions in plants, since they are part of the 
light harvesting complex and act as accessory 
pigments of chlorophyll. In addition, they 
quench triplet chlorophyll and singlet oxygen in 
case of excess light energy and thus protect the 
plant from photo-oxidative damage. As pig-
ments of flowers and fruits, carotenoids attract 
pollinators and seed dispersers (Howitt and 
Pogson,  2006) . 

 Carotenoids are essential for human health. 
 a -carotene,  b -carotene ( Fig. 34 ), and  b -cryptox-
anthine are precursors of vitamin A. They are 
taken up with food, cleaved in the intestinal 
mucosa and converted in the liver to vitamin A, 
which serves as pigment of the light receptors of 
human eyes. To overcome vitamin A deficiency 

  Fig. 34     b -Carotene       
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1 in areas with malnutrition, a transgenic rice 
termed, golden rice “was developed that expresses 
high levels of carotenoid biosynthetic enzymes 
in the endosperm and accumulates elevated lev-
els of carotenoids (Ye et al.,  2000) . Due to their 
anti-oxidant and radical scavenging properties, a 
diet with fruits and vegetables rich in caroten-
oids is assumed to decrease the risk of cardio-
vascular disease or cancer. However, the intake 
of carotenoids as supplement probably has no 
health promoting effects (Riccioni et al.,  2007 ; 
U.S. Preventive Service Task Force,  2003) .
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    Abstract   Marine biota, even though the 

oceans are covering two thirds of earth’s sur-

face, remains an unexplored source of new and 

exciting chemical structures. Systematic inves-

tigations on marine organisms started only forty 

years ago, but the results have already proven 

the impact of the significantly diverse conditions 

and the distinct evolution on their biosynthetic 

pathways that frequently yield complex mole-

cules with no counterparts in the terrestrial envi-

ronment. Seaweeds are among the first marine 

organisms chemically analyzed, with more 

than 3,600 articles published describing 3,300 

secondary metabolites from marine plants and 

algae, and they still remain an almost endless 

source of new bioactive compounds. In this 

chapter, some of the major classes of seaweed 

metabolites which find applications in the 

industrial sector, such as carotenoids, phyco-

colloids, polyunsaturated fatty acids and sterols, 

isolated either from aquacultures or wild har-

vesting, are presented. The ecological roles of a 

number of metabolites, as well as their potential 

application on the prevention of biofouling are 

described. The bioactive metabolites that target 

the pharmaceutical market, along with the 

spectrum of biological activities, are classified 

according to the class of producing seaweeds. 

The current status and the potential of seaweed 

metabolites for industrial exploitation is briefly 

discussed. 

   Introduction     

 Nature has provided mankind with folk medicines 

for centuries and continues to be the richest 

source of bioactive chemicals for the development 

of modern drugs. Terrestrial plants in particular 

were used as the basis of sophisticated traditional 

pharmacopoeias from as early as 2600 BC, and 

some of the earliest documentations come from 

inscriptions from Mesopotamia. Records from 

the ancient Egyptians and Chinese show that 

plants were used for the preparation of hundreds 

of drugs, covering a most impressive array of 

health problems and diseases. 

 In the ancient Western world, the philoso-

pher and naturalist Theophrastus ( ~ 300 BC) 

compiled in his nine books entitled  History 

of Plants  the botanical characteristics and 

medicinal properties of herbs. Later, in AD 100, 

the physician Dioscorides, following the Roman 

armies, developed and recorded a wealth of 

complex prescriptions and formulas using med i-

cinal herbs. 
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2  Even though medicinal and pharmaceutical 

sciences, through the development of tech-

nology, have created milestones, plant-based 

systems continue to play an essential role in 

the healthcare of many communities. It was 

estimated by the World Health Organization 

that approximately 80% of the world’s inhabit-

ants rely mainly on traditional medicines for 

their primary healthcare  [1] . For the remaining 

20% of the world’s population, mainly resid-

ing in developed countries, nature is equally 

important since approximately 25% of the 

prescribed drugs contain extracts or plant 

metabolites and an additional significant 

percentage of the market drugs have been 

developed through studies employing natural 

products as the lead molecules  [2] . 

 In the ancient days, marine organisms were 

mainly known from the Phoenicians that 

employed the chemical secretions from marine 

mollusks to produce purple dyes for woollen 

cloth. Still, there was a number of traditional 

drugs that incorporated seaweeds mainly for 

respiratory problems. Even today, in Eastern 

Africa the use of the roots of the seagrass 

 Enhalus acoroides  is very popular among the 

fishermen as a remedy against stings of different 

kinds of rays, stone, lion, scorpion (Scorpaenidae) 

and rabbit fish (Siganidae). This seagrass is 

also used for muscle pains, wounds, stomach 

problems and in the form of “mafusho” against 

fever. “Mafusho” is the smoke produced from a 

mixture of plants and herbs when burned, 

vapourized with water or prepared as incense. 

 Thalassia hemprichii  is mainly used as 

“mafusho” against fever and malaria. Species 

of the seagrass  Halophila  have also been 

reported as potent medicine (“mafusho”) 

against malaria. The patients inhale the vapours 

mainly in order to lower body temperature. 

 Thalassodendron ciliatum  is used as “mafusho” 

and as treatment to relieve smallpox.  Halophila  

species are also used for skin diseases and are 

also reported to be very effective in early stages 

of leprosy  [3] . 

 Taking into consideration that up to now 

only 5–15% of the approximately 250,000 spe-

cies of higher plants have systematically been 

studied, and that the biodiversity of the marine 

environment is barely untapped, it is clear that 

nature will remain for a long time an abundant 

source of novel bioactive compounds. 

 The world’s oceans, covering more than 70% 

of the earth’s surface, represent an enormous 

resource for the discovery of potential chemo-

therapeutic agents. Taking higher taxonomic 

levels as an estimate of biodiversity, more phyla 

are found in the oceans than on land. Of the 33 

known phyla of extant animals, only one is 

exclusive of land, while as many as 21 phyla are 

exclusive of the sea  [4] . Prior to the develop-

ment of reliable scuba diving techniques, some 

40 years ago, the collection of marine organisms 

was limited to those obtainable by skin diving. 

Subsequently, depths from approximately 3-35 m 

became routinely attainable, and the marine 

environment is being increasingly explored as a 

source of novel bioactive agents  [5] . 

 Since 1975, three areas of research in marine 

natural products have emerged: bioactive metab-

olites, biotoxins and chemical ecology. Till today 

more than 15,000 novel compounds have been 

isolated from marine organisms  [6] . Due to the 

wide range of competitive environments they sur-

vive in, marine organisms have developed unique 

defense strategies and bioactive compounds 

that, in some cases, are unparalleled by their 

terrestrial counterparts  [7,   8] . The exploration of 

this chemical diversity for pharmaceutical pur-

poses has revealed important chemical prototypes 

for the discovery of new agents, stimula ting the 

use of sophisticated spectroscopic methods and 

development of new synthetic methodology. 

 Focusing on bioproducts, recent trends in 

drug research from natural sources suggest that 

algae are a promising group to furnish novel 

bioactive substances. Moreover, algae have 

potential to provide not only novel biologically 

active substances, but also essential compounds 

for human nutrition  [9-  14] . Several seaweeds 
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are used as soil fertilizers and there have been 

reports showing that they are particularly good 

for the growth of specific plants, such as coco-

nut trees.  

  Macro- and Microalgae  

 Seaweeds are heterogeneous groups of attached 

(benthic) photosynthetic plants characterized 

more by the lack of structural similarities with 

higher green plants than by their commonality 

of character  [15] . Marine higher plants, such as 

seagrasses and salt marsh grasses, are often 

included with seaweeds due to similarities in 

habitat and function in nearshore marine 

ecosystems. 

 Algae are divided in two general categories 

– macroalgae, such as red, green and brown 

algae, and microalgae, such as blue-green algae 

 [16] . Although according to Chen and Jiang 

 [17] , algae number only about 50,000 species 

worldwide (approximately 10% of the plant 

kingdom)  [18] , they may well be the most 

diverse group of organisms alive today. Diversity 

exists not only in morphological and reproduc-

tive features (typical of higher green plants), but 

also in complex life history phenomena and in 

exotic physiological and biochemical properties. 

Thus, it is perhaps not surprising that in most 

classifications algae constitute one third of the 

divisions within the plant kingdom  [19] . 

 Microalgae are the most primitive and simply 

organized members of the plant kingdom, with the 

majority existing as small cells of about 3-20 mm, 

and a few species organized into simple colonies. 

This group of microorganisms is extremely diverse 

and it constitutes a rich source of bioactive ingre-

dients, such as vitamins, pigments, fatty acids, 

sterols, and polysaccharides  [20-  23] . 

 Marine microalgae compose the majority of 

living species found in the oceans. There is no 

definite estimate for the total number of the exist-

ing species. New species are being discovered 

constantly, and the number is ever increasing. 

Currently, more than 10,000 known species are 

divided into five major divisions of marine micro-

algae: Chlorophyta (green algae), Chrysophyta 

(golden-brown, yellow algae, and diatoms), 

Pyrrhophyta (dinoflagellates), Euglenophyta, and 

Cyanophyta (blue-green algae). The phylogenetic 

positions and physiological characteristics of the 

organisms are important to consider when study-

ing their metabolism and biochemistry. However, 

the taxonomy and phylogenetic relationships of 

microalgae are subjects on which taxonomists 

have never agreed  [24] . 

 In many countries, the food industries utilise 

a wide range of algae, which are well known to 

have high contents of fibers, minerals, vitamins 

and different antioxidants. In the last few 

decades, emphasis has moved from wild 

harvesting to farming and controlled cultivation 

for the production of valuable new products on a 

large scale. 

 The aquaculture sector produces large amounts 

of seaweeds, such as  Laminaria ,  Porphyra , and 

 Gracilaria , and microalgae, including  Dunaliella  

and  Spirulina . There is great potential in the use of 

microalgae for production of food ingredients, as 

they are photoautrophic microorganisms that can 

grow on a very simple culture medium containing 

seawater, nitrate, phosphate, trace amounts of 

certain metals, and carbon dioxide  [25] . 

 The production of algae-derived colloids 

(phycocolloids) such as algin, agar, and carra-

geenan has been developed into an important 

industrial sector  [26] . Global production of 

aquatic plants for 2002 was 11.6 million tons, 

generating US$6.2 billion, with the highest pro-

duction coming from the Japanese kelp 

 Laminaria japonica  (4.7 million tons), followed 

by Nori ( Porphyra tenera , 1.3 million tons) 

 [27] . Excluding the bioactive secondary metab-

olites that target the pharmaceutical market, the 

most common compounds from algae having 

already commercial applications besides phy-

cocolloids include polyunsaturated fatty acids, 

steroids, carotenoids and lectins. 
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2   Carotenoids 

 Carotenoids are natural pigments derived from 

five-carbon isoprene units which are polymerized 

enzymatically to form regular, highly conjugated 

40-carbon structures  [6] . Carotenoids, which are 

present in all plants and many photosynthetic bac-

teria, represent photosynthetic pigments in the 

red, orange, or yellow wavelengths  [16] . Animals 

lack the ability to synthesize carotenoids endog-

enously and thus obtain these compounds through 

their diet. Nature’s most widespread pigments, 

carotenoids are linear polyenes that function both 

as light energy harvesters and as antioxidants that 

inactivate reactive oxygen species formed by 

exposure to light and air  [28] . Of the approxi-

mately 600 known carotenoids, about 50 have 

been shown to exhibit some provitamin A activ-

ity, which is their primary beneficial role in the 

diet of humans and animals  [28,   29] . As potent 

antioxidants and vitamin A precursors, caroten-

oids have been suggested to have protective activ-

ity against cancer, aging, ulcers, heart attack, and 

coronary artery disease  [17] . Carotenoids are 

commonly used in food products as food-coloring 

or nutraceutical agents and they can be either pro-

duced synthetically or isolated from natural 

sources. Microalgal production of carotenoids, 

such as  b -carotene and astaxanthin, is an attractive 

area of research, as they are valuable bioactive 

ingredients and can be present at relatively high 

concentrations in some algal cells. 

  b -Carotene ( 1 ) is mainly found in plant tis-

sues and exhibits the highest provitamin A activ-

ity  [28,   29] . The concentration of  b -carotene 

among marine plants and algae is species-spe-

cific and is affected by stress factors, such as 

high light intensity, limited nitrates, and high 

salt concentrations. One of the major marine 

producers of  b -carotene is the halophilic micro-

alga  Dunaliella salina , which is the highest 

 b -carotene-enriched eukaryotic organism known 

 [30,   31] .  b -Carotene derived from  Dunaliella  

has been marketed in several forms, such as 

extract in edible oils (1.5–30%  b -carotene) and 

dried  Dunaliella  powder in capsules or tablets 

(approximately 5%  b -carotene). 

 Astaxanthin ( 2 ) is a red pigment common to 

several aquatic organisms including microalgae, 

seagrasses, shrimps, lobsters and fish, such as 

salmon and trout. Crustaceans are unable to syn-

thesize carotenoids  de novo  and require astaxan-

thin or its precursors in their diet in order to 

acquire the desired color for the seafood market 

 [32] . Astaxanthin, with an antioxidant activity 

10 times stronger than other carotenoids (e.g. 

 b -carotene, canthaxanthin and lutein)  [33] , pro-

vides protection against cancer, inflammation, 

and UV light  [34] . The beneficial properties of 

astaxanthin, in combination with the strong 

coloring ability, make it an important ingredient 

in the nutraceutical, cosmetics, food and animal 

feed industries  [33,   34] .  

  Phycocolloids 

 Hydrocolloids are carbohydrates that when dis-

solved in water form viscous solutions. The phy-

cocolloids are hydrocolloids extracted from algae 

and represent a growing industry, with more than 

1 million tons of seaweeds extracted annually for 

hydrocolloid production  [27] . Polysaccharides 

are polymers of simple sugars linked together by 

glycosidic bonds. It has been proposed that they 

are involved in recognition mechanisms between 

seaweeds and pathogens  [35] . Although several 

polysaccharides have been described with anti-

oxidant, antiviral, antitumor and anticoagulant 

activities  [11,   12,   36–  38] , the polysaccharides 

most commonly produced from seaweeds are 

agar, carrageenan and alginate due to their exten-

sive use in food and cosmetics industries. Agar 

( 3 ) and carrageenan ( 4 ) are polysaccharides 

mainly extracted from Rhodophyceae, while 

alginate ( 5 ) is extracted from Phaeophyceae. The 

wide use of these compounds is based on their 

gelling, viscosifying and emulsifying properties, 

which have generated an increasing commercial 

and scientific interest. 
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 Phycocolloids have numerous commercial 

applications and commercial products containing 

algal constituents among others include: (1) 

Paints with alginates from the cell walls of brown 

algae (to smooth out pouring, brushing, and dry-

ing); (2) infant formulas with carrageenans from 

red algae (to thicken ingredients); (3) antacids 

with alginates from brown algae (to neutralize 

stomach acids); (4) food products with  b -carotene 

from green algae (to improve color); (5) bread 

with carrageenans from red algae (to enhance 

browning); (6) paper with coatings containing 

alginates (to improve ink acceptance); (7) tooth-

pastes with carrageenans (to increase water 

absorbance); (8) dental adhesives with alginate; 

(9) food products (e.g. salad dressings, ice-cream, 

pancake syrup, fruit juice, peanut butter, tomato 

sauce) with carrageenans or alginates (to improve 

thickness); (10) pasta products with carrageenans 

(to improve uniformity of dough and extrusion); 

(11) textiles printed with dyes containing algi-

nates keep fine lines (to thicken print paste); (12) 

canned meat with agar from the cell walls of red 

algae (to gelify watery solutions at low concentra-

tions); (13) cosmetic products with alginates 

(to improve protective coating and retain mois-

ture); (14) air freshener gels with carrageenans 

(to stabilize gels and release odors gradually); 

(15) de-icers with carrageenans (to bind and 

stabilize ingredients for melting)  [26,   27] .  

  Fatty Acids 

 Algae are believed to be the primary producers of 

 w -3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) in the 

marine food chain and the only plant source for 

eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA,  6 ) and docosahexae-

noic acid (DHA)  [39,   40] . PUFAs are essential for 

normal cell function, and after elucidation of their 

biological role in certain clinical conditions, such 

cardiovascular diseases  [41,   42] , they entered the 

biomedical and nutraceutical markets. PUFAs are 

important in cellular and tissue metabolism, 

including the regulation of membrane fluidity, 

electron and oxygen transport, as well as thermal 

adaptation  [43] . EPA and DHA, found at various 

levels in marine micro- and macroalgal species, 

have shown relatively high oxidative stability 

compared to fish oils  [44,   45]  (Fig.  1 ). Recently, 

public preference for healthy food has increased 

the market visibility of PUFAs and in particular 

the interest for the  w -3 family of EPA, DHA and 

 a -linolenic acid ( 7 ).   

  Sterols 

 Sterols are among the most important chemical 

constituents of micro- and macroalgae and a major 

nutritional component in the diet of aquacultured 

organisms. Microalgae are important components 

in the diet of many hydrobionts, especially bivalves 

 [46] . A mixture of several algal species typically 

improves larval development, presumably by 

avoiding deficiency resulting from a unialgal diet 

 [47] . The qualitative and quantitative sterol com-

position of microalgae used in hatcheries has 

direct implications in the phytosterol and choles-

terol ( 8 ) composition of bivalve larvae and can 

affect their growth performance.   

  Chemical Ecology  

 Studies in chemical ecology have shown that 

natural products drive complex ecological inter-

actions at all stages of marine plant and animal 

life cycles  [48]  (Fig.  2 ). Research in marine 

chemical ecology continues to focus on preda-

tor-prey, competitive interactions, settlement 

cues, and potential defenses against infection 

by microorganisms. Several comprehensive 

reviews of natural products and chemical ecol-

ogy of macroalgae have been published recently 

and the medicinal and pharmaceutical uses of 

seaweed natural products that show the broad 

range of bioactivities of macroalgal metabolites 

has been reviewed by Smit  [38] .  
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  Fig. 1    Micro- and macroalgal metabolites with commercial use       

 Modern analytical techniques for the charac-

terization and quantification of macroalgal 

chemical defenses were reported by La Barre 

and colleagues  [49]  and another review on 

marine metabolites implicated in antifouling, 

larval settlement and metamorphosis was pub-

lished by Fusetani  [50]  (Fig.  3 ).  

 Several terpenoid compounds from brown 

algae have been proven to function as chemical 

defenses against herbivores  [48] . The crude 

extract of  Dictyota pfaffii  and the major diter-

pene  9  deterred feeding of the sea urchin 

 Lytechinus variegatus  and generalist herbivore 

fishes in field assays, but did not influence the 

feeding of the crab  Pachygrapsus transversus  

 [51,   52] . 

 The brown alga  Stypopodium zonale  pro-

duces diterpenes of mixed biogenesis that vary 
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  Fig. 2    Macroalgal metabolites with various ecological roles       
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2

qualitatively and quantitatively depending on 

the collection site  [53] . In a geographic varia-

tion study undertaken in Brazilian coasts Soares 

and coworkers  [53]  reported two distinct chem-

otypes of  S. zonale . The specimens collected 

from the northern coasts contained stypoldione 

( 10 ), which is the air-oxidation product of sty-

potriol ( 11) , as the major metabolite, whereas 

collections from the southern coasts contained 

atomaric acid ( 12)  as the major metabolite. 

Chemical defense studies of the two extracts 

showed that both chemotypes inhibited feeding 
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2 of the sea urchin  Lytechinus variegatus  and the 

crab  Pachygrapsus transversus , but the crude 

extract containing atomaric acid deterred feed-

ing more than the extract containing stypoldione 

 [54] . Tests with the pure compounds confirmed 

that atomaric acid ( 12 ) is a more potent feeding 

deterrent than stypoldione ( 10 ) ,  even though it 

was present in  S. zonale  in lower concentra-

tions. The deterrent effect of the natural product 

stypotriol ( 11)  was not tested and compared in 

these assays. 

 The brown alga  Desmerestia menziesii  con-

tained diterpenes of mixed biogenesis including 

menzoquinone ( 13) . Menzoquinone deterred 

feeding of the sea star  Odontaster validus  at a 

concentration three times the natural one  [55] . 

Among the unusual chemical defenses found in 

seaweeds, some brown algae of the orders 

Desmarestiales and Dictyotales are reported to 

contain high concentrations of sulfuric acid 

within cell vacuoles (pH  <  1)  [56] . 

 A study has shown that phlorotannin mix-

tures, as well as the polymers dieckol ( 14 ), 

phlorofucofuroeckol A ( 15 ), and 8,8-bieckol 

( 16 ) strongly inhibited digestive enzymes from 

the viscera of the herbivorous turban snail  Turbo 

cornutus   [57] . 

 Compared to studies on brown algae, and 

particularly on phlorotannins, only a few recent 

studies have explored chemical defenses in red 

and green macroalgae. 

 Among the halogenated monoterpenes iso-

lated from the red alga  Plocamium cartilagi-

neum , anverene ( 17 ) and  epi -plocamene D ( 18 ) 

have proven to deter feeding of the amphipod 

 Gondogeneia antarctica . None of these two 

halogenated monoterpenes inhibited feeding of 

the sea star  Odontaster validus   [55] . 

 The red alga  Delisea pulchra  produces halo-

genated furanones that vary in concentration 

spatially and temporally. Wright et al.  [58]  deter-

mined the heritability of the four major furanones 

 19–22  and then determined the effects of differ-

ent concentrations on feeding by herbivores. All 

six common herbivores used in the feeding 

assays, except for the gastropod  Phasianotrochus 

eximius , consumed  D. pulchra  at lower rates 

than other macroalgae. The herbivores were 

deterred by extracts and furanone  21  at concen-

trations that spanned the range of concentrations 

found in the field, but were occasionally not 

deterred at the lowest concentrations  [58] . 

 The Brazilian red alga  Laurencia obtusa  pro-

duces elatol ( 23 ) as its major metabolite,  [59]  a 

compound that showed inhibition of feeding of 

the crab  Pachygrapsus transversus  and the sea 

urchin  Lytechinus variegatus  at natural concen-

trations  [48,   59,   60] . 

 An impressive, albeit environmentally dis-

astrous demonstration of the influence algal 

metabolites might have on the ecosystem is the 

case of the seaweed  Caulerpa taxifolia   [61] . 

This green alga is indigenous throughout tropi-

cal and subtropical waters  [62] . In the mid-

1980s  C. taxifolia  accidentally “escaped” from 

the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco in the 

Mediterranean Sea, spread rapidly and invaded 

large coastline areas of several Mediterranean 

countries reducing their biodiversity  [63] .  

C. taxifolia  contains several terpenoid com-

pounds  [14] , the major metabolite being cauler-

penyne ( 24 ). A number of  Caulerpa  metabolites 

exhibit ichthyotoxic, antibiotic  [64,   65] , neuro-

toxic  [66,   67]  and cytotoxic  [68,   69]  properties. 

The presence of these metabolites offers protec-

tion to the alga and only a few autochthonous 

predators, such as the sea slugs  Oxynoe oliva-

cea  and  Lobiger serradifalci , can feed on 

 Caulerpa   [70] . 

 Besides the antimicrobial and feeding-deterrent 

activities  [60]  of caulerpenyne ( 24 ), the bio-

synthesis and its importance in the wound-heal-

ing response of the alga was investigated  [71] . 

Transformation of caulerpenyne to oxytoxin 2 

( 25 ) occurs rapidly after injury,  [72]  and the 

resulting highly reactive 1,4-dialdehyde is com-

pletely consumed in less than 4 min  [71] . The 

decay kinetics of oxytoxin 2 ( 25 ) matched those 

of the formation of the external wound plug of 

 C. taxifolia   [71] . 
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 Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), in ter-

restrial ecosystems, are recognised as an impor-

tant group of infochemicals, especially in the 

plant–herbivore interactions. Plants produce 

volatile compounds to attract pollinators and 

seed dispersers  [73,   74] . Intraspecific interac-

tions frequently are mediated by VOCs. In par-

ticular, many insects are able to recognise even 

single molecules of volatile pheromones 

released from the opposite sex for mate-finding 

 [74,   75] . Additionaly, plants are able to signal 

an attack by herbivores to conspecifics, which 

then respond with upregulation of their defen-

sive genes and increased defenses against the 

approaching predators  [76] . The most sophisti-

cated use of volatile semiochemicals is their 

role as guiding cues for predatory insects in so-

called ‘tritrophic interactions’  [77,   78] . 

 Volatile organic compounds from aquatic 

organisms have multiple functions – in intraspe-

cific (pheromones) and interspecific (kairom-

ones) communication, as well as in their defense 

system. An excellent review on the concepts 

and recent experimental studies on the ecologi-

cal functions of such VOCs in aquatic ecosys-

tems was recently reported by Fink  [79] . 

 Among the first ecological functions that 

were demonstrated for VOCs in aquatic ecosys-

tems was that of sex pheromones in marine 

brown algae. Various genera of macroalgae, 

such as  Ectocarpus ,  Fucus ,  Dictyopteris  and 

 Laminaria , produce volatile pheromones which 

are active at extremely low concentrations  [80, 

  81] . From these species cyclic and acyclic com-

pounds, e.g. ectocarpene ( 26 ), fucoserratene 

( 27 ), dictyopterenes ( 28–30 ) and lamoxirene 

( 31 ), have been identified in the excretions of 

female gametes that function as sperm attract-

ants  [81,   82] . The thermolabile cyclopropyl-

pheromones  28  and  29  degrade rapidly via a 

spontaneous Cope-rearrangement to the inactive 

forms of  30  and  26 , controlled only by the envi-

ronmental temperature  [81] . Worth noting is that 

some of the chemicals that act as pheromones of 

brown algae occur also in freshwater diatoms 

 [80,   83] .  Asterionella formosa  produces fucoser-

ratene (the pheromone of  Fucus vesiculosus ) 

from EPA  [84] , while  Gomphonema parvulum  

produces the brown algal pheromones hormosi-

rene and two dictyopterenes from EPA and ara-

chidonic acid (ARA)  [81] . However, the 

functions of these volatile hydrocarbons in 

freshwater diatoms are unknown. 

 A recent example of volatile foraging kai-

romones are VOCs released by benthic green 

algae and diatoms  [85,   86]  that are utilised as 

food-finding cues by the freshwater gastropods 

 Radix ovata . When the cells are damaged, the 

benthic green alga  Ulothrix fimbriata  releases a 

variety of volatile fatty acid and carotenoid deg-

radation products. Several of these volatiles are 

attractive for  R. ovata  when present in blends. 

 Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) released from 

algae after cell damage might function as a 

volatile chemical cue in multitrophic interac-

tions  [87] . However, the details of such a multi-

trophic interaction are still unknown. While 

pheromones are actively excreted  [82,   88] , the 

liberation of VOCs from algae and cyanobacte-

ria requires cell damage, e.g. from herbivory 

 [89] . DMS release from the haptophyte 

 Emiliania huxleyi  was increased by dinoflagel-

late grazing on the alga. DMS produced by 

marine algae is released into the atmosphere 

and oxidised to sulphate. In higher atmospheric 

strata, the sulphates can then serve as cloud 

condensation nuclei. It is hypothesised that 

VOCs of marine microalgae may thereby play 

an important role in large-scale meteorological 

processes  [90] . 

 Frequently, VOCs produced by algae and 

cyanobacteria are a major problem in water 

processing, since aquatic primary producers 

are the reason for regularly encountered taste 

and odour problems in drinking water. The 

removal of the two most common cyanobacte-

rial VOCs, geosmin ( 32 ) and 2-methylisobor-

neol ( 33 ) is difficult and therefore expensive, 

since these compounds can not be oxidized by 

chlorination  [91] .  
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2
  Biofouling  

 Biofouling is one of the most serious problems 

that maritime domain currently faces and it has 

been estimated that the growth of marine fouling 

organisms costs the shipping and other marine 

industries over US$6.5 billion per year  [92] . 

Biofouling is considered to have four distinct 

stages, the first one starting from the moment a 

man-made object is immersed in water. The sur-

faces of these objects quickly accumulate dis-

solved organic matter and molecules, such as 

polysaccharides and protein fragments. Gradually, 

bacteria and single-cell diatoms sense the surface 

and start settling on it, forming a microbial film 

 [93] . Subsequently, the adhesive substances and 

rough irregular microbial colonies trap more par-

ticles and organisms. Spores of algae, e.g. species 

of  Enteromorpha intestinalis ,  Ulothrix zonata , 

marine fungi and ciliate protozoa soon appear on 

the film  [94] . In the final stage, other marine 

organisms, such as barnacles, tunicates, mussels, 

bryozoans, polychaetes and tubeworms, settle on 

the submerged surfaces  [95] . 

 Efficient antifouling paints are based on cop-

per-containing compounds and booster biocides 

that when submerged, release toxic compounds 

causing adverse environmental effects  [96–  101] . 

New environmental regulations generate further 

restrictions on the use of biocides in industrial 

formulations  [102]  for the protection of rivers, 

lakes, estuaries, coastal waters and groundwater 

from further deterioration and for protection of 

biodiversity. There is clearly a need to develop 

new non-toxic or environmentally benign anti-

fouling alternatives that would be efficient 

against the most severe fouling organisms, such 

as barnacles, blue mussels, bryozoans and algae 

 [103] . On this direction there is an increasing 

interest for the antifouling potential exploration 

of natural compounds especially those derived 

from marine organisms, since through evolu-

tion, nature has already developed mechanisms 

for their gradual biodegradation. 

 Marine algae, as well as other benthic organ-

isms, are frequently relatively free from settle-

ment by fouling organisms  [104–  107]  due to the 

production of biogenic compounds that possess 

antibacterial, antialgal, antifungal, antiproto-

zoan and antimacrofouling properties. 

 Many marine algae species have been evalu-

ated for their antifouling properties and a sig-

nificant number of their secondary metabolites 

have already been found active against a diverse 

spectrum of fouling organisms. Several excel-

lent reviews on this topic have been published 

covering all aspects of fouling  [50,   92] . 

 From the Australian benthic marine mac-

roalga  Delisea pulchra  (Class Rhodophyceae), 

which is free of fouling by macroorganisms, an 

unusual class of halogenated furanones ( 34 ,  35 ) 

was isolated and found to act as a specific antag-

onist of the acylated homoserine lactone (AHL) 

regulatory system (quorum sensing) present in 

bacteria, thereby inhibiting bacterial coloniza-

tion through a non-toxic and non-growth mecha-

nism  [108–  113] . Furanones  34 ,  35  inhibit 

AHL-regulated phenotypes in a wide range of 

gram-negative bacteria by shutting down the 

biofilm development process  [109,   114,   115] . 

These halogenated furanones have been tested 

against fouling species, like the barnacle  Balanus 

amphitrite   [116] , the macroalga  Ulva lactuca  

 [117]  and marine bacteria  [118] . The furanones 

were most potent in  B. amphitrite  cyprid assay 

(EC 
50

  =  20 ng/mL), with activity 20 times higher 

than CuSO 
4
   [119] . These  D. pulchra  

2(5H)-furanones  34 ,  35  being non-specific inter-

cellular signal antagonists could be used for con-

trolling bacterial biofilm formation without any 

toxicity  [120,   121] . Additionaly, it has been 

shown that these furanones can inhibit the 

growth of  Bacillus subtilis  biofilm formation 

and its swarming motility in a concentration-

dependent way  [118] . 

 Among the polar metabolites isolated from the 

extracts of the red algae  Polysiphonia 

morrowii ,  P. lanosa  and  Monostroma fuscum , 

5-bromo-3,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde, 2,3-dibromo-
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4,5-dihydroxyphenyl-ethylamine and 3,4-dihy-

droxyphenyl-ethylamine were found to be toxic to 

a variety of fouling unicellular algae  [122] . 

 The two well known antifeedant spiro-ses-

quiterpenes elatol ( 23 ) and deschlorelatol ( 36 ), 

isolated from the red alga  Laurencia rigida , 

were found to exhibit strong settlement inhibi-

tion against the larvae of the bryozoan  Bugula 

neritina  and the barnacle  Balanus amphitrite  at 

10 ng/cm 2   [123,   124] . The crude extract of 

 L. obtusa  significantly reduced fouling relative 

to controls after 5 weeks, when incorporated 

into phytagel TM and placed in the field  [59] . 

 A highly halogenated monoterpene ( 37 ) iso-

lated from the Tasmanian red alga  Plocamium 

costatum  inhibited barnacle settlement at 1  m g/cm 2  

 [125,   126] . Similarly, dictyol E ( 38 ), pachydic-

tyol A ( 39 ) and dictyodial ( 40 ), antifeedant dit-

erpenes from the brown alga  Dictyota  spp. 

showed antifouling activity against the bryozoan 

 Bugula neritina  larvae. Dictyol E was lethal to 

larvae at 5  m g/mL, while pachydictyol A and 

dictyodial caused abnormal development and 

reduced rates of growth  [128,   129] . Dictyodial 

also inhibited larval settlement and metamor-

phosis of the hydroid  Eudendrium carneum . 

 Phlorotannins ( 41 ), polymers of phloroglu-

cinol, isolated from the Australian brown algae 

 Ecklonia radiata  and  Sargassum vestitum , have 

been shown to inhibit the settlement and growth 

of propagules of the fouling green alga  Ulva  sp. 

at concentrations of 100 mg/L  [127] . The spa-

tane diterpene  42  from the brown alga  Dilophus 

okamurai  inhibited metamorphosis of abalone 

larvae at 5–10 ppb  [130] . 

 The extracts of the brown alga  Bifurcaria 

bifurcata  that had shown seasonal variation 

were examined as settlement inhibitors of two 

marine bacteria and the barnacle  Balanus 

amphitrite   [131] . The increased activity during 

April–June corresponded to the seasonal maxi-

mum concentration of the major diterpene ele-

ganediol  43  found in the crude extracts  [132] , 

but isolated compounds were not individually 

tested for their antifouling activity  [131] . 

 From the brown alga  Lobophora variegata  

extract the new macrolide lobophorolide ( 44 ) 

has been identified and this 22-membered 

cyclic lactone showed promising antifungal 

activities against marine fungi implicated in 

biofouling  [104] . 

 Compounds belonging to the class of acetylene 

sesquiterpenoid lipid esters have been isolated 

along with caulerpynene ( 24 ) from the green 

alga  Caulerpa prolifera   [133] . The substantial 

inhibitory effects that the organic extract of the 

alga showed against a wide range of marine bacte-

ria and the marine microalga  Phaeodactylum 

tricornatum  implies a possible antifouling role 

for these metabolites in the alga.  

  Bioactive Metabolites from Macroalgae  

 Pharmaceutical compounds constitute one of 

the most important potential markets for algal 

products. Prior to 1950, the use of seaweed 

extracts and microalgae as drugs or drug sources 

was restricted to folk medicine. Still, up to date, 

there has been little commercial development of 

algal products as pharmaceutical agents. The 

vermifuge  a -kainic acid from the red alga 

 Digenea simplex  was marketed in the past, but 

has now been withdrawn in western countries. 

However, there is a tremendous potential for the 

development of algae as sources of pharmaceutical 

compounds, since in the recent years researchers 

have described a wide range of biological activi-

ties for metabolites produced by algae. 

 Isolation of pharmacologically active com-

pounds from marine algae has been the subject 

of many intensive investigations and compre-

hensive account of such studies in the field is 

given in numerous reviews  [5,   9,   11,   12,   14,   36, 

  37,   134–  137] .  In vitro  screens for the detection 

of a wide spectrum of biological activities for 

the initial evaluation of algal extracts and subse-

quent bioassay-guided fractionations for the iso-

lation of the active compounds constitute one of 

the most common methods of investigation. 
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2  According to MARINLIT  [138] , 3,554 sci-

entific articles have been published until 2007 

describing the isolation of new natural products 

from algae and the biological activities of algal 

metabolites or extracts. More than 3,280 struc-

tures from algae have been reported in the lit-

erature, amounting to approximately 30% of the 

total number of natural products isolated from 

marine organisms. As it can be seen (Figs.  4  and 

 5 ) from the number of published articles and 

isolated metabolites, investigations on algae 

escalated between 1980 and 1989 and continue 

to attract the interest of scientists involved in 

natural products research. Among macroalgae, 

significantly more rich in secondary metabo-

lites appear the brown and red algae, with the 

latter being the top producers of halogenated 

metabolites.   

 In Fig.  6 , based on data from MARINLIT 

 [138] , it is clear that scientists are exploring, 

besides the easily accessible coastal areas, 

extreme and remote ecosystems in search of 
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  Fig. 6    Algal metabolites isolated from different geographic regions       

chemical diversity and unique metabolites. The 

number of metabolites reported from the men-

tioned geographic areas is directly connected to 

the biodiversity of marine life and the number 

of scientific groups involved in marine natural 

products research in these regions.  

 Algal metabolites have exhibited a wide 

spectrum of activity, with the majority of them 

having been evaluated for their cytotoxic and 

antibiotic properties (Fig.  7 ). The development 

of high-throughput screening systems and the 

enhanced sensitivity of pharmacological assays 

allow now extensive biological studies on 

compounds that are isolated in sub-milligram 

quantities.  

 Algal metabolites that have been evaluated 

for and have exhibited significant pharmaco-

logical activity are compiled in Tables  1 – 3  and 

Figs.  8 – 10  according to the taxonomic classifi-

cation of the producing organisms.       
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2   Table 1    Brown algae that have produced bioactive metabolites    

 Producing organism  Metabolite  Activity 

  Cystoseira mediterranea   Mediterraneol A ( 46 ), 

mediterraneone ( 47 ), 

cystoseirol ( 48 ) 

 Cytotoxic  [141]  

  Cystoseira usneoides   Usneoidone E ( 49 )  Cytotoxic  [142]  

  Dictyota dichotoma   Dictyotalide B ( 50 )  Cytotoxic  [143]  

  Dictyota dichotoma   Diterpene  51   Cytotoxic  [144]  

  Dictyota dichotoma  & 

 Pachydictyon coriaceum  

 Dictyotin B ( 52 )  Cytotoxic  [145]  

  Dictyota menstrualis   Diterpenes  53 ,  54   Antiviral  [146]  

  Dilophus ligulatus   Dilopholide ( 55 )  Cytotoxic  [147,   148]  

  Ecklonia kurome   Acidic oligosaccharide  Acts on the nervous system  [149]  

  Laminaria digitata   Phycarine  Acts on the immune system  [150]  

  Notheia anomala   Tetrahydrofuran  Antihelmintic  [151]  

  Padina pavonica   24-Hydroperoxy-24-vinyl-

cholesterol ( 56 ) 

 Cytotoxic  [152]  

  Sargassum horneri   Sulfated polysaccharide  Antiviral  [153]  

  Sargassum macrocarpum   Sargaquinoic acid ( 57 )  Acts on the nervous system  [154, 

  155]  

  Sargassum tortile   Hydroxysargaquinone ( 58 ), 

sargasal-I ( 59 ), sargasal-II ( 60 ) 

 Cytotoxic  [156]  

  Spatoglossum schmittii   Spatol ( 61 )  Cytotoxic  [157]  

  Stypopodium flabelliforme   14-Keto-stypodiol diacetate ( 45 )  Cytotoxic  [140]  

  Stypodium zonale   Stypoldione ( 10 )  Cytotoxic  [139]  

  Stypopodium zonale   Stypoquinonic acid  Tyrosine kinase inhibitor  [158]  

  Taonia atomaria   Taondiol ( 62 ), isoepitaondiol 

( 63 ), stypodiol ( 64 ), 

stypoldione ( 10 ), sargaqui-

none ( 65 ), sargaol ( 66 ) 

 Antioxidant  [159]  

  Turbinaria conoides   Oxygenated fucosterol ( 67 )  Cytotoxic  [160]  

  Turbinaria ornata   Turbinaric acid ( 68 )  Cytotoxic  [161]  

  Turbinaria ornata   Hydroperoxy-sterols ( 56 ,  69 ,  70 )  Cytotoxic  [162]  

  Undaria pinnatifida   Hexadecatetraenoic acid, 

octadecatetraenoic acid 

 Anti-inflammatory  [163]  

 Several species  Sulfated fucans  Anticoagulant  [164]  

 Several species  Fucoidan  Anticoagulant  [165]  

 Metabolites from brown algae have exhib-

ited mainly cytotoxicity, but so far none of 

them has advanced in clinical or preclinical tri-

als. One of the most potent cytotoxic com-

pounds derived from brown algae is stypoldione 

( 10 ), which was isolated from  Stypodium zon-

ale . Stypoldione inhibits microtubule polym-

erization and sperm motility, in contrast to the 

properties of other microtubule assembly 

inhibitors. This metabolite seems to prolong 

the survival time of mice injected with tumor 

cells, showing relatively little cytotoxicity 

itself. Actually, using tumor cells derived from 

P-388 lympholytic leukemia cells injected into 

BDF1 or CDF1 mice and drug treatment up to 

30 days, a 42% increase in survival time in 

mice treated with stypoldione was observed 

 [139] . 
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  Table 3    Green algae that have produced bioactive metabolites    

 Producing organism  Metabolite  Activity 

  Bryopsis  sp.  Kahalalide F ( 100 )  Cytotoxic  [189,   190]  

  Caulerpa taxifolia   Caulerpenyne ( 24 )  Cytotoxic  [69,   191,   192] , pancreatic 

lipase inhibitor  [193]  

  Codium arabieum   Clerosterol ( 101 )  Cytotoxic  [194]  

  Codium fragile   Sulfated polysaccharide  Acts on the immune system  [195]  

  Codium iyengarii   Iyengaroside-A ( 102 )  Antibacterial  [196]  

  Codium pungniformis   Proteoglycan  Anticoagulant  [197]  

  Cymopolia barbata   Cymopol, avrainvilleol  Antioxidant  [198]  

  Tydemania expeditionis   Sulfated cycloartanol ( 103 )  Cytotoxic  [199]  

  Ulva lactuca   3-O- b -glucopyranosyl clerosterol  Anti-inflammatory  [200]  

  Table 2    Red algae that have produced bioactive metabolites    

 Producing organism  Metabolite  Activity 

  Amphiroa zonata   Palmitic acid ( 73 )  Cytotoxic  [168]  

  Botryocladia occidentalis   Sulfated galactans ( 74 ,  75 )  Anticoagulant  [169,   170]  

  Ceratodictyon 

spongiosum  

 Ceratospongamide  Anti-inflammatory  [171]  

  Chondria atropurpurea   Chondriamide C  Antihelmintic  [172]  

  Galaxaura marginata   Oxygenated desmosterols ( 76 – 79 )  Cytotoxic  [173]  

  Gigartina tenella   Sulfoquinovosyldiacylglycerol  Antiviral  [174]  

  Jania rubens   16 b -Hydroxy-5 a -cholesta-3,6-dione ( 80 )  Cytotoxic  [175]  

  Laurencia calliclada   Callicladol ( 81 )  Cytotoxic  [176]  

  Laurencia cartilaginea   Chamigranes ( 23 ,  82 – 86 )  Cytotoxic  [177]  

  Laurencia intricata   Laurenditerpenol ( 87 )  Cytotoxic  [178]  

  Laurencia obtusa   C-15 acetogenins ( 88 ,  89 )  Insecticidal  [179]  

  Laurencia pannosa   Pannosanol ( 90 ), pannosane ( 91 )  Antibacterial  [180]  

  Laurencia viridis   Dehydrothyrsiferol ( 71 )  Cytotoxic  [166,   181]  

  Laurencia  sp.  Ma’iliohydrin ( 92 )  Cytotoxic  [182]  

  Laurencia  sp.  Lembyne-A ( 93 )  Antibacterial  [183]  

  Plocamium hamatum   Haloganted monoterpene ( 94 )  Antituberculosis  [125]  

  Portieria hornemanii   Halomon ( 72 )  Cytotoxic  [167]  

  Portieria hornemanii   Halomon- related monoterpenes ( 72 ,  95 – 97 )  Cytotoxic  [184–  186]  

  Rhodomela confervoides   Bromophenol  98   Antibacterial  [187]  

  Tricleocarpa fragilis   Sulfated triterpene  99   Cytotoxic  [188]  

 14-Keto-stypodiol diacetate (SDA,  45 ), iso-

lated from  S. flabelliforme , induces mitotic 

arrest of DU-145 human prostate tumor cells, 

an effect that could be associated to alterations 

in the normal microtubule assembly process. It 

also disrupts the normal organization of the 

microtubule cytoskeleton in the DU-145 cell 

line, as revealed by immunofluorescence stud-

ies, and affects protease secretion and the  in 

vitro  invasive capacity, two properties of cells 

from metastases. The microtubule assembly 

inhibition of SDA, together with its cellular 

effects in arresting mitosis and blocking pro-

tease secretion mechanisms and cell invasion 
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2

  Fig. 9    Bioactive metabolites isolated from red algae       
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suggest that it interferes with the tumoral activity 

of these prostatic cancer cells  [140] . 

 Among the bioactive red algal metabolites, 

dehydrothyrsiferol (DT,  71 ), a triterpenoid poly-

ether isolated from a Canary island collection of 

 Laurencia viridis , has exhibited promising cyto-

toxic activity. Therefore, the cytotoxic effect of 

DT on human estrogen receptor ER +  and ER -  

breast cancer cell lines was studied in a preclini-

cal pharmacological evaluation. Although it was 
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2

possible to exclude the possibility that DT func-

tions as a mitosis inhibitor, researchers noted 

that apoptosis “was induced more efficiently 

and with distinct cell cycle-related patterns in 

the more aggressive ER -  cells, while being less 

complete in ER +  breast cancer cell lines”  [166] . 

 Another natural product derived from red 

algae that entered preclinical evaluation was the 

polyhalogenated acyclic monoterpene halomon 

( 72 ), obtained as the major constituent of 

 Portieria hornemannii . Halomon exhibited 

highly differential cytotoxicity against the NCI’s 

 in vitro  human tumor cell line screening panel. 

Brain tumor, renal, and colon tumor cell lines 

were the most sensitive, while leukemia and 

melanoma cell lines were relatively less sensi-

tive. On the basis of its unprecedented cytotox-

icity profile in the NCI primary screening, this 

compound was selected by the NCI Decision 

Network Committee for preclinical drug devel-

opment. The preclinical work was hampered 

severely though, due to the inability to procure a 

collection of the organism which consistently 

produced halomon. Bioavailability studies using 

halomon showed that it was widely distributed to 

all tissues, but that it was concentrated and per-

sistent in the fatty tissues. Another observation 

was that halomon persisted at the site of injection 
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due to its low aqueous solubility. The problems of 

supply and bioavailability led to further clinical 

trials being delayed  [167] . 

 Currently, the most promising algal metabo-

lite is the depsipeptide kahalalide F (KF,  100 ), 

originally isolated from the sea slug  Elysia 

rufescens  and later found in the ethanolic extract 

of the green alga  Bryopsis  sp. which is the com-

mon diet of the mollusk  [189] . KF showed a 

potent cytotoxic activity against a panel of 

human prostate and breast cancer cell lines, 

with an IC 
50

  ranging from 0.07 to 0.28 µM. 

Importantly, non tumor human cells were 5–40 

times less sensitive to the drug (IC 
50

  = 1.6–3.1 

µM). KF’s cytotoxicity did not correlate with 

the expression level of the multidrug resistance 

MDR1 and of the tyrosine kinase HER2/NEU, 

and only slightly by the anti-apoptotic BCL-2 

protein. KF’s action was triggered rapidly by 

short pulse treatments. Neither a general cas-

pase inhibitor (Z-VAD-fmk), nor transcription 

or translation inhibitors (actinomycin D, 

cycloheximide) blocked KF action. Flow cytom-

etry analysis revealed that KF induced neither 

cell-cycle arrest, nor apoptotic hypodiploid 

peak. Using mitochondrial (JC-1)- and lyso-

somal (LysoTracker Green, Acridine Orange)-

specific fluorophores, researchers detected loss 

of mitochondrial membrane potential and of 

lysosomal integrity following KF treatment. 

Confocal laser and electron microscopy revealed 

that KF-treated cells underwent a series of pro-

found alterations including severe cytoplasmic 

swelling and vacuolization, dilation and vesicula-

tion of the endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondrial 

damage, and plasma membrane rupture. In con-

trast, the cell nucleus showed irregular clumping 

of chromatin into small, condensed masses, 

while chromatin disappeared from other nuclear 

domains, but the nuclear envelope was preserved 

and no DNA degradation was detected. Together, 

these data indicate that KF induces cell death 

via oncosis preferentially in tumor cells. KF is 

currently in Phase II clinical trials in hepatocel-

lular carcinoma, non-small cell lung cancer 

(NSCLC) and melanoma and is also under eval-

uation for the treatment of severe psoriasis 

 [190] . 

 Seaweeds have afforded to date the highest 

number of compounds within a single group of 

marine organisms. A high percentage of recent 

reports concerns bioactive metabolites with 

interesting biological properties. The reported in 

this review biological properties have focused 

on a diverse spectrum of activities. The effective 

discovery and development of novel drugs 

requires close international and multidisciplinary 

collaboration between scientific groups. This 

involves disciplines ranging from botany, marine 

biology and microbiology, through cell and 

molecular biology and synthetic chemistry, to 

pharmacology, toxicology and clinical trials. 

The continuing threat to biodiversity through the 

destruction of terrestrial and marine ecosystems 

lends urgency to the need to expand the 

collaborative exploration of these resources. 

 Even though algae were among of the first 

marine organisms that were investigated and 

proven to be rich sources of extraordinary chem-

ical structures, still until today only a small per-

centage of algae has been studied and the fact 

that many species exhibit geographic variation 

in their chemical composition shows the huge 

potential algae hold as sources of interesting 

bioactive metabolites. Also, since some of the 

investigations on the algal chemistry preceeded 

the development of many of the current pharma-

cological bioassays, examination of these algal 

metabolites might prove very profitable. 

 As it can be seen on the basis of the reviewed 

literature, the potential of algae as sources of 

pharmaceutical molecules is far from been 

exhausted and further advancement of sophisti-

cated spectroscopic techniques and develop-

ment of new faster and more efficient 

pharmacological evaluation assays will stimu-

late, in the future, intense studies for the isola-

tion of new bioactive algal metabolites.     
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     Abstract   Plants contain significant levels 

of natural genetic and phenotypic variation 

between individuals within a species for traits 

ranging from development to metabolism to 

pathogen resistance. This intra-specific vari-

ation is a foundation for research by evolu-

tionary and ecological biologists interested in 

understanding plant fitness as well as by plant 

biologists focused on increasing the fitness 

or yield of agricultural plants. An important 

component of intra-specific variation for both 

research groups is the secondary metabolite 

complement present within a plant. Variation in 

these compounds controls important ecological 

and agronomic traits such as resistance to insect 

herbivores and benefit to human health. This 

intraspecific variation means that secondary 

metabolite diversity can be an important tool 

in crop improvement. This chapter will focus 

on sources of intra-specific variation in plant 

secondary metabolites and the potential use 

of this natural variation in crop improvement 

and potential pleiotropic consequences of this 

natural variation.    

  Ecology Versus Agriculture  

  Secondary metabolites are believed to aid plant 

fitness via diverse biological mechanisms 

requiring secondary metabolites to have highly 

diverse biological activities. Generating these 

diverse biological activities has led plants to 

accumulate a vast catalogue of compounds of 

at least several hundred thousand secondary 

metabolites  [1] . Plants have simplified the gen-

eration of diverse structures by relying on dif-

ferential modification of common backbone 

structures. Often times networks of enzymes 

with broad substrate specificity can be shuffled 

to generate modular systems capable of 

producing metabolic diversity  [2] . Differential 

modification of common backbone structures 

can alter the biological activity of numerous 

plant hormones and secondary metabolites 

including auxins, glucosinolates, gibberellins 

and phenylpropanoids  [3–  7] . The repeated 

modification of common backbone structures 

produces approximately 12,000 known alkaloid 

structures  [5] . 

 A plant research field that has extensively 

utilized the diversity and biology of secondary 

metabolites is crop breeding. This previously 
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and currently focuses on four areas of second-

ary metabolite biology (Table  1 ). In terms of 

crop plants, these improvements via secondary 

metabolites are focused on altering the flavour 

profile of the crops, altering its resistance to 

biotic and abiotic stresses and more recently 

directly targeting the nutritional quality of a 

crop. This chapter will focus on the biotic inter-

actions of secondary metabolites in flavor, 

nutrition and biotic pest resistance as the spe-

cific manipulation of secondary metabolites for 

abiotic stress is less developed.  

 One indication of the importance of second-

ary metabolite changes in crop development 

comes about by a comparison of wild and 

domestic species. Many flavor related changes 

in secondary metabolites were involved in the 

early domestication of crops such as alterations 

in the polyphenolic content of Apples and 

Tomatoes, decreased glucosinolates in crucifers 

and lowered glycoalkaloid accumulation in 

most Solanum crops  [8–  12] . Thus, secondary 

metabolites have long been a focus of breeding. 

Interestingly, these changes geared towards 

improving human acceptance of the crop has 

typically decreased the content of secondary 

metabolites generating bitter flavors  [10,   13, 

  14] . Unfortunately, these same bitter flavors are 

important biotic stress resistance mechanisms 

and the improved flavor has led to lowered 

resistance to numerous biotic stresses in com-

parison to the wild species. Thus, while second-

ary metabolites are important in crop breeding, 

changing their concentration or structure can 

have pleiotropic and detrimental consequences. 

 Another field focused on plant secondary 

metabolism is ecological and evolutionary stud-

ies where secondary metabolite diversity is 

believed to allow selection to quickly favor 

plants with new defenses in the presence of 

insects or other pests that have evolved the abil-

ity to overcome existing defenses  [8] . New 

defensive compounds can be synthesized by 

structurally modifying a toxic compound to 

evade the pest’s counter-defense while either 

maintaining or changing the compounds deter-

rent activity. As such, studying the sources of 

intraspecific variation in secondary metabolites 

and the biological consequence of this diversity 

is an important focus of ecological and evolu-

tionary studies  [9–  17] . This has shown that 

the intraspecific variation is frequently under 

  Table 1    Current or previous secondary metabolite breeding targets    

 Biology  Crop  Target  Goal  Potential Consequences 

 Flavour  Apple  Polyphenol  Decrease  Increased pest pressure 

    Crucifers  Glucosinolate  Decrease  Increased pest pressure 

    Carrot  Polyacetylenes  Decrease  Increased nematode pressure 

 Nutrition  Cassava  Cyanogenic 

glycosides 

 Decrease  Increased herbivore pressure 

    Crucifers  Glucosinolate  Increase  Decreased flavour 

    Potato  Glycoalkaloids  Decreased  Increased pest pressure 

    Solanum  Phenolics  Increased  Decreased flavour 

    Tomato  Lycopene  Increased  Altered phytohormone balance 

 Biotic stress  Crucifers  Glucosinolate  Increase  Decreased flavour 

 Resistance  Maize  Maysin  Increase    

    Lettuce  Sesquiterpenes  Increase  Decreased flavour 

 Abiotic stress             

 Resistance             
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positive or balancing selection where a second-

ary metabolite has positive and negative conse-

quences on fitness due to effects that range 

across multiple trophic levels  [18–  23] . For 

instance, genetic variation in glucosinolate 

metabolism alters neighboring plant species 

fitness and secondary parasitoid populations 

 [24,   25] . 

 Frequently the crop breeding and ecology/

evolution fields are studying similar metabo-

lites with comparative variation yet there exists 

minimal cross-communication. With future 

crop breeding studies increasingly focusing on 

the manipulation of distinct chemical classes 

with a specifically targeted plant phenotype, i.e. 

secondary metabolite mediated resistance to 

lepidopteran herbivory (Table  1 ), it seems 

imperative that the two fields begin to coalesce 

to a degree. This argument comes about from 

these targeted secondary metabolite changes 

frequently being associated with unintended 

consequences that could have been foretold by 

the incorporation of ecological studies as impor-

tant guides to crop breeders. Frequently, eco-

logical studies show that attempts to modify 

one trait will only succeed if the potential rami-

fications on all biotic levels that may influence 

crop productivity are also understood. As such, 

while this chapter will show that there is ample 

genetic variation in plant secondary metabolites 

to allow for specific crop modifications that 

will have unintended secondary consequences. 

However, these secondary consequences may 

have already been identified in ecological/

evolutionary studies using related wild species. 

As such, before making any modification the 

two disparate literature resources should be 

thoroughly investigated. Throughout this chapter, 

I will attempt to utilize citations from both lit-

erature sources to illustrate this concept. To 

fully detail this in all crops and all secondary 

metabolite pathways would require at the very 

least a book, as such, I will focus on specific 

model pathways with a strong link to underlying 

mechanism.  

  Intraspecific Variation in Plant Secondary 
Metabolism  

 Plant breeding studies frequently investigate or 

use interspecific variation in plant secondary 

metabolites or transgenic manipulation of sec-

ondary metabolites to improve a crop. Given the 

diverse activities of secondary metabolites, this 

may be done to improve either agronomic or 

nutritional traits. Transgenic manipulation is 

typically done on the assumption that there is 

more variation available to the researcher when 

introducing germplasm from another species. 

However, secondary metabolites frequently 

have extensive intraspecific variation in both 

structure and content that is easily accessible. 

Using this intraspecific variation requires a deep 

analysis of all available germplasm within a 

given crop or species to identify the desired sec-

ondary metabolite traits. Almost every crop 

tested to date has significant variation in second-

ary metabolites ranging from carrot to potato to 

apple (e.g.  [8,   9,   13] ). Because an adequate 

description of the extensive work on secondary 

metabolism variation in crops would require an 

entire book, we will focus on two model path-

ways, glucosinolates and monoterpenes. This 

sections focus on these two pathways will allow 

a focus on how genomics information may be 

used to rapidly identify candidate genes for 

controlling secondary metabolite variation in 

a crop. 

  Monoterpenoid variation in a large number 

of species : A broad class of flavor related sec-

ondary metabolites that show great potential for 

interspecific variation and breeding applica-

tions are the monoterpenes. These are small iso-

prenoids that are frequently associated with 

changes in taste and smell of fruit and vegetable 

crops  [15] . An excellent example of how inter-

specific variation in monoterpenes has been 

applied to breeding is the presence of numerous 

basil ( Basil basilicum ) varieties whereby the 

presence or absence of specific monoterpenes 
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3 fundamentally changes the flavor of the basil 

variety [16–  18] . Citrus is another prime example 

of how interspecific monoterpene variation can 

be modified to alter flavor quality in that the 

presence of limonene is a predominant compo-

nent of lemon flavor  [19,   20] . In addition, there 

are high levels of interspecific monoterpene 

diversity in crucifers and monocots mainly in 

non-consumed tissues  [21,   22] . Finally, inter-

specific variation exists in tomato monoterpe-

nes that are involved in determining tomato 

flavor, linalool and nerolidol  [23-  26] . However, 

the relationship between this monoterpene vari-

ation and differences in flavor qualities between 

domesticated tomatoes varieties remains to be 

tested. Given this, there is likely interspecific 

monoterpene variation in most fruit and vegetable 

crop and the specific use of this to breed for 

altered fruit and vegetable flavor quality may be 

a successful avenue for integrating secondary 

metabolites into breeding programs. 

  Glucosinolate structural variation in a large 

number of species : Glucosinolates are amino 

acid derived thioglucosides specific to the order 

Capparales including all cruciferous crops  [27] . 

Crucifers utilize a three part biosynthetic path-

way to produce glucosinolates from various 

amino acids  [28,   29] . This involves carbon chain 

elongation of a protein amino acid, entrance of 

the amino acid into the core pathway and finally 

side chain modification  [30–  36] . The final glu-

cosinolates form a bipartite defense system such 

that when the cell is disrupted, a myrosinase 

enzyme cleaves the sugar from the glucosinolate, 

and a series of toxic compounds are released that 

alter insect herbivory  [37–  41] , plant-plant inter-

actions  [42] , nematode survival  [43] , fungal 

resistance  [44,   45] , human cancer susceptibility 

 [46]  and human ulcer susceptibility  [47] . As 

such, the glucosinolates are an important target 

for crucifer breeders due to their agronomic and 

nutritional value. 

 Glucosinolates in most cruciferous crops 

and model plants show high levels of interspe-

cific variation in both structure and content due 

to numerous quantitative trait loci (QTLs)  [2, 

  48–  54] . In contrast to phenylpropanoids and 

isoprenoids that each have tens of thousands of 

structures, glucosinolate structural variation 

does not appear open ended. Instead, species 

within the order Capparales appear to resample 

the same set of  ~ 150 glucosinolate structures 

suggesting that interspecific variation is more 

useful in crop improvement than intraspecific 

variation  [55–  57] . 

 Within most crucifer crops four major loci, 

 GSL-AOP ,  -ELONG ,  -OH  and  -OX , control the 

methionine derived glucosinolate structural var-

iation and the nutritional and agronomic poten-

tial of a crop  [50–  52,   58,   59] . These four loci 

function epistatically with each other to generate 

a modular genetic system capable of producing 

14 different structural profiles. One profile that 

produces progoitrin(2-hydroxy-but-3-enyl glu-

cosinolate) is prone to causing goiter in humans 

where as a different profile producing 4-methyl-

sulfinyl glucosinolate is beneficial in that it can 

increase anti-cancer defenses within humans 

 [46] . A third profile will lend the crop a peppery 

flavor similar to arugula/ruccola and provide 

altered insect herbivory. Shifts between any of 

these profiles only require modification of the 

four structural loci allowing a breeder to quickly 

shift any crop between these profiles depending 

upon the desired final trait  [2] . 

  Interspecific variation and integrating geno-

mics into breeding programs : Recent attempts 

to integrate genomics methodologies into breed-

ing programs focus on increasing the speed 

and efficiency in generating new crop germ-

plasm. Analysis of interspecific variation in 

the Arabidopsis glucosinolate system has sug-

gested some conceptual approaches that may 

help the integration of genomics into breeding 

programs focused on secondary metabolites. 

These approaches facilitate the identification of 

candidate genes and linked markers controlling 

the secondary metabolite variation that will be 

available for breeding. Recent studies cloning 

Arabidopsis glucosinolate QTLs as well as 
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investigating variation in the aliphatic glucosi-

nolate metabolism have shown that there is a 

bias towards these secondary metabolite QTLs 

being controlled by differential gene expression 

 [34,   35,   38,   40,   53,   60,   61] . Further, the varia-

tion in glucosinolate content is directly related 

to the variation in gene expression of the bio-

synthetic genes  [53] . For these secondary 

metabolite QTLs, this differential gene expres-

sion is easily detectable in a comparison of the 

parents possibly due to secondary metabolite 

diversity being under different selective pres-

sures in comparison to the rest of metabolism 

 [62–  65] . As such, it may be possible to use tran-

scriptomics comparing two parental genotypes 

to rapidly identify candidate genes controlling 

secondary metabolite variation. This is supported 

by extensive variation in gene expression 

amongst terpene cyclases within  Arabidopsis 

thaliana   [64,   65] . 

 The above approach is primarily focused on 

the analysis of individual defined mapping 

populations. Interest in using direct surveys of 

available germplasm to associate genetic poly-

morphisms with phenotypic variation using 

linkage disequilibria has been growing  [66–  69] . 

It may be possible to extend the above gene 

expression variation approach to a genomic sur-

vey of genomic diversity in a crop. An analysis 

of genomic diversity in gene expression within 

different Arabidopsis germplasm showed that 

the secondary metabolite pathways were under 

selection for increased genetic diversity  [62] . As 

such, a genomic survey of gene expression 

diversity within a crop could quickly yield a list 

of candidate genes controlling secondary metab-

olite variation. Thus, a way to introduce genom-

ics into any breeding project focused on 

secondary metabolite modification may be to 

conduct a simple transcriptomics survey of the 

available germplasm and compare this to the 

measured secondary metabolite diversity. This 

could quickly yield a list of genes and markers 

that could be used to improve the desired sec-

ondary metabolite related trait. This approach 

however would not identify genetic variation 

that is related to differential enzymatic activity 

or post-transcriptional regulation and the inclu-

sion of these sources of variation would require 

other technologies such as proteomics which is 

currently being utilized to understand changes 

underlying flavor variation in Basil secondary 

metabolism  [70] .  

  Natural Variation/Breeding and 
Plant/Biotic Interactions  

 The identification of causal linkages between 

secondary metabolites and agronomically 

important traits such as plant resistance to insect 

or fungal pathogens is generating a desire to 

modify these for crop improvement. A hope is 

that these secondary metabolites traits may pro-

vide more stable resistance phenotypes or lead 

to decreased pesticide utilization. However, 

ecological and crop data shows that plant sec-

ondary metabolites mediate complex interac-

tions with numerous biotic pests with differing 

fitness consequences. For instance in the manip-

ulation of carrots for altered root knot nematode 

resistance has pleiotropic consequences upon 

flavor/bitterness  [13,   71–  73] . This negative cor-

relation between flavor and biotic resistance is 

present in a wide range of crop species but is 

typically limited to a correlational relationship. 

To better delve into the mechanistic basis of the 

potential relationship between secondary 

metabolites and biotic resistance, this section 

will focus the glucosinolate model system 

which has extensive mechanistic information 

in the ecological literature on how genetic vari-

ation in secondary metabolites may help to 

guide breeding uses of plant secondary metabo-

lites in crop improvement. 

  Analysis of ecological costs and benefits in 

glucosinolates : Glucosinolates are commonly 

described as providing resistance against insect 

herbivores  [38,   74,   75] . However, this is typically 
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3 limited to generalist insects that do not specia-

lize upon glucosinolate containing plants  [37,   38] . 

In contrast, there are groups of specialist insects 

that have evolved specific defenses that ame-

liorate or detoxify the glucosinolates  [76,   77] . 

These specialist insects actually use the glucosi-

nolates to identify the crucifers and this establishes 

a situation where generalists and specialist 

insects may generate opposing pressures upon 

glucosinolates  [78–  80] . In this case, the general-

ists should put a pressure favoring higher glu-

cosinolate plants while the specialists would 

lead to lower glucosinolate plants being favored. 

Recent field work with  Brassica nigra  bred for 

different glucosinolate levels showed that this 

was in fact the case. In the presence of gener-

alist herbivores the high glucosinolate lines 

were favored while in the presence of spe-

cialist herbivores, the moderately low glucosi-

nolate lines were preferred  [37] . Thus, any 

modification of glucosinolate levels either high 

or low may not alter total herbivory resistance but 

instead modify the insect herbivore populations 

affecting the crop itself. 

 The  Brassica nigra  lines bred for different 

glucosinolate levels were further examined for 

their ability to interact with other plants. This 

showed that the high glucosinolate lines led to 

other plant species having difficulties with ger-

mination and seedling establishment apparently 

from decreased mycorhizal success in the high 

glucosinolate plots  [42] . In contrast, the low 

glucosinolate lines did not have the same effect. 

This ecological study suggests that any breed-

ing program focused on modifying glucosi-

nolate content in a crucifer needs to factor in 

potential crop rotations within which the cruci-

fer may exist as breeding for increased glucosi-

nolate content in the crucifer may impact the 

potential productivity of ensuing crop cycles. 

As such, the use of genetic variation in second-

ary metabolites by both breeding and ecological 

projects can cross-feed each field and improve 

the goals of breeding projects and how second-

ary metabolites may fit into these goals  [81] . 

  Analysis of costs and benefits of secondary 

metabolites : In addition to secondary metabolites 

having an ecological cost related to the presence 

of specialist herbivores and pathogens there is 

also the allocation cost related to the production 

of the secondary metabolite  [82,   83] . For instance, 

glucosinolate levels are positively associated 

with fitness in the presence of generalist herbiv-

ory but show direct allocation costs, in the form 

of negative correlations with fitness in the 

absence of herbivory  [84,   85] . In  Nicotiana 

attenuata , the ability to induce secondary metab-

olites is beneficial in the presence of herbivory 

but the costs of this induction are shown by 

decreased fitness of plants with constitutively 

high metabolite levels when there is no herbivory 

 [86,   87] . This cost/benefit relationship for sec-

ondary metabolites would suggest that breeding 

for altered secondary metabolite accumulation 

may lead to unexpected yield consequences. 

 One solution to this cost of resistance has 

likely been a pressure for the plants to make the 

compound inducible such that the plant only 

incurs the cost of producing a given metabolite 

when it is needed  [82,   83,   88] . However, the 

capacity to induce a given secondary metabolite 

also shows interspecific genetic variation in 

numerous plant species  [89–  92] . Thus, when 

breeding for secondary metabolite concentra-

tions, it will be critical to understand if the 

metabolite is inducible and if so what is the sig-

nal? This information will then have to be inte-

grated into the final breeding design depending 

upon if high or low metabolite concentrations 

are required. 

  Presence of resistance variation in the pests : 

Some interest has been expressed in the hori-

zontal transfer of novel secondary metabolites 

into crops in the hopes that these novel second-

ary metabolites may provide stable resistance 

against pests or pathogens. This horizontal 

transfer would typically involve transgenic or 

intraspecific breeding projects to move novel 

metabolic capacity into the desired crop. While 

this approach typically focuses on modulating 
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resistance against specialist pathogens or pests 

that may have not encountered the novel sec-

ondary metabolite, it may run into difficulties 

when applied to generalist pests of pathogens. 

These generalists usually have very broad host-

ranges that were believed facilitated by general 

defense mechanisms effective against numer-

ous toxins. However, work on broad-host range 

pathogen resistance to specific toxins is show-

ing that these generalist pathogens can contain 

specific resistance mechanisms targeted towards 

individual compounds  [93–  96] . For instance, 

the broad host range fungus  Botrytis cinerea  has 

enzymatic defenses against the tomato metabo-

lite tomatine, the Arabidopsis metabolite 

camalexin and the grape metabolite resveratrol 

 [93,   94,   97–  99] . The broad host range patho-

gens counter any potential costs of having these 

specific resistance mechanisms by making these 

mechanisms genetically variable such that only 

a limited percent of the population has any 

given resistance  [94] . This allows the species to 

have the resistance mechanism but not require 

every individual to maintain the resistance. This 

capacity of generalists to have specialist 

defenses against phylogenetically limited sec-

ondary metabolites is even extended to a gener-

alist herbivore, locust, containing a specialist 

defense against the glucosinolate secondary 

metabolites  [100] . Thus, while the introduction 

of novel metabolites into crops may provide 

resistance against specialist pathogens that have 

never encountered the metabolite, the novel 

metabolites are unlikely to provide stable resist-

ance against generalist pests and pathogens.  

  Natural Variation/Breeding 
and Human Diet  

 Given the above potential difficulties inherent in 

using secondary metabolites to breed for altered 

agronomic traits the use of secondary metabo-

lites for altering the nutritional quality of a crop 

may be more direct. Numerous secondary 

metabolites are already sold in a purified form 

using human health claims. In the health food 

section of any grocery store one can find puri-

fied secondary metabolites for sale such as iso-

flavones, flavonols, ginkolide, etc. As such, 

there may be a market for modulation of these 

same compounds within fruits and vegetables to 

allow the same compounds to be consumed as a 

food rather than a pill. This would especially be 

useful when a purported health beneficial metab-

olite is also a positive component of flavor. 

However knowing the identity of the beneficial 

metabolite is critically important in the proper 

design of any breeding project. 

 An example of how important it is to know 

the specific metabolite arises from the gluco-

sinolate pathway. In glucosinolates, it is a spe-

cific isothiocyanate breakdown product of the 

4-methylsulfinylbutyl glucosinolate that pro-

vides an anti-cancer and anti-ulcer benefit  [46, 

  47]  (Fig.   1 ). Other breakdown products of the 

4-methylsulfinylbutyl glucosinolate do not 

provide this benefit (Fig.   1 ). Originally, it was 

thought that breeding for the 4-methylsulfinyl-

butyl glucosinolate would be sufficient to 

increase the anti-cancer activity in cruciferous 

vegetables such as broccoli. However, recent 

work identified genetic variation in crucifers 

that controls how the glucosinolate is broken 

down  [38,   40,   101] . This was then expanded 

upon to show that it was more efficient to 

increase anti-cancer activity by breeding for the 

appropriate glucosinolate breakdown structure 

rather than simply increasing the level of the 

metabolite  [102] . Thus, the efficiency of any 

secondary metabolite-breeding program meant 

to improve the nutritional quality of a crop 

requires knowing the important metabolite and 

all potential sources of genetic variation control-

ling the given metabolite. Finally, this glucosinolate 

example also displays the potential complexity of 

how any targeted breeding designed against a 

specific metabolite may ramify through multiple 

phenotypic levels (Fig.  1 ).
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  Fig. 1    Pleiotropic consequences inherent in Broccoli breeding. A theoretical shift of broccoli towards either 

the nitrile ( left ) or isothiocyanate ( right ) breakdown structure of 4-methylsulfinylbutyl glucosinolate is shown. 

The consequences of this breeding decision on human desirability of the crop (taste, cancer and  H. pylori ) and 

on the crops biotic resistance both direct (generalist herbivore) and indirect (wasp attraction) are shown       

     Conclusion  

 Natural genetic variation for secondary metabo-

lites within a given species can be an important 

tool for the breeder looking to alter a plants 

metabolic signature. This can be targeted 

towards improving the agronomic or quality of 

a crop. Recent improvements in speeding chem-

ical analysis of plants and genomic analysis of 

candidate genes can allow for rapid utilization 

of this germplasm for the targeted manipulation 

of secondary metabolites in crops. However, 

it is advised that any program utilize as much 
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information from as many sources as possible 

to avoid any unexpected complications of these 

breeding programs upon the crop itself.      

  Glossary 

 Intraspecific variation – Genetic or phenotypic 

variation between members of a species 

 Interspecific variation – Genetic or phenotypic 

variation between species  
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  Introduction  

 The term “plant-derived natural product” is 
extremely broad and the scope of this chapter is 
determined by the nature of lower-abundance sec-
ondary metabolites rather than storage proteins, 
starch, cell walls, and lipids. In some instances, 
however, similar techniques can used to measure 
both groups of compounds. The bioactivity of sec-
ondary metabolites underlines their importance in 
human nutrition, health, pharmacy and plant 
defence mechanisms, and is the basis for their 
commercial value. Consequently, these two fea-
tures are the driving force behind the continuing 
development of techniques for their analysis. The 
most important recent advance has been the advent 
of metabolomics. The metabolome, by analogy to 
the genome, proteome and transcriptome, is the 
entire small-molecule complement of the plant. 
The study of the metabolome, metabolomics, can-
not be achieved by any single method and is 
largely a consequence of recent improvements to 
technology permitting high throughput analyses 

and data-handling. Interest in understanding 
details of natural product biosynthetic pathways as 
well as a desire to measure the bioactive end-
product means, however, that it is necessary to 
cover methods of sufficient sensitivity to detect 
low-abundance intermediates as well as those 
methods that can investigate metabolite structure. 
Hence this chapter represents an introduction and 
overview of the fundamentals that underlie the 
wide range of methods used in the quantification 
of plant-derived natural products and a brief intro-
duction to metabolomics. It is hoped that a strong 
understanding of the fundamentals will allow the 
reader to judge from the plethora of manufac-
turers’ brochures, primary literature, and on-line 
resources, which technologies and approaches 
best fit their situation. The process of analysis will 
be followed through its stages, from extraction of 
material to detection of analytes. Methods have 
been chosen not only with the chemistry of the 
analyte in mind, but also with a firm idea of 
the biological question that is to be answered. 
There will be an unashamed bias towards chro-
matography and mass spectroscopy since plants 
are complex systems containing many interesting 
chemicals, often in low amounts. Chromatography 
can simplify the process of addressing a complex 
mixture, and mass spectroscopy yields rich infor-
mation from low-abundance analytes. For a brief 
list of methods for the main secondary metabolites, 
consult Table  1 .   
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4
  Metabolomics  

 Under the definition originally outlined in the 
pioneering work of Fiehn (2002), metabolomics 
is the quantitative and qualitative analysis of all 
metabolites in an organism. For plants, this has 
never been achieved or even closely approxi-
mated and is a situation that has been recog-
nised as such (Allwood et al.,  2008) . In this 
respect, plant metabolomics may be regarded as 
an art rather than a science. It is impossible at 
present to identify all the metabolites since, by 
definition, metabolites are dynamic and there is 
no one method that will extract them all. The art 
is to generate large datasets and extract as much 
information from the data as is possible so that 
two or more samples can be distinguished and 
biological relevance for the distinction can be 
ascertained. Contrast this with genomics where 
there are a finite number of genes in a genome, 
all of which can be annotated even though many 
may have unknown functions. Metabolomics 
has now established itself firmly, however, as 
part of the - omics revolution (Guy et al.,  2008)  
including its application to secondary metabo-
lites (e.g. Goossens et al., 2003). In truth, most 
publications under the umbrella of metabo-
lomics are concerned with metabolite profiling 
where a limited number of metabolites have 
been measured and this is exemplified in a 
recent journal volume dedicated to the subject 
(Guy et al.,  2008) . Analyses of secondary metab-
olites by virtue of the fact such analyses exclude 
primary metabolites and are frequently targeted, 
fall into the category of profiling and thus 
detailed consideration will not be presented in 
this section. 

 NMR has the greatest potential in metabo-
lomics since it can ‘see’ all the metabolites in a 
single sample, but its sensitivity and resolution 
are poor compared to MS as already mentioned. 
Many metabolites in plants are well below cur-
rent instrument detection limits (Allwood et al., 
 2008) , and this is especially so for secondary 

metabolites.  1 HNMR has, however, been used 
extensively for natural products and was recently 
reviewed by Pauli et al. (2005). It has also been 
developed for ‘fingerprinting’ of metabolites in 
plants (Ward et al., 2003   ; Krishnan et al., 2005) 
and there are also some very good examples 
where it has been used for examining abundant 
secondary metabolites (see Pauli et al.,  2005) . 
Metabolite fingerprinting ignores the identifica-
tion of individual peaks in the spectrum and uses 
multivariate statistics to determine whether two 
samples are similar or different (Krishnan et al., 
 2005 ; Ward et al.,  2007) . Fingerprinting (by NMR 
or FTIR), therefore, can be a useful prelude to tar-
geted profiling by MS because there is no need to 
identify individual metabolites and samples can 
be classified rapidly without purification. NMR 
technology for natural products has been reviewed 
(e.g. Vogler and Setzer,  2006)  and fingerprinting 
is dealt with in detail in the Chapter by Colquhoun 
and colleagues, including details of the use of 
NMR for metabolomics and especially for food 
metabolomics. 

 Direct injection (infusion) MS of unpurified 
samples has also been used as a metabolomics 
technique since it uses a single unpurified 
extract to examine all ions in a sample to pro-
duce a single spectrum. Although it has some 
drawbacks, such as ionisation suppression, it is 
considered useful for reducing data complexity 
especially when used with accurate mass, as 
long as the resolution of the instrument is suffi-
cient to distinguish ions with the same nominal, 
but different monoisotopic mass (Dunn et al., 
 2005).  

 In any consideration of metabolomics, one 
must not forget that data handling is of para-
mount importance, both primary data and meta-
data. Collection of large datasets generated by 
the instrumentation required for metabolomics 
necessitates both comprehensive databases and 
sophisticated statistics to extract maximum bio-
logical relevance from the data. For metabo-
lomics, unsupervised multivariate statistics (Fiehn, 
 2002 ; Ward et al.,  2007 ; Weckwerth, 2008), 
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most commonly principal component analysis, 
and supervised techniques such as genetic algo-
rithms (Goodacre,  2005)  have both been applied 
successfully. The major issue remaining is that 
experimenters and manufacturers collect human- 
and machine-dependent data that is often diffi-
cult to compare or collate. This has led to a 
framework for metabolomics experiments 
(Jenkins et al., 2004   ), to proposals for minimum 
reporting standards (Sumner et al.,  2007)  and to 
the launch of a reporting standards initiative 
(Fiehn et al.,  2007) . 

 The major drawback of any – omics approach 
to metabolites in plants, is our lack of knowl-
edge of the vast number of compounds present 
(many of which are secondary metabolites) and 
an even greater lack of reference standards 
(Weckwerth,  2008) . Technologies, such as accu-
rate mass measurement and NMR sensitivity, 
will need to improve substantially in the future if 
we are to get close to identifying the total metab-
olite content of a plant and true metabolomics.  

  Extraction  

 Plants produce an enormous range of chemicals; 
the plant kingdom probably produces some hun-
dreds of thousands of different chemicals (Hall 
et al.,  2002)  with very wide-ranging physical 
and chemical properties. It is obvious that a sin-
gle solvent will not be suitable for both the very 
hydrophilic phosphates and sulphates, and the 
very hydrophobic membrane lipids and cuticle 
waxes. Instead it is necessary to choose a sol-
vent system that will suit the intended purpose, 
and to know its limitations, both as an extractant 
and as a storage medium. In metabolomics there 
is great interest in the development of methods 
that will extract, reliably and reproducibly, as 
wide a range of low-molecular weight compo-
nents as possible. Few plant-specific investiga-
tions have been carried out, but investigations 
exist for fish (Lin et al.,  2007) , erythrocytes 

(Sana et al.,  2008) , and for many examples of 
body fluids (Zhang et al.,  2007) . These studies 
are of relevance to plant work since the range of 
physicochemical properties of the analytes is 
similar. However, plant systems present addi-
tional problems because of the cell wall. 
Fortunately, the growth of metabolomics has 
created a demand for standardised methods for 
broad-scale extraction of plant secondary metab-
olites (Jones and Klinghorn,  2005 ; Weckwerth, 
2007; Weckwerth et al.,  2004 ;   http://www.
mpimp-golm.mpg.de/fiehn/forschung/blatt-
protokoll-e.html    ). 

 In order to understand whether an extractant 
is appropriate for a particular analyte, it is neces-
sary to test different methods using an internal 
standard or spike, where a small amount of a 
product is added at as early a stage as possible, 
to trace the recovery of the endogenous com-
pound. This is particularly important in the anal-
ysis of intermediates in synthetic pathways, 
which may be much less abundant than the final 
product (ap Rees,  1980) . There are two basic 
approaches. Either a non-native analogue of the 
product is chosen, with chemical and physical 
characteristics as close to those of the product as 
possible, or the product itself can be used. 
Isotopically labelled compounds are the most 
convenient to use, but are frequently unavaila-
ble. Using the analogue or isotopologue avoids 
the need to compensate for the product naturally 
present. If the natural product is used, it is neces-
sary to carry out parallel extractions with and 
without the spike. Those without will reveal the 
amount of material naturally present, and the 
difference between these and the spiked samples 
will reveal the amount of spike recovered. If it is 
substantially less than the original addition, then 
the method is not suitable. These approaches are 
discussed more specifically in the context of 
high performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) and solid phase extraction in Snyder 
et al.  (1997) . There can be occasions where it is 
necessary to analyse a product that is not available 
as a standard. The best that can be hoped for is 
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4 an indication that the analyte has increased or 
decreased in abundance in response to a particu-
lar experimental treatment. In order to exclude 
the possibility of analytical error, it is possible to 
use a variation on the internal standard spike 
method, known as a mixing experiment. In this, 
a high-abundance sample and a low-abundance 
sample are mixed, and the resulting value for the 
analyte is compared with the expected value 
from combination of the two individual meas-
urements of the pure samples. If the low-abun-
dance sample is low because it contains 
something that interferes with extraction or 
analysis of the target analyte, then it will also 
reduce the efficiency of analysis in the mixed 
sample, and the result will be unreasonably low.  

  Separation  

 Detection and measurement of natural products 
has always utilised chromatography in conjunc-
tion with selective detectors, liquid and gas 
chromatography employing different detection 
systems. Capillary electrophoresis can also be 
used as a method of separation with a variety of 
detectors, many similar to those used in liquid 
chromatography (Issaq,  1999) . Separation is 
usually necessary because plant extracts are 
likely to contain a large number of analytes, and 
very few detectors have the specificity to ana-
lyse a complex mixture. Exceptions exist; it is 
not always necessary to use separation when 
carrying out analysis with high-resolution mass 
spectrometry or with NMR. Indeed, in high 
throughput metabolomic studies, where there is 
a need to collect data from as many samples as 
possible, the extra time required for separation 
can be unacceptable. 

 Chromatography is generally used to add 
specificity to a method. The classic methods of 
detection (UV, fluorescence, etc.) are not in 
themselves specific enough to quantify the indi-
vidual analytes in a mixture. Supplementing the 

detector with chromatography, however, is only 
one way to increase specificity. The other has 
been to use enzyme coupled assays, in which 
the analyte is irreversibly converted to a prod-
uct by a specific enzyme, the conversion being 
linked to a change in the amount of a cofactor 
that is easy to detect. These methods have their 
history in primary metabolism (e.g. Jellito et al., 
1992) but have been less useful in secondary 
metabolism, where the enzymes can be hard to 
obtain. They can, however, be exquisitely sensi-
tive and selective, especially when cycling 
assays are used (Gibon et al.,  2002) . Where 
enzymes of a pathway of secondary metabolism 
are being expressed heterologously and purified 
for other purposes, it is worth considering their 
use in measurement of the intermediates of the 
pathway. 

 In contrast to enzymatic methods, chroma-
tography can be applied readily to any chemical 
that can be made to partition between two dif-
ferent phases, a stationary phase (the column) 
and a mobile phase (gas or liquid flowing 
through the column). There are numerous forms 
of binding depending on different properties of 
the analyte, and numerous types of column. In 
LC the most common columns are reverse phase 
columns. The term reverse phase means that the 
column is hydrophobic and the solvent 
hydrophilic (a historical “reversal”, since the 
earliest columns were materials such as pure 
silica – hydrophilic – and were used with hydro-
phobic solvents). The analyte binds to a reverse 
phase column by hydrophobic interactions, and 
is eluted when the solvent (often methanol or 
acetonitrile) is sufficiently hydrophobic to 
attract at least some proportion of the analyte to 
detach itself from the stationary phase and be 
swept along by the solvent flow. Reverse phase 
methods have been applied to a huge range of 
biological analytes (see Chapters 4 and 9, 
Sadek,  2002) ; for reverse phase method devel-
opment see Snyder et al.  (1997) . 

 Reverse phase column chemistry is a complex 
area that changes very rapidly. The catalogues 
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and literature of the major manufacturers are 
the best source of up-to-date information, and 
trade journals such as LC-GC frequently pro-
vide updates on novel technologies and applica-
tions. Although columns differ, it is frequently 
quite possible to substitute a similar column 
when following a literature method with only 
slight changes to relative retention times. 
Conversely, it is worth understanding the char-
acteristics of a column, since a change in col-
umn (or occasionally solvent) may allow two 
co-eluting analytes to be separated. For instance, 
the authors have found columns with phenyl 
groups a useful fall-back for phenolic com-
pounds that coelute with an interfering metabo-
lite in C18 columns. These columns still have a 
reverse-phase mechanism, but additionally phe-
nolics can interact with the phenyl group on the 
column via  p – p  interactions, and are more 
strongly retained. This effect is solvent specific, 
being disrupted by solvents that themselves 
have lots of  p -bonding (e.g. acetonitrile). 

 Reverse phase methods are appropriate for 
any analyte that has hydrophobic groups. Some 
analytes, such as glucosinolates, are too 
hydrophilic to interact well with reverse phase 
columns, and these provide a good example of 
alternative forms of chromatography. HILIC 
chromatography (Hydrophilic interaction chro-
matography; Wade et al.,  2007)  uses a column 
that is effectively immobilised water, into which 
the glucosinolates partition, and from which 
they are eluted by a gradient of  decreasing  
organic solvent (contrast with reverse phase, 
where the gradient is of  increasing  organic). Ion 
pairing chromatography is a modification of 
reverse phase, and involves adding to the sol-
vent a reagent that will bind to very polar parts 
of the analyte. The ion pair reagent might 
merely neutralise a charged group (e.g. glucosi-
nolates; Mellon et al.,  2002) , or it might itself 
have a strongly non-polar feature that can inter-
act with a reverse phase column (e.g. perfluori-
nated carboxylic acids as ion-pair reagent for 
amino acids; De Person et al.,  2008) . 

 In addition to chromatography, capillary 
zone electrophoresis (CE) can be used to sepa-
rate ions, the most mobile ions emerging first. 
This is clearly applicable to anything that is 
charged in solution. With care, even analytes 
that at first appear unlikely candidates can be 
converted to ions by complexing or by using an 
extreme pH (e.g. oligosaccharides; Linhardt, 
 1994) . CE has considerable advantages in reso-
lution over HPLC. When liquids are driven 
down a tube by pressure, they undergo laminar 
flow, in which the flow nearest the walls of the 
tube is slower than the flow in the middle. This 
effect causes band-broadening in HPLC. 
Electroosmotically driven flow suffers much 
less from this effect, with the result that the ana-
lyte front as it moves down the tube is flat rather 
than domed. This allows greater theoretical 
plate count and narrower peaks than in HPLC, 
and excellent resolution. Capillary electro-
phoresis can even be applied to typical reverse 
phase chromatography situations by generating 
micelles. In micellar electrokinetic chromatog-
raphy (Matsubara and Terabe,  1996) , a deter-
gent is added, which forms micelles. These are 
charged, and move in one direction, while the 
bulk electrophoretic flow tends to be in the other 
direction. An analyte can bind to the micelle if it 
is sufficiently hydrophobic, or remain in the 
aqueous phase, if it is not. Hence its rate of 
movement depends on its hydrophobic partition 
between two phases. This has been applied to 
plant phenols such as scopoletin, which are oth-
erwise excellent candidates for reverse phase 
HPLC (Wang et al.,  2007) . 

 The essential feature of all methods is that 
the analyte we wish to measure must not come 
out at the same time (co-elute) as anything else 
that would also be detected and confused with 
the authentic analyte. Unfortunately co-elution 
is statistically hard to avoid. Many people know 
the paradox that if 23 or more people meet in a 
room, it is more likely than not that two will 
share a birthday. Translated into chromatography 
terms, if 23 chemicals are separated at random 
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4 down a chromatogram that is 365 peak-widths 
long, it is likely that two will coelute. De 
Hoffmann and Stroobant (2002) point out that a 
mere 14 peaks in a chromatogram capable of 
holding 1,000 corresponds to a 10% chance of a 
peak containing two chemicals. The problem is 
exacerbated in that a typical HPLC run is 
unlikely to have anything like this resolution, 
and analytes will rarely be distributed evenly 
along the chromatogram. Simple HPLC should 
therefore be treated with great caution,  except  
where the ingredients of the mixtures are already 
known, and the method has been validated by 
testing that there are no co-eluting analytes. 
Although in a totally unknown mixture (e.g. a 
new species of plant) it is impossible to exclude 
the possibility of co-elution, the chance can be 
much reduced by increasing resolution. GC 
often has better resolution than HPLC, and more 
recently, HPLC at high pressure using columns 
with small particle size (UPLC) has sparked 
considerable interest amongst manufacturers in the 
optimisation of the relationship between particle 
size and resolution.  

  Detection  

 The detector is determined by the chemistry of 
the analyte and the available technology; the 
same analytes are frequently measured by a 
wide range of different detectors (Lesney, 
 2004) . This section, therefore, is restricted to a 
description of the basic principles behind detec-
tors with an appropriate selection of examples 
of their use with natural products. Further infor-
mation on specific detectors can be found in an 
online e-book (Scott). 

 HPLC systems are almost universally fitted 
with fixed wavelength or diode array light detec-
tors (UV or DAD detectors) that measure the 
absorbance of the eluting analytes. These are 
most applicable to analytes with obvious 
chromophores, for instance, plant pigments such 

as anthocyanins (Lätti et al.,  2008) . UV detec-
tion can be applied to anything that absorbs at 
wavelengths from about 200 nm upwards, but 
the chemical groups that absorb in the far UV 
tend to be generic, and found in many analytes 
(for instance short unsaturated units, phenolic 
groups). At these wavelengths, UV offers little 
selectivity. 

 Fluorescence detectors are also common and 
offer better selectivity, since they ignore analytes 
that absorb at an appropriate wavelength, but fail 
to fluoresce, or emit light at the wrong wave-
length. These detectors are also more sensitive as 
they measure a slight increase in light above zero, 
rather than a slight decrease of light. Although 
frequently used with fluorescent-tagged mole-
cules, they can be used with naturally-fluorescing 
analytes (e.g. oat avenacins, Papadopoulou et al., 
 1999) . 

 To deal with those classes of analyte that nei-
ther absorb at a reasonable wavelength, nor fluo-
resce, a wide range of other detectors has been 
developed. For instance, sugars can be detected 
in HPLC systems by measuring the refractive 
index of the sample as it elutes, or by electro-
chemistry (Giannoccaro et al.,  2008) . Refractive 
index suffers from lack of sensitivity, and from 
baseline drift in gradient methods, since the sol-
vents themselves have a refractive index. 
Electrochemical detectors offer conductance and 
amperometry. Conductance measures whether 
ions are present in the eluant by applying an 
alternating voltage. Amperometry detects the 
analyte by its ability to become reduced or oxi-
dised (i.e. a redox reaction) on application of a 
constant voltage (albeit often for a short time as 
part of a wave-form designed to preserve the 
electrode). Amperometry can be more specific 
because a voltage can be chosen at which the 
analyte undergoes a redox change, but other 
chemicals will not. Although classically favoured 
for sugars, amperometry has been used on other 
plant products (e.g. isoflavones and their glyco-
sides; Otieno and Shah,  2007) . While single-
electrode detectors can only measure redox 
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change at a single potential, electrochemical 
array detectors contain an array of electrodes at 
different potentials. Since the curve of extent of 
redox change versus potential is characteristic of 
the analyte, the array detector allows confirma-
tion of the analyte by comparison of its redox 
properties with those of the standard. This is 
analogous to confirmation by spectral comparison 
in a UV diode array detector. 

 The development of liquid chromatography 
(LC) has been marked by a search for the uni-
versal, sensitive detector. The current claimant 
is probably evaporative light scattering. In its 
simplest form, the sample is merely evaporated 
to remove solvent, and allowed to enter a tube. 
Light is passed through the tube, and would nor-
mally not be deflected. If non-volatile materials 
were present, they will scatter the light, which 
can be detected. More complex forms of this 
detector can yield extra physical information 
about the sample. These detectors are compati-
ble with nearly any volatile solvent, and univer-
sal in that they detect anything which is not 
volatile. Soya saponins are an example of a plant 
product investigated in this way (Rupasinghe 
et al.,  2003) . 

 Universal detection has not been an issue for 
GC, where the major limitation is the range of 
chemicals that can be rendered volatile and 
passed successfully through the column. The 
most common detector is the flame ionisation 
detector. The sample is ionised in a small flame 
of hydrogen, leading to an increase in conduc-
tivity. This is almost a universal detector since 
virtually everything can be ionised in this way. 

 The most powerful general detector for both 
LC and GC, however, is the selective mass 
detector, where we attach the chromatography 
system to a mass spectrometer. Mass spectros-
copy (MS) systems require analytes to be ion-
ised and the carrier medium to be removed. In 
this respect, LC-MS faces greater technical 
challenges than GC-MS since it is more diffi-
cult to remove the liquid carrier solvent; a chro-
matography flow of 1 mL min −1  aqueous solvent 

represents about 1.3 L min −1  of gas at room 
temperature and pressure, a substantial volume 
to remove. Methods of ionisation in both 
GC-MS and LC-MS are described in detail in 
standard textbooks (e.g. De Hoffmann and 
Stroobant, 2002), so will only be presented in 
summary here. The most commonly used in 
LC-MS are electrospray and atmospheric pres-
sure chemical ionisation, whereas GC-MS uses 
electron ionisation. 

 Since many analytes naturally exist as ions in 
solution (carboxylic acids form R-COO −  ions, 
amine bases form R-NH 

3
  +  ions), electrospray 

ionisation (ESI, Fig.  1a ) is concerned mainly 
with removal of solvent from the flow of dis-
solved ions. The key feature of ESI is the appli-
cation of a large potential difference between the 
spray needle and the surrounding instrument. In 
nano-spray sources, this potential gradient alone 
is enough to draw liquid out of the end of the 
needle, and to distort drops sufficiently for 
smaller drops to break off. The resulting spray of 
small droplets can dry rapidly to leave ions in 
the gas phase. Where ESI is interfaced to chro-
matography at larger flow rates (approximately 
10 µL min −1  and upwards) it is usual to add gas 
flows to aid the formation of a spray (a nebulizer 
gas), and to improve drying. The exact design of 
spray chambers and associated ion desolvation 
systems (lenses, octopoles, etc.) varies greatly as 
manufacturers use voltage gradients and gas 
flows to maximise ion transmission and mini-
mise contamination by neutral material. 
Unfortunately, it depends as much on the need to 
avoid patent infringement as on physics. In all 
cases, however, ions are removed from solvent 
and recovered as gas-phase ions in a drying gas 
(usually nitrogen), and subsequently the gas is 
pumped off.

 In atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation 
(APCI; Fig.  1b ), the solvent is first dried by a 
strong heater and drying gas, before entering a 
small spark where the analyte will encounter ion-
ised solvent (and other ions and radicals) that can 
pass on a charge. ESI works for polar analytes, 
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which include many alkaloids, phenolics, and, in 
fact, the majority of plant products. APCI is gen-
erally reckoned to outperform ESI on slightly 
less polar analytes, but neither method can han-
dle completely non-polar alkanes. APCI gives 
very good sensitivity where it works, becoming, 
for example, the most widely-used choice for 
glucosinolates (Reichelt et al.,  2002) . 

 GC is usually interfaced with electron ioni-
sation (EI), where electrons are removed from 
the analyte by an electron beam. This has the 
advantage of being highly reproducible, thus 
making possible libraries such as NIST (  www.
nist.gov    ). EI is less appropriate for analysis of 
large molecules, but these are in any case rarely 
suitable for GC. In addition to EI, GC-MS sys-
tems frequently offer chemical ionisation (CI), 
in which the electron beam is used to ionise a gas 
(e.g. methane or ammonia), which then ionises 

the analyte. This indirect method transfers less 
energy to the analyte, giving greater prominence 
to the molecular ion, and less fragmentation. 

 ESI and APCI in LC-MS are less universal 
than the electron ionisation of GC-MS, but they 
have the advantage that they work with the 
native analyte which does not need to be made 
gaseous. This avoids the difficulty of incom-
plete derivatisation, and renders them suitable 
for larger products. LC-MS ionisation methods 
are, however, less satisfactory for quantifica-
tion, because the conditions in the ionisation 
chamber tend to be rather variable, and the ioni-
sation process can be greatly affected by sol-
vents and co-eluting analytes, so there is no 
guarantee that the efficiency of ionisation will 
be the same in different runs of different sam-
ples. Internal standards are therefore particu-
larly useful, and external standard quantification, 
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  Fig. 1    Comparison of the “soft” ionisation methods of LC-MS. ( a ) Electrospray ionisation (ESI). The 
analyte already exists as a dissolved ion, and must be freed from solvent. The sample is sprayed with a 
nebulising gas, forming droplets, which are dried by a further stream of inert gas. The ions are driven to the 
outside of the droplet by an electric field, where their like charges repel. There are two theories about what 
happens next. Some ions may be expelled from the surface. Alternatively, the ions may remain, but as the 
droplets dry and shrink, the repulsive forces grow stronger until they overcome the surface tension of 
the droplet. The droplet breaks into smaller droplets, with a bigger surface area, which dry more quickly. 
The result in either case is a cloud of free ions floating in inert drying gas, which may be drawn into the 
mass spectrometer by a combination of electric fields and the vacuum in the instrument. ( b ) Atmospheric 
pressure chemical ionisation (APCI). Again the sample is nebulised, but the solvent is evaporated by a 
powerful heater before reaching a corona discharge. Here the solvent will be ionised, and can pass on its 
charge to analyte molecules       
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where the standard is run separately from the 
samples of interest (see later), must be treated 
with caution. 

 The ultimate universal detector is NMR, 
which is beyond the scope of this chapter. In the 
context of natural product identification, it has 
been reviewed recently (Vogler and Setzer, 
 2006)  and elsewhere in this volume. While giving 
very valuable structural information (see below) 
the instruments are much more expensive to 
buy and operate than MS and are much less sen-
sitive, requiring at least a thousand times more 
material for analysis.  

  Hyphenation  

 It is possible to improve resolution by separat-
ing chemicals in two “orthogonal” ways analo-
gous to two-dimensional paper chromatography 
or two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. In this 
context orthogonal means that the second 
approach is independent of the first. Frequently 
the detector itself has a resolving power totally 
different to that of the column. 

 Attaching different instruments (chromatog-
raphy systems, detectors, etc.) in series, to 
achieve orthogonal selectivity, is called hyphen-
ation (hence LC-MS, GC-MS, LC-NMR, etc.). 
Hyphenation can also provide different types of 
data about the same peak (for instance, UV and 
MS spectra), allowing better proof that it is the 
correct analyte, and that it is pure. Some hyphen-
ations are difficult and expensive. An NMR 
detector is a very valuable addition to an LC-MS 
system when unknown analytes must be identi-
fied in a complex mixture, but the addition is 
technically challenging. NMR requires a much 
more concentrated sample than the MS (ideally 
five orders of magnitude more material) and 
gives a better signal if the sample remains in the 
detector for many minutes, while an HPLC 
method is frequently optimised for chromato-
graphic peaks only a few seconds wide. This can 

be solved in various ways including the accumu-
lation and storage of peaks from LC on solid 
phase extraction media before their elution into 
NMR. The identification of a novel class of 
medicinally useful divanilloylquinic acids in a 
tropical root bark provides an example of the 
power of LC-MS-NMR in structural elucidation 
(Ouattara et al.,  2004) . 

 The principle benefit of hyphenation is the 
reduction in the chance of two different chemi-
cals behaving identically, and thus being indis-
tinguishable. A typical single-quadrupole MS 
can measure with 1 amu resolution over several 
thousand amu, offering, in theory, up to 2,000 
data bins. Alone, it cannot resolve all products 
as plants contain more than 2,000 products, and 
many have the same mass (all isomers, but also 
many that are merely approximately isobaric 
but of different empirical formula). A GC- or 
LC-MS system might offer a chromatogram 
100 peaks long, which is obviously inadequate, 
but coupled to a MS we obtain 200,000 data 
bins, enough that it is unlikely two reasonably 
dissimilar analytes will appear in the same bin, 
despite expected non-random distribution of 
peaks in both dimensions. Note, however, that 
the uneven distribution of chemicals in both 
dimensions strengthens the case for a hyphen-
ated approach, and increases the desire for high 
resolution in both dimensions. Worse, certain 
analytes, particularly optical isomers, will 
remain particularly intransigent, because they 
are unresolvable in a large number of otherwise 
orthogonal methods of separation. 

 NMR and high resolution MS now offer such 
very high resolutions that some researchers have 
chosen to miss out the chromatography. This is 
the basis of direct injection MS for metabolomic 
screening (see above). While chromatography is 
time-consuming, the dangers of ignoring it are 
obvious. Currently the ultimate in MS is FT-MS 
where the masses of the ions are measured as the 
frequency of their movement in a magnetic field 
(and more recently, in Thermo’s “Orbitrap”, an 
electric field). FT-MS can measure to sub 
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parts-per-million accuracy. This is relevant 
because while  12 C, by definition, weighs exactly 
12 Da, no other isotope of any element weighs 
an exact integer. Thus although phosphate and 
sulphate have the same mass to 1 Da, they differ 
in the decimal places, and an “exact mass” MS 
can tell them apart (Fig.  2 ). This approach, how-
ever, cannot distinguish true isomers, because 
these have the same empirical formula and 
exactly the same mass. Like many tools, direct 
injection, high-resolution MS must be employed 
with understanding.

  Detecting and Quantifying Single, Known 
Compounds  

 This and following sections examine how the 
design of analysis is determined by the biologi-
cal question. Typical examples are presented 
from LC-MS. 

 Detection and quantification of a single ana-
lyte is the simplest biological requirement. Issues 
of selectivity have been discussed in the previ-
ous section. Simple HPLC or GC may be enough 
provided there is no risk of co-elution. Thus, 
LC-MS offers the opportunity to supplement 
chromatography by use of selected ion monitoring 

(SIM), where the MS is set up to detect only 
the mass of interest. In effect, resolution is 
increased by using a second, orthogonal dimen-
sion, except that data are collected only for 
points in the second dimension that are of inter-
est. In many instruments (for instance, all quad-
rupoles), SIM increases sensitivity since the 
entire cycle time of the instrument is dedicated 
to the ion of interest rather than being used to 
scan a spectrum of other ions. The sensitivity of 
ion-traps is, however, limited by the capacity of 
the trap. When this is exceeded, space-charging 
occurs, in which the ions interact and no longer 
behave as would be predicted for the electrical 
field in the trap. Thus in many ion traps, SIM 
does not increase sensitivity, but allows faster 
scanning giving more measurements per second 
and a better measurement of peak shape in chro-
matography. SIM is unable to solve the problem 
of co-elution of near-isobaric ions although the 
correct product can be confirmed by spectral 
information. The UV absorption spectrum of the 
peak of interest can be compared with that of a 
standard, and peak-purity can be confirmed by 
ensuring that the UV spectrum remains constant 
throughout the peak. In GC-MS it is usual for 
the analyte to be fragmented during ionisation, 
so there will be a whole spectrum of ions, of 
which just one or two are typically chosen for 
quantification. However, GC-MS software 
allows the quantification of one or two extra 
ions as “qualifiers”. If the intensity of these ions 
fails to fall within a certain window, the peak is 
rejected. 

 Where tandem mass spectrometry is avail-
able, even more security can be achieved by 
use of selected reaction monitoring (SRM) 
instead of SIM. Tandem mass spectrometry is 
the use of successive steps of MS to select or 
scan ions, create fragments from them, and 
scan the fragments. It can be carried out in 
time or space. Triple quadrupole systems are 
an example of tandem-in-space. The masses 
of parent ions are filtered and scanned by the 
first quadrupole, fragmentation occurs in the 

  Fig. 2    Exact masses of a phosphate and a sulphate 
group as they appear as part of a molecule. Nominally 
(to the nearest integer) the two groups have the same 
mass because phosphorus weighs 1 Da less than sul-
phur, but has a valency one less than sulphur, and 
therefore needs an additional hydrogen. However, 
because the elements do not weigh exact integers, 
the exact masses of phosphate and sulphate groups 
are slightly different. This difference can be detected 
by a high-accuracy MS instrument       
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second quadrupole, and the fragments are 
scanned or filtered in the third. Ion traps are a 
typical example of tandem-in-time, in that all 
filtering and fragmentation occurs in the same 
place, in the trap. The electronic conditions of 
the trap are set up first to eject all ions apart 
from that chosen for MS2, then they are 
changed to encourage collision, and finally 
changed again to scan out the fragment ions. 
Both sorts of instrument are capable of SRM. 
In SRM, the parent ion of the desired product 
is selected and fragmented, and one of the 
fragments is quantified, possibly using other 
fragments as qualifier ions. For instance, to 
analyse benzoate- b -O-glucose our lab selected 
the parent ion 307 amu  1    (the sodium adduct), 
and monitored its MS2 fragment of 185 amu 
(which represents loss of benzoic acid; the frag-
ment is a sodium adduct of the glucose residue). 
The benefit of this approach is that there can be 
very few analytes that have a mass of 307 amu, 
elute at 6.22 min (in this particular gradient), 
 and also  fragment by loss of 122 amu. Although 
SRM does not increase the signal (in fact it 
decreases the signal relative to SIM), it can nev-
ertheless improve sensitivity because it removes 
background almost completely. Sensitivity is 
best measured not as raw signal-strength, but as 
signal:noise ratio, with SRM greatly reducing 
the noise. The method is very powerful if used 
correctly, but it can also be deceptive if the 
MS-MS fragment loss is badly chosen. For 
instance, losses of 18 amu (water) are usually 
possible in analytes that contain hydroxyl 
groups. This group is extremely common in 
plant natural products, so an SRM method using 

a loss of 18 adds only a little selectivity. SRM is 
only one application of tandem mass spectrom-
etry; others will be discussed below. 

 Virtually always, detection and quantifica-
tion rely on a standard. Firstly, the standard 
gives a reliable value for the retention time of 
the analyte. In HPLC, retention time varies with 
the dead volume and other characteristics of the 
HPLC, as well as the age and history of the col-
umn. Unless much development work has been 
specifically carried out to make a method port-
able between laboratories, it is always neces-
sary to start by checking retention times and 
method validity in one’s own lab. For many 
detectors it is also very difficult to calculate 
peak areas theoretically from data in literature. 
For methods such as ESI, it is impossible. 
Therefore a standard curve is run, measuring 
different quantities of standard, spanning the 
range of concentrations to be measured in the 
sample. There are two approaches to standard 
curves, external and internal. External curves 
are typical in UV-HPLC. Here the curve (stand-
ards containing various amounts of analyte; Fig. 
 3a ) is run independently of the samples, before 
the samples begin, and possibly at intervals 
thereafter to account for gradual changes in sys-
tem performance. This method fails if there is 
sample-dependent inefficiency in measuring. 
For instance, if ionisation efficiency in ESI is 
affected by a co-eluting (but undetected) ion, 
then an external calibration curve yields the 
wrong result as the samples are influenced by 
the co-suppressing ion, while the standards are 
not. The answer is to use an internal standard 
curve (Fig.  3b ). The method of internal stand-
ards is described in detail below, because, while 
covered in standard analytical textbooks, it 
remains frequently unfamiliar to the non-ana-
lyst, and yet it is central to good measurement 
technique.

 Again, standards are run before the start, but 
this time they include an internal standard 
(orange squares) not naturally found in the 
plant (the natural analyte is marked in blue). 

  1  Amu = atomic mass unit. In this article amu is used for 

measured masses from instruments, in contrast to the 

known masses of molecules and ions, which are quoted in 

the more generally recognised Daltons. Instruments meas-

ure  m/z , so 500 amu could, for example, correspond to 

1,000 Da with charge ( z ) equal to 2. In this context, the 

correct unit is the Thomson (Th), but this is rarely used in 

biological articles, and is therefore avoided here. 
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The internal standard is added at a constant level 
to all of the calibration standards, and also the 
samples. The instrument now measures the ratio 
of area of analyte (blue) per area of internal 
standard (orange) and constructs a calibration 
curve of changing area-ratio versus changing 
amount-ratio of natural analyte to internal stand-
ard. When samples are analysed, the instrument 
software uses this curve to convert a measured 
ratio of areas in the sample to the corresponding 
ratio of amounts of natural analyte and internal 
standard, and, using knowledge of the amount of 
internal standard added to that sample, converts 
the result back into total amount of natural ana-
lyte. The benefit of this is that if the efficiency of 
ionisation of the analyte is reduced, then the effi-
ciency of ionisation of the internal standard is 
also reduced by the same amount, and the ratio 
remains unchanged. If the internal standard is 
added at the start of the extraction process, this 
method partially compensates for losses during 
extraction, assuming that the proportion of the 
internal standard that is lost is similar to that of 
the natural analyte. This requires that the inter-
nal standard behave exactly the same as the 
natural analyte. The best internal standards, 
therefore, are isotopically labelled versions of 
the natural analyte, which have different mass 

but very similar chemical and physical proper-
ties. Failing this, a different chemical may be 
chosen that is very similar to the analyte. For 
instance, in fatty acid analysis it is conventional 
to use fatty acids with odd numbers of carbons 
as standards since natural fatty acids all contain 
even numbers. 

 Unfortunately many plant natural products 
are extraordinarily hard to obtain as standards, 
even allowing some latitude about the exact 
structure, and ignoring isotopic labelling. For 
this reason, recent proposals for standards for 
reporting metabolomic data have allowed for 
partial identifications where the true identity 
cannot be confirmed (Sumner et al.,  2007) .  

  Finding Known Families of Compounds  

 This section examines the situation where a 
class of related analytes must be investigated, 
rather than one or two predefined individuals, 
which is often referred to as metabolite profil-
ing. For example, there may be an interest in 
glucosinolates in a new brassica; the general 
nature of glucosinolates is known, but the actual 
examples present in the sample are unknown. 
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  Fig. 3    Comparison of external and internal standardisation in LC-MS. In both cases a row of vials represents 
the sequence of samples run by the machine. The sequences begin with a standard curve (grey-topped vials) 
containing increasing amounts of the natural analyte (diagrammatically shown in blue). For external stand-
ard calibration ( a ) these are used to plot a calibration curve of signal versus amount of analyte. For internal 
calibration ( b ) all samples and standards also contain an internal standard that is different to the natural 
analyte, and shown in orange. Unlike the natural analyte, this is present in constant amount in all the stand-
ards. The calibration curve is now of a ratio of the analyte per internal standard. This ratio is not influenced 
by overall ionisation efficiency, or general losses during sample preparation       
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The method must therefore be chosen to detect 
all glucosinolates, but preferably to exclude as 
many irrelevant products as possible. 

 This is an opportunistic area, where the ana-
lyst exploits any feature of the analyte that hap-
pens to be generic. For instance, all glucosinolates 
have a sulphate group, which is not especially 
common amongst other plant products. There 
are no rules about how to take advantage of the 
feature. In the case of glucosinolates it is possi-
ble to exploit the sulphate group at a very early 
stage, during extraction, and produce an extract 
greatly enriched in glucosinolates (e.g. Cartea 
et al.,  2008) . The mixture is first bound to an ion 
exchange column by the negative charge of the 
sulphate group. Anything without a negative 
charge is washed off and rejected. The sulphate-
mix is then eluted, and treated with an enzyme 
that removes sulphate, before putting it through 
the column again. Negative ions without sul-
phate will still bind, but the desulphated glucosi-
nolates pass straight through. 

 Where it is not possible to bias the extract, it 
is often possible to bias the detection, especially 

with tandem MS-MS. Triple quadrupole sys-
tems offer a number of ways to look at families 
of chemicals; these methods can also be emu-
lated in some ion traps. The first application is 
precursor ion scanning, demonstrated in Fig.  4  
using kaempferol glycosides as an example. 
These nearly all fragment by loss of sugar units, 
and the smallest fragment is kaempferol itself, 
which forms a positive ion in ESI, of mass 287 
amu. The triple quadrupole system can be set up 
so that the first quadrupole scans everything 
heavier than 287 amu, and the third quadrupole 
is fixed to 287 amu. As a result the MS will 
detect only those things that fragment to kaemp-
ferol, revealing their original mass as a precur-
sor ion. This method is referred to as precursor 
ion scanning even though it is the product ion 
(287 amu) that is specified because it is, indeed, 
the precursor that is scanned.  

 Neutral loss scanning (Fig.  5 ) is another way 
to look for families of chemicals with common 
features. Again it works on the kaempferol gly-
cosides. Many have glucose units amongst their 
glycosylation, and glucose is lost as a residue of 
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  Fig. 4    Precursor ion scanning in a triple quadrupole instrument. Quadrupoles 1 and 3 behave as mass filters, 
scanning as shown in the lower part of the diagram. The instrument is analysing kaempferol-glucose, and 
the third quadrupole is set constantly to the mass of kaempferol. The first quadrupole scans. The spectrum 
resulting from this method shows any precursor ion that fragments to the mass of kaempferol       
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mass 162 amu. A triple quadrupole can be set 
up so that both the first and third quadrupoles 
scan, but scan simultaneously, in parallel, sepa-
rated by 162 amu. The only ions that will get 
through (and be detected), are those that enter 
the first quadrupole, lose exactly 162 amu on 
collision, and are therefore just right to pass 
through the third. The method is now selective 
for glucose residues. There are two features of 
note in this method. Firstly, by slight changes in 
the MS, it is possible to select two different 
groups of chemicals from a common pool. The 
precursor scan method selects kaempferol gly-
cosides, but would not see quercetin glycosides, 
because quercetin forms an ion of 303 amu, not 
287. The neutral loss scan detects quercetin gly-
cosides (and anything else with a glucose unit), 
but does not detect kaempferol-rhamnoside, 

because the rhamnose sugar has a residue mass 
of only 146 Da. Secondly, neither method is 
infallible. Glucose residues have the same mass 
as caffeate residues (162 Da), and rhamnose 
residues have the same mass as coumarate resi-
dues (146 Da, Fig.  6 ). Since coumarate and 
caffeate are themselves widespread and com-
mon, there is scope for confusion. This is an 
area where exact mass can be valuable. Currently 
no technology is available that can select an ion 
accurately (i.e. select a rhamnoside and reject a 
near-isobaric coumarate), but where the masses 
of the parent ion and fragment can be deter-
mined accurately, the loss can be calculated 
accurately, and fortunately, coumarate and 
rhamnose differ very slightly in mass.

 Other simple characteristics can also be used 
in the search for features general to a whole 
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  Fig. 5    Neutral loss scanning in a triple quadrupole instrument. Quadrupoles 1 and 3 now scan in parallel 
(contrast with Fig.  4 ), separated by the mass of the neutral group of interest. Here again we use kaempferol-
glucose. The spectrum resulting from this method shows any precursor ion that can undergo a neutral loss 
of a glucose residue. Although Kaempferol-glucose will appear in both this method, and that of Fig.  4 , here 
it appears because of the glucose, whereas in Fig.  4  it appeared because of the kaempferol       
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class of chemicals. For instance, anthocyanins 
(some of which are based on cyanidin, isobaric 
to kaempferol), can be located easily as single 
peaks in a UV chromatogram at 520 nm.  

  Identification of Unknown Compounds  

 Although metabolomics is not dealt with in this 
chapter in any depth, it can throw up the hardest 
of analytical problems: the structural characteri-
sation of an unknown analyte that correlates with 
an interesting biological effect. This situation also 
arises where successive fractionation has pared 
down a biologically active extract potentially to a 
single, active ingredient. In this second case, it is 
important to note that purity is usually unmeasur-
able. Even a great Nobel laureate, Willstätter, 
concluded that enzymes were not proteins because 
it was possible to purify an extract to such an 
extent that no protein could be measured, and yet 
the activity remained (Deichmann,  2007) . Of 
course this was a reflection on the sensitivity of 
the protein assay. His error should be a warning to 
the modern analyst, especially when working on 
samples that have been purified to the extent that 
even the target analyte is of abundance approach-
ing the detection limit of the instrument. 

 Identification of unknowns is potentially 
very labour intensive. GC-MS instruments 
nearly all create fragments by electron ionisa-

tion, with a 70 eV beam giving similar spectra 
for which libraries are available (e.g. NIST; web 
ref). If the analyte has been found before, and 
matches a library entry, identification is com-
plete. Many plant natural products, however, 
are too big for simple GC-MS analysis. Libraries 
in LC-MS are currently disjointed, technology-
specific and frequently too small to be useful 
(Jiang et al.,  2006) . LC-MS typically uses colli-
sion induced fragmentation, where the ions are 
accelerated through a very low pressure of an 
inert collision gas. This is a low-energy method 
and the exact spectrum that is formed can vary 
greatly from one instrument to another. In some 
(for instance, triple quadrupoles and Q-ToFs), 
the fragments continue to be accelerated and 
can fragment further, yielding complicated, but 
information-rich spectra. In others (some ion 
traps) only the parent ion is accelerated; when it 
fragments, the process stops. These instruments 
can take a molecule apart, step by step, but often 
yield very simple (and less information-rich) 
MS2 spectra. For example, loss of 18 amu 
merely indicates a hydroxyl group, providing 
very little extra information to match up between 
an MS2 spectrum and a library. Ammonium 
adducts frequently fragment by loss of the 
adduct ammonia (17 amu), giving no structural 
information whatsoever about the parent mole-
cule. Aware of this, one manufacturer (Thermo) 
has provided the option of extending the 

  Fig. 6    Exact masses of coumarate and rhamnose and their residues when incorporated into biological mol-
ecules. Both of these groups are common in plants, and they have the same nominal mass. They can be 
distinguished by accurate mass instruments       
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4 acceleration to include all masses down to 
slightly more than 18 amu less than the parent 
ion, although this yields spectra completely 
unlike either a simple ion trap or a triple quad-
rupole. Partly for this reason, those libraries that 
exist for LC-MS do not always take advantage 
of these technical advances (Halket et al.,  2005) . 
Thus there is no LC-MS equivalent of NIST. In 
fact, because of the nature of ion-trap LC-MS 
instruments, where the structure of the molecule 
is revealed spread over many MSn spectra, per-
haps up to MS5, the very process of comparing 
measured spectra with library spectra becomes 
more complicated. It is necessary to compare a 
tree of spectra with another tree, possibly with a 
slightly different combination of branches. This 
is, indeed, now possible (e.g. in “Mass Frontier” 
software, HiChem, Slovakia). 

 Given that library searching is unlikely to 
solve all structural identification, it is necessary 
to turn to  de novo  data interpretation. The start-
ing point is the mass of the ion. Taking into con-
sideration charge-state (which can be found by 
looking at the spacing of the isotope peaks) and 
any adduct ions, the mass of the neutral mole-
cule is calculated. Using accurate mass (to 2 
ppm or better), it may be possible to narrow the 
molecule down to a handful of empirical formu-
lae. Larger molecules have more possible for-
mulae within a narrow mass range. For instance, 
the hydrogen ion adduct of kaempferol 
(C 

15
 H 

11
 O 

6
  (+) ) has an exact mass of 287.05501 

amu. There are only two empirical formulae of 
even-electron (non-radical) ions consisting of C, 
H, N and O within 0.001 amu of this mass. 
Addition of a single glucose to form kaempferol-
Glc (C 

21
 H 

21
 O 

11
  (+) , exact mass 449.10784) 

increases this to 7 formulae. The situation is 
worse if other elements may be involved, or if it 
is uncertain whether the parent is a hydrogen or 
sodium adduct. Fragmentation and accurate 
mass are therefore complementary. Where the 
parent is so large that several alternative empirical 
formulae seem equally likely, it may be possible 
to get single formulae for some of the fragments. 

If one of the fragments is certain to contain, for 
example, four oxygens, all parent formulae that 
contain three or less can safely be rejected. Some 
manufacturers, appreciating that their accurate 
mass instruments lack the accuracy required to 
yield single empirical formulae over a biologi-
cally useful range, have attempted to supplement 
mass with isotope pattern matching. The com-
mon biological elements have only small pro-
portions of heavy isotopes (H, C, N, O all of the 
order of 1% or less), so the differences in pat-
terns between large near-isobaric molecules 
consisting of these elements are subtle. The 
method therefore requires utter certainty that the 
spectrum is not contaminated by near-isobaric 
ions. For instance, if the analyte is also present in a 
reduced form (+2H), even at very low abundance, 
the +2 peak will not be of sufficient quality to 
carry out reliable pattern matching. Paradoxically, 
high-resolution mass spectrometers can frequently 
resolve true isotope peaks from near-isobaric 
contaminants, but these instruments usually 
have sufficient mass accuracy that the isotope 
pattern is unnecessary. For most natural prod-
ucts in a biological matrix, however, commonly 
available ToF instruments will narrow down the 
possible formulae, but will not yield a single 
elemental composition. 

 Often it is necessary to deduce structure 
from the behaviour of the analyte. Its binding to 
anion or cation exchange columns, its solubility 
and the pH dependence of its retention time on 
reverse phase columns can all yield structural 
information. It is also helpful to check whether 
it forms both negative and positive ions as 
acidic properties and negative ions may suggest 
carboxylic acid groups whereas basic properties 
and an odd molecular mass may suggest an 
amino compound. (Biological products that 
contain no nitrogen have even masses, because 
nitrogen is the only common biological element 
with an even mass, but an odd valency. This is 
termed the “nitrogen rule.”) 

 The major structural tool offered by mass 
spectrometry is fragmentation. Once again there 
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are differences between fragmentation in GC-MS 
(EI) instruments, and LC-MS (typically ESI) 
instruments. EI creates free-radical ions for 
which various reactions are possible, and these 
have been studied in detail. Textbooks (e.g. Gross 
and Caprioli, 2005   ; see especially Chapter 7) are 
strongly biased towards EI-style ions because EI 
has been widely available for much longer than 
ESI. It is therefore generally harder to interpret 
LC-MS spectra  de novo  than GC-MS. 

 LC-MS ions as produced by ESI and APCI 
are very rarely free radicals. The positive ions 
are adducts with additional H + , Na +  or similar. 
The negative ions have lost H + . Theoretical 
frameworks explaining the balance of products 
formed on fragmentation using kinetic and ther-
modynamic data do exist (e.g. “Quasi-
equilibrium theory”; see Gross and Caprioli, 2005; 
De Hoffmann and Stroobant, 2002) but can 
rarely be applied rigorously by a biologist faced 
with a large natural product and its CID MS2 
spectrum. Indeed, the theoretical difference 
between fragmentation of small products by EI, 
and larger products by CID, explains some of 
the difficulty in interpretation of the latter. The 
energy transmitted to a product will be distrib-
uted amongst its bonds, and fragmentation will 
occur when enough of the energy happens to be 
in one bond to exceed the bonding energy of 
that bond. This is statistically unlikely in a large 
molecule unless a large amount of energy has 
been transferred to the molecule. For this rea-
son, huge biomolecules respond well to ion trap 
CID, where the molecule can be accelerated for 
a considerable period of time (ms instead of µs), 
creating numerous collisions, and giving a large 
amount of time for fragmentations to occur 
even when the rate of fragmentation is slow. 
Because the fragmentation of large molecules 
will tend to be slower for a given energy than 
that of small molecules (the energy being spread 
more thinly), there is more time for movement 
of the molecule (rotation around bonds) to form 
new geometries. Some of these geometries will 
favour intramolecular rearrangements and give 

rise to low-energy fragmentations. These are 
thus greatly favoured in CID, and they are very 
molecule-specific. The consequence of this will 
be illustrated below using glucosinolates as an 
example; clearly it is harder to evolve general 
fragmentation rules for ESI-CID than for EI. 

 It will usually be found in practice that the 
most abundant fragments are those formed by an 
easily derived mechanism, and where the prod-
ucts have reasonable stability. The bonds that 
break tend to be those that are already polarised 
(C–O and C–N bonds break more frequently 
than C–C bonds). The leaving groups seen in 
typical biological mass spectrometry tend to be 
stable neutral molecules (H 

2
 O is a much more 

common loss than H 
2
 ), or ions where the charge 

is stabilised. Sometimes these rules can be help-
ful. For instance, Fig.  7  shows spectra of two 
glucosinolates previously isolated as described 
above. Candidate structures were available 
(drawn in Fig.  7  without regard to stereochemis-
try; CID is frequently inadequate to distinguish 
stereochemistry), but no standards. It was pos-
sible to assign tentative structures as indicated 
because in one case there is a loss of 31 amu. 
Although homolytic bond fusion giving rise to 
radicals is rare in CID (being energetically unfa-
vourable), it is difficult to find any alternative 
explanation for this loss apart from loss of a 
methoxy radical. Loss of a radical is only possi-
ble with some strong stabilising feature, in this 
case delocalisation of the lone electron on the 
remaining ion, which is only possible in one of 
the two structures. It should be noted that this is 
not de novo structural identification, but assign-
ment from a number of expected structures.

 It is usually possible to explain in retrospect 
why an ion behaves as it does, but much harder 
to guess in advance how an ion will behave. 
Figure  8  shows an ion with a strong loss of 200. 
The parent ion was a sodium adduct, and it is 
almost invariable that sodium adducts produce 
fragments containing sodium (i.e. the sodium 
itself is rarely lost within a neutral fragment, 
which seems intuitively sensible since the 
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4

sodium is the very means by which the parent 
ion became charged). Retrospectively it is pos-
sible to identify that the ion that is formed has 
the structure indicated – with no sodium – and 
that the neutral loss was the sugar part of the 

molecule  lost as a sodium salt . It is likely that 
this occurs because the charge on the fragment 
is so highly stabilised by its delocalisation.  

 In  de novo  identification, accurate mass is 
very valuable as certain losses are diagnostic of 
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  Fig. 7    MS2 spectra of two isomeric glucosinolates (desulphated). These products have the same parent 
mass, but can be distinguished by MS2. Standards were not available, but likely structures had been pro-
posed in literature. Methoxy-glucobrassicin ( top ) has a methoxy group attached to a carbon on the ring 
system. Gluconeobrassicin has the methoxy group attached to nitrogen. The major fragment in the lower 
spectrum is clearly a loss of 31, for which a methoxy radical is the only reasonable explanation. This rare 
and energetically unlikely fragment is offset by a greatly stabilised radical fragment ion. The radical electron 
can be spread around the entire ring system ( bottom) . On this basis we can tentatively assign the two parents 
to the two MS2 spectra on theoretical grounds, though we would prefer additional evidence of their 
identities       
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certain groups. To those already mentioned 
above (18 for water and 31 amu for a methoxy 
radical) it is possible to add 15 amu for a methyl 
radical, and 44 amu (CO 

2
 ) lost from carboxylic 

acids. However, there are many groups that are 
semi-diagnostic. For instance, 28 amu is fre-
quently CO from a carbonyl group, but can also 
be H 

2
 C=CH 

2
  from an ethene side-chain. Given 

a sufficiently accurate instrument, these can be 
distinguished. 

 A combination of fragmentation and accu-
rate mass, however, cannot solve a molecule 
neutral completely. Firstly, it very often hap-
pens that a large section of molecule is lost as a 
single loss. For example, if a parent ion of 1,007 

amu fragments to 137 amu, it may be possible 
to identify the 137 amu with great certainty, but 
870 Da of parent remains unknown. Sometimes 
this problem can be alleviated by trying a differ-
ent ion; positive and negative ions of the same 
neutral molecule frequently fragment com-
pletely differently (Jiang et al.,  2006) . Different 
positive adducts also fragment differently. 
Secondly, although a fragment may be lost, it 
may be unclear from where it was lost. In a bio-
logical context, we may be aware of the build-
ing blocks involved in a complex anthocyanin 
(e.g. Fig.  9 ; Luo et al.,  2007) , but with MS-MS 
evidence alone, it would be impossible to state, 
for instance that the marked glucose residue is 
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fragment in MS2 that cannot be explained as a sodium ion. In fact, the loss is a sodium salt of a glucose 
residue. This is an unusual loss, but is explained in this case by the high stability of the resulting sodium-
free ion, where the charge can be delocalised over all three phenyl rings       
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anthocyanin. Note the terminal glucose, and the many free hydroxyl groups. ( b ) The MS2 spectrum. Note
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attached to a coumaroyl residue rather than the 
sinapoyl residue or any of the free hydroxyl 
groups on cyanidin.

 Thirdly, CID is complex (see above). In 
understanding CID, all the normal rules of 
organic chemistry apply, but molecules fre-
quently undergo major rearrangements. Most 
obviously, nearly all CID fragmentations involve 
rearranging hydrogen to ensure that the products 
are not free radicals. But much more drastic and 
confusing rearrangements also occur. For 
instance, glucosinolates (undesulphated) pro-
duce a strong negative ion fragment of 259 amu, 
undoubtedly corresponding to glucose-sulphate, 
but the sulphate in a glucosinolate (Fig.  10 ) is 

not attached to the glucose. A further example is 
furnished by rearrangements of phenyl propa-
noid-derived spermidines. Spermidine is an 
asymmetric molecule with three nitrogens to 
which phenyl propanoids can be attached. There 
are therefore three positional isomers of a disub-
stituted spermidine, and yet these cannot be dis-
tinguished by MS-MS because of interactions 
between neighbouring groups during fragmenta-
tion (Bigler et al.,  1996) .

 In understanding the chemistry of fragments, 
it is essential to consider that they exist in the 
gas phase. The stabilisation of particular chemi-
cal groups expected from hydrogen bonding in 
aqueous solution does not necessarily apply. 

 Most publications using MS data for struc-
tural elucidation of plant natural products are 
either proof-of-concept papers where the authors 
begin with standards of known structure, or rely 
strongly on prior knowledge. The best structural 
work comes from groups who have been able to 
amass detailed knowledge of the behaviour of 
one or two specimen molecules, and have car-
ried this over to the identification of a range of 
related products (triterpenoid saponins; Li et al., 
 2006) . Hence, for the reasons cited so far in this 
section, the authors do not consider MS alone is 
adequate for  de novo  structural identification, 
but it is a powerful tool to distinguish between 
several biologically likely structures in conjunc-
tion with other sources of information. 

 For true identification of unknowns NMR is 
essential. Interpretation of NMR spectra is cov-
ered in any good degree-level organic chemistry 
textbook (e.g. Vollhardt,  1987)  and has been 

  Fig. 9 (continued)    that there is a loss of 162 corresponding to the loss of the terminal glucose. However, it cannot 
be determined where the glucose was attached. Nearly all fragments of this ion can be explained as breakages of 
single bonds between the constituent subunits, rather than breakages for instance across the rings of sugar units, 
as would be needed to differentiate between isomers varying only in sugar linkage. There is also an extremely 
abundant loss to of 248 amu, to 1095. This probably corresponds mostly to loss of the malonyl-glucose unit 
attached to position 5 of cyanidin; however, it is impossible to exclude the possibility of some loss of the malonyl 
unit together with the other, terminal glucose. Thus interpretation of MS3 spectra of 1343→1095→ is compli-
cated by the possibility that there is more than one structure for the 1,095 amu parent       

  Fig. 10    General structure of a glucosinolate. Note 
that the sulphate group is not attached to the glucose 
group. In negative mode ESI-CID, however, an ion 
of 259 amu is frequently seen, which can be shown 
to be a glucose-sulphate. This indicates a rearrange-
ment of the molecule. Such drastic rearrangements 
are common in ESI-CID, and can complicate the 
structural identification of natural products. At best 
they lead to inexplicable fragments. At worst they 
mislead the analyst into incorrect structures       
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4 reviewed for secondary metabolites recently 
(Vogler and Setzer,  2006) . Simple NMR spectra 
reflect one element only, though more complex 
NMR experiments monitor interactions of nuclei 
of different elements. For instance, proton NMR 
looks only at hydrogen atoms. Each atom gives 
a signal at a different point in the spectrum 
depending on its chemical surroundings. Particular 
groups fall in particular areas of the spectrum, 
so, for instance, a hydrogen in a benzene ring 
will fall in a different part of the spectrum to a 
methyl hydrogen. Indistinguishable hydrogens (for 
instance, the three hydrogens of a methyl group) 

give signals at the same point. Since the peak area 
is proportional to the number of atoms contributing 
to the peak, the hydrogens can be counted. Further, 
nuclei can interact with one another. This causes 
peaks to split into fine clusters of peaks. This fine 
structure can reveal how many neighbours an 
atom has. This, and more sophisticated experi-
ments, gives NMR great power to determine 
structure, provided there is enough material to 
give a good signal. 

 It is no accident that NMR features last in 
this discussion, which is aimed at biologists. 
NMR is usually covered in a whole chapter of 

  Fig. 11    A simple tree for the selection of analytical methods       
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chemistry texts, while mass spectrometry gets a 
few pages, much later in the book. It is perhaps 
true that biologists neglect NMR because it is 
“difficult”, while chemists do not derive the full 
benefit from MS because NMR is enough to 
check their structure. In fact the two fields have 
much to offer one another. NMR can achieve 
structural identification only dreamt of by mass 
spectroscopists and biologists, but it can be mis-
led by groups that contain few of the interesting 
nucleus. MS can check for these groups, reveal 
the overall empirical formula (which is a good 
starting point for the interpretation of NMR), 
handle certain strange elements that occasion-
ally crop up, and rule out oligomers that can 
sometimes be hard to distinguish from the mon-
omer by NMR alone. Hence the two technolo-
gies are complementary, not mutually exclusive. 
In summary, a simple decision tree (Fig.  11 ) is 
offered as aid to the novice.

  The Future: Imaging?  

 An important biological question remains: 
“Where is this chemical found in the plant?” At 
the time of writing this chapter, functional imag-
ing of chemicals is a growth area. It is also a 
no-man’s land between microscopy and chemi-
cal analysis. The microscopist has histochemis-
try, enzyme systems coupled to light-producing 
reactions (Borisjuk et al.,  2002) , and fluorescent 
marker proteins that change their properties 
according to the amount of analyte they bind 
(Wouters et al.,  2001) . The chemical analysis lab 
has NMR imaging, and also more recently, MS 
imaging (McDonnell and Heeren,  2007) . This is 
can be based on MALDI laser ionisation, where 
the laser can be scanned across a sample to yield 
an image. Secondary ion MS, where an ion-beam 
is “shot” at a sample to ionise it further, can also 
yield images when the incident beam is scanned. 
Currently these methods lack the resolution 
needed for intracellular localisation, and they are 

found in few laboratories. It is certain that they 
will improve and spread, and examples of their 
application to plant metabolites are accumulating, 
both in primary metabolism, and in secondary 
metabolites including cuticular waxes and flavo-
noids (Burrell et al.,  2007 ; Cha et al.,  2008) .      
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     Abstract          Habitat destruction and urbanisation 

of many parts of the world have contributed 

to a decrease in the diversity of species being 

used in agriculture and for economic uses as 

well as our knowledge about the traditional 

uses of our biodiversity. The work undertaken 

by ethnobotanists can assist help access the 

impact biodiversity loss has on the well being 

of communities. However, scientists wishing 

to research biodiversity are faced with having 

to obtain the correct permits to collect species 

and any associated traditional knowledge about 

the uses of these species. This paper provides 

a summary of the types of agreements that 

are needed for ethnobotanical studies and the 

importance of having “prior informed consent” 

and “Access and Benefit-Sharing” clauses in 

research agreements, especially when dealing 

with traditional knowledge.

  Introduction     

 Biodiversity is being threatened by many fac-

tors and the loss of plant diversity can impact 

negatively on the livelihoods of many commu-

nities. The research undertaken by ethnobota-

nists provides insights into how plants are used 

by different peoples throughout the world. This 

information can assist evaluate the social and 

economic importance of biodiversity and what 

impact biodiversity loss might have on the com-

munities and can also support conservation 

strategies such as the Global Strategy on Plant 

Conservation. However, changes in legislation 

associated with ownership and access to biodi-

versity (Convention on Biological Diversity) 

now require ethnobotanists to obtain agree-

ments before they undertake some of their stud-

ies. This paper provides a practical overview of 

the types of agreements that ethnobotanists now 

require before they start their studies and where 

some of the information can be obtained. 

 Observing and documenting the uses made 

of plants by different communities throughout 

the world has fascinated people for centuries. 

Today scientists undertaking this type of work 

are often called ethnobotanists and need to have 

a basic knowledge of anthropology, botany, 

pharmacology, linguistics, international politics, 

economics, history, communications, statistics, 

law and conservation – or have the input from 

those that have these skills as members of their 

team  [1,   2] . Ethnobotany is without doubt a 

multidisciplinary subject. The growing interest 

in ethnobotany can be observed through the 

increased number of journals such as  Journal 

of Ethnobiology ,  Journal of Ethnopharmacology, 

Ethnobotany, Ethnobotany Research and Appli-

cations  and the range of university courses that 
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5 contain modules associated with different 

aspects of ethnobotany, especially the medicinal 

uses of plants. 

 Ethnobotanical studies can provide informa-

tion about which species of plants people use in 

their day-to-day activities and how the species 

used for each activity can vary from country-to-

country. These data illustrate the interdepend-

ency between people and their local flora and 

the factors that influence the selection of plants 

as food, medicine, fuel, etc. Information that 

links people with their plants is being lost in 

many parts of the world, especially as more 

communities become urbanised and adopt the 

trappings of a western life style. However, plants 

are still central to the lives of many people, espe-

cially in poor rural areas and their use is not static. 

For example, some species are used to treat spe-

cific medical conditions in one community but have 

other uses by different communities. A review 

of the uses of the genus  Plectranthus  (Lamiaceae) 

showed that one of the species,  P. barbatus  

Andr., is used by communities in both the Old 

and New World to treat digestive, skin and infec-

tions, whereas another species,  P. amboinicus  

(Lour.) Spreng, has similar uses to  P. barbatus  in 

Africa but in South America it is used to treat 

epilepsy and convulsions  [3] . These species 

were taken from the Old to the New World and 

although there are data on the old traditional and 

modern uses no information could be found that 

would suggest why the use of one species changed 

but not the other. 

 Knowledge about the role of plants in the 

social and economic makeup of communities can 

provide an insight into what might happen if either 

biodiversity or cultural dilution occurs. For exam-

ple, loss of medicinal plants through deforestation 

and the associated migration of traditional healers 

from villages to towns can result in villages not 

only loosing access to their plants but also the 

knowledge about the medicinal value of the plants 

to their communities. Thus ethnobotanical projects 

that evaluate the cultural importance of plants in 

an area can play an important role in plant conser-

vation as these projects can provide qualitative 

and quantitative data about the diversity of species 

used in a community. These data along with data 

obtained from vegetation and animal surveys are 

also important for environment assessments. They 

can be used to assess the social importance of the 

genetic resources in specific habitats and thus the 

impact on communities if changes occur in that 

habitat and species are lost. 

 Information about the uses of specific species 

of plants in a community is usually obtained via 

interviews of individuals or groups of people 

and the scope of this information can vary 

depending on the methods used  [1,   4] . 

Interviewing groups of people about the uses of 

plants often results in a greater diversity of spe-

cies being identified, but more information about 

specific species, such as how it is prepared and 

when it should or should not be used is obtained 

from one-to-one interviews. The interviewing 

methods can also vary depending on the scope of 

the project. However, there are ethical, economic 

and legal issues associated with the collection 

and dissemination of these data, especially if 

“primary” information or traditional knowledge 

has been obtained in the course of the interviews 

 [5] . Some communities want to restrict the dis-

semination of this information, whereas others 

want their data shared. Therefore it is critical to 

find out at the start of a project what use can be 

made of any data gathered, especially traditional 

knowledge. Once the data have been published it 

is difficult to monitor ownership. Data gathered 

for a study undertaken for purely social and con-

servation reasons can result in unforeseen conse-

quences. For example, a survey of the medicinal 

plants in a village might results in data being 

gathered about the distribution of endangered 

medicinal plants of high economic value. This 

information if published could be used by plant 

hunters to target species. Similarly a guide to the 

medicinal plants in an area might provide infor-

mation that increases wild harvesting of these 

species. In contrast, the data could empower a 

community to prioritise which species they need 
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and thus the importance of developing methods 

to cultivate the threatened species. Therefore it is 

very important that the ethnobotanist identifies 

key people in the communities they work in and 

identifies and agrees with them exactly what is 

going to happen to any data gathered. 

 Conflicts about the ownership and rights of 

the information being exchanged about plant 

uses are not new. However, the rapid dissemina-

tion of information that can now occur via the 

internet highlights the challenges associated with 

trying to link “ownership of indigenous knowledge 

about a use” with the “academic research and then 

potential commercial development of that use”. 

In most parts of the world scientists want to have 

a free right to exchange information and with 

the development of web-based interactive data 

exchange system it is going to be more and more 

difficult to keep track of who-owns what data. In 

many cases the exchange of “use” data are not the 

issue with indigenous communities it is usually 

how the data are used, especially if data are used 

to develop a commercial product without their 

involvement. This could happen indirectly. For 

example, an ethnobotanist publishes information 

about the plants used traditionally by a commu-

nity in Brazil to treat diabetes, another author 

writes a review on what is known about plants 

used to treat diabetes and cites the work of the 

ethnobotanist in Brazil. Then a commercial com-

pany uses the review to select species for study. In 

this scenario the link between the original ethno-

botanical study and the commercial study has 

been broken. However, if the company wants to 

justify that the species they have selected has 

been traditionally used to treat diabetes as part of 

patent claims or as part of their marketing pack-

age then they need to cite the community. To do 

this they might have to re-establish the link to the 

original community involved in the ethnobota-

nical study. In these cases the company could 

then negotiate some form of licence or revenues 

sharing agreement with the community or govern-

ment appointed representatives. However, it might 

not be as simple as this, especially if other com-

munities can show they used the same species 

for diabetes and thus feel that their traditional 

knowledge about the plant is being exploited. The 

development of  Hoodia  as an appetite suppres-

sant product illustrates many of the challenges 

that need to be addressed if ethnobotanical data 

are to be used in drug development in the twenty-

first century  [6,   7] .  

  Ethnobotany and the Convention 
on Biological Diversity  

 The importance of conserving biodiversity for 

sustainable use was a topic of the 1992 United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Deve-

lopment (Rio Summit) and resulted in a series of 

international action plans including the develop-

ment of the Convention on Biological Diversity  [8] . 

This Convention highlights not only the impor-

tance of biodiversity but also the importance of 

the links between biodiversity and the economic 

development of human societies, especially in 

areas of high biodiversity  [9] . 

 The Convention on Biological Diversity 

(CBD) came into force on 29 December 1993 

and has now been ratified by over 90% of coun-

tries  [8] . It was a landmark Convention as it was 

the first international Convention to state that a 

country has ‘sovereign rights’ over its genetic 

resources and to acknowledge the importance 

of sharing benefits that arise from using genetic 

resources (Box  1 ). 

 Many of the countries that have ratified the 

CBD are now developing legislation to imple-

ment the CBD, especially legislation associated 

with the access to genetic resources and the ben-

efits that should be shared through the use of 

these resources  [10] . Thus anyone undertaking a 

project that involves genetic resources, especially 

if the genetic resources are to be moved from 

country-to-country, should make themselves 

aware of the requirements of the CBD, of any 

existing national legislation relating to access to 

genetic resources and benefit sharing, and some 
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5

(continued)

  Box 1  Convention on Biological Diversity  

 Sections of the 42 Articles of the CBD that are relevant to ethnobotany 

  Article 1 Objective  

 The objectives of this convention … “are the conservation of biological diversity, the sustain-

able use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the 

utilisation of genetic resources, including by appropriate access to genetic resources.” 

  Article 8 In-situ Conservation  

 (i)  Endeavour to provide the conditions needed for compatibility between present uses and the 

conservation of biological diversity and the sustainable use of its components. 

 (j)  Subject to its national legislation, respect, preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations 

and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant 

for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider 

application with the approval and involvement of the holders of such knowledge, innova-

tion and practices ad encourage the equitable sharing of the benefits arising from the utiliza-

tion of such knowledge, innovation and practices; 

  Article 10 Sustainable use of components of biological diversity  

 (c)  Protect and encourage customary use of biological resources in accordance with traditional 

cultural practices that are compatible with conservation or sustainable use requirements; 

 (e)  Encourage cooperation between its governmental authorities and its private sector in devel-

oping methods for sustainable use o biological resources. 

  Article 15 Access to Genetic Resources  

 (1)  Recognizing the sovereign rights of States over their natural resources, the authority to 

determine access to genetic resources rests with the national governments and is subject to 

national legislation. 

 (4)  Access, where, granted shall be on mutually agreed terms and subject to the provisions of 

this Article. 

 (5)  Access to genetic resources shall be subject to prior informed consent of the Contracting 

Party providing such resources, unless otherwise determined by that Party. 

 (7)  Each Contracting Party shall take legislative, administrative or policy measures, as appropriate, 

and in accordance with Articles 16 and 19 and where necessary, through the financial mecha-

nism established by Articles 20 and 21 with the aim of sharing in a fair and equitable way 

the results of research and development and the benefits arising from the commercial and 

other utilisation of genetic resources with the Contracting Party providing such resources. 

Such sharing shall be upon mutually agreed terms. 

  Article 16 Access to and Transfer of Technology  

 (1)  Each Contracting Party, recognising that technology includes biotechnology, and that both 

access to and transfer of technology among Contracting Parties are essential elements for the 

attainment of the objectives of this Convention, undertakes subject to the provisions of this 
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of the developing “best practise” agreements that 

deal with the transfer of these resources. 

 It is thus recommended that ethnobotanists 

familiarise themselves with how the country 

they propose to work in is implementing the 

CBD. This is because in many counties “Access 

and Benefit Sharing” (ABS) legislation covers 

not only what needs to be done to gain access to 

the genetic resources but can also include clauses 

that cover what happens to the genetic resources, 

including products derived from the genetic 

resources. For example, an ethnobotanist inves-

tigating the plants used in Africa for the treat-

ment of malaria might take some plant material 

back to their research organisation to be verified 

by a botanist. The botanist talks about the uses 

of the species to a pharmacologist who is inter-

ested in anti-malarial plants and takes some of 

the verified material to the laboratory. They test 

the material for anti-malarial activity, isolate the 

active compound and pass the compound on to 

their colleagues in a chemistry department. The 

chemists then modify the compound to 

improve its efficacy and develop a method to 

synthesise the new derivative. Such a sequence 

of events on a small amount of material is fanci-

ful. Nevertheless, if the ethnobotanist is going to 

include a clause in their ABS agreement saying 

they will monitor the use of the plants they are 

collecting and any derivatives from the plants, 

then they need to think whether they will be able 

to keep track of the movement of the material 

from laboratory-to–laboratory and to the com-

pound (s) the chemists have synthesised that 

are derived from compound(s) isolated from 

the original plant material they collected. A 

Box 1 (continued)

Article to provide and/or facilitate access for and transfer to other Contracting Parties of 

technologies that are relevant to the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity or 

make use of genetic resources and do not cause significant damage to the environment. 

  Article 17 Exchange of information  

 (1)  The Contracting Parties shall facilitate the exchange of information, from all public avail-

able sources, relevant to the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, taking 

into account the special needs of developing countries. 

 (2)  Such exchange of information shall include exchange of results of technical, scientific and socio-

economic research, as well as information on training and surveying programmes, specialized 

knowledge, indigenous and traditional knowledge as such and in combination with the technologies 

referred to in Article 16 (1) where feasible, include repatriation of information. 

  Article 18 Technical and Scientific co-operation  

 (4)   The Contracting Parties shall, in accordance with national legislation and policies, encour-

age and develop methods of cooperation for the development and use of technologies, 

including indigenous and traditional technologies, in pursuance of the objectives of the 

Convention. For this purpose, the Contracting parties shall also promote cooperation in the 

training of personnel and exchange of experts. 

 The CBD web site provides more details about the Articles  [8]  
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5 challenge that could only be met if very good 

tracking systems are in place that last beyond 

the time-scale of the ethnobotanical project. 

 Because of some of these challenges the 

CBD has had a huge impact on many aspects of 

ethnobotany projects, especially those that 

involve pharmacology and natural product 

research. However, this type of research can be 

facilitated by appropriate agreements being in 

place and clarity as to what is going to happen to 

material collected. The new bioprospecting leg-

islation in South Africa “National Environmental 

Management: Biodiversity Act 2004, Regulations 

on Bio-Prospecting, Access and Benefit Sharing 

2008” came into force on 1 April 2008  [11]  and 

provides some guidelines for projects that could 

result in a commercial product being developed 

from genetic resources. This legislation requires 

researchers to obtain a “permit” if they wish to 

study the uses of the genetic diversity of South 

Africa, and this includes researchers within 

South Africa, especially if the use of the resources 

could result in the commercial development of 

the material being studied. 

 Some ethnobotanical projects report on the 

cultural uses of wild relatives of crop plants that 

have evolved over generations. The improved 

“crop” traits of these wild relatives could be 

considered as the Intellectual Property Rights 

(IPR) of the communities that have selected and 

grown the crops, yet many of these communities 

would not recognise their inputs as IP or giving 

rise to IPRs. The western concept of IPR is not 

appropriate or relevant for many indigenous 

communities as they have different concepts of 

property as illustrated by the work of Posey  [12] . 

Lawyers working on the CBD have been trying 

to develop a uniform approach as to how agree-

ments with these communities should deal with 

IP in ways that are compatible with the require-

ments of international policies such as the CBD, 

the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic 

Resources, the World Trade Agreements on 

Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS)  [13] , and also respect the cus-

toms and lifestyles of indigenous communities. 

 Article 27 of the TRIPS agreement excludes 

plants from being patented but Article 27.3 

allows for the protection of plant varieties which 

could be a link between the concepts of the 

CBD (namely obtaining prior informed consent 

for use of information or genetic material, and 

sharing benefits fairly and equitably with the 

original holder) with those in TRIPS (to pro-

mote effective and adequate protection of IPR, 

which could be plant varieties being selected 

for specific properties using the knowledge of 

local communities). However, the issues associ-

ated with IPR and Traditional Knowledge (TK) 

are diverse and are not resolved. It is clear that 

they will continue to be the topic of future CBD 

meetings. For instance the Working Group on 

CBD Article 8j is, amongst other things tasked 

with developing elements of a  sui generis  system 

to protect TK by 2010  [14] . 

 Researchers working within a western con-

text of IPR are used to dealing with issues asso-

ciated with the rights to data generated during a 

project funded through their employment. When 

these researchers work with other organisations, 

be they commercial or academic, agreements are 

usually in place to deal with joint ownership of 

the resulting work. Surely it is just an extension 

of this practice to discuss and agree the terms 

with the indigenous communities and other 

stakeholders about how data collated about their 

resources are going to be used? However, it is 

clear that this has not always happened. 

 Within many research organisations the pro-

cedures are usually in place to facilitate the draw-

ing up of the different IP agreements, whereas 

these procedures are often difficult to facilitate 

with village communities that sometimes do not 

recognise IP, or do not have knowledge about 

IPR nor easy access to lawyers to assist them. It 

can also take time for a researcher to develop a 

relationship within a community and identify 

whom within that community has the authority to 

give permission to disseminate information about 

the traditional knowledge about the uses of their 

plants. Because communities have expressed 

concerns about past injustices when their biodi-
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versity has been exploited without their consent 

many are reluctant to get involved in ethnobo-

tanical projects. The resentment and distrust is 

also fuelled because traditional information about 

the uses of the plants has been used in the past for 

the development of commercial products with no 

“prior informed consent” or “benefit sharing”. 

However, the proportion of ethnobotanical 

projects that result directly in the development of 

a commercial product that does not involve the 

community are small, and usually input from 

many others is required before a commercial 

product is developed. Nevertheless those that 

have shared their traditional knowledge in the 

early stages of a project should be recognised. 

In most cases if the term “commercial” was 

replaced with “economic”, then many ethno-

botany projects do assist assess the economic 

value of plants to local communities. In these 

cases the communities are often involved in 

scoping the project and do not feel as threatened 

as it is their “economic” uses that are being 

evaluated. A project currently being under-

taken in Panama is looking closely at the links 

among traditional uses of the local flora, their 

conservation and sustainable development  [15] .   

  Exchange of Plants “Material Transfer 
Agreements”  

 Plants being studied as part of an ethnobotanical 

project need to be correctly identified with help 

from a botanist. In many cases, especially if the 

results are to be published, a sample of each spe-

cies needs to be deposited as a voucher in a 

national herbarium and the voucher number given 

to each specimen quoted in publications. If plant 

specimens are to be transferred between countries 

then a Material Transfer Agreement (MTA) is 

needed, such agreements are sometimes needed 

by a herbarium even when specimens are being 

transferred within a country. If specimens are to 

be taken out of a country then an agreement 

should be in place that deals with the “fair and 

equitable benefit-sharing” of benefits that could 

arise from the use of the material. CBD Article 15 

states that access to genetic resources should be 

subject to national legislation (15.1), on mutually 

agreed terms (15.4), with Prior Informed Consent 

(15.5), and benefit sharing (15.7). The “Bonn 

Guidelines on Access and Benefit-Sharing” 

which were adopted by the CBD Conference of 

the Parties in April 2002 suggest that this permis-

sion should be in a written form, and Appendix 

1 of the Guidelines provides a list of suggested 

elements for MTAs  [16] . Another important 

aspect of the MTA, and a requirement of Article 

15, is to show that access to genetic resources has 

been with the “prior informed consent” (PIC) 

of the Party providing the resource, and on 

Mutually Agreed Terms. This includes an expla-

nation of why the material is being exchanged 

and what the plants are going to be used for, espe-

cially when someone is requesting to have plants 

taken from one country to another. 

 In the case of material being exchanged for 

identification then the agreement should indi-

cate that the exchange is for taxonomic study 

and not for commercial use. In any case the 

sender can place restriction within the terms of 

the agreement as to what the material is to be 

used for as well as what it should not be used for. 

The sender might give permission for the use of 

the specimen in taxonomic research but restrict 

the use of the information they have supplied 

about the distribution and uses of the plants. 

 Only after an agreement is in place should 

there be any exchange of material. It can take 

time to develop these agreements and unless an 

organisation is used to working within the con-

text of the CBD it can be difficult for an indi-

vidual scientist to identify who in a foreign 

country needs to be involved in drawing up these 

agreements let alone dealing with the complex-

ity of what communities and governments might 

define as “fair and equitable benefit-sharing”. 

 An issue that is often encountered when 

starting to negotiate these agreements is who 

within each country has the authority to develop 

the terms for the agreement and who signs on 
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5 behalf of a country. These are issues that can 

take time to resolve as in some countries gov-

ernment departments might need to be part of 

the agreement, whereas in other countries gov-

ernment departments do not need to be part of a 

formal agreement but might require a letter to 

support the aims of the proposed projects and 

terms outlined in the agreement. In recent years 

the government departments or organisations 

dealing with the CBD for most country have 

become available on the CBD web site  [8] . 

 One of the many challenges for the scientists 

wishing to comply with the CBD is that cur-

rently there are very few master agreements that 

can be downloaded from websites. In fact, 

agreements usually have to be developed coun-

try-by-country and project-by-project to reflect 

the needs and interest of the countries and the 

organisations involved in the research. However, 

there are agreements being used by different 

organisations that can serve as templates and 

the CBD web site does provide guidelines as to 

what should be in the agreements, up-to-date 

information from the Conference of the Parties 

that are debating “PIC” and “ABS”  [8]  and books 

such as Biodiversity and Traditional Knowledge 

 [17]  provide an overview of cases studies. The 

Swiss ‘ABS-Management Tool: Best Practice 

Standard and Handbook for Implementing Genetic 

Resource Access and Benefit-Sharing Activities’ 

has a very useful model MTA  [18] .  

  Botanic Gardens and Herbaria  

 When a scientist wants to have access to a spe-

cies of plant for their research projects they often 

request material from a botanic garden. Nowadays 

although most botanic gardens continue to assist 

with these requests they might have restrictions 

placed on what they can do with the plants they 

have in the gardens. For example, unless the 

botanic garden was granted the rights to pass the 

material onto third parties in their “PIC” agree-

ment with the country they obtained the material 

from, they are not free to pass the plants onto 

third parties. In these cases the third party needs 

to apply directly to the source county. Thus some 

botanic garden place restrictions, such as not to 

use a plant for commercial gain, on the supply of 

plants to third parties on plants they have obtained 

from other countries prior to 1992 and ensure 

that conditions in the specific MTAs associated 

with each plant are adhered to when dealing with 

material acquired since 1992, that is material 

obtained by the gardens after the CBD was 

adopted. These procedures reflect the impact the 

CBD has had on the exchange of non-indigenous 

plant material, especially on botanical gardens 

involved in different aspects of plant science, 

including ethnobotany. 

 Ethnobotanists are encouraged to contact 

botanical gardens in the country they are going 

to work in at the start of a project, as many gar-

dens are very keen to increase their knowledge 

and displays of locally used species. These gar-

dens might be able to not only provide support 

to the ethnobotanist but also to the communities 

involved in the project, especially if plants are 

being over-exploited and need to be conserved. 

 Most herbaria obtain specimens from differ-

ent countries with the prime purpose of using 

them for taxonomic purposes, thus if this is 

agreed in the original MTA, the specimens can 

be exchanged with third parties. But as stated 

earlier the herbarium will require the recipient 

of the loan to sign a further MTA that requires 

them to state what they are going to use the 

plant material for before it is dispatched and 

that it is not going to be used commercially. 

 The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew was one of 

the first botanical organisations to adopt an institu-

tional policy on CBD and to use Material 

Acquisition Agreements (MAA) and MTAs to 

clarify on what terms material comes to Kew or is 

lent or given to others by Kew. The procedures 

adopted by Kew were work-shopped with 28 

botanic gardens from 21 countries and resulted in 

the “Principles on Access to Genetic Resources 

and Benefit Sharing”  [19] . This best practice 

model provides some clarity and guidance for staff 
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dealing with requests to send material to or from 

Kew. For example, if an ethnobotanist wanted to 

have some specimens identified that could not be 

identified in the source country, it is likely that the 

ethnobotanists would be asked to either send their 

samples via their national herbarium or directly to 

Kew with a MTA or ABS agreements depending 

on the relationship that Kew has with the organisa-

tions involved in the project. 

 An overview of the terms that should be con-

sidered when drafting ABS agreement are pro-

vided in Appendix 1 of the Bonn Guidelines on 

Access and Benefit-Sharing  [16] . Details about 

how the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew developed 

their “Access and Benefit-Sharing Agreements 

(ABSA)” is illustrated by Cheyne  [20] . She 

highlights the different stages of negotiations 

that can take place in developing an ASBA and 

the importance of having clarity in the terms 

used. As a result of these negotiations agree-

ments have been successfully negotiated with 

different organisations and governments around 

the world taking part in the Millennium Seed 

Bank Project. The agreements cover access to 

the genetic resources in the source country, 

which in this case are seeds, and the scope of 

research that Kew can undertake on the seeds at 

Kew and the terms by which Kew can pass the 

seeds or any information about the seeds to third 

parties. These negotiations take time but when 

an ABSA has been signed then the exchange of 

material and associated research can take place. 

To date very few of these negotiations involve 

the sharing of ethnobotanical data about the uses 

of these plants. However, interest in this area is 

increasing and if seeds are going to be conserved 

then it is important to conserve information 

about their traditional uses.  

  Traditional Knowledge  

 If indigenous and/or traditional knowledge about 

the plants is going to be collected as part of an 

ethnobotanical study then it is important that this 

is covered in the original MTA and also that 

some thought has been given to how this infor-

mation is going to be used and shared with oth-

ers. In some cases the term indigenous traditional 

knowledge (ITK) is used to cover the current as 

well as historical uses of plants in a community. 

Within a community ITK is not static. Some ITK 

can be lost due to individuals with the knowledge 

leaving or it is dynamic and evolves to meet the 

needs of supporting the livelihoods of those in 

the community. The ethnobotanist should make 

themselves aware of the complexity of the cul-

tural  [5,   12]  as well as legal issues associated with 

protecting ITK as provided by the discussions 

intergovernmental committee discussions  [21]  

One issue that is very difficult to determine at 

the start of an ethnobotanical project is whether 

“unique” ITK is going to be identified and 

whether the information obtained from talk-

ing with one community is common to other 

communities. The recent introduction of terms 

such as “traditional resource rights” recognise 

the importance of ITK and the importance that 

communities retain or even regain control over 

their resources  [22] . Thus ethnobotanists need to 

be sure they address ITK issues in their ABSA. 

The challenges are that many of these agree-

ments are being developed at a national level as 

required by CBD Article 8j, but it is the com-

munity and individuals in that community that 

owns/controls the ITK. Thus the ethnobotanist 

often needs to establish contacts at a national 

and community level before starting the work. 

Notwithstanding the desire of most ethnobota-

nists to comply with the spirit of the CBD it can 

be very difficult for them to find out how they 

should obtain permission from all the appro-

priate stakeholders to gather ITK. There is a lack 

of clarity and in most cases no formal legally 

approved procedure that enables the ethnobota-

nist to know whether they have the appropriate 

approval from community, regional and national 

authorities. An IUCN report noted that “a 

conclusion of our initial research is that there is 

no framework in national and international law 

that is currently able to address the legal rights 
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5 relating to genetic resources … it is not possible 

for countries to depend on normal contractual 

processes, documents and provisions, to pro-

tect their rights under ABS Agreements”  [23] . 

Thus with debates still going on among those 

involved in drafting the legislation how do eth-

nobotanists make progress in furthering their 

studies on the uses of biodiversity? However, 

it is not an easy task to develop a regime that 

would provide an effective means to promote 

ABS in a fair and equitable way, that provides 

clarity to those involved, is legally binding so 

that it provides rights and protection to those 

involved in the agreement. Once ITK has been 

collated and left the community it is difficult, if 

not impossible, for the village elders to control 

what use is made of it. Advances in information 

exchange are now so rapid that it is very difficult 

to predict how best to control knowledge trans-

fer, other than by empowering indigenous peo-

ple with ways that they can be fully involved in 

the dissemination of their ITK by ensuring it is 

first published by them. More and more gene-

tically rich countries will be closing their door to 

the exchange of genetic resources and ITK by 

outside researchers unless ABS agreements are 

in place and the procedures in the ABS agree-

ments adhered to. Some case studies are availa-

ble that illustrate the different types of benefits 

that can be considered as part of an academic 

project  [17] . 

  Terms in Agreements (Box  2  with Definitions)  

When considering the scope of CBD related 

agreements it is important to agree on the defini-

tion of terms. Most ethnobotanical projects are 

undertaken as academic research projects with 

no interest in the commercial exploitation of 

the plants being studied. Others have a mar-

ginal commercial or “economic” interest, for 

examples, surveys of medicinal plants and 

surveys of plant species being traded in an area. 

However, some of the data and plants gathered 

during these projects could have commercial 

interest and it is thus important that the term 

“commercial” is defined. Many benefit-sharing 

and “PIC” clauses will allow academic research 

to be undertaken on the genetic resource but 

as soon as a commercial potential is realised 

then the parties to the agreement need to get 

together again to discuss the next stages and 

perhaps negotiate a new agreement to cover the 

commercial work. This is important if the par-

ties want to avoid being labelled as “biopirates” 

 [24] . However, compliance with all aspects 

of the CBD is a challenge. At the moment 

there is no international regime to ensure clar-

ity in the procedures that need to be in place 

and implemented to monitor compliance. In 

some cases enforcement takes place through 

national laws and in China and Madagascar 

there have been cases of scientific researchers 

being imprisoned for not getting the correct 

permits. In these cases they were caught under-

taking their research in country. Currently the 

enforcement regime is ad hoc and varies from 

country-to-country. Most ethnobotanists and 

those involved in this type of research want to 

ensure they and their collaborators adopt what 

they consider best practices for ethnobotanical 

research to avoid reputational risks through bad 

press and being labelled a biopirate. Therefore 

agreements should clearly define what should 

happen if an ethnobotanical project moves 

from being academic research to commercial. 

A clear robust definition of commercialisation 

should be agreed and a clause should indicate 

what those involved in the project should do 

is this happens. This does not have to mean 

that a project with commercial potential needs 

to be classed as commercial when it starts. 

Often a great deal of basic research need to 

be undertaken before this stage is reached and 

if all projects with commercial potential were 

classed as commercial from the start, then 

this could hinder many of these projects ever 

starting. Since the publication of the Bonn 

Guidelines  [16]  there has been increased inter-

national activity in debating different aspects 

of benefit sharing and this has resulted in some 
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national bodies having raised expectations that 

any request to gain access to genetic resources 

will result in commercial exploitation.    

  Ethnobotany and the Global Strategy
for Plant Conservation  

 The overall objective of the CBD Global 

Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC) strategy 

is ‘to halt the current and continuing loss of plant 

diversity’. The GSPC has five objectives cov-

ered by 16 targets to be reached by 2010  [25] , 

although it is clear that countries will be asking 

for the timeframe to be extended. Of these 16 

targets, five (Targets 3, 9, 11, 12 and 13) are par-

ticularly relevant to ethnobotany (Box  3 ). Much 

of the data being obtained in ethnobotanical 

projects support these international targets, 

although a trawl through the literature being 

published in the main ethnobotanical journals 

shows that very few publications make refer-

ence to the GSPC. Although organisations such 

 Box 2      Some of the definitions used in agreements about the uses of genetic resources  

  Biopiracy:  Utilisation and/or appropriation of genetic resources that is not based on the neces-

sary access permits or does not fulfil the agreed conditions and therefore is illicit  [18] . 

 “ Commercialisation ” is not defined within the CBD  [8] . 

  Commercialise and Commercialisation:  Filing a patent application, obtaining, or transfer-

ring intellectual property rights or other tangible or intangible rights by sale or licence or in any 

other manner; commencement of product development; conduct market research and seeking 

pre-market approval and/or the sale of any resulting product  [20] . 

  Genetic Resources:  Genetic material of actual or potential value (as defined in the CBD  [8] . 

  Genetic Resources:  Any biological material of plant, animal, microbial, fungal or other origin 

of actual or potential value containing functional units of heredity transferred “add name of 

institute” under this agreement and its progeny and derivatives, including extracts and com-

pounds obtained from genetic resources and analogies of those compounds  [20] . 

  Material Transfer Agreement (MTA):  Standardized contract or binding legal agreement 

between the owner of genetic material and the recipient of the material  [18] . 

  Prior Informed Consent (PIC):  Prior Informed Consent is the consent of the relevant com-

petent national authority/authorities in the provider country granted for the research and utili-

zation of genetic resources. The consent of relevant stakeholders, such as indigenous and local 

communities, should also be obtained, as required by individual situations and subject to 

domestic law  [18] . 

  Stakeholders:  All institutions, agencies, organizations, communities and individuals that may 

be involved in the ABS procedure in accordance with national law or based on case by case 

decisions: i.e. government agencies, regional and local governments and representatives of 

indigenous and local communities, local organizations  [18] . 

 Based on definitions in the Convention of Biodiversity  [8] , Cheyne  [20]  and the Swiss 

academy of Science Access and Benefit Sharing website  [18] . 
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  Box 3  Global Strategy for Plant Conservation  

  Objective 1: Understanding and documenting plant diversity  

 Target 1.    A widely accessible working list of known plant species as a step towards a com-

plete world flora. 

 Target 2.   A preliminary assessment of the conservation status of all known plant species at 

national, regional and international levels. 

 Target 3.   Development of models with protocols for plant conservation and sustainable use, 

based on research and practical experience. 

 Objective 2: Conserving plant diversity 

 Target 4.  At least 10% of each of the world’s ecological regions effectively conserved. 

 Target 5.  Protection of 50% of the most important areas of plant diversity ensured. 

 Target 6.   At least 30% of production lands managed consistent with the conservation of plant 

diversity. 

 Target 7.  60% of the world’s threatened species conserved in situ. 

 Target 8.   60% of threatened plant species in accessible ex situ collections, preferably in the 

country of origin and 10% of them included in recovery and restoration programmes. 

 Target 9.   70% of the genetic diversity of crops and other major socio-economically valuable 

plant species conserved, and associated indigenous and local knowledge maintained. 

 Target 10.  Management plans in place for at least 100 major alien species that threaten plant, 

plant communities ad associated habitats and ecosystems. 

 Objective 3: Using plant diversity sustainably 

 Target 11. No species of wild flora endangered by international trade. 

 Target 12. 30% of plant-based products derived from sources that are sustainable managed. 

 Target 13.  The decline of plant resources, and associated indigenous and local knowledge, 

innovations and practices that support sustainable livelihoods, local food security 

and health care, halted. 

 Objective 4: Promoting education and awareness about plant diversity 

 Target 14.  The importance of plant diversity and the need for its conservation incorporated 

within communication, educational and public-awareness programmes. 

 Objective 5: Building capacity for the conservation of plant diversity 

 Target 15.  The number of trained people working with appropriate facilities in plant conservation 

increased, according to national needs, in order to achieve the targets of this strategy. 

 Target 16.  Networks for plant conservation activities established or strengthened at national, 

regional and international levels. 

 More details about the GSPC available on   http://www.UNEP/CBD/COP/6/IND/21/Add      [25] . 
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as the Food Agriculture Organisation (FAO) are 

providing mechanisms to support the implemen-

tation of some targets such as Target 12 through 

forest certification schemes and Non-Wood 

Forest Products programmes  [26] . 

 Those ethnobotanical projects collating data 

about the uses and sustainable harvesting of 

plants could be providing the much needed 

base-line data to support the monitoring of these 

GSPC targets  [25] . As habitats are being threat-

ened by changes in land use and climate change 

there is a real need for more ethnobotanical 

projects that can provide empirical data about 

the economic and social importance of plants 

with people, especially those living in rural com-

munities throughout the world. Planta Europa  [27]  

provides a very good overview of the progress 

being made towards meeting the GSPC targets in 

Europe and the many challenges that still need 

to be addressed. It is hoped that in the future 

more ethnobotanists will consider contacting the 

organisations monitoring the GSPC targets in 

the country they propose to work in, to see if 

their data could contribute to a GSPC target.   

  Questions to Ask Before Starting 
an Ethnobotanical Project  

 At the start of an ethnobotanical project there 

are many practical as well as scientific points 

that need to be addressed. Notwithstanding the 

challenges that CBD legislation can pose at the 

start of a project it is important that they are 

addressed. This is especially true if the data are 

to be published and used to support the sustain-

able utilisation of biodiversity for future gen-

erations. The Swiss Academy of Sciences web 

site  [18]  provides a simple step-by-step guide 

to what an academic should consider with 

respect to the implication of the CBD before 

undertaking an ethnobotanic study. Other texts 

by Carlson and Maffi  [9]  and Hamilton and 

Hamilton  [28]  provide many examples of the 

different types of interviewing techniques that 

can be used to obtain information and the 

equipment needed for field work. Many socio-

cultural aspects of ethnobotany that need to be 

considered in planning a project are provided 

by Maffi  [29]  and best practice guidelines by 

Martin  [1] . 

 There is no doubt that ethnobotanical studies 

can be inspirational as well as physically and 

mentally hard work. There is so much to learn 

about how the peoples of the world use and 

have used our often threatened flora. Nowadays 

you need the stamina to make sure you have 

dealt with the ethical challenges of ethnobotani-

cal research  [30] , but once these issues are 

addressed the opportunities offered by ethno-

botany are well worth the effort.      
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  Abstract           Plant natural products are inti-

mately associated with traits such as qual-

ity, yield, disease resistance, stress tolerance, 

color, and fragrance, in addition to being 

important dietary components and phytomedi-

cines. In spite of the apparent complexity of 

natural product biosynthesis, much of the rich 

chemical diversity of the plant kingdom arises 

from a limited number of chemical scaffold 

types, modified by specific chemical substitu-

tions such as hydroxylation, glycosylation, 

acylation, prenylation, and  O -methylation. 

The molecular genetic basis underlying plant 

natural product chemistry has recently been 

the subject of concerted genomic and genetic 

approaches, facilitated by the fact that many 

of the key enzymatic steps in scaffold forma-

tion and substitution are catalyzed by proteins 

originating from recognizable gene families 

(e.g. polyketide synthase, glucosyltransferase) 

that have undergone significant expansion 

throughout plant evolution. This overview 

summarizes the types of enzymatic reactions 

involved in plant secondary metabolism from 

a pathway organization perspective that high-

lights the entry points from primary metabo-

lism, general scaffold formation and scaffold 

modification (Box 1).     

  The Primary–Secondary Metabolism 
Interface  

  Phenylpropanoids 

 The aromatic amino acid  L -phenylalanine 

(primary metabolite) is directed into the phe-

nylpropanoid pathway leading to hydroxy-

cinnamic acids, lignin and flavonoids by the 

activity of  L -phenylalanine ammonia-lyase 

(PAL), which brings about its nonoxidative 

deamination yielding ammonia and  trans -

cinnamic acid (Fig.  1 ). PAL is one of the 

most studied plant enzymes, and its crystal 

structure has recently been solved  [2] . PAL is 

related to the histidine and tyrosine ammo-

nia-lyases of amino acid catabolism. A class 

of bifunctional PALs found in monocotyle-

donous plants and yeast can also deaminate 

tyrosine  [3] . A single His residue is responsi-

ble for this switch in substrate preference  [3, 

  4] . All three enzymes share a unique MIO 

(4-methylidene-imidazole-5-one) prosthetic 

group at the active site. This is formed auto-

catalytically from the tripeptide Ala-Ser-Gly 

by cyclization and dehydration during a late 
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stage of chain folding  [5] . Two reaction 

mechanisms have been proposed for the 

elimination of ammonia, with a Friedel-

Crafts-like acylation mechanism being most 

favored  [3] . 

 Many plants utilize different PAL isoforms 

for stress responses or for biosynthesis of 

structural components, and these different 

PALs exhibit differential expression in distinct 

tissues. Metabolic channeling may help con-

trol the flux of phenylalanine through PAL 

into the different phenylpropanoid branch 

pathways  [6,   7] .  

  Polyketides 

 Many polyketide-derived plant natural products 

originate in part from acetyl CoA via malonyl 

CoA (Fig.  1 ). For example, the key reaction in 

flavonoid biosynthesis, catalyzed by chalcone 

synthase (CHS) (Fig.  2 ), combines a phenylpro-

panoid-derived moiety, 4-coumaroyl CoA, with 

three molecules of malonyl CoA. Although 

acetyl CoA carboxylase, the enzyme forming 

malonyl CoA, is essentially an enzyme of primary 

metabolism (Fig.  1 ), it is often co-regulated with 

the enzymes of plant polyketide biosynthesis  [8] .   

Box 1 A functional classification of natural product biosynthetic enzymes. 

The immense variety of plant natural products is generated by an equally large and at first sight 

confusing array of enzymes. However, these enzymes catalyze a relatively limited number of 

reaction types  [1] . For the purpose of this survey, the enzymes will be divided into three major 

groups based on their positions in the overall scheme of secondary metabolite biosynthesis:

  •  Enzymes at the interface between primary and secondary metabolism.

   –   A small number of key enzymes catalyze the first committed steps which direct com-

pounds from primary into secondary metabolism (Fig.  1 ). They control flux into natural 

products without depleting pools of primary metabolites, and must therefore act quickly 

and efficiently in response to developmental or environmental cues. For this reason they 

are often regulated both transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally.     

•   Enzymes forming plant secondary metabolite scaffolds

   –   This group of enzymes directs flux into the major classes of plant natural products: e.g. 

polyketides (including flavonoids), alkaloids and terpenes. The initially formed scaffold 

molecules then enter different branch pathways as precursors for further downstream 

modifications.     

 •  Enzymes for modification of scaffold structures

   –   Modification reactions create the enormous diversity of plant natural products, provid-

ing new molecules with different biological activities from the basic scaffolds outlined 

above. The plant kingdom contains a large number of enzymes that catalyze hydroxyla-

tion, epoxidation, aryl migration, glycosylation, methylation, sulfation, acylation, pre-

nylation, and reduction of secondary metabolite skeletons. Figure  6  shows how a single 

molecule (the isoflavone genistein) can be converted to a range of different products by 

such enzymes.      
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  Fig. 1    The interface between primary and secondary metabolism in plants. GAP, glyceraldehyde 3-phos-

phate; IPP, isopentenyl diphosphate; DMAPP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; MEP, methylerythritol phos-

phate; MVA, mevalonic acid; TCA, tricarboxylic       

  Fig. 2    Reaction types catalyzed by plant type III polyketide synthases. PS, pyrone synthase; CHS, chalcone 

synthase; STS, stilbene synthase; VPS, valerophenone synthase: ACS, acridone synthase; BPS, benzophe-

none synthase       
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6   Terpenoids 

 The interface between primary and secondary 

metabolism is less easy to define in the case of 

terpene (isoprenoid-derived) metabolites, because 

terpene units are also found in many compounds 

associated with primary metabolism, such as 

hormones and vitamins. The precursors of all 

isoprenoids, isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) 

and its allylic isomer dimethylallyl pyrophos-

phate (DMAPP), are synthesized in higher plants 

by two independent pathways (Fig.  1 ). The 

mevalonic acid (MVA) pathway is localized in 

the cytosol and starts with the condensation of 

three molecules of acetyl-CoA. In plastids, IPP is 

formed from pyruvate and glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate via the methylerythritol phosphate 

(MEP) pathway  [9] . MEP pathway enzymes are 

nuclear-encoded and imported into plastids 

 [10] . In flowers of snapdragon ( Antirrhinum 

majus ), plant volatiles are assembled from IPP 

units originating from the MEP pathway, and flux 

through this pathway in controlled by a circa-

dian clock following a diurnal rhythm  [11] . 

Archaebacteria, fungi and animals synthesize 

isoprenoids exclusively through the MVA path-

way, whereas plants employ both pathways  [9] . 

 The cytosolic MVA pathway provides pre-

cursors for sterols and the side chain of ubiq-

uinone, whereas synthesis of monoterpenes, 

certain sesquiterpenes, diterpenes, caroten-

oids, and the side chains of chlorophylls and 

plastoquinone is carried out in plastids  [12] . 

Cross-talk occurs between the MVA and MEP 

pathways, and appears to be mainly unidirec-

tional from plastids to cytosol, although lim-

ited import of intermediates into the plastid 

has been observed  [13] . 

 The initial reactions of terpene biosynthesis 

are catalyzed by short-chain prenyltransferases 

belonging to the class of  trans-  or  cis-  isoprenyl 

pyrophosphate synthases that catalyze chain 

elongation of allylic pyrophosphate substrates 

with IPP to generate linear polymers with 

defined chain length. Geranyl pyrophosphate 

synthase (GPPS), farnesyl pyrophosphate syn-

thase (FPPS) and geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate 

synthase (GGPPS) catalyze formation of the 

linear precursors of monoterpenes (C10), 

sesquiterpenes (C15) and diterpenes (C20), 

respectively. GPPS is a plastidic, homo- or 

hetero-dimeric enzyme that catalyzes the head-

to-tail condensation of one IPP molecule and 

one DMAPP molecule to form  trans -GPP (C10) 

 [14] .  Trans -GGPP is produced in plastids by 

GGPPS, which sequentially adds three IPP mole-

cules to a DMAPP molecule  [15] . The biosynthesis 

of  trans -FPP occurs in the cytosol, where FPPS 

combines two IPP molecules with DMAPP.  

  Alkaloids 

 Most alkaloids are derived from amino acids 

(Fig.  3 ) and the first reaction in the otherwise 

independent pathways is the decarboxylation of 

the respective amino acid by an amino acid 

decarboxylase (AADC) (Figs.  1  and  3 ); this 

step is often under complex regulation. Plant 

and animal AADCs share high amino acid iden-

tity, with significant similarities in subunit 

structure and kinetic characteristics. In contrast 

to their mammalian and insect counterparts, plant 

AADCs exhibit high specificity for their respec-

tive substrates. The reaction is pyridoxal-5’-

phosphate (PLP)-dependent.

 Plant aromatic  L -amino acid decarboxylases 

(AADCs) catalyze the initial reactions in the 

formation of terpenoid indole alkaloids (TIAs) 

such as quinine and strychnine, and benzyliso-

quinoline alkaloids (BIAs) such as morphine 

and codeine (Fig.  3 ).  L -tryptophan decarboxy-

lase (TDC) initiates TIA synthesis with the for-

mation of tryptamine. TDC is encoded by two 

genes in  Cola accuminata ;  TDC1  is expressed 

as part of a developmentally regulated chemical 

defense system, whereas  TDC2  is induced after 

elicitation with yeast extract or methyl jas-

monate (MJ). 
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  L -tyrosine decarboxylase (TYDC) converts 

tyrosine and  L -DOPA to tyramine and dopamine, 

respectively, the precursors for BIA biosynthe-

sis  [16] . TYDC is encoded by a single-copy 

gene in  Arabidopsis  (which does not produce 

BIAs), but a  TYDC  gene family of about 15 

members divided into two subgroups is present 

in opium poppy ( Papaver somniferum )  [16] . 

The Arabidopsis  TYDC  gene contains 12 

introns, whereas all other plant  AADC  genes 

described to date lack introns. TYDC is induced 

during plant defense responses, where it is 

involved in the synthesis of cell wall-bound 

hydroxycinnamic amides that provide a physi-

cal barrier against pathogens. 

 Lysine decarboxylase (LDC) catalyzes the 

formation of cadaverine by decarboxylation of 

lysine (Fig.  3 ). As an enzyme participating in 

polyamine biosynthesis, LDC links primary 

metabolism with biosynthesis of quinolizidine 

alkaloids like lupinine, which occurs in meso-

phyll chloroplasts of legumes. LDC is assumed 

to be the rate-limiting step in the biosynthesis of 

anabasine (Fig.  3 ), a pyridine alkaloid produced 

by tobacco species  [17] . 

 Ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) and arginine 

decarboxylase (ADC) are the first enzymes 

involved in the formation of tropane alkaloids 

(TPAs) such as atropine and cocaine (Fig.  3 ). 

Decarboxylation of ornithine yields putrescine, 

whereas arginine is converted to agmatine, 

which is metabolized to putrescine via a second 

route. ADC is assumed to play the primary role 

in TPA synthesis  [18] .   

  Fig. 3    Primary precursor–end product relationships in alkaloid biosynthesis. Color codes: blue, terpene 

indole alkaloids; green, benzophenanthridine alkaloids; gray, benzylisoquinoline alkaloids; red, quinolizi-

dine alkaloids; yellow, pyridine alkaloids; pink, tropane alkaloids       
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  Scaffold Formation  

  Polyketides 

 Type III polyketide synthases (PKS) form the 

primary scaffolds for the synthesis of a range of 

secondary metabolites including flavonoids, 

stilbenes, bibenzyls, xanthones and pyrones 

 [19]  (Fig.  2 ). They catalyze a reaction similar 

to their fatty acid synthase (FAS) ancestors by 

facilitating the sequential head-to-tail addition 

of two-carbon acetate units to a growing 

polyketide chain. Type III PKSs differ from 

their type I and type II relatives by a simpler 

structure and the use of a CoA thioester sub-

strate instead of an acyl carrier protein (ACP)-

linked substrate  [19] . 

 CHS (Fig.  2 ), the most studied member of 

the type III PKS family, is a ubiquitous enzyme 

in plants that catalyzes the first committed step 

in flavonoid biosynthesis, the elongation of the 

starter molecule 4-coumaroyl-CoA by addition 

of three acetate units derived from three mole-

cules of malonyl-CoA  [19] . After binding of the 

4-coumaroyl moiety to the active site Cys164, 

sequential polyketide chain elongation is initi-

ated by the decarboxylation of malonyl-CoA to 

form an acetyl-CoA carbanion, followed by an 

intramolecular Claisen condensation step and 

subsequent cyclization and aromatization, 

yielding chalcone  [20] . 

 Other CHS-like PKSs accept different starter 

molecules, vary the length of the polyketide 

chain, or achieve molecular diversity through 

alteration of cyclization regiospecificity (Fig.  2 ). 

For example, stilbene synthase (STS) catalyzes 

a reaction similar to that of CHS in the initial 

stages, but the tetraketide intermediate under-

goes a different cyclization reaction involving 

an intramolecular aldol condensation, hydroly-

sis from Cys164 and an additional decarboxyla-

tion step during formation of resveratrol. The 

structural bases for the differences in starter 

molecule, control of chain length, and overall 

cyclization mechanism (i.e. CHS- vs STS-type 

reactions) are now understood, and product for-

mation has been altered rationally by point 

mutation to convert chalcone synthase to either 

stilbene synthase or pyrone synthase (Fig.  2 ) 

 [21–  23] . 

 Phlorisovalerophenone synthase (VPS) from 

flower cones of hop ( Humulus lupulus  L.) 

utilizes isovaleryl-CoA or isobutyryl-CoA as 

starter molecules  [24]  (Fig.  2 ). Three molecules 

of malonyl-CoA are added to these starters to 

form phlorisovalerophenone or phorisobuty-

rophenone, respectively, precursors for the bio-

synthesis of hop bitter acids. The first committed 

step of cannabinoid biosynthesis in glandular 

trichomes of  Cannabis sativa  is catalyzed by a 

stilbene synthase carboxylate-like (STCSL) 

polyketide synthase using n-hexanoyl-CoA as 

starter molecule, yielding olivetolic acid  [25] .  

  Terpenoids 

 One group of terpene synthases (TPSs) use 

GPP, FPP or GGPP as substrates to form 

monoterpene (C10), sesquiterpene (C15) or 

diterpene (C20) scaffold molecules, respec-

tively, which then undergo a variety of sec-

ondary modifications. This family of synthases 

is structurally distinct from triterpene (C30) 

or tetraterpene (C40) synthases  [26] . The scaf-

folds produced are themselves highly diver-

gent due to different folding patterns prior to 

cyclization (Fig.  4 ). TPSs fall into two major 

groups with regard to their modes of cycliza-

tion. Type A cyclization begins with the 

ionization of the polyprenyl pyrophosphate 

molecule, whereas type B cyclizations start 

with protonation at the terminal double bond. 

Both types of reactions are followed by cycli-

zation and rearrangement ending with depro-

tonation of the final carbocation  [27] .

 The sequence of reactions catalyzed by the 

type A limonene synthase (monoterpene cyclase) 

(Fig.  4 ) is initiated by ionization-isomerization 
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of GPP to form the intermediate linalyl pyro-

phosphate in order to overcome the  trans -geom-

etry of the C2-C3 double bond, which prevents 

direct cyclization. This intermediate then under-

goes an ionization-cyclization step resulting in a 

( 4R )- or ( 4S )- a -terpinyl carbocation • pyrophos-

phate anion pair and subsequent termination 

reactions  [28] . Many sesquiterpene and diter-

pene synthases employ type A cyclization  [26] . 

 5- epi -Aristolochene synthase (EAS) is one 

of the most studied sesquiterpene synthases. It 

catalyzes the conversion of FPP to 5- epi -aris-

tolochene, an intermediate in the formation of 

sesquiterpene phytoalexins in tobacco, having 

(+) germacrene A and eudesmyl carbocation as 

intermediates  [29] . EAS was the first terpene 

synthase for which a reaction mechanism could 

be confirmed by determination of the enzyme’s 

crystal structure  [30] . 

 The diterpene synthase copalyl diphosphate 

synthase (CDP) is one of the most studied type 

B synthases. It forms the bicyclic intermediate 

(-)-copalyl pyrophosphate ((-)-CPP) or its 

diastereomer (+)-copalyl pyrophosphate ((+)-

CPP) from GGPP. Several CDPs are expressed 

in rice; OsCyc1 forms (+)-CPP, while OsCyc2 

and OsCPS1 form (-)-CPPs. OsCPS1 is 

believed to be involved in gibberellin bio-

synthesis and OsCyc2 in diterpene phyto-

alexin biosynthesis  [31] . 

 The abietadiene synthase from grand fir 

( Abies grandis ) catalyzes two cyclization reac-

tions at separate but interdependent active sites. 

The enzyme first converts GGPP in a type-B 

cyclization at one active site to (+)-CPP, which 

then undergoes a type A cyclization and addi-

tional reactions at the second active site to form 

a mixture of abietadiene isomers  [26,   32] . 

  Fig. 4    Selected reactions catalyzed by monoterpene cyclases, illustrating the diversity of products that can 

be formed from a single precursor molecule (GPP, geranyl pyrophosphate)       
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6 Abietadiene is the main diterpenoid resin acid 

of oleoresin, which is secreted in response to 

wounding and herbivore attack. 

 The diterpene taxol from Pacific yew is one 

of the most powerful anticancer agents in thera-

peutic use today. In a series of seminal discov-

eries, the group of Croteau has dissected the 

pathway to this complex molecule at the enzy-

matic and molecular genetic levels, leading to 

recent success in partial reconstruction of the 

pathway in yeast  [33] . The diterpene synthase 

taxadiene synthase catalyzes the cyclization of 

GGPP as the first committed step in taxol for-

mation  [34] . 

 Several terpene synthases appear to be 

multi-functional. For example, a sesquiter-

pene synthase from  Zea mays  produces a com-

plex mixture of terpene volatiles. The closely 

related TPS4 and TPS5 from different maize 

varieties each synthesize the same comple-

ments of sesquiterpenes from FPP, but in dif-

ferent proportions as a result of the different 

ratios of ( S )- versus ( R )-bisabolyl cation for-

mation. This difference in stereoselectivity is 

determined by four amino acid residues in the 

active site  [35] . 

 Oxidosqualene cyclases (OSCs) or triter-

pene synthases convert oxidosqualene to one or 

more cyclic triterpene alcohols which are the 

precursors of sterols, steroids and saponins  [36] . 

The reaction catalyzed is mechanistically simi-

lar to those of monoterpene, sesquiterpene and 

diterpene synthases, but the enzymes are phylo-

genetically distinct  [37] .  

  Alkaloids 

 A key reaction in assembly of scaffolds for 

several classes of alkaloid is the coupling of the 

amine derived by decarboxylation of an amino 

acid with a second molecule, the product of 

which then serves as the precursor for second-

ary modifications. Strictosidine synthase (STR) 

catalyzes the formation of strictosidine, the pre-

cursor for monoterpenoid indole alkaloids such 

as quinine (Fig.  3 )  [38] . The reaction involves 

the condensation of tryptamine and the monot-

erpenoid secologanin, a unique reaction called a 

Pictet-Spengler-type reaction. Formation of a 

Schiff base between the aldehyde group of 

secologanin and the primary amine group of 

tryptamine is followed by electrophilic cycliza-

tion between the iminium ion and carbon 2 of 

tryptamine. The crystal structure of STR1 from 

 Rauvolfia serpentina  has been elucidated and 

consists of a six-bladed four-stranded  b -propel-

ler fold  [38] . The protein has a signal peptide 

that directs it to the vacuole. STR activity has 

been detected in several members of the 

Apocynaceae and Rubiaceae  [39] . Interestingly, 

 Arabidopsis thaliana  contains a number of  STR -

like genes, but none has been ascribed a func-

tion in alkaloid biosynthesis to date  [40] . 

 Norcoclaurine synthase (NCS) catalyzes the 

condensation of dopamine and 4-hydroxyphe-

nylacetaldehyde (4-HPAA), the first committed 

step in BIA biosynthesis (Fig.  3 ). The reaction 

mechanism is an asymmetric Pictet-Spengler 

reaction, similar to that of STR although no 

sequence homology exists between the two pro-

teins. Deacetylipecoside synthase is the third 

enzyme known to utilize this reaction type, 

facilitating the condensation of dopamine and 

secologanin. It has been purified from  Alangium 

lamarchii   [41] . The homodimeric NCS from 

meadow rue ( Thalictrum flavum ) exhibits posi-

tive cooperativity towards dopamine but not 

4-HPAA  [42] . NCS belongs to the PR10 (patho-

genesis-related) and Betv1 protein family  [43] . 

 Coptis japonica  contains both a PR10-like NCS 

activity and an additional enzyme, with amino 

acid sequence similarity to 2-oxoglutarate-depend-

ent dioxygenases (see below) (but lacking the 

2-oxoglutarate binding domain), that likewise 

catalyzes formation of norcoclaurine from 

dopamine and 4-HPAA  [44] . 

 ( S )-reticuline is a central branch-point metabo-

lite in BIA biosynthesis (Fig.  3 ). It serves as a 

precursor for sanguinarine after conversion to 

( S )-scoulerine by the berberine bridge enzyme 

(BBE), originally purified from  Berberis beaniana  
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 [45] . The unique reaction catalyzed by BBE com-

prises the conversion of the  N -methyl moiety of 

( S )-reticuline into the berberine bridge carbon of 

( S )-scoulerine through oxidative cyclization with 

a methylene iminium ion as reaction intermediate 

 [45] . The enzyme uses FAD as cofactor, bi-cova-

lently bound to the protein via a histidine and a 

cysteine residue. An N-terminal signal peptide 

targets the protein to the ER, and an adjacent vac-

uolar sorting determinant then directs BBE into 

the vacuole, where sanguinarine (Fig.  3 ) accumu-

lates after elicitation with fungal elicitor in opium 

poppy. The low vacuolar pH suggests that alka-

loid synthesis is completed before the ER-derived 

vesicles fuse with the vacuole  [46] .   

  Modifications of Secondary Metabolite 
Scaffolds  

 Modification reactions create the enormous diver-

sity of plant natural products, providing new mol-

ecules with different biological activities from the 

basic scaffolds outlined above. The plant kingdom 

contains a large number of enzymes that catalyze 

hydroxylation, epoxidation, aryl migration, glyco-

sylation, methylation, sulfation, acylation, pre-

nylation, oxidation and reduction of secondary 

metabolite skeletons, examples of which are 

reviewed below, and illustrated, for phenylpropa-

noid and flavonoid biosynthesis, in Fig.  5 . Figure  6  

  Fig. 5    Schematic representation of enzymatic reactions responsible for the modification of plant-derived 

secondary metabolite scaffolds, using phenylpropanoids/flavonoids as an example. Glc, glucose residue; 

2-ODD, 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase;  O -GT,  O -glycosyltransferase; OMT,  O -methyltransferase; 

P450, cytochrome P450 monooxygenase; ST, sulfotransferase       
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6

shows how a single molecule (in this case the 

isoflavone genistein) can be converted to a range 

of different products.

  Oxygenation Reactions Catalyzed by 

Cytochrome P450s 

 Cytochromes P450 (CYPs) are versatile bio-

catalysts. Their name derives from the fact that 

they contain a cytochrome (heme-protein)  p ig-

ment that exhibits maximum absorption at 450 

nm upon binding of CO. These enzymes form 

the largest family of plant proteins (  http://drnel-

son.utmem.edu/CytochromeP450.html    ) . 

NADPH-dependent regio- and stereo-specific 

oxygenations of lipids, phenolics, terpenoids and 

alkaloids catalyzed by P450 enzymes include 

simple hydroxylation or epoxidation, dealkyla-

tion, isomerization and aryl migration  [47] . 

 Hydroxylation reactions are very common in 

the biosynthesis of phenylpropanoid/polyketide, 

alkaloid and terpenoid secondary metabolites. 

The most abundant plant cytochrome P450 is 

the cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (CYP73A family) 

that catalyzes the second committed step of the 

central phenylpropanoid pathway (Fig.  5 ) lead-

ing to hydroxycinnamic acids, flavonoids and 

lignin  [48] . CYP84A1 is responsible for the 

5-hydroxylation of coniferaldehyde during lignin 

  Fig. 6    Enzymatic modifications of the isoflavone genistein       
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biosynthesis ,  and the  Arabidopsis thaliana  EMS 

mutant  fah I  defective in CYP84A1 expression 

has altered lignin composition and suppressed 

sinapoyl malate accumulation  [49] . CYP75A1 

is a flavonoid 3’,5’-hydroxylase involved in the 

biosynthesis of anthocyanin pigments  [50]  (Fig.  5 ). 

Two mutant alleles of this gene in Petunia ( Hf1  

and  Hf2 ) exhibit altered flower color (from blue 

to pink) as a result of loss of delphinidin and 

residual pigmentation from cyanidin or pelargo-

nidin  [50] . 

 Geraniol 10-hydroxylase (CYP76B6) from 

 Catharanthus roseus  is a key regulatory 

enzyme in the synthesis of the terpene indole 

alkaloid vindoline  [51] . Alkaloids such as vin-

cristine and vinblastine (derived from vindo-

line) are used in modern medicine as 

anti-neoplastic agents (Fig.  3 ). 

 In recent years, a range of cytochrome P450 

enzymes involved in cyclic terpene hydroxyla-

tion has been characterized at the molecular 

level. These include monoterpene hydroxylases 

involved in the biosynthesis of essential oils in 

commercial mint  [52] , a sesquiterpene hydrox-

ylase performing successive hydroxylations of 

5- epi -aristolochene in the biosynthesis of the 

tobacco phytoalexin capsidiol  [53] , diterpene 

hydroxylases involved in the formation of taxol 

 [54,   55] , and triterpene hydroxylases involved 

in the biosynthesis of saponins  [56]  and brassi-

nosteroids  [57] . 

 Lutein, the most abundant carotenoid in 

photosynthetic tissues, is produced via hydrox-

ylation of the  e -ring of zeionoxanthin catalyzed 

by CYP97C1  [58] . CYP707A1 and CYP707A2 

are critical for the control of seed dormancy and 

germination in Arabidopsis by hydroxylating 

abscisic acid at the C-8’ position for catabolism 

of this carotenoid-related phytohormone  [59] . 

 DIMBOA (2,4-dihydroxy-7-methoxy-1,4-

benzoxazin-3-one) is a cyclic hydroxamic acid 

produced by members of the Gramineae as a 

defense against herbivores or microbial 

pathogens  [60] . Maize CYP71C1 catalyzes the 

hydroxylation of indolin-2-one at the 3-position 

to form the precursor molecule for DIMBOA 

biosynthesis  [61] . Transposon-tagged mutations 

( Bx3::Mu ) in  CYP71C1  suppress the production 

of DIMBOA and make maize plants more suscep-

tible to pathogens  [61] .  

  Epoxidation Reactions of P450 

Monooxygenases 

 Oxylipins are biologically active signaling 

compounds of structural diversity generated by 

the coordinated action of lipases, lipoxygenases 

and P450s specialized in the metabolism of 

hydroperoxy fatty acids. CYP74A, CYP74B, 

and CYP74C catalyze epoxidation of the 9- 

and/or 13-hydroperoxides of linoleic and lino-

lenic acid  [62,   63] . CYP74C displays specificity 

toward 9-hydroperoxy fatty acid derivatives 

 [62]  while CYP74A and CYP74B are more 

selective for 13-hydroperoxy derivatives lead-

ing to the synthesis of the wound signal jas-

monic acid (JA)  [63] . Knock-out mutation in 

the  CYP74A  gene of Arabidopsis causes male 

sterility and impaired wound signal transduc-

tion due to suppression of JA production  [64] . 

 Hairy root cultures of  Catharanthus roseus  

can synthesize tabersonine, a precursor of vin-

doline  [65] . Methyl jasmonate induces the tab-

ersonine 6,7-epoxidase P450 that converts 

tabersonine into lochnericine  [65] . 

 CYP714D1 (a catabolic enzyme) catalyzes 

16 a ,17-epoxidation of non-13-hydroxylated 

gibberellins, and over-expression of this gene in 

 Oryza sativa  leads to a dwarf phenotype due to 

gibberellin deficiency  [66] .  

  Non-oxygenation Reactions Catalyzed by P450s 

 In isoquinoline alkaloid biosyntheses, several 

unique P450 reactions have been reported, such 

as methylenedioxy bridge formation, intramo-

lecular C–C phenol-coupling and intermolecular 

C–O phenol-coupling reactions. Salutaridine 
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6 synthase, involved in the conversion of ( R )-

reticuline to salutaridine during the formation 

of morphine (Fig.  3 ), is a cytochrome P450 that 

catalyzes an intramolecular phenol-coupling 

reaction that does not involve incorporation of 

oxygen into the substrate  [67] . Recently, heter-

ologous expression in yeast has indicated that 

CYP80G2 from  Coptis japonica  likewise exhib-

its intramolecular C–C phenol-coupling activity 

to produce ( S )-corytuberine (aporphine-type 

alkaloid) from ( S )-reticuline (benzylisoquino-

line type)  [68] . Methylenedioxy-bridge forming 

cytochrome P450s have been described in alka-

loid  [69]  and isoflavonoid  [70]  biosynthesis.  

  Hydroxylation/Aryl Migration Catalyzed by 

P450 Monooxygenases 

 Isoflavonoids are widely produced by legumes 

and function in defense against pathogen attack 

and attraction of symbiotic microbes. An unu-

sual aryl migration reaction constitutes the first 

committed step in their biosynthesis  [71] . 

Isoflavone synthase (IFS, more correctly known 

as 2-hydroxyisoflavanone synthase) is a mem-

ber of the CYP93C family that catalyzes migra-

tion of the B-ring of the flavanones liquiritigenin 

and naringenin from C-2 to C-3 leading to the 

isoflavones daidzein and genistein (Fig.  5 ) 

respectively  [71,   72] . The reaction proceeds by 

abstraction of a hydrogen at C-3 followed by 

B-ring migration and subsequent hydroxylation 

of the resulting C-2 radical; dehydration with 

loss of the C-2 hydroxyl to yield isoflavone 

occurs enzymatically  in vivo  and non-enzymati-

cally  in vitro . The enzyme is stereo-selective 

and recognizes only 2 S -flavanones as substrates. 

Down-regulation of IFS in soybean hairy roots 

compromises defense against  Fusarium solani  f. 

sp.  glycinea  by suppressing accumulation of the 

glyceollins, daidzein-derived phytoalexins  [73] . 

 Isoflavones are not limited to the Legu-

minosae. For example, sugarbeet (Chenop-

odiaceae) produces isoflavones in response to 

pathogen attack. Two IFS cDNAs from sugar-

beet share higher than 95% similarity to IFS1 

from soybean  [74] . 

 Phenylphenalenones are polycyclic natural 

products of the Haemodoraceae, Musaceae and 

Strelitziaceae. The biosynthetic pathway for 

8-phenylphenalenone production in the water 

hyacinth  Eichhornia crassipes  may occur via 

the formation of diarylheptanoid and 9-phenyl-

phenalenone as intermediates, and includes a 

1,2-aryl migration reaction that may follow a 

mechanism similar to that of IFS  [75] . However, 

no P450 enzyme able to catalyze this reaction 

has been reported to date.  

  2-Oxoglutarate-Dependent Dioxygenases 

(2-ODDs) 

 Plant 2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases 

(2-ODDs) are cytosolic, non-heme iron-con-

taining enzymes that utilize an oxoacid to oxi-

dize a target metabolite. Ascorbate is required 

 in   vitro,  probably to maintain the iron moiety in 

the reduced form (Fe 2+ ). 2-ODD enzymes are 

involved in the biosynthesis of some amino 

acids, hormones, signaling molecules, and a 

large number of secondary metabolites  [76] . 

 Flavanone 3 b -hydroxylase (F3H) converts 

the basic flavonoid skeleton flavanone to dihy-

droflavonol through hydroxylation at the 3-posi-

tion  [77] , a critical early step in anthocyanin 

flower pigment biosynthesis. Flavonol synthase 

(FLS) is a 2-ODD that catalyzes the formation 

of a double bond between C-2 and C-3 in dihy-

droflavonols  [78] . Flavonol 6-hydroxylase 

(F6H) is also a 2-ODD  [79] . 

 Anthocyanidin synthase (ANS), the key 

enzyme in the biosynthesis of anthocyanins, cat-

alyzes oxidation of leucoanthocyanidin (flavan-

3,4-diol) to a 2-flaven-3,4-diol that spontaneously 

isomerizes to 3-flaven-2,3-diol (anthocyanidin) 

(Fig.  5 ). This is subsequently glycosylated at 

C-3, transported to the vacuole, and finally con-

verted to the colored flavilium cation at the acidic 
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pH of the vacuole  [77] . The first biochemical 

evidence for ANS being a 2-ODD came from 

studies with the recombinant enzyme from 

 Perilla   [80] . A catalytic mechanism has been 

proposed in which ANS promotes hydroxylation 

at C-3 as the initial step in anthocyanidin biosyn-

thesis, and this is supported by structural data for 

ANS from Arabidopsis  [81] . 

 Hyoscyamine 6  b  -hydroxylase (H6 b H) is a 

2-ODD enzyme that catalyzes a critical step 

in the biosynthesis of the tropane alkaloid 

scopolamine (Fig.  3 ) in members of the 

Solanaceae  [82] .  

  Reductases 

 Several NADPH-dependent reductase enzymes 

play key roles in the biosynthesis of flavonoids. 

Isoflavone reductase (IFR), which is a member 

of the Reductase-Epimerase-Dehydrogenase 

(RED) family of proteins, catalyzes the stere-

ospecific reduction of isoflavone to the corre-

sponding (3 R )-isoflavanone (Fig.  6 ), a key 

reaction in the biosynthesis of antimicrobial pte-

rocarpan phytoalexins such as medicarpin in 

legumes. IFR from alfalfa catalyzes formation 

of (3 R )-vestitone from 2’-hydroxyformononetin 

for the biosynthesis of medicarpin  [83] . The IFR 

from soybean has activity toward 2’-hydroxy-

daidzein, 2’-hydroxyformononetin, and 2’-hydrox-

ygenistein  [84]  while the IFRs from pea and 

chickpea recognize 7,2’-dihydroxy-4’,5’-meth-

ylenedioxyisoflavone and 2’-hydroxyformonon-

etin, respectively  [85,   86] .

 IFRs belong to a large protein family that 

includes IFR-like proteins from non-legume 

plants. IFR-like proteins have high sequence 

identity to legume IFRs, but the functions of 

many are still unclear. Some clearly catalyze 

reduction reactions in pathways other than iso-

flavonoid biosynthesis. For example, pinoresi-

nol-lariciresinol reductase and phenylcoumaran 

benzylic ether reductase are IFR-like proteins 

involved in the formation of lignans in  Forsythia 

intermedia  and  Pinus taeda , respectively  [87, 

  88] , and it is thought that pinoresinol reductases 

may represent the progenitors of the IFRs. 

 Dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR) is 

involved in the biosynthesis of anthocyanins and 

proanthocyanidins (PAs). DFRs catalyze the 

stereospecific reduction of (2 R ,3 R )-dihydrofla-

vonols to (2 R ,3 R ,4 S )-leucoanthocyanidins  [77]  

(Fig.  5 ). Petunia possesses three different  DFR  

genes ( dfrA-C ), but only  dfrA  is transcribed in 

floral tissues. DFR-A does not accept dihy-

drokaempferol, the precursor for the synthesis of 

pelar-gonidin-type anthocyanins. Consequently, 

no orange-colored petunia flowers are found in 

nature  [89] . Dihydroquercetin and dihydromyrice-

tin are also substrates for DFRs and provide leu-

cocyanidin and leucodelphinidin, respectively. 

 Leucoanthocyanidin reductase (LAR), which 

is related to the isoflavone reductase group of 

plant enzymes, catalyzes the reduction of leu-

coanthocyanidins to (+)-afzelechin, (+)-cate-

chin, and (+)-gallocatechin, building blocks for 

PA biosynthesis  [77]  (Fig.  5 ). The above cate-

chin series of flavan-3-ols possess 2,3- trans  

stereochemistry. The corresponding ( epi )-cate-

chin series with 2,3- cis  stereochemistry is 

formed by a different mechanism involving an 

unrelated reductase (ANR) that acts at the level 

of anthocyanidin  [90]  (Fig.  5 ). 

 Reduction of a coenzyme a ester to the cor-

responding aldehyde, catalyzed by cinnamoyl 

CoA reductases (CCRs), is an important reac-

tion in lignin biosynthesis (Fig.  5 ). Plants con-

tain small  CCR  gene families  [91]  encoding 

enzymes with differences in overall specificity 

for monolignol precursors with different aro-

matic ring substitution patterns.  

  Glycosyltransferases 

 Among the reactions for the modification of 

secondary metabolite scaffolds, glycosylation 

plays a particularly important role in plants, 

contributing to the biosynthesis and storage of 
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6 secondary metabolites, regulation of hormone 

homeostasis, detoxification of xenobiotics, 

enhancement of a molecules’ solubility, and 

plant defense  [92] . Glycosyltransferases of 

small molecules (UGTs) catalyze the transfer 

of sugar residues from uridine diphosphate 

sugars to an acceptor. The sugar moiety can be 

transferred to oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur atoms 

of different classes of natural products  [92] . 

UGTs comprise a superfamily of enzymes ubiq-

uitous in living organisms (  http://afmb.cnrsmrs.

fr/CAZY/fam/acc_GT.html    ), the number of which 

in the plant kingdom is likely comparable to 

that of the cytochrome P450 enzymes. 

 The most common reaction catalyzed by 

UGTs is the transfer of sugar residues to oxygen 

atoms. Several plant UGT crystal structures 

have been reported in the literature, all for 

 O- glucosyltransferases  [93–  95] . Glucose is the 

commonest sugar attached to plant secondary 

metabolites, although galactose, glucuronic 

acid and other “common” monosaccharides are 

also found; this contrasts to the situation in 

prokaryotes, where more “exotic” sugars are 

often found attached to secondary metabolites 

(e.g. in antibiotics). 

 Eight recombinant  Medicago truncatula  

UGTs display  O -glycosyltransferase activity 

toward (iso)flavonoids at different positions 

 [96] . Recombinant UGT85H2 prefers flavonols 

whereas the substrate specificity of UGT78G1 

is higher for isoflavones  [95,   96] . UGT78G1 is 

regioselective, catalyzing  O -glycosylation at 

C-7 unless the flavonoid has a hydroxyl group 

at the C-3 position (see labeling of naringenin 

in Fig.  5 ), in which case this position is pre-

ferred. UGT78G1 is also able to operate in the 

reverse direction, deglycosylating (iso)flavo-

noid glucoderivatives in the presence of urid-

ine diphosphate  [96] . Similar to grapevine 

 Vv GT1  [94] , UGT78G1 recognizes anthocyani-

dins as substrates  [96] . Snapdragon 4’CGT 

converts chalcone to its 4’- O -glucoside deriva-

tive, an intermediate in the synthesis of yellow 

aurone flower pigments  [97] . 

 Three glucoyltransferases involved in the 

biosynthesis of the sweet diterpene glucosides 

of  Stevia rebaudiana   [98]  and two involved in 

formation of triterpene saponins in  Medicago 

truncatula   [99] , have been identified through 

genomic approaches. Whereas glycosylation 

often inactivates or targets plant natural prod-

ucts for storage, it is important for biological 

activity in the case of the triterpene saponins. 

 Arabidopsis UGT84B1 catalyzes the 

 O -glycosylation of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), 

and over-expression of  UGT84B1  leads to 

altered root phenotypes as a consequence of 

free IAA depletion  [100] . UGT73C5 from 

Arabidopsis catalyzes the 23- O -glucosylation 

of brassinolide and castasterone, two plant 

steroid hormones. Brassinosteroid accumula-

tion is dramatically reduced in transgenic 

plants over-expressing UGT73C5, and the 

phenotype is consistent with the deprivation of 

free steroid hormones  [101] . UGT76C1 and 

UGT76C2 from  Arabidopsis thaliana  both 

exhibit activity toward cytokinins  [102] . Plants 

over-expressing  UGT76C1  show increased 

accumulation of  trans -zeatin 7- N -glucoside 

when supplemented with  trans -zeatin  [102] . 

Structural studies have recently revealed 

mechanisms controlling  N - as compared to 

 O -glucosylation in UGT72B1, a bifunctional 

N-/O-glucosyltransferase from Arabidopsis 

active in xenobiotic detoxification  [103] . 

 An  S -GT from  Brassica napus  was the first 

thiohydroximate  S -glycosyltransferase of the 

glucosinolate pathway to be partially character-

ized  in vitro   [104] . T-DNA insertions in the cor-

responding gene in Arabidopsis (UGT74B1) 

cause low levels of glucosinolates, leaf vein 

chlorosis, and impaired auxin metabolism  [105] . 

 Despite interest in the anti-microbial and 

anti-insect activities of flavonoid  C -glycosides 

(e.g. from maize), and the potential therapeutic 

value of isoflavone  C -glycosides such as genis-

tein 8- C -glucoside (Fig.  6 ) or puerarin from 

 Pueraria lobata , no plant gene encoding a 

 C -glycosyltransferase has yet been cloned.  
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  Methyltransferases 

  O- Methyltransferases (OMTs) catalyze the 

transfer of a methyl group from S-adenosyl-

L-methionine (SAM) to oxygen atoms of 

hydroxyl groups on an acceptor molecule to 

yield the methyl ether derivative (Figs.  5  and 

 6 ). OMTs are regio- and stereo-selective and 

can collectively mono- or poly-methylate a 

great number of plant natural products  [106] . 

Methylation of flavonoids alters their solubil-

ity and intracellular compartmentalization, 

and can increase their antimicrobial activity 

 [107] . 

 Small molecule OMT enzymes from plants 

are classified in two distinct groups. Group I 

OMTs have molecular weights in the range of 

38–43 KDa and target many acceptors such as 

flavonoids, phenylpropanoids, alkaloids, and 

coumarins. Group II OMTs are of lower molec-

ular weight (23–27 KDa) and are dependent on 

Mg 2+  for activity  [108] . 

  O- Methylation at C-3 of the isoflavonoid 

derivative 6a-hydroxymaackiain by PsHMM 

(group I) is the final step in the production of 

the phytoalexin pisatin in  Pisum sativum ; the 

non-methylated precursor lacks antimicrobial 

activity  [109] . Caffeic acid 3- O -methyltrans-

ferase (group I) and caffeoyl CoA 3- O -methyl-

transferase (group II) (Fig.  5 ) play important 

roles in lignin biosynthesis  [110] . Group II 

OMTs from cell suspension cultures of meadow 

rue are involved in the biosynthesis of the iso-

quinoline alkaloid beberine (Fig.  3 ). The recom-

binant enzymes OMT II 1.1, OMT II 2.2, OMT 

II 3.3, and OMT II 4.4 also recognize a range of 

phenylpropanoids and catechols with different 

specificities  [111] . OMT II 1.1, but not OMT II 

4.4 is active toward the isoquinoline alkaloid 

( R,S )-norcoclaurine, and these enzymes only 

differ from each other at amino acid residue 21 

(Tyr in the former and Cys in the latter)  [111] . 

 Putrescine  N -methyltransferase (PMT) cat-

alyzes the first committed step in TPA and 

nicotine biosynthesis, the   SAM-dependent 

methylation of putrescine (Fig.  3 ). The enzyme 

has a high similarity to mammalian and plant 

spermidine synthase (SPDS), from which it is 

assumed to have evolved. SPDS uses a slightly 

different co-substrate, decarboxylated SAM 

(dcSAM), but can also accept putrescine as 

substrate  [18] . PMT is expressed primarily 

in roots, but has also been detected in 

young potato tuber sprouts and wounded 

leaves of tobacco  [112] . SAM-dependent 

 N- methyltransferases play a key role in caffeine 

biosynthesis, where three steps of methylation 

of nitrogen atoms take place.  

  Sulfo- and Aromatic Prenyl-Transferases 

 Sulfate transfer to flavonoids and glucosinolate 

precursors is catalyzed by a small family of 

soluble sulfotransferases (STs) that use 3’-phos-

phoadenosine 5’-phosphosulfate (PAPS) as sul-

fate donor (Fig.  5 ). Sulfated flavonols may play 

a role in the transport of auxins  [113] . Four 

position-specific flavonol STs are found in 

plants of the genus  Flaveria,  with preferences 

for the 3-position of the flavonoid aglycone, the 

3’ and 4’-positions of 3-sulfate derivatives, and 

the 7-position of 3,3’- or 3,4’-disulfate deriva-

tives  [113]  (Fig.  5 ). 

 Aromatic prenyltransferases (PTs) utilize 

allyl diphosphate for the prenylation of aro-

matic compounds in a process dependent on 

divalent cations (Mg 2+  or Mn 2+ ). The UbiA 

family includes PTs that catalyze the prenyla-

tion of 4-hydroxybenzoate as a key step in the 

formation of ubiquinone (UQ), an electron car-

rier in the respiratory chain  [114] . UbiA PTs 

exhibit a broad substrate specificity accepting 

prenyl pyrophosphates of different chain 

lengths originating from UQ6 in  Saccharomyces 

cerevisae  to UQ10 in tobacco. The  AtPP1  gene 

from Arabidopsis encodes a 4-hydroxyben-

zoate polyprenyl diphosphate transferase 

(4-HPT) and its expression in a yeast mutant 

lacking 4-HPT activity restores ubiquinone 
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6 synthesis as well as the cells’ respiratory abil-

ity  [114] . Disruption of the  AtPP1  gene through 

T-DNA insertion compromises the early stage 

of Arabidopsis embryo development  [114] . PTs 

from soil bacteria also target small aromatic 

molecules catalyzing the production of antibi-

otic compounds. However, these bacterial PTs 

lack the prenyl diphosphate binding motif 

(N/D)DXXD characteristic of aromatic PTs 

from the UBiA family  [115] . 

 Prenylated (iso)flavonoids are relatively 

common antimicrobial compounds in plants 

(e.g. in fruits of Osage orange [ Maclura pomif-

era ] and roots of white lupin) (see wighteone in 

Fig.  6 ). The first characterization of a plant fla-

vonoid PT at the molecular level was recently 

reported; naringenin 8-prenyltransferase from 

 Sophora flavescens  is related to the homoge-

ntisate PTs involved in the formation of toco-

pherols and tocotrienols  [116] .  

  Acyltransferases 

 Acylation of oxygen or nitrogen atoms to gen-

erate esters and amides, respectively, is a com-

mon reaction for natural product scaffold 

modification. Members of the large BAHD 

family of acyltransferases utilize CoA thioesters 

as a source of the acyl group. The term BAHD 

comes from the initials of the first four plant 

acyltransferases biochemically characterized 

( B EAT,  A HCT,  H CBT, and  D AT)  [117] . 

Benzylalcohol  O -acetyltransferase (BEAT) is 

responsible for the production of the floral vola-

tile benzylacetate in  Clarkia breweri , whereas 

deacetylvindoline 4- O -acetyltransferase (DAT) 

participates in the last step in the biosyn-

thesis of vindoline in  Catharanthus roseus . 

 N -hydroxycinnamoyl/benzoyltransferase 

(HCBT) acts in the production of anthramide 

phytoalexins in  Dianthus caryophyllus , and 

anthocyanin  O -hydroxycinnamoyltransferase 

(AHCT) is responsible for the 5- O -acylation of 

anthocyanins in  Gentiana triflora   [117] . Other 

BAHD acyltransferases include CmAAT4 from 

 Charentais melon  that catalyzes the formation 

of volatile medium-chain aliphatic esters, HMT/

HLT, a tigloyltransferase crucial for the biosyn-

thesis of quinolizidine alkaloids in  Lupinus 

albus   [117] , and MtMat1–3, which catalyze the 

malonylation of the sugar residue on isoflavone 

7- O -glucosides in  Medicago truncatula   [118]  

(Fig.  6 ). 

 Plants also possess various serine carbox-

ypeptidase-like (SCPL) enzymes that function 

as acyltransferases  [119] . In contrast to BAHD 

family acyltransferases, SCPL enzymes use 

1- O - b -acyl acetals (most frequently the 1- O - b -

ester of glucose) as the acyl donor. True serine 

carboxypeptidases are exclusively hydrolytic, 

and the discovery of serine carboxypeptidase-

like enzymes with acyltransferase features 

brought a new perspective to gene annotation in 

plant secondary metabolism  [120,   121] . 

Isolation of a cDNA encoding an SCPL protein 

responsible for the synthesis of glucose polyes-

ters has been reported  [120] . These compounds 

are produced in trichomes of  Lycopersicon pen-

nellii  and  Solanum berthaultii  as a defense 

against insect attack. An SCPL enzyme respon-

sible for the formation of UV-protecting 

sinapoyl malate in leaves of the Brassicaceae 

has also been described  [121] .   

  The Challenge of Predicting Enzyme 
Function in Plant Secondary Metabolism  

 The functional annotation of members of gene 

families involved in modification of secondary 

metabolite scaffolds is often challenging, and 

amino acid sequence identity by itself may be 

misleading for prediction of enzyme function. 

For example, although  Medicago truncatula  

UGT71G1 clusters phylogenetically with 

UGT71C1 or UGT71C4 from  Arabidopsis 

thaliana  (enzymes known to glycosylate ben-

zoic acid derivatives), recombinant UGT71G1 
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does not display activity toward benzoic acid 

 [96] . Despite the high activity of recombinant 

UGT71G1 against quercetin, with all hydroxyl 

groups on the molecule being glycosylated, 

and much lower  in vitro  activity toward triter-

penes, UGT71C1 is believed to catalyze the 

glycosylation of triterpenes  in vivo  based on 

correlated transcript and metabolite induction 

patterns, which seem to rule out an  in vivo  role 

in quercetin glycosylation  [96,   99] . Difficulties 

associated with gene annotation have been 

widely discussed for methyltransferases, and 

the overlapping substrate specificities that are 

co-expressed in the same cell types becomes 

an additional issue  [111,   122] . The existence 

of serine carboxypeptidases with acyl transfer 

but not hydrolytic properties, isoflavone 

reductase-like proteins in plants that do not 

synthesize isoflavonoids, and strictisodine 

synthase-like genes in Arabidopsis, clearly 

demonstrate that similarities in amino acid 

sequence  per se  are not enough for determina-

tion of protein function. Studies integrating 

spatially and temporally resolved metabolome 

and transcriptome analysis, together with loss 

of function genetic analysis using insertion/

deletion mutants or transgenic plants (anti-

sense or RNAi lines), will be crucial for eluci-

dating the individual roles of these enzymes  in 

vivo . Gain of function analyses alone may be 

confusing for enzymes with promiscuous  in 

vitro  substrate preferences.      
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  Abstract          This chapter highlights the major 

strategies used to identify the genes of plant 

 natural product biosynthetic pathways. One or 

two key examples that illustrate these strategies 

are provided. A wide range of enzyme classes 

have been identified using the approaches 

described in this review including P450 

enzymes, terpene systhases, and glycosyltrans-

ferases. The advantages and disadvantages of 

each approach is discussed.

  Introduction 

 Plants produce some of the most important 

natural products used in medicine (Fig.  1 ). Plant-

derived compounds have been used as power-

ful pharmaceuticals throughout the course of 

human history. For example, opium poppy 

has been used since neolithic times  [1] ; aspi-

rin, synthesized by acetylation of salicyclic 

acid from willow bark, was discovered in the 

late nineteenth century  [2] ; and the powerful 

chemotherapy agent taxol, used in the treatment 

of advanced breast cancer, was discovered from 

the yew tree in the mid-twentieth century  [3] .

 The study of microbe derived natural prod-

ucts underwent a revolution in the 1980s as 

genetic strategies allowed the rapid discovery 

of the genes that encode natural product biosyn-

thetic pathways  [4] . This genetic information 

allows a detailed understanding of the chemical 

and biochemical mechanisms that Nature uses 

to construct complex molecules. Microbial met-

abolic pathways can now be reengineered at the 

genetic level to produce higher levels of natural 

products, or novel natural product derivatives 

with improved medicinal properties  [5] . 

 Analogously, if the biosynthetic enzymes 

leading to plant derived natural products are 

cloned, we can begin to understand how plants 

construct complex molecules  [6] . Furthermore, 

genetic information is crucial for metabolic 

engineering efforts to increase the production 

levels of these compounds. For example, 

expression of plant biosynthetic pathways in 

fast growing organisms such as  Escherichia 

coli  or  Saccharomyces cerevisiae  could be 

explored, as it has been successfully achieved 

for several plant derived flavonoid  [7]  and ter-

penoid natural products  [8] . Additionally, many 

plant biosynthetic pathways are highly branched, 

leading to the formation of “side products” that 

lack the desired bioactivity of the target natural 

product. If the enzymes at the branch points 

responsible for side product biosynthesis are 

cloned, they could be downregulated and pro-

duction of the desired products in plants could 

be improved  [9] . Alternatively, genes encoding 
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biosynthesis of the desired product could be 

overexpressed  [10] . Additionally, isolation of 

compounds from natural sources provides lim-

ited opportunities to modify their chemical and 

biological properties. Cloning the enzymes that 

catalyze natural product biosynthesis may allow 

reprogramming of the biosynthetic pathway to 

produce new unnatural products with improved 

pharmaceutical activities  [11] . Finally, the 

expression levels of biosynthetic genes, and 

the levels of the corresponding natural products, 

are controlled by transcription factor proteins, 

which interact with the promoter regions of tar-

get genes and modulate the rate of mRNA pro-

duction. If the transcription factors that control 

expression of biosynthetic genes are identified, 

then these proteins could be used to upregulate 

biosynthetic gene expression and natural prod-

uct production levels  [12] . 

 Although plants produce a large fraction of 

known natural products, the number of plant 

pathways that have been elucidated pales in 

comparison to the number of well-characterized 

microbial pathways  [13] . Elucidating the genes 

of a plant pathway is a task fraught with signifi-

cant challenges, and the genetic tools that have 

  Fig. 1    Plant natural products. A selection of representative plant derived natural products that have important 

pharmaceutical activities       

  Fig. 2    Challenges of plants. Several challenges are encountered in plant genetics that have made pathway 

elucidation more difficult than pathway elucidation in microbes       
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unlocked the biosynthesis of countless bacterial 

and fungal natural products are not easily 

applied to plants. In contrast to microbes, the 

genes of plant pathways – with few exceptions 

-  [14]  are not clustered on the genome, so each 

gene of a plant pathway must be discovered 

individually (Fig.  2 ). Additionally, the genome 

sizes of medicinal plants are much larger 

(>1,000 Mbp) than the typical natural product 

producing bacteria ( ~ 8 Mbp), which makes 

finding and screening putative biosynthetic 

genes a daunting undertaking  [15] . Direct puri-

fication of plant enzymes is complicated by low 

levels of protein expression, the presence of 

phenolic compounds and proteases that readily 

inactivate enzyme activity and the frequent 

requirement of accessory proteins or cofactors 

for catalysis. Finally, plants are slow growing, 

and the process of genetic transformation and 

subsequent selection is time-consuming. 

Although spectacular successes have been 

achieved in elucidating plant pathways, the 

challenges of plant biology have hindered the 

study of plant secondary metabolism (Fig.  2 ).

 This review provides an overview of the 

major strategies used to identify the genes that 

comprise plant natural product biosynthetic path-

ways. One or two key examples that illustrate 

these strategies are provided though many more 

examples are available for most of the techniques 

outlined. A range of enzyme classes been identi-

fied using the approaches described in this review 

including P450 enzymes  [16] , terpene synthases 

 [17] , and glycosyltransferases  [18] . Notably, 

many of the strategies for gene identification 

described below require prior knowledge of the 

biochemical transformation that the correspond-

ing gene product catalyzes. This chemical knowl-

edge can allow prediction of the enzyme class so 

that the gene can be identified in homology based 

cloning strategies. Additionally, the biochemical 

reaction must be known for design of enzymatic 

assay for  in vitro  enzymology. The biochemistry 

is typically elucidated by feeding isotopically 

labeled precursors to the plant or plant culture 

and mapping the placement of the isotopes within 

the final natural product. Additionally, isolation 

of biosynthetic intermediates as well as biomi-

metic synthetic chemistry provides insights into 

the chemical transformation that occur.  

  Methods of Pathway Elucidation in Plants  

  Traditional Biochemical Approaches 

 Countless plant biosynthetic enzymes have been 

identified using a classical approach (Fig.  3 ). The 

desired enzyme is purified from a crude plant or 

  Fig. 3    Classical purification approaches. In this strategy, the desired enzyme is purified by traditional biochemical 

chromatography, and protein sequence information is used to isolate the desired gene from plant cDNA       
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7 plant cell culture lysate by traditional protein 

chromatography. The enzyme is typically moni-

tored throughout the purification procedure by 

an  in vitro  enzymatic assay. Once a homogenous 

preparation of enzyme is prepared, amino acid 

sequences are obtained by subjecting the protein, 

or tryptic fragments of the protein, to N-terminal 

sequencing or mass spectrometry. Oligonucleotide 

primers that correspond to the identified regions 

of protein sequence are designed, and these prim-

ers are used to identify the gene encoding the 

desired enzyme in a cDNA library. Usually, the 

identified gene is then expressed in a heterolo-

gous expression system and assayed  in vitro  to 

confirm that the gene encodes the enzyme hav-

ing the expected function.

  Example 

 The berberine bridge enzyme utilized in tet-

rahydroisoquinoline alkaloid pathways was 

cloned by this method  [19] . This enzyme was 

purified from elicited  Eschscholzia californica  

cell suspension cultures in six to seven steps, 

where approximately 10 µg of pure protein was 

obtained from 700 mg of crude protein. The 

purified protein was digested with trypsin and 

the resulting peptides were subjected to 

N-terminal sequencing. An oligonucleotide 

primer based on one of these amino acid sequ-

ences was shown to hybridize to a clone from 

an  E. californica  cDNA library. This clone was 

sequenced and shown to encode the amino acid 

sequences observed by N-terminal sequencing 

of the purified protein. The clone was then het-

erologously expressed in  S. cerevisea  and was 

shown to catalyze the expected biochemical 

activity – formation of ( S )-reticuline to 

(S)-scoulerine – as evidenced by a number of 

spectroscopic characterizations. 

 Notably, natural product biosynthesis is often 

localized to one cell type of the plant. This com-

partmentalization can be exploited to obtain cell 

lysates that are highly enriched in the cell type 

harboring the enzyme of interest. For example, 

many of the enzymes involved in vinblastine 

biosynthesis are localized to the epidermal layer 

of  Catharanthus roseus   [20] . By selectively 

harves-ting the epidermal cells of  C. roseus  

leaves using an abrasion technique, a highly 

enriched fraction of 16-hydroxytabersonine- O -

methyltransferase could be purified in just three 

chromatographic steps  [21] .  

  Scope and Limitations 

 This classical cloning strategy has proven to be 

successful in many cases, but it is time-consum-

ing and laborious. Purification of a native enzyme 

to homogeneity is difficult, and any undesired 

contaminant protein can be mistakenly subjected 

to sequencing. Cloning efforts from plant mate-

rial expressing low levels of the desired enzyme 

are often unsuccessful. Plant tissues that are 

known to be enriched in the desired activity pro-

vide the best results. Furthermore, the enzymatic 

activity must be maintained  in vitro  as the desired 

enzyme is diluted and purified. If accessory pro-

teins or cofactors are required for stability or 

functional activity, the purified protein will 

become inactive as it is isolated from the crude 

cell extract. A robust  in vitro  assay with correct 

substrates is also required, and this may not be 

possible if the substrates are unavailable or if the 

enzymatic products are unstable. 

 An additional limitation applies to  in vitro  

enzyme assays described here and in all subse-

quent sections. Results of  in vitro  assays often 

contradict results obtained in  in vivo  studies. 

For example, although transcript and metabolite 

profiling indicated that a glycosyltransferase 

from  Medicago truncatula  is involved in the 

biosynthesis of triterpene saponins, this enzyme 

glycosylated certain phenolic compounds with 

higher efficiency than triterpenes  in vitro   [22] .   

  Homology-Based Screens 

 Enzymes within a given class often have highly 

conserved regions in the protein sequence. 
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Oligonucleotide primers complementary to these 

consensus sequences can be designed. These 

primers can be used to amplify the genes having 

the corresponding consensus sequence from 

cDNA libraries by polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) (Fig.  4 ). This method, known as homology 

based cloning, has been widely used to elucidate 

genes of biosynthetic pathways. P450 enzymes, 

glycosyltransferases, acetyltransferases, and pre-

nyl transferases have all been successfully cloned 

from plant genetic material using primers 

designed to recognize the known consensus 

sequences of these enzyme classes.

  Example 

 A cDNA clone encoding a taxane 2a- O -

benzoyltransferase that catalyzes a late-

stage acylation step in the taxol biosynthetic 

pathway was isolated from  Taxus cuspidata  

by employing a homology-based PCR clon-

ing strategy  [23] . After generating oligonucle-

otide primers specific for acyltransferases, 

several gene fragments were amplified by 

PCR and these fragments were used to 

screen a cDNA library constructed from 

mRNA isolated from induced  Taxus  cells. 

Several full-length acyltransferases were 

obtained and each was individually expressed 

in  E. coli  and assayed for function  in vitro . 

These assays indicated that one of these genes 

encoded an enzyme having taxane 2a- O -ben-

zoyltransferase activity. 

 P450 enzymes, which catalyze a wide range of 

oxidative transformations in many plant biosyn-

thetic pathways, contain highly conserved regions 

that can be used to identify the corresponding 

genes from a library of clones  [24] . For example, 

the P450 enzyme ( S )- N -methylcoclaurine-3’-

hydroxylase of tetrahydroisoquinoline alkaloid 

biosynthesis was cloned from  E. californica  

cDNA using a primer based on a P450 consensus 

sequence  [25] . Notably, membrane bound P450 

enzymes are usually present in plant cell cultures 

in very low quantities. Consequently, purified 

preparation of these enzymes are not readily 

obtained, so biochemical purification approaches 

(Section 2.1) are often not possible with enzymes 

of this class  [26] . Homology based cloning strate-

gies, which circumvent the native purification 

process, have therefore been particularly crucial 

for discovery of new P450 enzymes involved in 

plant biosynthetic pathways.  

  Scope and Limitations 

 Homology-based cloning is limited to enzymes 

with a known conserved sequence. If no consensus 

  Fig. 4    Homology based cloning. Conserved regions of known enzyme classes are used to design oligonu-

cleotide primers, which are used to isolate the desired gene from plant cDNA       
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7 sequence for the enzyme has been reported – as 

is the case for rare or novel enzymes – homol-

ogy based cloning strategies cannot be used. 

Moreover, the biochemistry of the biosynthetic 

pathway must be sufficiently well understood to 

hypothesize which classes of enzyme are 

involved in the biosynthetic transformations. 

Additionally, certain enzyme classes, such as 

P450s, are ubiquitous and homology cloning 

can lead to the amplification of many genes. 

Therefore, the gene encoding the desired bio-

synthetic activity must be identified out of many 

that are cloned. Again, the quality of the plant 

material from which the mRNA is harvested is 

critical to ensure that the desired enzyme is 

present in high quantities in the library. The 

enzyme function and specific substrate trans-

formation also need to be validated after isola-

tion of the gene, either by  in vitro  enzyme assay, 

or by knockdown of the gene in the producing 

plant (see Section 2.6).   

  Functional Genomic Approach 

 As DNA sequencing technology has improved, 

numerous cDNA libraries can be sequenced 

within a relatively short time frame. The 

sequence information collected from the plant 

derived cDNA can then be compared to a gene 

database. If homologous genes have been func-

tionally characterized, then a prediction about 

the biochemical function of the newly sequenced 

plant gene can be made. Often only short frag-

ments of DNA, termed expressed sequence tags 

(EST), are sequenced. The EST, typically about 

500 base pairs, provides enough sequence infor-

mation for a protein function to be predicted by 

homology. The fragments that appear to encode 

enzymes involved in the natural product bio-

synthetic pathway are then used to clone the full 

length genes from a cDNA library. The open 

reading frame of an isolated cDNA can then be 

overexpressed in a heterologous organism such 

as  E. coli  and the recombinant protein can be 

assayed for function. 

  Example 

 The taxol biosynthetic pathway has been partially 

elucidated by a highly successful random library 

sequencing effort  [27] . In this study, sequencing 

of 10,000 transcripts derived from an induced 

 Taxus cuspita  cell suspension culture led to the 

identification of approximately 3,500 unique 

ESTs. Sequence analysis indicated that several of 

the known genes of taxol biosynthesis were 

present in high abundance in this EST collection. 

Since many of the taxol biosynthetic steps are 

predicted to be catalyzed by P450 enzymes, the 

EST collection was searched for clones having 

homology to known P450 sequences. Nearly 100 

unique P450s were identified by this homology 

search, out of which 19 displayed homology to 

previously identified enzymes involved in the 

hydroxylation steps of the taxol biosynthetic 

pathway. Ten of these hydroxylase-like P450 

genes had never been observed in previous 

attempts to discover new taxol biosynthetic genes. 

Each of the ten full length genes was heterolo-

gously expressed in yeast. Subsequent  in vitro  

enzyme assays suggested that one of these genes 

encoded a novel taxoid 10-hydroxylase while 

another encoded a taxoid 2-hydroxylase enzyme. 

 Importantly, these genomic libraries can be 

enriched for the appropriate gene transcripts if the 

tissue or cell type from which the genetic material 

is harvested corresponds to the site of natural 

product production. For example, 25% of the 

clones in cDNA obtained exclusively from the oil 

gland secretory cell of peppermint ( Mentha  ×  pip-

erita ) appear to be involved in oil metabolism 

 [28] . In another example, mRNA for construction 

of a  C. roseus  cDNA library obtained from epi-

dermal cells resulted in a collection enriched in 

genes involved in alkaloid biosynthesis [21].  

  Scope and Limitations 

 Until recently, a major disadvantage of this 

strategy was the expense and time incurred in 

large scale sequencing efforts, but modern 
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high-throughput facilities can rapidly sequence 

thousands of clones per day. However, after the 

genetic information is obtained, strategies to 

identify the relatively small number of biosyn-

thetic genes out of the large amount of 

sequenced clones must be developed. As with 

homology based cloning (Section 2.2), predic-

tion of gene function by homology is not a use-

ful way to identify enzymes that catalyze novel 

biochemical transformations; for example, in 

the taxol study, since little is known about the 

biochemical mechanism of a ring expansion 

that occurs late in taxol biosynthesis, analysis 

of the ESTs failed to provide any insight for 

this intriguing step. As with the other methods 

outlined, plant material with high levels of sec-

ondary metabolite enzyme expression provide 

the best results.   

  Analysis of Metabolic, Proteomic and Genomic 

Networks 

 The information that is obtained from large 

scale library sequencing as described in 

Section 2.3 can be further refined by cluster-

ing gene expression levels with metabolite 

production. By comparing the appearance of 

metabolites with gene expression levels (as 

indicated by the abundance of mRNA), a met-

abolic network that correlates genes with nat-

ural product biosynthesis can be obtained. 

This correlation network introduces an addi-

tional layer of refinement when analyzing the 

ESTs for genes involved in natural product 

production; transcripts that correlate with the 

appearance of natural products are the ones 

most likely to be part of the biosynthetic path-

way  [29] . 

 Genes are randomly sequenced from the 

desired plant genetic material, and gene func-

tions are predicted by homology when possi-

ble. The desired natural product, or, as is the 

case with many plant product pathways, a 

mixture of biosynthetically related natural 

products, is simultaneously monitored by 

mass spectrometry coupled with liquid chro-

matography. Genes that are upregulated with 

the advent of metabolite appearance are pre-

sumed to be involved in the biosynthesis or 

regulation of the natural product production 

(Fig.  5 ).

  Fig. 5    Metabolic networks. Gene expression levels are correlated with the appearance of natural product 

production. This correlation provides clues as to which genes of the plant are involved in natural product 

biosynthesis       
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7   Example 

 A recent example illustrating the power of the 

genomics and metabolomics combination was 

recently demonstrated for  C. roseus , which 

produces approximately 100 biosynthetically 

related alkaloid natural products  [30] . A total 

of 178 metabolites were observed by mass 

spectrometry and nine of these metabolites 

were positively identified as alkaloid natural 

products by comparison with authentic stand-

ards. In the genomic analysis, approximately 

400 unique genes were found from  C. roseus  

mRNA. Almost 40% of these ESTs had no 

sequence homology to any genes in public 

databases, suggesting that novel enzymes are 

found within the  C. roseus  plant. Gene to 

metabolite networks were constructed from 

this information (as depicted in Fig.  5 ), mak-

ing it clear which gene sequences were corre-

lated with the appearance of natural products. 

Gene to gene networks provided information 

about groups of genes that had correlated 

expression levels. Although no conclusions 

regarding the mechanism of alkaloid biosyn-

thesis were provided at the time of this report, 

this study provided a wealth of information 

that can be used to identify new genes involved 

in this biosynthetic pathway.  

  Scope and Limitations 

 As in Section 2.3, major disadvantages of this 

strategy includes the expense and time incurred 

in all large scale sequencing efforts. Additionally, 

plant material with different production levels 

of the desired metabolites must be available, so 

that gene expression levels from plant material 

with differential metabolite levels can be com-

pared. Prediction of gene function by homology 

is not always possible, as described in previous 

sections, and the specific function of any puta-

tive biosynthetic enzyme candidates must be 

validated experimentally.   

  Subtracted cDNA Libraries 

 Genetic material from two related types of tis-

sue can be “subtracted” from one another (Fig.  6 ). 

The genes that both sets of tissue have in com-

mon are identified, and the genes unique to each 

tissue type are readily obtained  [31] . Subtractive 

hybridization techniques can be used to identify 

genes involved in plant secondary metabolism, 

provided that the appropriate plant tissue is 

available. For example, the genes in induced 

cell cultures – which produce natural products 

at high levels – can be compared with gene 

expression levels in uninduced cell cultures that 

produce low levels of natural products. Genes 

unique to the induced cell cultures will be likely 

to play a role in natural product biosynthesis 

catalysis or regulation. Additionally, different 

tissue types, such as root or leaf, often have dif-

ferent natural product production levels. 

Comparison of gene expression profiles from 

  Fig. 6    Subtracted cDNA libraries. The gene expres-

sion levels of two plant tissue types, in which one 

produces natural products while the second does 

not, are compared. Genes found exclusively in the 

natural product producing tissue are likely to be 

involved in natural product production       
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two types of tissues from the same plant can 

also be used to predict which genes might play 

important roles in the biosynthesis of a particu-

lar natural product.

  Example 

 A set of 60 cDNAs were isolated by subtractive 

hybridization of  Nicotiana tabacum  roots before 

and after removal of the flowers and young 

leaves, a process known as “topping”  [32] . 

Topping is known to increase the amount of 

nicotine and other related alkaloids in the plant. 

A number of the subtracted cDNAs that were 

unique to the topped plants corresponded to 

known alkaloid biosynthetic enzymes. The 

functions of additional cDNAs observed in the 

subtracted library were not clear and remain 

under investigation. Further study of these new 

clones may provide insights into alkaloid natu-

ral product biosynthesis in  N. tabacum . 

 A second example of subtractive hybridiza-

tion took advantage of the variation of natural 

product production in two types of  C. roseus  

tissue  [33] . In  C. roseus , roots and leaves pro-

duce a distinct spectrum of alkaloids. The leaf 

and root gene expression profiles were com-

paratively analyzed using subtractive hybridi-

zation. A total of 155 ESTs were subjected to 

homology-based classification and 16 EST 

sequences that had never been previously 

observed were obtained. Again, although new 

insights into the mechanism of the alkaloid 

pathway were not reported, functional analysis 

of these novel ESTs may provide new infor-

mation into the mechanism of this alkaloid 

biosynthesis in  C. roseus .  

  Scope and Limitations 

 This approach depends on the availability of tis-

sues that have differential natural product expres-

sion. If natural products cannot be induced by an 

elicitor, or if various tissue types of the plant do not 

have different levels of natural product expression, 

then subtractive hybridization strategies cannot be 

applied. Additionally, subtractive hybridization, as 

with homology based cloning (Section 2.2) and 

large scale screening efforts (Sections 2.3 and 2.4), 

only provides putative biosynthetic genes that must 

be subjected to additional study. Validating the 

function of candidate genes must be addressed 

before the genes can be assigned a defined role in 

the biosynthetic pathway.   

  Forward Genetics Approach: Gene Suppression 

 Methods to suppress gene expression in plants 

have become widely available. For example, 

RNA interference (RNAi) can readily down-

regulate gene expression in plants. Large scale 

RNAi screens can be used to rapidly assess the 

function of genes, provided that a fast screen or 

selection is available to interpret the phenotypes 

of the transformed lines (Fig.  7 )  [34] . Typically, 

cDNA fragments of approximately 500 bp in 

size are cloned into the appropriate vector and 

then transformed into the desired plant. These 

vector constructs can then suppress any plant 

gene that contains sequence corresponding to 

the fragment. The transformed plant material 

with a suppressed gene is then monitored for 

changes in phenotype. For example, cell cul-

tures that exhibit decreased levels of natural 

products are likely to have been transformed 

with a fragment that suppresses a gene involved 

in natural product biosynthesis. If an efficient 

way to assess the natural product production of 

the transformed lines is available, large scale 

RNAi screens can be used to identify secondary 

metabolite genes.

  Example 

 To investigate a late step in tropane alkaloid 

biosynthesis in  Hyoscyamus niger , a subtracted 
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cDNA library of leaf and root was constructed 

to enrich the library in genes specifically 

expressed in the root, the site of tropane alka-

loid biosynthesis  [35] . The biosynthetic trans-

formation of interest was predicted to be 

catalyzed by a P450 enzyme. A total of 25 

ESTs from this cDNA library showed 

sequence homology to P450s, and the genes 

corresponding to these 25 ESTs were sup-

pressed in  H. niger  using virus induced gene 

silencing. Virus-induced gene silencing 

exploits the RNA silencing pathway directed 

against invading viruses to silence host genes. 

Production of alkaloid products and alkaloid 

biosynthetic intermediates was then moni-

tored by mass spectrometry in the suppressed 

cell lines. In one transformed line, formation 

of the final alkaloid product appeared to be 

inhibited, and the penultimate biosynthetic 

intermediate, littorine, was observed in large 

quantities. Gene function was validated by 

heterologous expression of littorine synthase 

in yeast and tobacco followed by an  in vitro  

assay that validated enzymatic conversion of 

( R )-littorine to ( S )-hyoscyamine. 

 Gene silencing can also be used to validate the 

function of a specific gene. For example, the 

cDNA CaMXMT1 encodes an  N -methyltransferase 

involved in caffeine biosynthesis  [36] . After 

suppression of this gene with RNAi in  Coffea 

Arabica , caffeine biosynthesis was halted and the 

biosynthetic intermediate theobromine accumu-

lated instead. This strongly suggested that the 

enzyme that CaMXMT1 encoded the 

 N -methyltransferase enzyme that methylates theo-

bromine to yield caffeine.  

  Scope and Limitations 

 Gene silencing requires that the plant be amena-

ble to efficient transformation. Since a number 

of medicinal plants cannot be stably trans-

formed by either  Agrobacterium  or particle 

bombardment technology, this strategy is unfor-

tunately not universally applicable to the eluci-

dation of all biosynthetic pathways of natural 

products. Additionally, suppression of a large 

number of genes requires a selection or screen 

that can rapidly assess the natural product pro-

files of the transformed cell lines.  

  Forward Genetics Approach: Expression Cloning 

 In expression cloning, a high quality cDNA library 

is constructed from the species of interest  [37] . 

Plasmid DNA from this library is transformed 

  Fig. 7    Gene suppression. Gene fragments are used to silence genes in plant cell culture. If a fragment from 

a biosynthetic gene is used for silencing, then natural product production will be suppressed. The fragment 

can be used to identify the full length clone in a cDNA library       
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into a fast growing organism such as  E. coli  or 

 S. cerevisiae  for heterologous expression of the 

clones contained within the cDNA library. 

Transformed  E. coli  or  S. cerevisiae  cultures are 

then cultivated on solid media containing appro-

priate enzyme substrates to allow the detection 

of enzyme activity. If a culture that appears to 

catalyze the desired enzymatic reaction is 

detected, then the corresponding clone can be 

further analyzed by DNA sequence analysis and 

more thorough  in vitro  enzymatic assays (Fig.  8 ). 

Expression cloning can be performed in the 

absence of any knowledge of the enzyme to be 

cloned, and many different enzymes can be 

screened simultaneously, provided that efficient 

screening assays are available  [38] .

  Example 

 Expression cloning has had widespread success 

in discovery of prokaryotic enzymes  [32] , but 

relatively few examples of expression cloning 

for elucidation of plant metabolism have been 

reported. In one example, a cDNA library con-

structed from genetic material of pumpkin seed-

lings ( Cucurbita maxima  L.) was functionally 

expressed in bacteriophage  [39] . The plaques 

were screened for hybridization to a polyclonal 

antibody for GA 20-oxidase, an enzyme involved 

in the gibberellin biosynthetic pathway. This 

antibody was raised using enzyme that had been 

purified from plant material by traditional bio-

chemical chromatography. Plaques that hybrid-

ized to the antibody also catalyzed the expected 

enzymatic activity  in vitro . 

 In a second example, cDNA from  C. roseus  

was functionally expressed in yeast in an attempt 

to clone secologanin synthase, an enzyme that 

catalyzes the conversion of loganin to secolo-

ganin  [40] . Secologanin is a key precursor for 

the indole alkaloid natural products produced in 

 C. roseus . The plant cDNA was transformed 

into a strain of yeast that also overexpressed two 

alkaloid biosynthetic enzymes that convert 

secologanin into a bright, readily detectable yel-

low pigment. Yeast transformed with the cDNA 

and these two known enzymes were incubated 

with loganin and monitored for the appearance 

of a yellow color. Although no putative secolo-

ganin synthase candidate gene was obtained, the 

study demonstrated how a well-designed colori-

metric assay can be used as a high throughput 

screen for large numbers of clones.  

  Fig. 8    Expression cloning. Plant cDNA is placed into an expression plasmid and is transformed into yeast 

or bacteria. Enzyme function can be directly assayed after transformation       
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7   Scope and Limitations 

 The greatest limitation of functional cloning is 

the design of effective enzyme assays that can 

rapidly assess the function of thousands of clones. 

Unfortunately, relatively few metabolic enzymes 

yield a colored product that can be easily detected. 

Furthermore, many biosynthetic enzymes act on 

unavailable, unknown or unstable biosynthetic 

intermediates that are not suitable for an  in vitro  

enzyme assay. The plant enzymes must also be 

expressed in active form in  E. coli  or yeast for 

accurate functional assessment, and some plant 

proteins can only be functionally expressed in 

insect or plant cells, which are not amenable for 

this functional expression strategy. Finally, 

expression cloning requires exceptionally high 

quality cDNA that consists of full-length clones.   

  Forward Genetics Approach: T DNA Tagging 

 In the study of microbial natural product biosyn-

thesis, analysis of mutants that express a desired 

phenotype is a powerful method to assess gene 

function. Once the desired phenotype – such as 

a decrease in natural product production – is 

observed, the corresponding genotype is ana-

lyzed. The mutated gene is presumed to be 

important in modulating the phenotype – i.e. 

natural product production - of the organism. 

This strategy is not widely applicable to plants 

since recessive mutations, in which the pheno-

type of the mutant is not easily visualized, are 

usually obtained with most methods of generat-

ing mutations. However, activation T-DNA tag-

ging enables the dominant upregulation of genes 

and has been successfully used to rapidly gener-

ate and assess the phenotypes of plant mutants. 

In this technique, a T-DNA tag that causes tran-

scriptional activation of flanking plant genes is 

randomly inserted throughout the plant genome. 

These transformed cells are then screened for 

changes in phenotype that result from the 

upregulation (Fig.  9 ). Provided that a screen or 

selection to detect changes in natural product 

production can be developed, this method pro-

vides a powerful approach to discovering the 

genes of secondary metabolic enzymes.

  Example 

 Using an elegant selection approach, the 

ORCA3 transcriptional factor that regulates 

the expression of several enzymes of an alka-

loid pathway in  C. roseus  was discovered  [41, 

  42] . T-DNA tags were transformed into  C. 

roseus  cell suspension cultures and the T-DNA 

was randomly incorporated throughout the 

genome. The selection assessed overexpression 

of tryptophan decarboxylase, a known alkaloid 

biosynthetic enzyme that converts tryptophan into 

tryptamine. Cells were cultured in the presence of 

4-methyltryptophan, which is toxic to  C. 

roseus . Cells that grew in the presence of this 

compound were shown to have upregulated 

expression levels of tryptophan decarboxylase, 

which converts 4-methyltryptophan to non-

toxic 4-methyltryptamine. Using this selection 

in combination with T-DNA tagging, the tran-

scriptional factor ORCA3, which regulates 

expression of tryptophan decarboxylase as well 

as several other alkaloid biosynthetic enzymes, 

was discovered.  

  Scope and Limitations 

 The limitations that apply to gene silencing 

described in Section 2.6 also apply with activation 

T-DNA tagging. First, the plant must be ame-

nable to efficient transformation. Additionally, 

T-DNA tagging results in the generation of many 

random mutants, and the natural product produc-

tion levels of these mutants must be assessed by 

selection or a high throughput screen. Selection for 

production of natural products – which are not 

essential for the viability of the producing 
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organism – is not straightforward, and clever 

selection strategies such as the one described for 

tryptophan decarboxylase must be individually 

designed for each biosynthetic pathway.    

  Future Directions  

 Elucidation of metabolic pathways in plants pose 

significant challenges. Nevertheless, extraordinary 

advances have been made in the genetic elucida-

tion of these complex metabolic pathways  [6,   43] . 

As genomic technologies have improved, the 

genetic basis of the natural products chemistry 

catalyzed within medicinal plants has slowly – but 

surely – begun to emerge  [44] . This genetic infor-

mation allows detailed mechanistic explorations 

of plant pathways, and also enables metabolic 

engineering efforts that could improve produc-

tion of medically important plant natural products 

 [45] . This short review highlights a number of 

methods that have been used to elucidate the 

genes involved in plant biosynthetic pathways. 

Selected examples illustrate the successes and 

limitations encountered with each method. The 

advent of new technologies in proteomics, chemi-

cal biology and other disciplines ensure that novel 

strategies for elucidation of plant metabolism will 

continue to emerge. The increasing speed at 

which plant pathways are being elucidated bodes 

well for the future of plant derived natural prod-

ucts  [46] . By using a variety of approaches in tan-

dem to deconvolute plant metabolism, successes 

in plant natural products biosynthesis will become 

increasingly widespread  [47] .      
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          Abstract   The biosynthesis of many different 

types of secondary metabolites that serve defen-

sive functions in different plant species is regu-

lated by hormones belonging to the group of 

jasmonate compounds. Regulation acts at the 

level of transcription of structural genes encod-

ing biosynthetic enzymes. Here we review 

recent insights into the mechanisms of signal 

transduction initiated by jasmonates leading 

to the activation of transcription factors. We 

present models for jasmonate signal transduc-

tion regulating tobacco alkaloid biosynthesis 

and terpenoid indole alkaloid biosynthesis in 

 Catharanthus roseus . The models propose that 

perception of a bioactive jasmonate derivative 

by the receptor CORONATINE INSENSITIVE1 

(COI1) results in the degradation of Jasmonate 

ZIM-domain (JAZ) proteins. Since these JAZ 

proteins repress the activity of the basic-Helix-

Loop-Helix transcription factor MYC2, MYC2 

then activates the expression of genes encoding 

certain members of the APETALA2/Ethylene 

Response Factor (AP2/ERF) family of transcrip-

tion factors, which in turn activate the expression 

of alkaloid biosynthesis genes.    

  Introduction  

 Secondary metabolites play diverse roles in 

plants. Flowers for example synthesize and accu-

mulate anthocyanin pigments to attract pollinat-

ing insects. The biosynthesis of anthocyanins is 

under tight developmental control (Grotewold, 

 2006) . Other compounds, including alkaloids in 

many plant species (Facchini,  2001)  and glucosi-

nolates in the Brassicaceae (Halkier and 

Gershenzon,  2006) , function in protection against 

microorganisms or herbivores. 

 Biosynthesis of defensive secondary metab-

olites is often induced in plants following attack 

by microorganisms and/or herbivores. Primary 

signals specifying attack by fungal or bacterial 

microorganisms which are recognized by the 

plant are called elicitors, pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns (PAMPs) or microbe-asso-

ciated molecular patterns (MAMPs) (Jones and 

Dangl,  2006) . MAMPS that elicit a defence 

response include certain molecules derived from 

the microbial cell wall or the bacterial flagella. 

Attack by herbivores is recognized among oth-

ers by certain molecules released from damaged 

plant cell walls and by certain molecules present 

in insect oral secretions. Elicitors activate signal 

transduction pathways that generate secondary 

signals within plants (Zhao et al.,  2005) . Three 

major plant secondary signalling molecules are 

jasmonates (JAs; Turner et al.,  2002 ; Wasternack, 
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8  2007 ; Balbi and Devoto,  2008) , ethylene (Wang 

et al.,  2002)  and salicylic acid (Shah, 2003). 

Production of these hormones leads to cascades 

of events responsible for the physiological adap-

tation of the plant to the external stress. The JAs, 

ethylene and salicylic acid signal transduction 

pathways act synergistically or antagonistically in 

a variety of responses, leading to fine-tuning of 

the complex defence response (Kunkel and 

Brooks,  2002) . 

 Among these three key regulatory signals, 

by far the most important molecules for induc-

tion of secondary metabolism are the JAs. JAs 

have been found to induce the biosynthesis of a 

variety of secondary metabolites in different 

plant species, including alkaloids, terpenoids, 

glucosinolates and phenylpropanoids 

(Memelink et al.,  2001 ; Zhao et al.,  2005) . This 

chapter will review recent advances in our 

understanding of the mechanism of action of 

JAs in induction of alkaloid metabolism in 

tobacco and in  Catharanthus roseus  

(Madagascar periwinkle). These advances have 

been enabled by pioneering research on signal 

transduction of JAs using the model plant 

 Arabidopsis thaliana  (Katsir et al.,  2008a) .  

  Jasmonates Are Essential for Elicitor 
Signal Transduction  

 Addition of elicitors is a common method of 

enhancing secondary metabolism in plant cell 

cultures for metabolic, enzymatic or regulatory 

studies. In its broadest definition, an elicitor is 

any compound or mixture of compounds that 

induces a plant defence reaction. Most elicitors 

used in plant research originate from microor-

ganisms but others are derived from the plant 

cell wall. In addition, a variety of abiotic elici-

tors has been used, such as heavy metals. 

 Elicitors are often applied in the form of 

crude mixtures, such as a fungal cell wall extract. 

In a few cases, elicitors have been purified to 

homogeneity. In alkaloid research, an extract from 

baker’s yeast is commonly used as an elicitor. 

Yeast extract contains several components that 

can elicit plant defence responses, including chi-

tin,  N -acetylglucosamine oligomers,  b -glucan, 

glycopeptides and ergosterol. In addition, a low 

molecular weight component, which is probably 

a small peptide, induces the expression of terpe-

noid indole alkaloid biosynthesis genes in cells 

of  C. roseus  (Menke et al.,  1999b) . 

 Biotic elicitors induce a defence reaction in 

plant cells because they are recognized as “non-

self” in the case of microbial elicitors or as 

“abnormally modified self” in the case of plant 

cell wall fragments. Intensive research efforts, 

including pharmacological studies, have uncov-

ered components of the signal transduction path-

way connecting elicitor perception to induction 

of defence genes (Zhao et al.,  2005) . In several 

elicitor responses, including secondary metabo-

lite production (methyl)jasmonic acid and some 

of its bioactive precursors and derivatives play 

key roles as intermediate signals. In different plant 

species, elicitors were shown to induce accumu-

lation of endogenous jasmonic acid, and (Me)

jasmonic acid itself increased secondary metabo-

lite production (Menke et al.,  1999b ; Zhao et al., 

 2005) . In addition, in several species it was 

shown that blocking jasmonate biosynthesis abol-

ished elicitor-induced metabolite accumulation 

and the expression of biosynthesis genes (Menke 

et al.,  1999b ; Zhao et al.,  2005) . Elicitors induce 

many intracellular events, including an increase 

in cytoplasmic calcium concentration, ion trans-

port, production of reactive oxygen species and 

protein phosphorylation. How these events are 

exactly coupled to induced jasmonate biosynthesis 

remains largely unknown. A detailed review of 

intracellular events triggered by elicitors and their 

possible role in signal transduction is presented 

by Zhao et al.  (2005) . 

 The control points that govern the synthesis 

and accumulation of JAs remain to be identified. 

Timing and control of jasmonate biosynthesis 

suggest several ways in which jasmonate signalling 
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might be modulated during stress perception. 

One level of control in jasmonate biosynthesis 

and/or signalling might be the sequestration of 

biosynthetic enzymes and substrates inside the 

chloroplasts (Stenzel et al.,  2003) . In this way, 

jasmonate biosynthesis and signalling would 

only be activated by the availability of substrate 

upon cellular decompartmentalization during 

wounding or pathogen attack. However, wound-

ing induces the expression of several jasmonate 

biosynthesis genes (Turner et al.,  2002) , sug-

gesting that, at least partly, the wound-induced 

production of JAs is a result of the increased tran-

scription of genes encoding the jasmonate bio-

synthesis pathway enzymes and their subsequent 

 de novo  protein synthesis. In addition, JAs 

themselves induce the expression of genes 

involved in jasmonate biosynthesis (Turner et al., 

 2002) , indicating the existence of a positive feed-

back regulatory mechanism for jasmonate bio-

synthesis in which JAs stimulate their own 

production.  

  Jasmonate Biosynthesis  

 JAs, including jasmonic acid (JA) and several 

of its cyclic precursors and derivatives, consti-

tute a family of bioactive oxylipins that regulate 

plant responses to environmental and develop-

mental cues (Turner et al.,  2002 ; Wasternack, 

 2007 ; Balbi and Devoto,  2008) . These signal-

ling molecules affect a variety of developmental 

processes including fruit ripening, production 

of viable pollen, root elongation, and tendril 

coiling. In addition and more importantly for 

this review, JAs regulate responses to wound-

ing and abiotic stresses, and defence against 

insects and necrotrophic pathogens. 

 An important defence response is the induction 

of secondary metabolite accumulation, which 

depends on JAs as a regulatory signal. JAs are 

fatty acid derivatives which are synthesized via 

the octadecanoid pathway (Fig.  1 ). Most of the 

enzymes of this pathway leading to jasmonate bio-

synthesis have been identified by a combination of 

biochemical and genetic approaches (Wasternack, 

 2007) . The enzymes leading to JA biosynthesis 

are located in two different subcellular compart-

ments. The octadecanoid pathway starts in the 

chloroplasts with phospholipase-mediated release 

of  a -linolenic acid from membrane lipids. The 

fatty acid  a -linolenic acid is then converted 

to 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (OPDA) by the 

sequential action of the plastid enzymes lipoxy-

genase (LOX), allene oxide synthase (AOS), and 

allene oxide cyclase (AOC). The second part 

of the pathway takes place in the peroxisomes. 

OPDA is transported from the chloroplasts to 

the peroxisomes where it is reduced by OPDA 

reductase (OPR3) to give 3-oxo-2(2’[Z]-pentenyl)-

cyclopentane-1-octanoic acid (OPC:8), followed 

by three rounds of beta-oxidation involving three 

enzymes to yield (+)- 7-iso -jasmonic acid which 

equilibrates to the more stable (-)-JA.

 Subsequently, JA can be metabolized in the 

cytoplasm by at least seven different reactions. 

Well-characterized reactions include methyla-

tion to methyl-jasmonate (MeJA) by  S -adenosyl-

 L -methionine:jasmonic acid carboxyl methyl 

transferase (JMT), conjugation to amino acids by 

JA amino acid synthase (JAR1) or hydroxylation 

to 12-hydroxyjasmonic acid (12-OH-JA). OPDA, 

JA, MeJA and JA-Ile are active signalling mole-

cules, whereas 12-OH-JA is thought to be a bio-

logically inactive derivative (Wasternack,  2007) .  

  Jasmonate Perception and Signalling 
in Arabidopsis and Tomato  

 How JAs induce gene expression has been 

mainly unravelled in studies using Arabidopsis 

and tomato ( Solanum lycopersicum ) (Katsir et al., 

 2008a) . To identify molecular components of 

jasmonate signal transduction, screenings for 

Arabidopsis mutants that are insensitive to (Me)

JA or to coronatine (a bacterial toxin which is a 
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structural and functional analogue of JA-Ile) or 

that show constitutive jasmonate responses 

have been performed (Lorenzo and Solano, 

 2005) . A number of mutants have been charac-

terized, and will be discussed below. 

 The  coronatine insensitive1  ( coi1 ) mutant 

was isolated in a screen for Arabidopsis mutants 

insensitive to root growth inhibition by corona-

tine (Feys et al.,  1994) . The  coi1  mutant is also 

insensitive to JAs (Feys et al.,  1994) , is defective 

  Fig. 1    Schematic representation of the octadecanoid pathway leading to jasmonic acid biosynthesis. 12-OH-

JA, 12-hydroxy-jasmonic acid; AOC, allene oxide cyclase; AOS, allene oxide synthase; JA, jasmonic acid; 

JAR1, enzyme responsible for the conjugation of JA with isoleucine (JA-Ile); JMT,  S -adenosyl- L -

methionine:jasmonic acid carboxyl methyl transferase; LA,  a -linolenic acid; LOX, lipoxygenase; MeJA, 

methyl jasmonate; OPDA, 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid; OPR3, OPDA reductase3; PL, phospholipase       
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in resistance to certain insects and pathogens and 

fails to express jasmonate-regulated genes 

(Turner et al.,  2002) . The  COI1  gene encodes an 

F-box protein (Xie et al.,  1998) . F-box proteins 

associate with cullin, Skp1 and Rbx1 proteins to 

form an E3 ubiquitin ligase known as the SCF 

complex, where the F-box subunit functions as 

the specificity determinant targeting proteins 

for ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis by the 26S 

proteasome (del Pozo and Estelle,  2000) . 

Co-immunoprecipitation experiments showed 

that COI1 associates  in vivo  with Skp1, cullin and 

Rbx1 proteins to form the SCF COI1  complex 

(Devoto et al.,  2002 ; Xu et al.,  2002) . 

Therefore, the requirement for COI1 in jas-

monate-dependent responses indicates that ubiq-

uitin-mediated protein degradation is a crucial 

event in jasmonate signalling. Plants that are 

deficient in other components or regulators of SCF 

complexes, including AXR1, COP9 and SGT1b, 

also show impaired jasmonate responses (Lorenzo 

and Solano,  2005) . The existence of a  COI1  func-

tion that is conserved in species other than 

Arabidopsis was demonstrated by the identifica-

tion of  COI1  homologues in tomato (Li et al., 

 2004) , tobacco (Shoji et al.,  2008)  and  Nicotiana 

attenuata  (Paschold et al.,  2007) . COI1 is a com-

ponent that is specific to the JA pathway, whereas 

SGT1b and AXR1 are shared by other signalling 

pathways. Mutations in  AXR1  or  SGT1b  have 

pleiotropic effects that impair plant responses not 

only to JA but also to auxin and pathogens, sug-

gesting that both SGT1b and AXR1 are regula-

tors of SCF complexes and are involved in several 

different signalling pathways (Austin et al.,  2002 ; 

Azevedo et al.,  2002 ; Gray et al.,  2003) . 

 A particularly effective screen for jasmonate 

signalling mutants has been described by Lorenzo 

et al.  (2004) . Screening for mutants affected in 

JA-induced root growth inhibition in an  ethyl-

ene-insensitive 3 ( ein3 ) background resulted in 

the identification of five loci called  JA-insensitive  

( JAI ) 1–5. The  JAI1  locus corresponds to the 

 AtMYC2  gene (Lorenzo et al.,  2004) , encoding a 

basic-Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH) transcription 

factor which regulates a subset of jasmonate-

responsive genes involved in wounding responses. 

The  JAI2  locus corresponds to the previously 

characterized  JAR1  gene (Staswick et al.,  1992) , 

encoding an enzyme that couples JA to amino 

acids with a preference for isoleucine (Staswick 

and Tiryaki,  2004) . The  JAI4  locus corresponds 

to the  SGT1b  gene (Lorenzo and Solano,  2005) . 

The  JAI5  locus corresponds to the  COI1  gene 

(Lorenzo et al.,  2004) . 

 Recently, the gene affected in the  jai3  mutant 

was identified. It encodes a protein with a zinc 

finger-like ZIM motif (Chini et al.,  2007) . There 

are several related genes in Arabidopsis forming 

a gene family called ZIM or TIFY (Vanholme 

et al.,  2007) . The members that are induced at 

the gene expression level by JAs are called 

Jasmonate ZIM domain (JAZ) proteins (Chini 

et al.,  2007 ; Thines et al.,  2007) . They contain in 

addition to the highly conserved central ZIM 

motif a highly conserved C-terminal Jas motif 

and a less conserved N-terminal region. In the 

 jai3  mutant an aberrant protein is expressed 

with a deletion of the C-terminal domain includ-

ing the Jas motif. The wild-type JAI3 (or JAZ3) 

protein is rapidly degraded in response to JA in 

a COI1-dependent manner, whereas the jai3 

mutant protein is stable. The JAI3 protein was 

shown to interact in vitro and in yeast with 

AtMYC2. Based on these findings it was postu-

lated that JAI3 is a repressor of AtMYC2 which 

is rapidly degraded in response to JA thereby 

activating AtMYC2 (Fig.  2 ; Chini et al.,  2007) .

 In independent studies, members of the  JAZ  

gene family in Arabidopsis were characterized 

as being predominant among genes induced in 

anthers after 30 min of JA treatment (Mandaokar 

et al.,  2006) . Subsequent study of the family 

member JAZ1 demonstrated that it is rapidly 

degraded in response to JA in a COI1-dependent 

manner (Thines et al.,  2007) . On the other hand 

a deletion derivative of JAZ1 lacking the C-terminal 

domain is stable. 

 Interestingly, these authors were able to 

detect interaction between JAZ1 and COI1 in 
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a yeast two-hybrid assay in the presence of JA 

conjugated to Ile (JA-Ile) in the yeast growth 

medium or in an in vitro pull-down assay in the 

presence of JA-Ile. No interaction was detected 

in the presence of OPDA, JA, MeJA or JA con-

jugated to Trp or Phe, whereas JA-Leu was 

about 50-fold less effective in promoting inter-

action between COI1 and JAZ1 than JA-Ile. 

JA-Ile and JA-Leu are products of the JAR1-

mediated conjugation reaction (Staswick and 

Tiryaki,  2004) . JA-Ile and coronatine also pro-

mote the interaction between JAZ3 and JAZ9 in 

a yeast two-hybrid assay, whereas JA or MeJA 

are ineffective (Melotto et al.,  2008) . 

 Using tomato SlCOI1 and SlJAZ1, it was 

shown that the complex binds radiolabeled 

coronatine (Katsir et al.,  2008b) . Binding can 

be displaced with unlabeled coronatine or 

JA-Ile. These experiments show that COI1 is 

the receptor for at least certain JAs including 

JA-Ile, as well as for the microbial JA-Ile mimic 

coronatine. The C-terminal domains containing 

the conserved Jas motif of tomato JAZ1 (Katsir 

et al.,  2008b)  and Arabidopsis JAZ1, JAZ3 and 

JAZ9 (Melotto et al,  2008)  were shown to be 

necessary and sufficient for binding to COI1 

in a JA-Ile or coronatine-dependent manner. 

 The expression of the JAZ genes in 

Arabidopsis is induced by JA (Mandaokar et al., 

 2006 ; Chini et al.,  2007 ; Thines et al.,  2007)  and 

is controlled by AtMYC2 (Chini et al.,  2007) . 

AtMYC2 and JAZ proteins therefore form a jas-

monate-responsive oscillator, where JAZ pro-

teins negatively regulate AtMYC2 activity at the 

protein level, JAs cause JAZ degradation and 

AtMYC2 activation, and AtMYC2 switches on 

the expression of JAZ repressors at the gene level 

(Fig.  2 ). 

 The picture that emerges for jasmonate sig-

nal transduction is highly reminiscent of auxin 

signal transduction, which involves auxin-

responsive degradation of AUX/IAA repressor 

proteins via the F-box protein TIR1 (Guilfoyle, 

 2007) . TIR1 is the auxin receptor (Kepinski 
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  Fig. 2    Model for jasmonate signal transduction leading to expression of AtMYC2-regulated genes. 

Although depicted as a single protein, COI1 forms part of the E3 ubiquitin ligase SCF COI1. . In the absence 

of JA-Ile, JAZ repressors interact with AtMYC2 maintaining this transcription factor inactive. In the pres-

ence of JA-Ile, the F-box protein COI1 binds to JAZ proteins, which results in their ubiquitination by the 

SCF COI1  complex and their degradation by the 26S proteasome. AtMYC2 is liberated and activates tran-

scription of target genes, including genes encoding JAZ proteins, resulting in a negative feedback loop       
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and Leyser,  2005 ; Dharmasiri et al.,  2005)  with 

auxin acting as the molecular glue between 

TIR1 and AUX/IAA proteins (Tan et al.,  2007) . 

COI1 is the closest relative to TIR1 that is not 

related to auxin perception among the about 700 

members of the Arabidopsis F-box protein fam-

ily (Gagne et al.,  2002) . JA-Ile enhances the 

interaction between COI1 and JAZ1, JAZ3, 

JAZ9 and possibly other JAZ family members 

(Fig.  2 ). It has been proposed that different bio-

logically active JAs could promote the binding 

between COI1 and specific JAZ family mem-

bers, and that these family members could act 

as repressors of specific downstream targets, 

presumably other transcription factors (Thines 

et al.,  2007) . 

 Challenges are to determine whether different 

JAs can indeed promote interaction of COI1 with 

specific JAZ family members, and to find out 

what are the specific targets of each member of 

the JAZ family of repressors. It is also conceivable 

that JA-Ile or other biologically active JAs enhance 

binding between COI1 and hitherto unidentified 

repressors distinct from the JAZ proteins.  

  Fig. 3    Biosynthesis pathway for 

terpenoid indole alkaloids in  C. roseus . 

Unbroken arrows indicate single 

enzymatic conversions and broken 

arrows indicate multiple enzymatic 

conversions. The structures of 

ajmalicine and vinblastine are shown. 

STR, strictosidine synthase       

  Jasmonate Signalling in Terpenoid Indole 
Alkaloid Biosynthesis in  Catharanthus roseus   

  Catharanthus roseus  has the genetic potential 

to synthesize over a hundred terpenoid indole 

alkaloids (TIAs; van der Heijden et al.,  2004) . 

Several of the terpenoids that are known to be 

produced by  C. roseus  have pharmaceutical 

applications, including the monomeric alkaloids 

serpentine and ajmalicine, which are used as a 

tranquilizer and to reduce hypertension, respec-

tively, and the dimeric alkaloids vincristine and 

vinblastine, which are potent antitumour drugs. 

TIAs consist of an indole moiety derived from 

tryptophan, and a terpenoid group derived from 

geraniol (Fig.  3 ). The condensation of the tryp-

tophan derivative tryptamine with the terpenoid 

derivative secologanin is performed by the 

enzyme strictosidine synthase (STR) and results 

in the synthesis of 3 a ( S )-strictosidine. TIA 

biosynthesis has been shown to be induced by 

MeJA in developing seedlings and in cell cul-

tures (Memelink and Gantet,  2007) .
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8  Over ten genes have now been cloned from 

the estimated total number of around 25 genes 

encoding enzymes involved in TIA biosynthe-

sis (Memelink and Gantet,  2007) . In addition, 

genes acting in primary precursor pathways 

leading to the formation of tryptophan (van der 

Fits and Memelink,  2000)  and geraniol (Chahed 

et al.,  2000 ; Veau et al.,  2000)  have been cloned. 

All TIA biosynthesis genes tested are induced 

by MeJA in Catharanthus suspension-cultured 

cells (van der Fits and Memelink,  2000) . In 

addition, MeJA induces genes in primary 

metabolism leading to the formation of TIA 

precursors. This presents a good example of the 

profound effect of JAs on plant metabolism at 

the level of gene expression. 

 The promoter of the  STR  gene has been studied 

in detail to identify elicitor- and jasmonate-

responsive sequences. A region close to the TATA 

box called jasmonate- and elicitor-responsive 

element (JERE) was found to dictate elicitor- and 

jasmonate-responsive reporter gene activation 

(Menke et al.,  1999a) . The JERE interacts with 

two transcription factors called Octadecanoid 

derivative-Responsive  Catharanthus  AP2-domain 

proteins (ORCAs). ORCA2 was isolated by yeast 

one-hybrid screening of a Catharanthus cDNA 

library with the JERE as bait (Menke et al., 

 1999a)  and ORCA3 was isolated by a genetic 

T-DNA activation tagging approach (van der 

Fits and Memelink,  2000) . Both belong to the 

AP2/ERF family of transcription factors, which 

are unique to plants and are characterized by the 

APETALA2/Ethylene Response Factor (AP2/

ERF) DNA-binding domain. In transient assays 

both ORCA proteins transactivate  STR  promoter 

activity via specific binding to the JERE. Over-

expression of ORCA3 (van der Fits and Memelink, 

 2000)  or ORCA2 (unpublished results) in stably 

transformed Catharanthus cells leads to elevated 

expression levels of  STR  and several other TIA 

biosynthesis genes. 

 Importantly, the expression of the  ORCA2  

and  ORCA3  genes themselves is induced by JAs 

(Menke et al.,  1999a ; van der Fits and Memelink, 

 2000,   2001) . This suggests that JAs induce alka-

loid metabolism by increasing the amount of the 

ORCA regulatory proteins. To study how the 

 ORCA3  gene is regulated, its promoter was 

used in loss- and gain-of- function experi-

ments to identify a 74 bp D region containing a 

jasmonate-responsive element (JRE; Vom Endt 

et al.,  2007) . The JRE is composed of two impor-

tant sequences, a quantitative sequence respon-

sible for a high level of expression, and a 

qualitative sequence that acts as an on/off switch 

in response to MeJA. Using the JRE in yeast one-

hybrid screening of Catharanthus cDNA librar-

ies, several proteins belonging to the AT-hook 

class of DNA-binding proteins were isolated, 

which were found to interact specifically with the 

quantitative sequence within the JRE (Vom Endt 

et al.,  2007) . 

 The qualitative element consists of a G-box-

like sequence (AACGTG). In a yeast one-hybrid 

screen of a Catharanthus cDNA library using a 

G-box as bait several genes encoding transcrip-

tion factors were isolated, including five mem-

bers of the bHLH family (Pré et al.,  2000) . One 

of these proteins called CrMYC2 is a close 

homologue of AtMYC2, and the corresponding 

gene was the only one among those five genes 

that was rapidly and strongly induced by MeJA 

in Catharanthus cells (unpublished results). 

CrMYC2 bound specifically to the qualitative 

sequence in the JRE of the  ORCA3  promoter in 

vitro, and it transactivated reporter gene expres-

sion specifically via interaction with the quali-

tative sequence in transient assays in 

Catharanthus cells (unpublished results). 

Silencing the expression of  CrMYC2  via RNAi 

strongly reduced the MeJA-responsive expres-

sion of the  ORCA2  and  ORCA3  genes in stably 

transformed Catharanthus cells (unpublished 

results). This demonstrates that MeJA-

responsive  ORCA  expression is controlled by 

CrMYC2 (Fig.  4 ).

 Transcript profiling of Catharanthus cells 

treated with MeJA identified two members of the 

Catharanthus JAZ family (Rischer et al.,  2006) . 
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The corresponding genes were rapidly and 

strongly induced by MeJA in wildtype Catharan-

thus cells (Rischer et al.,  2006 ; unpublished 

results). This response was strongly reduced in 

the transgenic cell line with silenced CrMYC2 

expression, showing that MeJA-responsive 

 CrJAZ  gene expression is regulated by CrMYC2 

(unpublished results). A CrJAZ1-GFP fusion 

protein was shown to be rapidly degraded in 

Catharanthus cells treated with MeJA, whereas a 

deletion derivative lacking the C-terminal Jas 

domain was much more stable. In transient reporter 

gene assays, the CrJAZ proteins abolished the acti-

vating activity of CrMYC2. This shows that the 

full-length CrJAZ proteins are indeed repressors 

that negatively regulate CrMYC2 activity. Yeast 

two-hybrid assays showed that both CrJAZ pro-

teins were able to interact with CrMYC2 (unpub-

lished results). 

 Our results prompted us to propose the model 

shown in Fig.  4  for signalling by JAs in  C. roseus  

leading to alkaloid biosynthesis. Perception of a 

bioactive jasmonate derivative by CrCOI1 results 

in the degradation of CrJAZ proteins. CrMYC2 

then activates the expression of the  ORCA  genes, 

which in turn activate the expression of a subset 

of TIA biosynthesis genes. Simultaneous activa-

tion of  JAZ  genes by CrMYC2 restores the un-

induced situation by inhibition of CrMYC2 

activity. The identity of the active jasmonate sig-

nalling molecule(s) and the involvement of 

CrCOI1 in this sequence of events still need to be 

experimentally confirmed.  

  Jasmonate Signalling in Tobacco Alkaloid 
Biosynthesis  

 The main alkaloid found in tobacco plants, 

nicotine, is composed of a pyrrolidine ring and 

a pyridine ring (Fig.  5 ). The pyrrolidine moi-

ety is derived from  N- methylputrescine, which 

is formed from putrescine by putrescine  N -

methyltransferase (PMT) (Katoh et al.,  2005) . 

The pyridine moiety of nicotine is derived from 

nicotinic acid. Nicotine is exclusively synthe-

sized in the roots and is translocated to the 

leaves via the xylem. Multiple structural genes 

jasmonate

ORCA2

ORCA3

terpenoid indole alkaloid

biosynthesis genes

CrMYC2

COI1

?

CrJAZ

  Fig. 4    Model for jasmonate signal transduction 

leading to the expression of terpenoid indole alka-

loid biosynthesis genes in  Catharanthus roseus . As 

depicted in Fig.  1 , a bioactive jasmonate species 

enhances the interaction between CrCOI1 and 

CrJAZ, leading to degradation of the latter proteins. 

CrMYC2 then activates transcription of the genes 

encoding the AP2/ERF-domain transcription fac-

tors ORCA2 and ORCA3, which in turn activate the 

expression of terpenoid indole alkaloid biosynthesis 

genes. CrMYC2 also activates transcription of 

 CrJAZ  genes as part of a negative feedback loop. 

The position of CrCOI1 in this signal transduction 

pathway is hypothetical as indicated by the question 

mark. Solid lines indicate interactions between pro-

teins and broken lines indicate interactions between 

proteins and genes       
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for nicotine biosynthesis enzymes, including 

 PMT , are transcriptionally activated by exoge-

nous application of jasmonates in tobacco roots 

and in cultured tobacco cells (Goossens et al, 

 2003 ; Katoh et al.,  2005) . Promoter regions of 

 ~ 250 base pairs from three  PMT  genes from 

 Nicotiana sylvestris  could confer jasmonate-

responsive expression on a  GUS  reporter gene in 

transgenic hairy roots, showing that the jas-

monate signal converges on relatively small 

promoter regions to confer transcriptional 

responses (Shoji et al.,  2000) . Two tobacco 

members of the AP2/ERF-domain transcription 

factor family called NtORC1 and NtJAP1 were 

shown to upregulate the activity of the tobacco 

 PMT  promoter in transient assays in tobacco 

protoplasts (De Sutter et al.,  2005) . Together the 

transcription factors caused a strong synergistic 

activation of the  PMT  promoter. NtORC1 is a 

close homologue of the Catharanthus AP2/ERF-

domain transcription factor ORCA3. Both 

 NtORC1  and  NtJAP1  gene expression is induced 

by MeJA (Goossens et al.,  2003) .

 Genetic studies using low-nicotine tobacco 

varieties demonstrated that the low-nicotine phe-

notype is caused by synergistic effects of two 

non-linked loci, called  nic1  and  nic2  (Katoh et al., 

 2005) . The  nic1nic2  double mutant has highly 

reduced nicotine contents (about 5% of wild type) 

and strongly decreased expression levels of nico-

tine biosynthesis genes. The genes corresponding 

to the  nic  loci have not been cloned yet. 

 In  Nicotiana attenuata  JA accumulates in 

response to attack by the herbivore  Manduca 

sexta  (tobacco hornworm) or in response to 

wounding and application of caterpillar oral 

secretions (a mimic of herbivore attack). This 

is likely caused by induction of jasmonate bio-

synthesis genes, since the  NaLOX3  gene was 

induced by these treatments (Halitschke and 

Baldwin,  2003) . Silencing the expression of 

 NaLOX3  reduced nicotine accumulation in 

response to JA. Simultaneous silencing of 

 NaJAR4  and  NaJAR6  (the  N. attenuata  ortho-

logues of  AtJAR1 ) also reduced JA-responsive 

nicotine accumulation (Wang et al.,  2008) . 

Application of JA-Ile restored nicotine accumu-

lation, indicating that JA-Ile is an important sig-

nalling molecule for nicotine production in 

 Nicotiana attenuata . 

 Silencing of the  COI1  gene in tobacco plants 

abolished the MeJA-responsive expression of 

nicotine biosynthesis genes including  PMT , as 

well as MeJA-responsive nicotine accumula-

tion (Shoji et al.,  2008) . The same report 

describes the isolation of three members of the 

tobacco  JAZ  gene family and their involvement 

in nicotine biosynthesis. The  NtJAZ 1–3 genes 

were induced by MeJA. For NtJAZ1 it was 

shown that the protein was rapidly degraded via 

the 26S proteasome in response to MeJA, 

whereas a derivative lacking the C-terminal Jas 

domain was stable. Overexpression of 

C-terminal deletion derivatives of NtJAZ1 or 

NtJAZ3 abolished MeJA-responsive  PMT  gene 

expression as well as nicotine accumulation. 

 These observations show that MeJA-responsive 

nicotine biosynthesis is controlled by the jas-

monate receptor COI1 and depends on degrada-

tion of members of the JAZ repressor family 

(Fig.  6 ). There are no published data yet about 

the nature of the transcription factor(s) repressed 

  Fig. 5    Biosynthetic pathway of nicotine. Unbroken 

arrows indicate single enzymatic conversions and bro-

ken arrows indicate multiple enzymatic conversions. It 

is not known whether the  N -methyl-pyrrolinium cation 

is coupled to nicotinic acid or a derivative of the latter. 

PMT; putrescine  N -methyltransferase       
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by the JAZ proteins in tobacco, but in Fig.  6  

we speculate that it is the tobacco homologue 

of AtMYC2 and CrMYC2. We also hypothesize 

that this NtMYC2 transcription factor controls 

the MeJA-responsive expression of the  NtORC1  

and  NtJAP1  genes, which in turn are hypothe-

sized to control the MeJA-responsive expres-

sion of the nicotine biosynthesis genes.

  Conclusion  

 We have given an overview of the current state 

of understanding of jasmonate signalling regulat-

ing alkaloid biosynthesis in tobacco and in 

 Catharanthus roseus . For both species, certain 

elements in the models in Figs.  4  and  6  have 

not yet been experimentally confirmed. For the 

Catharanthus model, the involvement of the jas-

monate receptor COI1 has not been experimentally 

confirmed. Given the conservation of COI1 as a 

jasmonate receptor in Arabidopsis, tomato, tobacco 

and  Nicotiana attenuata , the position of COI1 in 

the jasmonate signal transduction pathway in 

Catharanthus seems highly probable. In tobacco, 

especially the identities and roles of transcription 

factors need more solid experimental confirma-

tion. It will be interesting to see whether other sec-

ondary pathways regulated by JAs in different 

plant species are regulated in a similar manner.      
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    Abstract   The assembly of cooperating enzymes 

into multicatalytic complexes, also known as 

“metabolons,” has become a well-accepted con-

cept in cellular metabolism, at least in principle. 

There are still relatively few examples where the 

existence of such systems is supported by solid 

experimental evidence and even fewer where 

there is evidence for “channeling” of metabo-

lites through the complex. However, proteomic 

approaches are providing new evidence for the 

pervasiveness of this type of organization, while 

structural biology is offering insights into how 

these systems are constructed and regulated. 

New and improved technologies for analyzing 

protein interactions and assemblies, both  in vitro  

and in intact cells, are opening the doors to explo-

ring the intracellular organization of a growing 

number of metabolic complexes in plants and 

other organisms. There is also an increasing appre-

ciation of the surprising scale of many protein 

interaction networks, the multiple functions of 

individual proteins, and the importance (and 

challenges) of compartmentalization. As a 

result, the concept of enzyme complexes is gaining 

wider acceptance and becoming an increasingly 

important consideration in efforts to engineer 

metabolism.    
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  Introduction to Metabolic Channeling 
and Enzyme Complexes  

 The concept of metabolic channeling of inter-

mediates through large complexes of coopera-

ting enzymes is quite appealing from the view 

point of cellular biochemistry. It offers the pros-

pect of making sense of the incredible complex-

ity of metabolism, providing means to enhance 

biochemical efficiency while orchestrating the 

production of specific products at defined times 

and locations within the cell. And yet the idea 

has stirred much debate, from both theoretical 

and experimental viewpoints, over the years 

(see discussion in  [1] ). New technologies for 

analyzing the structure, organization, and func-

tion of proteins and cells, as well as advances in 

computational biology, are doing a great deal to 

instill confidence that this phenomenon is, at a 

minimum, a critical aspect of several well-stud-

ied metabolic systems and perhaps a general 

characteristic of pathways in organisms across 

the evolutionary spectrum. For example, 

insights into the phenomenal complexity of 

the cell interior has come from the beautiful 

models drawn by David Goodsell over the past 

20 years (Fig.  1a ) and the remarkably similar 

images of actual cells generated more recently 

by cryo-electron tomography  [2]  (Fig.  1b ). The 

protein “interactomes” established for model 

organisms such as  Helicobacter pylori , yeast, 

 Drosophila ,  Caenorhabditis , and humans  [3–  8] , 

A.E. Osbourn and V. Lanzotti (eds.), Plant-derived Natural Products, 195
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9

although still just a start to identifying biologi-

cally relevant interactions, point to surprising 

and intriguing connections among seemingly 

unrelated pathways (Fig.  2 ). New terms like 

“molecular sociology” are now being introduced 

to represent this type of thinking about the organ-

ization and interactive functioning of the cell  [9] . 

However, it is important to bear in mind that 

the field has a long and distinguished history, 

as Paul Srere so eloquently reminded us in an 

article written shortly before his death  [10] . Here 

we consider a number of recent advances in 

plants and other organisms that are helping to 

establish enzyme complexes as a central para-

digm of cellular biochemistry.

  Enzyme Complexes and Channeling  

 One of the inherent implications of organized 

metabolism is that it enhances the ability of 

cooperating enzymes to rapidly and efficiently 

hand off intermediates from one active site to 

  Fig. 1    Images of the cell interior. ( a ) Illustration of a cross-section of an  Escherichia coli  cell generated based 

on available biochemical, structural, and microscopic data. A flagellar motor is shown at the upper right 

(From The Machinery of Life, 2nd ed., scheduled for release in late 2008 through Springer-Verlag). ( b ) Three-

dimensional model of pancreatic  b  cells derived by electron tomography from thin sections of plastic-embed-

ded freeze-substituted cells. The Golgi complex with seven cisterna (C1–C7) is at the center (From  [2] )       

  Fig. 2    Protein interaction networks for yeast ( a ),  Caenorhabditis  ( b ), and  Drosophila  ( c ) (From  [4,   6,   96] )       
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the next, a concept known as “channeling.” A 

number of recent reports provide new support 

for the occurrence of this phenomenon in a variety 

of systems. Examples include biochemical evi-

dence for channeling between aminotransferase 

isozymes (BCAT) and the decarboxylase/dehy-

drogenase (E1) in branched chain amino acid 

metabolism in human mitochondria  [11] . There 

have also been new insights into the structural 

basis for channeling of intermediates between 

active sites, notably in well-established super-

systems like the fatty acid  b -oxidation complex 

of  E. coli   [12]  (Fig.  3a ), the mammalian, fungal, 

and yeast fatty acid synthase (FAS) complexes 

 [13,   14]  (Fig.  3b ), and the pyruvate dehydroge-

nase multienzyme complex of  Bacillus stearo-

thermophilus   [15] . An excellent example on a 

smaller scale comes from studies of the shiki-

mate pathway in fungi and plants. This is one 

of the first systems in which channeling was 

hypothesized to occur, by Norman Giles in 1978, 

based on studies of the pentafunctional AROM 

protein of  Aspergillus   [16] . Singh and Christendat 

 [17]  have now solved the quaternary structure 

of the Arabidopsis dehydroquinate dehydratase 

(DHQ)-shikimate dehydrogenase (SDH) bien-

zyme system (Fig.  3c ). This complex, which is 

composed to two distinct polypeptides in plants, 

adopts a concave architecture with the two active 

sites face-to-face, thereby facilitating the transfer 

of the intermediate from one site to the next. 

Further evidence for channeling is coming from 

metabolic profiling experiments, which reinforce 

the fact that intermediates are often present in 

vanishingly small amounts, frequently far below 

stoichiometric levels with the corresponding 

enzymes, and must therefore be moving rapidly 

between active sites ( [18,   19] ; Daniel H. Kohl, 

personal communication). This is also the case, 

as discussed further below, in plant anthocyanin 

biosynthesis  [20] . Conversely, there is evidence 

that channeling is not important in the CDP-ribitol 

synthase system  [21]  and, based on structural 

evidence, between dihydroneopterin aldolase/6-

hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin in  Streptococcus 

pneumoniae  folate biosynthesis  [22] . These find-

ings suggest that channeling may not be a universal 

feature of multi-enzyme systems.

  The Role of Channeling in Metabolic 
Evolution  

 Universal or not, channeling likely has an 

important bearing on the issue of enzyme evo-

lution. Directed engineering efforts are rein-

forcing the idea that it is not possible to evolve 

activities that are not, at least in part, already 

present in an enzyme  [23]  – and the idea that 

early enzymes had very broad specificities that 

evolved into the highly specific enzymes that 

occur today (reviewed in  [24] ). This fits well 

with the accumulating evidence for the  inherent 

  Fig. 3    Quaternary structures of the ( a ) fatty acid beta-oxidation complex of  E. coli  (From  [12  ] , ( b ) porcine 

fatty acid synthase (From  [14] ), and ( c ) active sites of the Arabidopsis shikimate pathway enzymes, DHQ 

( left ) and SDH ( right ) (From  [17] )       
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9 promiscuity of enzymes. Originally believed to 

be a relatively rare feature when first reported 

in the 1960s, it now appears to be more the rule 

than the exception. Enzyme promiscuity man-

dates the existence of mechanisms to control 

access of relatively nonspecific enzymes to 

substrates, either through expression patterns, 

intracellular localization, and/or metabolic 

channeling. Some very nice examples in sup-

port of this concept have come from the path-

ways of plant secondary metabolism, which 

display enormous variation and have presuma-

bly been under strong evolutionary pressure 

since plants adopted terrestrial habitats some 

40 million years ago.  O -methyltransferases 

(OMTs) are a case in point. These enzymes 

catalyze terminal modifications in a wide vari-

ety of secondary pathways. OMTs from pine 

 [25] , meadow rue  [26] , and the freshwater 

weed,  Chrysosplenium americanum   [27] , have 

been reported to have broad substrate specifi-

cities  in vitro , yet appear to target very specific 

substrates  in vivo . There is also evidence for 

differences in the  in vitro  and  in vivo  regiospe-

cificity of isoflavone OMT from alfalfa  [28]  

and it has been suggested that this enzyme 

associates with the ER-associated isoflavone 

synthase to ensure rapid conversion of the 

unstable product of this enzyme  [29] . New 

studies indicate that promiscuous substrate uti-

lization and regiospecificity characterize many 

members of this enzyme family in  Medicago  

 [30] . Structural studies are providing insights 

into the molecular basis of the substrate- and 

regiospecificity of these proteins and evidence 

that this plasticity also reflects the ability of 

these enzymes to rapidly evolve new activities 

in response to environmental pressures such as 

pathogens  [31,   32]  (Fig.  4 ). These findings 

echo what has been observed in enzymes from 

a wide variety of organisms. They also rein-

force the idea that, rather than limiting the evo-

lution of metabolic pathways, the assembly of 

cooperating enzymes into complexes that facili-

tate channeling may, in fact, allow enzymes to 

carry substantial evolutionary plasticity with-

out compromising metabolic specificity.

 There may also be other ways in which enzyme 

complexes contribute to the evolution of novel or 

enhanced enzyme function. One mechanism is 

suggested by recent examples from monocots in 

which multimers with altered substrate binding 

affinities or specificities have arisen through 

the interaction of closely-related isoforms. In the 

case of nitrilase in  Sorghum bicolor , individual 

isoforms of NIT4 are catalytically inactive, but 

  Fig. 4    Architecture of the chalcone  O -methyltransferase isoflavone ( a ) and  O -methyltransferase 

(IOMT) ( b ) active sites. Structural analysis shows that the tertiary structures of these enzymes are highly 

conserved; substrate selectivity is determined by variations in side chains on the active site surface that 

alter van der Walls interactions and hydrogen bonding patterns (From  [32] )       
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heterocomplexes containing various combinations 

of SbNIT4A, B, and C alternatively catalyze 

reactions in either auxin biosynthesis or cyanide 

detoxification  [33] . A slightly different system 

operates in  Zea mays , where ZmNIT2 functions 

in auxin metabolism by itself, but participates in 

cyanide detoxification by heterocomplexation 

with the highly-inefficient isomer, ZmNIT1  [34] . 

A second piece of evidence for the role of mul-

timerization in the evolution of novel enzyme 

functions come from studies of  b -glucosidase in 

 Avena sativa   [35] . In this case, the AsGlu1 isomer 

forms long fibrillar assemblies either by itself, 

or in complex with AsGlu2, which otherwise 

assembles as a dimer. This multimerization not 

only increases the affinity of AsGlu2 for its 

substrate, but likely also substantially enhances 

substrate specificity. Presumably, many more 

examples remain to be uncovered in which inter-

actions among the members of multienzyme 

families modulate the functions of the individual 

isozymes. It is noteworthy that even isoforms 

with little or no apparent activity can thereby 

contribute to cellular biochemistry, particularly in 

view of the growing number of enzyme families 

that include members with little or no  in vitro  

activity (recent examples in plants are described 

in  [36–  38] ). Whether enzyme interactions have also 

contributed to the evolution of novel biochemical 

functions in the context of more complex multi-

enzyme systems remains to be seen.  

  The Role of Microtubules in Organizing 
Enzyme Complexes  

 The cytoskeleton has long been proposed to play 

a key role in cellular metabolism, serving as a 

matrix for the assembly, and even regulation, 

of enzyme complexes (reviewed in  [10] ). A strik-

ing example comes from the cellulose synthase 

complex of plants, an enzyme system that is cur-

rently of particular interest with regard to 

enhancing plant-based biofuels (reviewed in 

 [39–  41] . This system is organized in vascular 

plants as a 30 nm diameter plasma membrane 

complex, known as the rosette TC, that was first 

described by Mueller and Brown more than 25 

years ago  [42] . The rosette is composed of an 

estimated 36 subunits comprising at least three 

types of cellulose synthase A proteins. All three 

components have been shown to be essential for 

correct assembly and enzymatic activity of the 

complex in Arabidopsis  [43,   44] . The physical 

interaction of these three components has recently 

been demonstrated by bimolecular fluorescence 

complementation  [45] . The system also offers a 

beautiful example of the functional aspects of 

this organization, as cortical microtubules guide 

the movement of cellulose synthase complexes 

through the plasma membrane during cell wall 

biosynthesis  [46,   47] . 

 Further evidence for the role of microtubules 

in metabolic channeling comes from an intriguing 

recent study aimed at identifying microtubule-

associated proteins in plant cells  [48] . In these 

experiments, tubulin affinity chromatography 

was used to purify 122 tubulin-binding proteins 

from Arabidopsis suspension cell extracts, iden-

tified by LC-MS/MS analysis of spots recovered 

from two-dimensional gels. In addition to known 

microtubule-associated proteins (6%) and pro-

teins involved in RNA binding (21%), translation 

(19%), and signaling (12%), a full 21% were 

proteins known to function in metabolism. These 

included the glycolytic enzyme, glyceraldehyde 

3-phosphate dehydrogenase, which has known 

MT-binding activity. The metabolic proteins 

also included five enzymes of the folate-depend-

ent pathways of one-carbon metabolism, five 

that function in fatty acid metabolism in the per-

oxisome (note that there is previous evidence for 

interaction of peroxisomal enzymes with micro-

tubules), three components of the pantothenate 

pathway, and two enzymes each of the pentose 

phosphate pathway and amino acid biosynthesis. 

Although the MT-binding activity of many of 

these proteins remains to be confirmed, the iden-

tification of multiple components from specific 
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9 pathways suggests that MTs could function to 

organize these systems as multi-enzyme com-

plexes, similar to what has been described for 

the cellulose synthase complex. This type of affi-

nity chromatography/mass spectrometry-based 

approach may well be a very effective new 

means for discovering metabolic complexes in 

model plants such as Arabidopsis, rice, tomato, 

and poplar, for which full or nearly-full genome 

information is available.  

  A Tethering Protein Involved in Complex 
Assembly at the ER  

 Membranes represent another critical matrix 

for the assembly of multi-enzyme complexes in 

cells and it has long been suggested that the 

membrane-associated enzymes that are part of 

many biochemical pathways could serve as 

anchor points for the rest of the pathway enzymes 

(reviewed in  [10,   49] ). Now there is evidence 

that non-catalytic proteins may serve this func-

tion in at least some cases. In 2000, in one of 

the early examples of gene discovery by whole-

genome expression profiling, the yeast gene 

 YER044C  was identified as being highly corre-

lated with known ergosterol biosynthetic genes 

 [50] . Since designated  ERG28 , the gene was 

predicted to encode a 148 amino acid protein 

with two transmembrane domains. Subsequent 

experiments in the laboratory of Martin Bard 

have shown that  ERG28  deletion strains grow 

slowly, have ergosterol levels approximately 

one third that of wild type, and accumulate sterol 

precursors normally found in strains deficient in 

 ERG26  and  ERG27 , which encode key enzymes 

in the C-4 demethylation component of the 

sterol pathway (summarized in  [51] ). This group 

then showed that the Erg28p protein functions 

as a transmembrane scaffold to anchor the C-4 

demethylation complex, as well as downstream 

enzymes, to the ER. To more fully characterize 

interactions among the various proteins involved 

in sterol biosynthesis, they recently used the 

split-ubiquitin membrane protein yeast two-

hybrid system to investigate all 196 possible 

pairwise interactions  [52]  (Fig.  5 ). Interestingly, 

enzymes in the middle of the pathway appear to 

act as a “hub” for enzymes that function either 

earlier or later. However, enzymes such as Erg2p 

and Erg3p that catalyze sequential reactions do 

not interact with the same subset of partners in 

this assay and enzymes in the late portion of the 

pathway interact more strongly with a core of 

enzymes in the center of the pathway. These 

researchers therefore suggest that the physical 

organization of the sterol pathway explains the 

different products produced in mutant lines and 

in various organisms; because synthesis is not 

physically organized in a linear array, loss (by 

mutation or evolution) of one enzyme does not 

interrupt the biosynthetic process. In fact, a similar 

organization is proposed to exist for sterol bio-

synthesis in other organisms, including plants 

and mammals, in which homologs of  ERG28  have 

been found ( [51,   53] ; Joe Chappell, personal 

communication). It may be noted that in the 

flavonoid pathway of Arabidopsis, a similar 

  Fig. 5    Schematic of the yeast sterol protein interac-

tion network based on biochemical data and results 

of split-ubiquitin membrane yeast two-hybrid 

assays. The tethering protein, ERG28, is highlighted 

in red (Adapted from  [52] )       
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non-linear protein interaction network has been 

observed, in this case with the first enzyme of 

the pathway serving as an apparent “hub” ( [36, 

  54,   55] ; Christopher Dana, Daniel Owens, Justin 

Runac, Jonathan Watkinson, and Brenda Winkel, 

unpublished data). However, Erg28p appears to 

represent the first instance where a non-catalytic 

protein has been shown to be an essential com-

ponent of a biochemical pathway. It is possible 

that similar proteins will be identified in other 

systems as more extensive global expression 

and protein interaction networks are described.

  Reversible Assembly of Enzyme Complexes 
as a Regulatory Mechanism  

 One of the most appealing features of enzyme 

complexes, one that has long been touted in the 

literature, is that they offer a means for extremely 

rapid responses to changes in the metabolic sta-

tus of the cell, through reversible assembly and 

disassembly or all or some of the constituent parts. 

The cysteine synthase complex (CSC) in bacteria 

and plants is providing insights into just how this 

may occur. The CSC plays a pivotal role in sulfur 

assimilation and cysteine biosynthesis in these 

organisms and has been the subject of extensive 

study since it was first purified from  Salmonella 

typhimurium  in 1969  [56] . The hetero-oligomeric 

( a  
6
  b  

4
 ) complex consists of two enzymes, serine 

acetyltransferase (SAT) activity and  O -acetylserine 

sulfhydrylase (OASS) (also known as  O -acetylserine 

(thiol) lyase [OAS-TL]) that convert serine to 

cysteine  [57]  (Fig.  6 ). In plants, these enzymes are 

located in three cellular compartments, plastids, 

mitochondria, and the cytosol, with the added chal-

lenge of coordinating metabolite levels across mul-

tiple compartments.  In vitro  biochemical and 

physiological studies have given rise to a model in 

which intracellular sulfur levels regulate the 

assembly and disassembly of the complex and 

thereby the assimilation of reduced sulfur into 

cysteine (summarized in  [57,   58] ). When sulfur 

levels are low,  O -acetylserine accumulates because 

OASS cannot efficiently convert it to cysteine 

(Fig.  6 ). This results in dissociation of the com-

plex with a corresponding reduction in SAT 

activity and elevation of OASS activity. Increased 

 O -acetylserine levels also cause activation of 

genes encoding SAT, OASS, and sulfur trans-

porters. The system is therefore poised to react 

to subsequent increases in sulfur levels, when 

OASS can rapidly begin consuming accumulated 

 O -acetylserine, leading to reassembly of the com-

plex, activation of SAT, and resumption of cysteine 

biosynthesis. The first  in vivo  test of this model 

was described recently by Wirtz and Hell  [59] , 

who generated transgenic tobacco plants in which 

an Arabidopsis SAT gene was overexpressed in 

the cytosol in either a catalytically active or inac-

tive form. Expression of the active form of the 

enzyme resulted in substantial increases in reac-

tion intermediates and endproducts, consistent 

with evidence for a large excess of OASS activity 

in wild-type plants. Surprisingly, the inactive 

form of SAT also resulted in a large (30X) increase 

in cysteine levels. These researchers propose 

that, in this situation, the Arabidopsis SAT would 

out-compete endogenous SAT in the cytoplasm, 

shutting down cysteine biosynthesis in that 

  Fig. 6    Biochemical conversion of serine to cysteine by the enzymes of the cysteine synthase complex 

(Adapted from [57])       
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9 compartment. Cysteine synthesis in the mitochon-

dria and/or plastids may overcompensate due to 

limited transfer of cysteine to the cytosol, despite 

efficient exchange of metabolites between these 

compartments. These experiments confirm the 

regulatory function of the CSC and provide new 

insights into the coordination of metabolism and 

sulfur homeostasis among different intracellular 

compartments.

 The macromolecular CSC has been character-

ized by a variety of methods, including yeast two-

hybrid analysis, gel filtration chromatography, 

analytical ultracentrifugation, and surface plas-

mon resonance refractometry (summarized in 

 [57,   58] ). These studies, together with biochemi-

cal analysis of the enzymes from  E. coli  and 

 Haemophilus influenza , provided evidence that 

the C terminus binds to the OASS active site, 

although other parts of SAT are also critical for 

the interaction. Although the architecture of the 

 a  
6
  b  

4
  CRC remains to be resolved, homology 

models of the plant enzymes, based on the corre-

sponding bacterial proteins, were used in a pre-

liminary effort that placed the OASS dimers at 

the distal ends of the SAT dimer of trimers  [57] . 

Shortly thereafter, the crystal structure of 

Arabidopsis OASS was solved by Joe Jez’s group 

and site-directed mutagenesis was used to iden-

tify a highly conserved surface loop near the 

OASS active site that appeared to be involved in 

the interaction with SAT  [58] . This group has 

gone on to determine the crystal structure of 

AtOASS bound with a peptide corresponding to 

the C-terminal ten residues of Arabidopsis SAT 

 [60] . This work showed that the peptide blocks 

the OASS active site through hydrogen bonding 

to key catalytic residues, thus demonstrating how 

complex formation downregulates OASS activ-

ity. They have also used isothermal titration calor-

imetry to explore the thermodynamics of the 

interaction of OASS with this peptide, showing 

that it is both salt and temperature dependent  [61] . 

Intriguingly, the enhanced interaction of OASS 

SAT at lower temperatures is consistent with 

known differences in the metabolic demands of 

plant cells for sulfur and cysteine under elevated 

or chilling temperatures. Once the structure of a 

plant SAT is solved, it should be possible to 

explore the mechanism by which association with 

OASS upregulates SAT activity. It should then 

also be possible to develop a model of the full 

CSC system using approaches such as low-reso-

lution X-ray diffraction or small angle X-ray or 

neutron scattering  [13,   14,   62] , leading to a 

molecular-level understanding of this key bio-

chemical system, including regulation of its 

assembly and disassembly by  O -acetylserine.  

  Enzyme Complexes in Plant Natural 
Product Biosynthesis  

 Numerous pathways of plant central metabolism 

are now known to function as multienzyme 

systems; in addition to those mentioned so far, 

notable examples include the pathways of glyc-

olysis  [63,   64]  and the respiratory chain  [65] . 

There are also growing numbers of pathways of 

plant natural product synthesis for which experi-

mental evidence supports their organization as 

multienzyme complexes. Particularly well-studied 

in this regard are the pathways of cyanogenic 

glycoside, isoprenoid, alkaloid, and phenyl-

propanoid metabolism (reviewed in  [1,   66,   67] ). 

Experimental approaches used to study these 

systems in recent years have included co-localiza-

tion, chromatography and co-immunoprecipitation, 

yeast two-hybrid assays, and the reconstitution 

of the pathways in heterologous systems. 

Several recent advances have relied on new 

technologies, such as the use of  13 C NMR spec-

troscopy to analyze stilbene and anthocyanin 

metabolism in grape cell cultures  [20] . Consis-

tent with a large body of work based on the use 

of TLC and HPLC, several intermediates remained 

undetectable even with this much more sensitive 

technology. This reinforces previous evidence 
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for the existence of a multi-enzyme complex, 

and metabolic channeling, in this system. New 

efforts to use yeast two-hybrid assays to probe the 

protein-protein interactions of flavonoid enzymes 

have uncovered evidence of an interaction 

network that may extend beyond the phenylpro-

panoid pathway (Jonathan Watkinson and 

Brenda Winkel, unpublished data). 

 As a result of the mounting evidence for the 

importance of intracellular organization in 

metabolism, the issues of channeling and the 

assembly and localization of enzyme complexes 

are gaining increasing attention with regard to 

efforts to engineer the production of natural 

products in plants and other organisms (reviewed 

in  [68,   69] ). These include efforts to character-

ize isoflavonoid biosynthetic enzymes from 

soybean and licorice in a Lotus hairy root cul-

ture system  [70] . In these experiments, analysis 

of gene expression and metabolite profiles sug-

gested the possibility that 2-hydroxyisofla-

vanone dehydratase (HID) from soybean was 

able to assemble into a complex with the pre-

ceding enzymes in the Lotus pathway, while the 

endogenous enzyme was not. Channeling has 

also been cited as a possible explanation for the 

relative lack of success in engineering sesquit-

erpene biosynthesis, despite the presumed pres-

ence of substantial quantities of the precursor 

molecule, farnesyl diphosphate, in plants  [71] . 

Similarly, Yan et al.  [72]  used enzymes from 

several different plant species in an effort to 

engineer anthocyanin production in  E. coli , with 

marginal success compared to what they have 

achieved for other flavonoids. Developing a 

better understanding of the flavonoid enzyme 

complex was cited as one approach to optimiz-

ing this system.  

  Future Prospects  

 It has been nearly more than 50 years since Marko 

Zalokar  [73,   74]  and Ellis Kempner and Jay Miller 

 [75]  provided early insights into the extent to 

which enzymes are organized in cells, at mem-

branes, the cytoskeleton, and in organelles (Fig. 

 7 ). These experiments, performed with Neurospora, 

Phyco-myces, and Euglena cells, used an emerg-

ing technology, ultracentrifugation (the first com-

mercial instruments were introduced in 1947), to 

challenge the view that the cell was simply a “bag 

of enzymes.” New technologies have continued to 

open doors to understanding the complexities of 

biochemistry in its native environment over the 

years, now perhaps more than ever. Among the 

most exciting advances are those in the area of 

structural biology, finally making it possible to 

probe the molecular basis for enzyme complex 

formation (Fig.  8 ). New global profiling technolo-

gies, for gene expression, protein interactions, 

metabolic output, and even metabolic flux are fur-

ther underscoring these themes. The power of pro-

tein interaction mapping for uncovering previously 

unknown functional connections is just now 

becoming apparent, particularly in the study of 

human disease  [76] .

 Technological advances offer further promise 

for detecting enzyme interactions, which are likely 

to be transient or unstable and may be particu-

larly sensitive to the conditions of the native 

  Fig. 7    Schematic of a  Neurospora  

hypha centrifuged at 35,000 rpm. 

FAT, fat; VAC, vacuoles; CYT, 

enchylema; NUC, nuclei; MIT, 

mitochondria; ERG, ergastoplasm; 

GLY, glycogen (From  [73] )       
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environment. An excellent example is the recent 

use of a protein fragment complementation assay 

based on murine dihydrofolate reductase, which 

makes it possible to assay protein interactions in 

their natural context. In yeast, this system identi-

fied 2,770 interactions among 1,124 proteins, 

many of which were previously unknown, 

including interactions involving a substantial 

number of components of cellular metabolism  [8] . 

It seems that we are poised to see this type of 

approach take off in the area of plant metabo-

lism. Large-scale efforts are being undertaken by 

Marc Vidal to map 12,000 proteins on the 

Arabidopsis interactome by high-throughput yeast 

two-hybrid analysis, by Wolf Frommer to map 

the potential interactome of Arabidopsis mem-

brane proteins using the split-ubiquitin system, 

and by Michael Snyder, S.P. Dinesh-Kumar, 

and Mark Gerstein to produce a first-generation 

Arabidopsis protein chip. Although each approach 

has its own inherent limitations  [77,   78] , together 

these efforts should do much toward making new 

connections in plants, and plant metabolism, on a 

global scale. Other technologies that are also 

likely to gain importance as structural informa-

tion about macromolecular systems becomes 

available are advanced microscopy methods for 

the analysis of whole cells such as cryo-electron 

tomography, particularly as these approach mole-

cular resolution, making it possible to identify 

intact multi-enzyme systems  in situ   [79] . Other 

emerging microscopy methods, such as FLIM-

FRET (see, for example,  [80] ), are likely to 

become powerful tools in the drive to understand 

protein interactions  in vivo , even for the dynamic 

interactions that characterize enzyme systems 

(Kevin Crosby, Brenda Winkel, and Theodorus 

Gadella, unpublished data). An even within the 

field of structural biology, understanding the 

influence of protein interactions on structure is 

an area of emerging interest and importance, 

including the extreme example of intrinsically 

disordered proteins, which acquire a unique ter-

tiary structure only upon interaction with their 

partners  [81] . 

 The growing imperative for “translational” 

migration from basic science to practical applica-

tions is bringing new urgency to reunderstanding 

the implications of subcellular organization for 

cellular metabolism. This is evident in discus-

sions of the surprising failure of efforts to engi-

neer key processes, such as the production of 

  Fig. 8    One of the earliest efforts to model the quinary structure of an enzyme complex, showing the pre-

dicted docking orientation between two monomers of pig mitochondrial citrate synthase (red and orange, 

with the first four N-terminal residues in green and the last four C-terminal residues in pale blue), aconitase 

(blue, with the first four C-terminal residues in green), and malate dehydrogenase (bright and pale pink, 

with the first four N-terminal residues in pale blue) (From  [97] )       
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valuable plant oils, by the targeted introduction 

of transgenes  [82] . There are still only a handful 

of examples where localization and function are 

clearly connected, such as evidence for assembly 

of glycolytic pathway enzymes on the cytosolic 

face of the outer mitochondrial membrane in 

 Arabidopsis   [64,   83] . This finding, which has 

now also been extended to yeast and humans 

 [84] , led to the intriguing suggestion that this 

organization facilitates transport of pyruvate 

directly to the mitochondrion for use in respira-

tion. Adding to the challenge of defining enzyme 

function are confounding factors such as the incr-

easingly common finding that specific enzymes 

have moonlighting functions (i.e., additional 

functional activities, often in distinct subcel-

lular compartments)  [85–  87] . Plant enzymes with 

known or suspected moonlighting functions 

already include pea glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase, phosphofructoaldolase and phos-

phoglycerate kinase isozymes  [88–  90] , Arabidopsis 

flavonoid enzymes ( [91] ; Melissa Ramirez and 

Brenda Winkel, unpublished data), ferredoxin-

dependent glutamate synthase  [92] , tomato 

cysteine protease  [93] , and Arabidopsis amidase I 

 [94] . Moreover, we are still in the early stages 

of understanding how metabolic networks span 

compartments, in other words, how pathway 

intermediates and signal metabolites are trans-

ported (or not) across organellar boundaries (dis-

cussed in  [95] ). Many of the same questions that 

have plagued cellular biochemists for decades 

remain unanswered and, indeed, some seem to 

have even more complex answers than ever antici-

 pated. Yet there is promise that we are entering a 

new era of understanding, as taking the intracel-

lular organization of enzyme systems into account 

in descriptions of cellular biochemistry becomes 

the norm rather than the exception.      
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  Abstract  Glycosyltransferases of small molecules

are encoded by a large multigene family in the 

plant kingdom. These enzymes transfer sugars 

from nucleotide sugars to a wide range of accep-

tors, from hormones and secondary metabo-

lites to biotic and abiotic chemicals, thereby 

alter the physical and chemical properties of 

the acceptors, their bioactivity and subcellular 

localisation. This chapter focuses on the current

understanding in the biochemistry of these 

enzymes and their biological roles in the plant. 

  Multigene Families of 
Glycosyltransferases  

 Phytochemical studies throughout the twentieth 
century have demonstrated the number and 
complexity of small molecule glycosides in 

higher plants. Often, these molecules exist in 
numerous glycoforms, regioselectively glyco-
sylated at different positions and carrying single 
or multiple sugars, linked as mono, di-, tri- or 
higher oligosaccharides. As an example, from a 
total of 5,000 different flavonoids, 300 different 
glycosides of a single flavonol, quercetin, have 
been identified  [1] . 

 In nature glycoconjugates are formed by 
glycosyltransferases (GTs), a class of enzymes 
catalysing the transfer of a glycosyl moiety 
from an activated donor to an acceptor mole-
cule. Currently the Carbohydrate-Active 
Enzyme database (CAZy,   http://www.cazy.
org/    ) has collected over 12,000 sequences 
encoding GTs in different organisms. These 
sequences have been classified into 90 families 
based on the biochemical studies of their gene 
products or through sequence homology com-
parison of the genes encoding enzymes of 
known catalytic activity. Among the GTs con-
tributing to the many different glycosyl trans-
fer reactions, those glycosylating natural 
products and small lipophilic molecules belong 
to the GT1 family. 

 In this chapter, an overview of the GT1 
enzymes with respect to their chemistry and 
biology will be provided together with the 
recent work reported from 2006 to 2007. For 
other earlier works and more details about this 
GT family, readers are referred to the reviews 
published in the last few years  [2–  4] . 
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10   Gene Phylogeny of GT1 Members 

 Most plant GT1 members carry a signature motif 
of 44–46 residues in their amino acid sequences. 
This is reflected in the complete genome of 
 Arabidopsis . 107 of the 120  Arabidopsis  sequences 
classified into GT1 family contain this signature 
motif. These GTs are thought to be cytosolic pro-
teins since they do not carry targeting peptides  [5] . 
In contrast, three GTs without the motif are mem-
brane-anchored proteins glycosylating sterols and 
lipids  [6] . Comprehensive phylogenetic analysis 
of the 107  Arabidopsis  GT1 sequences has 
revealed 14 well-defined evolutionary groups. As 
a result of unequal gene recombination and dupli-
cation events, many sequences from the same 
phylogenetic groups form clusters on individual 
chromosomes  [5] . 

 When a further 63 full-length  Medicago 

truncatula  GT sequences were included in the 
phylogenetic analysis, 59 of these sequences 
clustered within the evolutionary groups previ-
ously identified in  Arabidopsis , with the other 
four forming distantly related groups  [7] . Thus, 
it is likely that there are additional ancestral 
genes in higher plants not found in the 
 Arabidopsis  genome. The  M. truncatula  
genome is anticipated to contain over 150 dif-
ferent GT sequences  [7] . When all these 
sequences are completely annotated, their phy-
logenetic analysis will provide a wider view of 
the evolution of GT1 members in dicotyledo-
nous plants. 

 GT1 is one of the biggest GT families in the 
CAZy collection, and is also the largest GT fam-
ily in the entire  Arabidopsis  genome database. 
These high numbers of GTs glycosylating small 
mole cular acceptors in plants reflect the diver-
sity of plant secondary metabolites, such as 
those involved in protection against oxidative 
stress and those involved in interactions between 
plants and other organisms, as well as the 
enzymes that regulate their cellular home-
ostasis, that are derived under evolutionary 
pressures.  

  Three-Dimensional Structures of VvGT1, 

UGT72B1, UGT71G1 and UGT85H2 

 Prior to 2005, only three GT1 protein structures 
were available in the public domain  [8-  10] . All 
of these were bacterial GTs involved in antibi-
otic biosynthesis. The structures consisted of two 
Rossmann-folds, each constructed by a central 
sheet of several  β -strands flanked on either side 
by  α -helices. Results from the co-crystallisation 
of these proteins with their ligands indicated 
that residues in the N-terminal half of the protein 
were responsible for acceptor binding, whereas 
those in the C-terminal half were mainly 
involved in donor interactions. Due to the low 
sequence similarity between the bacterial and 
plant GTs, as well as the lack of a signature 
motif in the bacterial sequences, few studies 
used the published structures to model the 
respective plant enzymes  [11,   12] . 

 Between 2005 and 2007, four plant GT1 
enzymes have been crystallised and their 3-D 
structures solved by two research groups. 
Two  Medicago truncatula  GTs, UGT71G1 and 
UGT85H2, were crystallised and their structures 
solved at 2.6 and 2.1 Å, respectively  [13,   14] . 
The crystal structure of UGT71G1 was solved 
in the presence of the native sugar donor UDP-
glucose (UDP-Glc); however, no acceptor mol-
ecules were co-crystallised with these  Medicago  
GTs. In contrast, the  Vitis vinifera  VvGT1 and 
the  Arabidopsis  UGT72B1 were crystallized 
with the acceptor molecules kaempferol and 
trichlorophenol respectively and a non-hydro-
lysable donor, UDP-2-deoxy-2-fluoro-Glc; 
these structures were solved at 1.9 and 1.45 Å, 
respectively  [15,   16] . Collectively, these results 
show that the plant proteins also contain two 
Rossmann-folds, with acceptors binding to resi-
dues in the N-terminal half, whereas activated 
donor sugars bind mainly to amino acids in the 
C-terminal region. 

 The structures of these GTs clearly illustrate 
the role of the signature motif and the residues 
that constitute the donor-sugar binding pocket. 
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Using the VvGT1 structure as an example, tryp-
tophan 332 forms the hydrophobic platform that 
stacks with the uracil base of UDP-Glc, while 
glutamate 358 binds the two hydroxyls of ribose. 
Histidine 350 interacts with the O2 of the  β -phos-
phate of UDP, and serine 355 interacts with the 
equivalent atom of the  α -phosphate. Aspartate 
374 and glutamine 375 play key roles in recognis-
ing the hydroxyl at the C2, C3 and C4 positions of 
the Glc moiety (Fig.  1 ). Equivalent residues can 
be found in the other three structures and are con-
served in almost all of the plant GT1 sequences.

 In contrast, the N-terminal domains of the 
GTs have greater variation in their sequences. 
This is conceivable since the N-domains are 
known to interact with the sugar acceptors, which 
range from natural products to xenobiotics. All 
four GT structures contain a hydrophobic core 
centre in the N-terminus which forms a pocket 
for interactions with lipophilic acceptors. 

 Within the N-domain, a conserved histidine 
residue, which resides on the loop before the first 
 α -helix, is positioned to serve as a Brønsted base 
to deprotonate the OH group of  O -acceptor mol-
ecules. The charge on the histidine from proton 
abstraction is balanced by an aspartate residue 
located some 100 residues away in terms of amino 

acid sequence  [15] . Interestingly, the configura-
tion of the O 

acceptor
 –His–Asp residues is analogous 

to that seen in the Ser–His–Asp triad of serine 
hydrolases, and is found in the sequences of all 
GTs that catalyse  O -glycosylation. However, this 
catalytic histidine is not found in the sequences 
of the two cytokinin  N -glycosyltransferases in 
 Arabidopsis   [16] , suggesting that a different reac-
tion mechanism is involved in  N -conjugation. 
Remarkably, in the crystallography study with 
the  Arabidopsis  UGT72B1, a GT which catalyses 
both  O - and  N -glycosylation  in vitro , when the 
enzyme is presented with an aryl amide group for 
 N -glucosylation, the catalytic histidine side-chain 
is rotated through 90° and does not interact 
directly with the Asp triad residue  [16] . This 
non-canonical geometry indicates that  O - and 
 N -glycosylation proceed via distinct mechanisms.   

  Donors and Acceptors  

  Donors 

 The activated sugar donor of plant GT1 enzymes 
is typically UDP-Glc, although UDP-rhamnose 
(UDP-Rha), UDP-galactose (UDP-Gal), UDP-
xylose (UDP-Xyl) and UDP-glucuronic acid 
(UDP-GlcUA) have also been identified as 
activated sugars in the transfer reaction  [3] . 
These activated donors, except UDP-Rha, have 
their leaving group in the  α -configuration. GT1 
enzymes catalyse a simple S 

N
 2 nucleophilic dis-

placement reaction with these sugar donors and 
the nucleophile acceptor to form  β -glycosides. 
Similarly, glycosylation involving UDP- β -Rha 
results in  α -rhamnosylated products (Fig.  2 ).

 Donor selectivity is an interesting feature 
of the GT1 enzymes. Although the four plant 
GT1 structures have determined how UDP-Glc 
is bound to the proteins, the features defining 
donor-selectivity are yet to be identified. It has 
been suggested that the last residue in the signa-
ture motif plays a crucial role in discriminating 

  Fig. 1    Sequence of the signature motif and the 
3-D structure of the sugar-binding pocket of 
VvGT1       
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Glc from Gal binding  [17] . However, another 
study showed that the donor preference of a GT 
can be dependent on the acceptor molecule  [7] .  

  Acceptors 

 Natural products such as phytohormones, deri-
vatives of shikimic acid (phenylpropanoids, 
benzoates, flavonoids) and mevalonate (terpe-
noids, steroids), alkaloids and many amino acid 
derivatives exist as glycosides in plants. Sugars 
can be transferred to the OH, SH, NH and car-
boxyl groups of these acceptors. To a lesser extent, 
certain acceptors can also be glycosylated at their 
CH group. In addition to natural products, man-
made chemicals may also be glycosylated when 
these compounds are applied to plants. 

 Acceptors with more than one reactive group 
are often differentially glycosylated in different 
plants. Glycosides may also act as acceptors for 
further glycosylation. For example, quercetin, one 
of the most widely observed flavonoids in nature, 

exists predominantly as a 3- O -rhamnosyl (1→2)
glucoside-7- O -rhamnoside in  Arabidopsis  and as 
3,4’-di- O -glucoside in onion  [18,   19]  (Fig.  3a ). 
The glycosylation profile of an acceptor can also 
be distinct between different species within a plant 
genus. A classical example is the rhamnosylation 
of naringenin-7- O -glucoside which occurs at the 
2-OH of the glucose moiety in  Citrus paradisi  
(grapefruit) leading to a bitter tasting glycoside, 
and at the 6-OH in other  Citrus  species including 
 Citrus reticulata  (mandarin orange) resulting in 
conjugate which is tasteless  [20]  (Fig.  3b ).

 The glycosylation of many of these acceptors 
has been studied extensively  in vitro  using 
recombinant GTs expressed in bacteria. This has 
proven to be an efficient strategy to explore the 
chemical features of the acceptors recognised 
by plant GTs as well as the regioselectivity of 
the enzymes towards the acceptors.  In vitro  
biochemical studies have revealed that multiple 
GTs from the same plant can glycosylate the 
same acceptor, with individual GTs having the 
capacity to glycosylate multiple substrates. 

  Fig. 2    The S 
N
 2 reaction catalysed by GT1       
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A key question is the extent to which any of 
these  in vitro  biochemical studies are useful for 
in predicting the respective GT activity and 
physiological functions  in planta . Thus,  in vivo  
factors which can influence GT activity in plant 
cells, such as cofactors, protein-protein interac-
tions and metabolite channelling are absent in 
the  in vitro  assays. It is thus essential to exam-
ine the functional activity of GTs by altering 
their expression  in planta , when probing the 
roles of these enzymes in development, meta-
bolic or stress/defense-related pathways.   

  The Biology of Glycosyltransferases  

 Plants have an immense capacity to perceive 
changes in their environment and can adapt 
rapidly to maximise opportunity and minimise 
risk. This plasticity in adaptive responses is 

dependent on the integration of growth, devel-
opment and metabolism and the evolution of 
diverse mechanisms to regulate cellular home-
ostasis. There is increasing evidence to suggest 
that glycosylation is a key component of these 
mechanisms. 

 Addition of a sugar onto a lipophilic acceptor 
will make the compound more polar and prevent 
any further possibility of its free diffusion across 
lipid bilayers and between intra-cellular compart-
ments. In  Arabidopsis,  with the exception of the 
three membrane associated GTs  [21–  23] , it appears 
that the reminder of the family are cytosolic pro-
teins  [24] . This suggests the GTs function in the 
cytosol where they may locate within multi-protein 
complexes at the surface of membranes to enable 
efficient channelling of metabolites  [25] . 

 Whilst the GT transfer reactions are cytosolic, 
the conjugates serve as substrates for membrane-
bound transporter systems that recognise the gly-
cosyl residues. ATP-dependent binding cassette 

  Fig. 3    ( a ) Glycosides of quercetin found in  Arabidopsis  and onion; ( b ) glycosides of naringenin found in 
two different  Citrus  species       
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10 (ABC) transporter proteins of glucosides of both 
endogenous metabolites and xenobiotics have been 
defined in tonoplast membranes  [26,   27] , with the 
corresponding accumulation of glycosylated 
compounds in the vacuolar compartment docu-
mented  [28] . Glycosides and glycosidases of small 
lipophilic molecules have also been identified in the 
apoplast  [29–  31] , although their exit route has not 
been defined. The ‘clearance’ of glycosylated accep-
tors from the cytosol underpins the view that GTs are 
involved in ‘detoxification’, since both the vacuolar 
and the apoplastic space can accumulate many dif-
ferent products which are only slowly turned over. 

 The above points highlight that glycosyla-
tion will alter the solubility of compounds and 
their movement within the cell. There is also 
evidence that glycosylation can stabilise com-
pounds, as witnessed with the glucosinolates, 
which undergo rapid degradation following 
deglycosylation by myrosinase  [32] . It is also 
known that the bioactivity of phytohormones 
and defence-related small molecules of plant 
and non-plant origin, is regulated by glycosyla-
tion/deglycosylation  in planta   [33] . 

  Regulation of the Activities of Small Molecules 

 There are extensive studies on the GTs that 
recognise and conjugate endogenous or for-
eign acceptors thereby regulating their activity. 
Evidence exists that the key regulatory event 
can be either the addition of a sugar by a GT or 
its removal by a glycosidase, dependent on the 
nature of the acceptor. Here we will summarise 
current information on the roles of these reac-
tions in regulating the biological activity of 
plant hormones, glucosinolates and cyanogenic 
glucosides as well as pathogen toxins.  

  Hormones 

 There are many compounds in a plant that 
influence developmental processes and enable 
rapid adaptation to environmental change. The 

homeostasis of hormones is critical and many 
mechanisms have evolved to control levels of 
different hormones within the cells and tissues 
of a plant. All of the classical hormones, with 
the exception of ethylene, have been found to 
occur as glycosides  in planta . Many early bio-
chemical papers described GT activities toward 
different hormones, as well as profiling the 
existence of hormone glycosides in plant 
extracts. There is good evidence that the glyco-
sylation can be reversible or irreversible, 
dependent on the individual hormone. The 
glycosidic conjugates may also have different 
bioactivities from the ‘free’ forms of the hor-
mones. The genetic tools to explore the rela-
tive importance of glycosylation and the other 
homeostatic mechanisms in regulating hor-
mone action are starting to become available. 
Though most studies involve  in vitro  assays of 
recombinant GTs, some have expanded to 
investigate their potential roles  in planta . 

  Auxins:  In vegetative tissues of  Arabidopsis , 

some 90% of indole-3-acetic-acid (IAA) (Scheme 

 1 ) is conjugated to biomolecules by amide link-

ages, with 10% ester linked and only 1% present 

as free IAA  [34] . The first gene encoding a GT 

active toward IAA was the maize  IAGLU   [35] . 

Subsequently,  in vitro  screening of recombinant 

 Arabidopsis  GTs revealed that UGT84B1 syn-

thesised the 1- O -indole acetyl glucose ester 

(IAAGlc), with its over-expression leading to a 

phenotype consistent with auxin deficiency  [36, 

  37] . Thus, an altered root phenotype of the trans-

genic lines was not rescued by IAA, but was 

restored by treatment with 2,4-dichlorophenoxy-

acetic acid, an IAA functional analogue not 

glucosylated  in vitro  by UGT84B1. Metabolic 

profiling of over-expressor lines of UGT84B1 

showed high levels of IAAGlc, but levels of 

free IAA were also increased, suggesting over-

production of an IAA-conjugating enzyme led to 

complex changes in auxin homeostasis  [36] .

  Brassinosteroids:  A wide range of glycosides 
of many different brassinosteroids (BRs) have 
been identified in plant extracts  [38] . An 
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  Scheme 1       Residues in red indicate position where the conjugation has been described       

 Arabidopsis  GT capable of catalysing the 23- 
 O -glucosylation of brassinolide (BL) (Scheme  1 ) 
and its biosynthetic precursor, castasterone (CS) 
has been identified  [39] . Over-expression of this 
GT, UGT73C5, resulted in BR-deficient pheno-
types, as well as reduced levels of active BRs 
in transgenic plants, thereby suggesting that 
glucosylation of BRs reduced their bioactivity. 
Significantly, silencing the GT led to the effec-
tive abolition BL-23- O -glucosylating activity in 
the seedlings used in BL feeding studies. 

  Cytokinins:  Glycosylation of cytokinins 
can involve  O -glucosylation,  O- xylosylation 
and  N -glucosylation  [40] . Genes encoding GTs 
recognising cytokinins have been identified in 
several plant species  [41–  44] . When the expres-
sion of  ZOG1 , a  trans -zeatin- O -glucosyltrans-
ferase from  Phaseolus lunatus , was 
inducibly-regulated in transgenic tobacco leaf 
disc cultures, a tenfold higher zeatin level was 
required for the formation of shoots and callus 
compared to controls, suggesting that the con-
jugating activity resulted in an increased inac-
tivation of the hormone  [45] . The first two 
GTs with  N -glucosyltransferase activity 
towards cytokinins, UGT76C1 and UGT76C2, 
have now also been identified in  Arabidopsis,  
with an increased accumulation of  trans -zea-
tin-7- N -glucoside detected when  trans -zeatin 

(Scheme  2 ) was applied to transgenic plants 
constitutively over-expressing UGT76C1  [46] .

  Abscisic acid:  Several glycosides of abscisic 
acid (ABA) (Scheme  2 ) have been identified in 
plants, with the glucose ester typically being the 
most abundant conjugate  [47] . A recombinant 
GT from  Vigna angularis  converted 2- trans -
(+)-ABA to its glucose ester  in vitro   [48] . Eight 
recombinant GTs from  Arabidopsis  where 
shown to recognise ABA  in vitro , with only one, 
UGT71B6 showing enantioselective glucosyla-
tion with the naturally occurring substrate  cis -
S-(+)-ABA  [49,   50] . Two plant studies have 
explored the role of glucosylation of ABA. 
Over-expression of UGT71B6 affected ABA 
metabolism, particularly under water-stress con-
ditions  [51] . Interestingly, deglycosylation of 
the hormone was found to have major impacts 
on the pool of free ABA  [52] , suggesting that 
stress-induced activation of glucosidase(s) plays 
a central role in ABA homeostasis. 

  Salicylic acid:  Two glucosylated forms of sali-
cylic acid (SA) (Scheme  2 ) have been identified 
in plant species, the glucose ester and the 
2- O -glucoside  [53] . Several publications have 
shown the elevation of SA during biotic or abi-
otic stress/pathogen responses and associated 
increased levels of the glucose ester and gluco-
side  [54] . When SA was applied to plants, the 
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expression of a number of defence/stress-related 
genes was elevated, including those that encode 
GTs  [32,   55–  60] . However, when recombinant 
enzymes encoded by these genes were assayed 
 in vitro , their substrate recognition was found to 
be broad  [32,   57] , and in one instance, SA was 
not an acceptor  [58] . Screening  Arabidopsis  
GTs with SA and other benzoates  in vitro  
revealed that only UGT74F1 and UGT74F2 
were active toward SA  [61] . The expression of 
both genes was found to be up-regulated by SA 
application as well as by challenge with a bacte-
rial pathogen  [62] . 

  Jasmonic acid:  An  Arabidopsis  GT, AtJGT1, 
recognized jasmonic acid (JA) (Scheme  2 ) as 
a substrate  in vitro  whilst also recognizing a 
variety of other compounds, particularly indole-
3-butyric acid  [63] . However,  in planta  gluco-
sylation of JA is not thought to be a major 
conjugation route of the hormone  [64] .  

  Glucosinolates, Cyanogenic Glucosides 

and Cyclic Hydroxamic Acids 

 The storage of glycosides in vacuoles, that on 
tissue damage come into contact with glycosi-
dases leading to hydrolysis and production of 
bioactives compounds, is a well characterized 
chemical defence strategy in plants. 

 Glucosinolates (Scheme  3 ), found almost 

exclusively in the Brassicales, represent a 

diverse set of compounds defined by a common 

glucone comprising a sulfonated oxime and 

a  β -thioglucose residue, with a variable side 

chain that is responsible for the high degree 

of glucosinolate chemical diversity  [65] . The 

hydrolytic action of the plant thioglucosidase, 

myrosinase leads to unstable intermediates that 

spontaneously rearrange to form bioactive com-

pounds including isothiocyanates, thiocyanates 

and nitriles. In contrast to the glucosinolates, 

cyanogenic glucosides (Scheme  3 ) are found 

much more widely in the plant kingdom  [66] . 

On disruption of cell integrity, these glucosides 

also come into contact with glucosidases and are 

hydrolysed to release toxic hydrogen cyanide 

and an aldehyde or ketone  [67] . Thus, whilst 

glucosylation regulates activity, in both instances 

the action of the glycosidases is the trigger to the 

production of bioactive molecules.

 Genes encoding thiohydroximate  S -glucosyl-

transferases have been cloned from  Brassica 

napus  and  Arabidopsis   [68,   69] . Knocking out 

the  Arabidopsis  UGT74B1 impacted on auxin 

metabolism, a feature also observed with other 

mutants impaired in glucosinolate synthesis 

 [69] . Synthesis of the cyanogenic glucoside, 
dhurrin, has also been studied  [70,   71]  and its 
accumulation in transgenic  Arabidopsis  achieved 

  Scheme 2    Residues in red indicate 
position where the conjugation has 
been described       
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by transformation with different genes, includ-
ing UGT85B1 and a cytochrome P450  [72,   73] . 

 1,4-Benzoxazinones are cyclic hydroxamic 
acids (Scheme  3 ) occurring constitutively as 
glucosides in certain members of the Gramineae 
 [74] . The glucosides are located in vacuoles and 
become available for hydrolysis by plastidic 
glycosidases when cell integrity is lost in 
response to tissue damage or pathogen invasion. 
The resulting aglycones, in rye, DIBOA (2, 4-di-
hydroxy-1, 4-benzoxazin-3-one), and in maize 
and wheat, DIMBOA (2, 4-dihydroxy-7-meth-
oxy-1, 4-benzo-xazin-3-one) decompose rapidly 
with a liberation of formic acid. Thus, both the 
benzoxazinone aglygones and their degradation 
products exhibit multifunctional bioactivities, 
whereas their parent glucosides are inactive  [75] . 
Two GTs have been purified from maize seed-
lings, with their over-expression in  Arabidopsis  
reducing the toxic effects of DIBOA and 
DIMBOA application  [76] . Since it is known 
that these compounds can also act as allelochem-
icals in the rhizosphere  [77,   78] , it was suggested 
that the GTs may detoxify exogenous benzoxazi-
nones delivered in root exudates from neighbour-
ing plants. There is some evidence for GTs 
down-regulating the impact of allelochemicals in 
field communities  [79] , and this is an interesting 
example where glycosylation events controlling 

bioactivity involve plant enzymes and substrates, 
originating from different plants.  

  Additional Plant and Pathogen Acceptors 

 The process of glycosylation and deglycosyla-
tion can regulate a range of activities, both of 
metabolites synthesized by the plants as well as 
those synthesized by pathogens. This section 
will briefly describe some examples of these 
activities where the GTs involved have been 
characterized. 

  Pisum sativum UGT1 (PsUGT1) : Root caps, 
attached to root apices of many species play a 
number of roles, that include protection of 
the apical meristem, perception of gravity, and 
the production of ‘border cells’ that become 
detached and play a key role in influencing 
interactions of the plant within the rhizosphere 
 [80] . Using pea as a model system, the removal 
of border cells was shown to trigger mitosis in 
the root cap meristem  [81] . Since the system 
could be synchronised, genes whose expression 
was rapidly up-regulated at the onset of cell 
division in the root cap could be identified and 
one of these was found to be PsUGT1  [23] . The 
donor was initially identified as UDP-GlcUA, 

  Scheme 3    Residues in red indicate 
position where the conjugation has 
been described       
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10 but subsequently UDP-Glc was also shown to be 
active, with  in vitro  assays suggesting a number 
of flavonoids could act as acceptors  [23,   82] . 
When PsUGT1 expression was down-regulated 
in alfalfa, renewed border cell production did not 
occur. These data suggested that expression of 
the GT was required for the root cap meristem 
activity that led to replacement of border cells 
 [23] . In this system, the glycosylated product of 
PsUGT1 appeared to be the bioactive factor 
necessary for root cap meristem cell division, with 
the aglycone inactive. However, the involvement 
and nature of potential flavonoid acceptors in this 
regulatory system remain to be elucidated. 

  Arabidopsis thaliana  UGT73C5: To date, only 
one plant GT capable of recognising a fungal 
toxin has been identified, its gene cloned and the 
ability of its recombinant gene product to 
detoxify the compound demonstrated  [83] . The 
trichothecene deoxynivalenol (DON) (Scheme  3 ) 
is produced by fungi of the genus  Fusarium  that 
infect cereal species such as wheat, barley, rye 
and maize  [84] . The mycotoxins produced are 
harmful when present in food or feed products 
and DON is also considered to act as a viru-
lence factor in fungal pathogenesis  [85] . 
Screening an  Arabidopsis  cDNA library expressed 
in yeast for an enhanced resistance to DON, 
identified UGT73C5. The recombinant GT 
catalysed the formation of DON-3- O -glucoside 
in yeast cells and when over-expressed in trans-
genic  Arabidopsis  conferred enhanced tolerance 
to DON  [83] . Interestingly, as summarised in the 
hormone section, UGT73C5 also glucosylates 
BL, which suggests the GT may play a dual 
role in the plant, glucosylating endogenous and 
exogenous acceptors. 

  Nicotiana tobaccum  TOGTs: The expression of 
several GTs of tobacco can be up-regulated by SA, 
even though their  in vitro  acceptor recognition is 
broad and includes the hydroxycoumarins, such 
as scopoletin, as well as hydroxycinnamic acids 
 [32,   55,   56,   58] . The consequences of changing 
the expression of  TOGT1  on the course of a 
pathogen response was analysed in transgenic 

tobacco  [86-  88] . The data were conflicting, but 
suggested a role for scopoletin and/or its glyco-
sylated form in defence responses to viruses 
and other plant pathogens. 

  Arabidopsis thaliana  UGT73B3 and UGT73B5: 
T-DNA disrupted mutants of two  Arabidopsis  
GTs, known to be up-regulated by SA, MeJA, 
hydrogen peroxide as well as by a fungal patho-
gen, displayed decreased resistance during the 
hypersensitive response. Whilst the acceptors 
of these GTs are unknown, a role in plant-path-
ogen interactions is likely  [60] .  

  Metabolic Homeostasis 

 As discussed in the introduction to this section, 
Family 1 GTs and their acceptors are generally 
located in the cytosol of the cell, whereas their 
products are found in the vacuolar compartment 
or apoplast. If the reactions are cytosolic, but 
the glycosylated products are transported out 
of the cytosol, it is possible that the removal of 
the product from the reaction mix will change 
the flux through the metabolic pathway in 
which the GT is involved. There is good evi-
dence that most secondary metabolites can be 
found in glycosylated forms and therefore their 
glycosylation status may play a role in pathway 
regulation and homeostasis as well as in the for-
mation of precursors of the final products. 

  Phenylpropanoids:  The phenylpropanoid path-
way leads from phenylalanine to a vast com-
plexity of secondary metabolites with many 
different functions  [89,   90] . In members of the 
Brassicaceae, 1- O -sinapoylglucose (SG) is an 
intermediate in the synthesis of sinapoylmalate 
(SM), a UV protectant found in foliar tissue, and 
sinapoylcholine (SC) (Scheme  4 ), made during 
seed development and degraded during germi-
nation to provide sinapic acid and choline for
 the developing seedling. SG is formed via the 
action of a GT on sinapic acid and genes encod-
ing enzymes capable of this transfer reaction have 
been identified both in oil seed rape ( Brassica 
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  Scheme 4    Residues in red indicate position where the conjugation has been described       

  Fig. 4    The  Arabidopsis  GTs involved in the phenylpropanoid pathway. The UGT84A2- and UGT72E2 
lack-of-function do not accumulate the highlighted glucosides       

napus ) and  Arabidopsis   [91–  95] . Decreasing the 
expression of BnSGT in transgenic rape plants, 
led to a reduction in many different sinapate 
esters, including SG, SC and SM  [96] . Similarly, 
in the  Arabidopsis brt1  mutant, deficient in 
UGT84A2, a reduction in the glucosylation of 
sinapic acid was observed  [95]  (Fig.  4 ).

 The accumulation of glucosides of coniferyl 
alcohol and sinapyl alcohol (Scheme  4 ) was found 

to be light-dependent in roots of  Arabidopsis   [97] . 
UGT72E2 has been found to be responsible for 
the glucosylation of these monolignols in 
 Arabidopsis  roots  [98]  ( Fig. 4 ). Overexpression 
of UGT72E2 led to a massive accumulation of 
the glucoside of coniferyl alcohol in roots. In 
leaves of those plants, the increase in glucoside 
was accompanied by a reduction in SM  [98] . 
Since the overall phenylpropanoid pool was 
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  Fig. 5    Flavonol glycosylation in  Arabidopsis        

unaffected, it was suggested that the overexpres-
sion of the GT led to a redirection of flux within 
the pathway. 

  Flavonoids – flavonols and anthocyanins : 
Flavonols are the widest spread metabolites in 
higher plants and predominantly accumulate as 
glycosides.  In vitro  biochemical analyses and  in 

planta  metabolite profiling have identified a 
number of interesting  Arabidopsis  GTs involved 
in flavonol glycoside biosynthesis, such as 
UGT78D1 and UGT89C1 which catalyze the 
3-OH and 7-OH rhamnosylation of flavonols 

respectively, and UGT78D2 and UGT73C6 
which glucosylate the 3-OH and 7-OH, respec-
tively  [19,   99,   100]  (Fig.  5 ).

 The pigmentation of flowers and fruits is due 
to the accumulation of flavonoids, carotenoids 
or betalains. In this context, anthocyanins 
(Scheme  5 ) predominantly determine red, blue 
and purple pigmentation. Glycosylation is con-
sidered to play a major role in defining both the 
solubility and stability of the pigments. The 
best-characterised GTs active in anthocyanin 
metabolism are those catalysing the primary 
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  Scheme 5    Residues in red indicate 
position where the conjugation has 
been described       

3- O -glucosylation event common to the biosyn-
thetic pathway of all anthocyanins (for refer-
ences see  [38] ). This step was thought to precede 
subsequent glycosylation events, but a single 
GT (RhGT1) was identified in  Rosa hybrida  that 
synthesised first cyanidin 5- O -glucoside, then the 
cyanidin 3, 5-di- O -glucoside  [101] . Flowers of 
wild-type Japanese morning glory ( Ipomoea 

nil  ) are red or blue due to the accumulation of 
anthocyanidin 3- O -sophorosides, whereas flowers 
of the  dusky  mutants are reddish-brown or 
purplish-gray as they only accumulate the 3- O -
glucoside precursor  [102] . This is due to the lack 
of a GT activity in the mutant background. Other 
identified GT activities involved in flower 
pigmentation include the enzymes responsible 
for the synthesis of gentiodelphin in  Gentiana 

triflora   [38]  and cyanidin 3- O -(6”- O -malonyl-
2”- O -glucuronyl)-glucoside in red daisy  [103] .

  Betalains : In the Caryophyllales, the chro-
mogenic anthocyanins are replaced as fruit 
and flower pigments by the betalains, compris-
ing betacyanins (red and purple) and betaxan-
thins (yellow), with both compounds derived 
from the shikimic acid pathway. A number of 
studies have focussed on the synthesis of beta-
cyanins and their glycosylation. Following the 
partial purification of two betanidin GTs (5-GT 
and 6-GT) from  Dorotheanthus bellidiformis  
 [104] , the gene encoding the 5-GT was cloned 
and highest activity of the recombinant protein 
 in vitro  was shown towards betanidin (Scheme 
 5 ), with regio-specific transfer of Glc to the 

5-OH position  [105] . A GT from  Beta vulgaris  
(red beet) was also identified and its activity 
towards betanidin investigated by assaying its 
expression during the accumulation of the 
respective pigmented glycoside in the leaves 
 [106] . 

  Terpenoids and steroids : Carotenoids are syn-
thesized in the chloroplast, but modification of 
apocarotenoid cleavage products largely takes 
place outside of the plastidial compartment, 
prior to accumulation of water-soluble glyco-
sylated metabolites in the vacuole  [107] . For 
example, the final biosynthetic steps in the for-
mation of the crocin yellow pigment of  Crocus 

sativus  includes glucosylation of the insoluble 
aglycone crocetin (Scheme  6 ) leading to its 
enhanced stability and water-solubility  [22] . 
Another example of glycosylation affecting 
water solubility is seen in the metabolism of 
diterpenoid glycosides in  Stevia rebaudiana , in 
which the extent and regioselectivity of glyco-
sylation also influences the taste perception 
of sweetness. The most abundant of these com-
pounds are the triglucoside, stevioside and the 
tetraglucoside, rebaudioside A. The initial steps 
of stevioside biosynthesis occur in plastids 
followed by further modifications in which 
glucosylation of the C4 carboxyl position of 
stevioside is thought to be critical for its trans-
port into the vacuole. Three GTs (UGT74G1, 
UGT76G1 and UGT85C2) have been identified 
and their regioselective glucosylation of steviol 
(Scheme  6 ) confirmed  [108] .
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 Saponins are glycosylated triterpenoids, ster-
oids or steroidal alkaloids, found in many plant 
species  [33,   109,   110] . These compounds are 
characterised by an oligosaccharide chain 
attached at the C3 position, consisting of up to 
five sugars, typically Glc, Gal, Ara, GlcUA, Xyl 
or Rha. Some saponins may also have a single 
Glc attached at C26 or C28. In oat leaves, 
the steroidal avenacosides A and B (Scheme  6 ) 
are biologically inactive but are converted 
into antifungal compounds on tissue damage 
or pathogen invasion by a plant glucosidase 
specific for the C26 position. This is an example 
in which bioactivity is revealed by deglycosyla-
tion, with both the substrate and the hydrolase 
made by the plant. The sugar chain attached to 
C3 is thought to be critical for both the mem-
brane permeabilizing and antifungal properties 
of saponins, since removal of these sugar resi-
dues results in a loss in bioactivity. Interestingly, 
the C3 oligosaccharide is the target for hydro-
lases produced by invading fungal pathogens 
leading to saponin detoxification  [111] .  

  Detoxification 

 Typically, whether in the plant or animal king-
doms, detoxification can occur in three phases 
 [112,   113] . When necessary, phase I oxidative 

or hydrolytic reactions activate chemicals for 
detoxification through the introduction of func-
tional groups. Phase II enzymes conjugate 
hydrophilic molecules, such as through the 
addition of a glycosyl, malonyl or glutathione 
residues to those functional groups. In plants, 
these modifications lead to the elimination of 
the chemicals from the cytosol via membrane-
bound transporters into the vacuolar or apoplas-
tic space through the action of phase three 
transporter proteins. There is some evidence to 
suggest that the carriers for the transport of gly-
cosylated and glutathionylated xenobiotics across 
the tonoplast membrane may be different from 
one another, the former using a carrier system 
energetically coupled to the transmembrane H +  
gradient, the latter transported by ABC 
transporter(s) directly energised by ATP  [26] . 

 There are many studies describing the partial 
purification of GT activities towards exogenous 
chemical compounds from plants  [114–  117] , 
with xenobiotics included in the screening of 
recombinant GT activities  [58,   118,   119] .  In planta,  
the pollutant, 3,4-dichloroaniline (DCA) was 
rapidly detoxified by root cultures of  Arabi-dopsis  
with the  N -glucosylated-DCA exported into the 
medium  [120] . The native  N -glucosyltransferase 
responsible was purified and identified by 
proteomics as UGT72B1. Following the cloning 
of its gene, the  in vitro  activity of the recombinant 

  Scheme 6    Residues in red indicate position where the conjugation has been described       
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protein was determined towards DCA and other 
substrates. Interestingly the recombinant enzyme 
displayed both  N -glucosylating activity towards 
DCA and  O- glucosylating activity toward 
chlorinated phenols, notably 2,4,5-trichlorophenol 
(TCP) (Scheme  7 ). Cell extracts from the 
knock-out line of  UGT72B1  displayed reduced 
GT activity  in vitro  towards DCA and TCP  [121] . 
However, feeding with radiolabelled TCP 
suggested that whilst UGT72B1 was the primary 
enzyme responsible for DCA conjugation, other 
GTs in  Arabidopsis  could compensate for TCP 
conjugation in the knock-out. Subsequent studies 
showed that many  Arabisopsis  UGTs were active 
toward this substrate [16]. Surprisingly, whilst 
glucosylation of DCA was severely compromised 
in the knock-out, the plants were more resistant 
to the compound, with the authors suggesting 
that the accumulation of non-extractable 
DCA residues in the cell walls of the knock-outs 
being a more effective detoxification route than 
glucosylation and vacuolar compartmentation of 
glycosides. Intriguingly, this is one example where 
a glucosylation reaction intended to detoxify 
a foreign compound may actually result in an 
unexpected potentiation of toxicity.

  Conclusion  

 Phytochemical studies have provided detailed 
information on the existence, diversity, and comp-
lexity of small molecule glycosides. Studying the 

enzymes responsible for the synthesis of these 
glycosides highlights a common problem in post-
genomic science – how to relate gene sequence 
and  in vitro  activity to cellular function. The mul-
tiplicity of GTs, both in numbers of enzymes and 
potential acceptors, is considerable, making  in 

vivo  studies complicated but essential to under-
take. Through integrating biochemical, genetic 
and metabolic knowledge we are now beginning 
to understand the role of GTs in phytohormone 
and secondary metabolite homeostasis during 
biotic and abiotic challenges. In a wider context, 
the research of GTs has led to the development of 
these enzymes as biocatalysts to provide clean, 
efficient and regioselective synthesis of glyco-
conjugates of small molecules as a means to 
improve the chemical properties, such as solubil-
ity and stability, and to alter the biological activi-
ties of small molecule drugs. The coming years 
will continue to provide increasing insights into 
the role and utility of this fascinating family of 
enzymes.      
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       Handling Dangerous Molecules: 
Transport and Compartmentation 
of Plant Natural Products*       

     Markus   Klein   † and    Werner   Roos  

     Abstract   The plant cell faces a dilemma: 

secondary products provide a multitude of 

defence and signalling functions, but their 

biosynthesis poses a severe burden, as it 

competes for energy sources and building 

blocks and may generate toxic products. Thus, 

evolution of recent secondary metabolites is 

not only driven by their advantageous functions 

but also selects for strict control mechanisms 

including the integration of biosynthesis into 

the cellular ultrastructure. In order to minimize 

the risk of self-intoxication, secondary products 

are usually targeted into compartments of low 

metabolic activity, notably the vacuole and the 

extracellular space. This is most obvious for 

phenolic substances but also for alkaloids, the 

best studied plant toxins. Compartmentation on 

a cellular or subcellular level is also instrumental 

in plants synthesizing preformed defence 

substances such as cyanogenic glycosides in 

order to assure that the active toxins are only 

liberated in case of an attack. Biosynthetic 

pathways and regulatory elements are well-

established at least for some natural compound 

classes such as the flavonoids. In contrast, 

our knowledge of transport steps behind the 

subcellular distribution of these substances is 

just scratching the surface.       

 This chapter provides an overview on trans-

port processes involved in secondary metabolite 

compartmentation that is concentrated at the 

best known areas of flavonoid and alkaloid pro-

duction. Starting from ‘classical’ data of sec-

ondary metabolite transport we characterize the 

actually known transporters – which mainly 

belong to the  A TP- B inding  C assette (ABC) or 

 M ultidrug  a nd  T oxic  E xtrusion (MATE) super-

families – and their specific functioning in cells 

and tissues as analyzed by modern experimental 

techniques. The ‘transporter’ hypothesis is 

confronted with ‘vesicle transport’ models of 

subcellular trafficking. Although it appears pre-

mature to find common ground between these 

alternative models, the discovery of novel cellular 

functions of secondary metabolites facilitates 

our understanding of an intimate interplay 

between biosynthetic steps, transmembrane 
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11 fluxes and metabolic channels, i.e. the plant’s 

solution to the ‘toxic dilemma’. 

  Introduction  

 The diversity of plant secondary metabolites 

with more than 100,000 known compounds and 

the bewildering variability of their chemical 

structures reflects the forces of metabolic evo-

lution: the origin of new enzymes and regula-

tory proteins by mutagenesis, the natural 

selection of acquired biosynthetic abilities for 

optimum adaptation to environmental chal-

lenges, and the genetic drift, i.e. the survival of 

individual chemical patterns in small popula-

tions until a positive selection pressure is 

acquired. Advantageous functions of secondary 

products are detectable mainly in the defence 

against biotic (pathogens, herbivores) and abi-

otic (UV light) stress and in the communication 

between organisms of an ecosystem (e.g. plants 

and pollinators). To realize such benefits 

requires to cope with the burden inherent in any 

secondary biosynthesis: a drain of substrates 

and energy sources, metabolic perturbations 

and the potential toxicity of metabolites. 

 Plants escape this dilemma by a complex 

organization of secondary biosynthesis, espe-

cially by integrating it into the structural organiza-

tion of the producing cell and into developmental 

programs of tissues and organs. In particular, 

two such elements create the need for chan-

neling, membrane transport and compartmenta-

tion of secondary metabolites:

   1.    Enzymes of a secondary biosynthesis are 

usually localized in different cell types and 

different subcellular compartments. For 

instance, three cell types are involved in the 

biosynthesis of morphinane alkaloids in 

 Papaver , a similar diversity of distribution 

holds true for the enzymes of terpenoid 

indole alkaloids in  Catharanthus  (Facchini 

and St-Pierre,  2005) . Other examples for 

secondary biosynthesis linked to cell spe-

cialization are trichome-specific tobacco 

diterpenoids (Guo et al.,  1994 ; Wang and 

Wagner,  2003)  or triterpenoid avenacins in 

the rhizodermis layer of oat root tips 

(Osbourn,  2003) . In rye, the flavone glu-

curonides made in mesophyll cells are struc-

turally distinct from the flavonoid glucosides 

synthesized in the adjacent epidermal layer 

(Schulz and Weissenböck,  1986)  and only 

the epidermal glucosides respond to UV 

stress while the mesophyll compounds 

exhibit a characteristic developmental pattern 

(Burchard et al.,  2000 ; Klein et al.,  2000) .  

   2.    Water-soluble secondary metabolites must 

be separated from the living cytoplasm. This 

is accomplished by their accumulation in 

vacuoles, functionally similar compartments 

or by their export into the extracellular 

space. Highly efficient transport mecha-

nisms allow plants to solve an apparent 

contradiction: the need to accumulate sec-

ondary products to high concentrations in 

order to accomplish beneficial ecological 

functions and the need of protection from 

self-made toxins. This concept, early high-

lighted by P. Matile  (1984) , has been sub-

stantiated throughout all classes of secondary 

compounds (Roos and Luckner,  1986) , 

including phytoalexins (Wink,  1997)  and 

phytoanticipins (Osbourn,  1996) .  

   3.    At least some groups of secondary metabo-

lites have acquired functions beyond the 

“classical” strategies as protectants or inter-

organismic signals. Mainly flavonoids 

appear to be deeply integrated in essential 

mechanisms of cell specialization and in this 

way influence a variety of cellular transport 

processes, not only of secondary metabolites. 

One such function substantiated by flavo-

noid mutants in Arabidopsis is the regula-

tion of polar auxin transport by aglycone 

flavonols in a process which may include 

cycling of auxin transport proteins between 
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endosomal and plasma-membrane bound pools 

(Brown et al.,  2001 ; Buer and Muday,  2004 ; 

Peer et al.,  2004 ; Santelia et al.,  2008)      

 Because of the diversity of cell types that express 

secondary biosynthetic enzymes and the  different 

strategies of cellular and subcellular compart-

mentation of secondary metabolites followed by 

different plants, a unifying concept of transport 

in secondary metabolism is unlikely to emerge 

in the near future. In spite of growing ‘omics’ 

datasets, only a few transporters of secondary 

compounds are characterized at a biochemical 

level and only a handful of their genes has been 

cloned (reviewed by Yazaki,  2005,   2006 ; 

Kitamura,  2006) . In fact, the transport puzzle 

contains more pieces than just transporters and 

includes potential metabolite-binding proteins 

such as glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) 

(Mueller et al.,  2000) , factors involved in vesicle 

trafficking (Collins et al.,  2003) , inclusions 

(Markham et al.,  2000)  or multivesicular bodies 

and must consider membrane-bound biosyn-

thetic metabolons (Bock et al.,  2002 ; Winkel, 

 2004 ; Jorgensen et al.,  2005 ; Facchini and 

St-Pierre,  2005 ; Fig.  1 ). In this chapter, compart-

mentation, transport and channeling in secon-

dary metabolism will be discussed in the context 

of its integration into the cellular and subcellular 

architecture. While this aspect of a “cell biology 

of plant natural products” is still in its infancy, 

most molecular details are actually available in 

the fields of flavonoid and alkaloid biosynthesis. 

Therefore we will focus on these two classes of 

secondary compounds. For a historic perspec-

tive on secondary metabolite compartmentation 

and ‘early’ transport experiments, we refer to 

Wink  (1997)  and Martinoia et al.  (2000) . 

Secondary metabolite transport has been recently 

reviewed (Yazaki,  2005,   2006 ; Yazaki et al., 

 2007) . With regard to the multitude of functions 

of ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters in 

plants and their apparent expansion in plant 

genomes, a recent contribution suggested a 

novel nomenclature for the plant ABC trans-

porter families and provides the interested reader 

also with further, ABC transporter-related refer-

ences (Verrier et al.,  2008)    .

  Fig. 1    Three models explaining aspects of subcellular transport of phenolic compounds. ( a ) Transporter 

model. Following biosynthesis at multienzyme complexes localized at the cytosolic face of ER 

membranes (yellow stars), flavonoids (red cicrcles) diffuse in the cytosol and are transported into the 

vacuole or into the apoplastic space by directly energized pumps (blue) or H + -driven antiporters (violet)
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11

  Compartmentation, Transport and Trapping 
of Phenolic Compounds (M. Klein)  

  Vacuolar Transport Coupled to Metabolic 

Reactions 

 Any accumulation of substances against a trans-

membrane concentration gradient needs to be 

energized either directly (via an ATP-driven 

‘pump’) or indirectly (using pre-existing elec-

trochemical gradients at this membrane, i.e. 

 D pH or  D  Y ). When techniques to isolate vacu-

oles became available in the late 1970s/early 

1980s, examples of vacuolar accumulation of 

secondary metabolites, energized by either way, 

were characterized. In some cases, however, 
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Fig. 1 (continued) ( b ) Binding protein model. Substrates such as anthocyanins are bound to proteins such as 

GSTs (green dimers) which deliver the substrates to the corresponding transporters. ( c ) Vesicle model. 

Transporters at the ER or in ER-derived vesicles transport the flavonoids into the ER lumen or into 

corresponding vesicles. A proton pump such as AHA10 (grey) which could travel between the plasmalemma 

and internal vesicles via endosomal cycling is responsible for acidification of the vesicle interior (color shift 

from light blue to yellow). Flavonoid-filled vesicles need to be sorted either to the plasmalemma or the 

tonoplast by an unknown mechanism. It is unclear whether the Golgi, the trans-Golgi network or prevacuolar 

compartments are involved in vesicle-mediated phytochemical transport. Anthocyanic vacuolar inclusions 

(AVIs) are depicted as droplets of several red circles. NT(D)P, nucleoside tri(di)phosphate       
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neither ATP- nor  D pH-dependence of the uptake 

step was observed, which indicated a passive or 

facilitated diffusion followed by the conversion 

of the transportant into a non-permeable, 

‘trapped’ form thus preventing its efflux. Here, 

since any accumulation requires energy, this 

energy is provided by metabolic reactions that 

fuel the conversion inside the vacuole. Trapping 

mechanisms were first suggested as the well-

known “ ion trap ” model (e.g. Matile,  1976) . It 

implies that uncharged basic metabolites, pref-

erentially alkaloids, diffuse across the tonoplast 

and get trapped by protonation in the acidic 

vacuolar lumen, as the membrane is impermea-

ble to the protonated, positively charged acid 

(cf. Section Compartmentation and Transport in 

Alkaloid Biosynthesis). Notably, while H + -

antiport is driven by the  D pH established by the 

vacuolar proton pumps and vacuolar accumula-

tion thereby controlled by the electrochemical 

equilibrium, luminal protonation for trapping is 

limited by the absolute H +  concentration in the 

vacuole which depends on the vacuolar buffer 

capacity. 

 The ion trapping model has been extended 

by Matern  (1987)  who suggested that vacuolar 

retention of some secondary metabolites can be 

explained by so-called  isomer traps . Here, the 

tonoplast acts as a specific isomer filter being 

permeable for one but not the other isomer, that 

is formed by post-transport conformational 

changes in the acidic vacuolar lumen. Examples 

are  cis/trans - or conformational isomerizations 

of  Melilotus alba  coumaryl-glucosides 

(Rataboul et al.,  1985)  and the parsley flavonoid 

apigenin 7- O -(6- O -malonylglucoside) (Matern 

et al.,  1983,   1986) , respectively, which accord-

ing to this model are trapped in the vacuole. 

Clearly, while conformational changes and pH-

dependent reactions are equilibrium-dependent 

and reversible, the  trans/cis- isomerization of 

coumarylglucosides in the vacuole represents a 

chemical reaction that is practically irreversible 

in the absence of a vacuolar isomerase. 

 Lumenal ‘biosynthetic’ changes to vacuolar 

constituents have been unravelled for both pri-

mary (Frehner et al.,  1984 ; Braun and Keller, 

 2000)  and secondary metabolites, thus arguing 

against the historical view of the vacuole as a 

‘litter bin’ for toxins and catabolites. In the field 

of secondary metabolism, sinapic acid ester 

metabolism in Brassicaceae is an important 

example for irreversible chemical conversions 

in the vacuolar lumen. The sinapic acid esters 

 O -sinapoyl-L-malate and  O -sinapoyl-choline, 

are formed from 1- O -sinapoyl-  b  -D-glucose in 

vegetative and regenerative tissues, respectively 

(Strack,  1982) . Forward genetic screens allowed 

the isolation of the Arabidopsis  sinapoylglucose 

accumulator  mutants  sng1  and  sng2  which are 

defective in genes encoding serine carbox-

ypeptidase-like proteins (SCPLs) that catalyze 

the transacylations of sinapoyl-glucose to 

sinapoyl-malate (SMT) and –choline (SCT), 

respectively, instead of acting as hydrolytic 

peptidases (Lehfeldt et al.,  2000 ; Shirley et al., 

 2001 ; Shirley and Chapple,  2003) . Antibodies 

raised against the Arabidopsis SMT localized 

this protein to the vacuolar space (Hause et al., 

 2002) , confirming older biochemical fractiona-

tion data in radish seedlings (Sharma and Strack, 

 1985) . Taken together, vacuolar formation of 

sinapoyl-malate seems likely although direct 

biochemical evidence in Arabidopsis is lacking. 

Even if vacuolar acylation may shift the chemi-

cal equilibrium towards a ‘trapped’ derivative, 

substances as sinapoyl-glucosides are too 

hydrophilic to be considered as freely diffusing, 

membrane-permeable compounds. Thus, a hith-

erto undiscovered membrane transporter has to 

be postulated for the transfer of the glucoside 

into the vacuole. 

 Another example arguing for vacuolar 

localization of distinct biosynthetic steps is 

the finding that the oxidative formation of 

the yellow aurones in snapdragon flowers from 

chalcones via aureusidin synthase, a polyphenol 

oxidase (PPO), occurs in the vacuole. This may 

represent a means to overcome the instability 

of the precursor chalcones in the cytosol 

and to concentrate aurones in the flower (Ono 

et al.,  2006) . 
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11  Any discussion of vacuolar metabolization 

of flavonoids would be incomplete without 

mentioning the copigmentation reactions that 

alter the color of flower anthocyanins 

(Brouillard and Dangles,  1994) . Apart from 

color changes caused by the acidic vacuolar 

pH, complexations with metal ions and intra- 

or intermolecular reactions with hydroxy-

cinnamic acids, flavones or flavonols strongly 

contribute to the spectral properties of the 

anthocyanins (for review, see Harborne and 

Williams,  2000) . As a recent example, the 

crystal structure of the blue cornflower pigment 

was shown to be composed of a supermolecular 

complex consisting of four metal ions, six 

anthocyanin [cyanidin 3- O -(6- O -succinyl 

glucoside)-5- O -glucoside] and six flavone 

[apigenin 7- O -glucuronide-4’- O -(6- O -malonyl 

glucoside] molecules, resulting in a tetranuclear 

metal complex with a pseudo-three-fold axis 

(Shiono et al.,  2005) . If the final formation of 

such a ‘superpigment’ occurs within the 

vacuolar lumen, co-pigmentation and complex 

formation represent examples of a trapping 

mechanism according to Matern  (1987) . 

However, it is again likely that the components 

of such a complex use transporters to pass the 

tonoplast. Along this line, vacuolar uptake of 

the  Daucus carota  anthocyanin was time-

dependent and protonophore-sensitive but not 

ATP-dependent (Hopp and Seitz,  1987) . 

Although vacuolar uptake of this anthocyanin 

was independent of ATP, sensitivity towards 

the protonophore CCCP suggested an H + -

dependent uptake mechanism. Notably, absence 

or only low rates of ATP-stimulation of 

transport are not necessarily evidence for 

absence of energized transport (Box  1 ). 

  Box 1 Means to differentiate between ABC- and H + -driven transporters 

 Pharmacological profiling allows to differentiate between direct, ATP-driven (ABC-type; blue 

transporters) or secondary energized transport (violet transporters). 

  Uptake into the vacuole : Depending on the pH and buffer composition, isolated vacuoles 

can still possess an electrochemical gradients across the tonoplast that is sufficient to energize 

secondary transport in the absence of ATP resulting in low levels of ATP-stimulation. In 

contrast, ABC transporters should exhibit zero activity in the absence of ATP. In the case of 

vesicle assays, both mechanisms, direct and secondary energization require ATP since the  D pH 

is lost during vesicle preparation. The inside acidic  D pH and cytosolic negative  D  Y  used by 

secondary transporters is established by two vacuolar proton pumps, the V-type H + -ATPase 

(orange) and the H + -pyrophosphatase (brown). ABC transporters cannot hydrolyze PPi but 

accept several nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) while the V-ATPase, which is strongly sensitive 

to the macrolide antibiotics bafilomycin A1 (baf; all inhibitors in red) and concanamycin A 

(conc; Drose and Altendorf,  1997) , is rather specific for ATP. Therefore, ABC transporters are 

identified by energization by several NTPs and inhibition by vanadate acting as a phosphoryl 

transition state analog. In contrast, strong inhibition of ATP or PPi-energized transport by 

agents destroying either the  D pH (e.g. NH 
4
 Cl, protonophores such as carbonyl cyanide 

m-chlorophenylhydrazone [CCCP]) or the  D  Y  (ionophores such as valinomycin [valin]) are a 

strong argument for secondary energization. An elegant way to demonstrate  D H + - or  D  Y -

dependence is to show substrate-dependent decrease of an imposed transmembrane gradient 

using fluorescence quenching of pH- or potential-sensing fluorescent dyes (e.g. Apse et al., 

 1999) . For many secondary metabolites, this assay is complicated by overlapping spectral 

properties and direct fluorescence quenching by the substrates. 

(continued)
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Box 1 (continued)

  Transport across the plasmalemma . Here, the situation is more simple and complex at the same 

time. On the one hand, only one type of H + -pump, the P-type H + -ATPase (grey), is responsible for 

the generation of the electrochemical gradient. On the other hand, since the P-type proton pump is 

also sensitive to vanadate, this inhibitor is not suitable to distinguish between an ABC-type pump 

or H + -driven transport (symport for substrate uptake or antiport for substrate secretion). Thus, clear 

evidence comes only from inhibition by iono- and protonophores, by hyper-activation of the P-type 

H + -ATPase by fuscicoccin (fus, green) or from experiments using inside-out plasmalemma vesicles 

with an artificially imposed pH gradient. 

 Only few compounds known to inhibit classical ABC transporters are specific for this type 

of pumps. Many (e.g. verapamil) also affect ion channels (Lee and Tsien,  1983) , are not 

properly evaluated in plants and should therefore be used with caution. Recently, inhibition of 

long-distance transport of flavonoids by the sulfonylurea glibenclamide, which inhibits certain 

but not all MRP-type ABC transport processes on plant vacuoles (Forestier et al.,  2003) , was 

used an argument that MRP-type transporters are involved in this process (Buer et al.,  2007) . 

However, glibenclamide can also inhibit H + -dependent transport processes (Martinoia and 

Klein, unpublished). 
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11  Early studies of vacuolar uptake repeatedly 

suggested a narrow species- and substrate spe-

cificity, including stereospecificity: Vacuoles 

isolated from plant species not producing the 

substrates tested or rather small changes in the 

chemical structure of the substrate (e.g. removal 

of attached sugars) resulted in loss of transport 

activity in most cases (Wink,  1997) . It was 

therefore surprising that many of the transport-

ers identified in the last 15 years represent so-

called ‘multidrug transporters’ which display a 

low selectivity and accept structurally diverse 

substances. The existence of transporters with 

broad specificity was supported (i) by the dis-

covery that multidrug transporters present in 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, including the 

prominent family of mammalian P-glycoprotein 

are able to accept structurally diverse substances 

(Paulsen et al.,  1996 ; Saier and Paulsen,  2001) , 

(ii) by the identification and cloning of a 

P-glycoprotein homolog in the Arabidopsis 

genome (Dudler and Hertig,  1992)  and (iii) by 

the characterization of ATP-dependent, directly 

energized, ABC-type vacuolar pumps for xeno-

biotic substances (Martinoia et al.,  1993 ; Li 

et al.,  1995) . 

 The discovery of vacuolar ABC transporters 

defined a shift in the paradigm of vacuolar 

transport energization, providing evidence for a 

novel mechanism which is independent of the 

pre-existing electrochemical potential estab-

lished by the two vacuolar proton pumps, the 

V-H + -ATPase and the H + -pyrophosphatase (Rea 

et al.,  1998 ; Martinoia et al.,  2000) . This finding 

had a far-reaching influence on secondary 

metabolite transport although the concept was 

first demonstrated only for glutathionated xeno-

biotic compounds undergoing detoxification 

(Martinoia et al.,  1993 ; Li et al.,  1995) . Closer 

inspection of the substrate specificity of the glu-

tathione (GS)-conjugate pumps (Li et al.,  1995 ; 

Klein et al.,  1998,   2000 ; Lu et al.,  1998 ; Liu 

et al.,  2001)  and the discovery of multidrug 

resistance associated-proteins forming the MRP 

(or ABCC) subfamily of ABC transporters, in 

mammals, plants and yeast (Cole et al.,  1992 ; 

Leier et al.,  1994 ; Li et al.,  1996 ; Lu et al.,  1997)  

suggested that on the one hand the substrate 

spectrum of MRP transporters is rather variable 

and mainly defined by the amphiphilic charac-

ter of the substrates. On the other hand, it 

became evident that preferred MRP substrates 

are ‘organic anions’ that possess one or more 

negatively charged hydrophilic groups includ-

ing GS, glucuronate or sulfate, apart from a 

lipophilic core. As a consequence, several stud-

ies addressed the question whether presence 

and nature of a hydrophilic tag attached to either 

natural or xenobiotic compounds were suffi-

cient to destine them for a distinct transport 

mechanism. However, the type of conjugation 

may give some hint but not generally identify 

the transporter to be used by this substrate.   

  Vacuolar Transport of Glutathione Conjugates 

 As far as investigated, all GS conjugates includ-

ing those derived from plant metabolism, 

undergo high-affinity, direct, ATP-dependent, 

vanadate-sensitive and  D  m  
H
  + -independent trans-

port into the vacuole indicative of ABC trans-

porters of the MRP/ABCC-subfamily. With 

respect to plant-derived compounds, it has been 

proposed that certain flavonoids and cinnamic 

acid conjugates are transported into the vacuole 

by MRP-type transporters forming GS-

conjugates prior to transport. However, the  in 

vivo  formation of GS conjugates from plant sec-

ondary metabolites has been reported only spo-

radically and is still a matter of debate. Strong 

evidence for the involvement of glutathione 

S-transferases (GSTs) in late steps of anthocy-

anin and/or proanthocyanidin (PA) biosynthesis 

comes from forward genetic screens that led to 

the identification of  GST  genes in maize ( Bz2 ; 

Marrs et al.,  1995) , Petunia ( An9 ; Alfenito 

et al.,  1998) , Arabidopsis ( TT19 ; Kitamura et al., 

 2004)  and carnation ( Fl3 ; Larsen et al.,  2003) . 

Typically, mutants in those  GST  genes display a 
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large reduction in anthocyanin pigmentation in 

flowers, maize kernels and other vegetative tis-

sues or in the brown PA pigmentation of 

Arabidopsis seeds together with a weak, fuzzy 

coloration of the tissue. This phenotype was 

interpreted as a substantial block in vacuolar 

transport in the absence of GSTs resulting in 

reduced cytoplasmic accumulation of precur-

sors (Marrs,  1996) . In accordance with a role of 

GSTs in the formation of anthocyanin-GS con-

jugates, at least two of the fourteen Arabidopsis 

MRPs,  AtMRP1  and  AtMRP2 , exhibited in yeast 

transport of an  in vitro -product of a GST-

catalyzed reaction between the anthocyanin 

cyanidin 3-glucoside (C3G) and reduced glu-

tathione (GSH) though with different capaci-

ties, while transport of unconjugated C3G was 

negligible (Lu et al.,  1997,   1998) . Although nei-

ther single mutants in all Arabidopsis  MRP  nor 

an  atmrp1 atmrp2  double mutant display a clear 

anthocyanin-related phenotype (Klein, Frelet, 

Kolukisaoglu, Martinoia, unpublished), the 

recent genetic characterization of the maize 

transporter  ZmMRP3  suggests that MRP-type 

ABC transporters may be involved in vacuolar 

anthocyanin transporter (Goodman et al.,  2004) . 

Similar to  bz2  mutants,  ZmMRP3  antisense 

lines accumulate lower levels of anthocyanins 

and display features of a pigment mislocaliza-

tion phenotype. In accordance with a function 

in anthocyanin transport, ZmMRP3 was local-

ized to the tonoplast (Goodman et al.,  2004) . 

Yet, biochemical evidence for the action of 

ZmMRP3 or the related ZmMRP4 as an 

anthocyanin transporter is missing. 

 In spite of this genetic evidence, implying an 

evolutionary conserved role of sequence-diver-

gent GSTs in anthocyanin transport (Alfenito 

et al.,  1998 ; Larsen et al.,  2003) , the biochemical 

function of anthocyanin-related GSTs remains 

obscure, most importantly because neither Bz2 

nor An9 catalyze the formation of an anthocy-

anin-conjugate with GSH (Mueller et al.,  2000) . 

In contrast,  trans -cinnamic acid and some 

derivatives had been shown to be capable of the 

formation of GS-conjugates when exposed to 

specific GSTs  in vitro  (e.g. Dean et al.,  1995) . 

The elicitation of chickpea cell cultures leads to 

massive  de novo  synthesis and secretion of iso-

flavonoids and pterocarpans. Under these con-

ditions, externally added cinnamic acid was 

found to be metabolized to a GS-conjugate 

derivative (Barz and Mackenbrock,  1994)  

which may provide some support for a physio-

logical significance of glutathionated phenolics. 

However, the attachment of GSH to unsaturated 

phenylpropanoids is not due to electrophilic 

Michael-addition occurring during a transferase 

reaction of GSTs. Instead, a GST-containing 

maize extract formed a conjugate via an inter-

mediary thiyl radical indicating a peroxidase 

reaction mechanism (Dean and Devarenne, 

 1997) . Strikingly and in accordance with gen-

eral transport properties of GS conjugates via 

MRP-type transporters, the product of a horse-

radish peroxidase-mediated reaction between 

GSH and cinnamic acid is transported into  Beta 

vulgaris  tonoplast vesicles in a strict ATP-

dependent, uncoupler-insensitive, vanadate-

inhibitable manner (Walczak and Dean,  2000) . 

In this context it is instructive to note that also 

the isoflavonoid medicarpin when reacted with 

GST-containing cellular extracts from maize 

forms a conjugate that is transported into mung 

bean tonoplast vesicles by a similar ATP-

dependent mechanism and a four-fold higher 

velocity when compared to unconjugated medi-

carpin (Li et al.,  1997) . Taken together, the 

question arises whether under elicitation condi-

tions where the flux of metabolites is redirected 

towards large-scale production of phytoalexins 

(Barz and Mackenbrock,  1994)  together with 

drastic changes in the organization and chan-

neling properties of the biosynthetic complexes 

(Rasmussen and Dixon,  1999)  and a strong 

requirement for massive transmembrane move-

ments of precursors and end-products, MRP-

type transporters that support high accumulation 

rates (Kreuz et al.,  1996) , serve as modulating 

valves preventing overflow of cytosolic pools. 
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11  In view of the toxicity of phenolic com-

pounds, the model that anthocyanins produced 

in large amounts in pigmented tissues travel 

from their site of biosynthesis at an ER-localized 

metabolon (Winkel,  2004 ; Jorgensen et al., 

 2005)  towards the vacuole in a protected man-

ner by binding to highly abundant proteins is 

highly attractive (Fig.  1 ). However, refined cell 

biological tools will be necessary to prove 

anthocyanin binding of GSTs  in vivo . Only 

circumstantial evidence suggests that GSTs 

can act as flavonoid-binding proteins (Mueller 

et al.,  2000 ; Fig.  1 ). Selected flavonoids were 

found to inhibit the GS-conjugating activity of 

An9 with the standard substrate 1-chloro 

2,4-dinitrobenzene. An9, but also other GSTs 

not related to anthocyanin metabolism, could 

bind isoquercitrin and luteolin in equilibrium-

dialysis experiments. Although the physiologi-

cal relevance of such a process still requires 

more in-depth investigation, an interesting link 

to  in vitro  transport properties of MRP proteins 

exists because mammalian MRPs, such as 

human MRP1 (ABCC1) and MRP4 (ABCC4), 

have been reported to co-transport GSH together 

with conjugated or unconjugated substrates 

(Cole and Deeley,  2006 ; Deeley and Cole,  2006 ; 

Russel et al.,  2008) . Strikingly, several flavo-

noid aglycones inhibit or activate organic 

anion and GSH transport capacities, ATPase 

activities and drug-resistance properties of 

human MRP1 and MRP4 (Leslie et al.,  2001, 

  2003 ; Wu et al.,  2005)  indicating that flavo-

noids are able to modulate transport efficiency 

of ABC transporters. 

 An intriguing hypothesis to test experimen-

tally is whether GSTs bind flavonoids in addi-

tion to GSH and affect the MRP’s transport 

properties through interaction while delivering 

one or both substances. One simple but unproven 

prediction of this model is that the GSTs need to 

interact physically with terminal enzymes of the 

metabolon to accept the metabolite load on the 

one side and with the transporter delivering 

the substrate on the other (Fig.  1 ).  

  Vacuolar Transport of Glucuronide Conjugates 

and Sulphonates 

 Glucuronidated compounds form a second 

prominent class of typical MRP/ABCC-type 

transporter substrates. Using vacuolar transport 

experiments, evidence for directly energized, 

ABC-type transport of  b -estradiol 17-( b -D-

glucuronide) (E 
2
 17G), a mammalian metabolite 

formed during steroid degradation, was pre-

sented (Klein et al.,  1998) . Investigation of the 

transport properties of individual MRP-type 

transporters confirmed that apart from mamma-

lian also individual plant MRPs catalyze E 
2
 17G-

transport (Liu et al.,  2001 ; Klein et al.,  2003) . 

However, when compared to glylcosylated 

compounds, negatively charged glucuronates of 

flavonoids form only a minor group (Harborne, 

 1988) . The best investigated example of 

vacuolar transport of glucuronated compounds 

are the flavone glucuronides luteolin 7- 

O -diglucuronyl-4’- O -glucuronide (R1) and 

luteolin 7- O -diglucuronide (R2) found in the 

mesophyll tissue of rye primary leaves (Schulz 

and Weissenböck,  1986) . The metabolism of 

these flavone glucuronates starting from 

luteolin is sequentially catalyzed by three 

cytosolic UDP-glucuronate:flavone-glucurono-

syltransferases (Anhalt and Weissenböck, 

 1992) . Both, R1 and R2 are transported into rye 

vacuoles in a directly energized manner again 

suggesting that MRP-type transporters are 

responsible for this process (Klein et al.,  2000) . 

Interestingly, flavone glucuronide- and also 

E 
2
 17G transport was not restricted to rye vacu-

oles but occurred with similar kinetic properties 

also when barley or broccoli vacuoles were 

tested which are not known to contain glucuro-

nates (Klein et al.,  2001) . In addition, cross-

competitive inhibition between R1, R2 and 

E 
2
 17G suggests that the vacuolar glucuronate 

pump is also not specific for flavone glucuro-

nides. Thus, the addition of a glucuronide tag 

to the molecule – like attachment of glutathione 

to form a GS conjugate – is apparently sufficient 
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to direct a structurally diverse substrate to a 

MRP-type directly energized pump. 

 The interactions between typical plant MRP-

transportants including glucuronides, GS conju-

gates and GSH at the tonoplast was found to be 

complex and could not be described by competi-

tive inhibition (Hinder et al.,  1996 ; Klein et al., 

 1998,   2000 ; Lu et al.,  1998 ; Liu et al.,  2001 ; see 

Section Vacuolar Transport of Glucuronide 

Conjugates and Sulphonates). A detailed kinetic 

study using heterologously expressed  AtMRP2  

led to a multisite transport model with at least 

three transport pathways, cross-talk in between 

transport channels and additional allosteric 

binding sites (Liu et al.,  2001) . Interestingly, 

comparable complex substrate interactions have 

been described  in vitro  for several human MRPs 

(Cole and Deeley,  2006 ; Deeley and Cole,  2006 ; 

Russel et al.,  2008)  indicative of more general 

principles. Yet, it is complicated to speculate on 

physiological roles of such transport properties 

that also cannot yet be related to structural fea-

tures of the transporter. 

 A third group of potential MRP substrates 

are sulfated, i.e. flavonoids which are common 

in Asteraceae. Although transport experiments 

with sulfated flavonoids have not yet been per-

formed, indirect evidence suggests that a 

directly energized transporter is responsible for 

vacuolar uptake of sulfated compounds because 

directly energized uptake of the disulfonated 

fluorescent tracer Lucifer Yellow CH into rye 

mesophyll vacuoles was strongly inhibited by 

sulfated flavones (Klein et al.,  1997) .  

  Vacuolar Transport of Glucosylated 

Compounds: A Tag is not Enough! 

 In barley primary leaves, different types of fla-

vone glucosides are synthesized and finally 

stored in the vacuole of mesophyll and epider-

mal cells. The major barley flavone, saponarin 

(apigenin 6- C -glucosyl-7- O -glucoside) is gen-

erated from isovitexin (apigenin 6- C -glucoside) 

by a terminal cytosolic glucosylation step 

(Blume et al.,  1979) . When the vacuolar uptake 

of isovitexin, the ‘endogenous’ glucoside, was 

compared to transport of hydroxyprimisulfuron-

glucoside, a ‘xenobiotic’ glucoside derived 

from the herbicide primisulfuron, two mecha-

nistically distinct uptake mechanisms were 

identified (Klein et al.,  1996) : a  D pH-energized 

uptake of the flavonoid-glucoside could be dis-

tinguished from a directly energized, ABC-type 

mechanism for the abiotic glucoside. In addition, 

two independent mechanisms, a proton-antiport 

and an ABC-type mechanism, respectively, 

were found when saponarin uptake in barley 

vacuoles was compared to Arabidopsis vacu-

oles which are not known to contain simple fla-

vone glucosides (Frangne et al.,  2002) . In spite 

of this, three studies provide evidence that the 

tonoplast does not act as a filter for ‘self’ and 

‘non-self’ glucosides by using antiporters and 

ABC transporters, respectively. First, transport 

of glucosylated chlorsulfuron and of glucosides 

formed with the naturally occurring phenyl-

propanoids,  p -hydroxycinnamic acid and 

 p -hydroxybenzoic acid, into  Beta vulgaris  

tonoplast vesicles both occurred via a H + -

antiport mechanism (Bartholomew et al.,  2002) . 

Second, salicylic acid 2- O - b - D -glucoside, a 

conjugate formed with the signal molecule sali-

cylic acid, is transported into soybean tonoplast 

vesicles by an ABC-type mechanism while 

uptake into red beet vesicles was via H + -antiport 

(Dean and Mills,  2004) . Third, the coumaric 

acid glucoside esculin undergoes H + -dependent 

uptake into barley vacuoles although this com-

pound is not known to exist in barley (Werner 

and Matile,  1985) . 

 It remains to be shown which ABC trans-

porters facilitate directly energized glucoside 

transport. However, the recent identification of 

the first membrane protein related to the transport 

of phenolic compounds based on the analysis of 

the Arabidopsis  transparent testa (tt)12  mutant 

provides evidence that the phenolic glucoside/

H + -antiporters are likely to be members of the 
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 m ultidrug  a nd  t oxic  e xtrusion (MATE) trans-

porter family (Debeaujon et al.,  2001 ; Marinova 

et al.,  2007 ; Fig.  2 ). The synthesis of PA poly-

mers in Arabidopsis is restricted to the seed 

coat, mainly the innermost layer of the inner 

integument (endothelium) (Debeaujon et al., 

 2003 ; Lepiniec et al.,  2006) . PA precursors and 

polymers were strongly reduced or absent in 

 tt12  seeds suggesting that the vacuolar transfer 

of PA precursors in PA synthesizing cells is 

blocked (Debeaujon et al.,  2001 ; Marinova 

et al.,  2007) .  TT12  expression occurs specifically 

in cells of the seed coat that accumulate PA 

polymers and the TT12 protein was localized to 

the tonoplast. Vesicles isolated from  TT12  

expressing yeasts did not transport detectable 

quantities of the PA precursor flavan-3-ol epi-

catechin, PA dimers or glycosylated flavonols. 

ATP-dependent, uncoupler- and bafilomycin 

A-sensitive uptake was found when the anthocy-

anin C3G was tested as a substrate but not with 

the corresponding aglycone. Most importantly, 

TT12-dependent C3G/H + -antiport could be 

inhibited in a dose-dependent manner by a glu-

cosylated but not by an unconjugated flavan-3-ol. 

In consequence, TT12 is a vacuolar flavonoid/

H + -antiporter with a remarkable expression and 

substrate specificity which suggests that it is 

neither a general ‘glucoside transporter’ nor a 

strict ‘anthocyanin transporter’ although it needs 

a glycosylated ‘anthocyanin-like’ substrate.  

 Independent genetic evidence for H + -

dependent PA precursor transport was obtained 

by the characterization of the  aha10  Arabidopsis 

mutant (Baxter et al.,  2005) . AHA10 is a 

member of the  A utoinhibitory  H  + - A TPase 

  Fig. 2    Two-dimensional model of the Arabidopsis MATE transporter TT12. ( a ) The prediction of trans-

membrane helices was performed using ConPred2. Conserved sequence motifs identified by ClutsalW are 

highlighted by blue boxes and single amino acids conserved in eukaryotic and prokaryotic MATE proteins 

(black letters) or all Arabidopsis MATE proteins (red letters) are indicated. ( b ) Weblogo presentation of the 

conserved Boxes 1–4 using all annotated Arabidopsis MATE protein sequences       
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family of P-type proton pumps crucial for the 

acidification of the apoplast and for establishing 

the electrochemiosmotic gradient across the 

plasmalemma (Sondergaard et al.,  2004) .  AHA10  

is preferentially expressed in Arabidopsis seeds 

(Harper et al.,  1994) .  aha10  mutants display a 

metabolic phenotype comparable to  tt12  in the 

seeds with an absence of PAs (Baxter et al.,  2005)  

which suggests that AHA10 may provide the 

proton gradient necessary for TT12-mediated 

flavan-3-ol glycoside/H +  antiport (Fig.  1 ). 

However, the subcellular localization of AHA10 

remains to be elucidated. 

 Seen together, the ‘sweet’ sugar tag of sub-

strates is obviously not sufficient to specify 

transport mechanisms and transporters. This is 

in contrast to organic anion transport by MRP-

type ABC transporters. At least two pharmaco-

logically distinguishable transport mechanisms 

exist. With regard to anthocyanins and flavonols 

naturally occurring in Arabidopsis, it needs to be 

investigated whether paralogs of  TT12  expressed 

in vegetative organs are anthocyanin and flavo-

nol glycoside transporters (in addition to  MRPs  

as exemplified by the maize  ZmMRP3 ?).  

  Non-vacuolar Transport 

 Compartmentation and enzyme localisation 

studies suggest that complex networks involving 

different organelles, the vacuole and the apo-

plastic space and several membranes exist with 

regard to phenolic compound transport. For 

example, hydroxycinnamic acids are classically 

separated into soluble, vacuolar and insoluble, 

cell wall-associated pools. Monolignol-glucosides, 

the glucosylated precursors of the lignin poly-

mer, are supposed to represent a transport form 

being secreted to the apoplastic space but 

whether the glucosides undergo transient vacu-

olar storage prior to extracellular polymerisa-

tion is unclear (Lim et al.,  2001 ; Ehlting et al., 

 2005 ; Kaneda et al.,  2008) . Likewise, the flux 

of the phytoalexin coumarines such as scopoletin 

and its glucoside scopolin secreted massively 

by tobacco plants and cells cultures in response 

to elicitation between cytosolic biosynthesis, 

transient vacuolar storage and signal-induced 

secretion is not understood (Taguchi et al., 

 2000 ; Chong et al.,  2002 ; Costet et al.,  2002 ; 

Matros and Mock,  2004) . Histochemical data 

argues for the nuclear localisation of structur-

ally diverse flavonoids in several plant species 

(e.g. Grandmaison and Ibrahim,  1996 ; Hutzler 

et al.,  1998 ; Peer et al.,  2001 ; Buer and Muday, 

 2004 ; Polster et al.,  2006)  which correlates with 

the immunological detection of the biosynthetic 

enzymes chalcone synthase (CHS) and chal-

cone isomerase (CHI) in the nucleus of 

Arabidopsis cells (Saslowsky et al.,  2005) . 

Thus, flavonoid biosynthesis is not restricted to 

the cytoplasm and a second biosynthetic pool of 

metabolites may exist in the nucleus raising the 

question whether and how metabolic exchange 

occurs between a cytosolic and a nuclear pool 

and whether there is a physiological function 

for nuclear flavonoids. 

 Many species that are exposed to high irradi-

ance living in arid and xeric habitats accumu-

late flavonoids on the surface of leaves, flowers 

and other tissues. These ‘surface’ or ‘exudate 

flavonoids’ are in most cases lipophilic, pre-

dominantly aglycones that in many cases are 

strongly methylated (Valant-Vetschera and 

Wollenweber,  2001 ; Wollenweber et al.,  2003 ; 

Onyilagha and Grotewold,  2004)  which was 

defined as a characteristic modification neces-

sary to achieve passing through the lipophilic 

waxes or lipids (Stafford,  1990) . However, the 

polar or apolar nature of flavonoids cannot be 

strictly associated with their extrusion to the 

extracellular surface or vacuolar storage, respec-

tively, because as well hydrophobic flavonoids 

such as quercetin 3-methyl ethers appearing in 

leaf vacuoles of  Vellozia streptophylla  as 

presence of polar flavonoid glucosides on the 

leaf surface of  Heteranthemis viscidehirta  or 

 Chrysanthemum segetum  have been reported 

(Harborne et al.,  1994 ; Valant-Vetschera et al., 
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11  2003) . In many species though, vacuolar flavo-

noids are structurally different from leaf 

surface flavonoids and it will be interesting to 

establish the structural basis of differential 

compartmentation. 

 Direct transport data with regard to flavonoid 

exudation is scarce. Antibodies raised against 

the major polymethylated flavonol glucosides 

of  Chrysosplemium americanum  detected these 

compounds in the cell wall of epidermal cells, 

the plasmalemma, the periplasm and associated 

vesicles (Ibrahim et al.,  1987 ; Ibrahim,  1990) . In 

accordance with further evidence given below, it 

is tempting to speculate that the polymethylated 

flavonol glucosides are loaded into vesicles at 

their site of synthesis on a membrane-associated 

multienzyme complex from where they are 

secreted in flavonoid-containing vesicles towards 

the plasmalemma without passing the Golgi 

(Ibrahim,  1990 ; Latchinian-Sadek and Ibrahim, 

 1991) . Metabolites found in root exudates actively 

orchestrate plant interactions with the rhizosphere 

including symbiotic, pathogenic and allelopathic 

interaction (Walker et al.,  2003 ; Bais et al.,  2004 ; 

Weisskopf et al.,  2006)  while the mechanisms 

involved in secretion of rhizosphere compounds 

are not well understood. In an attempt to use 

Arabidopsis as a model, 15 major secondary 

metabolites were found in the root exudate. 

 Pharmacological profiling, the investigation 

of mutants and the mining of the root-specific 

transcriptomics data set of Arabidopsis 

(Birnbaum et al.,  2003)  suggest that transport-

ers are involved in root exudation processes, 

although at present none of the identified sub-

stances can be assigned to specific transporters 

(Loyola-Vargas et al.,  2007 ; Sugiyama et al., 

 2007 ; Badri et al.,  2008) . Interestingly,  Glycine 

max  root plasmalemma vesicles exhibit time-

dependent, saturable, uncoupler-sensitive trans-

port of the isoflavonoid genistein, which serves 

as a signal molecule in the legume- Rhizobium  

symbiosis, suggesting that ABC transporters 

are likely involved in root flavonoid secretion 

(Sugiyama et al.,  2007) . 

 In contrast to the secretion of phenolic com-

pounds where no transporters have been identi-

fied, two examples exist where specific ABC 

transporters likely catalyse the excretion of sec-

ondary metabolites. First, NpABC1, a  P leitropic 

 D rug  R esistance (PDR/ABCG)-type ABC 

transporter characterized in  Nicotiana plum-

baginifolia , is involved in the plasmalemma 

export of sclareol, an antifungal diterpene 

secreted by glandular trichomes on the leaf sur-

face of  Nicotiana  species (Jasinski et al.,  2001) . 

Second, the isolation and characterization of 

Arabidopsis mutants in two so-called half-size 

ABC transporter genes of the  White-  brown 

 c omplex  (WBC /ABCG subfamily, termed  cer5/

abcg12/wbc12  and  pel1 / cof1/dos/abcg11/wbc11  

suggests that a minimum of two WBC-type 

ABC transporters play an important role in pro-

viding components of the cuticular wax layer 

to extracellular lipid transfer proteins (Pighin 

et al.,  2004 ; Bird et al.,  2007 ; Luo et al.,  2007 ; 

Panikashvili et al.,  2007 ; Ukitsu et al.,  2007) . 

 wbc11  and  wbc12  mutants exhibit pleiotropic 

phenotypes including changes in the thickness 

of the cuticle, drastic alterations in the composi-

tion and amount of extracellular cutin mono-

mers, most importantly alkanes and lipids, 

accumulation of intracellular alkanes which 

coincides with the appearance of cytoplasmatic 

inclusions in epidermal cells. Although bio-

chemical evidence is lacking, the mutant phe-

notypes and the localization of fluorescent 

protein fusion of WBC11 and WBC12 to the 

plasmalemma are consistent with a role of both 

ABC transporters in the export of cutin mono-

mers (Schulz and Frommer,  2004) .  

  Beyond the ABC: Membrane Protein Families 

Involved in Secondary Metabolite Transport 

 Ignoring trapping mechanisms, it can be stated 

that all transmembrane transport processes pres-

ently known for secondary metabolites are 

either directly ATP-dependent, thus driven by 
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ABC transporters ( T ransporter  c lassification 

[TC] number 3.A.1 according to the Transport 

Classification Database [  www.tcdb.org    ] and 

TransportDB [  www.membranetransport.org    ]), 

or H + -dependent (Fig.  1 ). Up to now, no  D  Y -

dependent transport process has been described. 

 It is important to note that the model calcula-

tion of the maximal accumulation rate of a GS 

conjugate in vacuoles exploiting different 

energy sources clearly demonstrates kinetic 

perfection of ABC transporters: direct energisa-

tion maximally allows vacuolar accumulation 

by a factor of  ~ 4 x 10 8  compared to a factor of 

100 or 3.2 only for  D H + - or  D  Y -dependent ener-

gisation, respectively (Kreuz et al.,  1996) . Thus, 

if potentially toxic molecules need to be 

removed from the cytosol against a steep con-

centration gradient, ABC transporters can be 

expected to be more efficient than antiporters. 

 In spite of this energetic ‘advantage’ of ABC 

transporters, at least four classes of ion-depend-

ent multidrug transporters have been detected 

based on phylogenetic relationships, overall 

structure and number of  t rans m embrane-span-

ning helices (TM) which are the  M ajor 

 F acilitator  S uperfamily (MFS, TC 2.A.1, mini-

mum of 12 TM), the  S mall  M ultidrug  R esistance 

Family (SMR, TC 2.A.7.1, 4 TM), the 

 R esistance/ N odulation/ C ell division family 

(RND, TC 2.A.6, 12 TM) and the MATE 

transporters (TC 2.A.66.1, 9–12 TM) which 

form the major subfamily of the  M ultidrug/ 

O ligosaccharidyl-lipid/ P olysaccharide (MOP) 

Flippase Superfamily (TC 2.A.66; Paulsen 

et al.,  1996 ; Brown et al.,  1999 ; Saier and Paulsen, 

 2001 ; Saidijam et al., 2006). The functional 

identification of most of these membrane pro-

teins as secondary multidrug transporters still 

relies mainly on experiments performed with 

prokaryotic organisms. Moreover, while SMR 

transporter genes are absent in plant genomes, 

multidrug transport properties of plant MFS (90 

and 149 genes in Arabidopsis and rice, respec-

tively) and RND transporters (2 and 3 genes in 

Arabidopsis and rice, respectively) remain to be 

shown. Interestingly, all predicted  MOP  genes 

in the genomes of Arabidopsis, rice and 

 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii  (56 in Arabidopsis, 

about 50 in rice depending on annotation and 

13 in Chlamydomonas) belong to the  MATE  

subfamily. 

 The taxonomic coverage demonstrates that 

MATE proteins have mainly been identified in 

prokaryotes where they mediate resistance 

against fluoroquinolone antibiotics such as nor-

floxacin but also to structurally unrelated anti-

biotics (e.g. kanamycin, streptomycin) and 

small toxic molecules such as ethidium (Morita 

et al.,  1998) . Importantly, NorM acts as a Na + -

driven multidrug efflux transporter (Morita et al., 

 2000) . When sequenced genomes are compared, 

it is evident that comparable to the situation of 

ABC proteins, MATE protein-coding genes are 

overrepresented in plants. In Arabidopsis, 

mutant characterisation provides evidence that 

MATE transporters are involved in n lateral root 

formation (ALF5; Diener et al.,  2001) , iron 

homeostasis (FRD3; Rogers and Guerinot, 

 2002)  or salicylic acid-dependent signaling for 

disease resistance (EDS5; Nawrath et al.,  2002)  

apart from flavonoid transport. Complementation 

of a hypersensitive  E. coli  strain with an 

Arabidopsis cDNA library led to functional 

cloning of the MATE transporter  AtDTX1  (Li et al., 

 2002)  which catalyzes proton-coupled efflux 

of ethidium, antibiotics, the alkaloid berberine 

and mediates cadmium resistance in  E. coli . 

Although the specific endogenous substrates of 

plant MATE transporters have not been estab-

lished in most cases, the mutant phenotypes are 

consistent with the hypothesis that plant MATE 

proteins are involved in transmembrane trans-

port of small organic molecules. Importantly, 

the substrate spectrum in plants includes pri-

mary metabolites as exemplified by Arabidopsis 

FRD3 and related transporters identified by 

positional cloning of the major loci conferring 

aluminium resistance in  Sorghum bicolor  

and  Hordeum vulgare  which are proposed to act 

as a plasmalemma H + -dependent citrate efflux 
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11 system (Durrett et al.,  2007 ; Magalhaes et al., 

 2007 ; Wang et al.,  2007) . 

 With respect to mammals,  HsMATE1  and 

 HsMATE2 , two homologous genes in humans 

as well as a rodent  MATE  gene were described 

to encode transporters mediating H + -coupled 

cellular efflux of toxic organic cations such as 

the electroneutral exchange of tetraethyl ammo-

nium. In spite of differences in tissue-specific 

expression and substrate specificities, the mam-

malian MATEs represent the polyspecific 

organic cation exporters that catalyze the termi-

nal transfer of toxic organic cations into urine 

and bile (e.g. Otsuka et al.,  2005 ; Masuda et al., 

 2006) . A recent phylogenetic analysis groups 

all plant MATE-type transporters together into 

one clade containing no other fungal or mam-

malian MATEs (Omote et al.,  2006) . In contrast 

to ABC transporters which can be clearly iden-

tified based on the characteristic Walker A and 

B motifs as well as the ABC signature, MATE 

transporters lack obvious consensus sequences, 

although multiple sequence alignments of 

MATE transporters from all kingdoms (Omote 

et al.,  2006)  and all Arabidopsis MATEs (Fig. 

 2 ) indicate conserved regions in TMs 1 and 7 

as well as in several cytosolic loops. In the 

Arabidopsis MATEs several cytosolic glycine 

residues are highly conserved. A glutamate res-

idue in TM7 which is highly conserved has been 

shown to be essential for the transport function 

of  HsMATE1  (Otsuka et al.,  2005) .  

  On the Road Again: Transport Versus

Trafficking and the Dawn of a Cell 

Biology of Natural Products 

 An unresolved issue is the question whether the 

transporters at their ‘target’ membranes such as 

the tonoplast or the plasmalemma use substrates 

that diffuse freely in the cytosol ( transporter 

model ; Fig.  1 ). As an alternative to diffusion, a 

‘protected delivery’ or  binding protein model  

suggests that flavonoids such as anthocyanins 

are associated with GSTs acting as binding 

proteins as described in Section Vacuolar 

Transport Coupled to Metabolic Reactions. A 

third model proposes trafficking of flavonoids 

and other phytochemicals in ER-derived 

vesicles towards target membranes where the 

vesicles would fuse and deliver their cargo into 

the vacuolar lumen or extracellular space ( vesi-

cle model ). This model is based on different 

subcellular observations that can be interpreted 

as consequences of vesicle-mediated flavo-

noid transport. 

 ER-derived structures have been proposed 

to represent intermediates of vesicular flavo-

noid transport supporting a model of direct 

loading of flavonoids across the ER membrane 

into the lumen after or during synthesis by 

ER-localized metabolons facing the cytoplasm. 

Green and yellow autofluorescent bodies which 

presumably indicate the presence of flavonoids, 

morphological alterations in the ER and elec-

tron-dense structures that appear to originate 

from the ER traveling towards the plasma mem-

brane were observed in Maize Black Mexican 

Sweet (BMS) cells ectopically expressing the 

MYB transcription factor  P1  (Grotewold et al., 

 1998) . The green and yellow bodies are pre-

sumably targeted to the extracellular space and 

the vacuole, respectively, and the yellow bodies 

are not evenly dispersed within the vacuole but 

form inclusions (Grotewold et al.,  1998 ; Lin 

et al.,  2003) . Brefeldin A (BFA) and monensin, 

two agents known to disrupt endocytosis, Golgi 

function and the Golgi-ER vesicle trafficking, 

do not inhibit accumulation of green autofluo-

rescence in the cell wall suggesting that secre-

tion of these compounds does not necessarily 

pass the Golgi apparatus (Lin et al.,  2003) . 

Likewise, a recent investigation of  Brassica  and 

Arabidopsis tapetum cells describes the forma-

tion of ER-derived structures termed tapeto-

somes which accumulate flavonols and alkanes 

destined to impregnate the pollen surface after 

secretion (Hsieh and Huang,  2007) . These 

authors also report a profound reduction of 
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flavonol-filled tapetosomes in tapetum cells of 

the  tt12  mutants which is puzzling because 

transport experiments with TT12, rather spe-

cific expression in the seed coat as well as sub-

cellular localisation of TT12 to the tonoplast 

(Marinova et al.,  2007)  would argue against 

TT12 as a transporter for pollen flavonols. 

 Signal-based communication between the 

ER-localized biosynthetic complexes and the 

vacuolar transporters has been proposed because 

the mutant  ant310  barley line, defective in  CHI , 

exhibited strongly reduced vacuolar uptake of 

flavone-glucosides which could be reactivated 

when protoplasts or leaf segments were chemi-

cally complemented with naringenin, the prod-

uct of the CHI reaction (Frangne et al.,  2002 ; 

Marinova et al.,  2007a) . Considering that bio-

synthesis takes place at the ER while transport 

is tested on isolated vacuoles, it has to be postu-

lated that the flavonoid antiporter at the tono-

plast gets activated by an unknown mechanism 

if flavonoid biosynthesis is functional. 

 Anthocyanins have been repeatedly found in 

inclusions in several plant species with no clear 

phylogenetic relation including lisianthus, 

sweet potato, red cabbage or grapevine (Pecket 

and Small,  1980 ; Small and Pecket,  1982 ; 

Nozue and Yasuda,  1985 ; Conn et al.,  2003 ; 

Irani and Grotewold,  2005 ; Zhang et al.,  2006) . 

Interestingly, anthocyanin-filled inclusion occur 

in the cytoplasm as well as in the vacuole itself 

where the vacuolar bodies are generally referred 

to as ‘ a nthocyanic  v acuolar  i nclusions’ (AVIs) 

(Markham et al.,  2000) . It is assumed that the 

cytoplasmic inclusions represent transport 

forms of anthocyanins on their way to the 

vacuole although direct evidence for this is 

lacking. In lisianthus flower petals, transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) demonstrated 

the presence of electron-dense structures in 

vesicles adjacent to deformed ER structures 

suggesting that they originate from there (Zhang 

et al.,  2006)  which is in accordance with 

dilated ER near the autofluorescent bodies 

found in BMS cells (Grotewold et al.,  1998) . 

A prominent example for cytosolic inclusions 

are the red 3-deoxyanthocyanidin-containing 

structures formed as phytoalexins in  Sorghum  

leaves in response to attack by the pathogen 

 Colletorichum sublineum  which causes Sorghum 

anthracnose (Snyder and Nicholson,  1990) . 

These bodies move towards the site of infection 

in a polar manner where the phytoalexins are 

released. In spite of the attractive model sug-

gesting controlled movement of phytoalexin 

compounds, the hypothesis that the observed 

deoxyanthocyanidin-containing structures are 

membrane-bound vesicles has been challenged 

and the formation of self-organizing protein-

containing spheres lacking a surrounding lipid 

bilayer has been proposed (Nielsen et al.,  2004) . 

 Likewise, the vacuolar AVIs are not sur-

rounded by membranes (Zhang et al.,  2006)  

which leaves open the possibility that AVIs 

present in ER-derived vesicles are delivered to 

the vacuole by vesicle fusion at the tonoplast 

and released as a whole into the vacuolar lumen. 

A recent study in Arabidopsis describes novel 

 in vivo  and  in vitro  autofluorescent properties of 

anthocyanins. Co-localization studies with GFP 

reporters of the plant endomembrane system 

demonstrates that naringenin-induced anthocy-

anin autofluorescence in cotyledons is present 

in the ER as well as ER-derived vesicles and 

passes to protein storage vacuoles in a Golgi-

independent manner where AVIs are formed in 

cotyledons (Poustka et al.,  2007) . 

 The vacuole is a highly dynamic organelle, 

but the mechanisms underlying the various 

fusion and budding processes are poorly under-

stood. For example, fusion of vesicles and 

formation of vacuolar fragments derived from 

the central vacuole are important processes 

supporting the drastic volume changes of guard 

cells during stomatal opening or closure (Gao 

et al.,  2005) . Recent evidence suggests that in 

the PA-containing cells of the Arabidopsis seed 

coat, formation of the vacuole is linked to PA 

biosynthesis, which proposes a novel cellular 

function of flavonoids as a signal molecule. 
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11 External loading of immature seeds with the 

fluorescein-derivative carboxy-DCFDA, which 

accumulates in the acidic vacuole in vegetative 

tissues, labels central, cell-filling structures in 

endothelial cells presumably corresponding to 

the vacuole. In contrast, when seeds of mutants 

lacking PAs caused by the disruption of late 

steps of the PA pathway such as  tds4  (leuan-

thocyanidin dioxygenase mutant),  aha10  

(P-type H + -ATPase) and  tt12  (transporter 

mutant) were exposed to carboxy-DCFDA, flu-

orescence signals were obtained from multiple 

vesicular structures (Abrahams et al.,  2003 ; 

Baxter et al.,  2005 ; Fig.  3 ) TEM investigation 

of the PA-synthesizing endothelial cells verifies 

that in contrast to the wild type,  tds4  and  tt12  

endothelial cells exhibit an accumulation of 

vesicular structures while the central, cell-fill-

ing vacuole is absent. The effects of PA absence 

on the endothelial vacuoles seems to be specific 

for this cell type since root or mesophyll cells 

of PA biosynthesis mutants possess a normal 

vacuolar ultrastructure (Abrahams et al.,  2003 ; 

Ballmann, C.; Marinova, K. and Klein, M., 

unpublished). Interestingly, a functional link 

between PA synthesis and vacuolar biogenesis 

related to programs of cellular differentiation 

has also been reported for  Petunia  where 

mutants in the bHLH-type transcription factor 

Anthocyanin1 (AN1) which controls anthocy-

anin synthesis and the vacuolar pH in petal cells 

exhibit strongly altered morphology of the outer 

integumental layer of the seed coat where PAs 

are synthesized in this species (Spelt et al., 

 2002) . However, disruption of PA biosynthesis 

could also result in pathway intermediates that 

exert toxic effects inhibiting vacuole formation. 

Since more general flavonoid Arabidopsis 

mutants such as the  chs  mutant  tt4  where all 

flavonoids are absent possess normal vacuole 

formation in vegetative cells, control of vacu-

olar biogenesis is obviously not a general fea-

ture of flavonoids. If only PA-synthesizing cells 

exhibit vacuolar alterations in the absence of PA 

biosynthesis, the question arises whether PA-

containing vacuoles are ‘functionally specialized’ 

vacuoles in a way that is comparable to the clas-

sical differentiation between lytic and protein 

storage vacuoles. Thus, the determination of 

vacuolar identity in these cells is instrumental.  

 Disruption of the proper glycosylation of the 

major triterpenoid saponin avenacin A-1, which 

is an antimicrobial triterpene glycoside that 

accumulates in the vacuole of oat root epider-

mal cells (Haralampidis et al.,  2001)  leads to 

pleiotropic effects on root development includ-

ing root hair formation, degeneration of epider-

mal cells and changes in the cell wall structure 

(Mylona et al.,  2008) . A careful mutant analysis 

demonstrates that missing glucosylation rather 

than absence of avenacin biosynthesis is respon-

sible for these effects on root morphology which 

is in accordance with a model that explains 

the deleterious effects on root epidermal cells 

by the missing vacuolar deposition of toxic 

avenacins.  

  Consequences of the Vesicular Transport Model 

 To date, it seems complicated to find common 

ground between the  transporter  or  binding pro-

tein model  on the one side and the  vesicle model  

for flavonoids on the other side. It is important 

to note, that from the transporter’s point of view, 

the vesicular model raises the issue that the site 

of active flavonoid transport is not primarily at 

the tonoplast or the plasmalemma but in vicin-

ity to the site of metabolon-mediated synthesis 

across the ER membrane. Vesicle loading at the 

ER is in disagreement with available data on the 

subcellular localization of MRP, PDR or MATE 

transporters. Since in most cases localization 

experiments used constitutive but not the endog-

enous promoters, the possibility that functional 

transporters traffick between the ER and the 

target membrane still exists. In addition, it is 

complicated to experimentally address the 

question whether a transporter which enters 

the endomembrane system and travels towards 

the target membrane is immediately active in the 

ER which could partially explain loading of 
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ER-derived vesicles. It must be postulated that 

flavonoid accumulation at the ER or in vesicles 

by H + -dependent transporters such as TT12 is 

driven by  D pH thus requiring an acidic ER 

lumen. V-ATPases have been found to be dis-

tributed throughout the endomembrane system, 

  Fig. 3    Effects of the  tt12  mutation on the vacuolar structure in the endothelial layer of Arabidopsis seeds. 

( a ) Staining of mature wild-type (Ws) or  tt12  mutant seeds with DMACA demonstrates absence of the 

black coloration indicative of PA polymers in  tt12  seeds. ( b ) Loading of immature seeds with the fluores-

cent dye carboxy-DCFDA shows changes in the fluorescence pattern in seed coat cells towards punctuate 

fluorescence in  tt12  seeds. Bar = 30  m m. ( c, d ) TEM images of immature seeds (5 days after pollination) 

after high-pressure freezing/freeze-substitution sample preparation. Depicted are the two outer (oi1, oi2) 

and three inner integuments (ii2, ii1’, ii1). The appearance of multiple vesicular structures instead of a large 

vacuole is visible in the ii1 (endothelium) layer of  tt12  seeds. ( c ) Bar = 20  m m. (D) Bar = 5  m m       
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11 including the ER, Golgi, and provacuoles and 

are required for endocytic and secretory traf-

ficking clearly indicating that acidification by 

the V-ATPase is not restricted to the vacuole 

and is a major player in defining vesicle identity 

(Dettmer et al.,  2006) . Thus, the transporter and 

the vesicle transport model may merge if we 

accept that also the flavonoid transporters are 

dynamically cycling within the endomembrane 

system. 

 A second challenge to the vesicle model 

refers to the ‘sorting’ capacity of the endomem-

brane system since it would predict that struc-

turally related compounds destined to travel to 

the vacuole or the extracellular space need to be 

‘sorted’ in the ER or downstream of this com-

partment in a manner comparable to vacuolar or 

secretory proteins. In consequence, either spe-

cific receptors recognizing the different phyto-

chemicals must be postulated or the synthesis of 

metabolites that need to be distributed to dis-

tinct compartments takes place on spatially 

separated complexes. Thus, the “interface” 

between phenolic biosynthesis, including dis-

tinct metabolons, and the loading of end prod-

ucts into primary transport vesicles, most 

probably at the ER surface, requires and surely 

will attract much research interest in the future.   

  Compartmentation and Transport 
in Alkaloid Biosynthesis (W. Roos)  

  Principles 

 Alkaloids are amino acid -derived secondary 

compounds which often display a high pharma-

cological activity (Wink et al.,  1998 ; Schmeller. 

et al.,  1997 ; Xu et al.,  2006 ; Faddeeva and 

Beliaeva,  1997)  and include several established 

remedies of traditional and present medicine. 

Many of them selectively interfere with essential 

processes of cellular metabolism, gene expression 

or signaling, i.e. they hit molecular targets 

shared by most living cells. Their separation 

from the living protoplasm is therefore of criti-

cal importance for the producing plant. 

 Biosynthesis of alkaloids requires flow of 

metabolites through multi-enzyme sequences in 

branched pathways that are often rather elaborate 

(for instance, the formation of the benzophen-

anthridine alkaloid macarpine from tyrosine 

requires 19 enzymatic steps, cf. Fig.  4 ). The bio-

synthetic enzymes are typically localized in 

multiple cell types and different subcellular com-

partments and separated from the sites of product 

accumulation. Therefore, pathway intermediates 

and products undergo multiple transfer steps and 

are channelled between precursor pools, biosyn-

thetic and storage sites. As with other secondary 

biosynthesis, the expression of biosynthetic 

enzymes, transporters and proteins related to 

channeling and storage of alkaloids is coordi-

nated within programs of cell differentiation and 

tissue development, the architecture of these pro-

grams provides a growing challenge for research. 

It appears that evolution has brought about no 

organelles with an exclusive destination to alka-

loid metabolism but rather adapted elements of 

primary metabolism and of its basic compart-

mentation to new functions. As an example, 

homologs of two committed enzymes of alkaloid 

biosynthesis, berberine bridge enzyme and stric-

tosidine synthase (both localized in vacuoles or 

related vesicles, as shown below) are present in 

the vacuoles of Arabidopsis, a plant that is not 

known to synthesize corresponding alkaloids. 

This suggests an evolutionary adaptation of pre-

existing vacuolar enzymes to new functions 

within a newly evolved alkaloid biosynthesis 

(De Luca and St-Pierre,  2000) .  

 At present, only a few membrane compart-

ments, transporters and channels are known to 

have a defined role in alkaloid transport and 

compartmentation. One major challenge for 

research is the high individuality in the cellular 

organization that rests on the species-specific 

localization of biosynthetic enzymes and the 

opportunistic use of transporters, metabolite 

pools, storage sites and accumulation mechanisms 

even between taxonomically related genera. 



  Fig. 4    Pathways of benzylisoquinoline biosynthesis. A selection of biosynthetic enzymes is notified with 

their localization in the cytosol (yellow), the ER membrane (red) or in the lumen of cytosolic vesicles 

(blue). Informations are taken mainly from Facchini and St-Pierre  (2005) , Bock et al.  (2002) , own experi-

ments and other references cited in the text. BBE, berberine bridge enzyme; CFS, cheilanthifoline synthase; 

CNMT, coclaurine N-methyltransferase; COR, codeinone reductase; DBOX, dihydrobenzophen-

anthridine oxidase; MSH, N-methylstylopine 14-hydroxylase; NCS, norcoclaurine synthase; NMCH, 

N-methylcoclaurine 3’-hydroxylase; 4’OMT, 3’-hydroxy-N-methylcoclaurine 4’-O-methyltransferase; 

6OMT, norcoclaurine 6-O-methyltransferase; 7OMT, reticuline 7-O-methyltransferase; P6H, protopine 

6-hydroxylase; SAT, salutaridinol-7-O-acetyltransferase; SOR, salutaridine:NADPH 7-oxidoreductase; 

STS, stylopine synthase; SAS, salutaridine synthase; TNMT, tetrahydroprotoberberine  cis -N-methyltrans-

ferase; TYDC, tyrosine decarboxylase; CAS, canadine synthase; SOMT, scoulerine 9-O-methyltransferase; 

STOX, (S)-tetrahydroprotoberberine oxidase       
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11  The biochemistry and molecular biology of 

alkaloid transporters has actually been reviewed 

(Shitan and Yazaki,  2007 ; Yazaki,  2006)  as well 

as the subcellular localization of enzymes of 

major alkaloid families (Wink and Roberts, 

 1998 ; Facchini,  2001 ; Facchini and St-Pierre, 

 2005 ; Ziegler and Facchini,  2008) . The follow-

ing overview rests on data of the best investi-

gated alkaloid biosynthetic pathways and 

illustrates the requirement for transport and 

channeling as predicted from the distribution of 

metabolic enzymes, pools of intermediates and 

sites of product accumulation. This enzymatic 

and ultrastructural background is confronted 

with the actual knowledge of alkaloid transport-

ers and detoxifying enzymes.  

  Benzylisoquinoline Alkaloids 

 Benzylisoquinolines are typically occurring 

in Papaveraceae, Berberidaceae and some 

Ranunculaceae. They are built from L-tyrosine 

via the central intermediate reticuline, after 

which the pathway branches into the subgroups 

of morphinanes, protoberberines, benzophen-

anthridines and others (Fig.  4 ). Although the 

enzymes that catalyze corresponding reactions 

show extensive sequence homologies between 

the species, they are located in different tissues 

and cell types. For example, benzylisoquinoline 

biosynthesis in roots of  Papaver  was localized 

to the vascular tissues, but in  Thalictrum  occurs 

in the root’s and rhizom’s non-vascular tissues 

(endodermis, pericycle, cortex, pith), although 

the first enzymes of either pathway, acting 

between tyrosine and (S)- reticuline, are nearly 

identical. This might indicate that a primordial 

benzylisoquinoline biosynthetic pathway 

migrated into diverging cell types during evolu-

tion (Samanani et al.,  2005) . 

 The  morphinan branch  is best investigated 

(but not exclusively occuring) in  Papaver , 

where six of the biosynthetic enzymes acting 

between (S)-norcoclaurine and codeine were 

immunolocalized to sieve elements of the 

phloem adjacent or proximal to laticifers. Most 

of the corresponding gene transcripts were 

found in the companion cells, i.e. parenchyma 

cells paired with each sieve element, suggesting 

post translational cell-to-cell transfer of the 

enzymes (Samanani et al.,  2006) . Earlier exper-

iments by Weid et al.  (2004)  had favoured such 

parenchymatic cells to harbour also the biosyn-

thetic enzymes. Whatever the precise location 

of biosynthetic sites within the phloem might 

be, the products and /or late intermediates of 

morphine biosynthesis are excreted from the 

producing cells into the neighbouring lacticif-

ers, that accompany vascular tissues throughout 

most of the plant. Lacticifers are filled with 

latex, i.e. the multinucleate cytoplasm of fused 

vessels, but are free of all or most biosynthetic 

enzymes. Transport processes clearly occur at 

the phloem/lacticifer interface but have not yet 

been investgated in detail. Latex contains rela-

tively big vesicles that can easily be isolated 

and have been shown to accumulate morphine 

and codeine (Deus-Neumann and Zenk,  1984) . 

 At the subcellular level, the morphine bio-

synthetic pathway combines several cytochrome 

P-450 enzymes, bound to ER membranes (Chou 

and Kutchan,  1998)  with soluble enzymes that 

reside in ER derived vesicles, e.g. norcoclaurine 

synthase, or in the cytosol, e.g. codeinone 

reductase (Zenk,  1994 ; Facchini and St-Pierre, 

 2005) . The diverse localization of the biosyn-

thetic enzymes requires several transport steps 

of the intermediates between cytosol, vesicles 

and vacuoles. Only one of them has been char-

acterized by pioneering experiments (Deus-

Neumann and Zenk,  1986) : vacuolar vesicles 

prepared from  Fumaria capreolata  accumulate 

(S)-reticulin or (S)-scoulerin via highly specific 

transporters, that discriminate between (S)- and 

(R) stereoisomer and exclude other benzyliso-

quinolines (sanguinarine, protopine, morphine) 

and alkaloids of unrelated families (e.g. indoles 

or tropanes). Uptake is energized by the 

pH gradient across the tonoplast. Accumulated 
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alkaloids completely efflux after dissipation of 

 D pH, indicating an H + /alkaloid – antiport (Km < 

1 µM) and the absence of stable intravacuolar 

alkaloid complexes. It is not known whether the 

protonation of the accumulated alkaloids is 

required for maintaining their vacuolar pool. 

 Enzymes of the morphine branch display a 

coordinate regulation as seen after the suppres-

sion of codeinone reductase (COR) via RNAi-

based gene silencing. Cells deprived of COR did 

not accumulate codeine, the substrate of this 

enzyme, but only (S)-reticuline, the first com-

mitted substrate of the morphinane branch 

(Allen et al.,  2004) . Silencing of salutaridinol 

O-acetyltransferase (SAT), an enzyme acting in 

the same branch (cf. Fig.  4 ), caused no accumu-

lation of its substrate salutaridinol but of salu-

taridine, the substrate of the previous enzyme 

(Allen et al.,  2008 ; Kempe,  2008) . Overexpression 

of SAT increased the yield of morphine indicat-

ing a rate limiting function of this enzyme (Allen 

et al.,  2008) . The data support the existence in 

the morphine branch of one or more metabolons, 

i.e. multi-enzyme complexes that allow the 

internal hand-over of pathway intermediates and 

are disrupted by the removal of one enzyme. If 

this interpretation can be finally confirmed (the 

alternate explanation, i.e. co-silencing of other 

enzymes downstream of (S)-reticuline is not yet 

excluded) it would meet expectations derived 

from metabolic channels acting in different areas 

of plant metabolism (Winkel,  2004)  and serve 

the channeling of intermediates independent of 

their cytoplasmic pools (phenylpropanoids: 

Achnine et al.,  2004 ; polyamines: Panicot et al., 

 2004 ; cf. Section Compartmentation, Transport 

and Trapping of Phenolic Compounds). 

 The existence of a metabolic channel would 

be in line with the regulatory independence of 

the enzymes of the morphinane branch from the 

general benzylisoquinoline biosynthesis. A well 

known expression of this phenomenon is the 

intimate link between lacticifer development 

and biosynthesis of morphine: dedifferentiated, 

cultured cells of opium poppy do not produce 

codeine and morphine (Facchini and Bird, 

 1998)  although COR and other late biosynthetic 

enzymes are present (e.g. Gerardy and Zenk, 

 1993 ; Lenz and Zenk,  1995) . At the other hand, 

it remains challenging to explore whether and 

how a metabolon is compatible with the 

ER-based localization of several biosynthetic 

enzymes and the export of the end products into 

the adjacent lacticifers. 

 The first committed enzyme of the  proto-

berberine and benzophenanthridine branch  

(cf. Fig.  4 ) is the berberine bridge enzyme 

(BBE), a flavoproteinated oxidase. Together 

with most enzymes of benzylisoquinoline bio-

synthesis it resides in sieve elements of root and 

hypocotyl (cf. above, Samanani et al.,  2006) . 

Subcellularly, visualization by ELMI or fluo-

rescence tracing of GFP-conjugates congruently 

show that BBE is a lumenal protein within a 

distinct class of vesicles that have a higher den-

sity as ER and the tonoplast (in  Berberis : 

Amann et al.,  1986 ; in  Eschscholzia  und 

 Papaver : Bock et al.,  2002) . These vesicles are 

derived from the ER and may fuse with the vac-

uolar membrane (Bock et al.,  2002 ; Alcantara 

et al.,  2005) . The morphological data are sup-

ported by the amino acid sequence of the nas-

cent BBE protein that contains a functional 

ER-targeting signal peptide and an adjacent 

vacuolar-sorting determinant (Bird and 

Facchini,  2001) . Due to its slightly alkaline pH 

optimum, BBE is likely inactive at the acidic 

vacuolar pH, suggesting that the catalyzed step 

(formation of scuolerine) occurs before the 

enzyme crosses the tonoplast (Bird and Facchini, 

 2001) . It is assumed that other soluble biosyn-

thetic enzymes reside in vesicles of similar type 

as shown with enzymes of berberine formation 

(STOX, CDO, COMT: Amann et al.,  1986 ; 

Galneder et al.,  1988 ; Rueffer et al.,  1986) . 

While in non-latex tissues such “alkaloid syn-

thesizing vesicles” likely harbor intermediate 

steps of biosynthesis, the end products of the 

berberine and the benzophenanthridine biosyn-

thetic branch are handled differently. 
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11  The biosynthesis and compartmentation of 

 Berberine  is an impressive example of varia-

bility and adaptation to different antimicrobial 

defense strategies. 

 In  Coptis japonica  the alkaloid is produced 

in the roots as judged from the specific expres-

sion of biosynthetic enzymes, but accumulates 

mainly in the rhizomes (Ikezawa et al.,  2003) . 

This implicates post-synthetic unloading of ber-

berine from root cells followed by transfer to 

and uptake into rhizome cells. An essential 

component of this process is an ABC- trans-

porter in the plasma membrane of rhizome cells 

that acts as an ATP driven influx pump and 

allows the efficient absorption of external ber-

berine (Sakai et al.,  2002) . The cDNA of the 

transport protein (CjMDR1) was identified 

from a berberine accumulating cell line and 

shown to be expressed in xylematic cells of the 

rhizome (Yazaki et al.,  2001 ; Shitan et al., 

 2003) . The essential role of  Cjmdr1  in the accu-

mulation of berberine is supported by co-sup-

pression of the transporter protein (Shitan et al., 

 2005) . CjMDR1 is a member of the currently 

expanding family of plant ABC-transporters 

(Yazaki,  2006)  and the subfamily of multidrug-

resistance transporters (MDR, cf. Section 

Compartmentation, Transport and Trapping of 

Phenolic Compounds). Its specificity, measured 

after heterologous expression in oocytes, is sur-

prisingly broad and includes reticuline, sangui-

narine, quinine and even quercetine with only 

small differences in transport efficiency. 

 Subsequent to its CjMDR1-catalyzed uptake 

into the cytoplasm, the final accumulation of ber-

berine in  Coptis  rhizome cells occurs in the vacu-

ole by a different mode of transport. The tonoplast 

harbours a H + /berberine antiporter that operates 

with a Km of about 45 µM for berberine (Fig.  5 ). 

Competition experiments with berberine analogs 

and non-related alkaloids revealed that this trans-

porter is fairly specific, although not exclusive, 

for berberine (Otani et al.,  2005) . 

 A different strategy of berberine compart-

mentation is realized in  Thalictrum minus  

cells where most of the produced alkaloid is 

excreted into the apoplast and the outer 

medium, as observed in cell suspension cul-

tures (Nakagawa et al.,  1984) . The export 

step is likely catalyzed by an ABC transporter 

of the plasma membrane, that displays 

remarkable sequence similarity to CjMDR1 

from  Coptis , although it operates here in the 

opposite (outward) direction (Terasaka et al., 

 2003 ; Yazaki,  2006) . 

 Seen together, the transport of berberine in 

roots and rhizomes of  Coptis  and  Thalictrum  is 

dominated by the activities of transporters at 

the plasm membrane and the tonoplast. These 

mechanisms are in contrasting with observa-

tions from  Berberis , where the transfer of the 

alkaloid to the vacuole most probably occurs 

in ER derived vesicles that contain the final 

enzyme of berberine biosynthesis (Bock et al., 

 2002) . It appears that vesicular transfer is 

employed in plants that synthesize and store 

berberine in the same cells, whereas the above 

berberine carriers serve the intercellular trans-

fer of this alkaloid in plants that established a 

spatial separation of alkaloid formation and 

storage (Shitan and Yazaki,  2007) . 

 Berberine, as a hydrophobic cation, is a pre-

ferred substrate of multidrug resistance pumps 

(MDR’s) which do not only operate in animals 

and plants but also in bacteria. In staphylococci, 

the rapid extrusion by MDR transporters is a 

main determinant of resistance against the anti-

microbial effect of berberine (Stermitz et al., 

 2000) . Berberine producing species of  Berberis  

also produce efficient inhibitors of the bacterial 

MDR pump NorA: the flavonolignan 5’-meth-

oxy-hydnocarpin and the porphyrin pheophor-

bide. These compounds strongly potentiate 

the growth inhibiting effect of berberine at 

 Staphylococcus aureus  (Guz et al.,  2001) . 

Similar synergistic effects are known from 

other medicinal plants. They might indicate a 

coordinated evolution of antimicrobial alkaloids 

and phenolic inhibitors of pathogen resistance 

mechanisms. 
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 In this respect, it is noteworthy that plants 

not producing berberine contain a detoxifying 

berberine efflux transporter: the finding that the 

Arabidopsis MATE transporter AtDTX1 cata-

lyzes the efflux of various toxins, including ber-

berine, across the plasmalemma energized by 

the pH gradient (Li et al.,  2002)  supports the 

idea that berberine is an important constituent 

of soil microenvironments. 

  Benzophenanthridines  (cf. Fig.  4 ) are 

mainly biosynthesized and stored in idioblasts of 

the root cortex parenchyma that are not con-

nected to the lacticifer system (with the excep-

tion of  Chelidonium , cf. below). Five of the seven 

enzymes between (S)-reticulin and sanguinarine, 

the first benzophenanthridine alkaloid, have been 

localized to a membrane fraction with a specific 

density of ± D 1.14 g/mL, that appears similar 

to the “alkaloid producing vesicles” isolated 

from  Berberis  and  Papaver  (cf. above). Except 

BBE, these enzymes are P450-dependent 

monooxygenases, i.e. integral proteins of ER 

membranes (Zenk,  1994 ; Facchini,  2001) . The 

final step of benzophenanthridine formation is 

catalyzed by dihydrobenzophenanthridine oxi-

dase (Schumacher and Zenk,  1988 ; Arakawa et 

al.,  1992) , which is not P450-dependent, but a 

soluble enzyme with a pH optimum >7, located 

in the lumen of ER-derived vesicles, where its 

products temporarily accumulate (M. Heinze and 

W. Roos, 2007, unpublished). 

 In contrast to some other benzylisoquino-

lines, benzophenanthridines are not finally 

stored in vacuoles but are excreted into the apo-

plast. Accumulation of the cationic alkaloids in 

the cell wall region has been visualized in elic-

ited, cultured cells of  Eschscholzia  and is facili-

tated by their binding to cellulosic cell wall 

material (Färber et al.,  2003 ; Viehweger et al., 

 2006; Roos et al., 2006; Fig.  6a ) . Earlier data 

from elicited, cultured cells of  Papaver  likewise 

aligned the orange-red fluorescence of newly 

made benzophenanthridines to the cell surface 

and the external medium (Cline and Coscia, 

 1989 ; Mahady and Beecher,  1994) . About 85% 

of the excreted alkaloid were bound to osmi-

ophilic particles. They may be derived from the 

rough ER as indicated by their high RNA con-

tent and their apparent similarity with ELMI-

visualized particles that were repeatedly 

  Fig. 5   The two step accumulation of berberine from the xylem soap into the vacuole of rhizome cells of 

 Coptis japonica . (Taken with permission from Shitan and Yazaki,  2007       
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visualized in the cytoplasm (Cline and Coscia, 

 1989 ; Bock et al.,  2002 ; Alcantara et al.,  2005) . 

Membrane vesicles that contain sanguinarine 

have also been visualized in vivo and isolated 

from producing cells (in  Papaver : Alcantara 

et al.,  2005 , in  Eschscholzia : W. Roos, 

K. Viehweger and M. Heinze, 2007, unpublished). 

Their involvement in the biosynthesis and 

export (exocytosis) of benzophenanthridines is 

supported by the fact that newly made alkaloids 

escape the reduction by the highly active, cyto-

plasmic enzyme sanguinarine  reductase (Fig. 

 6b , cf. below).  

 Despite several attempts, a vacuolar accu-

mulation of sanguinarine or other benzophen-

anthridines was never demonstrated. The 

abovementioned ELMI studies (Bock et al., 

 2002 ; Alcantara et al.,  2005)  suggest that 

ER-derived, alkaloid-containing vesicles may 

fuse with the vacuole, but it is not known which 

cargo they would bring in. A yellow-green fluo-

rescence (benzophenanthridines emit yellow-

to-red fluorescence) observed in a minority of 

vacuoles from  Papaver  cells (Alcantara et al. 

 2005)  could well arise from intermediates like 

dopamine or others (e.g. Kutchan et al.,  1986) . 

As mentioned already, sanguinarine  formation  

does not occur in the vacuole, due to the 

 alkaline pH optimum of the BBE (Bird and 

Facchini,  2001)  and of the finalizing enzyme, 

dihydrobenzophenanthridine oxidase (Arakawa 

et al.,  1992 ; Weiss et al.,  2006) . 

 The export of benzophenanthridines into the 

apoplast appears advantageous as the high anti-

microbial potency of these root-made alkaloids 

protects the plant from pathogenic soil microbes. 

At the same time, the cytotoxic alkaloids are 

separated from the cellular interior thus avoid-

ing self-intoxication by DNA intercalation or 

enzyme inhibition (see below). Nevertheless, 

the excreted alkaloids do not escape the control 

of the producing cell. Cultured cells of 

 Eschscholzia  rapidly take up external benzo-

phenanthridines, preferentially sanguinarine, 

  Fig. 6 a    Excretion of benzophenanthridine alkaloids from cells of Eschscholzia after pathogen contact 

(according to Roos et al.,  2006 ). A suspension of cultured cells of Eschscholzia californica received a yeast 

glycoprotein elicitor at t=0. After 24 h, cells were stained with the vitality indicator 5-carboxy-fluorescein 

(green flourescence indicates vital cells) and assayed by fluorescece microscopy. Benzophenanthridines, 

indicated by their red fluorescence, almost exclusively accumulate in the cell wall region and outer medium. 

b. Detoxication and recycling of benzophenanthridine alkaloids via sanguinarine reductase (according to 

Weiss et al.,  2006 ). SR, sanguinarine reductase; DHBO, dihyrobenzophenanthridine oxidase; PM, plasma 

membrane, Sang., sanguinarine, Chel., chelerythrine., Mac., macarpine       
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and reduce it to dihydrosanguinarine, its biosyn-

thetic precursor, that can be further substituted 

according to the biosynthetic route. The result-

ing dihydroalkaloids, e.g. dihydrochelirubine, 

are oxidized and reappear in the outer medium 

(Weiss et al.,  2006) . Thus, the rapid reduction of 

incoming sanguinarine drives a recycling proc-

ess that allows to present the toxic phytoalexin at 

the cellular surface and at the same time controls 

its concentration (Fig.  6b ). It is catalyzed by san-

guinarine reductase, a soluble cytoplasmic, 

NADPH-dependent enzyme with high substrate 

specificity: sanguinarine is preferred over other 

benzophenanthridines, berberine and other 

isoquinolines are excluded (Weiss et al.,  2006) . 

The mode of uptake of benzophenanthridines 

across the plasma membrane that is coupled to 

their subsequent reduction is currently under 

investigation. 

 Sanguinarine reductase has now been 

cloned and appears to be present in many if not 

all benzophenanthridine producing Papave-

raceae (M. Vogel and W. Roos, 2008, in prepa-

ration). Its preferred substrate, sanguinarine, is 

the most cytotoxic benzophenanthridine and 

likely the most effective antimicrobial alkaloid 

made in plants (Schmeller et al.  1997) . Its tox-

icity is due to intercalation into dsDNA, inhi-

bition of ion pumps and several SH- dependent 

proteins, as well as interaction with cytoskele-

tal components (Faddeeva and Beliaeva,  1997 ; 

Bajaj et al.,  1990 ; Wolff and Knipling,  1993 ; 

Slaninova et al.,  2001 ; Bartak et al.,  2003) . 

Many plant cell cultures that do not produce 

benzophenanthridines and contain no sangui-

narine reductase are intoxicated by low micro-

molar concentrations of sanguinarine (Weiss et 

al.,  2006) . Most probably, the risk of self-

intoxication established a selection pressure 

towards the evolution of a detoxication mecha-

nism based upon sanguinarine reductase and 

coupled transport steps. 

 A basically different strategy in the compart-

mentation of benzophenanthridines is realized 

by their sequestration in the latex of  Chelidonium . 

The latex vesicles of this plant have been used 

for early transport experiments that supported 

an ion-trap mechanism of these alkaloids. 

Sanguinarine and chelerythrine that are cationic 

under acidic pH accumulate to a higher degree 

than the non-charged (and less toxic) berberine 

and dihydrocoptisine (Jans,  1974 ; Matile,  1976) . 

The high vesicular content of alkaloids is fur-

ther maintained by complexing them with cheli-

donic acid and similar vacuolar phenols. 

Transfer across the vesicular membrane is facil-

itated by a passive carrier mechanism of low 

specificity that accepts also structurally unre-

lated alkaloids, as vinblastin, strychnin oder 

dihydroergocryptin (Hauser and Wink,  1990) .  

  Monoterpenoid Indole Alkaloids 

 Terpenoid indole alkaloids, the largest group 

of known alkaloids, are mainly produced in 

Loganiaceae, Apocynaceae and Rubiaceae. 

Their biosynthesis, which leads e.g. to vindo-

line, catharanthine and their dimers vinblastine 

and vincristine (medically important antineo-

plastic drugs) is another example of embed-

ding complex enzymic pathways into the tissue 

- and subcellular morphology. The most thor-

ough analysis has been done with leaves of 

 Catharanthus roseus , but alkaloid biosynthesis 

is also detectable in roots and root cultures 

(St-Pierre et al.,  1999 ; De Luca and St-Pierre, 

 2000 ; Burlat et al.,  2004 ; Murata and De Luca, 

 2005 ; Ziegler and Facchini,  2008) . 

 The formation of the first committed inter-

mediate, strictosidine, requires to coordinate 

two sources of precursor biosynthesis: the MEP 

pathway which provides the monoterpene 

secologanine, and the tryptophane decarboxy-

lase reaction which yields tryptamine (Fig.  7) . 

 The MEP pathway is localized in the phloem 

parenchyma cells, as shown by mRNA distribu-

tion analysis (Burlat et al.,  2004) . More recent 

data imply that this pathway is also expressed in 

epidermal cells, where strictosidine synthase, 
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  Fig. 7   Biosynthetic pathways leading to monoterpenoid indole alkaloids. A selection of biosynthetic enzymes 

is notified with their localization in the cytosol (yellow), the ER membrane (red), the chloroplast (green) or in 

the vacuole (blue). Informations are taken mainly from Facchini and St-Pierre (2005), Murata and De Luca 

(2005), De Luca and St-Pierre (2000) and other references cited in the text. DAT, deacetylvindoline 

4-O-acetyltransferase; D4H, desacetoxyvindoline 4-hydroxylase; G10H, geraniol 10-hydroxylase; OMT, 

O-methyltransferase; NMT, N-methyltransferase; PER, peroxidase; SLS, secologanin synthase; STR, stricto-

sidine synthase; TDC, tryptophan decarboxylase; T16H, tabersonine 16-hydroxylase  
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tryptophane decarboxylase and several of the 

alkaloid biosynthetic enzymes are located. 

Thus, it appears that the precursor secologanin 

is provided from cells of the same tissue and 

does not necessarily need to be imported from 

vascular cells (Murata and De Luca,  2005) . 

Late genes, as those coding for desacetoxyvin-

doline 4-hydroxylase and deacetylvindoline 

4- O -acetyltransferase, were found expressed 

only in specialized lacticifers or idioblasts of 

leaves and shoots (St-Pierre et al.,  1999) . This 

might ensure that the toxic antineoplastic dim-

ers made from vindoline remain sequestered to 

non-living cells. The expression of some final-

izing enzymes is tightly coupled to the develop-

ment of lacticifers: vindoline, in contrast to 

catharanthine, is not produced in cultured, ded-

ifferentiated cells of  Catharanthus  (De Luca, 

 1993)  but the ability to produce this alkaloid 

reappears after regeneration of shoots and in 

shoot cultures (De Luca and St-Pierre,  2000) . 

This analogy to morphine formation in opium 

poppy (cf. above) indicates that the expression 

of the vindoline branch of alkaloid biosynthesis 

is likewise embedded into the program of lac-

ticifer differentiation of Catharanthus. 

 The distribution of the biosynthetic enzymes 

implicates that pathway intermediates must 

travel from epidermal cells to the lacticifer-idi-

oblast system. For instance, as in the root no 

late biosynthetic enzymes were found, root-

synthesized intermediates like catharanthine 

and tabersonine might be transported to laticif-

ers via xylem and laticifer-associated tracheids. 

 At the subcellular level, a bewildering vari-

ety of compartments is involved in the course of 

biosynthesis (De Luca and St-Pierre,  2000 ; 

Facchini,  2001 ; Facchini and St-Pierre,  2005) . 

Tryptamin that is formed from tryptophane in 

the cytosol must be transported into the vacuole 

(McKnight et al.,  1991 ; Stevens et al.,  1993) . 

The biosynthesis of the other precursor, secolo-

ganine begins with the MEP pathway of the 

chloroplasts and the product is formed at prov-

acuolar, ER-derived membranes (Madyastha 

et al., 1977). These data, together with the 

localization of strictosidine synthetase in the 

vacuole (McKnight et al.,  1991) , suggest that 

strictosidine is synthesized inside this organell. 

Several enzymes that act downstream of stricto-

sidine are associated wit the ER (St-Pierre and 

De Luca,  1995)  or thylakoid membranes (De 

Luca and Cutler,  1987) . The last two steps of 

vindoline biosynthesis, catalyzed by D4H and 

DAT, likely occur in the cytoplasm (De Luca 

and Cutler,  1987) . For the condensation with 

catharanthine, vindoline must reenter the vacu-

ole where the peroxidases catalyzing this step 

are residing. 

 The channeling of intermediates that is 

enforced by the diverse distribution of enzymes 

is not yet understood. The first transport step 

investigated in some detail was the pH depend-

ent accumulation of strictosidine, vindoline and 

ajmalicine (a side product made from strictosi-

dine) in isolated vacuoles of  Catharanthus 

roseus . The transporter selectively accepts 

endogenous alkaloids of  Catharanthus  and 

excludes others not produced in this species 

(Deus-Neumann and Zenk,  1984) . Later, more 

detailed experiments with ajmalicine confirmed 

 that alkaloid uptake was energized by the pH 

gradient across the tonoplast but not by the 

membrane potential, indicating an H + /alkaloid 

antiport. The high accumulation ratio is assumed 

to be maintained by an ion-trap mechanism 

based upon the conversion of ajmalicine to the 

charged molecule serpentine by a vacuolar per-

oxidase (Blom et al.,  1991) . 

 The presented data, taken from two large 

alkaloid families, demonstrate that most plant 

organelles can harbor elements of alkaloid 

biosynthesis, i.e. cytosol, ER membranes, 

ER-derived vesicles, vacuoles, provacuolar 

vesicles and chloroplasts. In rare cases, even an 

actively metabolizing organell as the mitochon-

drion can be involved in alkaloid biosynthesis: 

the lysine-derived quinolizidine alkaloids epilu-

pinine and multiflorine are synthesized in the 

chloroplasts of mesophyll cells in several leg-

umes. The finalizing step is an acylation of 

these molecules, which occurs in the cytoplasm, 
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11 except in the case of tigloyloxy-multiflorine: 

this compound is made in the mitochondria, 

which provide the acyl donor tigloyl-CoA (Saito 

et al.,  1992 ; Suzuki et al.,  1996) . 

 There is little doubt that the few examples of 

alkaloid transporters known today will be greatly 

expanded in the next future as the perfection of 

molecular and cellular techniques should allow 

to characterize suspected transport mechanism 

and proteins and that hitherto escaped the experi-

mental access. Candidates will be found not only 

among the steps of intracellular accumulation 

and transport as postulated above, but also within 

the long known inter-organ transfers, e.g. of 

nicotine from the root to leave vacuoles in 

Nicotiana (Hashimoto and Yamada,  1994)  or of 

senecionine-N-oxide from the roots to vacuoles 

of inflorescences in  Senecio  (Hartmann,  1999) .   

  Conclusions  

 Seen together, our present knowledge of trans-

port and compartmentation of secondary metab-

olites evades any tight and unifying concept, 

even if we realize that much elucidation has yet 

to be done. Obviously, natural selection, acting 

as a “blind clockmaker”, has combined trans-

porters, energy sources, channels and compart-

ments according to actual metabolic needs and 

structural opportunities of the plant that invented 

a new biosynthetic path. Although different in 

individual details, the examples from alkaloid 

and phenolic biosynthesis compiled in this 

chapter consistently indicate the opportunistic use 

of a few modules to serve common principles:

   1.    To combine biosynthetic channeling (e.g. in 

metabolons) with intracellular transfer 

mechanisms in order to avoid high local 

accumulation of intermediates. The seques-

tration of metabolites and enzymes in vesi-

cles derived from the ER is an ubiquitious 

strategy in this respect.  

   2.    To drain off end products from the cyto-

plasm with a final destination to either apo-

plast or vacuole and to stabilize this 

separation by complex formation or subse-

quent metabolic reactions,  

   3.    To transport precursors, intermediates and 

products across the tonoplast, vesicular 

membranes or the plasma membrane by a 

variety of either ATP-driven pumps or  D pH 

- energized transporters. The specificity of 

transport proteins ranges from very high to 

very broad and sometimes includes xenobiotics, 

heavy metals and primary metabolites.  

   4.    To edit programs of morphological differen-

tiation that include the expression of biosyn-

thetic enzymes and proteins involved in 

transport, channeling, binding and detoxica-

tion of secondary products. These programs 

may coordinate multiple secondary path-

ways to allow for complex biosynthesis or 

for the potentiation of biological effects of 

the final products.           
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     Participation of Phytochemicals 
in Plant Development and Growth       

     Lucille   Pourcel    and    Erich   Grotewold  

     Abstract   Phytochemicals, also known as natu-

ral products and specialized compounds, display 

well known functions in plants providing varying 

levels of protection to biotic and abiotic stress 

conditions. The biosynthesis of phytochemi-

cals is tightly spatio-temporally regulated, often 

restricted to specialized cells, yet their transport 

within plants allow them to interact with, and 

modulate, other signalling networks. In this 

chapter, we describe how phytochemicals par-

ticipate in plant development and growth, further 

blurring the boundaries between primary and 

secondary metabolism, and between hormones 

and phytochemicals.    

  Introduction  

 As part of their adaptation to the environment, 

plants accumulate a large number of chemical 

compounds or phytochemicals, often also 

described as secondary metabolites. The number 

of phytochemicals has been estimated in the hun-

dreds of thousands  [1] . These compounds can be 

classified into large families including, among 

others, flavonoids, terpenoids, glucosinolates and 

alkaloids. Many of these compounds function as 

phytoalexins or as phytoanticipins  [2,   3] , increas-

ing tolerance of plants to herbivore or pathogen 

attack. Others participate in shielding plants from 

unfavourable environmental conditions, such as 

high UV  [4]  or drought. Beyond these classical 

functions of phytochemicals in the response to 

biotic or abiotic stress conditions, an increasing 

number of studies show an involvement of par-

ticular types of phytochemicals in developmental 

processes, implicating them as integral compo-

nents of the plant signalling machinery. This 

raises the question of whether phytochemicals 

can act as phytohormones by displaying primary 

functions in plants, as it has been previously sug-

gested  [5] . This chapter will summarize these 

findings, with a special focus on the emerging 

involvement of the flavonoid and glucosinolate 

families of phytochemicals (Fig. 1) in plant 

development and growth. In the last section of 

the chapter, we describe how phytochemicals can 

be part of a signalling network. Two examples 

are used to exemplify these functions. First, we 

describe the movement of phytochemicals within 

plants, allowing them to act like signal molecules 

and interact with other plant networks (high-

lighted by the case of allelopathy). Second, and 

exemplified by the concept of xenohormesis, we 

describe how chemicals produced by plants can 

interact with signalling networks in other orga-

nisms, such as for example humans.  
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  Temporal and Spatial Accumulation 
of Phytochemicals  

 The accumulation of phytochemicals can be 

regulated by endogenous signals (e.g., hormones), 

or induced by exogenous/environmental condi-

tions. The specific type of compounds, their 

level of accumulation and the spatio-temporal 

distribution of phytochemicals varies between 

different plant species. For example, during 

development and growth, plants accumulate 

monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes. These volatile 

compounds are primarily released from aerial 

plant parts and play a major role in the interac-

tion between plants and the environment (e.g., 

defense against pathogens)  [6] . Arabidopsis glu-

cosinolates accumulate mainly in young leaves 

and reproductive tissues (siliques and seeds). 

Intermediate amounts of these compounds are 

present in roots, stems and leaves, while lower 

levels are associated with senescing rosette 

leaves  [7] . Flavonoids, one large class of phe-

nolic compounds, can be found in most plant tis-

sues, although individual flavonoid sub-classes 

display a much more specialized distribution. 

For example, Arabidopsis accumulates three 

main sub-classes of flavonoids: (i) anthocyanins, 

which are present in the vegetative tissues as 

well as in the embryo, (ii) flavonols, which are 

present in vegetative and reproductive tissues, 

and (iii) proanthocyanidins (polymers of flavan-

3-ol, PAs), which are present only in the endothe-

lium of developing seed coats. Flavan-4-ol 

3-deoxyflavonoids apiferol and luteoferol, 

which are precursors of the phlobaphene brick-

red polymers, are present in the floral tissues 

(e.g., pericarp and cob glumes) of maize and 

other monocots  [8] . Isoflavones are colorless 

compounds that accumulate in the embryo and in 

the seed coat of soybean. Highlighting the taxon-

specific distribution of some phytochemicals, 

neither the phlobaphenes nor the isoflavones 

are present in Arabidopsis. In contrast, glucosi-

nolates, for example, appear to be almost exclusive 

to  Brassicaceas  family, in which Arabidopsis 

belongs  [9] . 

 Plants often synthesize and store active phy-

tochemicals in specific organs. For example, 

glandular trichomes on the surface of leaves and 

stems in a variety of plants provide a major site 

for phytochemical synthesis, storage and secre-

tion  [10] . These differentiated organs express 

genes of various secondary metabolic pathways, 

as well as proteins associated with defence 

responses (e.g., superoxide dismutase in tobacco 

leaves]  [10]  or sulfur metabolism in  Arabidopsis  

 [11] ). The biosynthesis of various benzylisoqui-

noline-derived alkaloids in opium poppy occurs 

in specific cells localized in sieve elements, where- 

 as the final products accumulate in specialized 
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  Fig. 1    Chemical structure of some phytochemicals 

involved in plant growth and development. One 

example is provided for each class of phytochemicals       
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cell type, the laticifers, that accompany the vas-

cular tissues throughout the plant  [12,   13] . 

 Once synthesized, metabolites may be imme-

diately utilized by the plant. For example, when 

photosynthetic tissues receive high energy-

quanta, photoinhibition results, and chloroplasts 

generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) that 

will damage the cell at multiple levels. 

Anthocyanins have been showed to accumulate 

in higher plant in response to light  [14,   15] . Leaf 

anthocyanins can then protect the photosynthetic 

apparatus by reducing photoinhibition and scav-

enging ROS  [16] , but other phytochemicals are 

likely to have similar functions because anthocy-

anins are often not present. Alternatively, metab-

olites can be stored inside the cell, often in 

specialized compartments until being “acti-

vated”. For example, Arabidopsis seed coat 

proanthocyanidins accumulate in the storage 

vacuole after being synthesized in the cytoplasm 

 [17] . They are released by the vacuole to exer-

cise their protective functions after seed coat 

collapsing (which involves programmed cell 

death) or wounding  [18] . Products of glucosi-

nolate metabolism (such as isothiocyanates, 

oxazolidine-2-thiones, nitrile, epithionitriles and 

thiocyanates), which are responsible for most of 

the biological activity displayed by members of 

this family of phytochemicals, are released after 

myrosinase-catalyzed hydrolysis of the respec-

tive glucosinolate  [9] . In intact plants, myrosi-

nase and glucosinolates accumulate in distinct 

subcellular compartments or even in distinct 

cells and the glucosinolate and corresponding 

metabolizing enzymes only come into contact 

following cell damage  [19] .  

  Phytochemicals and their Influence 
on Plant Development  

 So far, we have described how the biosynthesis 

of phytochemicals, their accumulation and often 

their activation are spatio-temporally regulated 

during plant development and growth. What is 

however the effect of phytochemicals on plant 

developmental processes? Two possibilities 

should be considered. First, phytochemicals can 

play structural roles with important conse-

quences for plant development. Obvious exam-

ples include cellulose and lignin, yet more 

subtle effects such as the role of starch in root 

gravitropic responses  [20]  should not be 

ignored. Second, phytochemicals can directly 

serve as signalling molecules, or interfere with 

the signalling activity of other molecules. In 

this section, we will summarize findings 

describing how phytochemicals act at several 

steps during plant development, from the fertili-

zation of the flowers to the allelopathy displayed 

by some invasive plant species (Fig. 2).  

  Phytochemicals as Signal Molecules  

  Flavonols and Pollen Germination 

 Pollen grains undergo maturation and are stored 

in the anther until being released, where they 

germinate on the surface of the stigma and fertilize 

the ovule. Flavonols are stored in the tapeto-

somes, organelles found in tapetum cells, which 

correspond to the innermost anther coat layer. 

During pollen development, these metabolites 

are released from the tapetosomes and interact 

with the pollen coat, licensing pollen tube 

growth germination  [21] . This phenomenon has 

been well characterized in petunia  [22] . Indeed, 

pollen-specific gene products induced by the 

flavonol kaempferol have been characterized in 

this plant, including the leucine-rich repeat pro-

tein SHY, which is implicated in signalling  [23] . 

Recent studies have also shown that the rate of 

pollen germination obtained from plants com-

promised in flavonol biosynthesis (e.g.,  tt4  

mutant)  [24]  or transport ( tt12  and  tt19  mutants) 

 [25,   26]  is lower when subjected to UV-B irra-

diation damage, compared to wild-type pollen 
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 [27] . Cellular targets of flavonol in the pollen 

coat have not yet been characterized. Although 

the mechanisms of action of flavonols remain to 

be determined, it has been suggested that these 

compounds may act as signal molecules to con-

trol pollen germination, rather than as structural 

components of the pollen tube or pollen coat  [22] . 

Indeed, bioactive aglycone flavonols induced a 

fast germinative response in  in vitro  assays  [28] , 

a finding that is more consistent with a signal-

ling response.  

  Flavonols and Auxin Polar Transport 

 Auxin (indole-3-acetic acid, IAA) is a phyto-

hormone that plays an essential role in plant 

growth, affecting cell division and expansion. 

Auxin promotes the development of organs 

such as fruits, controls apical dominance 

through the inhibition of the formation of lateral 

buds, and regulates root growth. It is also 

involved in several tropic responses, including 

gravitropism and phototropism. Auxin is not 

Flavonols

Seed coat dormancy

Proanthocyanidins

Pollen tube growth

Glucosinolates

Auxin polar transport

Flavonoids

Lignification
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Root gravitropism
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  Fig. 2    Functions of phytochemicals in plant growth and development.   Phytochemicals play multiple func-

tions in plant growth and development, including pollen tube growth elongation ( a ), seed coat imposed 

dormancy reinforcement ( b ), modulation of lignin biosynthesis ( c ), regulation of auxin polar transport ( d ), 

shoot/root gravitropic responses ( e ), root nodulation ( f ) and allelopathy ( g )       
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synthesized in all plant tissues but can move 

from cell to cell by directional polar transport, 

mediated by auxin uptake and efflux carrier 

proteins localized on the plasma membrane. 

Three families of carriers, PIN, MDR and AUX 

proteins, have been identified through the char-

acterization of the corresponding mutants  [29, 

  30] . Flavonols bind to the plasma membrane 

1-naphthylphthalmic (NPA) binding protein 

(NBP) associated with multidrug resistance 

transporter MDR/P-glycoproteins (MDR/Pgp) 

 [31] . MDR/Pgp acts as an ATP-dependent auxin 

transporter, whose interaction with PIN proteins 

confers directionally and substrate specificities 

to the auxin efflux machinery  [29] . Flavonols 

bind to the MDR/Pgp and function as negative 

regulators of auxin efflux. The Arabidopsis 

flavonoid mutant  tt4  displays an elevated auxin 

transport in young seedlings, roots and inflores-

cences, consistent with an alteration in auxin 

export, resulting in the inhibition of the light 

and root gravitropic responses  [31,   32] . 

Gravitropic alterations in  tt4  can be comple-

mented with the flavonol precursor naringenin 

 [33] . Despite these findings, the biological sig-

nificance of the role of flavonoids in auxin 

transport needs yet to be reconciled with the 

modest developmental effects of flavonoid 

mutants on development, and with the vacuolar 

sequestration of flavonoids (including flavonols). 

Flavonols would therefore need to be actively 

exported out of the vacuole and transported 

from cell to cell in order to regulate auxin trans-

port and nodulation. Such phenomena would 

suggest the involvement of transporters and sta-

bilizers of vesicles that would direct flavonols 

to their site of action. Alternatively, a small 

quantity of flavonols, undetectable by the avail-

able histochemical stainings (such as diphenyl-

boric acid-2-aminoethyl ester, DPBA,  [34] ) may 

still remain in the cytoplasm and may partici-

pate in these signalling functions. An attractive 

possibility that needs to be further explored is 

whether proteins (e.g., glutathione  S -transferases 

 [35] ) might stabilize cytoplasmic pools of fla-

vonols, and hence participate in the modulation of 

auxin transport. However, many of the “actors” 

participating in flavonol export and stabilization 

remain to be discovered, and there remains sig-

nificant controversy with regards to the biological 

relevance of flavonols in auxin signalling  [36] . 

Perhaps, there has been a co-evolution of auxin 

and flavonoids, and the appearance of the 

angiosperm may have led flavonols to display 

new functions for plant survival, as auxin trans-

port regulators.  

  Isoflavonoid/flavonoids and Nodulation 

 Flavonoids and isoflavonoids play multiples 

functions in nodulation, the process by which 

Rhizobium species colonize the roots of some 

plants and induce the host plant to form nitrogen 

fixing nodules. First, they act as signal mole-

cules secreted by root exudates, so providing 

the first level of communication between the 

two symbiotic partners. Flavonoids bind to the 

bacteria Nodulating D protein (Nod D), which 

in turn activates the transcription of the  Nod  

genes  [37] . Then, the formation of the nodule 

primordium is initiated by the inhibition of the 

auxin polar transport by flavonoids. Highlighting 

the significance of flavonols in this step, Wasson 

et al.  [38]  showed that Medicago truncatula 

flavonoid-deficient roots displayed increased 

auxin transport and inhibition of nodule forma-

tion, compared to wild-type roots. Finally, fla-

vonoids may act as secondary inducers of Nod 

factor inside the plant root, in order to increase 

the specificity of the host  [39] .  

  Glucosinolate and Auxin Biosynthesis 

 The indole-3-acetaldoxime (IAOx) is an inter-

mediate in the biosynthesis of indole glucosi-

nolate and also a precursor of IAA  [9] . Therefore, 

glucosinolate and IAA share common steps in 

their biosynthesis. Several Arabidopsis mutants 

[e.g.,  sur1  (C-S lyase mutant),  sur2  and  ugt74B1  

(glucosyltransferase)] displaying a high-auxin 
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12 phenotype were shown to be also affected in 

glucosinolate biosynthesis  [9] . While a possible 

direct role of glucosinolates on auxin biosynthesis 

cannot be yet formally ruled out, the observed 

phenomenon can most likely be explained by a 

re-directioning of the glucosinolate intermedi-

ates to the auxin pathway.   

  Phytochemicals and Plant Development  

  Proanthocyanidins and Seed-Coat Imposed 

Dormancy 

 Dormancy is a natural process where the mature 

seed cannot germinate, awaiting environmental 

conditions favourable for the initiation of ger-

mination and seedling development. Two major 

types of dormancy mechanisms exist: (a) 

embryo dormancy where the agents inhibiting 

germination are inherent to the embryo, and (b) 

coat-imposed dormancy, where the inhibition is 

conferred by the seed envelope  [40] . 

 PAs, present in the Arabidopsis endothelium 

cell layer of the seed coat, reinforce seed coat 

imposed dormancy  [41] . In fact, flavan-3-ol 

polymers are likely to furnish a barrier for 

important processes to activate embryo germi-

nation. Such processes include water uptake, 

radicle protrusion, gas exchange (particularly 

molecular oxygen and carbon dioxide) and light 

filtration. Moreover, flavonoid oxidation pro-

duces semiquinones and quinones, highly reac-

tive species that can further react with phenolic 

compounds, proteins, or scavenge free radicals. 

These oxidative products may protect the plant 

during oxidative stresses and reinforce the testa 

structure by crosslinking with protein and carbo-

hydrates of the cell wall  [18] . Arabidopsis  trans-

parent testa  mutant affected in the accumulation 

of PAs are less dormant than wild type seeds 

 [41] . Flavonoids can also act as direct and indi-

rect inhibitors of germination  [40] . For example, 

(+/-)-catechin synthesized in the seed coat has 

been shown to inhibit giberellic acid (GA) 

metabolism in the embryo. The mechanisms by 

which catechin is transported from the seed coat 

to the embryo remain unknown  [40] . In addi-

tion, flavonoids may also decrease the oxygen 

available for the embryo to develop, by fixing it 

through enzymatic reactions catalyzed by phe-

nol oxydoreductases  [40] . It is possible that the 

phlobaphenes, present in some monocot grasses 

such as maize, sorghum and wheat, display a 

similar function as PAs in increasing seed dor-

mancy. For example, white wheat seeds that do 

not accumulate red pigments are less dormant 

than the red seeds  [42] .  

  Flavonoids and Lignification 

 Lignin is a polymer of monolignol subunits, 

present in the cell wall of plant fibres and trac-

heids. The lignification process is crucial for the 

structural rigidity and water impermeability of 

plant tissues. Similar to flavonoids, lignins are 

derived from the phenylpropanoid pathway, and 

hence share common early steps of the pathway 

with flavonoids (from phenylalanine to  p -couma-

rate). Therefore, it is expected that alterations of 

either flavonoid or lignin biosynthesis would 

lead to indirect effects on the other branch. Recent 

studies showed that mutants repressed in lignin 

biosynthesis exhibited an increase in flavonoid 

(flavonols in particular) content, in addition to 

showing significant growth reductions  [43] . The 

study concluded that the growth defects were a 

consequence of alterations in auxin transport 

resulting from the altered flavonoid levels, rather 

than by the decreased lignin levels. Similarly as 

described earlier for the glucosinolate and auxin 

pathways, the effects of the reduction of lignin on 

flavonoid accumulation are likely a consequence 

of the re-direction of flux between these two 

branches of phenolics biosynthesis. The biologi-

cal and evolutionary significance of maintaining 

a balance between lignin and flavonoid produc-

tion remains to be explored.    
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  The Plant Chemical Information Network  

  Transport of Phytochemicals Between Cells 

 The term phytohormone refers to a discrete 

group of chemical compounds that affect diverse 

developmental processes, that are produced 

throughout the plant, and that are able to act 

over distances and in low concentrations  [44]  

(see glossary). However, over the past few years 

evidence has accumulated indicating that phy-

tochemicals can move between cells. For example, 

several lines of evidence suggest that glucosi-

nolates are transported over long distances 

 via  the phloem  [9] . Desulfoglucosinolate, a 

glusosinolate precursor, is likely to be the sub-

strate for phloem transport  [19] . Supporting this 

model, glucosinolates are found in seeds, where 

none of the biosynthetic enzyme is expressed. 

Flavonoids have recently been shown to be 

transported over long distances in  Arabidopsis , 

suggesting a mechanism by which green tissue-

synthesized light-induced flavonoids might 

continue to influence root-specific functions, 

such as lateral root development and gravitropic 

responses  [33] . Similarly, intermediates in alka-

loid biosynthesis move between cells  [12]  and 

many compounds, including root-synthesized 

nicotine  [45] , are transported to leaf tissues or 

from the leaves to the roots, as found for linamarin, 

a cassava cyanogenic glucoside  [46] .    

  Phytochemicals and Allelopathy  

 Phytochemicals often provide a selective 

advantage to plants, for example by eliminat-

ing the competition by other species, in a proc-

ess that is generally included within the broader 

context of allelopathy  [47,   48] . Allelochemicals 

released to the rizosphere, for example as root 

exudates or by decaying leaf tissues, or accu-

mulating in the aerial space as volatile emis-

sions, have been proposed to play an important 

function in invasive plant species. Recent data 

for the invasive plant Centaurea maculosa 

(spotted knapweed) are suggestive of such a 

function  [49] , although these data have subse-

quently been challenged by others  [50] . 

Allelochemicals belong to various families of 

phytochemicals. For example, sorgeoleone, a 

sorghum root exudate, is a quinone, and 

juglone, present in the leaves and bark of black 

walnut and other  Junglandaceae  family mem-

bers, is a naphtoquinone. In contrast, (-)-cate-

chin, secreted by the roots of C. maculosa is a 

flavonoid, and two benzoxazinones, DIBOA 

(2,4-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one) and 

DIMBOA (dihydroxy-7-methoxy-1,4-benzox-

azin-3-one), are secreted by the roots of vari-

ous members of the  Poaceae   [51] . 

 The mechanisms by which allelochemicals 

exert their phytotoxic activity also vary, although 

the direct target for any of these phytochemicals 

are yet to be identified. Sorgoleone, for example, 

interferes with a number of essential processes 

such as nutrient uptake and electron transfer 

 [52] . In contrast, (-)-catechin induces in the roots 

of susceptible species a wave of ROS (reactive 

oxygen species), which, through a Ca 2+  signal 

transduction cascade, culminates in the death of 

the root system  [49] . 

 It is therefore conceivable that allelochemi-

cals function by interfering (“jamming”) with 

normal signaling processes, pretty much in the 

way in which a personal cell phone signal 

blocker device interferes with proximal cell 

phone communications.  

  Phytochemicals and Signaling Across 
Kingdoms: The Concept of Xenohormesis  

 The field of chemical ecology is rapidly expand-

ing, and an increasing number of phytochemi-

cals that function as signals to other plants (e.g., 

allelochemical), to microorganisms or to ani-

mals (e.g., in tritrophic interactions  [53] ) is 
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12 being identified. This idea of communication 

across kingdoms has recently been developed 

into the concept of xenohormesis, which we 

briefly describe here. 

 Calorie restriction results in lifespan 

increases in every organism tested. While sev-

eral theories have been proposed to explain how 

calorie restriction impacts lifespan, a provoca-

tive idea is that mild stress (such as induced by 

calorie restriction) is beneficial by augmenting 

the organism’s defense response (hormesis) 

 [54] . Central to the calorie restriction-depend-

ent lifespan increase are the silent information 

regulator (SIR) proteins, encoding protein 

deacetylases and ADP-ribosyl transferases  [55] . 

Many phytochemicals activate sirtuins, result-

ing in extended lifespan, at least as demon-

strated in S. cerevisiae  [56] . Yet, these 

phytochemicals accumulate in plants often in 

response to stress (see above) suggesting that 

somehow stress in the plant is transmitted to the 

animals (and humans) that feed on them. This, 

together with a number of related studies, pro-

vided the premises for xenohormesis, which 

refers to the ability of an organism (e.g., animal 

or human) to respond to an ecological or envi-

ronmental stress signal provided by another 

organisms (xeno), for example a plant, and is 

ingrained in the diet  [57,   58]  (Fig.  3 ). Indeed, it 

has even been proposed that preferences for 

taste may have evolved as a consequence of the 

need to sense stress  [59] .1   Inherent to the con-

cept of xenohormesis is the idea that plants and 

animals share cellular factors that respond to 

phytochemicals in similar ways. A good exam-

ple is provided by the conservation of the role 

played by jasmonic acid in plants and prostag-

landins in animals, both functioning as signal 

molecules in response to wounding. Salicylic 

acid, which is induced by stress conditions in 

plants and which functions as an inhibitor of JA 

biosynthesis, has the ability to inhibit prostag-

landin biosynthesis in animals, highlighting a 

conserved function of this plant-specific chemi-

cal across kingdoms  [60] .   

  Conclusions  

 Phytochemicals serve important functions in 

plant development and growth by acting as 

structural components and/or by interacting with 

plant signaling networks. Indeed, this last obser-

vation is supported by the fact that the number of 

phytochemicals that appear to participate in 

short- or long-distance signaling is increasing. 

Currently, only a handful of plant compounds 

are formally considered phytohormones. It is 

conceivable that as new cellular functions of 

phytochemicals are uncovered, particularly in 

regards to signaling and plant development, new 

members will be added to the select club of the 

phytohormones. While the controversy persists 

on whether the field of plant neurobiology has a 

rational foundation  [61,   62] , it is undisputable 

that plants have developed unique opportunities 

for complex chemical signaling.       

Glossary

Phytohormones

Phytohormones are substances that, at low con-

centration, function to coordinate plant growth 

and development. The compounds that have been 

considered as plant hormones include indole-3-

acetic acid (auxin), cytokinins, gibberellins (GA), 

ethylene and abscisic acid (ABA). In addition, 

brassinosteroids, jasmonic acid (JA) and salicylic 

acid (SA) have been shown to display important 

growth regulating activities and are also consid-

ered to function as phytohormones.

 1   The xenohormesis theory assumes that longevity 

provides an evolutionary advantage, yet the conse-

quences of mild stress on reproductive output, which 

is under strong selective constrains, remains unknown 
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Xenohormesis

Interspecies communication of stress signals. 

This term as been proposed by Howitz and 

Sinclair [56] to explain the ability of animals 

and fungi to “sense” and being activated by 

molecules that are not produced in these 

organisms, such as phytochemicals.
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     Biological Activity of 
Defence-Related Plant 
Secondary Metabolites       

     John P.   Morrissey   

      Abstract   Althought is accepted that secondary 

metabolites and natural products in plants are 

involved in diverse activities, the function of most 

of the thousands of phenolics, quinones, terpenes, 

flavonoids and other low molecular weight meta-

bolites remains unknown. The best understood 

secondary metabolites are implicated in defence 

against pathogens, with the mode of action of 

some of these established. Interestingly, to date, 

a relatively small number of processes have been 

shown to be the targets of plant metabolites and 

these include electron transport chains, mitochon-

drial function and membrane integrity. It is now 

emerging, however, that other specific enzymes 

and processes may also be the targets of particular 

metabolites. There is a general hope that modern 

genomic approaches will identify new targets and 

modes of action of plant metabolites. Molecules, 

especially triterpenoids, that trigger apoptosis or 

autophagy in tumour cells are of particular interest 

in this regard. When considering the approaches 

taken in plant science hitherto, and the strate-

gies that have yielded success in the biomedical 

 sector, we discuss whether there is a case to be 

made for carrying out initial studies on mode of 

action in a genetically tractable system like the 

yeast  Saccharomyces cerevisiae , before moving 

to specific studies in plant or human cells.    

  Introduction  

  Secondary Metabolites in Plants 

 Secondary metabolism is generally used to 

descibe metabolic pathways that produce mol-

ecules or metabolites that appear to be dispen-

sable for normal growth, or are required only 

under particular conditions. In contrast, primary 

metabolism traditionally describes core house-

keeping functions such as energy generation or 

production of essential metabolites and macro-

molecules. These distinctions may be somewhat 

misleading, however, as it is now known that 

secondary metabolites play very important roles 

in the biology of many different organisms. 

Indeed, it is clear that evolution would not have 

selected and maintained the complex pathways 

that give rise to secondary metabolites were it 

not for competitive benefits that must accrue to 

the producing organism. This logic, coupled 

with the fact that the biological function of the 

majority of plant and microbial secondary 

metabolites is poorly understood, has led to an 

alternative description of plant metabolites as 

“natural products” (Field et al.,  2006) , though 

that description also carries some limitations. 

Nature produces a tremendous array of secondary 

metabolites/natural products, with the most 

diversity seen in micro-organisms and plants 

(Wink,  2003 ; Konig et al.,  2006) . This is a hugh 

resource for mankind, and there are many 
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13 examples of microbial or plant metabolites that 

are exploited by man, for example as antibiotics 

and pharmaceutical drugs. It is commonly 

accepted, however, that we have only scratched 

the surface and there are vast numbers of differ-

ent natural metabolites that may have applica-

tions, particularly in the biomedical sector. This 

is the basis of many natural product discovery 

programmes, for example the efforts of apply 

metagenomics to explore marine microbial 

diversity (Kennedy et al.,  2007 ; Singh and 

Pelaez,  2008) . In contrast to these efforts to 

explore metabolic diversity in new niches, plant 

metabolic diversity has been exploited by man 

throughout history, initially through the use of 

plant extracts, and more recently by the applica-

tion of the scientific method to identify metabolites 

with particular functions and to subsequently 

exploit these products directly or as leads for 

therapeutic compounds (Balunas and Kinghorn, 

 2005 ; Baker et al.,  2007 ; Schmidt et al.,  2007) .  

  Secondary Metabolites and Defence Against 

Pathogens 

 Exploitation of natural products requires 

knowedge of how these molecules exert their 

effects and often follows from an understanding 

of the role of the metabolite in the producing 

organism. In plants, the best understood second-

ary metabolites are implicated in pathogen 

defence or sensing and signalling. With respect 

to pathogen defence, the major threat to plant 

health is fungal disease, with estimates of > 

13,000 phytopathogenic fungal species in the US 

alone. It is unsurprising, therefore, that plants 

have evolved elaborate protective mechanisms 

against fungal pathogens, with chemical defence 

one of the key weapons in the plant arsenal 

(Madden and Wheelis,  2003 ; Maor and Shirasu, 

 2005 ; Field et al.,  2006) . Although thousands of 

different molecular entities are believed to play a 

role in plant defence against bacterial and fungal 

pathogens, the mode of action of relatively few 

has been been the subject of detailed study. Plant 

defence molecules can be either preformed in 

plant tissues (Fig.  1a ) or synthesised in reponse 

to pathogen attack, distinctions that lead to the 

terms phytoanticipans and phytoalexins, respec-

tively (VanEtten et al.,  1994 ; Morrissey and 

Osbourn,  1999) . This differentiation does not 

provide any particular information on the chemi-

cal structure or mode of action of the metabolite 

and is sometimes misleading as some defence 

molecules that are preformed but accumulate in 

high concentrations at the site of infection could 

reasonably be considered either phytoanticipins 

or phytoalexins. In practice, when studying the 

range of potential biological activities that a 

metabolite may have, the chemical structure of 

the natural product is more pertinent than the 

precise timing of production in the plant.   

  Role of Secondary Metabolites in Plant-Microbe 

Signalling 

 In terms of signalling, the best understand metab-

olites are probably the flavonoids that are involved 

in the symbiotic legume-rhizobia interaction that 

leads to formation of nitrogen fixing nodules in 

root tissue (Peters et al.,  1986 ; Perret et al.,  2000) . 

Collectively, plants produce more that 5,000 dif-

ferent flavonoids, with only a small subset 

involved in specific interactions with rhizobia. 

This interaction commences with secretion of sig-

nal flavonoids in root exudates, followed by per-

ception of the signal by the bacteria and direct 

interaction with the bacterial nodD transcriptional 

activator. This triggers a series of events that cul-

minates in a faciltiated rhizobial infection of the 

plant root and formation of nitrogen fixing nod-

ules. The other major beneficial plant-microbe 

interaction that occurs in nature is the formation 

of mycorrhizal roots. Once again, there is a facili-

tated infection of plant roots, this time by arbus-

cular mycorrhiza fungi, which develop specialised 

structures called arbuscles within the root for 

nutrient exchange between the plant and fungus. 

Although a role for signalling has long been pos-

tulated, it is only in recent years that the first 
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experimental evidence demonstrating a role for a 

plant chemical has been obtained, with work from 

Hayashi and colleagues showing that a particular 

class of sesquiterpene, the strigolactones, can 

induce hyphal branching, an important step in the 

symbiosis (Akiyama et al.,  2005 ; Parniske,  2005 ; 

Akiyama and Hayashi,  2006) . In an added twist, 

several studies have now reported that some stig-

olactones are actually plant hormones and play a 

role in regulating shoot branching in the plant, 

thus regulating processes above and below ground 

(Gomez-Roldan et al.,  2008 ; Klee,  2008 ; Umehara 

et al.,  2008) .  

  Allelopathic Interactions 

 Allelopathy is typically defined as the inhibition 

of growth in one species by chemicals produced 

by another species and although it has been a 

somewhat controversial topic in the scientific 

literature, the concept has gained general accept-

ance in recent years (Bais et al.,  2006 ; Field et al., 

 2006 ; Macias et al.,  2007) . This definition is 

considerably narrower than the original use of the 

term, which would have encompassed positive 

and negative interactions, but it is a reflection of 

the perceived importance of allelopathy in the 

interaction between indigenous and introduced 

species of plants, in particular when the intro-

duced species is invasive and can displace native 

plants. There is considerable interest in exploiting 

allelopathy in agriculture by engineering plants, 

especially cereals, to control weeds in their own 

environs (Field et al.,  2006) . The underlying 

basis of allelopathy is that plants secrete phyto-

toxic metabolites into their surroundings (prima-

rily the rhizosphere), and these metabolites 

inhibit the growth of susceptible plants. This 

process could reasonably be characterised as 
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  Fig. 1    Natural products may be localised within plant tissue or secreted externally. Panel A shows avenacin 

A1, a triterpenoid saponin (see Section   2.4.3    ), that is produced in the roots of oats. The molecule is autfluo-

rescent and can be visualised accumulating in the tips of actively growing roots. Avenacin A1 is antifungal 

and provides the plant with protection against phytopathogenic fungi. Panel B shows sorgoleone, a quinone 

that is produced by sorghum roots. In this case, the molecule is secreted into the rhizosphere, and in this 

image sorgoleone can be seen as little droplets coming from the tips of root hairs. Sorgoelone has phyto-

toxic properties and has been implicated in allelopathic interactions with other plants (see Sections   1.4    ; 2.2 

and 2.3.1). The avenacin image is reproduced from Osbourn,  2003 , and the sorgoleone image from Field 

et al.,  2006 , with permission       
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13 either defence or signalling, and, in fact, mole-

cules such as the strigolactones may have dual 

roles. There is believed to be an evolutionary 

dimension to allelopathy, and thus plants that 

have co-existed for long periods are co-adapted 

and have evolved tolerance mechanisms, 

whereas plants that have been ecologically sepa-

rated may not have these tolerance or resistance 

mechanisms. Many different molecules that are 

present in root secretions are known to have 

phytoxic properties at biologically relevant con-

centrations  ( Fig.  1b  ) . The majority are either 

phenolics, including simple phenolics, flavo-

noids, and quinones; terpenes, including monot-

erpenoids, sesquiterpene lactones and diterpenes; 

benzoxazinoids or glucosinolates. When consid-

ering plant defence against microbial or insect 

pathogens, signalling, and allelopathy, one of 

the striking features is that the same overall 

classes of molecules are implicated in these phe-

nomena. Our capacity to determine whether par-

ticular metabolites originally evolved as signal 

molecules, for defence against pathogens, or as 

phytotoxic agents to improve competitive ability 

may be lost in evolutionary history. In terms of 

exploiting these natural products as (lead) herbi-

cides, plant protection products, or pharmaceuti-

cals, however, the important quest now is to 

understand their mode of action on both target 

and non-target species.   

  Mode of Action of Plant Natural Products  

  Identifying Targets of Plant Metabolites 

 Despite the vast number range of biological 

structures and biological reactions in cells, a 

relatively small number are exploited by 

man. For example, the 270 herbicides in com-

mercial use target only 17 different processes, 

and clinical and agricultural antifungal drugs 

target only six different processes (Cole et al., 

 2000 ; Odds et al.,  2003 ; Francois et al.,  2005 ; 

Thevissen et al.,  2007) . Since the repertoire of 

natural products in plants runs to many thou-

sands of different molecules, it is likely that 

many new inhibitors of cellular functions can 

be identified. This belief drives much of the 

research on plant natural products and their 

mode of action. Numerous plant metabolites 

have been described chemically, and although 

many have been ascribed roles in signalling, 

defence and allelopathy, the precise mode of 

action of relatively few has been determined in 

any detail. In cases where efforts have been 

made to determine how the chemicals exert their 

effects, interpretation of the results is often 

complicated by multiple targets, difficulty in 

separating primary and secondary effects, and 

problems in ascertaining whether data obtained 

from  in vitro  studies have any  in vivo  relevance. 

To a large extent, these difficulties are sympto-

matic of the limitations with the experimental 

systems used, and there is certainly a case for 

carrying out studies in genetically tractable 

systems such as yeast (see Section 3 for a more 

detailed discussion). Nevertheless, it has been 

possible to identify key processes that are com-

monly targetted by plant metabolites, as well as 

particular enzymes that may be inhibited by 

specific metabolites.  

  Inhibition of Specific Enzymes 

 Plant secondary metabolites may inhibit specific 

enzymes, either in plants or in other species 

such as fungi or animals. In some cases, this 

appears to be the sole mode of action of the 

metabolite, whereas in others, enzyme inhibi-

tion forms part of a suite of effects. It must be 

noted, however, that the specificity and  in vivo  

biological relevance of some findings remains 

questionable. An example of this is the inhi-

bition of a variety of enzymatic reactions, 

including plant hormone biosynthetic enzymes, 

catalase, maltase and phosphatase by phenolics 

and phenolic acids (Macias et al.,  2007) . 
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Sesquiterpenes are one of the largest families of 

plant natural products and there are many general 

effects associated with this class of molecule. 

It is believed that some sesquiterpenes inhibit 

the activity of sufhydryl-containing enzymes 

(e.g. phosphofructokinase), and this may be 

responsible for the general apoptopic effects of 

plant sesquiterpenes on animal cells, but more 

detailed investigations in this area are required. 

In contrast to those generic effects, the quinone 

sorgoleone  ( Fig.  1b  )  specifically inhibits the 

enzyme 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase 

(HPPD) (Meazza et al.,  2002) . HPPD activity is 

required for plastoquinone and ultimately chlo-

roplast synthesis and is also the target of sulco-

trione and other herbicides (Cole et al.,  2000) . 

Other quinones, for example juglone produced 

by the walnut tree, may also inhibit HPPD activ-

ity. Another example is the steroidal alkaloid 

tomatidine, which specifically inhibits the C24 

sterol methyltransferase reaction that is required 

for synthesis of the essential fungal membrane 

sterol, ergosterol (Simons et al.,  2006) . This 

anti-fungal metabolite is synthesised in tomatos 

as a glycosylated form called  a -tomatine and is 

coverted to the steroidal alkaloid tomatidine by 

fungal enzymes during plant infection (Fig.  2 ). 

Studies with the yeast  Saccharomyces cerevsiae  

demonstrated that  a -tomatine and tomatidine 

have distinct modes of action with tomatidine 

up to fifty times more potent than  a -tomatine. 

Interestingly, the importance of C24 sterol 

methyltransferase for ergosterol biosynthesis 

had already been recognised and commercial 

fungicides such as fenpropimorph target the 

same enzyme. The fact that in both the case of 

sorgoleone/HPPD and tomatidine/C24 sterol 

methyltransferase the enzymes in question had 

already been identified and used as drug targets 

validates the strategy of identifying new enzyme 

targets of plant natural products as leads for 

intervention drugs/chemicals. Some novel natural 

products/enzymes are under investigation in 

this regard. For example, 1,4-cineole (a monot-

erpene) has been found to inhibit asparagine 

synthesis (Romagni et al.,  2000)  and quassi-

noids (diterpenes) are believed to inhibit mem-

brane NADH oxidase (Morre et al.,  1998) .   

  Inhibition of Electron Transport Systems 

  Targetting of Photosynthesis and Respiration 

 Photosynthesis is centrally important to plant 

health, therefore it is an obvious target for natural 

and synthetic inhibitory molecules. At least fifty 

nine different herbicides target photosystem II 

(PSII), primarily by interfering with electron 

transport (Cole et al.,  2000) . PSII was also found 

to be the major target of the quinone sorgoleone, 

the same metabolite that inhibits the HPPD 

enzyme (above). Sorgoleone is believed to com-

pete with plastoquinone for binding to the D1 

proteins at PSII (Rimando et al.,  1998)  and is 

secreted in droplets from the root hairs, accumu-

lating at levels from 10 to 100  m M in the soil 

around the plant root. The imbalance between the 

number of herbicides and natural metabolites that 

inhibit photosynthesis is surprising and suggests 

that there may be many more natural inhibitors of 

photosynthesis yet to be identified. Respiration is 

the other key process in the cell that is based on 

electron transport chains and this is also a target 

of inhibitory molecules. The clearest example is 

probably the cyanogenic glycosides that are pro-

duced by over 200 different species of plants. 

These are synthesised by the conversion of amino 

acid precursors to oximes, which are then glyco-

sylated. Hydrolysis of cyanogenic glycosides in 

response to tissue damage generates hydrogen 

cyanide (HCN), a potent respiratory toxin 

(Morrissey and Osbourn,  1999) . Glucosinolates 

are evolutionarily related molecules that are syn-

thesised by only a subset of species, mainly within 

the order Capparales, including the agriculturally 

important Brassicaceae family (Halkier and 

Gershenzon,  2006) . Hydrolysis of glucosinolates 

yields isothiocyanates, thiocyanates and nitriles 

and although the antifungal mode of action of 
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these metabolites has not been demonstrated, the 

cyanide moiety suggests that respiration is the tar-

get of at least some of these metabolites. It is also 

believed that other low molecular weight plant 

natural products target respiration but in many 

cases this has proved difficult to establish defini-

tively and studies with isolated mitochondria 

sometimes have produced conflicting results. 

Thus, although some phenolic acids inhibit oygen 

uptake by mitochondria, the concentrations of 

phenolics required seem unrealistically high. And 

while there are suggestions that phenolics may 

block electron transport in the b/c1 cytochrome 

complex, there are also data that phenolics may 

actually stimulate respiration in certain cases 

(Macias et al.,  2007) .  

  Biological Activity of the Antimalarial Drug 

Artemisinin 

 The sesquiterpene lactone artermisinin is 

reported to exert a number of diverse physio-

logical effects on target cells, including disrup-

tion of mitochondrial function (Golenser et al., 

 2006 ; Krishna et al.,  2006) . Artemisinin ( qin-

gaosu ) is a natural product synthesised by the 

chinese plant  Artemesia annua  (sweet worm-

wood or  qinghao ) and its importance is that this 

molecule and its derivatives are now part of 

front-line anti-malarial therapy. The effects of 

artemisinin on plant cells is not known, but 

many studies have attempted to determine why 

this metabolite is toxic to the malaria parasite 

 Plasmodium falciparum  and other protozoa. 

Althought a sesquiterpene, artemisinin is unu-

sual in possessing an endoperoxide moiety that 

is essential for its biological activity (Fig.  2 ). It 

was shown that artemisinin inhibits oxygen 

uptake by  P. falciparum  indicating that the target 

may be the respiratory chain (Krungkrai et al., 

 1999 ; Krungkrai,  2004) . In a novel strategy, Li 

and colleagues used a yeast model to search for 

the mode of action of artemisinin and, by apply-

ing yeast genetics, produced evidence that 

artimisinin disrupted mitochondrial membrane 

potential (Li et al.,  2005a) . Their work indicated 

that the electron transport chain actually acti-

vated the mitochondrial depolarising activity of 

artemisinin. In contrast, Nagamune and col-

leagues found that artemisinin failed to affect 

the mitochondrial membrane potential of 

another protozoan parasite,  Toxoplasma gondii , 

suggesting that the mitochondrion is not a pri-

mary target in  T. gondii  (Nagamune et al., 

 2007b) . In fact, there is now strong evidence 

that artemisinin affects calcium homeostasis in 

target species. Eukaryotic cells use Ca 2+  as a 

second messenger and typically maintain very 

low cytoplasmic concentrations of Ca 2+  by par-

titioning Ca 2+  in organelles and compartments 

such as the endoplasmic reticulum. One of the 

key enzymes in this process is the Sarcoplasmic/

Endoplasmic Reticulum Ca 2+ -ATPase (SERCA). 

Initial work using a heterologous host,  Xenopus 

laevis , demonstrated that artemisinin inhibited 

 P. falciparum  SERCA activity (Eckstein-

Ludwig et al.,  2003) , and more recent experi-

ments expressing the  T. gondii  SERCA gene in 

 S. cerevisiae  demonstrated that the  T. gondii  

SERCA enzyme is also inhibited by artemisinin 

(Nagamune et al.,  2007a) . Physiological experi-

ments in several protozoa are consistent with 

effects of artemisinin on calcium homeostasis, 

suggesting that this is likely to be responsible 

for a considerable portion of the biological 

activity of this metabolite (Golenser et al.,  2006 ; 

Krishna et al.,  2006 ; Nagamune et al.,  2007a, 

  b) . Obviously, there are conflicting opinions on 

the biological activities of artemisinin with fur-

ther studies required to resolve whether artem-

isinin does affect mitochondria, either as a 

primary or a secondary target, in the malarial 

parasite  P. falciparum , and indeed in plant cells. 

Artemisinin also appears to exert non-specific 

effects such as production of free radicals and 

immune stimulation and it is completely plausi-

ble that, like sorgoleone, artemisinin has more 

than one target/effect. The links between mito-

chondrial function, calcium signalling and 
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13 apoptosis should not be overlooked and it is 

possible that effects that appear pleiotropic may 

in fact turn out to be part of the same process.   

  Disruption of Plamsa Membrane Integrity 

  Importance of Fungal Membrane as a Target 

 As highlighted earlier, one of the major roles in 

plants for secondary metabolites is defence 

against fungal pathogens. This is also a key area 

of interest in modern agriculture and medicine 

with the fungal cell membrane being the most 

common target of clinical and agricultural anti-

fungal drugs. The fungal membrane possesses 

unique features, most notably the sterol ergosterol 

rather than cholesterol or stigmasterol, which are 

present in animal and plant membranes, respec-

tively. Other differences include the presence of 

specific lipids in the outer leaf of the membrane. 

Common anti-fungal compounds include ampho-

tericin B, which binds ergsoterol leading to pore 

formation, and azoles and morpholines, which 

inhibit ergosterol biosynthesis. Evolution has not 

overlooked this vulnerability in fungi, and plants 

produce different classes of anti-fungal defence 

metabolites that target the membrane of phy-

topathogenic fungi. The best understood of these 

are the defensins and the saponins.  

  Plant Defensins have Specific Binding Sites 

on Fungal Membranes 

 Defensins are highly basic, cysteine-rich pep-

tides, typically 40–45 amino acids in length, that 

are produced as anti-microbial defence molecules 

by plants, insects and other animals, including 

humans (Fig.  3a ) (Wong et al.,  2007) . Molecular 

phylogenetic analysis suggests that while the 

evolutionary root of these molecules is probably 

in plants, through evolution there has been sig-

nificant functional divergence in the defensin 

family of cationic anti-microbial peptides 

(cAMPs) (Thomma et al.,  2002) . Many different 

defensins have been reported to have antiviral, 

antibacterial and antifungal activity, with limited 

information on mode of action. The prevailing 

view is that the positive charge of the peptides 

mediates non-specific binding to phospolipids, 

leading to pore formation and loss of membrane 

integrity (Verma et al.,  2007) . Although that may 

be a general feature of cAMPs, in recent years, it 

has emerged that specific interactions play a part 

  Fig. 3    The antifungal activity of plant defensins is spe-

cific and involves receptors and signal transduction 

pathways. Panel A shows the three dimensional struc-

ture of the radish defensin  Rs- AFP2.The ribbon dia-

gram on the right shows the classical defensin folds, 

and the image on the left depicts the hydrophobic sur-

face area. Panel B shows one model for how  Rs- AFP2 

may exert its antifungal activity. The defensin (red) 

binds to specific sphingolipids, in this case glucosyl-

ceramides, in the membrane and transmits a signal 

internally in the cell. This leads to formation of reative 

oxygen species (ROS), loss of membrane integrity 

and cell death. The signal transduction components 

and the links between the different effects are not yet 

determined, but this mode of action may prove to be a 

paradigm for how plant metabolites exert effect within 

target cells. Panel A is reproduced with permission 

from Landan et al., 2000, and panel B is a modified 

version of a model proposed by Thevissen et al.,  2007 . 

See Section 2.4.2 for further details       

Signal transduction?
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in the activity of some cAMPs. For example, it 

was shown that human  a −defensins inactivate 

adenovirus through direct binding to the virus 

protein (Buck,  2008 ; Smith and Nemerow,  2008) , 

and intracellular targets for cAMPS have been 

identified in some bacteria (Hale and Hancock, 

 2007) . It was already known that plant defensins, 

and also some insect defensins, have a specific 

binding target and mode of action (Thevissen et 

al.,  2007) . This discovery initially came from 

work using  S. cerevisiae  as a model to study the 

anti-fungal activity of plant defensins. It was 

found that a yeast strain mutated in a gene 

required for synthesis of sphingolipids had 

altered sensitivity to DmAMP1, a plant defensin 

(Thevissen et al.,  2005) . Sphingolipids are com-

monly found in the outer leaf of eukaryotic mem-

branes and resemble phospholipids except that 

the backbone is ceramide rather than diacylglyc-

erol (Thevissen et al.,  2003a) . Many variations of 

sphingolipid are found in eukaryotic membranes 

with some unique structures present in different 

fungi. Follow-on studies from Thevissen and 

colleagues established that (certain) plant and 

insect defensins bind to different fungal-specific 

sphingolipids, or even different motifs within the 

same sphingolipid (Thevissen et al.,  2003b, 

  2004) . Following binding, membrane permeabi-

lisation does occur, but it is as yet unknown 

whether this is a consequence of a signalling cas-

cade or a biophysical effect. It is clear, however, 

that plant defensins do not non-specifically insert 

into fungal membranes, forming pores and 

destroying membrane integrity. Interestingly, in 

 Candida albicans , the anti-fungal activity of one 

plant defensin RsAFP2, which binds glucosylce-

ramide, was found to involve the production of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) suggesting that 

binding to the membrane ligand initiated a signal 

transduction cascade that culminated in the pro-

duction of ROS and membrane permeabilisation 

(Fig.  3b ) (Aerts et al.,  2007 ; Thevissen et al., 

 2007) . Despite the progress that has been made 

in the study of plant defensins, some serious 

questions and challenges remain to be addressed. 

First, most of the detailed work has been per-

formed with a small number of specific defensins 

and it must be determined whether this is the 

only mode of action. Second, it is not known 

what signal transduction pathways are activated 

in response to defensins. Third, it is still unclear 

whether defensins are internalised, either follow-

ing binding to sphingolipids, or independently. 

Work with human cAMPS suggests that at least 

some are internalised by bacteria (Hale and 

Hancock,  2007) , and it was reported that a pea 

defensin is internalised by fungal cells (Cabral et 

al.,  2003) .   

  Lysis of Fungal Membranes by Saponins 

 Saponins are a structurally diverse class of sec-

ondary metabolite that are found in many differ-

ent plants. For example, one survey lists over two 

hundred different plants from which saponins 

were isolated between the years 1998 and 2003 

(Sparg et al.,  2004) . The basic structure of all 

saponins comprises a non-polar core and a polar 

glycosyl group or groups, which give the mole-

cules amphipathic characteristics. Conventionally, 

saponins are classified as either triterpenoid or 

steroidal, with a subclass of steroidal alkaloids 

(steroidal glycoalkaloids), depending on the 

structure of the hydrophobic core. Some authors, 

however, treat the steroidal glycoalkaloids as a 

distinct type of natural product (Friedman,  2002 ; 

Korpan et al.,  2004 ; Friedman,  2006)  and 

recently, a new saponin classification into eleven 

different families depending on the structure of 

the backbone was proposed (Vincken et al., 

 2007) . Saponins are present in appreciable con-

centrations in many traditional plant medicines, 

including common products such as ginseng, 

with diverse beneficial activities often ascribed 

to the saponin component. Within plants, sapon-

ins are believed to have evolved to provide 

defence against phytopathogenic fungi as they 

have potent antifungal activity, are generally 

localised to epidermal layers of plant tissues, and 

have been demonstrated to have a defence role in 

several pathogenic interactions (Morrissey and 
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13 Osbourn,  1999) . The amphipathic nature of 

saponins suggests a mode of action, and it was 

demonstrated that saponins can permeabilise 

fungal membranes. The proposed mode of action 

is that the hydrophobic core inserts into the outer 

membrane, forming a complex with ergosterol. 

Subsequent interaction between the polar glyco-

sidic sidechains leads to aggregation, pore for-

mation and loss of membrane integrity (Armah et 

al.,  1999) . The ability to permeabilise membranes 

has been demonstrated  in vitro  on model mem-

branes and  in vivo  in a study that used  S. cerevi-

siae  to explore the anti-fungal activity of the 

steroidal glycoalkaloid saponin,  a -tomatine 

(Simons et al.,  2006) . That study also showed, 

however, that tomatidine, the algycone of 

 a -tomatine, did not permeabilise membranes, is 

more potent than  a -tomatine, and in fact inhibits 

ergosterol biosynthesis. Furthermore, a number 

of studies have proposed additional activities for 

 a -tomatine and its derivatives. It was found that 

 b  
2
 -tomatine (formed by removal of a single sugar 

from  a -tomatine) is capable of supressing the 

plant defence response (Bouarab et al.,  2002) , 

and it was reported that  a -tomatine is capable of 

inducing programmed cell death in the fungus 

 Fusarium oxysporum  in the absence of mem-

brane permeabilisation (Ito et al.,  2007) . Finally, 

studies with the potato steroidal glycoalkaloids 

(saponins),  a -chaconine and  a -solanine, have 

identified a range of toxic effects in animal sys-

tems that are distinct from membrane permeabil-

ising activity (Friedman,  2006) . In conclusion, 

therefore, it can be stated that although mem-

brane permeabilising activity is one characteris-

tic of saponins that contributes to their anti-fungal 

activity, saponins are likely to possess other bio-

logical properties, including those that may have 

beneficial roles on human health.   

  Anti-tumour Activity of Plant Natural Products 

 Of the various properties putatively associated 

with saponins, the capacity of some saponin 

preparations to inhibit the growth of tumour 

cells  in vitro  attracts the most attention. Indeed, 

numerous saponins have been reported to pos-

sess such activity, raising the possibility of 

developing novel saponin-based anti-cancer 

therapeutic drugs (Rao and Gurfinkel,  2000) . 

Some commentators have questioned the rele-

vance of these  in vitro  data and confirmation of 

their significance will require demonstration 

that the effects involve specific intracellular tar-

gets and are not associated with membrane per-

meabilisation. Particular progress in this 

direction is being made by researchers working 

on two different groups of legume triterpenoid 

saponins, the avicins, which are synthesised by 

 Acacia victoria  (Fig.  2 ), and the soyasaponins, 

which are synthesised by soybean plants. This 

work was stimulated by reports that avicins 

possess pro-apoptotic activity against human 

tumour cells (Haridas et al.,  2001 ; Mujoo et al., 

 2001) . Several studies have established that this 

is mediated by perturbation of the mitochon-

dria, with data indicating that the effects are 

twofold – disruption of the outer membrane 

potential, and induced closure of the voltage 

dependent anion channel (VDAC) in the mito-

chondrial membrane (Haridas et al.,  2001 ; 

Mujoo et al.,  2001 ; Li et al.,  2005b ; Lemeshko 

et al.,  2006 ; Haridas et al.,  2007) . The link 

between saponin-induced mitochondrial dis-

function and apoptosis was given further sup-

port by a recent report showing that treatment of 

HeLa cells with a soyasaponin preparation led 

to apoptosis via the mitochondrial pathway 

(Xiao et al.,  2007) . Other intracellular targets 

for specific avicins have also been reported, 

however, indicating that pro-apoptotic effects 

may involve multiple targets, or that different 

avicins have specific target processes. In a yeast 

model, evidence for modulation/inhibition of 

rho-dependent signalling and the cAMP/PKA 

signal transduction pathways by avicin G was 

obtained (Gutterman et al.,  2005) . A more direct 

link to apoptosis/autophagy was obtained from 

studies with avicin D, where it was shown that 
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avicin D activates the AMP-Activated Kinase 

(AMPK), thereby inhibiting mTORC1 and 

downstream targets. It is woth noting here that 

although many studies of plant natural products 

have reported “pro-apoptotic” activity, there is 

generally not much differentiation in the plant 

literature between apoptosis and autophagy. In 

fact, although the end result is the same, the 

pathways and processes involved are quite dif-

ferent, and it is a topic that needs closer atten-

tion in the future (Codogno and Meijer,  2005) . 

This link to autophagy in given greater signifi-

cance by the finding that a preparation of 

B-group soysasaponins also reduced mTORC 

activity, this time apparently by activating 

another kinase, Akt (Ellington et al.,  2006) . 

These data are exciting but outstanding ques-

tions remain: for example, how do glycosylated 

molecules enter the cell? And is the glycone 

group required/retained for activity in the cell? 

Alternatively, are there lessons to be learned 

from the mode of actions of at least some 

defensins that act via a membrane receptor and 

signal transduction pathway? The general 

importance of apoptotic pathways as a target of 

plant natural metabolites is also illustrated by 

data that other non-saponin metabolites, for 

example the sesquiterpenoid helenalin, which 

may inhibit telomerase, also have pro-apototic 

effects on cultured mammalian cells (Huang 

et al.,  2005) . Some of the more than over 5,000 

different flavonoids that occur naturally in 

plants also have effects that may be linked to 

apoptosis in the future. The knotweed flavo-

noid, (-)catechin, for example, inhibits seed 

germination and causes cell death in sensitive 

species (Bais et al.,  2002,   2003b,   2006 ; Field 

et al.,  2006) . The effect appears to involve the 

generation of reactive oxygen species, and may 

also be linked to calcium signalling or homeos-

tasis (Bais et al.,  2003a ; Iwashina,  2003 ; 

Friedman,  2007) . Once again, it is worth bear-

ing in mind the connections between ROS, cal-

cium homeostasis, mitochondrial function, 

autophagy and apoptosis.   

  Conclusions  

  Current Status 

 Understandably, in the field of natural product 

biology, the focus of research is on metabolites 

that are secreted or are present in appreciable 

concentrations. It is salient, however, that most 

plant secondary metabolites are neither of those, 

and of the thousands of plant natural products, 

we know the biological activities of a tiny 

minority. And of those, our interest is concen-

trated on metabolites involved in processes that 

concern us – especially signalling and defence, 

so we may be overlooking vast swathes of func-

tionality. In mitigation, perhaps, one could also 

suggest that metabolites designed to communi-

cate between species are most likely to have 

biological activities of relevance to agricultural 

or biotechnological applications. Considering 

the body of knowledge as a whole, it is possible 

to draw some general conclusions about the 

biological activities of plant secondary metabo-

lites. First, different metabolites with a defence 

role, whether against pathogens or other plants, 

often target a small number of processes. Thus, 

membrane integrity, photosynthesis and mito-

chondrial function are disrupted by metabolites 

that have very different chemical structures. 

Second, although many secondary metabolites 

have anti-cellular, phytotoxic, or apoptopic 

activity that appear quite generic and non-spe-

cific, more detailed studies, for example as with 

the avicins, usually reveals that interference 

with specific targets underpins these activities. 

The problem is that identification of these tar-

gets is difficult. Third, metabolites may have 

more that one target, which is not the same as 

being “non-specific”. Sorgoleone, for example, 

inhibits both the enzyme HPPD and PSII, either 

of which alone would be enough to prevent 

growth. Some of the conflicting data on artem-

isinin may also ultimately be resolved by similar 

findings. Fourth, the activities that we uncover 
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13 for metabolites, may or may not reflect the normal 

function of that molecule. Thus, a sesquiterpene 

or quinone produced by a plant as a signal mol-

ecule to interact with microbes in the soil could 

also induce apoptosis in human tumour cells. 

Although this would be a peculiarity of the 

chemical structure rather than a “natural” role for 

the metabolite, it is very relevant to exploitation 

of plants or their natural products.  

  Limitations with Current Approaches 

 Although some estimates put the number of 

plant species that are used in traditional medi-

cines at between 25,000 and 50,000 (Kartal, 

 2007)  relatively few plant natural products are 

used in purified form in pharmaceuticals. There 

are examples, of course, that show the potential 

benefits of plant secondary metabolites – for 

instance, the use of the saponin disgenin as a 

precursor for production of the hormone pro-

gesterone. Furthermore, the success of the ses-

quiterpene lactone artemisinin as an anti-malarial 

drug highlights possible applications in the 

pharmaceutical sector. Nonetheless, there is a 

clear dichotomy between the chemical diversity 

in plants and the number of bioactive leads for 

the pharmaceutical or agri-biotech industries. 

Two of the reasons for this were the decisions in 

the 1990s by many biotechnology companies to 

replace natural product screening programmes 

with discovery approaches employing libraries 

of synthetic chemical compounds, and the trans-

fer of emphasis to target-based, rather than cell-

based, assays for biological activity (Baker et al., 

 2007) . Combinatorial chemistry has yielded, 

few if any major new drugs, and there is now a 

realisation that the diversity of natural products, 

in plants and microbes, may represent the best 

prospects for future lead molecules. This, not-

withstanding, new approaches are required if 

significant progress is to be made. Some of the 

limitations are fragmentation among scientists 

– plant chemists and biologists often work 

within very narrow parameters and do not 

engage sufficiently in multidisciplinary research; 

reliance on traditional approaches that are not 

amenable to high-throughput biology; and limi-

tations in the choice of model systems for deter-

mining mode of action.  

  Exploiting the Power of Genomics 

 One of the justifications for genome sequencing 

programmes has always been that they will 

advance drug discovery and lead to new prod-

ucts that benefit society. Although unquestion-

able true, it is really only in recent years that 

this is starting to become a reality. With respect 

to plant natural products, there are at least two 

areas where genomics can make a significant 

contribution. First, is the plant genomes them-

selves. As it becomes possible to inexpensively 

sequence plant genomes, we gain access to the 

genes that encode the biosynthetic enzymes for 

plant secondary metabolites. For example, it is 

estimated that 25% of the genes in  Arabidopsis  

are involved in synthesis of natural products 

(D’Auria and Gershenzon,  2005) . The biosyn-

thetic pathways are often complex, but work by 

Osbourn and colleagues illustrates how these 

pathways can be dissected and the coding genes 

identified (Osbourn,  2003) . Knowing the genes 

will facilitate production of molecules of inter-

est in heterologous systems for mode of action 

studies, and also opens up possibilies of com-

bining genes to generate pathways that create 

new variant metabolites for testing. This approach 

has been used for some time in microbial sys-

tems and is currently popularised by the term 

“synthetic biology”. Engineering pathways to 

produce new functional variants is an exciting 

prospect for scientists and biotechnologists 

alike. Second, genomic tools can be applied to 

understand how metabolites exert their biological 

effects. One way of doing this is to perform global 

analysis (transcriptome/proteome) of the effects 

of treating a cell/organism with a metabolite of 
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interest. In terms of looking at the effects of 

metabolites on plants, studies of benzoxa-

zolinone (BOA) is one of the few attempts to 

carry out this type of investigation with plants 

(Baerson et al.,  2005) . The other major application 

of genomic tools is the use of model systems. 

As genomics and molecular biology advance 

with plant and mammalian systems, these will 

become useful models for high throughput (HT) 

strategies, but arguably, yeast is currently the 

optimum system for a number of reasons. These 

include ease of manipulation, libraries of knock-

out mutants, complete sets of complementing 

clones, heterozygous libraries for gene dosage 

experiments, detailed knowedge of biochemical 

pathways and extensive databases on gene expres-

sion (Fig.  4 ). Combining large-scale screens of 

chemicals or natural products with libraries of 

mutants facilitates an approach to drug discovery 

termed chemical genomics, an approach now 

widely used in yeast (Baerson et al.,  2005) . In 

general, plant biologists have been slower to 

employ yeast models than human cell biolo-

gists, but some of the cases discussed earlier 

where most progress towards discovering mode 

of action was made applied a yeast model. There 

are limitations of course, in particular in target-

based screens where an organelle like the 

 Plasmodium  apicoplast, or a process like photo-

synthesis is targetted. Yeast are ideal, however, 

for cell-based appraoches, which are regaining 

popularity because of the unbiased nature of the 

assay and the requirement for uptake of the test 

molecule into the cell. Even in a case of artem-

isinin where a yeast screen generated some con-

troversy, a yeast model was used to heterologously 

express the  T. gondii  SERCA gene and show 

that activity was inhibited by artemisinin.   

  Concluding Remarks 

 Plant natural products, in particular those 

involved in defence against pathogens, offer 

great potential as leads for biotechnological 

applications. There is a pressing need, however, 

to move beyond phytochemical cataloging and 

generic studies, to specific screens and experi-

ments to identify mode of action. This should 

take two forms, identification of the biological 

Barcoded Knockouts

Haploinsufficiency screens

Overexpression libraries

Transriptome profiling

Proteomic response

Interactome databases

Systems analyses

Crude extracts

Pure metabolites

Metabolomic changes

  Fig. 4    Chemical genomics in yeast to determine mode of action of natural products.  S. cerevisiae  provides 

a molecular resource for chemical genomics and has been extensively developed for drug discovery appli-

cations in the pharmaceutical sector. Some of the key tools and strategies are listed and these are discussed 

further in the text (Section   3.3     and references therein). Although yeast has some very obvious differences 

to higher eukaryotes, it is notable that the key data on mode of action of some of the better understood 

metabolites like defensins, artemsisin, avicins and tomatidine were obtained in yeast (see relevant sections 

for more information). (Landon et al.,  2000)        
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13 role of the metabolite in the plant, and determina-

tion of the effects of the metabolite on other 

organisms. For the latter, there is a compelling 

argument to use unbiased genomic/proteomic 

methods and cell-based assays to avoid confu-

sion with non-specific targets. Ultimately, once 

candidate targets are identified, it will be neces-

sary to undertake detailed structural and func-

tional studies of the interaction in authentic hosts. 

For preliminary screens and analyses, however, 

plant natural product scientists should consider 

emulating their biomedical colleagues by apply-

ing chemical genomics and molecular techniques 

in the model eukaryote,  S. cerevisiae .       
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       The Role of Natural 
Products in Plant-Microbe 
Interactions       

     Giuliano   Bonanomi   ,    Francesco   Vinale   , and    Felice   Scala      

  Abstract   Plants during their life cycles interact 

with a large diversity of microbial species. To 

simultaneously manage symbiotic, competitive 

and pathogenic interactions, plants rely on their 

chemical compounds which are capable to 

recognize, coordinate and regulate the exchange 

of resources and information with the myriads 

of potentially interacting microbes. This chapter 

deals with plant-microbe interactions mediated 

by natural products and focuses on their role, 

chemical nature and ecological significance. 

Particular attention is devoted to role of natural 

compounds in the cross-talk between plants and 

beneficial microbes like vesicular-arbuscular 

mycorrhizal fungi, bacteria inducing legume 

nodulation and plant-growth promoting rhizo-

bacteria. The role of plant natural compounds 

with antimicrobial activity against pathogenic 

bacteria, fungi and oomycetes is also reviewed. 

Finally, we discuss the potential applications 

of natural products and future directions of 

studies including the use of new experimental 

approaches and techniques such as metag-

enomics, proteomics, microscopy, isotope 

labeling and NMR microspectrophotometry.  

  Introduction  

 Plants during their life cycles interact with a 

vast range of different microbial species. The 

effect of these interactions can be positive (as in 

symbiotic), neutral (as in amensalic and com-

mensalic), and negative (as in competitive and 

pathogenic). Plant-microbe interactions are of 

fundamental importance in determining plant 

fitness and, as a consequence, biogeochemical 

cycles and ecosystem functions. The ways by 

which plants recognize, coordinate and regulate 

the exchange of resources and information with 

the myriads of potentially interacting microbes 

are still not yet completely understood. 

 Higher plants produce a great variety of 

chemical compounds (Wink,  1999 ; Dixon, 

 2001 ; Hartmann,  2008) , traditionally know as 

secondary metabolites because it was thought 

that plant performances were not negatively 

influenced by their absence, at least under con-

trolled conditions. However, since it has been 

shown that plant secondary metabolites have 

important and different functions in the natural 

environment that are commonly named as “nat-

ural products” (Field et al.,  2006) . Natural com-

pounds are largely involved in plant-microbe 

interactions although microbes can also use 

thigmotrophic and electrical signals (van West 

et al.,  2002)  to target the host plants. Much 

progress in understanding the role of specific 

chemicals has been made by studying very 
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14 simple plant-microbe systems. Studies per-

formed under more realistic ecological condi-

tions are still a challenge, but advances in 

techniques such as genomics, prote omics, 

microscopy, isotope labelling, NMR, micro-

spectrophotometry, etc. may produce a signifi-

cant increase in our current knowledge. A very 

large and continuously expanding body of lit-

erature is available on plant chemical products. 

It is beyond the purpose of this paper to exten-

sively review the findings on this topic. Here, 

we focus our attention on the role of some plant 

derived compounds in interactions with selected 

microbial groups with positive and negative 

impacts on plant performances.  

  Origin and Site of Action of Natural 
Compounds  

 Plants show a remarkable variability in their rela-

tionships with microbes, ranging from interac-

tions with endophyte non-pathogenic organisms 

hosted within specialized plant tissues, to those 
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  Fig. 1    Examples of plant natural products with negative effects on microbes (see text for details)       
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with extra-cellular microorganisms inhabiting 

plant surfaces, such as the phylloplane and the 

rhizoplane (Gray and Smith,  2005) . In addition, 

plants continuously modify their surrounding 

habitat by exuding chemicals that select and 

regulate the microbial populations by, for instance, 

enhancing beneficial microbes and deterring 

pathogens. 

 In order to successfully manage all these dif-

ferent types of interactions with microbes, plants 

have evolved different strategies for the use of 

their natural products. First, chemicals can be 

locally produced in response to microbial infec-

tion, which occurs in many plant-pathogen inter-

actions (Fig.  1 ; Par. 4.2). Plant chemicals can also 

be constitutively produced and then stored in spe-

cific plant cells. For example, the epidermal cells 

of the root of several  Avena  species accumulate 

the saponin avenacin A-1 at a concentration capable 

of antifungal activity against the soilborne patho-

gen  Gaeumannomyces graminis  var.  tritici  

(Fig.  1 ; Osbourn et al.,  1994) . Plants can also syn-

thesize chemicals in some cells and then move the 

products to the site of action (Field et al.,  2006) . 

To this purpose, Snyder and Nicholson  (1990)  

demonstrate that the antimicrobial flavonoids 

3-deoxyanthocyanidins are produced in vesicles 

that form in the cytoplasm of the plant cell and 

then move towards and accumulate at the site of 

pathogen penetration. Finally, chemicals can be 

released outside the plant body by germinating 

seeds (Nelson,  2004) , growing roots (Bais et al., 

 2006) , root border cells (Hawes et al.,  2000) , and 

also leaves (Baldwin et al.,  2006) .   

  Plant Natural Compounds and Beneficial 
Microbes  

 The rhizosphere, the area immediately adjacent to 

the root surface, is an extremely complex envi-

ronment. This depends on the diversity of inhabit-

ing microbial species (Rappé and Giovannoni, 

 2003) , in association with the heterogeneity of 

abiotic factors, such as pH, redox potential, ion 

concentration and organic carbon quality and 

quantity. The key feature of the rhizosphere envi-

ronment is the rhizodeposition (Jones et al.,  2004) , 

that is, the release of organic carbon compounds 

from roots with the consequent proliferation of 

microbial populations. Rhizodeposition is charac-

terized by a great number of different low molec-

ular weight compounds including sugars, amino 

acids, organic acids, phenols and many other nat-

ural products. Polysaccharides, proteins, and also 

detached, still living, root border cells (Hawes et al., 

 2000) , account mostly for the mass of exudates. 

Rhizodeposition represents a significant energetic 

cost for the plant, which may reach up to 40% of 

the dry photosynthesized matter (Lynch and 

Whipps,  1990) . The enhanced diversity and avail-

ability of organic compounds into the rhizo-

sphere sustain and allow the coexistence of 

potentially beneficial microbes (Denison et al., 

 2003) . Unraveling the chemical nature of the 

cross-talk between plant and microbes is thus 

important for understanding and successfully 

managing the rhizosphere (Raaijmakers et al., 

 2008) . In the following sections, we discuss how 

plant derived compounds control the relation-

ships between plant and vesicular-arbuscular 

mycorrhizas, nitrogen fixing nodulating rhizo-

bacteria and extracellular beneficial microbes 

(Figs.  2  and  3 ).   

  Plant Natural Compounds Controlling 

Vesicular-Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Symbiosis 

 Approximately 80% of terrestrial higher plants 

are involved in mutualistic relationship with 

mycorrhizal fungi (Smith and Read,  1997 ; 

Parniske,  2008) . These interactions, which 

played a crucial role for land colonization by 

plants (Brundrett,  2001) , are essential for plant 

mineral nutrition (Smith et al.,  2003) . Some evi-

dence indicates that mycorrhizas also have a rel-

evant role in water up-take (Ebel et al.,  1994) , 

soil organic matter exploitation (Hodge et al., 
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 2001 ; Read and Perez-Moreno,  2003)  and plant 

protection from soilborne pathogens (Graham, 

 2001 ; Vierheilig et al.,  2008) . Several types of 

mycorrhizas are known, comprising orchids, eri-

coids, ectomycorrhizas (ECM) and arbuscular 

mycorrhizas fungi (AM) (Smith and Read, 

 1997) . Here we focus mainly on AM (recently 

placed in the phylum Glomeromycota) because 

they are the most widespread underground sym-

biont of angiosperm plants (Brundrett,  2001) . 

AM fungi are obligate biotrophic organisms and 

completely rely on the host plant for survival 

through a mutual exchange of organic carbon 

and mineral nutrients. AM fungi are usually 

non-specific and the  ~ 200 species that have been 

described (Harrison,  2005)  form associations 

with 60% of the plant species (Smith and Read, 

 1997) . In contrast, for ECM an exceptionally 

high fungal diversity has been reported on a lim-

ited number of host plants (Dickie,  2007) . 

 The establishment and maintenance of sym-

biosis involves different plant natural com-

pounds. In spite of the great diversity of both 

fungi and plants involved (Klironomos,  2003) , 

a remarkable similarity is observed in the devel-

opmental stages of symbiosis, including spore 

germination into the soil, hyphal growth and 

branching, appressoria formation and penetra-

tion, and intercellular and arbuscule development 

(a branched hypha that develops within the plant 

cell). Each of these phases is affected by chemi-

cal compounds between plant and fungi (Fig.  4 ).  

 AM spores are usually large with significant 

amounts of reserve in the form of lipids, glyco-
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gen and sugars. Although spore germination can 

occur in pure water, this process is stimulated by 

plant root exudates of host plants (Gianninazzi-

Person et al.,  1989 ; Phillips and Tsai,  1992) , 

chemical volatiles and high CO 
2
  concentrations 

(Smith and Read,  1997) . Several phenolic com-

pounds, especially flavonoids such as kaemp-

ferol, myricetin and quercetin present in root 

exudates, stimulated subsequent mycelial growth 

(Gianninazzi-Person et al.,  1989 ; Smith and 

Read,  1997 ; Buee et al.,  2000) . 

 Following germination, AM fungi use spore 

reserves to sustain the germ tube growth search-

ing for host roots. This process lasts from a few 

days to several weeks in relation to the fungal 

species, but ceases before the complete con-

sumption of reserves in absence of the host. This 

allows several attempts at germination to reach 

the rhizosphere of the host plants. Afterwards, 

the hyphae profusely branch, suggesting that 

plant chemical compounds influence this stage. 

The branching phase greatly increases the prob-

ability that AM will come into contact with the 

host roots for the subsequent infection process 

(Fig.  4 ). Although hyphal branching has been 

observed in several studies as a response to root 

exudates (Bécard et al.,  1995 ; Smith and Read, 

 1997 ; Buee et al.,  2000)  chemical identification 

of the involved compounds has remained 

obscure until recently. Some studies have pro-

posed flavonoids from root exudates as branch-

ing factors (Phillips and Tsai,  1992) . However, 

the result that flavonoid-deficient maize mutants 

stimulated branching at a level comparable to 

that of wild-type maize root exudates does not 

support this hypothesis (Bécard et al.,  1995) . 

Akiyama et al.  (2005)  identified plant strigolac-

tones (5-deoxystrigol, released from the roots of 

 Lotus japonicus , strigol from  Menispermum 

dauricum  and sorgolactone from sorghum) that 

induce hyphal branching in AM  Gigaspora mar-

garita  (Fig.  4 ). These compounds act at very low 

Soilborne pathogens

Airborne pathogens

Vesicular-arbuscular fungi

Beneficial extracellular microbes

Nodulating rhizobacteria

  Fig. 3    Schematic representation of the major types of microbe–plant interactions       
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concentrations and are relatively instable. This 

has an ecological relevance because it does not 

allow accumulation of these compounds in the 

soil which, otherwise, would give poor informa-

tion about the position of suitable host roots. 

Recently, López-Ráez et al.  (2008)  demonstrated 

that phosphate starvation increases the produc-

tion of several strigolactones in root exudates of 

tomato plants, thus enhancing the hyphal branch-

ing of AM fungi. Considering the low species-

specificity of AM fungi, and at the same time, 

the wide number of plants capable of forming a 

symbiosis with them, it is necessary to understand 

if different stimulatory compounds are present 

or if plants produce similar branching factors. 

Interestingly, strigolactones are produced by a 

wide number of higher plants (Matusova et al., 

 2005 ; Humphrey and Beale,  2006 ; Rani et al., 

 2008)  and recent evidences indicate that such 

compounds might also act as a plant hormone 

that control shoot branching (Gomez-Roldan et al., 

 2008 ; Umehara et al.,  2008) . 

 The next developmental stage is appressorium 

formation and hyphal penetration into the roots 

(Fig.  4 ). The stimuli that trigger appressorium 

formation are unknown, but probably they are of 

chemical nature and not thigmotrophic, because 

synthetic surfaces do not stimulate this process 

(Smith and Read,  1997) . In compatible interac-

tions, the fungi penetrate and extensively invade 

both intra- and intercellularly the root cortex 

and produce the typical arbuscules. It seems 

very likely that the plant host exerts a strict con-

trol over the fungal development which is limited 

to cortical parenchyma (Brundrett,  2001) . Plant 

chemicals involved in plant defense response (see 

1 - GERMINATION AND 

EARLY HYPHAL GROWTH

2- HYPHAL BRANCHING

3 - APPRESSORIA DEVELOPMENT

4 -HYPHAL GROWTH AND 

ARBUSCULA DEVELOPMENT

• Strigolactones

• CO2
• Flavonoids
• Other phenols

• Unknown

• Phytoalexins

• PR proteins

• Reactive oxygen species

• Sugar gradient?

  Fig. 4    Plant chemical compounds and their relative role in the different phases of the development of the 

plant–arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis. Arrows represent chemical compounds released by the plant. 

Note that different phases represent a temporal sequence of the events and do not relate to different spatial 

locations on the root system       
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Par. 4.1) are thought to play a significant role in 

this function. Several studies report a significant 

induction of plant defense responses with the pro-

duction, during AM penetration and early stage 

development, of phytoalexins (Harrison and 

Dixon,  1993) , pathogenesis-related proteins such 

as chitinases and  b -1,3-glucanases (Lambais and 

Mehdy, 1996), and reactive oxygen species 

(Lambais et al.,  2003) . However, this activation 

of plant defense responses has been proved to be 

weak, spatially limited and/or temporally transi-

tory, compared to that observed for plant-pathogen 

interactions (Volpin et al., 1995; Gianinazzi-

Pearson et al.,  1996) . 

 When endosymbiosis is established in the 

inner cortical cells, it is thought that both inter-

cellular hyphae and arbuscules are involved in 

carbohydrate transfer from plant to fungi and 

mineral nutrients go in the opposite direction 

(Smith and Read,  1997) . The molecules that 

control arbuscule development, maintenance 

and senescence are unknown. However, because 

of the proximity with vascular tissue (the source 

of sugars for roots), it has been proposed that a 

carbon gradient may be involved as a signal 

(Blee and Anderson,  1998) . 

 In many plant species the interaction with 

AM fungi determines the activation of the caro-

tenoid biosynthesis and their oxidation, leading 

to the accumulation in roots of several apocaro-

tenoids such as cycloexenone and mycorradicin 

(Strack and Fester,  2006) . Mycorradicin, that 

together with a mixture of unknown compounds 

confers a typical yellow colour to the infected 

roots, has been isolated from several plant spe-

cies (Klingner et al.,  1995 ; Fester et al.,  2002a) . 

Although the role of these compounds in the 

interaction plant-AM fungi is still unravelled, 

growing evidence indicates that they can be 

involved in promoting symbiosis (Fester et al., 

 2002b) , controlling root colonization by fungi 

(Park et al.,  2004) , and protecting from oxida-

tive stresses (Strack and Fester,  2006) . 

 The development of AM symbiosis involves 

several steps that require both specific and non-

specific plant chemical compounds. These act 

either positively (germination stimuli, branch-

ing factor, appressoria formation, carbohydrate 

feeding) and negatively (phytoalexins, PR pro-

teins, reactive oxygen species, etc.) on the fun-

gus. The balance of these effects allows for the 

establishment, progress and maintenance of 

symbiosis (Fig.  4 ).  

  Plant Natural Compounds Inducing Legume 

Nodulation 

 Nitrogen fixation is widely distributed among 

species of bacteria either free living or in associa-

tion with higher plants. Several bacteria of the 

family of Rhizobiaceae (comprising  Rhizobium , 

 Bradyrhizobium ,  Mesorhizobium ,  Sinorhizobium  

and  Azorhizobium  genera) are able to establish 

a mutualistic nitrogen-fixing association with 

the roots of legumes. Effective N 
2
  fixation is 

ecologically relevant and gives a competitive 

advantage where nitrogen is a limiting factor 

(Walker,  1993) . For this reason it is especially 

important in mixed cropping systems in the 

developing world. 

 Symbiosis is a result of a complex chemical 

and molecular interplay between plant and 

bacteria (review in Perret et al.,  2000 ; Brencic 

and Winans,  2005) . Here we limit our analysis 

to the early developmental stages of this inter-

action. It is well-known that the process of 

nodule formation requires specific chemical 

compounds released by plants during seed and 

root exudation. Flavonoids and isoflavonoids 

are the most important chemical inducers for 

the establishment of mutualistic association 

(Peters et al.,  1986) . Daidzein, genistein, cou-

mestrol, naringenin, luteolin and 4,4’-dihy-

droxy-2’methoxychalcone (Fig.  2 ) are only 

some of the most representative flavonoids 

released by legumes that induce Rhizobia nod-

ulation. Rhizobia, when in close proximity 

with host plant roots that secrete specific fla-

vonoids, in turn respond by activating the 
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14 expression of the nodulation genes, whose 

products direct the synthesis of the Nodulation 

(Nod) factors. These Nod factors are lipochi-

tooligosaccharide that promote the curling and 

elongation of the meristematic root cells that 

will host bacteria. By this mechanism, bacteria 

penetrate the root and a globular structure (the 

nodule) develops. Inside the nodule, in a low-

oxygen environment, bacterioide cells actively 

fix molecular nitrogen. In addition to flavo-

noids, other compounds such as alkaloids 

(trigonelline) and betaines (stachydrine) 

(Phillips et al.,  1992) , and aldonic acids 

(Gagnon and Ibrahim,  1998 ; Dakora,  2003)  

have been proved to elicit the activation of the 

Nod factor, but often at a higher concentration 

compared to flavonoids. 

 Flavonoid production is not restricted to 

legumes. Several thousands of different fla-

vonoids have been identified in the plant 

kingdom (Harborne,  1988 ; Harborne and 

Williams,  2000)  with a great variety of criti-

cal functions (see Par. 4.1). This point is rel-

evant for understanding the relationship 

between the diversity of chemical inducers 

produced by legumes and the species-specifi-

city of the symbiosis. The Rhizobia-legume 

interaction is more specific compared to 

AM-plant association, although a large vari-

ability is observed (Perret et al.,  2000) . For 

instance,  S. meliloti  forms associations with 

only three genera of legumes ( Medicago , 

 Trigonella  and  Melilotus ), while several 

 Bradyrhizobium  and  Rhizobium  species can 

be much more promiscuous (Perret et al., 

 2000) . The species-specificity of these asso-

ciations may be controlled by both plant 

chemical inducers and Nod factors. For 

instance,  R. etli  and  R. loti  have distinct host 

ranges ( Phaseolus  spp. and  Lotus  spp., respec-

tively), but secrete Nod factors with the same 

structure. The specificity of the two bacteria 

is determined by elicitors produced by each 

host plant that differentially activate the tran-

scriptional genes of the Nod factor (Albrecht 

et al.,  1999 ; Radutoiu et al.,  2007) .  

  Chemical Basis of the Cooperative Interaction 

Between Plant and Extracellular Beneficial 

Microbes 

 Exudates released by germinating seeds and 

growing roots contain mainly simple sugars 

such as glucose, fructose, cellobiose, arabinose, 

xylose, mannitol, lactose, maltose, sucrose, etc. 

(Nelson,  2004 ; Jones et al.,  2004) . The continual 

release of carbon from the roots is only partially 

under plant control (Jones et al.,  2004) . The cost 

of this rhizodeposition may appear excessive for 

the plant, especially taking into account that this 

process triggers an enhancement of the microbial 

populations that compete with plants for mineral 

nutrients (Hodge et al.,  2000) . Furthermore, in 

many cases, root exudates attract harmful soil-

borne pathogens (Schroth and Cook,  1964 ; van 

Dijk and Nelson,  2000) , and positive correlations 

between the amount of exudates and disease inci-

dence have been observed (Nelson,  2004) . For 

instance, zoospores of oomycete pathogens are 

attracted by sugars, amino acids (Nelson,  2004) , 

long-chain fatty acids such as linoleic acid 

(Ruttledge and Nelson,  1997) , and isoflavones 

(Morris et al.,  1998)  present in seed and root 

exudates of host plants. 

 To explain the cost of rhizodeposition, Cook 

et al.  (1995)  proposed that plants could have the 

ability to support and selectively control the 

populations of rhizosphere beneficial microor-

ganisms antagonistic to their pathogens. The 

rhizosphere environment is inhabited by a wide 

array of beneficial microbes, such as plant 

growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) and 

antagonistic fungi ( Trichoderma  spp., 

 Gliocladium  spp., etc.). PGPR comprise bacte-

ria ( Azospirillum  spp.,  Pseudomonas  spp., 

 Serratia  spp.,  Enterobacter  spp.,  Bacillus  spp., 

 Pantoea  spp.,  Agrobacterium  spp., etc.) and 

actinomycetes ( Actinobacter  spp.,  Streptomyces  

spp., etc). Beneficial microbes improve plant 

mineral nutrition (Kloepper et al.,  1980 ; Vessey, 

 2003) , release stimulatory compounds such as 

phytormones (Srinivasan et al.,  1996) , and act 

as biocontrol agents towards soilborne patho-
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gens by using a number of different mechanisms 

including competition for plant exudates (van 

Dijk and Nelson,  2000) , production of antibiot-

ics (Fravel,  1988)  and/or induction of plant 

resistance (Pieterse and van Loon,  1999) . 

 Chemical compounds produced by beneficial 

microbes to interact with other rhizosphere 

microorganisms and plants have been exten-

sively studied (Lugtenberg et al.,  2001 ; Harman 

et al.,  2004 ; Gray and Smith,  2005) , while those 

originating from plants have received much less 

attention. In contrast to the intimate association 

between Rhizobia and AM with plants where the 

symbiosis is driven by specific compounds, ben-

eficial microbe colonization of rhizosphere and 

rhizoplane seems related to a general increased 

availability of organic carbon and nutrients 

around the roots (Gray and Smith,  2005) . Many 

microbes such as  T. harzianum ,  P. fluorescens  

and  A. brasiliese , etc. have a very low host spe-

cificity and are commonly recovered from the 

rhizosphere of a wide array of host plants. 

However, some evidence suggests that the levels 

of specificity of these microorganisms may be 

higher than what has been previously thought. 

Root exudates stimulate PGPR chemotaxis 

towards root surface by determining the rhizo-

sphere competence of these microbes (Lugtenberg 

et al.,  2001) . de Weert et al.  (2002)  reported that  P. 

fluorescens  responds chemotactically to organic 

acids (malic and citric), amino acids (especially 

isoleucine), but not sugars from root exudates of 

tomato. Indirect evidence of some degree of ben-

eficial microbe specificity comes from studies on 

“suppressive soils”, where the indigenous micro-

flora effectively protect plants against soilborne 

pathogens (Weller et al.,  2002) . Suppressive soils 

can be induced by the cultivation of determined 

plant species that select specific microbial com-

munities (Menzies,  1959 ; Raaijmakers and 

Weller,  1998 ; Mazzola and Gu,  2000) . Fox exam-

ple, the cultivation of wheat cultivar susceptible 

to the pathogen  Gaeumannomyces graminis  var. 

 tritici  enhances the population of  Pseudomonas  

strains that produce the antibiotic 2,4 – diacetyl-

phloroglucinol. The mechanisms of these plant-

microbe interactions, through which plants 

selectively favour specific rhizosphere beneficial 

microbes, are still obscure. However, it could be 

hypothesized that natural products play a role in 

determining the specificity level of these 

interactions. 

 A further explanation for the excessive cost 

of rhizodeposition was given more than 20 years 

ago by Clarholm  (1985) . In Clarholm’s model, 

plants indirectly exchange organic carbon for 

mineral nitrogen, the most limiting nutrient in 

terrestrial ecosystems (Vitousek,  1982) , through 

a complex multitrophic interaction. The sugar 

exudates stimulate a large proliferation of micro-

bial populations that are no longer constrained by 

carbon availability. However, microbial popula-

tions require for growth also mineral nutrients 

and especially nitrogen. When this nutrient is 

present at a low concentration in the soil, it will 

be scavenged by bacteria through the release of 

exoenzymes that degrade soil organic matter. 

Higher plants are commonly inefficient in using 

nitrogen in organic forms (Hodge,  2004) , 

although remarkable exceptions are present in 

environments where N mineralization is 

extremely slow (Chapin et al.,  1993 ; Persson and 

Näsholm,  2001) . Increased microbial popula-

tions attract natural predators such as nematode, 

amoebae and protozoa grazers that actively for-

age on microbial populations (Fig.  3 ). Afterwards, 

because of stechiometric constraints (bacteria 

biomass has a very low C/N ratio compared to 

root exudates), the grazers release as metabolic 

waste large amounts of ammonia that will be 

available for plant uptake. Recent evidence 

seems to partially support this model (Bonkowski 

and Brandt,  2002 ; Bonkowski,  2004) .   

  Plant Natural Compounds and Pathogens  

 Plants cope with thousands of infectious dis-

eases caused by pathogens such as fungi, bacte-

ria and viruses. However, only a relatively 

small amount of these pathogens successfully 
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14 cause disease because plants have evolved a 

complex array of defense mechanisms. These 

include mechanical reinforcement of the cell 

wall through deposition of callose and lignin 

(Develey-Rivière and Galiana,  2007) , produc-

tion of reactive oxygen species (Apel and 

Hirt,  2004) , pathogen-related proteins (Maleck 

et al., 2000) and preformed and inducible anti-

microbial compounds. In the following para-

graphs we limited our discussion to some cases 

in which antimicrobial natural products play a 

relevant role for plant defense. 

  Antimicrobial Activity of Natural Compounds 

Towards Pathogenic Bacteria, Fungi 

and Oomycetes 

 The antimicrobial activity of plant natural com-

pounds has been reviewed a number of times. 

Different aspects such as their phytochemical 

diversity (Senevirante and Harborne,  1992) , 

involvement in mechanisms of resistance 

(Morrisey and Osbourn,  1999 ; Hammerschmidt, 

 1999) , constitutive (Wittstock and Gershenzon, 

 2002)  and inducible defense (Smith,  1996 ; Kuć, 

 1995) , trafficking and site of action (Field et al., 

 2006) , fitness cost of resistance (Heil,  2002)  

and their potential exploitation to improve plant 

disease resistance (Dixon,  2001)  have been 

extensively analyzed. 

 Thousands of diverse natural products are 

produced by plants and many of these are 

involved in plant defense. The phytochemical 

diversity of antimicrobial compounds include 

terpenoids, saponins, phenolics and phenylpro-

panoids, pterocarpans, stilbenes, alkaloids, 

glucosinolates, hydrogen cyanide, terpenoids, 

indole and also elemental sulphur, the sole 

inorganic compound (Cooper et al.,  1996) . 

Investigation of chemotaxonomic relationships 

provided evidence that plant families may be 

good proxy for the chemical composition of 

antimicrobial compounds: for instance, 

Fabaceae produce primarily isoflavonoids and 

Solanaceae sesquiterpenes. However, many 

exceptions exist and some plant families pro-

duce various antimicrobial compounds (Smith, 

 1996 ; Hammerschmidt,  1999) . Poaceae produce 

stilbenes, diterpenes and deoxyanthocyanidins 

(Grayer and Harborne,  1994)  and the species 

 Theobroma cacao , when challenged with the 

vascular fungus  Verticillium dahliae , accumu-

lates pentacyclic triterpene, arjunolic acid, 

hydroxylated acetophenones and elemental sul-

phur (Dixon,  2001) . Generally, the analysis of 

the chemical compound classes gives little 

information about their role in protection against 

pathogens. Very similar compounds could have 

different functions: flavonoid-derived com-

pounds may act in plants as a photoprotectant 

from UV radiation (Reuber et al.,  1996 ; Ryan 

et al.,  2002) , attractors of pollinators (Simmonds, 

 2003) , signal molecules for beneficial microbes 

(Par. 3.2) and antimicrobial factors (Grayer and 

Harborne,  1994) . 

 Commonly, plant antimicrobial compounds 

are classified as constitutive (phytoanticipins) 

when already present in the plant tissue or induc-

ible (phytoalexins) if produced after pathogen 

attack. Benzoxazinoides, glucosinolates, glyco-

alkaloids, hydrogen cyanide and saponins are 

only some of the most common phytoanticipins. 

The chemistry of isolated metabolites is not very 

useful for unraveling if they are phytoanticipins 

or phytoalexins, because, for instance, the same 

compound could be constitutive in some plant 

organs, but inducible in others (Hart,  1981) . 

The isoflavonoid maackiain is constitutive in 

the roots of the legume  Trifolium pratense  

(McMurchy and Higgins,  1984) , but can be also 

synthesized de novo in other plant organs fol-

lowing microbial infection (Higgins and Smith, 

 1972) . Phytoanticipins have several different 

mechanisms of action. Hydrogen cyanide 

released from cyanogenic glycosides inhibits 

cellular respiration (Jones et al.,  2000) , while 

saponins display their antimicrobial activity 

through the ability to form complexes with the 

sterols present in the membrane of microorgan-
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isms (Osbourn,  1996) . The limited toxicity of 

saponins to pathogens such as  Pythium  and 

 Phytophthora  (Arneson and Durbin,  1968 ; 

Barile et al.,  2007)  has been related to the lack of 

sterols in the membranes of oomycetes (Morrisey 

and Osbourn,  1999) . Phytoanticipins can be very 

effective in protecting plant tissue because they 

are already present before the pathogen attack. 

However, biosynthesis and maintenance of these 

compounds, even in absence of pests, is energy 

consuming for the plant (Heil,  2002) . Further, to 

avoid self-toxicity, several phytoanticipins (glu-

cosinolates, isoflavonoid and some saponins) 

are stored as inactive precursors and separated 

from the enzymes that convert them in antimi-

crobial molecules, or as active compounds kept 

in specific plant cells or cell compartments 

(Hallahan,  2000) . Producing antimicrobial com-

pounds only when necessary (i.e. during patho-

gen attack) may limit these problems, although 

this alternative way is risky because the attack 

can be too rapid to allow an effective response 

by the plant. Optimal defense strategies are a 

delicate balance between costs and benefits of 

the production of constitutive or inducible anti-

microbial compounds (McKey,  1974 ; Zangerl 

and Rutledge,  1996) . 

 Phytoalexins are inducible low-molecular 

weight antimicrobial compounds produced and 

accumulated in plants after exposure to patho-

gens. Phytoalexins belong to very diverse chem-

ical families such as stilbenes (Jeandet et al., 

 1995) , polyketides (Kurosaki,  1996) , sesquiter-

penes (Kuć,  1992)  and flavonoids (Treutter, 

 2006) . The isoflavonoids present in legumes 

such as pisatin, maackiain and kievitone are 

among the best characterized (Smith et al.,  1982 ; 

Zhang and Smith,  1983 ; VanEtten et al.,  1989) . 

Phytoalexins usually are not particularly potent 

and, because of their diverse chemical nature, 

the mechanisms of action are variable and often 

poorly understood (Smith,  1996 ; Morrisey and 

Osbourn,  1999) . Most phytoalexins are not site-

specific inhibitors, but exert their toxic effect 

because of a disruption of the membrane integ-

rity thus controlling their permeability (Smith, 

 1996) . However, as consequences of membrane 

alteration, other cellular processes such as respi-

ration and synthesis of nucleic acid and protein 

(Amin et al., 1998) can be negatively affected. 

 Although higher plants can produce an aston-

ishing diversity of natural compounds that have 

 in vitro  antimicrobial activity, their role in plant 

resistance has been clearly elucidated only in a 

few cases (Morrisey and Osbourn,  1999) . 

Identification of the sites and mechanisms of 

action is necessary for understanding if antimi-

crobial compounds are just a response to infec-

tion or if they are determinant for plant resistance 

(Hammerschmidt,  1999) . First, the assessment 

that antimicrobial compounds are present or 

accumulate to inhibitory concentrations at the 

site of infection provides a correlative support. 

Snyder and Nicholson  (1990)  demonstrate that 

the flavonoid phytoalexin 3-deoxyanthocyani-

din accumulates in the cells of the sorghum plant 

attacked by  Colletotrichum graminicola  at a 

concentration higher than that required to inhibit 

the pathogen in  in vitro  experiments. Other stud-

ies that localized and quantified the amount of 

antimicrobial compounds include avenalumin in 

 Avena sativa  (Mayama and Tani,  1982) , glyocel-

lin in  Glycine soja  (Hahn et al.,  1985) , avenacin 

A-1 in  Avena  spp. (Osbourn et al.,  1994) , 

elemental sulfur in  T. cacao  (Cooper et al., 

 1996) , and several sesquiterpenoid phytoalexins 

in  Gossypium hirsutum  (Pierce et al.,  1996) . 

Further evidence demonstrates that pathogens 

may have the enzymatic capability to degrade 

into non-toxic molecules the antimicrobial com-

pounds of the host plant (VanEtten et al.,  1989) , 

and/or tolerate them. For example, one mecha-

nism of tolerance may involve the activation of 

efflux membrane pumps, such as ABC trans-

porters, to avoid the intracellular accumulation 

of toxic compounds (Schoonbeek et al.,  2001 ; 

Duffy et al.,  2003) . The fungus  G. graminis  var. 

 avenae  is able to infect oat plants because it pro-

duces avenacinase, an enzyme capable of detoxi-

fying avenacins, the oat saponins, by removing 
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14 the terminal d-glucose molecules from the sugar 

chains (Crombie et al.,  1986 ; Bowyer et al., 

 1995) . Furthermore, several studies found that 

fungi specifically impaired in their detoxifying 

capability lose or reduce their pathogenicity. 

Examples include mutants of  G. graminis  var. 

 avenae  which do not produce avenacinase 

(Bowyer et al.,  1995) ,  Septoria lycopersici  unable 

to detoxify the  a– tomatine (Martin-Hernandez 

et al.,  2000) , and  Nectria haematococca  incapa-

ble of detoxifying phytoalexin pisatin (Wasmann 

and VanEtten,  1996) . The pathogen capability of 

detoxifying host antimicrobial compounds may 

also determine the species-specificity of the 

plant-pathogen interaction, because several anti-

microbial natural products have a relatively wide 

spectrum of activity (Dixon,  2001) . On the host 

plant side, Papadopoulou et al.  (1999)  demon-

strate that  Avena strigosa  mutants defective for 

the production of the saponin avenacin A-1, are 

more susceptible to several fungal soilborne 

pathogens. Genetic approaches that manipulate, 

either by increasing or decreasing, the host pro-

duction of antimicrobial compounds (Dixon 

et al.,  1996) , may be very useful for supporting 

their role in plant defense. Several phytoalexin-

deficient mutants have been selected for 

 Arabidopsis thaliana , a plant which produces 

only one phytoalexin, the indole-derived 

camalexin (Tsuji et al.,  1992 ; Fig.  1 ). The results 

show that disease resistance to both bacterial 

( P. syringae ) and fungal ( Cochliobolus carbonum  

and  Peronospora parasitica ) pathogens depends 

on the amounts of camalexin produced, the path-

ogen involved (Glazebrook and Ausubel,  1994 ; 

Glazebrook et al.,  1997)  and the activation of 

other defense mechanisms as the pathogenesis-

related proteins. However, the difficulties in 

identifying the specific genes that need to be 

manipulated represent still a limitation to the 

diffusion of this approach (Slater et al.,  2003) . 

 In addition to antimicrobial compounds pro-

duced and transported within the plant, growing 

evidence demonstrates that plants also release 

antimicrobial compounds in the surrounding 

environment during seed and root exudation 

(Schenk et al.,  1991) . Bais et al.  (2005)  showed 

that  A. thaliana  root exudates contain a broad 

range of compounds with antimicrobial activity 

(e.g. butanoic,  trans -cinnamic,  o -coumaric, 

 p -coumaric, ferulic, vanillic and syringic acid, 

etc.) that confer resistance to several pathovars 

of the bacterium  P. syringae . The application of 

activated charcoal, which adsorbs selectively 

organic compounds, markedly increased  A. thal-

iana  disease symptoms and plant mortality. The 

constitutive production of antimicrobial com-

pounds was enhanced when the plant was chal-

lenged with microbes. Another study (Walker 

et al.,  2004)  showed that rosmarinic acid (Fig.  1 ) 

present in root exudates of sweet basil ( Ocimum 

basilicum ) has significant antimicrobial activity 

against free living cells of the pathogen  P. aeru-

ginosa , but not on cells aggregated in biofilm. 

This type of bacterial organization causes a 

strong resistance increase to antibiotic treat-

ments (Davey and O’Toole,  2000) . Plants can 

also produce chemicals that by negatively affect-

ing biofilm formation (see Par. 4.2), act as 

defence factors against pathogens (Prithiviraj 

et al.,  2005) . In addition to low-molecular weight 

compounds, plants can also release into the rizo-

sphere molecules such as cystein-rich peptides 

including defensins (Broekaert et al.,  1995) , 

proteins with proven antimicrobial activity such 

as ribosome-inactivating proteins (Park et al., 

 2002)  and other pathogen-related proteins such 

as  b -1,3-glucanase, chitinase and protease 

(Linthorst,  1991 ; Park et al.,  2002) . Turrini et al. 

 (2004)  transformed an aubergine plant ( Solanum 

melongena ) that releases into root exudates the 

antimicrobial defensin Dm-AMP1 with negative 

effects on the pathogens  V. albo-atrum . It must 

be pointed out that Dm-AMP1 had no effect on 

the beneficial AM  Glomus mosseae . 

 There is growing evidence that roots consist-

ently secrete compounds with broad antimicro-

bial activity (Bais et al.,  2005) . This seems to be 

in contradiction with the obvious proliferation 

of microbial populations in the rhizosphere fol-
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lowing the rhizodeposition of organic carbon 

(Jones et al.,  2004) . However, only a few micro-

bial species exhibit compatible interaction with 

plant roots, suggesting that rhizosphere compe-

tence is the net effect of the balance between 

stimulating and inhibitory chemicals released 

simultaneously in root exudates.  

  Plant Natural Compounds Involved in Quorum 

Sensing 

 Quorum sensing (QS) is a mechanism that allows 

bacteria to coordinate group activities by sensing 

their own population density. This mechanism is 

commonly based, for many gram-negative bacte-

ria, on acyl-homoserine lactone compounds that 

act as signals (Zhang and Dong,  2004 ; Williams, 

 2007) , although other signal molecules are known 

(Holden et al.,  1999 ; Chen et al.,  2002) . QS con-

trols many virulence factors such as the transfer of 

Ti plasmid in agrobacteria, motility, production of 

extracellular enzymes, antibiotics and toxins, 

capability of biofilm formation, and epiphytic fit-

ness (von Bodman et al., 2003). Consequently, 

great attention has been paid to searching for spe-

cific QS mimics as tools for the control of either 

human and plant pathogens or biofilm formation. 

 Increasing evidence indicates that plants pro-

duce and release metabolites named QS mimics 

because they interfere with bacteria signals. The 

marine algae  Delisea pulchra  produces halogen-

ated furanones that by binding to the receptors of 

acyl-homoserine lactones inhibit the expression 

of QS mediated genes (Manefield et al.,  1999) , 

thus preventing biofilm formation (Givskov et 

al.,  1996) . Following studies report that root exu-

dates of different higher plants such as pea, rice, 

tomato, soybean and  Medicago trunculata  are 

able to either inhibit or stimulate QS-regulated 

microbial functions (Teplitski et al.,  2000 ; Gao et 

al.,  2003) , although chemicals involved still 

escape identification. There is no evidence for 

plant-derived compounds capable of either inhib-

iting the synthesis or degrading bacterial QS sig-

nals, as observed for several bacteria species 

(Dong et al.,  2000 ; Leadbetter,  2001 ; Bauer and 

Mathesius,  2004) .   

  Conclusion  

 Plant growth and survival rely on the ability of 

roots to communicate with microbes  via  chemi-

cal compounds. In the last few years significant 

advances in understanding plant-microbe inter-

actions have been achieved. However, the pre-

vailing approach in these studies uses 

over-simplified systems in which only one or a 

few microbial species interact with the plant. The 

relevance of these results in real field conditions 

remains to be explored. In fact, a single gram of 

rhizospheric soil is inhabited by billions of 

microbes, and the application of molecular tools 

(Muyzer et al.,  1993 ; Rappé and Giovannoni, 

 2003)  demonstrates the enormous diversity and 

complexity of microbial communities. Over the 

root system of a single plant, a great diversity of 

both eukaryotes and prokaryotes coexist (Fig.  3 ), 

and all of these send and receive chemicals and 

other types of signals. In this context, future 

research will be oriented to identify and under-

stand how the myriads of signals are received, 

categorized and prioritized to produce plant and 

microbe responses. The contemporaneous pres-

ence of multiple, partially overlapping signals 

may suggest that both plants and microbes use 

and integrate different signals to perceive their 

surrounding environments. The study of van 

West et al.  (2002)  demonstrates how oomycete 

pathogens use and integrate chemical and electri-

cal signals to target host roots. In other cases, the 

same plant-derived chemical compounds repre-

sent a signal for a range of different microbes. 

For instance, the isoflavones daidzein and genis-

tein present in the root exudates of  Glycine soja  

are involved in the development of the mutualis-

tic relationship with  B. japonicum , but also attract 

the oomycete pathogen  P. sojae  (Morris et al., 
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14  1998) . Examples of similar “side effects”, where 

the plant chemical signal aimed to reach benefi-

cial microbes can also be used by deleterious 

microbes or parasitic weeds (Parniske,  2008) , are 

increasing. This indicates how important it is to 

study the chemical activity of natural compounds 

in a more realistic ecological context. Significant 

progresses in understanding the role of plant-

derived chemicals will be obtained by optimiz-

ing the trade-off between the need to control 

experiment factors and create realistic experi-

mental conditions. 

 A further fast moving research area is the 

exploitation of natural compounds for increasing 

plant resistance to microbial diseases. This goal 

has been addressed, for example, by engineering 

crop plants to produce novel antimicrobial com-

pounds (Dixon et al.,  1996 ; Dixon,  2001) . In fact, 

by constitutively expressing in  Medicago sativa  

plants the metabolic pathways for the production 

of the grapevine phytoalexin resveratrol (Hipskind 

and Paiva,  2000) , an enhanced resistance to the 

fungus  Phoma medicaginis  resulted. Similar 

results have been obtained by overexpressing the 

gene coding the isoflavone  O -methyltransferase 

for a more rapid accumulation of the isoflavone 

medicarpin (He and Dixon,  2000) . Shadle et al. 

 (2003)  obtained tobacco plants over-expressing 

l-phenylalanine ammonia-lyase and producing 

high levels of chlorogenic acid that showed 

increased resistance to the fungus  Cercospora 

nicotianae . These finding are promising, although 

additional studies are needed to overcome the dif-

ficulties of introducing a large number of coordi-

nated new genes in plants and the capability of 

pathogens to rapidly modify their detoxification 

systems (Dixon,  2001) .      
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       Role of Natural Products 
in Nature: Plant–Insect 
Interactions       

     Ruth   Gordon-Weeks    and    John A.   Pickett  

     Abstract   The chapter discusses the interactions 

of relatively low molecular weight and largely 

lipophilic secondary plant metabolites with insects 

and some other invertebrates. This includes com-

pounds stored within plant tissues that are toxic 

to insects by a range of mechanisms. It covers 

metabolites that are both constitutively produced 

and those that are induced in response to defence 

signalling stimuli including insect attack. Also 

included are volatile compounds released from 

plants that act as signals (semiochemicals) detected 

by herbivorous insects and those that interact with 

insects at higher trophic levels. Finally, plant to 

plant communication is described.    

  Metabolites with Toxic Modes of Action  

  General Properties of Plant Toxicants 

 The production of chemicals that are capable 

of deterring insect pests by toxic activity is an 

important survival strategy for plants. Structurally, 

such toxicants are usually compounds that are 

non-volatile, due to their molecular weight or 

hydrophilicity. If they accumulate in the tissue 

of healthy plants prior to insect attack, they 

are considered to be constitutive (Stamp,  2003 ; 

Wittstock and Gershenzon,  2002) . Alternatively, 

they may only be present, or present in much 

higher concentrations, after plants have encoun-

tered attack, or after exposure to natural plant or 

insect derived defence activators. In this case 

they are considered to be induced toxicants 

(Walling,  2000) . Induction provides economic 

advantage to the plant as metabolic energy has to 

be diverted from primary metabolism for toxin 

production. In addition, insect herbivores are less 

likely to develop resistance to induced defence 

products as they will be subjected to less exposure 

to them. However, the balance between these two 

strategies may depend on the likelihood of the 

plant coming under attack. Those that encounter 

more frequent colonisation by pests may be 

forced to rely more heavily on constitutive rather 

than induced defence, despite its greater energetic 

cost to the plant (McKey,  1979) . Also, defence 

metabolites are often restricted in their distribu-

tion, both spatially and temporally and plant organs 

associated with survival or reproduction tend to 

contain the highest concentrations of constitutive 

defence metabolites (Wittstock and Gershenzon, 

 2002) . They may be developmentally regulated, 

being present at highest concentrations when the 

plant is young and less able to protect itself 

against predators, or they may be concentrated 

around the region of contact with the invader. 
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15 Compounds may be stored in specialised subcel-

lular compartments from which they are released, 

or normally present in inactive forms, ensuring 

the most economically efficient means of maxi-

mum contact with the invader, whilst protecting 

the host from its own toxic substances (discussed 

in detail in the following section) (Koroleva et al., 

 2000 ; Hallahan,  2000 ; Grubb and Abel,  2006 ; 

Sicker et al.,  2000 ; Neal et al.,  1990) . 

 Plant defence may rely on strategies relating 

to high levels of apparency, as with trees, where 

weakly acting toxicants are present in high con-

centrations, as is the case with phenolic com-

pounds. Non-apparent defence, for example, in 

annuals, relies on highly active compounds that 

are present in low concentrations (Feeny,  1976) . 

Alkaloids, the largest and most diverse family 

of plant defence metabolites, are frequently 

involved in non-apparent defence (Schuler, 

 1996 ; De Luca and St Pierre,  2000 ; Steppuhn 

et al.,  2004 ; Velozo et al.,  1999) . These com-

pounds are present in many plant families, 

including cereals and solanaceous plants, most 

notably of the genus Nicotiana. 

 Insecticidal activities of plant metabolites 

can be demonstrated by their effect on insects 

when added to artificial diets (De Boer and 

Hanson,  1987 ; Broadway and Duffey,  1988 ; 

Snook et al.,  1997 ; Jassbi et al.,  2006) . However, 

comparative quantification between the toxicity 

of metabolites applied artificially and amounts 

measured in whole plant extracts are potentially 

misleading because of the lower intrinsic 

acceptability of artificial diets. Compounds 

within plants may have additional effects that 

deter insects indirectly, and these defence mech-

anisms are discussed later in this chapter (see 

Section “Higher Trophic Level Interactions”). 

 Plant toxicants may interact with specific 

molecular targets within the herbivore, includ-

ing proteins, such as enzymes (Feeny,  1976 ; 

Rhoades and Cates,  1976 ; Downs et al.,  2003) , 

structural proteins (Morimoto et al.,  2001) , ion-

channels and receptors (Wittstock et al., 

 1997 ;Wink,  2000) , and a toxicant may derive its 

potency by mimicking the structure of endog-

enous ligands or other plant compounds, such 

as amino acids (Wink,  2003) . Alkaloids derive 

their bioactivity from their ability to affect neu-

rotransmitter activity (Zenk and Juenger,  2007)  

and nicotine, for example, is a nicotinic acetyl-

choline receptor agonist (Itier and Bertrand, 

2001). Due to their bioactivity alkaloids have 

been developed for use as powerful drugs and 

halucegens. Non specific compounds may also 

disrupt biomembranes and thereby destroy the 

activity of ion channels or receptors, that reside 

within them (Osbourn,  1996) . The action of 

phenolics tends also to be non-specific and fre-

quently involves inactivation of a range of pro-

teins by the formation of hydrogen bonded 

complexes via their multiple hydroxyl groups 

(Bennet and Wallsgrove,  1994 ; Nickolson and 

Hammerschmidt,  1992) .  

  Storage and Release of Plant Toxicants 

 The potential advantages to the plant of storing 

toxicants in discreet compartments as inactive 

precursors have been described. In this section 

the biological properties, regulation and distri-

bution of some well characterised examples of 

such metabolites will be discussed. 

 A family of plant toxicants that clearly falls 

into this category are the cyanogenic glucosides 

(Fig.  1a ) (Bennet and Wallsgrove,  1994 ; Seigler, 

 1991) . These amino acid derived compounds 

are stored as glucosides within the vacuole and 

are present in representatives from all vascular 

plants orders. Although they are constitutively 

produced throughout the life of the plant, young 

or developing tissues (including seeds or nuts) 

contain the highest concentrations (Conn, 

 1981) . Cyanide is released when the glucoside 

is hydrolysed by a glucosidase (Seigler,  1998) , 

which, in addition to its role as a respiratory 

poison, may also have antifeedant activities. 
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Furthermore, consumption of cyanide produc-

ing compounds can be an advantage to certain 

herbivores (see Section “Sequestration of 

Toxins by Herbivores Against Predators”) as 

they defend insects from their own predators 

(Spencer,  1988) . The associated carbonyl com-

pounds have also been shown to be directly 

toxic to insects.  

 The glucosinolates are a diverse group of 

nitrogen and sulphur-containing defence com-

pounds, also derived from amino acids (Fig.  1b ). 

They are found primarily in species of the order 

Brassicales (for reviews, see Grubb and 

Abel,  2006 ; Fahey et al.,  2001 ; Halkier and 

Gershenzon,  2006)  and are thought to have 

evolved from the cyanogenic glycosides. They 

are also stored as inactive parent molecules in 

the vacuole and specialised cells (Koroleva et al., 

 2000) . They are derived from eight different 

amino acids, and in thale cress,  Arabidopsis 

thaliana , the most common precursors are 

methionine, tryptophan and phenylalanine. 

Biosynthesis involves three distinct stages: 

construction or elongation of side chains added 

to a primary protein amino acid (Textor et al., 

 2004) , core structure elaboration and secondary 

side chain modification (Grubb and Abel, 

 2006) . These stages, which have been largely 

confirmed by both biochemical and molecular 

genetic studies, are responsible for the diversity 

of this family of metabolites and more than 120 

different structural forms have been identified. 

In the healthy plant gene expression and reporter 

gene fusion analysis has indicated that the path-

way is expressed most highly in reproductive 

and young developing tissues and in sulphur 

rich cells in the immediate vicinity of the vascu-

lar tissues (Koroleva et al.,  2000) . Their biosyn-

thesis is up regulated by herbivory (Kim and 

Jander,  2007 ; Agrawal and Kurashige,  2003) , 
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  Fig. 1    The general structure of cyanogenic glucosides ( a ) and glucosinolates ( b ) structure. In ( b ), the 

R group is derived from amino acids and is highly variable. It may be aliphatic, aromatic or heterocyclic       
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15 or plant defence activators (Doughty et al., 

 1995)  and down regulated during sulphur deple-

tion (Bones and Rossiter,  1996) . 

 The toxicity derived from of the glucosi-

nolates is produced in response to cell damage 

when the glycosidic bond is hydrolysed, by spe-

cific  b -thioglucosidases termed myrosinases. 

These enzymes are contained within neighbour-

ing idioblasts or myrosin cells and they release 

unstable thiohydroximate-O-sulfate products 

(Grubb and Abel,  2006) . These products yield a 

range of biologically active isothiocyanates, 

thiocyanates, nitriles oxazolidine-2-thiones and 

epithioalkanes. Both glucosinolates and to a 

greater extent their catabolites, particularly the 

organic isothiocyanates, are toxic to insects but 

some specialist herbivores are able to detoxify 

them (Ratzka et al.,  2002)  (see Section “Seque-

stration of Toxins by Herbivores Against 

Predators”). Isothiocyanates have also been 

shown to attract specialist parasitoids when 

released from plants (Pope et al.,  2008)  (see 

Section on “Synomones”). 

 Another group of plant defence secondary 

metabolites are the hydroxamic acids or ben-

zoxazinones. These compounds are chiefly pro-

duced in cereals and they are involved in 

defence against a broad range of insect pests, 

pathogens and weeds. (Kluge et al.,  1997 ; 

Niemeyer,  1988 ; Wu et al.,  2001) . Their role in 

plant defence was first fully recognised in 1969 

when the correlation between susceptibility 

to the European corn borer,  Ostrinia nubilalis , 

and benzoxazinone concentration in maize, 

 Zea mays , plants was established (Klun and 

Robinson,  1969) . Similarly, a correlation 

between elevated tissue concentration in wheat, 

 Triticum aestivum , and reduced growth rate of a 

number of aphid species including the rose-

grain aphid,  Metopolophium dirhodum , the grain 

aphid,  Sitobion avenae  and the bird cherry 

oat aphid,  Rhopalosiphum padi  has been found 

(Argandona et al.,  1980 ; Thackaray et al.,  1990) . 

Their toxicity to aphids has been demonstrated 

in artificial diets (Argandona et al.,  1980) . 

The compounds contain a very reactive carbo-

nyl group that may enable them to interact with 

a range of molecular targets (Niemeyer et al., 

 1989 ; Friebe et al.,  1997) . 

 In cereals, the benzoxazinones accumulate in 

young seedlings throughout the plant tissues but 

decrease in concentration during the later stages of 

growth (Thackaray et al.,  1990) . They are also pro-

duced in other plant species (Sicker et al.,  2000)  

including dicots (Schullehner et al.,  2008) , and in 

some plants the concentration of the compounds 

remains high as the plant matures (Baumeler et al., 

 2000) . Like another family of plant defence com-

pounds, the avenacins, Fig.  2  (1), that are produced 

in oats,  Avena  spp. (Osbourn,  1996)  the genes in 

the benzoxazinone pathway are clustered together 

in a single genomic locus (Frey et al.,  1997 ; Gierl 

and Frey,  2001) . The most generally toxic of the 

compounds in  Z. mays  and hexaploid wheat is 

2,4-dihydroxy-7-methoxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one, 

Fig.  2  (2),whereas in some diploid wheat and rye, 

 Secale cereale , its non methoxylated precursor, 

2,4-dihydroxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one is the major 

component. These compounds are biosynthesised 

on the endoplasmic reticulum and stored in the 

vacuole as inactive glucosides (Sicker et al., 

 2000) . Upon tissue damage by the pest or patho-

gen the glucoside is released from the vacuole, 

although active release via a vacuolar membrane 

transporter may occur. In both foliar and root tissue 

cytoplasmic glucosidases then catabolise the glu-

coside to release the active compound (Esen,  1992 ; 

Sue et al.,  2006) . This process in roots may precede 

rapid release of the compounds into the rhizosphere 

where they deter soil borne pathogens.  

 Trichomes are glandular structures situated 

on regions of the plant surface, including the 

leaves, where the biosynthesis and storage of a 

range important secondary metabolites, includ-

ing terpenes, flavones and phenolics occurs 

(Bisio et al.,  1999 ; Combrinck et al.,  2007 ; 

Hallahan,  2000) . After insect attack, or in 

response to pant defence activators (see Section 

Regulation of Plant Toxicants by Natural 

Activators) these stored compounds are released 
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to protect the plant against herbivory (Jassbi et al., 

 2008 ; Schie et al.,  2007) . Cotton,  Gossypium  

spp., for example stores terpenoids in glands at 

the leaf surface and these are released when the 

glands are ruptured upon attack (Elzen et al., 

 1985 ; Loughrin et al.,  1994) .  
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15   Regulation of Plant Toxicants by Natural 

Activators 

 The vast majority of toxicants display some 

level of induction or increase in concentration 

after insect attack or exposure to phytohormones 

that act as disease resistance elicitors. Examples 

of toxicants that are increased in concentration 

due to release from non toxic precursors have 

already been described but accumulation of an 

active compound may also be due to an up regu-

lation of expression of biosynthetic genes. These 

changes are mediated by signalling compounds 

released from the insect or from the plant in 

response to the insect to enhance the defensive 

capacity of the attacked host. The major plant 

signalling compound or phytohormone (also 

generally classified as a plant secondary metab-

olite) that is believed to mediate plant response 

to chewing insects is jasmonic acid and its 

methyl ester, methyl jasmonate, Fig.  2 (3). The 

role of jasmonates in the induction of plant 

defence is well established (Creelman and 

Mullet,  1997) , and it has been the subject of 

much scientific interest (see reviews Leon et al., 

 2001 ; Farmer et al.,  2003 ; Wasternack,  2007) . 

However, not all major plant defence metabo-

lites increase upon jasmonate treatment 

(Keinänen et al.,  2001)  and other compounds, 

including abscisic acid (Peña-Cortés et al.,  1989)  

and ethylene (O’Donnell et al.,  1996)  are also 

released after insect attack and these compounds 

have been shown to act synergistically in insect 

defence (Leon et al.,  2001) . Conversely, insect 

induced ethylene production can block the jas-

monate response under some circumstances. In 

tobacco,  Nicotiana attenuate , leaves, for example, 

ethylene reduces the positive effect of jasmonic 

acid on the accumulation of nicotine (Winz and 

Baldwin,  2001) . 

 Although these phytohormones are released 

after mechanical wounding, the effects of her-

bivory are distinct, involving additional 

responses that can be triggered by chemical 

elicitors in insect oral secretions. These elicitors 

include fatty acid-amino acid conjugates, which 

themselves induce the production jasmonic acid 

and ethylene. 

 The most extensively studied of these is 

volicitin, Fig.  2  (4), an N-linolenoylamino acid 

conjugate isolated from regurgitate from the 

beet armyworm caterpillar,  Spodoptera exigua  

(Alborn et al.,  1997 ; Halitschke et al.,  2001) . 

This compound, and further related molecules 

have been shown to induce the release of 

volatiles, including terpenoids and indole, 

which may compete with the hydroxamic acid 

pathway, and their role in plant defence will 

be discussed later (see Section on “Negative 

Interactions”). Little is known about compounds 

in aphid saliva that are responsible for induction 

of plant defence, although a number of metabo-

lites toxic to aphids are induced by feeding 

(Ding et al.,  2000 ; Kim and Jander,  2007 ; 

Gianoli and Niemeyer,  1998 ; Velozo et al., 

 1999) , including alkaloids, hydroxamic acids 

and glucosinylates. Analysis of the proteome of 

saliva from the green peach aphid,  Myzus persi-

cae , has enabled a number of enzymes to be 

identified that may play a significant role in the 

induction of the defence response in the host 

plant (Harmel et al.,  2008) . Gene expression 

analysis suggests that in  A. thaliana  the plant’s 

response to aphids is different from its response 

to chewing insects (Walling,  2000 ; de Vos et al., 

 2007 ; Moran et al.,  2007) , and pathways regu-

lated by another phytohormone, salicylic acid, 

Fig.  2  (5), appear to be primarily involved. This 

is even more noticeable with the phloem feed-

ing nymph of the silverleaf white fly,  Bemisia 

argentifolii . It appears that this insect may either 

evade jasmonate-induced defences by avoiding 

the tissue damage that activates the response or it 

may introduce effectors that suppress jasmonate-

dependent defences (Zarate et al.,  2007) . 

However, there is evidence that jasmonate, eth-

ylene, abscisic acid and gibberellic acid also 

play significant role in aphid defence (Thompson 

and Goggin,  2006) . Moreover, it is generally 

accepted that although chewing insects that 
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cause wounding preferentially trigger jasmonate 

regulated responses and phloem-feeding insects 

and biotrophic pathogens trigger salicylate 

pathways there is considerable overlap, trade 

off and cross talk between the two signalling 

pathways (Bostock,  2005 ; Beckers and Spoel, 

 2006) .   

  Behaviourally and Developmentally 
Active Components  

  Host Recognition 

 Chemicals, known as semiochemicals, are com-

pounds produced by plants that play a pivotal 

role in their selection by insects as hosts due to 

their ability to exert behavioural or develop-

mental effects. They may be released into the 

atmosphere and used as cues by herbivorous 

insects to locate their hosts or they may be 

involved in the modulation of insect feeding. 

Alternatively, they may protect the plant by 

attracting insects that prey on or parasitize her-

bivorous pests.  

  Aerial Plant Attractants (Kairomones) 

and the Potentiation of Pheromones 

 The first stage in host recognition by herbivo-

rous insects is the perception of volatile semio-

chemicals released from the plant. Kairomones, 

are chemical substances produced and released 

by a living organism that benefit the receiver 

and disadvantage the emitting organism. Hence 

the definition applies to plant volatiles that are 

used by herbivores to locate their plant hosts. 

(Visser,  1988 ; Pickett et al.,  1998 ; Bengtsson 

et al., 2005). Insects are able to detect general 

plant volatiles but just as they possess neurones 

that enable them to taste individual plant 

compounds (see Section on “Contact Action 

Including Phagostimulants”), so they possess 

sensory neurons tuned to host volatile com-

pounds that enable them to recognise specific 

plant species. Using electroantenography and 

single olfactory neuron recordings coupled to 

gas chromatography it is possible to identify 

volatile compounds released by plants that are 

detected by insect olfactory neurons (Pickett, 

 1990) . The activity of these compounds can 

then be further tested in bioassays to confirm 

their behavioural role. A comprehensive list of 

the common volatiles released by plants and the 

range of different insect species that respond to 

them have been recently reviewed (Bruce et al., 

 2005) . 

 In some cases insect neurons are able to dis-

tinguish between different structural types of the 

same family of compounds, for example, selec-

tive detection of aromatic isothiocynates (Pickett 

et al.,  1998) . This phenomenon has now been 

found to extend to other insect plant systems, 

and several examples of this degree of selectivity 

are described in Pickett et al.  (1999) . However, 

there appears to be insufficient structural range 

in the compounds released by plants to enable 

insects to locate narrow taxonomic groups of 

plants. Coupled to this, insects possess neurons 

that detect a range of compounds present in the 

volatile emissions of many plants. It has been 

observed that olfactory cells that detect specific 

plant volatiles are paired with those that detect 

other identified plant volatiles. This has led to 

the hypothesis that insects can detect their hosts 

on the basis of the ratios of certain volatiles 

emitted, as opposed to specific compounds. It 

has now been demonstrated that blends of com-

pounds attract phytophagous insects (Bruce et al., 

 2005)  and if the ratios are changed, attraction 

fails to occur. In a recent study a mixture of com-

pounds ( a -terpene, Fig.  2  (6),  (E)- ocimene, (7), 

decanal, (8), nonanal, (9), geranylacetone, (10), 

benzyl alcohol, phenylacetaldehyde and methyl 

salicylate assembled in the same ratio as was 

released by tomato plants,  Lycopersicon esculen-

tum , attracted the tobacco hornworm,  Manduca 

sexta  (Fraser et al.,  2003) . However, although 
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15 the wheat midge,  Sitodiplosis mosellana , an oli-

gophagous insect, is attracted by the correct 

blend of  T. aestivum , volatiles, small changes in 

the relative composition removes the effect in 

wind tunnel bioassays (Birkett et al.,  2004) . 

 The ability of plant volatile emissions to 

affect insects’ responses to their own pherom-

ones (Dawson et al.,  1987) , in particular sex 

pheromones, has long been recognised (Blight 

et al.,  1984) . It is appropriate for insects to 

encounter their mates in the vicinity of their 

food source and if the attractivity of a pherom-

one is enhanced by interaction with a plant 

volatile the chance of encounters will be 

increased. There are now several examples of 

the synergistic affects of volatile plant second-

ary metabolites and insect sex pheromones 

(Landholt and Phillips,  1997 ; Sadek and 

Anderson,  2007) , but the effect also extends to 

the potentiation of aggregation or dispersal 

pheromones (Dawson et al.,  1987 ; Witzgall 

et al.,  2008) . These observation are being used 

to develop improved methods of control of pest 

populations. For example, serricornins, which 

are insect derived sex pheromones, more effec-

tive as traps for the beetles  Stegobium pan-

iceum  and  Lasioderma serricorne  when applied 

in the presence of dried red chilli,  Capsicum 

frutescens  L, volatiles, which enhanced the 

effect of the sex pheromone (Mahroof and 

Phillips,  2008) . 

 There is also evidence that insects are capa-

ble of sequestering plant compounds, including 

alkaloids, and using them both in defence and to 

attract members of the opposite sex. Male 

 Estigmene acrea  moths consume plant derived 

pyrollizidine alkaloids to produce a sex pherom-

one, hydroxydanaidal, Fig.  2  (11) (Jordan et al., 

 2005 ; Edgar et al.,  2007)  and certain beetles 

species also sequester plant compounds for 

similar purpose. Fruit flies,  Drosophila mela-

nogaster , utilise methyl eugenol, Fig.  3  (12), as 

a sexual attractant (Raghu and Clarke,  2003) , 

and euglossine bees collect plant compounds to 

use as aggregates (Lunau,  1992) . However, 

there remains controversy over the degree to 

which insects sequester compounds and to 

which they are synthesise  de novo  within their 

own tissues.   

  External Attraction Due to Stress Perception 

 Some insects have evolved to be attracted to 

volatiles released from stressed or dead plants 

taking advantage of the weakened defense 

mechanisms but sustained nutritional quality of 

the plant tissue (Ginzel and Hanks,  2005 ; Miller, 

 2006 ; Pureswaran et al.,  2004 ; Kalberer et al., 

 2001 ; Kendrick and Raffa,  2006) . The release 

of a combination of ethylene and  a -pinene, Fig. 

 3  (13), has been shown to attract longhorn bee-

tle,  Xylotrechus longitarsis , to its host 

(Morewood et al.,  2002) . Damage of a plant by 

conspecific or heterospecific insects also influ-

ences host-plant selection by herbivorous 

insects (Schindek and Hilker,  1996 ; Fernandez 

and Hilker,  2007) . The willow beetle,  Phratora 

vulgatissima , preferentailly selects willow, 

 S  alix  spp., plants in plantations (Peacock et al., 

 1999)  possibly due to the effect of plant cues 

induced by feeding and attractants released by 

the herbivores themselves. Artificiality dam-

aged plants attract herbivores, due to the release 

of increased amounts of green leaf volatiles 

(Peacock et al.,  2001 ; Karban and Baldwin, 

 1997)  which are a mixture of volatiles biosyn-

thesised from 18 carbon fatty acid precursors. 

They include ( E )-2-hexenal, Fig.  3  (14), ( Z )-3-

hexenal, (15), hexanal, ( Z )-3-hexenol and hex-

anol, (16), (Hatanaka,  1993)  and the ratio of 

these components may play a role in host–plant 

selection (Bruce et al.,  2005) .  

  Contact Action Including Phagostimulants 

 Compounds that elicit feeding by insects via 

sensory rather than nutritional mechanisms fall 

into this category. Phagostimulants are detected 
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by contact gustatory receptors on sensory neu-

rones (Chapman,  2003)  that detect chemicals in 

solution and airborne molecules (rarely suffi-

ciently concentrated to produce a response). 

The process is termed “gustation” or “contact 

chemoreception” as opposed to taste (Wieczorek 

and Koppl,  1978) . 

 Presumably, the purpose of phagostimula-

tion is to facilitate the recognition of food by the 

insect and to enable it to acquire sufficient nouri-

shment. Insects detect amino acids (Simpson 

et al.,  1990)  and sugars (Schoonhoven and van 

Loon,  2002 ; Glendinning et al.,  2000)  but their 

response may be modulated by the presence of 
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15 other metabolites (Endo et al.,  2004) . However, 

it does not appear that essential amino acids 

have a greater phagostimulatory effect than 

those that are nonessential. 

 Non dietary metabolites that can act as 

phagostimulants include glucosinolates, which 

have already described here as toxic to many 

insect species. However, these compounds ena-

ble certain specialist feeders that possess gusta-

tory neurons sensitive to them to locate their 

host plants (Blight et al.,  1989)  and to feed 

without competition. However, the interactions 

between insect herbivores and glucosinolates 

can be complex (Li et al.,  2000 ; Lambrix et al., 

 2001) . Certain flavonoids can act as stimulants 

or repellents, dependent on the plant or insect 

species, with some having a dual role (Matsuda, 

 1978) . Feeding choice appears to depend on 

small differences in chemical structure 

(Onyilagha et al.,  2004)  and glycosides, includ-

ing those of indole and flavonol, may also func-

tion as probing stimulants (Kim et al.,  1985 ; 

Adjei-Afriyie et al.,  2000 ; Takemura et al., 

 2002) . 

 Other non dietary compounds have been 

implicated to have a role in specific host recog-

nition through detection by gustatory neurons 

(Schoonhoven and van Loon,  2002 ; van 

Drongelen,  1979 ; Rees,  1969 ; Montgomery and 

Arn,  1972) , although, given the degree of host 

recognition cues required to explain the attrac-

tion of insects to a specific host, the number of 

gustatory cells identified that can recognise host 

chemicals remains insufficient.  

  Rhizosphere Interactions Including Nematode 

Location of Roots 

 Many cyst nematode species have been shown 

to move towards roots by orientation along con-

centration gradients of root exudates to which 

they are attracted, and root diffusates have been 

shown to contain factors that induce phagos-

timulation (Rolfe et al., 2000), movement or 

hatching of nematode egg cysts (Devine and 

Jones,  2000 ; Devine and Jones,  2003) . 

 Compounds involved in such long distance 

attraction must be sufficiently stable to enable 

them to build up concentration gradients within 

the soil (Perry,  2005) . They would also be expected 

to be hydrophilic, to facilitate movement through 

aqueous soil media, in contrast to the air borne 

hydrophobicvolatile compounds that attract 

insects. However, there is some evidence that vol-

atile compounds may also play an important role 

in nematode host localisation (Robinson,  2002) .  Z. 

mays , seedlings release the volatile sesquiterpene 

( E )-caryophyllene, Fig.  3  (17), into the soil from 

their roots in response to feeding by the root-

attacking herbivore, the western corn root worm, 

 Diabrotica virgifera virgifera . This compounds 

attracts the entomopathogenic nematode, 

 Heterorhabditis megidis  that feeds on the herbiv-

ore.  Z. mays  varieties that produce ( E )-

caryophyllene show reduced infestation by the 

herbivore in field trials (Rasmann et al.,  2005; 

Gershenzon et al., 2005) . Testing of the effect of 

selected monoterpenoids and alkaloids found in 

roots on chemotaxis, motility, viability and hatch 

of nematodes with contrasting life styles shows 

that nematodes respond differently to the individ-

ual compounds. Phenolics and flavonols repel to 

some species and ferulic acid strongly inhibits 

motility (Wuyts et al.,  2006) . A hydrophobic fruc-

tose related compound, that attracts the beet cyst 

nematode  Heterodera schachtii  has been purified 

from white mustard seed,  Sinapis alba , roots 

(Rühm et al.,  2003) . 

 There is evidence that phytohormones, in par-

ticular auxin, may influence nematode invasion 

of their host and facilitate establishment of feed-

ing sites (Curtis,  2007) . These phytohormones 

may exert their affect by inducing changes in the 

nematode cuticle (Akhkha et al.,  2002) , causing 

alterations in water uptake and cell signalling. 

Dopamine and salicylic acid have also been 

shown to attract nematodes (Wuyts et al.,  2006) . 

 Solanoeclepin A, Fig.  3  (18), is a complex 

compound derived from a triterpenoid steroid 
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structure with nine chemical steriocentres. The 

compound is released from roots of young 

potato,  Solanum tuberosum . Biological activity 

tests demonstrate that synthetic derivatives of 

the compound induce premature hatching of 

potato cyst nematode,  Globodera pallida , juve-

niles and therefore may have the potential to be 

used as an environmentally compatible strategy 

for pest control (Netherlands Organization For 

Scientific Research,  2001) .  

  Non-host Avoidance and Stress 

Perception in Hosts 

 Initial detection by insects and other inverte-

brates of unsuitable hosts can involve the percep-

tion of deterrent volatile compounds released 

from their leaves. Such emissions benefit the sur-

vival of the emitter and are hence known as allo-

mones. The second stage of non host avoidance 

involves the encountering of unfavourable sec-

ondary defence metabolites within plant tissues.  

  Negative Interactions (e.g. Allomones) 

 Initially it was assumed that plant derived vola-

tiles acted only as insect attractants but now it is 

clear that they can also have a repellent effect 

(Pickett et al.,  1999)  due to stimulation of spe-

cific neurones that detect non-host semiochemi-

cals (Hori,  1996 ; Hori and Kamatsu,  1997 ; 

Guerrero et al.,  1997) . Highly specific neurones 

for isothiocyanates that act as repellents have 

been found in insects for which brassica are 

non-hosts, for example, the damson-hop aphid, 

 Phorodon humuli , and the black bean aphid, 

 Aphis fabae  (Nottingham et al.,  1991) .  A. fabae  

olfactory neurones respond to the repellent 

compound (1 R ,5 S )-myrtenal, Fig.  3  (19), released 

from the nonhost herb savory,  Satureja montana  

(Hardie et al.,  1994) . 

 Where an insect requires more than one host 

to complete its life cycle, its migration from one 

host to another may be orchestrated by the 

release of repellent volatiles from the primary 

host (Pickett and Glinwood,  2007) . In aphid 

species these alterations in host preference 

may be accompanied by changes in winged or 

wingless forms that may differ in their response 

to certain plant semiochemicals. The spring 

migrant of  R. padi , is repelled by volatiles from 

its winter host, the bird-cherry,  Prunus padus , 

and here methyl salicylate may be the active 

component. The winter host for  A. fabae , the 

spindle tree,  Euonymus europeaus , repels the 

insect species in the spring, but attracts it in the 

autumn for the sexual colonization stage 

(Pettersson et al.,  1994) . The life cycle of the 

lettuce aphid,  Nasonovia ribis-nigri , has led to 

the identification of a further deterrent com-

pound,  cis -jasmone, Fig.  3  (20). In spring the 

aphid is repelled by its winter host, the black 

currant,  Ribes nigrum , when the volatiles 

released from the plant contain high concentra-

tions of the compound. Although  cis -jasmone is 

a metabolite of methyl jasmonate, it stimulates 

a specific olfactory neurone and is also repellent 

to other aphid species (Birkett et al.,  2000) . There 

is also evidence that  cis -jasmone can act as an 

inducer of plant defence and when applied to  T. 

aestivum  plants it causes an increase in the con-

centration phenolic and hydroxamic acids 

(Moraes et al.,  2008) . 

 Stressed or herbivore attacked plants have 

altered volatile emission profiles and they may 

then be perceived as non hosts by approaching 

insects that would normally colonise them 

(Pickett et al.,  2003) . This includes the emission 

of green leaf volatiles, the first stage of the plants 

response to herbivory (Turlings et al.,  1995) , fre-

quently followed by the production of terpenoids 

(Takabayashi and Dicke,  1996 ; Halitschke et al., 

 2001) , including monoterpenes (( E )- ocimene) 

and sesqueterpenes ((-)-germacrene D), Fig.  3  

(21). The plant’s response is partly dependent on 

the nature of the herbivore and although interac-

tions between plants and chewing insects are 

well documented (Karban and Baldwin,  1997 ; 
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15 Walling,  2000) , less is known about plant 

responses to sucking or piercing insects 

(Du et al.,  1998 ; Williams III et al.,  2005)  (see 

Section on “Regulation of Plant Toxicants by 

Natural Activators”). A recent study of the inter-

actions between different types of herbivorous 

insects and plant defence volatiles showed that 

tobacco,  Nicotiana tabacum , releases terpenoids 

and nicotine after caterpillar regurgitate treat-

ment. Colonisation by western flower thrips, 

 Frankliniella occidentalis , was reduced on the 

regurgitate treated plants, possibly due to the 

production of nicotine (Delphia et al.,  2007) . 

 The aphid alarm pheromone, ( E)-  b -

farnesene, Fig.  3  (22), is released from aphids in 

response to predator attack, but it is also pro-

duced by some plants in response to herbivory, 

although its effect may be masked by other vol-

atile emissions. The wild potato,  Solanum ber-

thaultii , releases sufficiently high and pure 

levels of the compound from the trichomes to 

induce avoidance behaviour in  M. persicae  

(Gibson and Pickett,  1983) . Transgenic  A. thal-

iana  plants, expressing an ( E)-  b -farnesene syn-

thase gene are also unattractive to these aphids 

(Beale et al.,  2006) . Transformation of  A. thal-

iana  plants with a dual linalool/nerolidol syn-

thase produced plants constitutively containing 

40- to 60-fold higher levels of linalool, Fig.  3  

(23), and its glycosylated and hydroxylated 

derivatives and lower levels of nerolidol, Fig.  4  

(24). The high expressing transgenic plant sig-

nificantly repelled  M. persicae  in dual-choice 

assays (Aharoni et al.,  2003) .   

  Contact Action Including Antifeedants 

 Antifeedants, as the converse of phagostimu-

lants, stimulate deterrent neurones within the 

insect taste receptor system (Chapman,  2003)  

and some compounds possess both activities 

(Onyilagha et al.,  2004  and references therein). 

Plant tissues contain both stimulatory and deter-

rent compounds and insects select their hosts on 

the basis of the balance between the two, with 

the deterrent molecules carrying the most 

weight. (Chapman,  2003) . 

 Metabolites present in the phloem of conifer-

ous trees (Scots pine,  Pinus sylvestris , and 

Norway spruce,  Picea abies ,) can affect the 

feeding behaviour of the conifer bark beetle,  Ips 

typographus  (Faccoli et al.,  2005) . This has been 

attributed to phenolic compounds and host plant 

phenolics, including catchetin, Fig.  4  (25), taxi-

folin, (26), and resveratrol, (27), have been com-

pared to a nonhost compound,  E -conophthonin, 

Fig.  4  (28), in  in vitro  feeding experiments. The 

antifeedant effects of the phenolics was greater 

in males than in females and the nonhost com-

pound had the greatest antifeedant properties. 

The authors suggest that females may have 

developed resistance to the antifeedants by 

extended feeding on resistant trees at a stage 

where the tree’s hypersensitive response, and 

hence antifeedant production, is most active. 

Males, on the other hand, are more sensitive. 

This may be because, as the pioneers, they have 

to select the suitable host for colonisation and 

are therefore more sensitive to repellents. In 

addition, they spend less time feeding on living 

trees gaining less opportunity to develop resist-

ance than females (Faccoli and Schlyter,  2007) . 

 The bean aphid,  Megoura crassicauda , 

discriminates between its host,  Vicia faba , 

and a non-host, the vetch,  Vicia hirsute , by 

tasting specific chemicals during stylet 

penetration. ( E )-2-methyl-2-butene-1,4-diol 

4- O - b -D-glucopyranoside, Fig.  4  (29), in the 

vetch plant is responsible for the observed 

non-host avoidance by the aphid, and it is 

present in sufficiently high concentrations to 

overcome the effect of feeding stimulants (Ohta 

et al.,  2006) . Some terpenoids have been shown 

to be detected by and to deter insects. Using an 

 in vitro  assay system, Omar et al.  (2007)  have 

identified five terpenoid compounds from the 

bark of a tropical plant,  Lansium domesticum , 

that act as antifeedants against the rice weevil, 

 Sitophilus oryzae , at very low concentrations.   
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  Fig. 4    Chemical structures of compounds 24–32       

  Higher Trophic Level Interactions  

  Sequestration of Toxins by Herbivores Against 

Predators 

 Some herbivorous insects consume and sequester 

plant toxins within their tissues to provide 

protection from predators, either instead of, or 

in addition to, their own defence mechanisms 

(Pickett et al.,  1999 ; Macias et al.,  2007) . This 

sophisticated strategy frequently leads to highly 

species specific interactions between host plant 

and sequestering herbivore. A considerable 

degree of co-evolutionary development can 

occur, rendering this phenomenon ideal for the 

study of the processes underlying natural selec-

tion. Pioneering work by Miriam Rothschild 
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15  (1972)  has led to significant discoveries in more 

recent years, and it is clear that the sequestra-

tion of toxins has been effectively exploited by 

Lepidoptera and is often associated with apose-

matic coloration. This can lead to learnt avoid-

ance behaviour by predators or mimicry by 

other herbivores (Brower,  1969) . The chemical 

structures of the compounds sequestered by 

moth and butterfly species is posted on the 

Annual reviews of Entomology web site (  www.

annualreviews.org    ) and a review (Nishida, 

 2002)  provides a comprehensive description of 

many of the intriguing ways that these insects 

make use of plant compounds to enhance their 

survival and reproductive capacity. 

 Some pyrrolizidine alkaloids stored for 

defence (Bernays et al.,  1977) , are used to bio-

synthesise hormones (Nishida et al.,  1996) , or are 

converted to other toxic substances (Brown, 

 1984) . The monarch butterfly,  Danaus piexip-

pus , exploits cardiac glycosides for defence 

against vertebrate predators (Roeske et al.,  1975)  

and glucosinolates are also favoured by some 

insects for this type of defence (Aliabadi et al., 

 2002 ; Aplin et al.,  1975 ; Müller et al.,  2001) . 

 The production of substances that attract 

herbivores is not of obvious evolutionary bene-

fit to plants. Nonetheless, it is clear that there is 

a complex interplay between the insects and 

their hosts and plant induced defence can be 

converted into a benefit for specialist herbiv-

ores by a process of adaptation to toxins that 

were originally defensive.  

  Induced Stress Volatiles for Increased 

Predation and Parasitism (Synomones) 

 Synomones are semiochemicals that benefit 

both the emitting and receiving organism. It has 

been recognised for some time that many plants 

release volatiles in response to herbivore attack 

that are capable of attracting insect predators, or 

parasitoids (parasitic insects that kill their hosts) 

and this process represents an efficient form of 

indirect defence for the host plant (Du et al., 

 1996 ; Dicke et al.,  2003 ; Turlings and Wäckers, 

 2004) . Wind tunnel bioassays that demonstrate 

that  A. ervi , is equally deterred by  V. faba  

plants infested by the pea aphid herbivore, 

 Acyrthosiphon pisum , as by those that have 

been infested but have had the aphids removed, 

demonstrate existence of emissions that func-

tion in this way (Du et al.,  1996) . Many plants 

exploit this form of indirect defence, including 

legumes, brassicas and a range of cereal species 

(Dicke et al.,  1998 ; Takabayashi and Dicke, 

 1996 ; Heil,  2008) . Several species of spiders, 

caterpillars and aphids have been shown to 

induce their host plants to attract their predators 

or parasitoids (Turlings et al.,  1995 ; Pickett and 

Glinwood,  2007 ; De Moraes et al.,  1998) . 

 Green leaf volatiles and terpenoids are 

released from healthy and mechanically dam-

aged plants (Mattiacci et al.,  1994 ; Shiojiri 

et al.,  2001)  but their emissions increase upon 

herbivory and these compounds are one of 

the herbivore-induced synomones that attract 

carnivores (Takabayashi and Dicke,  1996 ; 

Takabayashi et al.,  1994) . An intriguing aspect 

of this tritrophic phenomenon is that the preda-

tory insects can identify the precise nature of 

the herbivore feeding upon the same host. 

Female  A. ervi  are more attracted to  V. faba  

plants previously infested with host than non 

host aphids (Du et al.,  1996) .  Cardiochiles nig-

riceps , a parasitic wasp, can distinguish  N. tab-

acum , cotton,  Gossypium  spp, and  Z. mays  

plants infestated by its host aphid,  Heliothis 

virescens , from plants infested by the closely 

related non-host aphid,  Helicoverpa zea . (De 

Moraes et al.,  1998) . The diamond back moth, 

 Cotesia plutellae , discriminates between cab-

bage plants,  Brassica oleracea , infested with 

 Plutella xylostella  (host) and plants infested 

with  Pieris rapae  (nonhost) aphids (Shiojiri 

et al.,  2000) . Analysis of the volatiles released 

showed both qualitative and quantitative differ-

ences in the compounds produced in response 

to the two aphids (Agelopoulos and Keller, 
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 1994 ; Shiojiri et al.,  2001) . Compounds released 

from these plants in differing amounts included 

( Z )-3-hexen-1-ol, linalool,  cis -jasmone, humu-

lene, ( E , E )- a -farnesene, ( E )-ocimene and ( E )-

caryophyllene. Similar compounds, but in 

different ratios, are released by apple plants, 

 Malus  spp, infested by two different spider 

mites,  Panonychus ulmi  and  Tetranychus urticae  

(Takabayashi and Dicke,  1996)  enabling the 

predatory mite,  Phytoseiulus persimilis , to dis-

tinguish between the two species.  V. faba , plants 

produce higher levels of similar compounds in 

response to the aphid host of  A. ervi  than its non 

host, but one compound, 6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one, 

Fig.  4  (30), appears to have a particularly 

profound effect on the wasp’s behavior (Guerrieri 

et al.,  1999 ; Pickett and Glinwood,  2007)  

 The release of volatiles from plant leaves that 

attract third trophic level insects can be systemic 

(Dicke et al.,  1990) . The upper leaves of  V. faba  

plants infested with  A. pisum , become attractive 

to the parasitoid,  A. ervi , at least 2 days later than 

infested leaves (Guerrieri et al.,  1999 ; Pickett 

and Glinwood,  2007) . This suggests that a 

mobile signal, possibly transported through the 

vascular system is responsible although more 

rapid volatile signalling may also occur (See 

Fig.  5  and the following section). 

 The production by phylogenetically diverse 

plant species and the exploitation by parasitoids 

attraction of

predators

attraction of

parasitoids

vascular

signal
avoidance by

herbivores

volatile

signal

toxins

volatiles

sequestration

of plant 

metabolites
priming for 

resistance

  Fig. 5    A diagrammatical representation of the above ground interactions between plants and insects. 

Feeding by both sucking and chewing insects induces the accumulation of compounds, including those that 

are directly toxic (basal leaf, orange stars), to defend themselves against the herbivorous insects. The 

release of volatile emissions is also induced and these cause approaching herbivores to avoid the plant 

( grey arrows ) but attract parasitoids and predators ( green arrows ). Volatile emissions also prime neigh-

bouring parts of the plant (upper leaf) for resistance so that when these leaves are challenged herbivores 

they respond more rapidly to attack. Signals are released into the plants vascular system from insect infested 

leave that induce the production of defence compounds, including volatiles, from neighbouring, uninfected 

leaves ( red arrows ). However, some insects consume these compounds and store them within their tissues 

to deter their own predators (second leaf)       
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15 of highly specific chemical signals, keyed to 

individual herbivore species, indicate that the 

interaction between plants and the natural 

enemies of the herbivores that attack them is a 

highly sophisticated process.    

  Plant: Plant Interactions  

  Induction of Direct and Indirect Defence 

(Parasitoid or Predator Attraction) by External 

Signals, Both Aerially and Through 

the Rhizosphere 

 In addition to their role in defence against her-

bivores, both directly and involving the third 

trophic level, it has been believed for some time 

that plant derived volatiles released upon her-

bivore attack can induce insect resistance in 

neighbouring plants (Baldwin and Schultz, 

 1983 ; Karban and Baldwin,  1997 ; Tscharntke 

et al.,  2001) . In view of the fact that volatile 

compounds released from herbivore attacked 

plants include recognised plant defence signal-

ling compounds, such as methyl jasmonate, 

methyl salicylate, and ethylene (Farmer,  2001) , 

this is perhaps unsurprising. The rapid release 

of herbivory induced green leaf volatiles can 

also affect the expression of genes involved in 

defence pathways in neighbouring plants and 

can alter their secondary metabolite profiles 

including the induction of the release of terpe-

noids (Bate and Rothstein,  1998 ; Arimura et al., 

 2002 ; Farag and Pare,  2002 ; Ruther and Kleier, 

 2005) . These effects can be between plants of 

the same or different species (Karban et al., 

 2003)  and can involve both deterrence of feed-

ing by herbivores and attraction of their preda-

tors or parasitoids (see Fig.  5 ). 

 The concept has been received with some 

scepticism as on occasions the observed effect 

has required unrealistically high levels of com-

pounds, which are often synthetic or purified 

rather than applied in the ratios released from the 

plant. Frequently, methods have tested effects in 

sealed containers (bell jars) which may cause a 

depletion of CO 
2
  resulting in non-specific stress 

responses. The responses in the receiver plants 

are consider too weak to be of any physiological 

significance, sufficient replication or reproduci-

bility is often lacking and evidence of the robust-

ness of the phenomenon under field conditions is 

limited. Furthermore, receiver plants located 

more than 20 cm away from the emitter plant 

cease to respond (Karban et al.,  2003) . The rela-

tive merits and short comings of the experimen-

tal approaches and the conclusions drawn from 

them have been the subject of a comprehensive 

review (Dicke and Bruin,  2001) . 

 The phenomenon continues to be the focus 

of scientific interest (Baldwin et al.,  2006)  and 

has involved the study of a wide range of plant/

insect systems. Recent investigations have 

included analysis of the relationship between 

the release of converted exogenously applied 

volatiles (green leaf volatiles) and their  de novo  

biosynthesis by the receiving plant (Yan and 

Wang,  2006)  and synergistic effects (Ruther and 

Kleier,  2005) . Transgenic approaches are also 

now being applied (Paschold et al.,  2006)  and 

this has revealed that green leaf volatiles or  cis -

alpha-bergamotene, Fig.  4  (31), may suppress 

induced defence in neighbouring plants under 

certain circumstances. 

 Communication between damaged and healthy 

plants can also take place below ground, lead-

ing to affects on above ground herbivory 

and parasitoid attraction in neighbouring 

plants.  V. faba , and lima bean,  Phaseolus lunatus , 

plants exposed to root exudates from plants 

damaged by  A. pisum , or  T. urticae , were more 

attractive to carnivorous enemies of the herbiv-

ores (Dicke and Dijkman,  2001 ; Guerrieri et al., 

 2002) . Also, root exudates from  V. faba  plants 

infested by  A. pisum , cause intact neighbouring 

plants to become more attractive to parasitoids 

(Chamberlain et al.,  2002) . Plant-plant com-

munication affecting herbivore resistance has 

also been demonstrated between healthy 

plants. Barley,  Hordeum vulgare  ,  culti-

vars experience less aphid settling when 
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exposed to volatiles from other barley cultivars 

(Pettersson et al.,  1999) . Root exudate collected 

from couch grass,  Elytrigia repens , a pernicious 

weed known to release a number of biologically 

active compounds from its roots (see references 

in Glinwood et al.,  2003)  induces resistance 

to  R. padi  when added to  H. vulgare , roots. 

The most active ingredient in the exudate was 

found to be 6-hydroxy-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro- b -

carboline-3-carboxylic acid, Fig.  4  (32). Root 

colonisation of  Z. mays , plants by the parasitic 

weed,  Striga hermatothica , reduces susceptibil-

ity of the maize plant to infestation by the stem 

borer,  Chilo partellus  (Khan et al.,  2007) . 

 Because neighbouring plants compete for 

resources, it is not clear how the emitting plant 

can benefit from this form of plant-plant com-

munication. Possibly, the volatile signals are 

really intended for other leaves on the same 

plant, rather than leaves on neighbouring plants. 

The transmission of an air borne signal would 

be faster than one transmitted through the 

plant’s vascular system and the latter route 

would be too slow to provide a defence response 

in time to protect adjacent leaves effectively 

from attack by chewing insects (Heil and Ton, 

 2008) . Further more, if the release of volatiles 

by damaged leaves was intended for leaves of 

the same plant, this would address the anomaly 

that the plant to plant effects require the plants 

to be very close (Karban et al.,  2003) . Leaves of 

hybrid poplar,  Populus deltoides  ×  nigra , dam-

aged by the gypsy moth,  Lymantria dispar , lar-

vae have been shown to release volatiles that 

enhance defense against the larvae in neigh-

bouring leaves. This has confirmed that dam-

aged leaves can transmit resistance to leaves of 

the same plant (Frost et al.,  2007) .  

  Priming Effects 

 The benefits to the plant of inducible as opposed 

to constitutive defence have already been 

discussed in this chapter with respect to conser-

vation of the plant’s energy resources and the 

reduction of the likelihood of the development 

of resistance within the insect population. The 

ability of damaged or herbivore infested plants 

to induce direct or indirect defence in neigh-

bouring plants has been described above. 

However, a further novel aspect of plant defence 

involves the ability of plants that have received 

prior exposure to certain signals to respond more 

rapidly to a subsequent encounter by a insect 

pest (Conrath et al.,  2006) . The existence of this 

phenomenon, known as “priming”, would indi-

cate that plants have the capacity for memory, 

better described as “stress imprinting” as the lat-

ter definition would not imply that plants are 

cognisant (Bruce et al.,  2007) . The advantage to 

the plant of such a mechanism would be obvious 

as resources would not be expended but the plant 

would be on guard to respond more effectively. 

The initial priming event would be related to the 

subsequent attacking agent as it would be vola-

tile blends released from damaged plants that 

would indicate a likelihood of damage in the 

near future to the receiving plant by a pest known 

to be in the vicinity. 

 Definitive evidence for the existence of such 

defence mechanisms in plants was first provided 

by Engelberth et al.  (2004) . These authors 

observed that the effects of green leaf volatiles 

on the defence responses of neighbouring plants 

are weaker, more transient and involve the 

induction of a limited selection of defence genes 

in the receiving plant compared to direct expo-

sure to methyl jasmonate or herbivory. However, 

they demonstrate that  Z. mays  seedlings treated 

with green leaf volatiles respond both more 

rapidly and more strongly to a subsequent chal-

lenge by mechanical damage or induction with 

 S. exigua , regurgitant. This enhanced response 

involves production of increased amounts of jas-

monic acid and volatile sesquiterpenes. By stud-

ying the effects on gene expression, volatile 

emission and insect behaviour Ton et al.  (2007)  

have also shown that green leaf volatiles released 

from the Mediterranean brocade caterpillar, 

 Spodoptera littoralis , infested plants prime 

neighbouring plants for defence against the same 
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15 insects. The volatile emissions induced faster 

and greater enhancement of expression of sev-

eral defence genes on caterpillar attack, but did 

not induce the gene expression directly. The 

volatile profile was enhanced, caterpillar growth 

negatively effected and there were positive 

effects on the third trophic level. Priming has 

also been demonstrated with other plant species, 

for example volatile compounds released from 

detached sagebrush,  Artemisia tridentate , leaves 

increase the defence response of  N. tobacum  

plants to  M. sexta  attack (Kessler et al.,  2006) . 

The within plants effects described above in 

poplar are also described as priming, and here 

the advantage to the plant of the speed of the 

transmission of the wound signal are self evident 

(Frost et al.,  2007 ; Heil and Ton,  2008) . 

 The underlying mechanisms responsible for 

priming are currently speculative but are the focus 

of much scientific investigation. It has been sug-

gested that signalling metabolites or transcription 

factors may be increased upon exposure to the 

priming agent. Potentially this could represent the 

increased accumulation of an inactive precursor 

(glycoside for example) that could be converted 

to an active defence compound more rapidly than 

the production of the defence compound by  de 

novo  biosynthesis. Epigenetic modifications 

could also occur, such that after priming a genetic 

change is instigated that enables the transcrip-

tional events involved in defence to proceed more 

rapidly upon induction (Bruce et al.,  2007) .   

  Conclusions  

 The interactions between plants and insects are 

highly complex and are subject to continuing 

co-evolutionary changes and developments 

(Wheat et al.,  2007) . Plants have successfully 

exploited the wide range of natural secondary 

metabolites that they produce to defend them-

selves against insects. Although these strategies 

include the accumulation or release of com-

pounds that are directly toxic or repellent to 

herbivores, there are also many examples of the 

ability of plants to further enhance their defen-

sive capacity by the attraction of natural ene-

mies of herbivorous insects. In turn, however, 

pest populations have managed to circumvent, 

or even benefit from, many plant defence prod-

ucts by detoxification or sequestration, enabling 

some specialist feeders to develop their own 

independent ecological niche. 

 The important challenge for the future is to 

establish to what extent these interactions can 

be extended or manipulated to develop envi-

ronmentally compatible pest control. This 

could involve either traditional breeding or 

genetic engineering to introduce defence 

enhancing traits into plants. Such traits could 

include spatially advantageous enhanced con-

stitutive or induced expression of defence com-

pounds or more rapid, sensitive priming 

responses. At this stage field studies to test the 

feasibility of such approaches are at prelimi-

nary stages but there is clear evidence that plant 

released compounds can influence pest behaviour 

in natural situations (De Moraes et al.,  1998 ; 

Rasmann et al.,  2005 ; Steppuhn et al.,  2004 ; 

Thaler,  1999) . Fast through-put molecular tech-

niques, genome mapping and both plant and 

insect whole genome sequence information are 

now becoming available. It can be anticipated 

that with the application of these technologies 

the regulatory mechanisms underlying plant 

defence responses will be unraveled enabling 

progress towards this goal to be achieved. 

However, it remains to be established whether 

the pressures of co-evolution leading to pest 

resistance can be overcome.      
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       Oligosaccharide Signalling 
Molecules       

     Robert A.   Field   

    Abstract   The signalling potential of plant car-

bohydrates had largely been overlooked until 

the last 2 decades. Whether trehalose- and 

sucrose-derived compounds, or oligosaccha-

rides emanating from cell wall fragmentation, 

carbohydrate signals are thought to play key 

roles in plant growth and development at one 

level, and in activating plant defences against 

microbial infection at another. However, the 

literature is less than definitive, in many cases, 

about how  in vitro  observations correlate, or not, 

with true  in vivo  function. Nonetheless, a better 

understanding of the developmental regulation, 

allelopathic and defence-inducing properties 

of ‘oligosaccharin’ signalling carbohydrates 

offers scope not only for better understanding 

plant biology  per se , but also presents novel 

opportunities for commercial exploitation. This 

chapter highlights oligosaccharide structures 

that have been reported to possess the properties 

of signal ling molecules; although in many cases 

physiological relevance has not been demon-

strated there is potential for exploitation. 

 This chapter outlines the main classes of 

plant-derived oligosaccharide molecules that 

have been reported to possess signalling capa-

bilities. Comment is made on reports of the 

physiological function and/or the action of such 

compounds when fed exogenously. In many 

cases, whilst biological activity has been dem-

onstrated its relevance to physiological function 

remains to be established.    

  Carbohydrate Sensing and Signalling  

  Primary Metabolism 

 The sensing and signalling systems that are 

involved in the regulation of carbon metabolites 

in plants form a complex network of metabolites, 

transporters, enzymes, transcription factors and 

hormones  [1] . Carbohydrate metabolism, sec-

ondary metabolism, nitrogen assimilation and 

photosynthesis are all under the control of these 

systems, along with fundamental developmental 

processes such as embryogenesis, germination, 

sprouting, pollen development and senescence. 

Understanding the cross-talk between carbon 

metabolite and other major signalling systems 

in plant cells, such as those associated with phy-

tohormones  [2] , is key to manipulating this fun-

damentally important aspect of metabolic 

regulation for crop improvement ( viz . carbon 

allocation to storage processes)  [3,   4] . It has yet 

to be established exactly which metabolites are 

sensed, but likely candidates include sucrose 

 [5]  and trehalose-6-phosphate  [6] .  
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16   Exogenous Carbohydrate 

 Beyond primary metabolism  per se , carbohy-

drate signalling is found in a variety of different 

contexts. Trehalose, a non-reducing disaccha-

ride that functions as a storage carbohydrate 

and osmoprotectant in yeast, fungi and certain 

insects, is also present in trace amounts in flow-

ering plants, where metabolites derived from 

trehalose are necessary for embryo develop-

ment  [7] . In contrast to its role in endogenous 

metabolism, exogenous trehalose can be toxic 

to some higher plants, as evidenced by a severe 

inhibition of root and cotyledon growth  [8] . 

Feeding exogenous trehalose to liquid cultures 

of  Arabidopsis  seedlings rapidly alters disac-

charide levels and induces detoxification and 

stress response proteins. These findings support 

the idea that exogenous trehalose can function 

as an elicitor of genes involved in biotic and 

abiotic stress. In a similar vein, flavonoid and 

anthocyanin biosynthetic pathways in 

 Arabidopsis  are strongly up-regulated in 

response to exogenous sucrose in a highly selec-

tive manner  [7,   8] . This suggests that carbon 

metabolites, including glycans, may play key 

signalling roles in plant biology in both an intra-

cellular and extracellular manner.  

  Lectins: Mammals and Plants 

 It has been noted that, in mammalian systems, 

“proteins are often unduly portrayed as (the) 

decisive hardware. In contrast, and actually 

prominent among the biochemical systems to 

store information, carbohydrate epitopes of cel-

lular glycoconjugates favourably combine high-

density coding with strategic positioning, 

rendering them readily accessible for interac-

tions with adaptor molecules. The interaction 

with lectins is the ignition key to start glycocon-

jugate-mediated signalling”  [9] . Plant lectins 

comprise a widespread group of carbohydrate-

binding proteins that show a marked heterogeneity 

with respect to their structure, sugar-binding 

specificity and temporal and spatial regulation. 

Until recently, the role of most lectins was 

thought to be associated with their binding to 

foreign glycans in either recognition and/or 

defence-related phenomena. Over the past few 

years, evidence has accumulated to support the 

idea that when plants are stimulated by specific 

biotic or abiotic stimuli they respond through 

the expression of cytoplasmic and/or nuclear 

lectins  [10] . The location and the regulation of 

the expression of these lectins indicate that they 

are involved in specific endogenous protein–

carbohydrate interactions. These and other find-

ings  [11]  led to the proposition that lectins might 

be involved in cellular regulation and signalling 

in plants, in a manner similar to that described 

in mammals (for review material on the back-

ground to this area see  [12–  16] ).  

  Oligosaccharins: Background 

 Cell signalling in plants can be mediated by so-

called ‘oligosaccharin’ glycans, some of which 

are produced by the partial digestion of cell 

walls  [17,   18] . This may occur as part of normal 

developmental processes, such as fruit ripening, 

but it also occurs in response to infection by 

microorganisms. The literature provides more 

clear-cut evidence for a role for oligosaccharins 

in infection than in development. The infection 

process, whether by symbiont or pathogen, can 

result in the microorganisms themselves releas-

ing glycans (typically chitooligosaccharides, 

peptidoglycan or  b -glucans) that serve as sig-

nals to the plant. This latter topic is beyond the 

scope of this book, but readers are referred to 

the following review material  [19–  28] . 

Following pioneering work in the area  [17,   18] , 

plant-derived oligosaccharins have been much 

reviewed over the years  [19,   29–  35] . However, 

our understanding of the specifics of signal per-

ception and resulting signal transduction remain 

rather limited. The structural requirements for 
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oligosaccharin biological activity vary in strin-

gency depending on the plant species being 

studied, the glycan class under investigation 

and the biological response being assessed. The 

mechanisms by which structurally diverse gly-

cans are perceived by plants and cause response 

are also varied, ranging from specific receptor-

mediated processes to general membrane polar-

ization effects, for instance. The following 

sections outline the structure and action of plant 

cell wall-derived and other plant glycans in sig-

nalling processes.   

  Oligosaccharide Signals: 
Cell Wall-Derived Oligosaccharides  

 The majority of plant carbohydrate signals 

described to date derive from cell wall polysac-

charides, although this is not always the case 

( vide infra )(for relevant general review material 

on plant cell walls see  [36–  39] . 

  Oligogalacturonides 

 Pectin constitutes a large family of polysaccha-

rides present in all plant primary cell walls  [35] . 

The complex structure of pectic polysaccha-

rides and the ubiquitous nature of this large 

class of glycans, suggests that these polysac-

charides may have multiple functions in plant 

growth and development  [34] . Digestion of cell 

wall pectin, either by plant or microbial 

enzymes, gives rise to the oligogalacturonides, 

which were amongst the first plant-derived oli-

gosaccharins to be reported  [40,   41] . Oligomers 

 a -1,4-linked galacturonic acid (Fig.  1 ), with 

d.p.  ~ 10–16, are well documented for their abil-

ity to activate plant defence responses, leading 

to phytoalexin and lignin production (reviewed 

in  [30,   33,   35] ). Regulatory roles in non-dis-

eased plants have also been proposed. 

Endopolygalacturonase, which occurs in fruit, 

could in principle generate the oligogalacturo-

nides that have been shown to promote fruit rip-

ening  [34] . For a comprehensive review of 

pectin structure, biosynthesis, and oligogalac-

turonide-related signalling see  [35] , which fol-

lows on from earlier critiques of the latter  [30, 

  33] .  

 In terms of oligogalacturonide perception, 

recent studies show that the extra-cellular 

domain of the  Arabidopsis thaliana  cell wall-

associated kinase, WAK1, forms complexes 

with pectins in a calcium-dependent manner 

 [42] . Interaction studies with WAK1 mutants 

have identified at least five specific amino acids 

involved in the interaction with homogalacturo-

nan dimers and multimers, which may help shed 

light on receptor-mediated oligogalacturonide 

signalling  [43] . The down-stream effects of 

oligogalacturonide signalling can result in 

repression of gibberellin-dependent processes, 

suggesting cross-talk between the defence, hor-

monal and metabolic signalling pathways  [44] . 

In addition, proteomic analysis of Arabidopsis 

seedlings responding to oligogalacturonides 

identified changes in the nuclear proteome: pro-

teins responding to the oligogalacturonide treat-

ment were mainly involved in the protein 
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16 translation and regulation, suggesting a general 

reprogramming of the plant cell metabolism in 

response to oligogalacturonides  [45] . Of poten-

tial commercial interest, grapevine ( Vitis vinif-

era  L.) is vulnerable to a variety of pathogenic 

fungi, including the grey mould producing 

 Botrytis cinerea . This fungus, which if not kept 

at bay with fungicides, would be responsible for 

substantial yield losses worldwide. There is 

scope to begin to consider ‘natural’ alternatives 

to current fungicides: oligogalacturonides 

induce defence responses in grapevine, includ-

ing stimulation of anti-fungal chitinase and 

 b -1,3-glucanase activities, and protect against 

pathogenic fungi by about 60%  [46] .  

  Rhamnogalacturonan I-Derived Disaccharide 

(Lepidimoide) 

 The sodium salt of 2- O -rhamnopyranosyl-4-

deoxy- threo -hex-4-enopyranosiduronate, was 

first isolated from mucilage of germinated 

cress seeds  [47] . This compound, known 

as lepidimoide (Fig.  2 ), is widespread in 

plants, occurring in substantial quantities in the 

exudates of germinated seeds of sunflower 

and buckwheat. It has also been detected in 

those of rice, lettuce, slender amaranth, leek, 

Persian speedwell and  Arabidopsis   [48–  50] . 

 In vitro , lepidimoide promotes plant shoot 

growth at low micromolar concentration, 

but inhibits root growth at concentrations 

>100  m M. The growth-promoting activity in 

hypocotyls is  ~ 25 times higher than that of 

gibberellic acid. Structure–activity relation-

ship of lepidimoide and its analogues have 

been established  [51] .  

 Whilst lepidimoide is plant-produced, it can 

also be generated from plant cell walls by the 

action of endophytic fungi of the genus 

Colletotrichum, which produce the requisite 

galactosidase, rhamnogalacturonan lyase and 

esterase activities  [52,   53] . Gene clusters 

responsible for related rhamnogalacturonan 

depolymerisation have also been identified in 

saprophytic  Bacillus subtilis  strains  [54] . 

 It is not clear if lepidimoide generation in 

nature has allelopathic impact. The concentra-

tions of lepidimoide required for activity in  in 

vitro  studies (10s–100s  m M) may be somewhat 

higher than is achieved  in vivo .  
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  Hemicellulose Fragments 

 The xyloglucan nonasaccharide oligosaccharin 

XXFG (Fig.  3 )  [31] , which antagonises the 

growth-promoting effect of auxin, arises  in 

vivo  by breakdown of pre-formed xyloglucan 

polysaccharide  [55]  (for xyloglucan nomencla-

ture see  [56] ). When the reduced form of 

this oligosaccharin was applied to excised pea 

shoots, it inhibited growth at a site remote from 

its administration, suggesting that biologically 

active xyloglucan oligosaccharides can move 

throughout the stem  [57] . A synthetic pentasac-

charide related to XXFG, L-Fuc-( a -1,2)-D-Gal-

( b -1,2)-D-Xyl-( a -1,6)-D-Glc-( b -1,4)-D-Glc 

(Fig.  3 ), has been found to suppress elongation 

of isolated pumpkin cotyledons at nanomolar 

concentration. Further, addition of the pentasac-

charide into the culture medium of wheat 

embryos growing  in vitro  induced rhizogenesis 

and stimulated the formation of callus and mer-

istematic zones  [58] . In terms of potential phys-

iological control of xyloglucan signalling, a 

developmentally regulated  a -fucosidase that 

inactivates xyloglucan oligosaccharin has also 

been found in pea stems  [59] . Despite the activ-

ities reported with exogenous compounds, evi-

dence to support a physiological signalling role 

for xyloglucans has yet to be reported.  

 Frost resistance in wheat seedlings is 

proposed to involve, among other cellular 

responses, activate degradation of cell wall 

polysaccharides. This probably liberates hemi-

cellulose fragments that may play a role in the 

cold adaptation process  [60,   61] . However, a 

link between structures and physiological action 

is currently lacking.  

  Galactoglucomannans 

 Poplar wood galactoglucomannan oligosaccha-

rides with d.p. 4–8 (Fig.  4 ) have been reported 

to impact on elongation of pea and spruce stem 

segments  [62–  64] . These biological effects are 

noted to be dependent on the concentration of 

oligosaccharide (10 -5 –10 -10  M range), as well as 

plant species. The potency of the effects reported 

may be consistent with biological function, 

although this still needs to be confirmed.   
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  Glyco-inositols 

 In mammals, soluble inositolphosphoglycans 

 [65]  related to the conserved glycosyl-phos-

phatidyl-inositol (GPI) core structure  [66]  

mediate insulin action. Such structures have 

similarity to the major uronic acid-containing 

non-reducing trisaccharide oligosaccharin pro-

duced by cultures of rose and sycamore, namely 

 a -D-mannopyranosyl-(1,4)- a -D-glucurono-

pyranosyl-(1,2)- myo -inositol (Fig.  5 ). This 

glyco-inositol signal is capable of inhibiting 

leucine incorporation into protein and promotes 

isodityrosine formation when fed to rose cell 

cultures  [67,   68] .  

 Although the  in vivo  effect of such com-

pounds remains to be established, the struc-

tural similarities between the plant and 

mammalian glycol-inositol systems, and fur-

ther similarity to phytoglycolipid structures, 

suggests potentially related biosynthetic 

routes to these classes of signalling molecule 

(discussed in  [69] ).  

  Gentiobiose 

 Two naturally occurring neutral disaccharides, 

gentiobiose ( b -Glc-(1,6)-Glc) and nigerose 

( a -Glc-(l,3)-Glc) (Fig.  6 ), have been identified 

in tomato pericarp and locule. Whilst gentiobiose 

stimulates the onset of ripening when vacuum-

infiltrated into green tomato fruit, nigerose 

alone does not. In contrast, the combination of 

nigerose plus gentiobiose was more effective 

than either sugar fed on its own.  

 When gentiobiose was vacuum-infiltrated 

into unripe or ripe fruit, the disaccharide 

remained intact for at least 1 h but was largely 

degraded within 24 h, consistent with the 

notion that gentiobiose is an oligosaccharin 

that rapidly turns over  [69] .  

  Protein-Free N-linked Glycans 

 Protein-bound asparagine-linked ( N -linked) 

glycans are subjected to extensive modification 

as glycoproteins mature and pass through the 

ER, via the Golgi complex, to their final 

destinations inside and outside the cell. The 

 N -glycans play a pivotal role in protein folding, 

oligomerisation, quality control, sorting, and 

transport  [70] . In yeast and mammalian sys-

tems, protein-free  N -glycans can arise from 

glucosidase-I deficiency  [71]  or as a result 

of glucosidase-I inhibition  [72] . In plant cells, 

 N -glycans  [73]  free from protein are present at 

micromolar concentrations during differentia-

tion, growth and maturation, and might play a 
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role in processes such as seed germination and 

fruit ripening  [74] . For instance, Man 
5
 GlcNAc 

(Fig.  7 ), one of ten unconjugated  N -glycans 

purified from tomato pericarp tissue, may have 

a key role in triggering and modulating tomato 

fruit ripening  [75,   76] .  
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 The mechanism and significance of free 

 N -glycan production in plant cells remain 

unclear, but levels of  endo -glycosidase activity 

begins to increase at a specific stage of tomato 

ripening and the amount of free  N -glycans 

dramatically increases in conjunction with this 

event. In addition, the structures of free 

 N -glycans also change significantly as the fruit 

ripens, suggesting a possible role for free sugar 

chains in plant growth and differentiation  [74] .   

  Concluding Remarks  

 Whilst the signalling properties of plant oli-

gosaccharides have been known for nearly 30 

years, only recently have we begun to scratch 

the surface in terms of understanding the impact 

of such plant-derived oligosaccharins on physi-

ology and defence responses. With improving 

analytical and structural characterisation tools, 

this field is set to move forward at pace. Key 

issues to be addressed revolve around the physi-

ological function, or otherwise, of oligosaccha-

ride structure that show  in vitro  signalling 

properties. No doubt the repertoire of glycan 

signals, cognate receptors (where they exist) 

and metabolic effects will continue to expand, 

which will in turn potentially open up new com-

mercial opportunities.      
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       Biological Activity 
of Allelochemicals       

     Franck E.   Dayan    and    Stephen O.   Duke  

     Abstract   All plants produce compounds that 

are phytotoxic to another plant species at some 

concentration. In some cases, these compounds 

function, at least in part, in plant/plant interac-

tions, where a phytotoxin donor plant adversely 

affects a target plant, resulting in an advantage 

for the donor plant. This review discusses how 

such an allelochemical role of a phytotoxin 

can be proven and provides examples of some 

of the more studied phytochemicals that have 

been implicated in allelopathy. These include 

artemisinin, cineoles,   b  -triketones, catechin, 

sorgoleone, juglone and related quinones, 

rice allelochemicals, benzoxazinoids, common 

phenolic acids,  L -DOPA, and  m -tyrosine. 

Mechanisms of avoiding autotoxicity in the 

donor species are also discussed.    

  Introduction  

 Most scientists consider allelopathy to be the 

phenomenon of chemical warfare between 

plants, although some have defined it much 

more broadly (e.g.  [1] ), in some cases encom-

passing all of chemical ecology. We prefer the 

more accepted definition and, for the purposes 

of this review, we define the word allelochemi-

cal as a phytotoxin produced by a plant that can 

negatively influence vegetation in the vicinity 

of the producing plant. Some toxins can be 

stimulatory at low doses, while being very toxic 

at higher doses. This phenomenon of hormesis 

(stimulatory effect of a low dose of a toxin) is 

common with allelochemicals (e.g.  [2,   3] ). But, 

compared to the more drastic negative effects, 

the sometimes stimulatory (not necessarily ben-

eficial) effects are minor. Many phytotoxins 

from plants are referred to as allelochemicals 

with little evidence that this is a role of the com-

pound in nature. 

 In this chapter we will discuss the biological 

activity of some of the more well-studied allelo-

chemicals. Many other allelochemicals and 

putative allelochemicals have not been included 

because of space limitations. Where possible, 

we will discuss the molecular target sites 

affected by these compounds.  

  Proof of Allelopathy  

 Proof of allelopathy should require proof of 

production of a phytotoxin or phytotoxins by a 

donor species, movement of that compound or 

compounds to a target plant at concentrations 

proven to cause harm to the target species and 
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17 measurement of a harmful effect to the target 

plant caused by the compound(s) in the envi-

ronment containing both the donor and target 

plants. Furthermore, allelopathy can be due to 

release of phytotoxins from living plants or to 

release of phytotoxins from decaying plant 

material (e.g.  [4] ). In the latter case, there may 

be no evolutionary advantage to the producing 

species if it is an annual. An additional compli-

cation is that the compound produced by the 

plant might be converted to a more phytotoxic 

compound by soil microbes. This aspect has 

seldom been examined. The interactions of 

compounds in soil (e.g. antagonism or syner-

gism or other effects by direct interactions with 

soil components or metabolic conversion) are 

potentially complex (e.g.  [5] ). To prove allel-

opathy in a natural setting is daunting. 

 The history of allelopathy research is fraught 

with controversy over the validity of allelopa-

thy claims. For example, the high profile paper 

in which Müller et al.  [6]  claimed vegetation 

patterning around aromatic shrubs was due to 

release of phytotoxic volatile compounds was 

later strongly disputed by Bartholomew  [7] , 

who explained the phenomenon by animal 

activity around the shrubs. Such controversies 

persist (see the catechin section below), but 

solid evidence for an allelochemical role of 

some phytochemicals is growing. Perhaps the 

most thoroughly studied cases of allelopathy, in 

terms of biosynthesis, release to the environ-

ment, soil interactions, and uptake by target 

plants is that of the benzoxanoids  [8] , yet there 

is still much to learn, even for this system. 

 The question of how one proves allelopathy 

has been somewhat controversial because so 

few published studies even come close to con-

sidering all of the parameters mentioned above. 

The literature of allelopathy has many papers 

that define phytotoxic phytochemicals as allelo-

chemicals. Most of these papers do not consider 

the activity of the compound(s) in soil or the 

actual concentration or availability of the com-

pound that one might expect in soil in a field 

situation. The situation is further confounded 

by the lack of information on the half-life of 

most allelochemicals in soil and the kinetics of 

the putative allelochemical pool in soil. 

 Blum et al.  [9]  reviewed and discussed the 

intricacies of soil and soil biota interaction with 

natural phytotoxins. For example, the soil solu-

tion concentration of a compound with low 

water solubility is not useful in estimating its 

potential activity. Even with relatively water 

soluble phenolic compounds, Blum et al.  [10]  

found the proportion of the compound in soil 

solution to be a small fraction of that bound to 

soil particles. Many soil-applied, synthetic her-

bicides (e.g. dinitroanilines such as trifluralin) 

are very lipophilic in part to minimize leaching 

out of the root zone of weeds  [11] . When 

applied to soil, the aqueous concentration of 

these synthetic herbicides is very low, but the 

herbicidal activity is high. This is because of 

rapid flux of the compound in soil water as the 

compound moves from adsorption to soil parti-

cles, to soil water, to lipophilic domains of 

plant cells. One might expect the best allelo-

chemicals to also be lipophilic for the same 

reason. The continuous movement of new alle-

lochemicals from the producing plant species 

increases the complexity of the dynamics of an 

allelochemical in soil. Unlike the soil-applied 

herbicide, for which the concentration is great-

est immediately after application, the allelo-

chemical pool is continuously replenished, 

albeit at a changing rate as the physiological 

status, age, and number of producing plants 

change. Thus, the dose received by the target 

species is sustained over a relatively long time 

period, which at low doses at any point in time 

may result in chronic symptoms, rather than 

acute toxicity as farmers expect with herbi-

cides. But, a slow accumulation of such symp-

toms in competing vegetation may be quite 

favorable to the allelopathic donor species. 

Cheng  [12]  discusses many of the problems 

mentioned above in a systems approach analy-

sis of allelopathic processes. 
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 Allelopathy may be invoked with confidence 

when soil concentrations of an allelochemical 

are at or above levels applied to soil that cause 

phytotoxicity. When concentrations are below 

such levels, allelopathy may still be taking place 

due to the continuous input of the compounds 

by the producing plant. This would be very dif-

ficult to imitate by exogenous application of the 

compounds. Furthermore, some have invoked 

synergism between natural phytotoxins to sup-

port the view that weakly phytotoxic phyto-

chemicals are allelochemicals (e.g.  [13] ), but 

others have disputed such claims (e.g.  [14,   15] ). 

This topic is discussed in more detail in the 

Section on Common Phenolic Acids. 

 So, unless a putative allelochemical is clearly 

at phytotoxic levels in the soil, its role in allel-

opathy is questionable. Despite this, the litera-

ture is full of papers using the term allelochemical 

for compounds for which there is very little sup-

port for such a role. 

 A more definitive approach to this question 

is to link the symptoms of the target plant to 

those caused by the putative allelochemical, 

just as environmental toxicologists do to prove 

that phytotoxicity symptoms are due to expo-

sure to a particular herbicide or herbicide class. 

For example, if one suspects phytotoxicity 

might be due to exposure to the widely used 

herbicide glyphosate, elevated levels of shikimic 

acid in the plant would confirm the hypothesis, 

as no other herbicide is known to have such a 

physiological effect  [16] . Unfortunately, the 

molecular target site of most allelochemicals is 

unknown or unclear, and some of them apparently 

have more than one target site (e.g. sorgoleone 

and juglone, Sections on Sorgoleones and Juglone 

and Related Quinones). 

 Nevertheless, the molecular target sites of 

natural phytotoxins, including allelochemicals, 

are being discovered at an increasing rate 

(e.g.  [17,   18] ), so the approach of linking an 

allelochemical to a particular physiological, 

transcriptional, or translational response is a 

reasonable one; however, we are unaware of 

such an approach being used in a plant/plant 

interaction system.  

  Allelochemical Examples  

  Artemisinin 

 Plant sesquiterpenes comprise a large class of 

natural products with a number of biological 

activities, including some with interesting 

herbicidal and allelopathic potentials  [19] . 

Artemisinin (Fig.  1 ) and its structural analog 

arteether (Fig.  1 ) are sesquiterpene endoper-

oxide lactones with strong phytotoxic activity 

isolated from the shoots of  Artemisia annua  

 [20,   21] .  

 Artemisinin affects root growth and chloro-

phyll content, and is accompanied with a reduc-

tion of mitosis  [22] . Abnormal multipolar 

configurations indicate that this sesquiterpene 

disrupts the formation of microtubule-organiz-

ing centers. However, it is not likely that inhibi-

tion of mitosis is the sole mechanism of action 

of sesquiterpene endoperoxide lactones. 

 While sesquiterpene lactones may cause 

strong herbicidal activity in the laboratory, these 

compounds perform poorly in the field. The 

herbicidal potential of artemisinin has been 

tested in field experiments. However, weed 

control was not satisfactory even when applied 

at rates greater than 1 kg/ha (Dr. Hans-Peter 

Fischer, personal communication, 1998). 

 Other studies incorporating dried leaves of 

 Artemisia  spp. in soil provided good weed con-

trol via inhibition of seed germination  [23–  25] . 

However, in the case of  A. annua , the level of 

herbicidal activity was independent of the con-

centration of artemisinin in soil, suggesting that 

other factors may play important roles  [23] . 

This may be due to the fact that  Artemisia  

species produce a large number of phytotoxic 

terpenes that may act together to cause a 

herbicidal response  [26] . 
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 Several studies have aimed at identifying the 

molecular target site of this compound as well 

as the structural requirements for herbicidal 

activity  [22,   27–  29] . However, the target site 

remains to be identified. 

 Artemisinin is an excellent drug against 

ampicomplexan parasites, including  Plasmodium  

spp.. These protozoan microbes contain a plastid, 

the apicoplast, that encodes many of the same 

genes of the plant plastid (reviewed by  [30] ), 

  Fig. 1    Chemical structures of the natural phytotoxins mentioned in the text from Sections Artemisinin to 

Rice Allelochemicals       
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which could increase the chances that its mode 

of action as a pharmaceutical and that as a phy-

totoxin are related. Although the search for a 

target site for this compound as a pharmaceuti-

cal has been extensive, its mode of action 

remains unclear. Papers have been published 

associating its activity with reactive oxygen 

species and radical production after interaction 

with heme or iron  [31–  33]  and disruption of cal-

cium homeostasis by inhibition of sarcoplas-

mic-endoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase 

 [34,   35] . We are aware of no studies to link 

this information to its possible mode of action 

in plants. 

 On the other hand, studies on the structural 

requirements for herbicidal activity have shown 

that the presence of the endoperoxide bridge is 

important for activity  [22,   27–  29] .  

  Cineoles 

 Cineoles are monoterpenes present in the 

essential oils of many aromatic plants (e.g. 

 Laurus nobilis  L.,  Salvia  spp.,  Eucalyptus  spp., 

 Xanthoxylum rhetsa  D. C., and  Artemisia  spp). 

Many classes of volatile monoterpenes inhibit 

plant growth (e.g.  [36] ). Growth inhibition of 

grasses by volatile monoterpenes released by 

 Salvia leucophylla  is most effective during 

seedling development and establishment  [6] . 

1,8-Cineole (Fig.  1 ) is a major constituent of 

these plant essential oils and is one of the most 

potent allelochemicals released by  Artemisia  

spp.  [37] . However, the potential allelopathic 

role of this monoterpene is not clearly estab-

lished. Other factors such as competitiveness, 

reduced seed predation, and/or drought toler-

ance may be more important in the survival of 

the species  [37] . 

 While 1,8-cineole is the most abundant phy-

totoxic cineole in these species, 1,4-cineole 

(Fig.  1 ) is often present in much lower concen-

trations. This monoterpene analog is also phy-

totoxic  [38]  and may either contribute to or 

actually cause many of the reported symptoms. 

Several studies have suggested that cineoles, 

are potent inhibitors of mitosis  [38] . Analysis of 

mitotic index shows that both 1,4-cineole and 

1,8-cineole inhibited prophase of mitosis  [39] . 

However, 1,4-cineole did not inhibit any other 

mitotic stage when compared to controls. 

Conversely, 1,8-cineole inhibited all stages of 

mitosis. Cells treated with 1,8-cineole were pri-

marily in interphase with only a few undergoing 

any stages of mitosis. While both compounds 

cause decreased root growth, 1,4-cineole also 

inhibited shoot growth, and caused much greater 

photosynthetic stress on the plant than does 

1,8-cineole. Conversely, 1,8-cineole decreased 

germination and severely inhibited mitosis. 

Because these compounds often occur together 

in plant species, it is conceivable that they may 

both contribute to any allelopathic properties 

associated with the producing plants. The phy-

totoxicity of cineoles and several other monot-

erpenes appears to be associated with the 

presence of their epoxide ring  [40] . However, in 

spite of the strong structural similarity between 

1,8- and 1,4-cineole, differences in the position 

of the oxygen bridge affect the overall confor-

mation of the structures to give them distinct 

modes of action. 

 The herbicide cinmethylin has been 

reported to be derived from the monoterpene 

backbone of the cineole class of natural prod-

ucts. Indeed, cinmethylin is identical to 

1,4-cineole, with the addition of a benzyl ether 

moiety that was added to lower the volatility 

of the natural product. Cinmethylin was in 

fact developed by Shell Chemical during a 

biorational synthetic program to discover new 

insecticides that targeted the glycerol-3-phos-

phate shuttle. A phytotoxic dioxalane inter-

mediate was identified. Optimization of the 

monocyclic structures led to rigid bicyclic 

structures with improved herbicidal activity. 

Some of the bicyclic structures possessed the 

basic backbone of the monoterpene cineoles 

found in nature.  
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17     b  -Triketones 

 The essential oils of several plant species (e.g. 

 Leptospermum ,  Eucalyptus ,  a nd  Callistemon  

spp.) contain relatively large amounts of natural 

  b  -triketones (e.g. leptospermone, flavesone, 

agglomerone, tasmonone and grandiflorone, 

see Fig.  1 )  [41,   42] . Some of these   b  -triketones 

are very phytotoxic and may be involved in 

allelopathy, as can be observed by the lack of 

vegetation surrounding stands of the bottlebrush 

plant ( Callistemon  spp.). Seedlings growing 

near this species are stunted and their foliage 

lacks chlorophylls and carotenoids. This obser-

vation has led the agrochemical companies to 

develop and commercialize structural analogues 

of leptospermone as herbicides  [43] . 

 Synthetic   b  -triketones inhibit  p -hydroxy-

phenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPPD), a key 

enzyme in the biosynthesis of prenylquinones 

and tocopherols. Therefore, the phytotoxicity 

and mode of action of the   b  -triketone-rich 

essential oil of manuka ( Leptospermum scopar-

ium ), and its components leptospermone, gran-

diflorone and flavesone, were recently tested 

 [44] . Plants exposed to manuka oil or its puri-

fied   b  -triketone components were bleached and 

had the same phenotype as those exposed to sul-

cotrione, a synthetic HPPD inhibitor. A trike-

tone-rich fraction and purified leptospermone 

were approximately ten times more active than 

that of the crude manuka oil suggesting that the 

phytotoxic activity of the oil is due to the pres-

ence of the triketones. The effect of these sam-

ples caused similar reduction in chlorophyll and 

carotenoid levels. 

 Dose-response curves against the enzyme 

activity of HPPD demonstrated that grandiflor-

one was the most active compound in the essen-

tial oil (Fig.  2 ). While leptospermone was less 

active than grandiflorone, it is by far the most 

abundant   b  -triketone in the oil. Therefore, most 

of the activity against HPPD can be attributed to 

leptospermone. Flavesone was not active. 

Analysis of this simple structure-activity rela-

tionship suggests that the size and lipophilicity 

of the side chain affected the potency of the 

compounds. Computational analysis of the cat-

alytic domain of HPPD determined that the 

catalytic site of HPPD includes a lipophilic 

domain proximate from the Fe 2+  that increases 

the binding of lipophilic ligands.  

 Therefore, the high activity of grandiflorone, 

relative to leptospermone, is due to the greater 

lipophilicity of its side chain. The affinity of 

leptospermone is not as great because its side 

chain is less lipophilic, and flavesone does not 

inhibit at all because it does not have a lipophilic 

side chain. This is in agreement with other 

QSAR studies on synthetic HPPD inhibitors 

which show that two distinct binding interac-

tions, bidentate coordination and  p –stacking, 

are involved in high affinity for HPPD  [45] .  

  Fig. 2    Inhibition of  p- hydroxyphenylpyruvate diox-

ygenase by manuka oil (●), the   b  -triketone-rich frac-

tion (■), and its individual   b  -triketone components: 

leptospermone (♦), flavesone (▲), and grandiflor-

one (▼). The synthetic herbicide sulcotrione (○) was 

added as positive control. Each data point represents 

the mean of two independent experiment ± 1 SD 

(N = 6) (Figure from  [44] . With permission)       
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  Catechins 

 Allelopathic processes via (–)-catechin (2S,3R-

enantiomer) (Fig.  1 ) have been invoked to par-

tially explain the success of  Centaurea maculosa  

(spotted knapweed) in North America  [46–  48] . 

Through bioassays, root exuded (–)-catechin 

was identified as the putative allelochemical of 

spotted knapweed, and multiple studies have 

examined various facets of the role of this com-

pound as an allelochemical  [46–  51] . The 2R,3S-

(+)-catechin enantiomer is also produced by the 

plant, but was reported essentially to be non-

phytotoxic. This work supported the ‘novel 

weapons hypothesis,’ which states that the suc-

cess of some exotic invasive plant species may 

be due to the production of allelochemicals that 

native species have never encountered and, thus, 

to which they have not evolved defenses  [52] . 

 Blair et al.  [53,   54]  questioned the findings 

of (–)-catechin as the allelochemical responsible 

for the successful invasion of spotted knapweed. 

They found that the methods described in these 

previous papers did not extract catechin from 

liquid media or soil. With appropriate methods, 

they quantified levels of production up to two 

orders of magnitude less than previously 

reported. A previously reported catechin-sensi-

tive grass species  Festuca idahoensis  (Idaho 

fescue) was only slightly affected by catechin 

concentrations ten-fold higher than that previ-

ously reported to cause 100% mortality. Lastly, 

no measurable catechin of any type could be 

detected in soil samples from two spotted knap-

weed sites in Montana, USA. The last issue was 

countered with the argument that catechins can 

only be found at certain times in these soils, and 

that Blair et al.  [53]  had sampled at the wrong 

times of the year  [55] . While Blair et al.  [53]  did 

not detect catechins in field-collected soils, it 

was noted that the soil samples were collected 

in October, 2004, when plants are less likely to 

be actively producing the root exudate. Later, 

Perry et al.  [56]  found little or no catechins in 

402 soil samples from eleven  C. maculosa  sites. 

These authors were less firm in their hypothesis 

that (–)-catechin plays a role in allelopathy. In 

fact, molecules such as catechins, catechol, and 

 L -DOPA are quite unstable in soil, especially at 

high pH  [57] . In a more recent paper  [58]  those 

who previously strongly supported an allelo-

pathic role of (–)-catechin indicate that because 

of the instability of catechin in soil and its abil-

ity to form complexes in soil, it is extremely dif-

ficult to conclusively attribute allelopathic 

significance to catechins without improved 

methods. Tharayil et al.  [5]  found the presence 

of phenolic acids in soil to increase the half life 

of (±)-catechin (50:50 racemic mixture). But, 

they also found (±)-catechin to polymerize in 

soil to form a procyanidin dimer that has a short 

soil half life. They found (±)-catechin to be 

essentially non-phytotoxic in their bioassays 

with both monocots and dicots, even though 

they observed the same root browning that Bais 

et al.  [46]  attributed to necrosis. Tharayil et al. 

 [5]  attributed the root browning to enzyme-

mediated polymerization of catechin to brown 

polymers, rather than to necrosis. 

 Errata were published to the papers by Bais 

et al.  [47]  and Veluri et al.  [49]  in which the 

claims of differential phytotoxicity of (–) and 

(+) catechin and the degree of phytotoxicity of 

(–)-catechin were substantially reduced. The 

same laboratory  [59]  then reported that low 

doses of catechins that might at times be present 

in soil can stimulate growth of  Arabidopsis 

thaliana . They attributed this effect to induction 

of low levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS). 

They also reported that these doses induced 

pathogen resistance, an effect observed with 

low doses of other chemical inducers of ROS 

 [60] . Most plants are not very sensitive to 

(–)-catechin, and some may be even more resist-

ant by quenching of ROS with oxalate accord-

ing to Weir et al.  [61] . 
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17  In one of the original papers of the Vivanco 

laboratory  [46] , the mechanism of action of 

(–)-catechin was linked to induction of ROS. 

This is debatable since catechins are well known 

antioxidants (e.g.  [62] ). In fact, more than 1500 

papers mention catechin as an antioxidant 

(SciFinder ®  search, as of February 2008). 

Finally, Qin et al.  [63]  found no evidence of 

root exudate-mediated allelopathy with 

 Centaurea solstitialis , but the authors appar-

ently did not determine if this species produces 

(±)-catechin. If it were to produce similar 

amounts of (±)-catechin as  C. maculosa , it 

would be strong evidence of the lack of allelo-

pathic influence of these compounds. 

 Although many compounds can be shown to 

be allelopathic in the laboratory or greenhouse, it 

is ultimately necessary to demonstrate the pres-

ence of the compound under natural field condi-

tions in concentrations high enough to have an 

impact on neighboring plants  [12,   64] . In our 

studies, we find essentially no phytotoxicity of 

either enantiomeric form of catechin in soil 

(unpublished data), however, in solution cate-

chins can be phytotoxic to plants, including algae 

 [65] . In summary, catechin is not likely to play a 

significant role in allelopathy of any terrestrial 

species, nor do we think that catechin-mediated 

phytotoxicity can be invoked to support the novel 

weapons hypothesis. We include a discussion of 

this compound because of the very high profile 

that this work has been given and to point out 

that care must be taken in invoking allelopathic 

properties of phytochemicals.  

  Sorgoleones 

 The allelopathic property of sorghum ( Sorghum 

bicolor ) has been observed for many years by 

its negative effect on the growth of other crops 

grown in rotation (e.g.  [66] ). This weed sup-

pressing potential can be exploited by planting 

sorghum as a green manure or as a cover crop 

 [67] . Certain species of  Sorghum  (e.g. sudan 

grass,  S. sudanese ) can easily be grown as 

weed-free monocultures without additional her-

bicide application. Other  Sorghum  species, such 

as the noxious weed johnsongrass ( S. halepense ) 

also have allelopathic properties that may be 

associated with the release of such specialized 

phenolic lipids  [68–  69] . 

 Sorghum releases a substantial amount of 

phenolic lipids including sorgoleone, a 3-penta-

decatriene benzoquinone that is the primary 

source of the allelopathy properties of sorghums 

(Fig.  1 )  [70] . 

 The fate of sorgoleone in soil is not well 

characterized, but the dynamics of its degradation 

in soil has been studied  [71] . Sorgoleone inhibits 

growth of many weeds (e.g.  [70,   72–  74] ) and 

acts as a strong inhibitor of PSII  in vitro   [73,   75, 

  76] . Sorgoleone also inhibits mitochondrial 

functions  [77] , inhibits  p -hydroxyphenylpyru-

vate dioxygenase (HPPD)  [78] , and interferes 

with root H + -ATPase and water uptake  [79] . 

While the primary mechanism of action of sor-

goleone in allelopathy remains to be determined, 

having multiple potential modes of action is 

desirable from the standpoint of slowing evolution 

of resistance in target species. 

 Sorghum accumulates sorgoleone and its 

analogues in mature root hairs  [80–  82]  and the 

production (approximately 18 mg/g of root dry 

weight) is optimum at temperatures ranging from 

25°C to 35°C. The biosynthesis of these mole-

cules appears to be stimulated by the presence 

of root exudates of other plants, suggesting that 

the allelopathic potential of sorghum may be 

enhanced in the presence of competitors  [81] . 

 Sorgoleone is secreted only from root hairs 

in droplets in which about 90% of the material is 

sorgoleone and its 1,4-hydroquinone form. The 

droplets also contain several minor congeners 

varying in the substitutions in the aromatic ring, 

and/or in number of carbon and the level of 

unsaturation in the side chain  [73,   83,   84] . All of 

these intermediates are derived from the same 

biosynthetic pathway and contribute to the overall 

allelopathic potential of sorghum  [84] . 

 Labeling studies showed that biosynthesis of 

sorgoleone involves the convergence of the 
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fatty acid and polyketide pathways  [83,   85] . 

The hydrophobic side chain is derived from a 

16:3 fatty acid intermediate synthesized by 

the combined action of fatty acid synthase 

and desaturases. The ring is derived from 

action of a polyketide synthase that produces 

5-pentadecatriene resorcinol as an intermediate 

identified in small amounts in root extracts. 

This lipid resorcinol intermediate is then meth-

ylated by a S-adenosylmethionine-dependent 

O-methyltransferase and dihydroxylated by a 

P450 monooxygenase to yield the reduced form 

of sorgoleone  [85] . Every step of the pathway 

has been tested in isolated root hair preparation 

 [86] . The genes for this pathway have been ten-

tatively identified and the substrate specificity 

of the enzymes that they encode has been veri-

fied for the O-methyltransferase and the desatu-

rases  [87–  90] .  

  Juglone and Related Quinones 

 Juglone (Fig.  1 ) is an allelochemical present in 

walnut ( Juglans  spp). It represses the growth of 

many weed species, including wild mustard 

( Sinapis arvensis  L.), creeping thistle ( Cirsium 

arvense  L.), field poppy ( Papaver rhoeas  L.), 

and henbit ( Lamium amplexicaule  L.)  [91] . The 

phytotoxicity of juglone is more pronounced on 

the elongation of the shoot than on the develop-

ment of roots  [91,   92] . When assayed by bio-

autographic thin layer chromatography, juglone 

and its structurally related quinone plumbagin 

completely inhibited the growth of lettuce 

( Lactuca sativa ) and  Arabidopsis thaliana  seeds 

at micromolar concentrations  [93] . Juglone is 

also a very potent phytotoxin on plants grown 

hydroponically. Overall, soybean ( Glycine max  

L. Merr.) is more sensitive to juglone than maize 

( Zea mays  L.), but both crops are negatively 

affected, suggesting that intercropping these 

species within alleys in a walnut ( J. nigra  L.) 

grove may not be feasible  [94,   95] . 

 Growth and physiological processes (leaf pho-

tosynthesis, transpiration, stomatal conductance, 

and leaf and root respiration) of maize and 

soybean seedlings are strongly inhibited by 

micromolar concentrations of juglone  [96] . It 

inhibits several physiological and metabolic 

processes, which suggests that it may have more 

than one molecular target site in plants. Several 

quinones, including juglone, inhibit the enzyme 

 p -hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase, the target 

site of triketones herbicides. However, unlike 

compounds with a triketone backbone, these 

natural quinones did not bind tightly to this 

enzyme  [78] . 

 Juglone also affects uptake of molecular 

oxygen by excised roots of maize and inhibits 

state III oxidation rate in mitochondrial respira-

tion  [97] . The inhibition of state III O 
2
  uptake 

(ADP-dependent respiration) by purified mito-

chondria preparations is commensurate with the 

inhibition observed  in vivo . Exposing soybean 

seedlings to juglone also causes changes in the 

activities of root peroxidases and the overall 

lignification of the roots  [98] . 

 Studies on the effect of juglone on the growth 

and photosynthetic capacity of  Lemna minor  L. 

(duckweed) suggest that this naphthoquinone 

disrupts chloroplast and mitochondrial functions 

 [96] , which is fairly common for compounds 

from the quinone family (such as sorgoleone) 

 [73,   84] . More recently, it was reported that 

juglone also shared sorgoleone’s ability to dis-

rupt water uptake and acid efflux by interfering 

with root plasma membrane function. In particu-

lar, juglone inhibited H + -ATPase activity, which 

would consequently cause many of the physio-

logical effects observed to date  [99] . 

 Biochemical and molecular information on 

the juglone biosynthetic pathway is lacking. 

While many labeled precursors, such as glu-

cose, acetate and shikimic acid, were success-

fully incorporated in juglone,  o -succinylbenzoic 

acid appears to be the immediate precursor of 

the naphthoquinone  [100] , which is a key 

step in the formation of more oxidized naphtho-

quinones  [101] . 

 Juglone accumulates to phytotoxic levels in the 

soil of walnut groves. Though this compound 
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17 can be degraded in soil via bacterial and abiotic 

means, the rate of degradation is not sufficient 

to completely detoxify the soil  [102,   103] . 

While Jose and Gillespie  [94,  95]  suggested that 

the soil within alleys in a walnut grove may 

contain too much juglone to grow soybean and 

corn as intercrops, another analysis of the 

release, accumulation, and degradation of 

juglone in soils from a black walnut orchard 

showed that levels of the allelochemical in the 

soil water reach toxic levels for sensitive spe-

cies, but may not be sufficiently high to affect 

the growth of maize and soybeans  [103] . 

 However, one must be careful not to equate 

soil degradation with detoxification. For 

instance, the soil degradation of arbutin, a hyd-

roquinone glycoside produced by  Polygonella 

myriophylla  (Small’s jointweed), yields the free 

hydroquinone aglycon which is further metabo-

lized into the benzoquinone. The benzoquinone 

is ultimately degraded via nonmicrobial oxida-

tive processes. The phytotoxicity and soil 

persistence of each of the degradation steps 

must be considered when evaluating the overall 

allelopathic potential of a compound released 

by the donor plant. Therefore, metabolic and 

chemical transformations of allelochemicals 

occurring in non-sterile soils may play impor-

tant roles in mediating the allelopathic effects of 

these compounds  [104]  (also discussed in 

Section Benzoxazinoids).  

  Rice Allelochemicals 

 Many cultivars and ancestral lines of rice have 

significant allelopathic potential in the field, and 

several scientific programs to develop commer-

cial allelopathic rice varieties are on-going  [105–

  107] . Up to 4% of rice varieties can suppress 

important paddy field weeds such as  Echinochloa 

crus-galli  (barnyardgrass) (e.g.  [106,   108] ) and 

 Cyperus difformis  (variable flatsedge)  [109] . 

While the level of weed management is not as 

good as that obtained with conventional herbi-

cide treatments, allelopathic rice varieties can be 

used to reduce the herbicide application rates in 

paddy fields (Fig.  3 )  [110] .  

  Fig. 3    Field study at the Dale Bumpers National Rice Research Center in Stuttgart, Arkansas, showing the 

effect of allelopathic rice ( right ) on the growth of barnyardgrass compared to a non-allelopathic rice ( left ). 

Photographs by F. E. Dayan       
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 A multinational study conducted with more 

than 100 rice cultivars showed that the allelo-

pathic rice cultivars behaved similarly in differ-

ent geographical locations, indicating that the 

traits were more influenced by genetics than 

environmental conditions. This allelopathic trait 

appears to be inherited  [111] . A study on broad-

sense heritability of the ability of rice to reduce 

the root growth of barnyardgrass produced a 

value of 0.85, which is above the threshold 

required by breeders to screen for a trait. 

Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) analysis of allel-

opathic cultivars indicates that a third of the 

total variation for the allelopathic phenotype in 

a large population of inbred rice lines was 

accounted for by four QTLs located on three 

separate chromosomes  [108] . 

 Suppression of weed growth by some rice 

varieties is often associated with their tillering 

characteristics and increase root biomass, which 

complicates the differentiation of allelopathic 

effects from competition for resources or superior 

vigor. In the case of rice, some of the most allelo-

pathic cultivars indeed have larger root masses 

than non-allelopathic cultivars, but none of the 

QTLs associated with allelopathy were linked 

to QTLs associated with root morphology. 

 The relatively high occurrence of allelopa-

thy in rice (about 4%) is not common in com-

mercial crops. This may be due to the fact that 

the genetic background of most post-green rev-

olution rice cultivars includes traits of the highly 

allelopathic cultivar Taichung Native 1  [112] . 

Since the allelopathic trait is inheritable, many 

of these cultivars may possess some of the allel-

opathic character of Taichung Native 1, or that 

of other allelopathic lines in their background. 

 A number of phytotoxic compounds have 

been identified in rice and there is still some 

ambiguity as to the primary compounds respon-

sible for the allelopathic potential of rice. 

However, the following compounds are exam-

ples of the phytotoxin classes found in root exu-

dates of allelopathic rice varieties: momilactone 

B, lipid resorcinols, flavones, benzoxazinoids, 

and their respective glycosides, and a cyclohex-

enone  [107,   109,   113,   114]  (Fig.  1 ). More than 

one type of phytotoxin is likely to play a role in 

combating weeds in the most allelopathic varie-

ties of rice. 

 Most of these compounds have additional 

biological activities involved in plant defense 

responses. For example, momilactone and the 

structurally related oryzalexins and phytocas-

sanes have well characterized antimicrobial 

activities, and their synthesis is stimulated upon 

infection with pathogenic fungi  [115] . Similarly, 

cyclohexenone and flavone both inhibit the ger-

mination of common rice fungal pathogens (e.g. 

 Pyricularia oryzae  and  Rhizoctonia solani ). The 

5-alkyl resorcinols have antibacterial and fungi-

static properties and have been associated with 

plant defense mechanisms against fungal infec-

tions  [116] . Furthermore, lipid resorcinols have 

molluscicidal activities, with their potency being 

inversely proportional to the level of unsatura-

tion of the alkyl tail  [116] . 

 Additionally, the allelopathic potential of 

rice plants can be stimulated in the presence 

of other plants by increasing the production of 

allelochemicals that may help them repress the 

growth of competitors. The synthesis of some 

rice allelochemicals, such as flavone and 

cyclohexenone, can be stimulated in the pres-

ence of barnyardgrass nearby  [117] . This has 

not been demonstrated for alkyl resorcinols; 

however, our interest in other lipid resorcinol-

derived allelochemicals, such as those produced 

in sorghum  [85] , has led our research group to 

identify, clone and characterize the substrate 

specificity of the key enzymes involved in the 

synthesis of the rice lipid resorcinols (unpub-

lished data).  

  Benzoxazinoids 

 Many grass species (e.g. wheat, rye, and maize) 

and a few non-Poaceae species produce a vari-

ety of benzoxazinoids known to be herbicidal, 
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(reviewed by  [8]  and  [118] ). Numerous papers 

on their properties and biological activities, 

including their possible roles in allelopathy are 

available. As stated earlier, the roles of these 

compounds in allelopathy, including synthesis, 

and behavior in soil is perhaps better understood 

than any other group of allelochemicals. 

Extensive research on the benzoxazinoids by 

several European laboratories has recently been 

highly funded by the European Union  [119] . 

 Benzoxazinone glucosides are exuded from 

roots of the producing species into soil where 

the sugars are hydrolyzed, releasing the gener-

ally more active benzoxazolinone aglycones 

 [120,   121]  (Fig.  4 ). Many papers studied the 

activity of these compounds in the absence of 

soil (e.g.  [87,   122] ). Some of these (e.g. BOA 

and DIBOA, Fig.  4 ) have soil activity at 

high application rates  [123] , and there is a high 

correlation between root exudation of DIBOA 

and DIMBOA and allelopathic activity of dif-

ferent wheat varieties  [124,   125] .  

 Belz  [8]  provides an excellent summary of 

the source, soil conversions and half-lives, and 

phytotoxicity of most of the benzoxazinoid 

compounds (Fig.  4 ). Perhaps the most impor-

tant recent finding is the discovery that APO, a 

degradation product of BOA, is a very phyto-

toxic and has a relatively long soil half-life, an 

indication that it may account for most of the 

phytotoxicity of benzoxazinoids (Fig.  4 )  [126] . 

 The herbicidal mode of action of benzoxazi-

noids is unknown. Sánchez-Moreiras et al. 

 [127]  reviewed what was known of the mode of 

action of BOA up until about 2003. BOA can 

inhibit mitochondrial function by interfering 

with both electron transport and mitochondrial 

ATPase activity  [128] . A correlation between 

inhibition of plasma membrane H  + -ATPase 

activity and inhibition of growth by BOA and 

DIBOA  [129] , suggests that their effects on 

nutrient uptake and electrolyte leakage could be 

caused by this primary effect  [130] . BOA 

reduces the number of dividing meristematic 

cells  [127] , which could be an indirect effect of 

ATPase inhibition. DIMBOA stimulates its own 

degradation by horseradish peroxidase, whereas 

DIBOA and MBOA did not have such an effect 

 [131] . MBOA (Fig.  4 ) could inhibit or slow 

seed germination by repressing the induction of 

 a -amylase  [132] ; however, almost any germi-

nation inhibitor would have such an effect. We 

agree with the conclusions of Macías et al.  [120]  

that there have been no definitive mode of 

action studies with this group of compounds, 

nor has there been evidence that the different 

phytotoxic members of this chemical family 

have a common mode of action. 

 Baerson et al.  [133]  examined whole genome 

transcriptome changes induced by sub-lethal 

concentrations of BOA on Arabidopsis. The 

transcriptional effects were too complex to pro-

vide a clear clue to the mode of action. However, 

the up-regulation of genes encoding detoxifica-

tion enzymes was profound. Target plants can 

detoxify benzoxazinoids by both glucosylation 

and hydroxylation  [118,   134] . Enzymatic prod-

ucts predicted by the transcriptome responses in 

Arabidopsis were identified (Table  1 )  [133] . 

Different detoxification rates might account for 

differential sensitivity between species.   

  Common Phenolic Acids 

 There are probably more papers claiming that 

common phenolic acids derived from the shiki-

mate pathway (e.g. cinnamic acid and some of 

its derivatives such as ferulic and  p -coumaric 

acids, see Fig.  5 ) than for any other class of 

compound. These compounds are ubiquitous to 

higher plants and are generally very weakly 

phytotoxic, making it difficult to view them as 

allelochemicals. One reason for the abundance 

of papers on the ‘allelopathic’ properties of 

simple phenolic acids is that these compounds 

are easily extracted and identified. In case after 

case, papers trying to correlate the activity of 

crude extracts with phenolic acid content were 
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later debunked by papers showing that the activ-

ity was due almost entirely to more phytotoxic 

compounds that are not so easily isolated and 

identified. For example, many papers correlated 

the allelopathic activity of rice varieties with 

phenolic acid content (reviewed by  [135] ). 

These claims were later questioned  [136]  and 

ultimately proven wrong by several papers 

  Fig. 5    Chemical structures of the natural phytotoxins mentioned in the text in Section on Common Phenolic 

Acids to  m -Tyrosine       

  Table 1    Metabolites of BOA found in 3-week-old Arabidopsis plants exposed to 

different concentrations of BOA for 24 h (Adapted from  [133] )    

 Metabolite (nmol/g fresh weight) 

 [BOA]  BOA-6-OH  BOA-6-  O  -glucoside  Glucoside carbamate 

 10  m M  20.3 ± 4.0  23.8 ± 5.3  n.d. 

 100  m M  66.00 ± 10.02  121.5 ± 41.85  33.5 ± 32.8 

 250  m M  174.8 ± 58.0  249.3 ± 90  38.7 ± 20.0 

 500  m M  212.3 ± 35.6  381.3 ± 147.7  54.8 ± 10.0 
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identifying much more likely allelochemi-

cals (discussed in detail in Section Rice 

Allelochemicals). Unfortunately, bioassay-

guided isolation, followed by structural identifi-

cation of active phytotoxic compounds has been 

under-utilized in allelopathy studies.  

 Blum  [137]  concluded that the levels of 

individual phenolic acids in soils of apparently 

allelopathic species were insufficient for plant 

growth inhibition, but that mixtures of phenolic 

acids or of phenolic acids with other compounds 

could be inhibitory. As mentioned above, some 

have invoked synergism to support the view 

that these weak phytotoxins are allelochemicals 

(e.g.  [13,   138–  140] ). However, when experi-

ments are done properly, the phytotoxic activi-

ties of phenolic acids are most often antagonistic 

or, at best, additive  [14,   15,   141–  148] . Even 

though synergism might be observed in rare 

cases, depending on the growth parameter meas-

ured  [142,   147] , data from papers with good 

mathematical determinations of phytotoxin 

interactions indicate that one cannot use syner-

gism as leverage to explain allelopathy in terms 

of simple phenolic acids. Furthermore, the 

uptake of common phenolic acids by plants is 

antagonized by combining the compounds 

 [149] , and increases in phenolic acid-utilizing 

soil bacteria by phenolic acid mixtures can fur-

ther decrease their already low phytotoxic effect 

 [150] . Lastly, in combination, these compounds 

compete for soil binding sites quite differently, 

each changing the availability to plants of the 

others  [151] . 

 Blum et al.  [142]  observed that effects of 

these simple phenolic compounds on cucumber 

leaf expansion were reversible, and that normal 

growth resumed upon removal of these com-

pounds. Preconditioning plants with water stress 

or exposure to phenolic acids renders the plants 

less sensitive to the compounds  [152] . The 

effects of these compounds are similar to those 

of water stress  [14,   142,   153] . They can also 

inhibit ion uptake by plant roots  [153] . There is 

some evidence that at least some of the effects 

take place at the root surface rather than within 

living cells  [154] . This hypothesis is supported 

by the finding of Blum and Gerig  [155]  that the 

effects of exogenous phenolic acids are reduced 

as the compounds are taken up, reducing the 

concentration at the root surface. In summary, 

we doubt that common cinnamate-derived 

phenolic acids from the shikimate pathway 

alone or in combination play a significant role 

in allelopathy. 

 Benzoic acids such as gallic or protocate-

chuic acids (Fig.  5 ) are also not very phytotoxic, 

even though they have been invoked as allelo-

chemicals. Gallic acid is highly unstable in soil, 

but there is evidence that gallic acid might be 

transformed by soil microbes into a more potent 

phytotoxin  [104] .  

   L -DOPA 

 The laboratory of Fujii  [156]  found  L -3,4-dihy-

droxyphenylalanine ( L -DOPA) (Fig.  5 ) to be the 

phytotoxin produced by velvetbean ( Mancuna 

pruriens ) that appeared to give green manure 

crops of this plant their ability to suppress other 

plant species.  L -DOPA is not a particularly 

potent phytotoxin, but velvetbean produces it in 

high quantity. Comparing effects of exogenous 

 L -DOPA and that produced by velvetleaf roots, 

Nishihara et al.  [157]  concluded that  L -DOPA 

accounted for the allelopathic influence of vel-

vetleaf on lettuce growth. Some species such as 

those in the Gramineae are apparently less sen-

sitive to  L -DOPA due to enzymatic detoxifica-

tion by enzymes exuded by their roots  [158] . 

Hachinohe et al.  [159]  reached similar conclu-

sions, comparing resistant barnyardgrass with 

sensitive lettuce. 

 Fujii  [156]  hypothesized that the mechanism 

of action of  L -DOPA might be inhibition of 

lipoxygenase.  L -DOPA is structurally related to 

catechol (Fig.  5 ), which is a weak inhibitor of 

lipoxygenase.  L -DOPA is an even weaker lipoxy-

genase inhibitor  [156] , so this hypothesis is 
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by Hachinohe and Matsumoto  [160,   161]  found 

that reactive oxygen species generated during 

conversion of  L -DOPA to melanin in the plant 

cell was responsible for  L -DOPA phytotoxicity. 

Lipid peroxides and melanin increased in parallel 

in affected plant tissues. Phytotoxicity could be 

stopped by addition of the antioxidants ascorbate 

and  a -tocopherol. They speculated that differ-

ences in polyphenol oxidase, an enzyme that can 

initiate conversion of  L -DOPA to melanin, may 

be responsible for species differences in suscep-

tibility to  L -DOPA as a phytotoxin  [161] . 

 Soares et al.  [162]  found that  L -DOPA 

increases lignification of soybean roots and that 

this effect correlated with root growth inhibi-

tion. It also increased the extractable levels of 

phenolic compounds and of phenylalanine 

ammonia lyase and peroxidase. No primary tar-

get site was indicated. 

  L -DOPA is quite unstable in soil, especially 

those with a high pH  [57,   163] . The effect is more 

rapid in some soil types than others. Therefore, the 

role of  L -DOPA as an allelochemical is question-

able in some soil types without near root to root 

contact between donor and target species.  

   m -Tyrosine 

 The non-protein amino acid  m- tyrosine (Fig.  5 ) 

is responsible for most, if not all, of the allelo-

pathic activity of a  Festuca rubra  (red fescue) 

subspecies  [164,   165] . The compound is exuded 

into the soil from roots of the fescue plant. While 

some non-protein amino acids have functions in 

plant primary metabolism (e.g.  d -aminolevulinic 

acid), others are thought to be involved in protec-

tion of plants from a variety of biotic threats, par-

ticularly herbivores. The modes of action of these 

compounds range from direct neurotoxicity, such 

as produced by   b  - N -methylamino- L -alanine 

 [166] , to incorporation into proteins to produce 

aberrant molecules, leading to multiple physio-

logical problems (e.g.  [167] ). 

 Non-protein amino acids have previously 

been implicated in allelopathy. For example, 

mimosine has been associated with allelopathy 

of the legume tree  Leucaena leucocephala  

 [168] .  L -DOPA, a compound structurally related 

to  m- tyrosine (Fig.  5 ), has been implicated in 

allelopathy of  Mucuna pruriens  ( [158]  and 

Section Rice Allelochemicals). Roots of pea 

( Pisum sativa ) exude   b  -(3-isoxazolin-5-on-

2yl)-alanine which inhibits root growth on non-

legume plant species  [169] , although this 

non-protein amino acid is much less phytotoxic 

than  m -tyrosine. 

 Circumstantial evidence suggests that  m -tyro-

sine substitutes in proteins for at least one protein 

amino acid (apparently phenylalanine) during 

translation, resulting in dysfunctional proteins 

 [165] . Demonstration of significant loss of spe-

cific activity of phenylalanine-containing 

enzymes would support this hypothesis. An alter-

native hypothesis is that  m -tyrosine is converted 

to  L -DOPA, a known phytotoxin (see Section 

 L -DOPA). Bertin et al.  [165]  state that this is 

unlikely because  L -DOPA is significantly less 

phytotoxic than  m -tyrosine. however,  m -tyrosine 

might be taken up more readily by plant cells 

than  L -DOPA, leaving conversion to  L -DOPA as 

a potentially more limiting step. Furthermore, 

 m -tyrosine is apparently more stable in soil than 

 L  -DOPA  [57,   165] . 

 It is not known if  m -tyrosine can be converted 

to  L -DOPA by a cell-free extract of a species sus-

ceptible to  m -tyrosine. If so, would the process 

be highly efficient  in vivo ? Synthetic proherbi-

cides, such as diclofop-methyl  [11] , that are inac-

tive at the molecular target site are much more 

effective when applied to intact plants than the 

active molecule to which they are converted  in 

vivo . This is due to superior cuticular and cellular 

uptake of the proherbicide. Some potent natural 

phytotoxins from microbial origin, such as 

hydantocidin and 2,5-anhydro- D -glucitol, are 

protoxins  [170–  171] . 

 We do not know how the plant synthesizes 

 m- tyrosine.  L -phenylalanine is a precursor of 
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 m -tyrosine synthesis in at least some animal sys-

tems  [172] . If only one enzyme is involved, over-

expression of the gene for this enzyme could be a 

simpler approach to transgenically producing 

weed-fighting plants than genetically engineer-

ing whole biosynthetic pathways (e.g.  [173] ).   

  Autotoxicity and Its Avoidance  

 How do plants producing phytotoxins avoid 

poisoning themselves? This topic has been pre-

viously reviewed to some extent  [174] . 

However, there are many cases in which plant 

species appear to poison themselves  [175] , 

although differentiating between autotoxicity 

and buildup of host-specific plant pathogens in 

plant monocultures or high densities of a plant 

species is not trivial. In many of these cases, the 

apparent autotoxicity develops over a period of 

years. 

 There are multiple potential mechanisms for 

avoidance of autotoxicity, including resistance 

at the molecular target site, metabolic detoxifi-

cation, sequestration, and exudation. The last 

three mechanisms all keep the active compound 

from reaching the molecular target site. 

 In general, plants are highly resistant to the 

allelochemical that they produce. However, we 

are aware of no case in which the mechanism of 

resistance is due to a resistant molecular target 

site. The lack of examples may be due to our 

ignorance of the molecular target sites of most 

known allelochemicals. Nonetheless, there is 

evidence for the other mechanisms. 

 So, what mechanism does the producing 

plant use to avoid the effects seen on other spe-

cies? Does the plant avoid accumulation of the 

compound by secreting it almost as quickly as it 

produced, in a manner similar to that of  Sorghum  

species that produce the allelochemical sorgo-

leone only in root hairs that secrete it rapidly. 

Apparently this is not always the mechanism, as 

Bertin et al.  [165]  indicate that although the dry 

weight of the fescue root exudate consists of up 

to 43%  m- tyrosine, it is also a relatively abun-

dant metabolite of the root. Is the compound 

sequestered into intra- or intercellular locations 

where it can do little or no harm? This is the 

case for artemisinin, which is highly toxic to 

 A. annua   [21] , but the plant sequesters it entirely 

within the subcuticular spaces of glandular tri-

chomes, where it is not in contact with living 

cellular contents  [176–  178] . Bertin et al.  [164]  

found intracellular bodies in roots that might be 

associated with  m -tyrosine sequestration, but 

this remains to be determined. 

 Sequestration is facilitated by attaching sug-

ars, amino groups, and acyl groups to the phyto-

toxin, facilitating their import and storage into 

vacuoles. For example, benzoxazinones are 

stored in tissues as glucosides  [118] , as is the 

phytotoxin podophyllotoxin  [85,   179] .  

  Parting Thoughts  

 We have sought to provide the reader with a 

feel for the current state of allelopathy research. 

Although this subcategory of chemical ecol-

ogy is clearly a factor in nature and agricul-

ture, it has had a credibility problem due to 

many weak papers (and a few high profile 

papers) that over-reach the presented data and 

make unsubstantiated or poorly supported 

claims. This review critically covers some of 

this less definitive information in the context 

of more substantive literature in order to give 

the reader a view of current strategies of allel-

opathy research, including the many questions 

that are still unanswered. Weak papers in this 

area of research continue to be published, but 

the number of rigorous papers employing 

robust chemistry, molecular biology, and ecol-

ogy methods is increasing. Methods such as 

selective silencing of genes in the biochemical 

pathway of a putative allelochemical will be 

very helpful in determining the presence and 
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17 significance of allelopathy. Such methods are 

already providing answers to similar questions 

in other facets of chemical ecology (e.g.  [180] ).      
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     Health Benefits of Dietary 
Plant Natural Products       

     Maria   Traka  and      Richard   F.   Mithen     

  Abstract   During the last few decades it has 

become widely reported that diets rich in fruit 

and vegetables reduce the risk of chronic dis-

ease such as cancer and cardiovascular disease, 

and that these beneficial effects are at least 

partially mediated by secondary metabolites 

that occur in these foods. Recent prospective 

epidemiological studies have provided further 

support for the protective effects of diets rich 

in fruits and vegetables towards cardiovascu-

lar disease, but, in general, less support for 

protective effects towards cancer, with some 

notable exceptions such as diets that are rich 

in cruciferous vegetables. Here, we review the 

epidemiological and experimental evidence 

for health benefits of diets rich in fruits and 

vegetables and certain classes of secondary 

metabolites, and then focus on the role of 

flavonoids, which are wide spread in fruits 

and vegetables, in providing protection against 

cardiovascular disease, and glucosinolates and 

their derivatives, which, within food plants, are 

largely restricted to the Brassicaceae, in reducing 

the risk of cancer.    

  Dietary Phytochemicals and Health 
Benefits: The Epidemiological Evidence  

 Many epidemiological studies have sought to 

quantify the association between diets that are 

rich in fruits and vegetables with reduced risk of 

chronic illness such as cardiovascular disease, 

cancer and cognitive decline. The majority of 

studies undertaken in the 1980s–2000 were ret-

rospective case control studies, and many of 

these reported inverse associations between 

diets rich in fruits and vegetables in general, or 

particular classes of secondary metabolites that 

occur in these foods and risk of chronic disease. 

Case control studies suffer from two major prob-

lems. Firstly, they do not give any indication of 

absolute risk, and thus can give a misleading 

impression of health benefits. Secondly, selec-

tion of the control group is complex and chal-

lenging, particularly as diets rich in fruits and 

vegetables are often highly correlated with other 

lifestyle attributes and socioeconomic status. 

Furthermore, due to the large number of studies 

there is likely to be bias in the reporting of stud-

ies that have a positive outcome, as opposed to 

those that find no association between diet and 

health. More recently, several long term pro-

spective studies involving many thousands of 

volunteers have provided further evidence for 

the associations between diet and health. In gen-

eral, and with acknowledging that there are several 
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18 exceptions, longer term prospective studies and 

pooled analyses of smaller cohort studies have 

supported the association between diets rich in 

fruits and vegetables and a reduction in risk of 

cardiovascular disease  [1,   2]  and, although 

there are fewer studies, a reduction in risk of 

cognitive decline and neurological disorders  [3]  

and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease  [4] . 

Concurrent with the reporting of results from 

prospective studies has been the establishment 

of databases of the phytochemical content of 

fruits and vegetables and other food stuffs, 

particularly with regard flavonoids  [5–  7] . 

Integrating these two datasets has provided 

evidence for the association of flavonoids, partic-

ularly anthocyanidins and proanthocyanidins, 

with reduction in vascular disease  [2] . However, 

these larger studies have provided less supporting 

evidence for an association between diets rich in 

fruit and vegetables and a reduction in cancer 

risk  [8–  13] , with some notable exceptions. For 

example, diets rich in cruciferous vegetables, 

and therefore rich in glucosinolates, have been 

associated with a reduction in risk of the devel-

opment of aggressive prostate cancer  [14] , diets 

rich in soy, and therefore rich in isoflavones, 

have been associated with reduction in risk of 

localised prostate cancer  [15] , and diets rich in 

vegetables in general have been associated with 

reduction in risk of gastric cancer  [16] .  

  Dietary Phytochemicals and Health 
Benefits: Evidence from Cell 
and Animal Studies  

 Cell and animal models have been used to pro-

vide further experimental evidence for the asso-

ciation between phytochemicals and reduction 

in risk of chronic disease. These models have 

largely been developed for toxicological research 

and caution needs to be exercised in extrapola-

tion of results from these models to humans con-

suming a normal diet. For example, many cell 

lines that are routinely used have been in culture 

for several years and were originally derived 

from cancerous tissues. Both of these factors 

result in differences in expression of genes 

involved in, for example, cell proliferation com-

pared to ‘normal’ cells. This is of particular 

importance if the main interest is in disease pre-

vention rather than cure. Secondly, there is often 

insufficient appreciation of the bio-transforma-

tions and metabolism that dietary phytochemi-

cals undergo within the gastrointestinal tract 

prior to absorption, either due to mammalian 

metabolism or colonic fermentation, and, fol-

lowing absorption, within epithelial cells and 

hepatic tissue. Thus, frequently, cells are exposed 

to plant metabolites that would not be found 

within the GI tract or in the systemic circulation. 

Thirdly, the concentration of dietary phyto-

chemicals to which cells and animal models 

are exposed is frequently significantly greater 

(sometimes by a few orders of magnitude) than 

that which would result from normal dietary 

exposure. Fourthly, cells and rodent models may 

have different functional alleles and lack the 

equivalent allelic polymorphisms that mediate 

the interaction between phytochemicals and, for 

example, gene expression. Lastly, even a single 

item of food consists of a complex mixture of 

phytochemicals, which may interact, possibly 

synergistically, with each other. 

 Despite these reservations, cell and animal 

models are effective in identifying particular 

bioactive phytochemicals that are good candi-

dates to underpin the health benefits of fruit and 

vegetables, even if the nature of the mechanistic 

basis is questionable.  

  Dietary Phytochemicals and Health 
Benefits: Evidence from Human 
Intervention Studies  

 Obtaining experimental evidence for the health 

benefit of plant natural products from human 

intervention studies is challenging. Classic 

placebo controlled doubled blinded designs, as 
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used for clinical trials of pharmaceuticals, are 

not possible except for the use of dietary supple-

ments, in which specific phytochemicals are 

provided at relatively high doses. Likewise, 

most of the evidence for the protective effect of 

plant natural products is towards forms of 

chronic diseases that are associated with aging. 

These may take many years to develop and 

preclude the use of clinical endpoints in inter-

vention trials. Thus, researchers are forced to 

evaluate ‘biomarkers’ of risk. While these are 

well defined for vascular disease, there are few 

biomarkers appropriate for evaluating cognitive 

decline and cancer risk. 

 The positive results of associations obtained 

from case control studies supported by mecha-

nistic studies with cell models led to the estab-

lishment of intervention trials with dietary 

supplements. However, these have frequently 

either not resulted in supporting the association 

between phytochemicals and health, at least 

with the dose that were provided which tended 

to be higher than dietary intake, or suggested 

that the supplements may increase risk. For 

example, while certain epidemiological studies 

with carotenoid rich foods have suggested that 

 b -carotene and vitamins A and E may have pro-

tective effects against lung cancer, intervention 

trials have found either no protective effect or 

an increase in cancer risk  [17,   18] . In a similar 

manner, in a prospective epidemiological study 

(i.e. not an intervention study) it was found that 

men who were heavy users of multivitamin sup-

plements had enhanced risk of advanced and 

fatal prostate cancer  [19] . 

 In contrast, many relatively short interven-

tion trials with either supplements or foods have 

provided supporting evidence for the benefits of 

flavonoids for vascular health. The majority of 

these studies are of an acute nature in which 

relatively high doses are provided and various 

biomarkers, including, for example, platelet 

aggregation  [20] , flow mediated arterial dila-

tion and nitric oxide metabolism  [21] , and 

plasma LDL cholesterol  [22]  are quantified 

over the following hours or days. Some studies 

have also demonstrated increased cerebral 

blood flow and cognitive function  [23] . The 

major challenge is to design intervention stud-

ies in which health benefits of normal dietary 

intake can be assessed over several months or 

possibly a few years, and to go beyond the 

assessment of ‘biomarkers’ to probe the under-

lying mechanisms  in vivo .  

  Dietary Phenolics, Polyphenolics, Tannins: 
Structure and Human Metabolism  

 The chemistry and biochemistry of flavonoids 

and related compounds has recently been exten-

sively reviewed  [24] . Over 8,000 compounds 

with phenolic structures have been reported in 

plants, ranging from low molecular weight sim-

ple phenolic acids to high molecular weight tan-

nins. They can be conveniently divided into two 

major groups, the flavonoids, which are com-

pounds comprising two aromatic rings con-

nected by a three carbon bridge, and the non 

flavonoids, including simple phenolic acids, 

hydroxycinammates and stilbenes. Flavonoids 

can further be divided into six major subclasses: 

the flavanols, flavan-3-ols (comprising both 

monomers and the polymeric proanthocyani-

dins or condensed tannins), isoflavones, fla-

vones, flavanones and anthocyanidins (Figs.  1  

and  2 ). The principle phenolic acid is gallic acid 

which is the base unit of gallotannins, whereas 

gallic acid and hexahydroxydiphenoyl are 

subunits of ellagitannins. Both forms of 

tannins are collectively known as hydrolysable 

tannins. The most common hydroxycinna-

mates are caffeic,  p -coumaric and ferulic acids. 

Quinic acid conjugates of caffeic acid such as 

5-O-caffeoylquinic acid (chlorogenic acid) are 

common components of fruit and vegetables, 

with coffee being a major source in the diet. 

Resveratrol, an important polyphenolic found 

in red wine, is the most common stillbene, and 

has frequently been associated with health 

benefits (Fig.  3 ).    
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  Fig. 1    The basic C6-C3-C6 flavonoid skeleton and examples of common glycosylated flavonoids that are 

found in foods       
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  Fig. 2    Examples of flavan-3-ols       

  Fig. 3    Examples of common non flavonoid phenolics that are found in foods and are associated with health 

benefits       
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18  While there is extensive knowledge of the 

structure and distribution of these compounds in 

plants, and a growing understanding of their bio-

synthesis, there is a relatively poor understand-

ing of the bioactive functional derivatives of 

these compounds that occur either within the 

gastrointestinal tract or in the systemic circula-

tion following consumption. This has often led to 

the use of inappropriate compounds within model 

systems that have attempted to elucidate func-

tion, as discussed above. Thus, prior to discuss-

ing potential modes of action, the biochemical 

processes involved in absorption, biotransforma-

tion and metabolism will be briefly reviewed. 

 Almost all flavonoids with the exception of 

the flavan-3-ols are glycosylated, and hydroly-

sis of the glycoside is a prerequisite for absorp-

tion. Deglycosylation can occur by a variety of 

routes. Flavanoid glycosides such as quercetin 

glucoside are hydrolysed by the endogenous 

 b -glucosidases lactase phloridzin hydrolyase 

(LPH) present on the brush border of small 

intestine epithelial cells  [25] . The resulting 

aglycone can passively diffuse into the epithe-

lial cells. Alternatively, the glycosylated flavo-

noids may be actively transported into epithelial 

cells by, for example, the sodium-dependent 

glucose transorter (SGLT1)  [26] , and deglyco-

sylated through the activity of broad specificity 

cytosolic  b -glucosides (CBG)  [27] . The relative 

importance of these two routes is likely to 

depend upon the position and extent of glyco-

sylation, which determines both the efficiency 

of transport into the cells by glucose transport-

ers and subsequent specificity of the glucosides. 

Glycosylated dietary flavonoids may compete 

with glucose for transport into cells via SGLT1, 

and this may have broader biological impor-

tance in modulating glucose transport. Some 

studies have suggested that polyphenol rich 

diets may reduce the post prandial surge in 

plasma glucose, and thus effectively reduce the 

glycaemix index of foods consumed as part of a 

polyphenol rich diet  [28] . This may in itself 

have potential health benefits. Some flavanoid 

glycosides, such a quercetin rhamnoglucosides 

(rutin) cannot act as substrates for either LPH 

or CBG and are deglycosylated by microbial 

glucosidases in the colon, prior to absorption. 

 Non glycosylated flavanoids such as epigal-

locatechin gallate and other phenolics such as 

5-O-caffeoylquinic acid (chlorogenic acid) may 

also be metabolised in the gastrointestinal 

tract prior to absorption. Hydrolysis of epigal-

locatechin gallate has been suggested to be 

due to an esterase occurring in human saliva, 

whereupon the main site of hydrolysis of 

5- O -caffeoylquinic acid is likely to be in the 

colon due to microbial activity. 

 The role and importance of the microbial 

metabolism and transformation of phenolics 

and polyphenolics by the microflora of the 

colon, or chemical transformation within the GI 

tract or systemic circulation has probably been 

underestimated. While it is increasingly likely 

that oligomeric and polymeric proanthocyani-

dins are extensively metabolised in the colon to 

produce a range of small phenolic acids that 

are absorbed  [29] , other compounds such as 

anthocyanidins are also likely to be metabolised 

in an analogous manner. Indeed it is possible 

that these cleavage products are the most rele-

vant biologically active forms of dietary pheno-

lics  in vivo . For example, while several studies 

have reported that less that 1% of anthocyanins 

that are consumed are absorbed and excreted, 

which is difficult to reconcile with the reported 

health benefits of these compounds, an inter-

vention study with blood orange juice reported 

that 44% of ingested cyanidin glycoside was 

accounted for in the plasma in the form of 

protocatechuic acid, a cleavage product of 

anthocyanidins (Fig.  4 )  [30,   31] . Elucidating 

these metabolic processes and identifying the 

precise metabolites that are absorbed are an 

important prerequisite for understanding bio-

logical function and the mechanistic basis of the 

health benefits of phenolics and polyphenolics.  

 Once absorbed, flavanoids and phenolic 

acid derivatives undergo extensive metabolism. 
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Initially extensive glucuronidation and some 

methylation of the aglycone occur in the cells of 

the small intestine, with further glucuronida-

tion, methylation and sulphation occurring in 

the liver. Thus, following ingestion and deglyc-

osylation a single polyphenolic may give rise to 

several conjugated metabolites. For example, 

following ingestion of quercetin glycoside, at 

least 12 different glucuronide and sulphate con-

jugates of quercetin or methylquercetin are 

found in plasma (Fig.  5 )  [32,   33] . Likewise, 

several glucuronide and sulphate conjugates are 

observed following ingestion of other polyphe-

nols, such as the isoflavones  [34] , and it is likely 

that similar compounds are also derived from 

other flavonoids. Non flavanoid phenolics fol-

low similar routes of absorption and metabolism. 

For example, hydroxycinnamic acids such as 

caffeic, ferulic and coumaric acids, are rapidly 

absorbed in the small intestine and glucuroni-

dated and sulphated in a similar manner to the 

flavanoids  [35] .   

  Mechanistic Basis of Health Promoting 
Activity of Dietary Phenolics 
and Polyphenolics  

  Polyphenols as Antioxidants 

 The antioxidant activity of phenolics and 

polyphenolics is often regarded to be the basis 

of their health promoting activity. The evidence 

  Fig. 4    Cleavage products from anthocyanins (Redrawn from Ref.  [31] )       
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for this is largely based upon cell culture studies 

with aglycones, as opposed to the more appro-

priate conjugated metabolites that occur  in vivo . 

Several studies have also attempted to demon-

strated that a polyphenol rich diet results in an 

increase in plasma antioxidant capacity, but 

few, if any, have demonstrated a significant 

increase  [36] . This is due to two main factors: 

Firstly, the endogenous phenolic and ascorbate 

concentrations in the plasma is between 159 

and 380  m M. The additional concentrations that 

can be obtained from dietary sources is relatively 

low, probably less that 1% from average diets 

and up to 5% for diets that are particularly rich 

in polyhenols  [36] . Moreover, these additional 

marginal increases are transient and it is difficult 

to envisage how these changes can have a signifi-

cant impact upon health. However, it is con-

ceivable that in certain elderly populations in 

which the plasma ascorbate levels can become 

depleted heavy consumption of tea and coffee 

may have a significant effect on plasma antioxi-

dant activity. Secondly, the conjugated metab-

olites of the aglycones often have reduced 

antioxidant activity compared to the parent 

agylcone, with the precise activity dependant upon 

the nature and position of conjugation  [37,   38] . 

For example, sulphation has been shown to reduce 

the antioxidant activity of isoflavones  [39] . 

In addition, the interaction between polyphe-

nols and plasma proteins can reduce their 

antioxidant activity  [40] . 

 Counter to these arguments, there are two fac-

tors that may lead to the antioxidant activity of 

human metabolites of dietary polyphenols being 

underestimated. Firstly, as described above, there 

is some uncertainty to the precise metabolic 

derivatives of polyphenols and thus the plasma 

concentration of the active metabolites may be 

underestimated. Secondly, it is possible that there 

may be local deglucuronidation at, for example, 

sites of inflammation through  b -glucuronidase 

activity to release the biological active aglycone 

 [41] . However, despite the possible factors in 

mitigation, while the epidemiological evidence 

for health promoting activity of polyphenolic 

  Fig. 5    The most common conjugates of quercetin that are found in human plasma       
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rich diets has increased, it is unlikely that this is 

mediated by enhancement of antioxidant activity 

of plasma.  

  Polyphenols and Vascular Disease 

 Partially due to the epidemiological evidence 

that has associated diets rich in polyhenols with 

reduction in risk of cardiovascular disease, sev-

eral studies have specifically investigated the 

effects of polyphenolics on risk factors for car-

diovascular health. Inflammation plays a key 

event in the initiation of atherosclerosis and the 

development of atherothrombotic events, which 

are leading causes for CVD. Adhesion of circu-

lating monocytes to the endothelium and subse-

quent migration into the vascular wall are 

critical events in these processes. The binding 

of monocytes to the vascular endothelium is 

mediated by cross linkage of cell adhesion mol-

ecules, such as intercellular adhesion molecule 

1 (ICAM-1) and vascular cell adhesion mole-

cule-1 (VCAM-1), and the expression of these 

molecules is greatly enhanced at sites of athero-

sclerosis. The expression of these adhesion 

molecules is enhanced through several risk fac-

tors for CVD, such as increased plasma choles-

terol and pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as 

TNF- a  and IL-1, mediated through activation 

of the NF- k B and AP-1 transcription factors. 

Through the use of HUVEC primary cells, it 

has been shown that quercetin conjugates 

at physiologically appropriate concentrations 

inhibit cell surface expression of VCAM-1, 

and that quercetin 3-glucuronide, but not other 

conjugates, also inhibit ICAM-1 expression. 

Interestingly, these effects were not observed 

at higher concentrations  [42] . The precise 

mechanism involved in inhibition of cell 

adhesion molecules is not understood, but may 

involve inhibition of NF- k B-mediated signal-

ling. Several other studies with different cell 

lines and polyphenols, including flavanones, 

isoflavones, anthocyanidins and catechins, 

are consistent with these results, although 

many of these use only the aglycones, as 

opposed the physiologically appropriate meta-

bolites  [43,   44] . Moreover, it has been shown 

that red wine consumption in humans reduces 

TNF- a  induced adhesion of monocytes to 

endothelial cells  ex vivo   [45] . 

 In addition to changes in expression of adhe-

sion molecules, polyphenols have been shown 

to affect other risk factors for CVD. For exam-

ple, several polyphenols, including quercetin, 

epigallocatechin gallate and resveratrol have 

been shown to inhibit vascular smooth muscle 

cell proliferation  [46–  49]  and can modulate the 

response of platelets to thrombin and other 

agents  [50–  52] .  

  Polyphenols and Plasma Protein Interactions 

 The oral sensation of dryness known as astrin-

gency is probably the most familiar example of 

a polyphenol–protein interaction. Salivary pro-

teins contain multiple binding sites for polyphe-

nols, and when sufficiently high concentrations 

of polyphenols, and in particular tannins, are 

present the polyphenol–protein complexes pre-

cipitate leading to the taste sensation  [53] . 

Several polyphenols are also known to inacti-

vate digestive enzymes in the gut  [54] . Poly-

phenols can bind with plasma proteins by 

hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, and 

covalent bonds. The nature of the interaction 

depends upon the structure of the polyphenol, 

so that there may be a combination of non spe-

cific binding, and binding to specific proteins. It 

has been shown that quercetin will bind with 

plasma albumins  [55] , epigallocatechin-gallate 

binds with plasma fibronectin and fibrinogen 

 [56] , and wine catechins with Apo-A1 and trans-

ferrin  [57] . It is likely that these interactions are 

far more extensive, and while they have mainly 

been considered in the context of polyphenol 

transport in plasma, they may themselves mediate 

the biological activity of polyphenol metabolites, 
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enhancing antioxidant activity  [40,   57] , or inter-

action with, for example, pro-inflammatory 

cytokines. 

 Interactions with ligand receptor proteins 

have largely been restricted to the isoflavones 

which are structural mimics of estrogens  [58] . 

Estrogen hormones influence the growth and 

functioning of many tissues of the male and 

female reproductive systems. Isoflavones, and in 

particular genistein, are structural mimics of 

estrogens and can tightly bind to the estrogen 

receptors  a  and  b , and act as estrogen agonists 

 [59,   60] . This phenomenon has been offered for 

an explanation for the possible protective effects 

of diets rich in soy towards breast and prostate 

cancer, but it is likely other mechanisms are 

also of importance.   

  Glucosinolates and Isothiocyanates: 
Structure and Human Metabolism  

 Epidemiological studies have suggested that 

diets rich in cruciferous vegetables, such as 

broccoli, may reduce the risk of cancer and 

myocardial infarction. It is widely thought that 

isothiocyanates, derived from glucosinolates 

that accumulate in cruciferous vegetables, are 

the active component although indole degrada-

tion products from tryptophan-derived glucosi-

nolates and other polyphenolic compounds, 

as discussed above, that are found in these 

vegetables may also play a role. The glucosi-

nolate molecule consists of a  b -thioglucose 

moiety, a sulfonated oxime moiety and a vari-

able side chain, derived from an amino acid. 

Glucosinolates with more than 120 side chain 

structures have been described  [61] , although 

only about 16 of these are commonly found 

within crop plants. Seven of these 120 side 

chain structures correspond directly to a pro-

tein amino acid (alanine, valine, leucine, isoleu-

cine, phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan). 

The remaining glucosinolates have side chain 

structures which arise in three ways. Firstly, 

many glucosinolates are derived from chain-

elongated forms of protein amino acids, notably 

from methionine, but also from phenylalanine 

and branch chain amino acids. Secondly, the 

structure of the side chain may be modified after 

amino acid elongation and glucosinolate bio-

synthesis by, for example, the oxidation of the 

methionine sulfur to sulfinyl and sulfonyl, and 

by the subsequent loss of the  w -methylsulfinyl 

group to produce a terminal double bond. Sub-

sequent modifications may also involve hydro-

xylation and methoxylation of the side chain. 

Chain elongation and modification interact to 

result in several homologous series of glucosi-

nolates, such as those with methylthioalkyl 

side chains ranging from CH 
3
 S (CH 

2
 ) 

3
 - to 

CH 
3
 (CH 

2
 ) 

8
 -, and methylsulfinylalkyl side chains 

ranging from CH 
3
 SO(CH 

2
 ) 

3
 - to CH 

3
 SO(CH 

2
 ) 

11
 -. 

Thirdly, some glucosinolates occur which con-

tain relatively complex side chains such as 

o-( a -L-rhamnopylransoyloxy)-benzyl glucosi-

nolate in  Reseda odorata  and glucosinolates 

containing a sinapoyl moiety in  Raphanus sati-

vus . Several comprehensive reviews of glucosi-

nolate structure and biosynthesis have recently 

been published  [62–  66] . 

 Despite the potential large number of 

glucosinolates, the major cruciferous crops 

have a restricted range of glucosinolates. All 

of these have a mixture of indolylmethyl 

and N-methoxyindolylmethyl glucosinolates, 

derived from tryptophan, and either a small 

number of methionine-derived or phenylalanine-

derived glucosinolates. The greatest diversity 

within a species is found in  B. oleracea , which 

includes such crops as broccoli, cabbages, 

Brussels sprouts and kales. These contain 

indolyl glucosinolates combined with a small 

number of methionine-derived glucosinolates. 

For example, broccoli ( B. oleracea  var.  italica ) 

accumulates 3-methylsuphinylpropyl and 

4-methylsulfinylbutyl glucosinolates, while 

other botanical forms of  B. oleracea  have 
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mixtures of 2-propenyl, 3-butenyl and 2-hy-

droxy-3-butenyl. Some cultivars of cabbage 

and Brussels sprouts also contain significant 

amounts of methylthiopropyl and methylth-

iobutyl glucosinolates.  B. rapa  (Chinese cab-

bage, Bok Choi, turnips etc.) and  B. napus  

(Swedes) contains 3-butenyl and sometimes 

4-pentenyl glucosinolates and often their 

hydroxylated homologues. In addition to 

methionine-derived glucosinolates, phenylethyl 

glucosinolate usually occurs in low levels in 

many vegetables. Several surveys of glucosi-

nolate variation between cultivars of  Brassica  

species have been reported, for example  B. rapa  

 [67,   68]  and  B. oleracea   [69,   70] . 

 The distinctive taste of many minor horti-

cultural cruciferous crops is due to their glu-

cosinolate content. For example, watercress 

accumulates large amounts of phenylethyl 

glucosinolate, combined with low levels of 

7-methylsulfinylheptyl and 8-methylsulfinyloctyl 

glucosinolates, rockets ( Eruca  and  Diplotaxis  

species) possess 4-methylthiobutyl glucosi-

nolate, and cress ( Lepidium  spp) contains 

benzyl glucosinolate. 

 In the intact plant, glucosinolates are proba-

bly located in the vacuole of many cells but may 

also be concentrated within specialized cells. 

Following tissue disruption, glucosinolates are 

hydrolysed by thioglucosidases, known as 

myrosinases (Fig.  6 ). Myrosinase activity results 

in the cleavage of the thio-glucose bond to give 

rise to unstable thiohydroximate- O -sulfonate. 

This aglycone spontaneously rearranges to 

produce several products  [71] . Most frequently, 

it undergoes a Lossen rearrangement to produce 

an isothiocyanate (ITC). Aglycones from 

glucosinolates which contain  b -hydroxylated 

side chains, such as 2-hydroxy-3-butenyl 

(‘progoitrin’) found in the seeds of oilseed 

rape and some horticultural brassicas, such as 

Brussels sprouts and Chinese cabbage, sponta-

neously cyclise to form the corresponding 

oxazolidine-2-thiones. If the isothiocyanate 

contains a double bond, and in the presence of 

an epithiospecifier protein (ESP), the isothiocy-

anate may rearrange to produce an epithionitrile 

 [72,   73] . ESP is also likely to be involved in the 

production of nitriles from glucosinolates such 

as methylsulfinylalkyls  [74] . Cooking can dena-

ture both ESP and myrosinase  [75] , in which 

case intact glucosinolates can be metabolized 

by microbial thioglucosidases in the colon to 

generate isothiocyanates  [76] .  

 Following ingestion of cruciferous vegeta-

bles with intact myrosinase, ITCs will be formed 

in the mouth and rapidly absorbed in the upper 

GI and subsequently metabolized  [77,   78].  

When myrosinases in the plant tissue are deacti-

vated, e.g. by excess cooking, then glucosino-

lates are hydrolysed in the distal gut by microbial 

activity, and the resulting ITCs are absorbed 

from the lower GI tract  [78] . Conjugation with 

glutathione occurs spontaneously but may be 

further promoted by gluthatione transferases 

(GST) within the epithelial cells of the GI tract. 

The glutathione conjugate is then exported to 

the systemic circulation via the multidrug resist-

ance associated protein-1 (MRP1), MRP2 and 

P-glycoprotein-1 (Pgp-1)  [79,   80] . 

 The ITC-glutathione conjugate is metabo-

lised via the mercapturic acid pathway in which 

the glutathione conjugate undergoes further 

enzymatic modifications including cleavage of 

glutamine, which yields cysteine-glycine- con-

jugates, cleavage of glycine, yielding cysteine-

conjugates and finally acetylation to produce 

N-acetylcysteine (NAC)-conjugates that are 

excreted in urine (Fig.  6 )  [81] . However, it has 

been shown that 45% of ingested sulforaphane 

(SF, the major isothiocyanate derived from 

4-methylsulphinylbutyl glucosinolate that accu-

mulates in broccoli) in the plasma occurs as the 

free ITC, as opposed to thiol conjugates, and it 

has been speculated that the ITC-glutathione 

conjugate may be cleaved in the plasma to 

release the free, and biologically active ITC, 

possibly through GSTM1 activity  [77] . The 

peak concentration of SF and its thiol conjugates 

following consumption of a standard portion of 
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broccoli is less than 2  m M, falling to low (nM) 

levels within a few hours  [77] .  

  Diet-Gene Interactions, and the Role 
of GSTM1 Genotype  

 Epidemiological evidence both from prospec-

tive cohort studies and retrospective case-control 

studies suggest that there is an inverse associa-

tion between consumption of cruciferous vege-

tables and the risk of lung, stomach, colorectal, 

breast and prostate cancer  [14,   82–  91] . Several 

of these studies suggest that the protective effects 

of crucifer consumption are modulated by GST 

polymorphisms, and in particular GSTM1 

genotype. Fifty percent of the population have 

a homozygous deletion of the GSTM1 allele. 

Studies of US populations have suggested that 

individuals with GSTM1 positive genotype ben-

efit more from consumption of brassica vegeta-

bles compared to those that have a homozygous 

GSTM1 deletion (i.e. GSTM1 null)  [82,   85,   91, 

  92] . However, similar studies conducted on Asian 

populations have found the converse; with 

GSTM1 nulls gaining greatest benefit  [87,   88  ]. It 

has been speculated that this may be due to the 

contrasting types of vegetables being consumed; 

broccoli is the major crucifer consumed in the 

US, whereas in Asia the major cruciferous vege-

table consumed is Chinese cabbage. These two 

vegetables have contrasting types of glucosi-

nolates which may interact with GSTM1 in 

  Fig. 6    Glucosinolate structure and metabolism, and side chains (R) occurring in common cruciferous 

vegetables       
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different ways, and as previously described for 

structural similar ITCs  [93] . Polymorphism also 

occurs at the GSTT1 locus, with about 20% of 

Caucasians and up to 60% of people of Asiatic 

descent having a homozygous deletion. GSTT1 

genotype has been associated with modulating 

the reduction in cancer risk through cruciferous 

vegetable consumption in some studies, but not 

others  [85,   94,   95] . Although GSTT1 has not 

been extensively studied there is some evidence 

that a combination of GSTM1 and GSTT1 geno-

type might influence cancer risk following 

brassica consumption  [87] . Recently, consump-

tion of cruciferous vegetables was also associ-

ated with a lower risk of myocardial infarction 

among those individuals with a functional 

GSTT1 allele  [96] . 

 Complementary to the epidemiological data, 

a few experimental studies have shown that 

GSTM1 null genotypes excrete a greater pro-

portion of ingested SF via mercaturic acid 

metabolism than those with at least one func-

tional allele  [77,   97] . As it is the latter who gain 

more protection this suggests that there may be 

other metabolic fates for ITC. Further studies 

are required.  

  Mechanistic Basis of Health Promoting 
Activity of Dietary Glucosinolates 
and their Derivatives  

 The anticarcinogenic activity of cruciferous 

vegetables has largely been attributed to the 

biological activity of isothiocyanates, although 

degradation products from indole glucosinolates 

may also play a role. The activity of sulforap-

hane, the ITC derived from broccoli has recently 

been comprehensively reviewed  [98] . Other 

ITCs have similar activity. Sulforaphane has 

been shown to be protective against carcinogen-

induced tumorigenesis at a variety of sites in 

rodents, including breast, colon, skin, lung, 

stomach and prostate. It is effective in reducing 

and even preventing the formation of preneo-

plastic lesions in tissues resulting from carcino-

gen administration  [99–  102]  and can also 

suppress the growth of tumours in spontaneous 

or xenograft mouse cancer models  [103,   104  ]. 

The chemopreventive effect of SF is likely to 

involve multiple mechanisms, which are likely 

to interact together to reduce risk of carcino-

genesis  [98] . These include: inhibition of 

phase 1 enzymes, induction of phase 2 metabo-

lism enzymes, antioxidant functions through 

increased tissue GSH levels, apoptosis-inducing 

properties, induction of cell cycle arrest, anti-

inflammatory properties and inhibition of ang-

iogenesis. As discussed above, certain caution 

is required in interpreting these results as these 

mechanistic studies are usually undertaken with 

far higher concentrations of ITCs than that 

which would occur following normal dietary 

consumption of cruciferous vegetables. 

 During phase 1 metabolism molecules, 

including dietary and environmental carcino-

gens, are converted into highly reactive inter-

mediates that can potentially be harmful by 

binding to critical macromolecules such as 

DNA, RNA and protein. SF potently decreased 

enzyme activities of several cytochrome P450 

enzymes (CYPs), which catalyse phase 1 

biotransformation, in intact human and rat 

hepatocytes  [105,   106] . Activated carcinogens 

generated from phase 1 metabolism are subse-

quently converted into inactive metabolites 

during the phase 2 metabolism and can readily 

be excreted from the body. SF has received 

much attention over the past decade as it was 

found to be the most potent naturally-occurring 

inducer of phase 2 enzymes such as quinone 

reductase (NQO1), GST and genes related to 

glutathione biosynthesis in both animals and 

humans  [107–  110] . Induction of phase 2 

enzymes is mediated by the nrf2/Keap1 path-

way and exposure of cells to SF leads to disso-

ciation of the Nrf2/Keap1 complex and subsequent 

nuclear translocation of Nrf2 where it activates 

cancer protective genes  [111] . 
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sought to provide evidence for the induction of 

phase II enzymes  in vivo  following consump-

tion of glucosinolate or isothiocyanate rich 

diets. A three week diet rich in cruciferous veg-

etables has been shown to elevate plasma levels 

of GSTs and reduced the level of 8-oxo-7,

8-dihydro-2’-deoxyguanosine in urine, a marker 

of oxidative damage  [112,   113] . However, an 

intervention study in Qidong region in the 

People’s Republic of China, where the residents 

are at high risk of developing hepatocellular 

carcinoma, partly due to consumption of 

aflatoxin-contaminated foods, and partly due to 

exposure to air pollutants such as phenanthrene, 

did not produce any evidence of differences in 

excretion of phase 2 metabolic products of afla-

toxin and phenanthrene between a diet rich in 

glucosinolates (via broccoli sprouts) and the 

placebo control  [114] . The large intra-individual 

variation in excretion of ITC metabolites, 

which may be partially caused by GST poly-

morphisms, was noted in this study. A further 

study quantified global gene expression in gas-

tric mucosa samples after broccoli consump-

tion. While there was evidence for the induction 

of phase 2 gene expression following consump-

tion of a broccoli that had elevated levels of 

glucosinolates  [115] , there was no evidence for 

induction following consumption of standard 

broccoli  [116] . However, there is evidence that 

topical application of ITCs to skin can induce 

phase 2 enzymes  [117] . 

 Using cancer cell models ITCs have also 

been shown to induce apoptosis and cell cycle 

arrest through a variety of pathways depending 

on the origin of cells used. The mechanism for 

such an effect involves induction of several 

members of the caspase family, responsible for 

the execution of apoptosis in higher eukaryo-

tes, as well as the induction of the pro-apoptotic 

Bcl-2 family members. Alternatively, SF can 

also induce apoptosis through induction of 

any of the three parallel MAPK cascades 

identified in mammalian cells, extracellular sig-

nal-regulated kinase (ERK), c-Jun N-terminal 

kinase (JNK) and p38, depending on tissue and 

dose applied. In line with cancer suppressing 

properties SF has been shown to arrest the cell 

cycle through regulation of cyclin levels and 

induction of p21, a potent inhibitor of cell 

cycle progression. Additionally, SF down-reg-

ulates important mediators of the pro-inflam-

matory response such as iNOS, Cox-2 and 

NF- k B, and also inhibits angiogenesis, both 

processes thought to be mechanistically linked 

with carcinogenesis. 

 This brief review has focused on the two 

classes of plant natural products – flavonoids 

and glucosinolates – for which the epidemio-

logical evidence for health benefits is strongest. 

This is, of course, largely due to the frequent 

occurrences of these compounds in crops and 

foods. Other natural products that have a lim-

ited distribution in certain foods may indeed 

have far greater health benefits, but these would 

not be evident from epidemiological studies. 

The greatest challenge in this field of research is 

to design human intervention studies of suffi-

cient length coupled with analyses of target tis-

sues to provide a mechanistic understanding of 

the activity of plant natural products  in vivo . 

The use of genetically modified plants with spe-

cific alterations in natural product profiles will 

greatly facilitate these studies.
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    Floral Scents and Fruit 
Aromas Inspired by Nature      

 Florence   Negre-Zakharov,           Michael C.   Long, 

and         Natalia   Dudareva         

  Abstract   Plants use floral and fruit volatiles as 

chemical cues to interact with their environment 

by attracting pollinators and seed dispersers, 

thus ensuring plant reproductive success. These 

volatiles also have a significant economic value 

as they contribute directly to the quality, and 

indirectly to the yield, of crops. The scent of 

flowers and the aroma of fruits are composed 

of complex mixtures of tens or sometimes hun-

dreds of volatile compounds, many of which are 

found in both flowers and fruits. Arising from 

diverse biochemical pathways, floral and fruit 

volatiles can be divided into four major classes 

according to their metabolic origin: terpenoids, 

phenylpropanoids/benzenoids, fatty acid deriv-

atives and amino acid derivatives. Recent 

discoveries of genes and enzymes responsible 

for the formation of volatile compounds have 

facilitated the investigation of the regulation of 

the biosynthesis of flower and fruit volatiles. 

Our growing understanding of the plant volatile 

network, together with pioneering attempts for 

fragrance modification, provide a platform for 

future metabolic engineering of floral scent and 

fruit aroma for plant improvement and human 

enjoyment.  

  Abbreviations  

  AADC    aromatic amino acid decarboxylase    

  AAT    alcohol acyltransferase   

  ABC    adenosine triphosphate binding 

cassette   

  ADH    alcohol dehydrogenase   

  AHCT    anthocyanin 

O-hydroxycinnamoyltransferase   

  AOS    allene oxide synthase   

  BA    benzoic acid   

  BAMT    benzoic acid carboxyl methyl 

transferase   

  BEAT    acetyl-CoA:benzyl alcohol 

acetyltransferase   

  BPBT    benzyl alcohol/phenylethanol ben-

zoyl transferase   

  BSMT    benzoic acid/salicylic acid car-

boxyl methyltransferase   

  CA    cinnamic acid   

  CCD    carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase   

  CFAT    coniferyl alcohol acyltransferase    

  CoA    coenzyme-A   

  DAHP    3-deoxy-D-arabino-heptulosonate 

7-phosphate   

  DAT    deacetylvindoline 

4-O-acetyltransferase   

  DMAPP    dimethylallyl diphosphate   
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19   EGS    eugenol synthase   

  Ery4P    erythrose 4-phosphate

     F6P    fructose 6-phosphate   

  FPP    farnesyl diphosphate   

  FPPS    farnesyl pyrophosphate 

synthase   

  GA-3P    glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate    

  G6P    glucose 6-phosphate   

  GC-EAD    gas chromatography coupled 

with electroantennogram 

detection   

  GES    geraniol synthase   

  GGPP    geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate   

  GGPPS    GGPP synthase   

  GPP    geranyl diphosphate   

  GPPS    GPP synthase   

  HCBT    anthranilate 

N-hydroxycinnamoyl/ 

benzoyltransferase   

  HPL    hydroperoxyde lyase   

  IDI    isopentenyl diphosphate 

isomerase   

  IGS    isoeugenol synthase   

  IGL    indole-3-glycerol phosphate 

lyase   

  Indole-3GP    indole 3-glycerol phosphate   

  IPP    isopentenyl diphosphate   

  JMT    jasmonic acid carboxyl methyl 

transferase   

  LIS    ( S )-linalool synthase   

  LOX    lipoxygenase   

  LTP    lipid transfer proteins   

  MEP    methyl-erythritol-phosphate   

  MVA    mevalonic acid   

  PAAS    phenylacetaldehyde synthase   

  PAL    L-phenylalanine ammonia-

lyase   

  Pap1    production of anthocyanin 

pigment 1   

  PEP    phosphoenolpyruvate   

  Phe    L-phenylalanine   

  RhAAT    rose alcohol acyltransferase   

  SAAT    strawberry alcohol 

acyltransferase   

  TPS    terpene synthase       

  Introduction  

 Within the wide array of natural products found 

in plants, volatile metabolites can be considered 

as the plant’s interface with the surrounding 

environment. These volatile compounds can be 

released from flowers, fruits, leaves, and roots 

into the atmosphere or soil, allowing the plant 

to interact with other organisms while remaining 

anchored to the ground. Volatiles are low molec-

ular weight metabolites (less than 300 Da) 

with diverse chemical structures (hydrocar-

bons, alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, ethers, and 

esters), and originate from several biosyn-

thetic pathways, including the terpenoid, 

phenylpropanoid/ benzenoid, and lipoxygenase 

pathways. They typically exist as lipophilic 

liquids with high vapor pressures and can cross 

cell membranes, walls and cuticles to be released 

into the atmosphere  [1,   2] . 

 Volatiles have been shown to play a role in 

many aspects of a plant’s life cycle, and their 

functions are extensively reviewed in Chapters 

17 and 18 of this book. Leaf- or root-emitted 

volatiles can be involved in the plant’s defense 

by directly repelling herbivores or pathogens, or 

recruiting enemies of their aggressors to limit or 

eliminate further damage  [3–  6] . Volatile com-

pounds emitted from flowers provide chemical 

cues to pollinators, thereby ensuring plant repro-

ductive and evolutionary success  [7] . Although 

the exact olfactory information used by pollina-

tors to recognize and locate flowers is still 

unclear, it was recently shown that honeybees are 

capable of using all emitted volatiles to discrimi-

nate subtle, quantitative differences in the scent 

 [8] . In addition to providing guidance to pollina-

tors  [9] , floral volatiles could serve as part of a 

defense mechanism against florivores or protect 

the flowers from abiotic stress, as was reported 

for many volatiles released from vegetative tis-

sues. Emission of volatiles with antimicrobial 

activity can also protect the carbohydrate-rich 

nectar by inhibiting microbial growth. However, 
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some floral volatiles could attract herbivores, 

resulting in a challenging tradeoff between pol-

linator and herbivore attraction  [10,   11] . 

 Volatiles emitted from fruits determine their 

overall aroma properties and flavor which are per-

ceived through olfactory detection of multiple dis-

tinct sensory inputs processed to generate the 

overall sensation  [12] . Thus, fruit volatiles could 

play a role in the attraction of animal seed dispers-

ers. For example, fruit bats can detect and locate 

fruits, as well as assess their ripeness, based on 

odor alone  [13,   14] . Olfactory cues emanating 

from the food source are especially important in 

food location for nocturnal foragers which have 

limited access to visual cues, as was suggested for 

night monkeys and lemurs  [15–  17] . 

 For humans, aromas and scents constitute an 

important part of social and cultural interactions. 

Although humans do not strictly depend on 

olfactory cues for survival, our sense of smell 

lets us enjoy fragrances, foods and beverages, 

and can also warn us of dangers like poisons 

or smoke. The important impact of olfaction in 

human society may explain the existence of 

entire industries dedicated to the extraction, pro-

duction and sale of natural or artificial aromas 

and fragrances, constituting a $16 billion market 

worldwide  [18] . In this sense, floral and fruit 

volatiles are rich biological resources of signifi-

cant importance from an economical and com-

mercial standpoint. Volatiles emitted from 

flowers determine their characteristic scent, a 

trait that is becoming an increasingly important 

factor for consumers in assessing the overall 

quality of ornamentals in the cut flower industry 

 [19] . The aroma volatiles produced during fruit 

and vegetable ripening contribute significantly 

to their sensory attributes and greatly determine 

consumer preference to them  [20] . 

 In this chapter, we review the biosynthetic 

pathways responsible for the formation of floral 

and fruit volatiles, the regulation and localiza-

tion of scent and aroma biosynthesis, and the 

recent advances in biotechnological manipula-

tion of floral fragrances and fruit aromas.  

  Diversity, Biosynthesis and Regulation 
of Floral and Fruit Volatiles  

 To date, 1,700 compounds were identified in 

the scent of flowers belonging to 90 plant fami-

lies  [9]  in addition to 700 flavor volatiles 

known to be present in aromas of fruits and 

vegetables  [21]  with many compounds found 

in both flowers and fruits. In general, the scent 

of flowers and the aroma of fruits are composed 

of complex mixtures of tens or sometimes hun-

dreds of volatile compounds arising from 

diverse biochemical pathways (Figs.  1  and  2 ). 

Although different flowers as well as fruits 

share many aroma constituents, each flower/

fruit has a distinctive aroma that is a result of 

the relative abundances and interactions 

between emitted volatiles in addition to the 

presence or absence of unique components. In 

contrast to scent bouquets which usually con-

tain between 20 to 60 different compounds in 

most plant species  [22] , aromas of fruits are 

generally more complex and often consist of 

more than 150 volatiles  [23] . While 400 differ-

ent volatiles have been found in tomato fruits 

 [24,   25] , 360 in ripening strawberry  [26] , 350 

in banana  [27] , 225 in grapes  [28]  and over 200 

in red raspberries  [29] , a relatively small subset 

of these compounds, based on their concentra-

tions and odor thresholds for human orga-

noleptic perception, determines the “aroma 

fingerprint” of each particular fruit. Compounds 

with very low odor thresholds can be perceived 

by humans at extremely low concentrations. A 

good example is  b -ionone (Fig.  2 ) which is 

present only in minute quantities (4 nL L -1 ) in 

tomato fruits, but represents the second most 

important aroma compound in this fruit due to 

its extremely low threshold (0.007 nL L -1 )  [30] . 

Similarly, the characteristic strawberry fruit 

aroma depends on the presence of small quanti-

ties of volatiles with low threshold values 

including the pleasant-smelling esters  g – and 

 d -lactones and methyl anthranilate as well as 

the fruit’s most important aroma compounds, 
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  Fig. 2    Representative volatile compounds found in floral scents and fruit aromas       

the caramel-like furaneol and its methoxy 

derivatives (methoxyfuraneol and mesifurane).   

 Although fewer volatiles contribute to the 

entire scent profile of flowers, very little is 

known about their perception by insects and 

humans, whose odor detection capability is 

much poorer than that of insects and is often 

subjective  [31,   32] . Unlike humans, insects rely 

on accurate monitoring of their chemical envi-

ronment for survival. During foraging, insects 
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19 including bees and moths, are exposed to a wide 

range of odor concentrations even from the same 

flower, ranging from small amounts of volatiles 

at a distance to an enormous abundance during 

the actual feeding  [33] . Such exposure to a large 

array of volatile signals exerts pressure on the 

insect olfactory system to correctly recognize 

the stimulus for detection and localization of 

food sources. However, flowers often emit spe-

cies-specific volatile signals which are reflected 

in the olfactory sensitivities or preferences of 

their pollinators  [34,   35] . Indeed, closely related 

plant species, which rely on different types of 

insect pollinators, produce different odors and at 

different intensities, with higher levels for moth 

versus bee attraction  [35,   36] . To date, gas chro-

matography coupled with electroantennogram 

detection (GC-EAD) is widely used to deter-

mine key insect attractants, however the percep-

tual properties of individual constituents are 

different from that of any mixture of these com-

pounds  [36] . 

 Floral and fruit volatiles can be divided into 

four major classes according to their metabolic 

origin: terpenoids, phenylpropanoids/benzenoids, 

fatty acid derivatives and amino acid derivatives. 

The last decade has witnessed tremendous progress 

in the area of plant volatile biochemistry, with 

studies centered mostly around a few model sys-

tems for floral and fruit volatiles. A wealth of 

information is also available regarding the biosyn-

thetic routes to vegetative volatiles reviewed in 

(see also Chapter 6), and it is generally believed 

that similar biosynthetic reactions may occur in 

flowers and fruits although not all the correspond-

ing enzymes have been identified yet. 

  Biosynthetic Pathways 

  Terpenoids 

 The most abundant class of volatiles is derived 

from the terpenoid pathways which give rise to 

mono-, sesqui- and diterpenes, apocarotenoids 

and other irregular volatile terpenes (Fig.  2 ). 

Many terpenoids, e.g. hemiterpenes (C5), monot-

erpenes (C10), sesquiterpenes (C15), homoter-

penes (C11 and C16), and some diterpenes (C20) 

have a high vapor pressure allowing their release 

into the atmosphere. The building blocks of all 

terpenoids are the universal five carbon precur-

sors, isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and its allelic 

isomer dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP), 

which are derived from two pathways operating 

in different cellular compartments (Fig.  1 ). In the 

cytosol, the mevalonic acid (MVA) pathway 

gives rise to IPP from three molecules of acetyl-

CoA  [37,   38] , while in plastids, IPP is derived 

from pyruvate and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

via the methyl-erythritol-phosphate (MEP) path-

way  [39–  41] . In both subcellular compartments, 

the enzyme isopentenyl diphosphate isomerase 

(IDI) reversibly converts IPP to DMAPP  [42] , 

which are both used by prenyltransferases to pro-

duce  trans -prenyl diphosphates. In plastids, ger-

anyl pyrophosphate synthase (GPPS) catalyzes 

the head-to-tail condensation of one IPP and one 

DMAPP molecules to give rise to the 10-carbon 

GPP, precursor of monoterpenes  [43,   44] . In the 

cytosol, the enzyme farnesyl pyrophosphate syn-

thase (FPPS) catalyzes the condensation of two 

IPP molecules with one DMAPP molecule to 

form the 15-carbon intermediate FPP, precursor 

of sesquiterpenes  [45] . The 20-carbon precursor 

of diterpenes, geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate 

(GGPP), is synthesized in plastids by condensa-

tion of one molecule of DMAPP with three mol-

ecules of IPP in a reaction catalyzed by the 

enzyme GGPP synthase (GGPPS)  [44,   46] . 

 Genes encoding GPPS, FPPS, and GGPPS 

have been isolated from a diverse range of plant 

species  [47–  50] . While both FPPS and GGPPS 

are functional homodimers, the situation with 

GPPS is more complex. The GPPSs of 

Arabidopsis  [51]  and  Abies grandis   [48]  are 

also homodimers, whereas those reported from 

peppermint leaves  [48]  and the flowers of snap-

dragon and  Clarkia breweri   [47]  are unusual 

heterodimeric enzymes in which both subunits 
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are absolutely required for prenyltransferase 

activity. Although the subcellular compartmen-

talization of the MVA and MEP pathways 

allows them to operate independently, meta-

bolic “cross-talk” between these two pathways 

mediated by specific metabolite transporters 

 [52]  was recently discovered  [53] , particularly 

in the direction from plastids to cytosol  [54,   55] . 

In snapdragon flowers, it was shown that the 

MEP pathway alone provides IPP precursors 

for both plastidial monoterpene and cytosolic 

sesquiterpene biosynthesis  [56] . 

 The tremendous diversity of volatile monot-

erpenes, sesquiterpenes and diterpenes arises 

from enzymatic modification of the non-volatile 

prenyl diphosphate intermediates GPP, FPP and 

GGPP through the action of terpene synthases 

(TPS)  [57,   58] , many of which have the distinc-

tive ability to catalyze the formation of multiple 

products from a single prenyl diphosphate sub-

strate  [59–  61] . A recently isolated monoterpene 

synthase from  Nicotiana suaveolens  flowers 

was found to produce a blend of 5 cyclic and 2 

acyclic monoterpenes, all of which are compo-

nents of  N. suaveolens  floral scent  [62] . In 

Arabidopsis, two terpene synthases account for 

the biosynthesis of nearly all sesquiterpenes 

found in the floral volatile blend  [63] . In addi-

tion to sesquiterpenes, Arabidopsis flowers also 

emit monoterpenes dominated by  b -myrcene 

and ( S )-linalool. While  b -myrcene could likely 

be synthesized by multi-product monoterpene 

synthases  [64,   65] , one single-product monoter-

pene synthase may be solely responsible for the 

emission of ( S )-linalool  [65] . In snapdragon, 

two specialized single-product monoterpene 

synthases are responsible for the biosynthesis of 

the two floral monoterpenes, myrcene and 

( E )- b -ocimene  [66] . The reaction mechanism of 

TPSs involves the formation of carbocationic 

intermediates which can then be differentially 

metabolized to form multiple products  [57,   58] . 

 To date, the TPS gene family consists of 

more than 100 members (with about a third iso-

lated from flowers and fruits) which have been 

isolated and characterized from many plant spe-

cies. This gene family has been divided into 

seven subfamilies (designated TPS-a through 

TPS-g) based on sequence relatedness, func-

tional assessment, and gene architecture  [59, 

  60,   67,   68] . However, as TPSs from related 

plant species tend to cluster together more than 

enzymes of similar function, substrate/product 

predictions based on sequence similarities 

remain problematic  [59] . 

 In addition to a wide range of volatile ter-

penoids formed directly by terpene synthases, 

terpenoid diversity is further increased by 

other enzymes which are capable of modifying 

the TPS products via hydroxylation, dehydro-

genation, acylation, or other reactions thus 

increasing their volatility and altering their 

olfactory properties  [69] . In caraway fruits, 

the monoterpene limonene is hydroxylated by 

a cytochrome-P450 enzyme to  trans -carveol, 

which is further oxidized by a nonspecific 

dehydrogenase to form the key aromatic com-

pound carvone (Fig.  3a )  [70,   71] . The monot-

erpene myrtenol, which contributes to the 

typical aroma of wild strawberry, is formed 

by the C10 hydroxylation of  a -pinene by 

another P450 monooxygenase (Fig.  3b )  [72] . 

The monoterpene geraniol serves as a precur-

sor for a number of other volatiles: in rose, an 

acetyltransferase esterifies geraniol to gera-

nyl acetate  [73] , while in grape, geraniol is 

reduced to dihydrogeraniol [( S )-citronellol] 

the precursor of the potent odorant rose 

oxide  [74] .  

 Another important class of volatile com-

pounds originating from terpenoids are the 

cleavage products of carotenoids which have 

carbon skeletons ranging from C8 to C18 (Fig.  2 ) 

 [9,   75] . Many of these volatile carotenoid deriv-

atives are key aroma constituents of fruits and 

flowers due to their extremely low aroma thresh-

olds. For example,  b -damascenone, found in 

numerous fruits, has a floral/fruity odor with an 

aroma threshold of a few parts per trillion, mak-

ing it one of the most potent odorants known 
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 [76] . The biosynthesis of carotenoid-derived 

volatiles is thought to proceed via three steps: an 

initial dioxygenase cleavage yielding apocarote-

noids, followed by enzymatic transformations of 

these apocarotenoids to the polar aroma precur-

sors, which finally undergo acid-catalyzed con-

versions to volatile compounds  [77] . In some 

cases including tomato, petunia and melon, the 

dioxygenase cleavage step itself can yield a vol-

atile product, such as  a - and  b -ionone, gerany-

lacetone, and pseudoionone, from an array of 

carotenoid pigments (Fig.  2 )  [78–  80] .  

  Phenylpropanoids and Benzenoids 

 Phenylpropanoids and benzenoids constitute 

the second most ubiquitous class of plant vola-

tile compounds  [9]  and are derived from the 

amino acid L-phenylalanine (Phe) (Fig.  2 ). 

Despite their abundance, diversity, and impor-

tance in the scent and aroma of countless plant 

species, the precise biochemical pathways lead-

ing to the formation of volatile phenylpropa-

noids and their derivatives are still mostly 

unknown. The first committed step through the 

OH

pinene

hydroxylase

myrtenola-pinene

O

(+)-limonene (+)-trans-carveol (+)-carvone

limonene-6-
hydroxylase

OH

a

b

carveol

dehydrogenase
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phenylpropanoid/benzenoid pathway is the con-

version of L-Phe to  trans -cinnamic acid by the 

enzyme L-phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) 

(Fig.  1 ).  Trans -cinnamic acid can undergo 

methylation to form methylcinnamate  [81] , a 

known component of floral scent, or can serve 

as the precursor for a plethora of further inter-

mediates such as hydroxycinnamic acids, alde-

hydes and alcohols, which are formed by a 

series of hydroxylation and methylation reac-

tions common with the lignin/lignan biosyn-

thetic pathway  [82] . One of these intermediates, 

coniferyl alcohol, has been recently shown to 

serve as the precursor for the synthesis of iso-

eugenol in petunia and  Clarkia breweri  flowers 

(Fig.  4 )  [83,   84] . This monolignol is first esteri-

fied to coniferyl acetate by the enzyme coniferyl 

alcohol acyltransferase  [85] , a member of the 

BAHD family, named for the first four bio-

chemically characterized enzymes of this family, 

 B EAT (acetyl-CoA:benzyl alcohol acetyltrans-

ferase),  A HCT (anthocyanin  O -hydroxy-

cinnamoyltransferase),  H CBT (anthranilate 

 N -hydroxycinnamoyl/ benzoyltransferase) and 

 D AT (deacetylvindoline 4- O -acetyltransferase) 

 [86] . Isoeugenol is then produced from con-

iferyl acetate in a reaction catalyzed by isoeug-

enol synthase  [83] . Although eugenol and 

isoeugenol differ exclusively by the position of 

the double bond in the propene side chain, in 

petunia their formation is mediated by two dif-

ferent and highly divergent NADPH-dependent 

reductases  [84] . In contrast,  C. breweri  contains 

three distinct NADPH-dependent reductases, 

two of which are responsible for eugenol 

formation and the third possessing isoeugenol 

synthase activity. While one eugenol synthase 

(EGS) isoform is closely related to isoeugenol 
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19 synthase (IGS), the other is highly diverged 

 [84] . Interestingly, the synthesis of chavicol, 

another volatile phenylpropene biochemically 

related to eugenol, has been hypothesized to 

proceed via a similar mechanism where the 

monolignol coumaryl alcohol would undergo 

esterification followed by reduction to chavicol 

 [87] . Eugenol, isoeugenol and chavicol can be 

further methylated by  O -methyltransferases to 

form the volatiles methyleugenol, isomethyleug-

enol (Fig.  4 ) and methylchavicol, respectively. 

Such enzymes have been isolated and charac-

terized from sweet basil  [88]  and  Clarkia   [89] .  

 Another branch of the phenylpropanoid 

pathway gives rise to benzenoid compounds, 

the formation of which requires the shortening 

of the side chain of  trans -cinnamic acid by two 

carbons. Although the precise biochemical steps 

are still under investigation, this process could 

occur via a CoA-dependent  b -oxidative pathway, 

a CoA-independent non- b -oxidative pathway, 

or a combination of both routes. In the  b -oxida-

tive pathway, the synthesis of benzenoids from 

 trans -cinnamic acid proceeds through the for-

mation of four CoA-ester intermediates analo-

gous to that underlying  b -oxidation of fatty 

acids. In the non- b -oxidative pathway, hydra-

tion of the  trans -cinnamic acid to 3-hydroxy-3-

phenylpropionic acid is followed by a reverse 

aldol reaction which shortens the propyl side 

chain and gives rise to benzaldehyde. Recent 

investigations of the phenylpropanoid/benze-

noid pathway using  in vivo  stable isotope labe-

ling and computer-assisted metabolic flux 

analysis revealed that both the  b -oxidative and 

non- b -oxidative pathways are involved in the 

formation of benzenoid compounds in petunia 

flowers  [90,   91] . Similarly, the biosynthesis of 

vanillin (4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde), 

undoubtedly the most widely used benzenoid 

compound in the flavor industry, requires the 

shortening of the side chain of coumaric acid by 

two carbons and could proceed via a  b -oxida-

tive or non- b -oxidative pathway. The operation 

of a non- b -oxidative pathway was supported by 

isolation of a 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde synthase, 

which catalyzes the formation of 4-hydroxy-

benzaldehyde from coumaric acid  [92] . In this 

pathway, 4-hydroxybenzaldehyde is then 

hydroxylated at position 3 on the ring to yield 

3,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde, the direct precur-

sor of vanillin, but the enzyme responsible for 

this reaction has not yet been identified. The fol-

lowing methylation leading to the synthesis of 

vanillin may be catalyzed by a multifunctional 

 O -methyltransferase isolated from vanilla 

beans, albeit 3,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde was 

not its preferred substrate  in vitro   [93] . 

 Methyl anthranilate is a benzenoid com-

pound formed independently from Phe and is 

responsible for the characteristic aroma of 

Concord grapes ( Vitis labrusca ). Despite its 

striking structural similarity to other methyl 

esters like methylbenzoate and methylsalicylate, 

which are formed by carboxyl methyltransferase 

 [94] , it is produced from anthraniloyl-CoA and 

methanol by an anthraniloyl-CoA:methanol 

acyltransferase which belongs to BAHD acyl-

transferase family  [95] . 

 The biosynthesis of other volatile phenyl-

propanoid-related compounds such as phenyla-

cetaldehyde and 2-phenylethanol, does not 

occur via  trans -cinnamic acid and competes 

with PAL for Phe utilization  [90,   96,   97] . 

Phenylacetaldehyde biosynthesis from Phe 

requires the removal of both the carboxyl and 

amino groups. A classical sequential two-step 

removal is believed to occur in tomato where 

Phe was shown to be first converted to phe-

nylethylamine by aromatic amino acid decar-

boxylase (AADC) and further required the 

action of a hypothesized amine oxidase, 

dehydrogenase, or transaminase for phenyla-

cetaldehyde formation  [97] . On the other 

hand, in petunia, one bifunctional enzyme, 

phenylacetaldehyde synthase (PAAS) catalyzes 

the unprecedented efficient coupling of Phe 

decar boxylation to oxidation resulting in 
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phenylacetaldehyde formation  [96] . While 

in tomato phenylacetaldehyde is then con-

verted to 2-phenylethanol by the action of 

2-phenylacetaldehyde reductase  [97] , in petu-

nia it is not the only precursor for 2-phenyletha-

nol based on feeding experiments with 

deuterium-labeled Phe  [90] . Instead, the largest 

contribution to 2-phenylethanol formation 

appeared to come from a different biosynthetic 

route, possibly through phenylpyruvate and 

phenyllactic acid as has been recently reported 

in rose flowers  [90,   91,   98] . While the exact 

biochemical steps leading to the formation of 

phenylpropanoids and benzenoids are still 

mostly unknown, much progress has been 

achieved in the discovery of enzymes responsi-

ble for the final steps in the biosynthesis of 

volatiles in this network  [69] .  

  Fatty Acid and Amino Acid Derivatives 

 Volatile fatty acid derivatives such as  cis -3-hex-

enol, 1-hexanal, nonanal, and methyl jasmonate 

constitute another important group of plant vol-

atiles which are present in the scent and aroma 

of numerous flowers and fruits. Volatile aliphatic 

C6 compounds provide fruits and vegetables 

with characteristic “fresh green” aroma. These 

compounds originate from C18 unsaturated 

fatty acids (linoleic or linolenic acids), which 

enter the “lipoxygenase pathway” (Fig.  1 ). The 

first step of this pathway is the dioxygenation of 

unsaturated fatty acids, catalyzed by lipoxygen-

ase enzymes (LOX) (Fig.  5 )  [99] . LOX enzymes 

belong to a large family of nonheme iron con-

taining fatty acid dioxygenases. They catalyze 

the oxygenation of polyenoic fatty acids at C9 
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19 or C13 positions (the enzyme is then referred to 

as 9-LOX or 13-LOX, respectively), yielding 

two groups of compounds, the 9-hydroperoxy 

and the 13-hydroperoxy derivatives of polye-

noic fatty acids. These derivatives can be fur-

ther metabolized through different pathway 

branches, according to their ultimate metabolic 

fate. These two pathway branches, with the first 

committed step catalyzed by allene oxide syn-

thase (AOS) or hydroperoxide lyase (HPL), 

give rise to volatile compounds (Figs.  1  and  5 ). 

In the AOS branch, 13-hydroxyperoxy linolenic 

acid is converted to 12,13-epoxy octadeca-

trienoic acid by AOS  [99] . A series of subse-

quent enzymatic reactions lead to the formation 

of jasmonic acid, which can in turn be esterified 

to the volatile methyl jasmonate by jasmonic 

acid carboxyl methyltransferase  [100,   101] . In 

the HPL branch of the LOX pathway, the oxida-

tive cleavage of hydroperoxy fatty acids cata-

lyzed by HPL yields short chain C6- or 

C9-volatile aldehydes (e.g., 3-hexenal or 3,6-

nonadienal) and the corresponding C12- or 

C9- w  fatty acids (e.g., 12-oxo-dodecenoic acid 

or 9-oxononanoic acid). HPL enzymes belong 

to the CYP74 family of cytochrome P450 

enzymes  [102]  and can be distinguished accord-

ing to their substrate preferences. Some HPLs 

act specifically on 13-hydroperoxides (13-HPLs), 

as was shown for hydroperoxide lyase isolated 

from bell peppers  [102]  and guava fruits  [103] . 

Other lyases, such as the pear or almond 9-HPL, 

have a strong substrate preference for 9-hy-

droperoxides  [104,   105] . Finally, some HPLs 

can accept both 9- or 13-hydroperoxides as sub-

strates like the 9/13-HPL isolated from melon 

fruits  [106] . The volatile aldehyde products of 

HPL can be further converted spontaneously to 

their isomers by rearrangement or enzymati-

cally by alkenyl isomerases, or can be reduced 

to alcohols by the action of alcohol dehydroge-

nases (ADH)  [107–  109] .  

 Amino acids such as alanine, valine, leucine, 

isoleucine, and methionine, or some intermedi-

ates in their biosynthesis, can serve as precursors 

for many floral and fruit volatiles including 

aldehydes, alcohols, esters, acids, and nitrogen- 

and sulfur-containing volatiles. The biosynthe-

sis of amino acid derived volatiles is thought to 

proceed in a similar way as that in bacteria or 

yeast, where these pathways have been studied 

more extensively  [110–  112] . Amino acids can 

undergo an initial deamination or transamina-

tion leading to the formation of the correspond-

ing  a -keto acid. Subsequent decarboxylation 

followed by reductions, oxidations and/or ester-

ifications give rise to aldehydes, acids, alcohols 

and esters  [113] . The catabolism of the branched 

chain amino acids leucine, isoleucine and valine 

gives rise to branched chain volatile alcohols, 

aldehydes and esters which are important con-

stituents of the aroma of fruits such as banana, 

apple, strawberry and tomato (Table  1 )  [12, 

  114–  116] . Amino acids can also be the precur-

sors of acyl-CoAs, which are used in alcohol 

esterification reactions catalyzed by alcohol 

acyltransferases (AATs). Precursor feeding 

experiments with deuterium labeled L-isoleucine 

in apples showed that this amino acid is a pre-

cursor of 2-methylbutanol and 2-methylbu-

tanoyl-CoA, both of which are used in 

esterification reactions to yield 2-methylbutyl 

acetate or 2-methylbutanoate esters  [117] . 

Methionine could be the precursor of sulphur-

containing volatiles such as dimethyldisulfide 

and volatile thioesters  [118,   119] , as was dem-

onstrated in yeast and bacteria  [120,   121] . In 

strawberry, it has been suggested that alanine 

serves as a precursor for volatile ethyl esters 

 [122]  produced by the strawberry alcohol acyl-

transferase (SAAT)  [123,   124] . Numerous alco-

hol acyltransferases, catalyzing the formation 

of volatile esters from alcohols and acyl-CoAs 

derived from amino acids, have been identified 

in flowers and fruits. They include  Clarkia  

acetyl-CoA:benzyl alcohol acetyltransferase 

 [125] ,  Clarkia  benzoyl-CoA:benzyl alcohol 

benzoyltransferase  [126] , petunia benzoyl-CoA:

benzyl alcohol/phenylethanol benzoyltrans-

ferase  [90] , rose geraniol acyltransferase  [73] , 

melon AATs  [127,   128] , apple AAT  [129] , and 

wild strawberry and banana AATs  [124] . Amino 
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acid precursors can also serve as intermediates in 

the biosynthesis of volatile compounds. For 

example, the cyclic volatile compound indole, 

present in the scent of many flowers, originates 

in maize from the enzymatic cleavage of indole-

3-glycerol phosphate, the direct precursor of the 

amino acid tryptophan  [130] .    

  Cellular and Subcellular Localization of Fruit 

and Flower Volatile Formation 

 Volatile compounds have been found to be syn-

thesized  de novo  in the cells of the plant tissues 

from which they are emitted  [131,   132] . In 

flowers, their biosynthesis occurs in the epider-

mal cell layers, allowing easy escape of vola-

tiles into the atmosphere  [133–  135] . While in 

some species, including  Clarkia breweri  and 

some rose varieties (e.g.  Rosa  x  hybrida  

‘Baronne Edmond de Rothshild’, ‘Anna’, ‘The 

Mac Cartney Rose’), the biosynthesis of vola-

tile constituents of scent is localized on either 

side of the petals  [136,   137] , in others (snap-

dragon,  Stephanotis floribunda ,  Nicotiana sua-

veolens  and  Rosa  x  hybrida  ‘Lady Hillingdon’), 

their biosynthesis occurs preferentially on the 

side of the petal epidermis which faces or comes 

in contact with pollinators  [133] . In contrast to 

floral volatiles, even less is known about the 

cellular localization of fruit aroma formation. In 

fruits like citrus, volatiles accumulate in spe-

cialized structures adapted to contain high lev-

els of volatile oils  [138] . In others, aroma 

compounds are formed in the mesocarp and 

exocarp, as was shown in apples  [139] , or in 

parenchyma tissues as was found in red ripe 

strawberry  [131] . 

 Although much progress has been made in 

the understanding of plant volatile biosynthesis 

(see above), the mechanisms of their transport 

from the site of biosynthesis and their emission 

into the atmosphere remain largely unknown. 

Volatile emission from any plant tissue is likely 

to involve four general steps: (i) trafficking 

within the cell; (ii) export from the plasma mem-

brane and subsequent transport across the cell 

wall; (iii) transfer through the cuticle; and (iv) 

evaporation at the surface of the cuticle  [2] . 

In general, the rate of release of any volatile 

compound depends on its specific volatility as 

well as on the physical properties of the cellular 

  Table 1    Amino acid precursors of volatile aroma compounds in fruits   

 Amino acid precursor  Amino acid-derived volatiles  Fruit  References 

 Leucine  3-methylbutanol  Banana   [202–  204]  

 3-methylbutanoate 

 3-mehtlybutyl esters 

 2-ketoisocaproate 

 Valine  2-methylpropanol  Banana   [202,   204]  

 2-methylpropionate 

 2-methylpropyl esters 

 2-ketoisovalerate 

 Isoleucine  2-methylbutanol  Banana, Apple, 

Strawberry 

  [202,   114–  116]  

 2-methylbutyl esters 

 2-methylbutanoate esters  Apple 

 2-methylbut-2-enyl esters 

 Alanine  Ethyl esters  Strawberry   [122]  

 Methionine  Thioesters  Melon   [205,   118–  119]  

 Phenylalanine  1-nitro-2-phenylethane, phenyla-

cetaldehyde, phenylethanol 

 Tomato   [97]  
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19 and intracellular membranes through which it 

has to diffuse and which likely have different 

permeability to different volatiles. The emitted 

compounds may also be associated with an 

entirely different secretory compartment to 

stored volatiles which accumulate in cells. In 

any case, emission of volatiles may proceed via 

a cytologically organized excretory process 

involving the Golgi apparatus, vesicular trans-

port or protein-mediated movement  [140] , or be 

a consequence of the endogenous concentrations 

of compounds  [141] . The export of volatiles 

across the plasma membrane and their transport 

through the cell wall may involve exocytosis or 

could be facilitated by specialized proteins such 

as the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding 

cassette (ABC) transporters or lipid transfer pro-

teins (LTPs)  [2] ; however, experimental evi-

dence for their involvement is still lacking. 

 Although it is possible to predict the subcel-

lular localization of a protein based on its 

sequence, to date only a few studies have inves-

tigated and confirmed the exact subcellular 

localization of the enzymes involved in the bio-

synthesis of scent and aroma compounds. 

Immunogold labeling studies revealed that the 

biosynthesis of methylbenzoate, a benzenoid 

ester, takes place in the cytoplasm of the conical 

cells of the inner epidermal layer of snapdragon 

flowers  [133] . The biosynthesis of monoterpene 

compounds within the snapdragon scent bou-

quet was shown to occur in the leucoplast where 

the small subunit of GPP synthase responsible 

for GPP formation was localized using immu-

nogold labeling  [47] . In contrast to snapdragon 

myrcene and ocimene synthases which possess 

plastid-targeting peptides  [66] , in cultivated 

strawberry fruits a dual nerolidol/linalool syn-

thase lacks N-terminal targeting sequences and 

was localized in the cytosol using green fluores-

cent protein localization studies  [72] . This sug-

gests that ripe strawberries contain sufficient 

levels of GPP and FPP in the cytosol to produce 

roughly equal amounts of linalool and nerolidol, 

respectively. Also, using protein import experi-

ments it was shown in tomato fruits that carote-

noid cleavage dioxygenases (CCDs) are 

localized in the cytosol but attached to the outer 

chloroplastic membrane, thus breaking mem-

brane-associated carotenoids and producing 

 b -ionone and geranylacetone  [78] . 

 Similar to terpenoid biosynthesis, the lipox-

ygenase pathway may encompass several cel-

lular compartments as several LOX isoforms 

may localize to distinct parts of the cell, pre-

sumably according to their specific metabolic 

function  [142] . A plethora of LOX locations 

include cytosol, mitochondria, plastid, and vac-

uole  [143–  146]  or the enzyme may be associ-

ated with microsomal/ plasma membranes and 

lipid-protein bodies  [147–  150] . In tomato fruits, 

LOX enzymes involved in fruit aroma forma-

tion have been found in chloroplasts  [151]  while 

in receptacle parenchyma tissue of strawberry 

they were mostly associated with cellular mem-

branes (probably ER, from which they disag-

gregate in the cytoplasm at the ripe stage) and 

the surface of lipid-protein bodylike structures 

 [152] . The targeting of the C9 volatile aldehyde 

forming enzyme HPL to the endomembrane 

system and lipid bodies was found in almond 

seeds  [105] . While scattered information is 

available to date about the subcellular localiza-

tion of the biosynthesis of volatiles in flowers 

and fruits, virtually nothing is presently known 

about metabolite trafficking between various 

subcellular compartments as well as its contri-

bution to the regulation of volatile emission.  

  Regulation of Floral and Fruit Volatile 

Formation 

 Emission of volatile compounds from flowers 

and fruits depends on environmental factors 

such as light, temperature and moisture status, 

and is spatially and temporally regulated  

[153,   154] . Of all plant organs, flowers in scented 

species and fruits generally produce the most 

diverse blends of volatile compounds, and in 
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highest quantities. Scent and aroma production 

generally increases during the early stages of 

organ development peaking when flowers are 

ready for pollination and fruits are fully ripe 

 [70,   136,   155] . The discovery of genes involved 

in plant volatile biosynthesis has provided a 

starting point for the investigation of the regula-

tion of volatile formation and emission. During 

flower or fruit development, the expression of 

genes from one or more metabolic pathways is 

mostly transcriptionally regulated in a coordi-

nated manner to create a particular fragrance or 

aroma bouquet  [128,   132,   156] , suggesting the 

existence of master regulators which orchestrate 

volatile formation upstream of metabolic path-

ways. The first transcription factor ODORANT1 

involved in the regulation of the production of 

volatile benzenoids in petunia was recently iso-

lated  [157] ; however, transcription factors that 

regulate multiple, distinct metabolic networks 

involved in volatile biosynthesis have yet to 

be discovered. 

 In flowers, volatile emission often exhibits 

distinct diurnal or nocturnal patterns  [158]  which 

generally coincide with pollinator activity  [36]  

(see also Chapter 15). These oscillating patterns 

of scent emission have been shown to be con-

trolled by the endogenous circadian clock in 

snapdragon,  Nicotiana suaveolens ,  Stephanotis 

floribunda  and  Rosa x hybrida  ‘Honesty’ 

 [62,   159,   160]  or regulated by light intensity in 

 Odontoglossum constrictum ,  Trifolium repens  

L. and  Rosa x hybrida  ‘Fragrant Cloud’  [140, 

  153,   161] . Even within the same fragrance bou-

quet some compounds could be under the con-

trol of a circadian clock while others are light 

regulated  [79,   161–  163] . In many flowers, intri-

cate levels of regulation, including transcrip-

tional control of scent biosynthetic genes and/or 

substrate availability (discussed below), have 

been shown to contribute to the rhythmic emis-

sion of floral volatiles  [62,   159,   161] . Moreover, 

when several different biosynthetic routes are 

involved in the biosynthesis of the same volatile 

end product, their relative contribution within 

the biochemical network may vary according to 

the photoperiod, as was shown using computer-

assisted metabolic flux analysis in petunia flowers 

 [91] . Additionally, the rhythmic emission of ter-

penoid compounds in snapdragon scent bouquet 

is the result of the circadian-controlled rhyth-

micity of the flux through the MEP, but not the 

MVA, pathway  [56] . 

 The scent of many flowers is markedly 

reduced soon after pollination. Such quantita-

tive and/or qualitative post-pollination changes 

in floral bouquets, shown mostly in orchids 

 [164–  167] , lower the attractiveness of polli-

nated flowers as well as increase the overall 

reproductive success of the plant by directing 

pollinators to unpollinated ones  [168] . The 

decrease in scent emission begins after success-

ful fertilization as was shown in snapdragon 

and petunia flowers  [169] . The plant hormone 

ethylene was found to play a major role in regu-

lating volatile emission after pollination through 

the downregulation of expression of scent bio-

synthetic genes in petunia  [163,   169] . Ethylene 

can also induce a decrease in floral volatile 

emission in cut flowers such as sweet peas and 

carnations  [170,   171] , indicating a general role 

for this plant hormone in the regulation of the 

floral scent output. In contrast to floral emis-

sion, in fruits (melon and apple) ethylene has 

positive regulatory effects on the expression of 

genes involved in the final step of aroma bio-

synthesis  [127,   172] . While the role of ethylene 

in aroma regulation has been demonstrated in 

climacteric fruits  [128,   129,   173] , little is known 

about the regulation of aroma formation in non-

climacteric fruits such as strawberries, which 

typically produce little to no ethylene. Several 

genes implicated in aroma volatile biosynthesis 

in strawberry were shown to be developmen-

tally regulated during fruit ripening  [72,   123] ; 

but the molecular mechanisms of their regula-

tion remain unclear. However, recently, a gene 

encoding a UDP-glucose:cinnamate glucosyl-

transferase, which catalyzes the formation of 

the biogenetic precursors of cinnamate esters in 
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19 strawberry, was shown to be negatively regu-

lated by auxin or induced by oxidative stress 

and exogenous application of hydroxycinnamic 

acids  [174] . 

 In addition to the transcriptional regulation 

of genes involved in scent and aroma formation, 

the availability of substrates for volatile biosyn-

thesis can control the level of emitted volatiles. 

For example, in snapdragon flowers the internal 

pool of benzoic acid, an immediate precursor of 

methylbenzoate, controls the level of emission 

of this volatile ester during flower development 

and a daily light/dark cycle  [159] . The availa-

bility of substrate can also determine the nature 

of the volatile blend produced, especially when 

the reaction is catalyzed by an enzyme with 

broad substrate specificity (e.g. some carboxyl 

methyltransferases and acyltransferases)  [94, 

  123] . Indeed, in petunia benzoic acid/salicylic 

acid carboxyl methyltransferase (BSMT), while 

having a high catalytic efficiency towards sali-

cylic acid, uses benzoic acid as a substrate and 

produces methylbenzoate due to the lack of 

salicylic acid in the petal tissue  [169] . Similarly, 

aroma formation can be controlled by substrate 

availability and may also be limited when sub-

strates and their corresponding enzymes are not 

localized in the same compartment or subcellu-

lar organelle  [70,   72] . On the other hand, by 

directing nearly identical bifunctional enzymes 

to more than one cellular compartment plants 

can extend the range of available substrates for 

enzyme utilization, thus increasing the diversity 

of produced volatiles  [175] . The role of sub-

strate availability was further demonstrated in 

recent metabolic engineering studies  [124,   176] , 

which highlighted the importance of enzyme 

biochemical characterization along with metab-

olite profiling for the successful manipulation 

of plant volatile emission  [177] . Scent and 

aroma compounds may be present in bound, 

non-volatile forms, such as  b -glucosides in 

rose, white clover  [178–  181]  and strawberry 

 [182]  and their emission could be regulated by 

the activity of  b -glucosidase which can hydrolyze 

glucosides and release volatile compounds from 

plant tissue.   

  Metabolic Engineering  

 To date many cultivars have lost their character-

istic fragrance/aroma properties possibly due to 

breeding programs which often focused on 

improving plant yield, resistance to pests and 

appearance. Recently several attempts have been 

made to restore and/or modify the scent of flow-

ers and aroma of fruits via metabolic engineer-

ing  [183–  186] . In general, the bioengineering of 

the volatile spectrum can be achieved either 

through the modification of existing pathways 

(e.g., up- or down-regulation of one or more 

steps and/or redirection of flux to a desirable 

compound via blockage of competing pathways) 

or by the introduction of new gene(s) or branch-

ways normally not found in the host plant. 

 The ectopic expression of the  Clarkia brew-

eri  ( S )-linalool synthase ( LIS ), which catalyzes 

the conversion of GPP to ( S )-linalool  [132]  in 

petunia and carnations, both of which lack this 

monoterpene, represents the first attempt to 

modify the floral scent bouquet via the intro-

duction of a new gene  [187] . Although linalool 

production was achieved in these transgenic 

plants, its emission was undetectable by humans 

in both cases due to different reasons. While in 

petunia most of the linalool was sequestered as 

a non-volatile linalool glycoside by the action 

of endogenous glucosyltransferase  [187] , in 

carnations much of the linalool was further oxi-

dized by an endogenous enzyme to  cis - and 

 trans -linalool oxide which together with lina-

lool constituted almost 10% of the total vola-

tiles emitted from the transgenic carnation 

flowers (Fig.  6 ). However, this amount was 

either below the threshold for human perception 

or masked by other volatiles  [188] . These stud-

ies revealed unexpected problems that can be 

encountered in the genetic engineering of flower 
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fragrance: modification of the scent compound 

into a non-volatile form, masking by other volatiles, 

or the emitted amount being insufficient for 

olfactory detection by humans.  

 Generation of transgenic tobacco plants 

ectopically expressing three lemon monoterpene 

synthases ( g -terpinene cyclase, (+)-limonene 

cyclase, and (-)- b - pinene cyclase) is an example 

of introducing multiple genes for modification 

of the volatile profile  [189] . Although the total 

level of monoterpenes increased greatly (10- to 

25-fold) in these transgenic plants which led to 

drastic changes in both leaf and flower volatiles, 

humans detected changes in leaves only  [190] . 

The introduction of the mint limonene-3-hy-

droxylase, which catalyzes the hydroxylation of 

(+)-limonene with the formation of (+)- trans -

isopiperitenol, led to further modification of the 

scent profile of transgenic tobacco plants pos-

sessing three integrated transgenes  [191] . Since 

monoterpene synthases and limonene-3-hydrox-

ylase are localized in different subcellular 

compartments (plastids and ER, respectively), 

the obtained results revealed that multiple gene 
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  Fig. 6    Different species-specific fates of linalool produced via ectopic expression of  Clarkia breweri  lina-

lool synthase (LIS)  [132]  in tomato  [200] , petunia  [187]  and carnation  [188] . GPP, geranyl diphosphate       
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19 transfer can be used for the manipulation of 

metabolic pathways involving multiple cellular 

compartments, thereby facilitating the produc-

tion of desirable molecules in transgenic plants. 

 Attempts at metabolic engineering of floral 

volatiles have not been restricted to terpenoids. 

The ectopic expression of both the strawberry 

(SAAT) and rose alcohol acyltransferases 

(RhAAT) in petunia  [124,   176]  as well as  C. 

breweri  benzyl alcohol acetyltransferase in 

lisianthus  [192]  resulted in no production of the 

expected compounds due to the lack of available 

substrates. However, in the case of rose RhAAT, 

the enzyme, while showing the highest prefer-

ence to geraniol and citronellol, used phenylethyl 

alcohol and benzyl alcohol and produced the cor-

responding acetate esters  in vivo , suggesting that 

enzymes with broad substrate specificity can use 

other potential substrates if the preferred sub-

strate is not available. Moreover, the exogenous 

feeding of transgenic flowers with a preferred 

substrate resulted in the formation of the corre-

sponding acetate esters suggesting that the level 

of precursor for the introduced enzyme is crucial 

for successful metabolic engineering of the 

volatile profile  [176,   192] . Indeed, the ectopic 

expression of tomato phenylacetaldehyde reduct-

ases, which catalyze the conversion of phenyla-

cetaldehyde to 2-phenylethanol, in petunia 

flowers with high levels of phenylacetaldehyde 

led to the production of significantly higher 

levels of 2-phenylethanol with a subsequent 

decrease in phenylacetaldehyde levels  [193] . 

 The redirection of flux to the target pathway 

represents an alternative molecular genetic 

approach for enhancement of flower fragrance as 

was recently demonstrated in transgenic carna-

tions with the antisense suppression of the fla-

vanone 3-hydroxylase, a key enzyme in the 

anthocyanin pathway  [194] . While losing their 

original orange/reddish color these transgenic 

flowers produced increasing amounts of methyl-

benzoate due to the diversion of the flux from the 

competing anthocyanin pathway to benzoic acid, 

the precursor of methylbenzoate. The flux to 

volatile phenylpropanoid compounds could also 

be enhanced via the upregulation of the transcrip-

tion factor ODORANT1  [157]  or Pap1 (produc-

tion of anthocyanin pigment 1), which activates 

the phenylpropanoid pathway leading to increases 

in both anthocyanin accumulation and volatile 

phenylpropanoid emission  [195,   196] . 

 The elimination of individual volatile com-

pounds from the floral bouquet is another approach 

which has recently been used for scent modifica-

tions. Transgenic petunias lacking methylbenzoate 

 [163] , phenylacetaldehyde  [96] , benzylbenzoate 

and phenylethylbenzoate  [83] , isoeugenol  [85]  

and  b -ionone  [78]  were obtained via RNAi-

mediated posttranscriptional gene silencing or by 

cosuppression in the case of  b -ionone. The effect 

of these changes on human perception was tested 

only in the case of methylbenzoate in which the 

panelists reacted negatively by indicating that 

flowers were less fragrant  [163] . 

 To date, tomato has predominantly been 

used as a model system for metabolic engineer-

ing of fruit aromas, although one example is 

known in grapes  [197] . The first attempts to 

modify fruit flavor were accomplished via the 

overexpression of a yeast  D -desaturase or non-

specific tomato alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) 

and resulted in changes in the levels and/or 

ratios of aroma-determining short-chain alde-

hydes and alcohols  [108,   198,   199] . Similar 

results were obtained in grapes overexpressing 

grapevine alcohol dehydrogenase  [197] . 

Although neither of these manipulations intro-

duced new aroma compounds, fruits with ele-

vated ADH activity and higher levels of alcohols 

were identified as having a more intense “ripe 

fruit” flavor in taste trials  [198] . 

 Modification of existing biochemical path-

ways leading to tomato fruit aroma was also 

achieved by down-regulation of carotenoid 

cleavage dioxygenases 1 (LeCCD1A and 

LeCCD1B)  [78]  and lipoxygenase (TomloxC) 

 [151]  or via the up-regulation of aromatic amino 

acid decarboxylases (LeAADC1 and LeAADC2) 

 [97] . Although in all cases significant changes 
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in the aroma profile were obtained, the impact 

of these alterations on human perception has 

not yet been studied. 

 As with floral scent, the first attempt to intro-

duce new compounds in fruit aroma was the 

overexpression of  Clarkia breweri  LIS gene in 

tomato under the control of the tomato late-

ripening-specific  E8  promoter  [200] . Transgenic 

tomato fruits accumulated > 50-fold more lina-

lool than wild-type plants, without a concomi-

tant decrease in the levels of other non-volatile 

terpenoids (Fig.  6 ). Although some linalool was 

further oxidized to the volatile 8-hydroxylina-

lool, the levels of both in ripe fruits of transgenic 

plants were sufficient for olfactory detection by 

humans  [200] . Another modification of the 

tomato fruit flavor profile was recently achieved 

by introducing the basil geraniol synthase gene 

(GES) under the control of the fruit ripening-

specific tomato polygalacturonase promoter 

 [201] . These transgenic plants produced a large 

amount of geraniol and its derivatives, causing 

profound changes in fruit flavor, which were 

recognized and favored over that of nontrans-

genic fruits by a majority of members of three 

untrained panels. The redirection of the meta-

bolic flux toward monoterpene formation in 

these transgenic plants led to the reduction of 

compounds (including a 50% drop in the level of 

lycopene and 70–90% decrease in phytoene lev-

els) formed from common precursors. Taken 

together these results clearly show that aroma 

and flavor of fruits as well as scent of flowers, 

could be improved via genetic engineering thus 

restoring lost fragrant properties of plants.  

  Conclusion  

 Research on floral scent and fruit aroma has 

witnessed tremendous progress in the past dec-

ade. During this period, numerous genes have 

been identified however the information about 

the biosynthesis of a vast majority of known 

volatile compounds is still missing. Nevertheless, 

the discovered genes have expanded our under-

standing of biosynthetic pathways, their regula-

tion and localization, leading to some successful 

biotechnological manipulations of floral fra-

grances and fruit aromas. These pioneering 

metabolic engineering attempts have also 

revealed some unexpected problems such as the 

formation of non-volatile byproducts or the 

inability to olfactorily detect target compounds 

due to their low levels, thus demonstrating the 

complexity of plant volatile networks and the 

lack of a comprehensive understanding of their 

regulation and the human perception in a blend. 

A more successful approach will use the power 

of modern genomic, proteomic and metabo-

lomic tools in combination with metabolic flux 

analysis and computer modeling to generate a 

library of targets for metabolic engineering, 

identify competing pathways and their possible 

compartmentation, and decipher the regulatory 

properties of the pathways of interest. The inte-

gration of these tools will also bring precision 

and predictability in attaining our biotechno-

logical goals. 

 The understanding of the intracellular 

metabolite trafficking from the site of biosyn-

thesis to the site of emission as well as the 

mechanism of the volatile release will signifi-

cantly improve our success in metabolic engi-

neering of plant volatiles. Discoveries of 

transcription factors that coordinately regulate 

the formation of volatiles derived from an array 

of pathways will advance our capabilities for 

fragrance and aroma enhancement. The knowl-

edge obtained could ultimately be translated 

into commercial applications to increase prod-

uct appeal for customers by enhancing or creat-

ing novel scents or aromas, or for the industrial 

production of natural flavors and fragrances.      
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       Bioengineering       

     Maxim   Itkin    and    Asaph   Aharoni     

  Abstract   Plants produce a myriad of secondary 

metabolites (SMs), which constantly contribute 

to plants’ interaction with the surroundings. 

Since ancient times and up to this day mankind 

has been using SMs as sources for medicines, 

spices, fragrances, pesticides, poisons, hal-

lucinogens, stimulants, dyes, perfumery and 

countless more purposes. The shared value for 

both humans and plants makes SMs important 

targets for bioengineering. The formation of 

certain SM compounds may be restricted to 

single plant species, specific plant organs, 

cells or even particular cell compartments. 

Bioengineering can modulate the levels, time 

and site of production of natural products in 

plants. In this chapter we review the state of 

the art in the bioengineering of natural products 

at the whole plant level. In the first part of this 

review, we summarize the current and emerging 

bioengineering strategies and methods, includ-

ing the use of the riboswitches, immunomodu-

lation, synthetic microRNAs and Zinc-finger 

nucleases. The second and major part of this 

chapter provides examples from different fields 

of bioengineering in plants including: (a) the 

production of nutraceuticals, (b) modifying 

volatiles and pigments (in fruit and flowers), 

(c) production of medicinal agents and (d) aid-

ing plants in the fight against biotic stresses. 

The experiments described here were conducted 

either in target plants, usually crop species, or 

as a form of a “proof of concept” in model 

plant species (e.g. Arabidopsis). Future chal-

lenges for SM bioengineering include reducing 

unwanted effects on plant fitness, transfer of 

knowledge from models to crops, the reduction 

of genomic position effects and the capacity to 

predict the outcome of bioengineering. These 

aspects are also discussed. The large and rapid 

advances made during the last decade in our 

understanding of the molecular genetic control 

of SM production and biological function pro-

vide an excellent foundation for successful bio-

engineering of these small molecules in plants.    

  Introduction  

 The production of tens of thousands of natural 

products or secondary metabolites (SMs) by 

plants is a consequence of metabolic diversifi-

cation coupled with selection. Numerous roles 

of these substances in the plant life cycle have 

now been described. These include diverse 

functions associated with both the interaction of 

the plant with the environment (both biotic and 

abiotic aspects) and the assurance of successful 

reproduction. The importance of these mole-

cules to the plant often receives relatively little 

attention in comparison with the focus on the 
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20 significance of these compounds for human-

kind. SMs are not only essential ingredients of 

the human diet but also influence both pre- and 

post- harvest traits of many agricultural crops. 

The inventory of plant SMs can be divided into 

three major classes including: (I) phenolic and 

polyphenolic compounds, (II) terpenoids (or 

isoprenoids) (III) nitrogen- (i.e. alkaloids) and 

sulfur-containing compounds. 

 Not every plant can produce every SM, and 

the formation of certain compounds is restricted 

to single species or to related groups, where 

many SMs are found only in certain specific 

plant organs, in just one type of cell and even in 

a certain cell compartment. They are often gen-

erated only during a specific developmental 

period in the plant life or under particular stress 

conditions. Thus, it is frequently difficult to 

extract such substances to high purity and obtain 

the required concentrations either in the plant 

itself or in an isolated form. 

 Bioengineering, in most cases through the 

modification of metabolic pathways (i.e. meta-

bolic engineering), could make SM-related 

applications more efficient, relevant and exten-

sive. Three main approaches are usually 

exploited for bioengineering of plant SMs. 

These include the use of microorganisms, pro-

duction in plant cell cultures (e.g. biotransfor-

mation techniques) and the application at the 

whole plant level. In this report we will focus 

on SM bioengineering at the whole plant level 

although examples of the other two approaches 

will also be referred to. The first part of this 

chapter will describe a “toolbox for the bioen-

gineer” including recently introduced bioengi-

neering strategies in whole plants. This section 

will also point to the limitations and key issues 

for consideration when carrying out bioengi-

neering of SMs in plants. The second and main 

part of this chapter will provide examples from 

different fields of bioengineering including: (a) 

engineering nutraceuticals in plants, (b) engi-

neering of volatiles and pigments (in fruit and 

flowers), (c) production of medicinal agents in 

plants and (d) combating biotic stress with 

plant-derived natural products. 

 While some bioengineering activities have 

been carried out in the target plant species 

(normally a crop plant), others have involved 

“proof of concept”, in model plant species (e.g. 

Arabidopsis). Examples of both kinds of app-

roach will be described and the difficulties in the 

transfer of successful bioengineering strategies 

from model plants to crops will be discussed. 

The diversity of SM structures can be divided 

into three major groups including flavonoids and 

related phenolic and polyphenolic compounds, 

terpenoids (or isoprenoids), and nitrogen-con-

taining alkaloids and sulfur compounds. 

Bioengineering of these different classes of SMs 

will be described here, but we will exclude men-

tion of compounds that are intermediates between 

primary and secondary metabolism, such as plant 

hormones (e.g. gibberellic acid, auxin, ethylene 

and abscisic acid) and compounds involved in 

cell wall synthesis (e.g. cinnamic acid and its 

polymeric derivative, lignin). The topic of bioen-

gineering is very wide and it is therefore impos-

sible to cover all the research in this area in a 

single review. Thus, we apologize for any omis-

sions and hope that this chapter will demonstrate 

the state of the art in bioengineering of SMs in 

plants and its future projections.  

  A Toolbox for the Bioengineer  

 Since the development of basic plant molecular 

biology techniques including plant regeneration 

and gene transfer in the mid-1980s, significant 

progress has been made in the molecular dissec-

tion of metabolic pathways in plants and the use 

of newly cloned genes to engineer plant metabo-

lism. Although there are numerous success stories 

in which the expected results have been obtained, 

there have been many examples of unanticipated 

outcomes. Most attempts to Bioengineer plant 

SMs have focused on modifying the expression 
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of a single gene in order to alter committed steps 

in the biosynthesis of a particular metabolite. 

  Common Bioengineering Strategies 

  Tissue- and Organ-specific Manipulation of Gene 

Expression using Specific and Inducible Promoters 

 Metabolic engineering may often have a dra-

matic effect on plant fitness, growth and mor-

phology. This is particularly true when strong 

promoters are used to drive gene expression 

with consequent pleiotropic effects. One way to 

overcome this problem is through utilization of 

tissue- or organ-specific promoters. The use of 

chemically-inducible promoters offers another 

convenient way to modulate the expression of 

genes where stable overexpression or silencing 

may result in harmful effects or lethality. In the 

absence of an inducer, a chemically-inducible 

promoter is inactive, while application of the 

inducer allows controlled activation of gene 

expression at particular developmental stages 

and for specific periods  [1,   2] . Moreover, by 

expressing the chemical-responsive gene under 

the control of a tissue/organ specific promoter 

one can even limit the target gene expression to 

specific cell types, tissues or plant organs  [3] .  

  Substituting the Subcellular Location of Enzymes 

 The plant cell is a complex biochemical factory 

in which biosynthetic processes take place in 

different compartments. It is possible that the 

substrate for one enzyme will be produced in 

more than one cell compartment. In the case of 

promiscuous enzymes, two different potential 

substrates could be located in different cellular 

compartments. This can provide opportunities for 

bioengineering to form a new product or to increase 

the levels of current products. One can simply 

replace, add or remove an existing localization 

signal in order to modify the target compartment 

of a particular engineered protein. Recent work 

by Kappers et al. (2005)  [4]  showed that pro-

duction of sesquiterpenes could be effectively 

increased through redirection of the terpene 

synthase FaNES1 to the mitochondria rather 

than to the cytosol (where sesquiterpenes are 

normally produced). Interestingly, the sesquit-

erpene formed in the mitochondria (i.e. nerolidol) 

was further metabolized to the signaling molecule 

4,8-dimethyl-1,3( E ),7-nonatriene (( E )-DMNT). 

Since FaNES1 is a dual monoterpene/sesquiter-

pene synthase that could generate both the 

monoterpene linalool and the sesquiterpene 

nerolidol, its targeting to a third cell location, 

the chloroplast, resulted in high level produc-

tion of linalool  [5] . Wu et al.  [6]  presented 

another example in which they substituted the 

subcellular location of enzymes in tobacco, 

overexpressing an avian farnesyl diphosphate 

synthase and a sesquiterpene synthase, fused 

with the Arabidopsis transit peptide signal 

sequence of the RUBISCO small unit protein, 

therefore directing the recombinant proteins to 

the plastid. This strategy resulted in an increase 

of more than 1,000-fold of the sesquiterpenes 

patchoulol and amorpha-4,11-diene.  

  Manipulation of Several Steps in Metabolic 

Pathways by Simultaneous Introduction of Multiple 

Genes and the use of Transcription Factors 

 Introduction or silencing of a single gene will 

often result in minor or unaltered levels of the 

desired metabolite. This might be due to the com-

plexity and redundancy in the metabolic network. 

Thus, introduction of several genes from the target 

biosynthetic pathway may be desirable, as carried 

out by Lorenc-Kukula et al.  [7]  in order to increase 

the antioxidative properties of flax ( Linum usita-

tissimum  L.). The authors transformed flax with 

three genes, encoding key enzymes of the flavo-

noid biosynthetic pathway from petunia (i.e. 

chalcone synthase ( CHS ), chalcone isomerase 

( CHI ), and dihydroflavonol reductase ( DFR )). 
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20 Transgenic plants that simultaneously and consti-

tutively expressed all three genes exhibited an 

increase in the levels of phenolic acids up to 26% 

compared to the control plants, increasing the anti-

oxidant potential up to 6-fold in seeds and up to 

91-fold in leaves. 

 Altering multiple steps in one metabolic path-

way can be also carried out by overexpression or 

silencing of a transcription factor that regulates 

several genes belonging to same pathway  [8] . 

The maize  Lc  (leaf color) MYC-type transcrip-

tion factor is one of the most studied regulatory 

genes that control the flavonoid and anthocyanin 

pathway  [9] . Expression of  Lc  in alfalfa induced 

the accumulation of  CHS , flavanone 3 b -hydrox-

ylase ( F3H ) and leucocyanidin reductase ( LCR ) 

transcripts, under low temperature or high light 

stress conditions  [10] . The elevation in the 

expression of these genes was accompanied by 

production of anthocyanins and proanthocyani-

dins. Bioengineering of the flavonoid biosyn-

thetic pathway by expressing the maize  Lc  gene 

was also described in apple ( Malus domestica  

Borkh.)  [11] . The transgenic plants showed 

increased mRNA levels of multiple genes includ-

ing phenylalanine ammonia-lyase ( PAL ),  CHS , 

 F3H ,  DFR ,  LCR , anthocyanidin synthase ( ANS ) 

and anthocyanidin reductase ( ANR ). Leaves of 

transgenic lines accumulated higher levels of the 

anthocyanin idaein, the flavan 3-ol epicatechin, 

the isomeric catechin, and some distinct dimeric 

proanthocyanidins. Hence, the introduction of a 

single regulator as demonstrated in apple could 

serve as an ideal alternative to the activation of 

multiple genes in a given pathway.  

  The Use of a Chimeric Repressor Protein 

 Genetic redundancy frequently interferes with 

attempts of gene silencing. Even when similar 

regions in a few redundant genes are used for 

co-silencing it is difficult to predict the silencing 

effect on a single gene. Overexpression of a chi-

meric repressor transcription factor might cir-

cumvent problems of redundancy. In this 

approach, a fusion protein is generated, bearing 

a repression domain (the EAR-motif), derived 

from native plant transcription factors (e.g. 

SUPERMAN; Hiratsu et al.  [12] ) and typically 

six amino acid residues in length, attached to the 

full-length transcriptional activator of interest 

 [13] . Overexpression of the chimeric protein 

results in suppression of the transcription factor 

target gene/s expression and furthermore 

prevents the binding and transcriptional activa-

tion by redundant activators  [14] . Chimeric repres-

sor proteins (e.g. ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE3 

(EIN3), CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON1 (CUC1), 

PRODUCTION of ANTHOCYANIN PIG-

MENT1 (PAP1), and AtMYB23) were demon-

strated to posses dominant loss-of-function 

phenotypes in transgenic plants  [15]  that effect 

metabolic  [16] , physiological  [17]  and develop-

mental  [18]  processes.  

  Expression of Feedback Insensitive Enzymes 

 A major hurdle in engineering of metabolic path-

ways in some cases are feedback mechanisms in 

which, for example, inhibition of enzymes by 

end-products of their biosynthetic pathways 

occurs. The use of a heterologous feedback-

insensitive enzyme can solve such a problem, as 

demonstrated by Zhu and Galili (2004)  [19] . 

To elucidate the relative significance of lysine 

synthesis and catabolism in determining lysine 

level in plant seeds, they expressed a bacterial 

feedback-insensitive dihydrodipicolinate syn-

thase (DHPS) in a seed-specific manner in wild 

type Arabidopsis. Transgenic plants, expressing 

the bacterial DHPS, contained approximately 

12-fold higher levels of seed-free lysine compared 

to untransformed plants.  

  Virus induced Gene Silencing and Overexpression 

 Virus induced gene silencing (VIGS) is a 

commonly used technique allowing systemic 
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silencing of genes in various organs of the 

plant  [20] . A recent example of the applica-

bility of  Tobacco Rattle Virus  ( TRV )-based 

VIGS for modifying floral scent metabolites 

was demonstrated in petunia  [21] . This 

experiment involved several genes required 

for floral scent production including the MYB 

transcription factor ODORANT1 (ODO1)  [22] . 

VIGS-silenced  ODO1  flowers exhibited a 

strong reduction in levels of volatile com-

pounds typically emitted by non-infected 

petunia plants. 

 Lindbo (2007) reported on a  Tobacco Mosaic 

Virus  ( TMV )-based transient expression vector 

which can express very high levels of foreign 

proteins in plants  [23] . In order to increase the 

efficiency of agroinfection the vector contained 

a  TMV  replicon under the control of the 

 Cauliflower Mosaic Virus  ( CaMV ) 35S pro-

moter and lacked the  TMV  coat protein gene 

sequence. The advantage of such a technique is 

in the possibility to transiently express foreign 

proteins at relatively high levels (3–5 mg per 

gram fresh weight of plant tissue).   

  Recent Bioengineering Strategies 

 Recent discoveries regarding the role of small 

and non-coding RNAs not only impacted our 

understanding of regulatory mechanisms but also 

promoted the development of novel methods 

for the bioengineering of plants (Table  1 ). As 

described below, RNA molecules can be 

exploited for manipulating gene and protein 

activity in plants, either by introducing modified 

native molecular systems or by introducing 

complete synthetic structures that mimic the 

action of natural regulatory mechanisms. A major 

concern in plant bioengineering is that due to the 

low efficiency of homologous recombination, 

gene targeting is restricted, and our capability to 

control for activity of the introduced transgene 

is limited  [24] . Thus, the future potential for 

precise bioengineering largely depends on 

advancements in the understanding of homolo-

gous recombination in plants and on how to 

elevate its efficiency, and/or the development of 

new tools for gene targeting in plants.  

  Engineering Riboswitches for Gene Control 

and Metabolite Sensing 

 Riboswitches are natural RNA sensors capable 

of controlling gene expression by using their 

ability to bind specific small molecule ligands 

such as vitamins, nucleotides, amino acids and 

various enzyme co-factors. These elements 

have been described mainly in bacterial systems 

 [25–  29]  and, very recently, in plants  [30,   31] . 

Typically riboswitches are composed of a sens-

ing domain, which directly binds a metabolite 

and thereby undergoes structural modification, 

and an adjacent “expression platform”, which 

converts the metabolite binding information to 

gene control. These RNA elements are present 

in untranslated regions of genes encoding 

enzymes and/or transporters, related to a par-

ticular biosynthetic pathway. Once the level of a 

pathway intermediate or end-product rises, lig-

and binding induces a conformational change in 

the riboswitch, and alters the flanking “expres-

sion platform”. This affects, in a sort of “nega-

tive feedback”, the transcription or translation 

of the corresponding mRNA, and thereby 

diminishes the metabolite level. For example, in 

Gram-negative bacteria, the thiamine pyrophos-

phate ligand binding to the RNA molecule 

renders conformational changes that mask the 

Shine-Dalgarno sequence of the a thiamine bio-

synthetic polycistron and as a result, ribosomes 

fail to initiate translation  [26] . While only a 

dozen different riboswitch ligands have been 

identified up to date in both prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic organisms, techniques to develop 

synthetic RNA elements that could bind a par-

ticular small molecule at high specificity (called 

aptamers) have been available for a long time 

 [32,   33] . Recent studies have demonstrated that 
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20 riboswitches can be engineered in whole plants, 

thus opening the way for using them to control 

expression of a gene of interest and sensing 

metabolite levels  in vivo   [34] .  

  Bioengineering Through Immunomodulation 

 Immunomodulation is a technique that allows 

explicit sequestration of a metabolite, protein or 

RNA by the ectopic expression of genes encod-

ing antibodies or antibody fragments. Several 

studies reported the use of immunomodulation 

as a tool in the research of phytohormones (e.g. 

ABA  [35–  37] , GA  [38]  and jasmonate  [39] ), 

herbicide resistance  [40–  42] , heat shock pro-

teins  [43] , and of primary metabolism and cell 

cycle regulation  [44] . The advantage of the 

technique is in the ability to allow the inactiva-

tion of the end-product of a specific biosynthetic 

pathway without disturbance of precursors, as 

often occurs when specific pathway inhibitors 

or RNAi techniques are employed. Several 

options for antibody design exist, including (a) 

antibody attachment to a specific enzyme, and 

as a result disruption or alteration in the enzyme 

function, (b) antibody attachment to a specific 

metabolite thereby reducing its level, (c) anti-

body attachment to a specific RNA molecule, 

thus altering its stability or tertiary structure. By 

utilizing specific promoters or leader peptides it 

will be possible to deliver such an antibody to a 

specific tissues, cells or even organelles.  

  Overexpression of Cleavage-resistant Gene Targets, 

Native and Synthetic microRNAs 

 In recent years, it has become evident that 

microRNAs (miRs) play a significant role in the 

regulation of plant development  [45–  51] , biotic 

and abiotic stress response and, in a few cases, 

central (primary) metabolism  [52–  58] . Expres-

sion of miR target genes could be reduced by 

overexpressing the corresponding miRs, or ele-

vated by generating a miR-resistant version of 

the target gene through modification of the miR 

binding site. The use of such techniques is lim-

ited to known miRs and target genes. Recently, 

synthetic miRs that target gene regions that do 

not correspond to native miRs binding sites 

have been described  [59,   60] . In this method, 

the designed miRs are overexpressed as part of 

a native miR precursor and can target either 

conserved or non-conserved regions of genes, 

providing an elegant way to simultaneously 

downregulate the expression levels of multiple 

members of a gene family. Recently, several 

successful experiments utilizing synthetic miRs 

have been shown to give increased resistance to 

plant viruses  [61,   62]  and have demonstrated 

the potential for interfere with plant develop-

mental processes  [59,   63] . Constructing artifi-

cial specific microRNA against regulators or 

enzymes involved in SM production will pro-

vide an efficient and precise tool for the bioen-

gineer. An example for the use of a synthetic 

miR for down regulation of the carotenoid path-

way gene, phytoene desaturase ( PDS ), is shown 

in Fig.  1 .   

  Zinc-Finger Nucleases 

 The inability to perform efficient gene targeting 

in plants is a major obstacle for optimizing bio-

engineering experiments since the various 

transgenes generated through a single gene con-

struct posses a range of transgene penetration 

levels. Although some progress in gene target-

ing was reported in the last years  [24,   64] , these 

techniques have not been sufficiently robust or 

efficient to be effective. Recently, a proof 

of concept of a relatively efficient targeted 

genome optimization in plants was demon-

strated. The researchers generated targeted dou-

ble-strand DNA breakage by the use of a rare 

and specific endonuclease and could induce 

10% homologous recombination in transformed 

tobacco protoplasts  [65] . A different group used 
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a similar technique to demonstrate a large 

number of precisely engineered homologous 

recombination events in maize in which DNA 

integration occurred very accurately  [66] . 

Recent advances in the design of the architec-

ture of specific zinc-finger endonucleases 

 [67–  69]  and the availability of novel user-

friendly computational tools  [70]  are expected 

to allow efficient and simple modification of 

plant genomes.    

  Engineering of Nutraceuticals in Plants  

  Increasing the Pool of Vitamins 

 The level of vitamins in plant-derived food 

products is an issue of great awareness due to 

the importance of vitamins for our diet. The 

three most extensively studied plant vitamin 

biosynthetic pathways are those for provitamin 

  Fig. 1    The use of synthetic microRNAs (miRs) as a tool for plant bioengineering.  (a ) Transgenic 

Arabidopsis plant expressing a synthetic microRNA (miR) for silencing the carotenoid biosynthesis gene 

phytoene desaturase ( PDS ) under the control of the  APETALA1  promoter. Arrow indicates the bleaching of 

the inflorescence.  (b)  Putative folding of the synthetic precursor-miRNA- PDS  constructed on the backbone 

of miRNA164a. Nucleic acids shadowed black are the 21-mer synthetic miR sequence. The images were 

kindly provided by John Paul Alvarez (Weizmann Institute of Science, Israel)       
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20 A, vitamin C and vitamin E. The metabolic 

pathways leading to the formation of these com-

pounds have been largely elucidated, and up to 

date several attempts to metabolically engineer 

these pathways in plants have been carried out 

with promising results. 

  Engineering of  b -Carotene (Provitamin A) 

 The engineering of   b  -carotene (provitamin A) 

content in rice endosperm  [71]  was one of the 

landmarks of bioengineering of SMs in plants. 

Vitamin A deficiency is a serious health issue in 

many parts of the developing world. Rice is a 

major food source in developing countries, but it 

is a poor resource of many essential vitamins 

and minerals, including   b  -carotene. The produc-

tion of   b  -carotene was achieved in rice 

endosperm by the simultaneous expression of 

three carotenoid biosynthetic genes (two derived 

from plants and one from a bacterium). The first 

step required was the introduction of phytoene 

synthase ( PSY ) from daffodil ( Narcissus pseu-

donarcissus ). This gene was expressed under the 

endosperm-specific glutelin (Gt1) promoter and 

contained a plastid targeting signal. For the con-

version of phytoene into lycopene, a bacterial 

( Erwinia uredovora ) bi-functional carotene 

desaturase gene ( Crt1 ), that encodes a protein 

capable of performing two reactions that are 

normally done in plants by two enzymes (phy-

toene desaturase and  z -carotene desaturase), 

was used. Overexpression of  Crt1  that also 

encoded a plastid targeted protein was carried 

out using the constitutive  CaMV  35S promoter. 

In the third engineering step, a plastid targeted 

lycopene-cyclase encoded by the daffodil  LCY  

gene was introduced to rice plants. Ye et al. 

(2000)  [71]  used  Agrobacterium -mediated trans-

formation to introduce the triple-step carotenoid 

pathway into rice endosperm. The first genera-

tion transgenic rice produced yellow endosperm 

(so-called “Golden Rice”) containing   b  -carotene 

at levels that would provide 10% of the recom-

mended daily human consumption with an aver-

age daily rice intake. Subsequent manipulation 

and creation of “Golden Rice 2”  [72] , allowed 

the vitamin A recommended daily dose to be 

approached with a daily rice intake and poten-

tially provide a relief from vitamin A deficiency 

for millions worldwide. The “Golden Rice” trait 

is now being introduced into agronomically 

superior local rice varieties  [73–  75] , which can 

be cultivated in South Eastern Asia, where it is 

needed the most.  

  Engineering of Vitamin C Content 

 Vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid) is a powerful anti-

oxidant and it also serves as cofactor in several 

biological reactions in plants and animals. 

Humans and several animals cannot synthesize 

vitamin C, which must therefore be consumed 

as part of their diet. The biosynthesis of vitamin 

C in plants has only recently been properly 

understood  [76] . The L-galactose pathway, one 

of a few reported routes to vitamin C biosynthe-

sis in which GDP- D -mannose is converted into 

L-ascorbate by six enzymatic reactions  [77–  80] , 

is now fully elucidated  [81] . Overexpression of 

several enzymes of the L-galactose pathway in 

plants appears to be an efficient way to create 

plants with higher vitamin C content. For example, 

overexpression of the last enzyme in the path-

way, the L-galactono-1,4-lactone dehydroge-

nase under the control of the  CaMV  35S 

promoter in tobacco BY-2 cell culture resulted 

in over production of vitamin C, in addition to a 

slower cell senescence rate and higher resistance 

to oxidative stress  [79] . Moreover, endogenous 

expression of the recently discovered enzyme, 

L-galactose guanyltransferase in Arabidopsis 

plants resulted in a threefold increase in leaf 

ascorbic acid content  [80] . Vitamin C content in 

Arabidopsis plants was also increased through 

an alternative pathway for vitamin C biosynthe-

sis by overexpression of a D-galacturonic acid 

reductase  [82] . In a different approach for 
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engineering vitamin C content, heterologues 

expression of the rice dehydroascorbate reduct-

ase ( DHAR ) that reduces oxidized ascorbic acid 

back into its native state enhanced resistance to 

salt stress in Arabidopsis  [83] . Thus, healthier 

and stress resistant plants that are rich with 

vitamin C can be created by means of plant 

bioengineering.  

  Engineering of Tocochromanols, the Vitamin E 

Family of Compounds 

 Four tocotrienols and four tocopherols (together 

termed tocochromanols) are lipid-soluble anti-

oxidants that constitute the vitamin E family of 

compounds in plants, and are an essential part 

of the mammalian diet. The  a -tocopherol form 

is the most biologically active among the vita-

min E family. Tocochromanols are synthesized 

in many plant organs, particularly in seeds, by 

fusion of intermediates from the shikimate and 

isoprenoid pathways. The polar head of the 

molecule is derived from the cytosolic homoge-

ntisic acid (HGA), while the non-polar tail is 

derived from phytyl-PP (PDP) or geranylgera-

nyl-PP (GGPP), both synthesized by the plas-

tidic isoprenoid biosynthetic pathway  [84] . 

 Many of the attempts to engineer plant vita-

min E content have focused on seeds, which is 

where most of the vitamin is concentrated. 

Almost a decade ago, the  VTE4  gene (  g  -toco-

pherol methyltransferase) was expressed in a 

seed-specific manner in Arabidopsis under the 

control of the  DC3  gene promoter from carrot 

 [85] . While the total level of vitamin E stayed 

unaltered in transgenic plants, an almost com-

plete shift from  g -tocopherol to  a -tocopherol 

and from  d -tocopherol to   b  -tocopherol was 

evident. This suggested that the same enzyme 

is responsible for those two conversions, 

and demonstrated that it is possible to produce 

plants with a more active form of vitamin E. In 

another example, the  VTE3  (2-methyl-6-phytyl-

benzoquinol (MPBQ) methyltransferase) from 

Arabidopsis was heterologously co-expressed 

with  VTE4  ( g -tocopherol methyltransferase) in 

soybean. The transgenic seeds accumulated 

more than 95% of  a -tocopherol and exhibited 

five times more vitamin E activity (biopotency 

for animals and humans)  [86] . A successful 

complementation to the latter experiment was 

achieved by identification of the rate-limiting 

reactions in the tocochromanol biosynthetic 

pathway, and application of this knowledge for 

engineering tocochromanol biosynthesis in 

soybean by heterologous seed-specific co-

expression of pathway-limiting genes  [87] . 

The resulting line, which showed a 15-fold 

increase in total tocochromanols (94% of 

which were tocotrienols), was crossed with the 

transgenic high  a -tocopherol soybean line 

generated by Van Enennaam et al. (2003)  [86] . 

The seed vitamin E activity in the best per-

forming F 
2
  line was found to be approximately 

11-fold higher than in wild type soybean seed 

 [87] . The recent advances in understanding the 

role of vitamin E in the human diet should 

accelerate the efforts towards increasing total 

tocochromanol content in various edible plant 

organs.   

  Carotenoids 

 The isoprenoid class of carotenoids is important 

for plant membrane stability, photosynthesis, 

protection against oxidative stress, and in devel-

opment and biotic stress responses  [88–  91] . 

Carotenoids are also significant for the diet of 

human and livestock, acting as colorants, anti-

oxidants and possibly in the prevention of heart 

disease and cancer  [92–  96] . The engineering of 

  b  -carotene (provitamin A) content in the rice 

endosperm (described above with relation to 

vitamin engineering) was one of many attempts 

carried out along the years to engineer compounds 

belonging to this class. The plant carotenoid 

(C 
40

 ) biosynthetic pathway is sited in plastids, 

where two molecules of GGPP are fused by the 
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20 enzyme phytoene synthase (PSY) in the first 

committed step. The resulting phytoene is sub-

jected to several oxygenation, ketonisation, 

desaturation and glycosylation reactions, lead-

ing to new carotenoid species  [97] . 

  Engineering Lycopene Levels in Plants 

 The red colored carotenoid lycopene has emerged 

as a focus of scientific interest in recent years. 

Several reports present evidence for or against 

the role of lycopene as a natural product that can 

be used in prevention of various diseases, includ-

ing cancer  [94,   98–  100] . So far, several high 

lycopene content tomato lines and mutants have 

been characterized  [101,   102] , but none of these 

accumulate lycopene to levels that satisfy the 

pharmaceutical needs for supplemental drug 

production. It appears that light signaling-regu-

lated genes influence lycopene levels in tomato 

plants and fruit. For example, the UV - damage 

DNA-binding protein 1 ( DDB1 ) gene was found 

responsible for the  high pigment 1  ( hp1 ) lyco-

pene rich phenotype  [103]  and a defect in the 

 DEETIOLATED1  ( DET1 ) gene results in the 

lycopene-rich  high pigment 2  ( hp2 ) mutant phe-

notype  [104] . Davuluri et al. (2005)  [105]  

attempted to increase the nutritional value of 

tomato fruit by suppressing the  DET1  gene, 

using fruit-specific promoters combined with 

RNA interference (RNAi) technology. 

Interestingly, both carotenoid (  b  -carotene and 

lycopene) and flavonoid contents were increased 

significantly whereas other parameters of fruit 

quality were largely unchanged.  

  Engineering of Ketocarotenoids 

 Only a minority of plant species possesses the 

ability to form ketocarotenoids, but bioengineer-

ing could provide opportunities for production 

of these compounds  in planta . The ketocarotenoid 

astaxanthin is formed from   b  -carotene by the 

introduction of keto- and hydroxyl moieties at 

the 4,4’ and 3,3’ positions of the   b  -ionone rings, 

respectively. In addition to its use as an antioxi-

dant in human nutrition  [106,   107] , astaxanthin 

is also being used as a natural food additive for 

farmed salmon, coloring its flesh in pink to 

orange-red color  [108] . The microscopic green 

alga  Haematococcus pluvialis  is used to produce 

astaxanthin at levels of  ~ 4–5% dry weight, but 

the use of this alga as a source of astaxanthin is 

limited due to slow growth and the requirement 

for high light intensity  [109,   110] . Successful 

bioengineering of astaxanthin and other keto-

carotenoids in transgenic plants has been dem-

onstrated several times  [111–  114] . Ralley et al. 

(2004)  [114] , reconstructed an astaxanthin path-

way by transforming the marine bacteria 3,3’- b -

hydroxylase ( CrtW ) and 4,4’- b -oxygenase 

( CrtZ ) genes as a polycistronic construct into 

tobacco and tomato. In the nectary tissues of 

transgenic tobacco flowers, a quantitative 

increase in carotenoids (tenfold) and the pres-

ence of astaxanthin, canthaxanthin and 4-ke-

tozeaxanthin were evident.   

  Engineering Flavonoids and the Related 

Isoflavonoids and Stilbenes 

 Flavonoids are synthesized through the phenyl-

propanoid pathway in which 4-coumaroyl-CoA 

(produced from phenylalanine) is combined 

with malonyl-CoA to yield chalcones, i.e. fla-

vonoid precursors, with two phenyl rings. 

Conjugate ring-closure of chalcones results in a 

three-ring structure, the typical form of flavo-

noids. The metabolic pathway continues through 

a series of enzymatic modifications to yield 

several flavonoid classes including the fla-

vonols, dihydro flavonols and anthocyanins. 

Many other products can be formed along this 

pathway, including the flavan-3-ols, proan-

thocyanidins (tannins) and additional polyphe-

nolics. Flavonoids have been suggested to 
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protect against oxidative stress, heart diseases 

and certain cancers and they are considered to 

bear potential benefits for human and livestock 

health  [115–  121] . The pathways leading to fla-

vonoid biosynthesis are well characterized 

 [122] , hence, there are multiple strategies for 

their modification through bioengineering. 

Apart from the use of structural genes for engi-

neering, the relative extensive knowledge 

regarding transcription factors, controlling vari-

ous branches of the pathways, made regulatory 

proteins an excellent tool for manipulation of 

flavonoids. 

  Modification of Flavonols 

 Attempts to increase the levels of flavonols 

have been carried out in several plant species, 

but predominantly in tomato fruit. Flavonoid 

pathway gene expression and biochemical anal-

yses in tomato fruit peel suggested that the low 

levels of chalcone isomerase ( CHI ) might be 

the limiting point for increasing the levels of 

flavonols  [123] . Heterologous expression of the 

petunia  CHI  under the control of the  CaMV  35S 

promoter resulted in a 78-fold increase in peel 

flavonols (mainly quercetin rutinoside and glu-

coside) in the best engineered line. In a comple-

mentary approach, heterologous expression of 

the MYC type transcription factor  LEAF COLOR  

( Lc ) gene and the MYB type factor  COLORLESS  

( C1 ) in tomato fruit resulted in an up to 60-fold 

increase in levels of the flavonol kaempferol in 

the flesh tissue  [124] . These experiments 

pointed out that success in the engineering of 

plant secondary metabolism is largely depend-

ent on the endogenous gene expression patterns 

and activity of pathway enzymes in the different 

tissue types, as the same strategy was not appro-

priate for increasing flavonol levels in the fruit 

flesh tissue. It also highlights the need for the 

rigorous understanding of metabolic pathways 

in order to design successful bioengineering 

strategies.  

  Modification of Proanthocyanidins 

 Proanthocyanidins (PAs) or condensed tannins 

are beneficial for the health of humans  [125–

  128]  and livestock  [129,   130] . In plants, they 

are important in defense against diseases and in 

seed dormancy  [131] , and are present in many 

plant products, particularly wine, fruit juices, 

and teas, contributing to their health benefits in 

addition to taste. Most of our current knowledge 

on structural and regulatory genes involved in 

the metabolism of PAs comes from the study of 

the Arabidopsis seed coat mutants  [132,   133] . 

The biosynthetic route towards the formation of 

the polymeric PAs branches out from the path-

way leading to the biosynthesis of anthocyanins 

when the first committed steps forming PA pre-

cursors are involve the conversion of anthocya-

nidins to the flavan-3-ols catechin or epicatechin 

 [134] . Xie et al. (2006)  [135]  co-expressed the 

 PAP1  transcription factor (typically inducing 

anthocyanin accumulation; Borevitz et al. 2000 

 [136] ) in tobacco and also the  Medicago trun-

catula  anthocyanidin reductase ( ANR ) gene. 

ANR generates epicatechin from cyanidin. In 

leaves of transgenic plants the high anthocyanin 

levels typical of the  PAP1  transformants were 

significantly reduced while production of PA 

monomers and oligomers, in which epicatechin units 

predominated, was increased. These results 

demonstrate that the combination of a transcrip-

tion factor to increase the level of the anthocya-

nidin substrate coupled with a PA biosynthesis 

gene to divert that substrate into the PA path-

way is an appropriate approach for bioengineer-

ing of PAs in plants.  

  Modification of Isoflavonoids 

 In contrast to the wide distribution of flavo-

noids, the production of isoflavonoids is mostly 

restricted to legumes. In these species, the for-

mation of isoflavonoids branches out from the 

first step of the flavonoid pathway. The flavanone 
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20 generated by CHI is converted by 2-hydrox-

yisoflavanone synthase (2HIS) to hydroxyiso-

flavanone, which is subsequently transformed 

by hydroxyisoflavanone dehydratase (2HID) to 

the typical legume isoflavonoids, genistein and 

daidzein  [137] . In humans, isoflavonoids may 

have various health-promoting activities that 

are associated with their antioxidant and estro-

genic properties  [138–  140] . Attempts to bioen-

gineer isoflavonoids have been carried out in 

three different ways: ectopic expression of 

 2HIS ; co-expression of  2HIS  and  CHI ; and 

co-expression of  2HIS , early pathway genes or 

transcription factors along with suppression of 

competitive pathway genes (reviewed in Ref. 

 [137] ). All three approaches generated isofla-

vone conjugates (but not aglycones) in different 

tissues of both legume and non-legume plant 

species.  

  Engineering of Stilbenes 

 Stilbenes are produced by a number of plant fami-

lies including the  Fagaceae ,  Liliaceae ,  Mirtaceae  

and the  Vitaceae   [141] . While plants produce 

stilbenoids as a response to pathogen attack, this 

group of phytoalexins also displays multiple 

beneficial effects on human health  [142–  145] . 

Particularly, the compound 3,5,4’-trihydoxystil-

bene, known as resveratrol (synthesized for example 

by grapes and peanuts), has been investigated 

intensively over the past 2 decades for its health-

related properties  [146] . Bioengineering of res-

veratrol in plants is of high interest both due to its 

potential as a nutraceutical food supplement or 

cosmetic but also for increasing resistance of 

plants against diseases. 

 Stilbene synthase (STS) generates resvera-

trol from precursors that are also used by chal-

cone synthase (CHS), the key enzyme of 

flavonoid biosynthesis in plants. Therefore, 

engineering of resveratrol in plants is consid-

ered a relatively straightforward approach since 

the introduction of a single gene is required 

for resveratrol formation and a pool of precur-

sors is in most cases available. Following the 

hallmark study of Hain and co-workers (1993) 

 [147] , in which the production of resveratrol 

was demonstrated in tobacco as a result of the 

 STS  gene transfer, a similar approach has been 

adopted for a wide range of plant species includ-

ing kiwi  [148] , apple  [149,   150] , papaya  [151] , 

pea  [152] , tomato  [153] , hop  [154]  and alfalfa 

 [155] . In some cases, the transgenic plants 

were found to synthesize not only resveratrol, 

but also a resveratrol-3- b -D-glucopyranoside 

(piceid)  [156] , while in others, only the gluco-

sylated form accumulated  [155] . Although 

engineering of resveratrol was successful, and 

even led to a success in terms of increasing 

plant disease resistance  [157]  (see below the 

section “combating biotic stress with plant-

derived natural products”), the commercial 

value of high-resveratrol plants as a health pro-

moting product remains to be seen. This is due 

to the low cost of its extraction and the ability to 

synthesize it chemically.    

  Engineering of Plant Volatiles and Pigmentation 
(Fruit and Flowers)  

 Being sessile organisms, plants make massive use 

of volatile compounds as mediators for their inter-

action with the surroundings. Volatiles are released 

from every plant organ including aerial green tis-

sues, reproductive tissues (various flower parts and 

fruit) and even roots, which emit volatiles into the 

rhizosphere. Apart from roots, attempts to bioengi-

neer volatiles in different aerial organs have been 

carried out multiple times  [158] . As in the case of 

engineering of synthesis of non-volatile com-

pounds, the outcome was often unexpected, as 

activity of endogenous plant enzymes resulted in 

the formation of different derivatives of the target 

molecule  [159] . The numerous reports regarding 

the importance of volatiles, emitted from vege-

tative tissues for plant defense, promoted 
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attempts to enhance plant protection by modu-

lating the volatile spectrum. The results of such 

experiments will be described in section “com-

bating biotic stress with plant-derived natural 

products” whereas in this section we will focus 

on bioengineering of the volatiles produced by 

flowers and fruit. In the second part of this sec-

tion attempts to bioengineer pigmentation, 

mainly in flowers will be reviewed. 

  Engineering of Fruit and Flower Volatile 

Compounds 

 Flavor and aroma of fruit and scent of flowers is 

represented by a mixture of dozens of volatile 

components  [160,   161] . Most of these volatiles 

are derived from three chemical groups, namely 

isoprenoids, phenylpropanoids and aliphatics. 

Several volatiles in the mixture will have a 

dominant effect on the overall fruit aroma or 

flower scent that is independent from their rela-

tive levels. Namely, trace levels of a certain 

component might have a substantial effect on 

the typical aroma and scent associated with a 

particular fruit or flower. Due to promiscuity of 

enzymes associated with volatile compounds 

metabolism, a relatively large number of vola-

tile components could be altered by modifying 

a single gene. For instance, overexpression of 

the ( E )- b -caryophyllene synthase from rice in 

Arabidopsis results in emission of a bouquet of 

terpenoid volatiles, including ( E )- b -

caryophyllene,  b -elemene and  a -humulene 

 [162] . In addition, bioengineering experiments 

carried out to date have demonstrated the accu-

mulation of non-volatile compounds formed by 

modification of volatiles (e.g. glucosylation) 

 [163] . These issues make the precise engineer-

ing of fruit and flower volatiles exceptionally 

complex. Accordingly, attempts to bioengineer 

volatiles have been successful in altering the 

chemical profiles of both fruit and flowers. 

However, in most cases the effects on scent and 

flavor could not be predicted in advance. 

  Modification of Fruit Volatiles 

 Nowadays, when crop shelf life is of consider-

able importance to retailers and consumers, 

several hybrids of fruit-ripening mutants with 

commercial lines are grown and supplied to 

the stores. Since fruit flavor develops during 

ripening, such hybrid lines often suffer from 

poor taste and aroma. While the knowledge 

regarding the composition of fruit flavor vola-

tiles is extensive and spans multiple species 

 [164] , only in recent years has there been great 

progress in understanding the molecular genet-

ics governing fruit flavor. Genes associated 

with pathways generating flavor volatiles have 

been cloned and functionally characterized 

from plants such as strawberry  [165,   166] . 

However, attempts to modify the flavor of fruit 

by means of bioengineering have been carried 

out mainly in tomato. 

 The first successful alterations to fruit flavor 

involved modification of the composition of 

aliphatic volatiles in tomato by introduction of 

an alcohol dehydrogenase  [167] . The subse-

quent introduction of linalool synthase from 

 Clarkia breweri  under the control of the tomato 

late-ripening E8 promoter resulted in accumula-

tion of ( S )-linalool and 8-hydroxylinalool in 

ripening tomato fruits  [168] . Recently, redirec-

tion of the early plastidic terpenoid pathway by 

overexpression of the geraniol synthase (GES) 

from lemon basil driven by the tomato polyga-

lacturonase promoter resulted in a substantial 

increase in the levels of geraniol and its deriva-

tives, as well as elevation in the levels of vari-

ous monoterpenes  [169] . Surprisingly the 

content of carotenoid-derived volatiles such as 

  b  -ionone and other norisoprenes did not change 

substantially, even though these volatiles have 

isoprenoid precursors in common with the 

described monoterpenes. Tests with an untrained 

human taste panel showed that 68% of panel 

members described transgenic fruits as ‘more 

aromatic’ and over 60% of the panel preferred 

the flavor of transgenic fruit to control fruit.  
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20   Modification of Floral Scent 

 Although humans agree that a pleasant aroma 

enhances the perception of beauty in flowers, 

flower breeding programs have given priority 

breeding to color, shape and extended shelf life. 

The advances in our knowledge of the biochem-

istry and molecular biology of fruit flavors have 

also been matched with major progress in our 

understanding of the molecular basis of floral 

scent  [170] . Biosynthetic and regulatory genes 

involved in the production of scent components 

and their rate-limiting steps have been studied. 

For example, Lucker et al. (2001)  [163]  trans-

formed petunia with ( S )-linalool synthase from 

 Clarkia breweri . Surprisingly, almost no free 

( S )-linalool was identified due to its efficient 

conversion to the non-volatile ( S )-linalyl- b -D-

glucopyranoside by endogenous glucosyltrans-

ferase activity. In another experiment, Lucker 

et al. (2004)  [171]  engineered tobacco plants 

using three different monoterpene synthases (  g  -

terpinene synthase, limonene synthase and 

  b  -pinene synthase) from lemon ( Citrus limon ). 

The subsequent combination of all three genes 

into one plant through crossing resulted in trans-

genic lines emitting   b  -pinene, limonene, and   g  -

terpinene along with several side products of 

the introduced monoterpene synthases, from its 

leaves and flowers. Redirecting metabolic flux 

is an additional approach that can be used to 

modify floral scent. Zuker, et al. (2002)  [172]  

suppressed the flavanone 3-hydroxylase ( F3H ), 

a key gene in the anthocyanin pathway, in car-

nations, and this resulted in elevated emission 

of methyl benzoate (Fig.  2 ). The increase in the 

levels of emitted methyl benzoate in transgenic 

plants occurred as a consequence of altering the 

flux in the shikimate pathway, from which both 

benzoic acid and anthocyanins are derived. 

While the transgenic flowers lost their anthocy-

anin pigments, the scent of methyl benzoate 

was strong enough to be detected by a human 

sensory panel. Verdonk et al. (2005)  [22]  

reported on a MYB family transcription factor 

ODORANT1 (ODO1) that regulates volatile 

benzenoids production in petunia flowers. 

Silencing of  ODO1  using RNAi greatly reduced 

volatile benzenoid levels in transgenic petunia. 

Thus, regulatory genes such as  ODO1  might be 

used in future attempts to modify the composi-

tion of benzenoids and the related phenylpropa-

noids that often contribute to scents of flowers.    

  Engineering Fruit and Flower Pigmentation 

 The major plant pigments include carotenoids, 

anthocyanins and other flavonoids, betalains 

and chlorophylls. Most of these pigments are 

also highly nutritious, and the bioengineering of 

astaxanthin and lycopene for human health rea-

sons is described in section “engineering of 

nutraceuticals in plants”. In the present section, 

attempts to bioengineer plant or particularly 

fruit and flower pigmentation in order to alter 

appearance are described. Since almost the 

entire metabolic pathways for flavonoid and 

carotenoid biosynthesis and their regulation (in 

the case of flavonoids) have been elucidated, 

modification of these types of pigment mole-

cules has become a relatively easy target for 

bioengineering. Up to date, most experiments 

have targeted the alteration of flavonoid accu-

mulation (particularly anthocyanins) within 

flowers, although it has also been demonstrated 

that flower color can be determined and modi-

fied by changing the shape of petal cells  [173, 

  174]  or vacuolar pH  [175,   176] . 

  Modification of Anthocyanins 

and Other Flavonoids Pigments 

 Starting nearly 2 decades ago, attempts to 

engineer flower coloration were carried out 

by overexpressing or down regulating expres-

sion of the genes in the flavonoid biosynthetic 

pathway  [177–  179] . While these early 

attempts used basic strategies for modifying 
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flavonoid-type pigments (i.e. modifying a 

single gene of the core pathway), recent 

studies have focused on more complex 

approaches for engineering pigment modifi-

cation. Today’s challenges are in modifying 

more extraordinary pigments and plant spe-

cies, shifting between classes of pigments, 

enhancing the precursor pool by blocking side 

branches and by altering stability or localiza-

tion of pigments. 

  Fig. 2    Bioengineering of floral scent through modification of the flux to anthocyanin production in carna-

tion flowers. The main enzymes of the pathway are marked by red. Dashed arrows represent multiple 

biosynthetic steps. The left image is a flower of transgenic carnation plant in which expression of flavanone 

3-hydroxylase ( F3H ; marked in yellow) was silenced by an antisense approach  [172] . The image on the 

right shows a wild type carnation flower. The volatile profiles of transgenic and wild type flowers are pre-

sented below the corresponding flowers, (volatiles that were altered in the mutant are marked with green in 

the pathway map). 4CL, 4-coumarate:CoA ligase; C3H, p-coumarate 3-hydroxylase; C4H, cinnamate 

4-hydroxylase; CAD, cinnamyl-alcohol dehydrogenase; CCR, cinnamoyl-CoA reductase; CHI, chalcone 

isomerase; CHS, chalcone synthase; CM, chorismate mutase; COMT, caffeic acid O-methyl transferase; 

F3’5’H, flavonoid 3’,5’-hydroxylase; F3H, flavanone 3-hydroxylase; F3’H, flavonoid 3’-hydroxylase; 

FLS, flavonol synthase; PAL, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase; PDH, prephenate dehydrogenase; STS, stil-

bene synthase. The flowers and the profiles of volatiles were kindly provided by Alexander Vainstein 

(Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel)       
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20  Overexpression of the  Vinca major  flavonoid 

3’,5’-hydroxylase gene in petunia flowers shifted 

the accumulation from the main red cyanidin 

pigment to the blue pigment delphinidin  [180] . 

In  Torenia hybrida , one of the most commercially 

important bedding plants, silencing of the  CHS  

gene eliminated accumulation of malvidin, a 

compound that is responsible for the blue color 

of the petals  [181] . Co-expression of 

4’-O-glycosyltransferase and aureusidin syn-

thase in the same plant resulted in the accumu-

lation of aureusidin 6-O-glucoside  [182] . This 

was the first demonstration of manipulating 

aurone-type flavonoids in plants, compounds 

that confer a bright yellow color on flowers 

such as those of snapdragon ( Antirrhinum 

majus ) and dahlia ( Dahlia variabilis ). 

Modification of three genes was used in order to 

create pelargonidin- accumulating flowers of 

tobacco instead of the typical cyanidin pig-

ments. This was carried out by suppression of 

the flavonol synthase and flavonoid 3’-hydrox-

ylase genes expression while overexpressing 

the dehydroflavonol 4-reductase from gerbera 

 [183] . Modification of flower color in the flavo-

noid pathway can be readily altered through 

modification of transcription factors  [8,   184–

  186] . Very recently, this strategy has been 

employed in apple fruit in order to up-regulate 

anthocyanin accumulation in skin and flesh tis-

sues  [187–  189] .  

  Modification of Carotenoid Pigments 

 In many plant species flower and fruit colora-

tion is determined by the carotenoid content of 

the tissue. Most of the carotenoids in nature are 

colorful molecules ranging from pale yellow 

(e.g.  z -carotene) to purple (e.g. astaxanthin). 

Several studies dealing with altering plant caro-

tenoid pigments have been published in the last 

decade. For example, constitutive overexpres-

sion of the  CrtW  gene (encoding   b  -carotene 

ketolase) from  Agrobacterium aurantiacum  

altered the color of  Lotus japonicus  flowers 

through modification of the carotenoid biosyn-

thetic pathway. Most of the transgenic plants 

exhibited a change in the color of flower petals 

from light yellow to deep yellow or orange due 

to the accumulation of novel ketocarotenoids 

 [190] . Cleavage of carotenoids by carotenoid 

cleavage dioxygenase (CCD) genes could be 

used to prevent the accumulation of carotenoids 

and as a mean of creating white flowers  [191] . 

Blocking the carotenoid biosynthesis pathways 

by silencing transcription factors such as the 

fruit  RIPENING INHIBITOR  ( RIN ) gene  [192]  

is also an applicable option, albeit with a reduc-

tion in the fruit nutritional value. The deposition 

and accumulation of pigments in storage com-

partments are important factors in plant organ 

coloration. For instance, the  Or  gene from cau-

liflower triggers the differentiation of etioplasts 

into chromoplasts - the storage place for carote-

noids, including   b  -carotene. Transgenic cauli-

flower and potato tubers overexpressing  Or  

exhibit increased levels of the orange caroten-

oid pigment   b  -carotene  [193] .    

  Production of Medicinal Agents in Plants  

 For several thousands of years plants have been 

used as a source for medicine and to date, nearly 

a quarter of the modern medications are of plant 

origin (World Health Organization, 2003 - 

  http://www.who.int/mediacen-tre/factsheets/

fs134/en/    ). The modern industry requires plants 

with higher level of pharmaceutically active 

compounds since these compounds are usually 

only found in plants at low levels. In the follow-

ing section we present several studies in which 

plants bearing the most prominent medicinal 

agents have been modified through bioengi-

neering approaches. 
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  Isoprenoid Type Medicinal Agents 

  Production of Artemisinin 

 Malaria is one of the most severe infectious dis-

eases in the world, and more than 500 million 

people are infected by it annually (World Health 

Organization, 2007 -   http://www.who.int/

mediacentre/factsheets/fs094/    en/). The plant 

 Artemisia annua  has been used in chinese medi-

cine for centuries as a natural antimalarial drug 

because it produces artemisinin, which is a 

potent antimalarial agent  [194] . Since chemical 

synthesis of artemisinin is very complex, plants 

remain the principal supply of this compound. 

The artemisinin content in  A. annua  is relatively 

low and it is therefore important to create a 

more efficient system for its production. 

Artemisinin is a sesquiterpene lactone contain-

ing an endoperoxide bridge that is synthesized 

in the cytosol from isoprenoid, which is derived 

from the mevalonate pathway  [195] . Attempts 

to increase the levels of precursors for artemisi-

nin production through bioengineering were 

carried out by overexpressing either the native 

or the  Gossypium  farnesyl diphosphate synthase 

genes in  A. annua   [196] . In both cases an 

increase in the levels of artemisinin was detected 

(0.8–1% of dry leaves), reaching up to three 

times higher levels of artemisinin in transgenes 

compared with the untransformed plant. In an 

attempt to reconstruct part of the artemisinin 

pathway in a model plant, the amorpha-4,11-

diene synthase ( AMS ) from  A. annua  was 

expressed in tobacco, resulting in an accumula-

tion of relatively low levels of amorpha-4,11-

diene  [197] . On the other hand, redirection of 

isoprenoid precursors and overexpression of 

 AMS  in the chloroplast resulted in a more than 

40,000-fold increase in amorpha-4,11-diene 

content in tobacco (up to 2.5% of dry leaves 

weight)  [6] . In other experiments, a surprising 

30–70% increase in artemisinin content was 

detected in  A. annua  plants overexpressing the 

isopentenyl transferase gene, which encodes an 

enzyme that is required for generation of pre-

cursors for cytokinin synthesis  [198] . 

Interestingly, the rise in artemisinin content was 

positively correlated with increased chlorophyll 

and cytokinin levels in the transgenic plants.  

  Production of Taxol 

 The diterpene paclitaxel (mostly known by its 

commercial name taxol) is produced in the bark 

and the needles of yew trees ( Taxus  sp.) and is 

one of the most powerful chemotherapeutic 

agents known to date. Taxol and taxol-derived 

drugs have been used in recent decades against a 

wide range of cancers and in cardiovascular ther-

apies  [199] . Obtaining taxol from yew trees is 

problematic since it is produced in relatively 

small quantities, the growth rate of the trees is 

slow and harvesting process is destructive to the 

tree.  Taxus  cell cultures can be induced to yield 

high levels of the taxol in large scale fermenta-

tions in bioreactors with methyl jasmonate treat-

ment  [200,   201] , but these are costly and 

inefficient procedures. Since the demands for 

taxol have greatly exceeded its availability from 

natural sources, the drug is now produced by 

semi-synthetic processes that involve many reac-

tions using more abundant taxol biosynthesis 

precursors such as 10-deacetylbaccatin III and 

baccatin III  [202] . The highly complex taxol bio-

synthetic pathway is still not fully revealed, 

although major progress in its elucidation has 

been made in recent years  [203] . Eight of the 15 

enzymatic steps leading to the biosynthesis of 

baccatin III have been recreated in the yeast 

 Saccharomyces cerevisiae  by functionally 

expressing the genes in episomal vectors  [204] . 

Successful reconstruction of the entire taxol bio-

synthetic pathway in transgenic plants would 

represent a considerable advance in our capabil-

ity to meet the demands of the drug industry. The 

first committed step in taxol biosynthesis is 
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20 catalyzed by the enzyme taxadiene synthase 

(TXS) which converts the diterpene geranylgera-

nyl pyrophosphate (GGPP) to taxa-4-(5),11(12)-

diene (taxadiene). Induced expression of  TXS  in 

Arabidopsis using the two component glucocor-

ticoid system  [205]  resulted in a 30 times increase 

in levels of taxadiene as compared to constitutive 

(i.e. using  CaMV  35S) expression of the same 

gene  [206] . A cross between Arabidopsis plants 

expressing  TXS  under the  CaMV  35S promoter 

with plants expressing 1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2-

( E )-butenyl 4-diphosphate reductase ( HDR ), 

encoding an enzyme of the core isoprenoid path-

way, resulted in up to 13-fold increase in taxadi-

ene levels in several F 
2
  lines  [207] . Recently, a 

yellow-fruited tomato line that lacks the ability 

to utilize geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) 

for carotenoid synthesis was transformed with 

taxadiene synthase. The re-routing of GGPP 

resulted in the production of 470 µg/g dry weight 

of taxadiene in ripe fruit  [208] . The latter work 

proved the concept of reproducing functional 

steps of taxol biosynthesis in plants other then 

 Taxus  species. In a different experiment, Rontein 

et al. (2008) attempted to produce early compo-

nents of the taxol biosynthetic pathway in 

 Nicotiana sylvestris , expressing yew cDNAs 

encoding TXS and TXS 5 a -hydroxylase (a cyto-

chrome p450 oxygenase) in trichome cells  [209] . 

The unexpected production of 5(12)-oxa-3(11)-

cyclotaxane (OCT) has emphasized our limited 

understanding of the taxol biosynthetic pathway.   

  Alkaloid Type Medicinal Agents 

  Production of Tropane Alkaloids 

 The tropane alkaloids (TA), synthesized mainly 

in roots of several  Solanaceous  plants, are 

derived from ornithine, arginine and pheny-

lanine  [122,   210,   211] . A number of TAs, 

including atropine, hyoscyamine, scopolamine 

and the more active form, 6,7- b -epoxide scopo-

lamine, are used in medicine, primarily as anti-

cholinergic drugs. The enzyme hyoscyamine 

6- b -hydroxylase (H6H) catalyzes the last step 

of scopolamine biosynthesis from hyoscyamine. 

Heterologous expression of  H6H  from 

 Hyoscyamus niger   [212]  driven by the  CaMV  

35S promoter in  Atropa belladonna , resulted in 

the transgenic plants with elevated levels of 

alkaloid content, mainly composed of scopo-

lamine  [213,   214] . Expression of  H6H  in  H. 

muticus  hairy roots led to an about one hundred 

fold elevation in scopolamine levels in addition 

to accumulation of relatively low levels of hyo-

scyamine  [215] . In a different experiment, hairy 

root cultures of tobacco were transformed with 

 H6H  and shown to convert externally applied 

hyoscyamine to scopolamine while releasing 

85% of the generated scopolamine to the medium 

 [216] . Overexpression of both  H6H  and  PMT  

(putrescine N-methyltransferase, the enzyme 

responsible for the first committed step in the 

biosynthesis of tropane alkaloids), resulted in 

massive production of scopolamine in  H. niger  

root cultures  [217] . 

 A pair of tropinone reductases, TR-I and 

TR-II, constitutes a branching point in the bio-

synthesis of TAs  [218,   219] . While TR-I diverts 

the pathway towards the production of scopo-

lamine, TR-II diverts it towards the biosynthe-

sis of calystegine. Overexpression of  TR-I  or 

 TR-II  under constitutive promoters altered the 

ratio of tropine-derived alkaloids versus pseu-

dotropine-derived alkaloids in root culture lines 

of  Atropa belladonna   [220] .  

  Production of Morphinan Alkaloids 

 Opium poppy ( Papaver somniferum ), one of the 

oldest cultivated plants has been used in medi-

cine since the beginning of civilization  [221] . To 

date, it is the only commercial source of the nar-

cotic drug morphine, the cough suppressant 

codeine and the antitumor agent noscapine. In 

addition to the substances mentioned above, 

poppy plants contain about eighty different 
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alkaloids  [222]  including thebaine, which by 

itself encompasses a mild opioid effect, and is 

currently being used as starting substance for the 

synthesis of opioid drugs (e.g. naloxon, naltrex-

one and buprenorphine). In the last few decades 

the demand for poppy-derived alkaloids has 

rise continuously - in particular the need for the-

baine, which has increased by  ~ 67% in the last 6 

years (The International Narcotics Control 

Board, 2006 –   http://www.incb.org/incb/    en/nar-

cotic_drugs_reports.html). In poppy, benzyliso-

quinoline alkaloids, and morphinan alkaloids 

among them, are localized to laticifers - a vessel-

like series of long cells, which accompany vas-

cular tissues throughout the plant and contain a 

milky sap called latex. The biosynthetic gene 

transcripts and enzymes are almost exclusively 

restricted to sieve elements of the phloem and 

their companion cells  [223–  225] . 

 Recently, an industrial elite line of poppy 

was genetically engineered to modify the alka-

loid content of the plant by overexpression of the 

( S )- N -methylcoclaurine 3 ¢ -hydroxylase  [226] . The 

resulting transgenic plants contained up to 450% 

more alkaloids in their latex compared to 

untransformed plants. Overexpression of codei-

none reductase in poppy led to a 30% increase of 

morphinan alkaloid content on a dry weight 

basis in transgenic plants  [227] . In a different 

experiment, the berberine bridge enzyme (bbe), 

which is the first enzyme of the sanguinarine 

biosynthesis branch, was silenced in poppy 

 [228] . This resulted in an increase in the concen-

tration of several pathway intermediates from all 

biosynthetic branches of benzylisoquinoline 

alkaloids in the latex of transgenic plants. 

Surprisingly, the transgenic plants also exhibited 

an increase in concentration of ( S )-scoulerine. 

Silencing of  BBE  in California poppy 

( Eschscholzia californica ) resulted in increased 

levels of ( S )-reticuline  [229] . Since industry uses 

only pure extracts of poppy-derived alkaloids 

that are devoid of genetic material it is expected 

that a transgenic source of these substances will 

be accepted by consumers.  

  Production of Terpenoid Indole Alkaloids 

 Terpenoid indole alkaloids (TIAs) are used for a 

vast variety of medicinal purposes, including as 

anti-cancer agents. Most of the progress in char-

acterization of the biosynthesis of these com-

pounds has been made in  Catharanthus roseus  

(Madagascar periwinkle), a member of the 

 Apocynaceae  family that produces more than 100 

types of TIAs. In the first committed step of TIA 

biosynthesis, tryptamine (monoamine alkaloid), 

derived from the shikimate pathway, and secolo-

ganin (an isoprenoid) are coupled by the enzyme 

strictosidine synthase (STR)  [230,   231]  to form 

strictosidine. All TIAs in periwinkle are produced 

by various reactions from the latter substance 

 [232] . Periwinkle leaves and stems produce vin-

blastine and vincristine, used as anticancer drugs 

and for chemotherapies. The roots, on the other 

hand, accumulate the antihypertensive alkaloids 

ajmalicine and serpentine. An elevation in TIA 

levels was demonstrated by overexpression of 

 STR  in the cell cultures of periwinkle under the 

control of  CaMV  35S promoter. Alkaloid accu-

mulation by highly productive transgenic cell 

lines showed considerable instability and was 

strongly influenced by culture conditions, such as 

the hormonal composition of the medium and the 

availability of precursors  [233] . Biosynthesis of 

TIAs and their precursor primary metabolites in 

periwinkle is regulated by ORCA3, a jasmonate 

inducible member of the APETALA2 (AP2)/

Ethylene Response Factor (ERF) transcription 

factor family  [234] . Genes belonging to the iso-

prenoid pathway (1-deoxy-D-xylulose synthase, 

cytochrome P450-reductase), tryptophan biosyn-

thesis and catabolism (anthranilate synthase and 

tryptophan decarboxylase) as well as genes from 

the TIAs biosynthesis pathway (strictosidine-  b  -

D-glycosidase and desacetoxy-vindoline 4-hy-

droxylase) were upregulated by ORCA3  [234] . 

ORCA3 was demonstrated to bind specifically to 

and activate gene expression via a jasmonate-

and elicitor-responsive element (JERE) located 

in the promoter of strictosidine synthase  [235] . 
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20 Moreover, ORCA3 regulated also the biosynthe-

sis of other alkaloids including scopolamine, 

morphine and sanguinarine  [236] . Thus, upregu-

lating the entire spectrum of TIAs by the ORCA3 

regulator is a promising way to increase yields of 

these important medicinal substances.    

  Combating Biotic Stress 
with Plant-Derived Natural Products  

 Being immobile organisms, plants evolved in 

various ways to fight biotic stress imposed by 

numerous pathogens such as bacteria, fungi, 

viruses and herbivores. A large body of evi-

dence clearly shows that many plant substances, 

derived from different classes of SMs including 

alkaloids, cyanogenic glycosides, glucosi-

nolates, terpenes, saponins and tannins are toxic 

or deterrent to animals (insects, vertebrates), 

and several of these groups of compound dis-

play antibiotic activities. Organs such as flow-

ers, fruit and seeds that are important for 

survival and multiplication are nearly always a 

rich source of defense chemicals. However, 

production of chemicals as defenses against 

herbivores and pathogens is not necessarily 

constitutive and they are often produced or acti-

vated upon wounding and infection  [237–  239] . 

Plants also use indirect defense against herbiv-

ores by emitting particular volatiles in order to 

attract the natural enemies of the herbivore 

 [240–  242] . Bioengineering of both direct and 

indirect defense mechanisms in plants are prom-

ising tools to provide plants that are better capa-

ble to fight the numerous pathogens attacking 

them. Yet, as often a certain substance could 

deter or be toxic to one type of pathogen but 

serve as an attractant to another, it is not unex-

pected that the use of such approaches for 

improving plant defense will be problematic in 

terms of their specificity. 

  Engineering Volatile Terpenoids for Fighting 

Herbivory 

 The sesquiterpene patchoulol is a constituent of 

the essential oil of  Pogostemon cablin  (patchouli) 

 [243] , acting as an insect repellent  [244] . By co-

expressing the patchoulol synthase (from  P. cab-

lin ) with the avian farnesyl diphosphate synthase 

gene of the core isoprenoid pathway, and target-

ing both proteins to the plastids, Wu et al. (2006) 

 [6]  created tobacco plants that accumulated 

patchoulol up to 30  m g/g fresh weight. When 

examined in choice preference tests, leaves of 

the transgenes exhibited reduced damage by 

tobacco hornworms. In a different experiment, 

Arabidopsis plants were transformed with a dual 

linalool/nerolidol synthase ( FaNES1 ) gene  [5] . 

Apart from the production of the monoterpene 

linalool and its derivatives, the leaves of trans-

genes also emitted the sesquiterpene nerolidol, 

though at a low level. Exploring the capacity of 

the newly produced volatiles to alter insect 

behavior through dual-choice assays demon-

strated that the transgenic lines significantly 

repelled  Myzus persicae  aphids. Introducing the 

 FaNES1  gene to potato plants under the control 

of the strong  Chrysanthemum  RUBISCO small 

subunit promoter resulted in a dramatic effect on 

plant height, which was accompanied by an 

extreme bleaching effect (Fig.  3 ; Aharoni et al., 

2006  [245] ). The latter observations pointed 

once again to the importance of taking into con-

sideration the possibility of influencing meta-

bolic pathways that share the same precursors 

when engineering SMs.  

 It appears that indirect defense mechanisms 

can also be engineered through production of ter-

penoid-type volatile signals. One such signaling 

terpenoid is the C11 homoterpene (3 E )-4,8-dime-

thyl-1,3,7-nonatriene (( E )-DMNT) shown to be 

synthesized from the sesquiterpene ( E )-nerolidol 

 [240,   246] . Targeting the strawberry linalool/

nerolidol synthase (FaNES1) to mitochondria 
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  Fig. 3    Retardation of growth and bleaching due to the high level of monoterpene (an isoprenoid) production 

in potato plants. Monoterpenes are produced through the plastidic isoprenoid pathway that is depicted in the 

figure. The main enzymes of the pathway are marked in green, dashed arrows represent multiple biosynthetic 

steps, the red thick arrows represent the continuation of the pathway. In the center, image of a transgenic 

potato plant expressing the strawberry  FaNES1  gene (indicated with blue in the pathway) under the control of 

the super-strong  Chrysanthemum  RUBISCO small subunit promoter  [245] . These plants produced high levels 

of the monoterpene linalool. Upon transfer from tissue culture to the greenhouse leaves of plants with high 

 FaNES1  expression levels turned white and were retarded in growth. The dramatic phenotypes were possibly 

a result of depleting the pool of geranyl diphosphate (GPP) that is a precursor for multiple branches of 

the isoprenoid pathway including carotenoids, chlorophylls and gibberellins metabolism. ABA, abscisic acid; 

BETA, chromoplast-specific lycopene  b -cyclase; CrtISO, carotene isomerase; DMAPP, dimethylallyl 

diphosphate; DXP, 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate; DXR, 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate 

reductoisomerase; DXS, 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase; FaNES1,  Fragaria  X  ananasa  (strawberry) 

linalool/nerolidol synthase; GA3P, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate; GGPP, geranylgeranyl diphosphate; GGPPS, 

geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase; GPP, geranyl diphosphate; GPPS, geranyl diphosphate synthase; HDR, 

1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2-( E )-butenyl 4-diphosphate reductase; HMBPP, 1-hydroxy-2-methyl-2-( E )-butenyl 

4-phosphate; IPI, isopentenyl pyrophosphate isomerase; IPP, isopentenyl pyrophosphate; LCY-b, lycopene 

 b -cyclase; LCY-e, lycopene  e -cyclase; MEP, 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate; PDS, phytoene desaturase; 

PSY, phytoene synthase; ZDS,  z -carotene desaturase; Z-ISO, 15-cis  z -carotene isomerase       
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20 resulted in transgenic plants that emitted ( E )-

nerolidol but also ( E )-DMNT. Neither substance 

was detected in the untransformed plants, even 

after herbivore attack. It was found that carnivo-

rous predatory mites  Phytoseiulus persimilis , the 

natural enemies of spider mites, were attracted to 

the transgenic plants emitting ( E )-nerolidol or ( E )-

DMNT or both  [4] . In another example of indirect 

defense, a maize terpene synthase gene (TPS10) 

was constitutively overexpressed in Arabidopsis. 

The transgenic plants emitted high amounts of 

sesquiterpenes, naturally released by maize after 

herbivory attack by lepidopterian larvae. In olfac-

tometer assays the females of the parasitoid wasp 

 Cotesia marginiventris  learned to utilize the gen-

erated sesquiterpene bouquet to locate their lepi-

dopteran hosts after prior exposure to these 

volatiles, associated with their hosts  [247] .  

  Production of Resveratrol for the Fight 

Against Diseases 

 As in the case of a large number of SMs, the 

phenylpropanoid resveratrol is not only benefi-

cial for human health (see above section 

“engineering of nutraceuticals in plants”), but is 

important for defense in plants  [157,   248,   249] . 

Several papers describing the increased resist-

ance to fungal pathogens of transgenic plants, 

producing elevated levels of resveratrol or its 

derivatives, have been published in the past 

years. For example, resistance to  Botrytis cinerea  

was reported in tobacco  [147]  and barley  [250]  

lines that expressed stilbene synthases from 

 Vitis vinifera , while expression of these enzymes 

in tomato and wheat resulted in enhanced resist-

ance to  Phytophthora infestans, Botrytis cine-

rea, Alternaria solani   [251] , and to  Septoria 

nodorum  and  Puccinia recondita  f. sp.  tritici  

 [252] , respectively. Expression of the  Vitis 

vinifera  stilbene synthase driven by its own 

pathogen-induced promoter in papaya ( Carica 

papaya ) resulted in increased resistance 

to  Phytophthora palmivora   [151] , and to 

 Pyricularia oryzae  in rice ( Oryza sativa )  [253] . 

When the stilbene synthase gene from peanut 

( Arachis hypogaea ) was overexpressed in 

alfalfa, the transgenic plants accumulated piceid 

and showed increased resistance to the alfalfa 

pathogen,  Phoma medicaginis   [155] .  

  Bioengineering of Cyanogenic Glucosides 

 Several important food crops (e.g. cassava, sor-

ghum, almonds) are able to convert amino acids 

to cyanogenic glucosides  [254]  that release cya-

nide upon their breakdown. Bak et al. (2000) 

 [255] , described the expression of two  Sorghum 

bicolor  cytochrome P450 genes ( CYP79A1  and 

 CYP71E1 ) from the cyanogenic biosynthetic 

pathway in tobacco and Arabidopsis. The result-

ing transgenic lines contained metabolites 

derived from intermediates in dhurrin biosyn-

thesis and were cyanogenic. Later, the entire 

cyanogenic glucosides biosynthetic pathway 

(CYP79A1 and CYP71E1 and UDP-Glucose:p-

hydroxymandelonitrile-O-glucosyltransferase 

(sbHVNGT)) was transferred from  Sorghum 

bicolor  into Arabidopsis  [256] . The transgenic 

plants showed increased resistance to the flea 

beetle  Phyllotreta nemorum , a natural pest of 

many crucifers. Recently, the entire cyanogenic 

glucoside biosynthetic pathway was transformed 

into  Vitis vinifera  hairy root culture  [257] . 

Suprizingly,  in vitro  co-culture of a transgenic 

line that was proved to be cyanogenic, and the 

grapevine pest  Daktulosphiara vivifoliae  did not 

show any evidence for reduced infestation of the 

plant tissue. Another cyanogenic glucoside, epi-

heterodendrin, is produced by barley in the leaf 

epidermis. Barley is not cyanogenic due to the 

lack of the cyanide-releasing enzyme   b  -D-glu-

cosidase. Expression of the cyanide-releasing 

dhurrinase from  Sorghum bicolor  in barley 

resulted in up to 60% reduction in colonization 

rate by an obligate parasite  Blumeria graminis  f. 

sp.  hordei , the causal agent of barley powdery 

mildew  [258] . The bioengineering of commer-
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cial lines containing cyanogenic glucosides 

should be performed with caution, as cyanide is 

toxic to humans and animals.  

  Bioengineering of Glucosinolates 

 Glucosinolates are sulfur-containing compounds 

produced by several plant families including the 

 Brassicaceae  and contribute to their resistance 

to pests. Plants producing glucosinolates also 

contain myrosinases (thioglucosidases, TGG) – 

enzymes, that cleave the sugar moiety from glu-

cosinolates upon tissue damage thereby forming 

various aglycons, which are further decomposed 

to various toxic products such as nitriles, isothi-

ocyanates and cyanates  [259] . Levy et al. (2005) 

 [260] , screened a T-DNA activation tagged 

Arabidopsis lines collection  [261]  for plants dis-

playing altered leaf glucosinolate content. The 

 IQD1  gene, encoding a calmodulin-binding 

nuclear protein, was identified in the screen. 

Plants overexpressing  IQD1  showed a dramatic 

reduction in insect herbivory, as revealed in 

dual-choice assays with the generalist phloem-

feeding peach aphid  Myzus persicae , and in 

weight-gain assays with the cabbage looper 

 Trichoplusia ni , a generalist-chewing lepidop-

teran  [260] . A study of Arabidopsis plants 

mutated in two myrosinase encoding genes 

( TGG1  and  TGG2 ), demonstrated that maturing 

leaves of the double mutant line had signifi-

cantly increased glucosinolate levels  [262] . 

Feeding assays with insect herbivores on double 

mutant plants showed that the weight gain of the 

generalist  Trichoplusia ni  and the facultative 

 Solanaceae -specialist  Manduca sexta , was sig-

nificantly increased in comparison to control 

plants. Thus, future manipulation of these genes 

might be valuable in the generation of plants that 

are resistant to herbivory. 

 The recent identification of several MYB-

type transcription factors, that regulate tryp-

tophan and methionine derived glucosinolate 

biosynthesis in Arabidopsis  [263–  268]  opens up 

new opportunities for engineering the biosyn-

thesis of these potent insect deterrents in crops. 

A double knockout Arabidopsis mutant of the 

MYB28 and MYB29 transcription factors 

(depleted of any methionine-derived glucosi-

nolates) was subjected to herbivory tests  [269] . 

Larvae of the lepidopteran insect  Mamestra 

brassicae  gained up to 2.6-fold weight while 

feeding on the double mutant as compared to 

larvae feeding on untransformed plants. In addi-

tion, the damage to the plants correlated inversely 

to the measured levels of methionine-derived 

glucosinolates. Malitsky et al. (2008)  [268] , 

subjected transgenic lines overexpressing either 

one of the methionine-derived glucosinolates 

regulators  MYB29  and  MYB76  or the tryp-

tophan-derived glucosinolates regulators  MYB34  

(known as  ATR1 ; Smolen and Bender 2002 

 [270] ) and  MYB51  factors to choice assays with 

the whitefly  Bemisia tabaci . The  B. tabaci  

females laid significantly lower number of eggs 

on the transgenic plants overexpressing either 

one of the transcription factors that accumulate 

increased levels of the corresponding glucosi-

nolates, as compared to untransformed plants. In 

a no-choice experiment, the number of eggs 

oviposited per female on untransformed plants 

was significantly higher than the number of 

eggs, oviposited on the  MYB29  and  MYB76  

overexpressing plants that accumulate methio-

nine-derived glucosinolates. In the same assay, 

no difference in oviposition was observed 

between  MYB34  and  MYB51  expressing plants 

(accumulating tryptophan-derived glucosi-

nolates) and untransformed plants. The latter 

experiment pointed out the importance of select-

ing target metabolites in order to bioengineer 

increased resistance to a particular herbivore.  

  Engineered Caffeine for Plant Defense 

 The biosynthetic pathway of the alkaloid caf-

feine (1,3,7-trimethylxanthine) has been fully 

elucidated  [122,   271] . In addition to its use by 
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20 humans as a component in various drugs and 

food products, caffeine has also been reported to 

exhibit pesticide and insecticide activities  [272–

  276] . To date, only one report has demonstrated 

the generation of pest repellent transgenic plants 

by engineering caffeine production. The simul-

taneous expression of N-methyltransferases that 

are responsible for converting xanthosine into 

caffeine in tobacco plants resulted in the produc-

tion of over 5 m g per gram fresh weight caffeine. 

A choice assay showed that tobacco cutworms 

 Spodoptera litura  fed on untransformed leaf 

discs but almost did not feed on leaf discs from 

caffeine-producing transgenes  [277] .   

  Concluding Remarks  

 One of the most characteristic features of plant 

natural products is that in most cases these sub-

stances are not only produced in specific  taxa  but 

also in specialized plant organs and cells or under 

particular environmental conditions. Thus, there 

are plenty of opportunities to breed traits gov-

erned by SMs through bioengineering of crop 

plants. A major problem associated with engi-

neering natural products is the indirect effects on 

metabolic networks. Plants of the future will not 

have wide acceptance if they have reduced fit-

ness. On the contrary, being grown at the extreme 

weather conditions caused by the era of global 

warming, they will be required to survive in more 

harsh environments. Hence, future bioengineer-

ing strategies should have minimal interference 

with branching metabolic pathways, possibly 

through induced expression of genes and target-

ing of proteins to specific tissues and subcellular 

locations. Despite long years of metabolic path-

way discovery, including metabolites, enzymes 

and genes that take part in the production of SMs, 

we are still far from obtaining complete maps of 

metabolic networks. This lack of information 

strongly hampers our ability to predict the out-

come of bioengineering experiments. The pro-

miscuous activity of enzymes, particularly those 

involved in secondary metabolism, makes this 

problem even more severe. At this point, metabo-

lomics (see Box  1 ) and trancriptomics technolo-

gies that allow broad coverage of metabolites and 

gene expression in a single analysis should prove 

very useful in pathway discovery. They will also 

permit the understanding of unexpected results 

obtained by metabolic engineering and improv-

ing engineering strategies. Although bioengineer-

ing approaches are in essence targeted towards 

the modification of known metabolites that are 

present in nature they can also result in the forma-

tion of novel metabolites that have not previously 

been detected in any plant species. The promiscu-

ous activity of enzymes, both in terms of accept-

ance of different substrates and stereo-specificity, 

and the chemical diversity available in nature 

allow the bioengineering of non-natural metabo-

lites in plants through the so-called combinatorial 

biochemistry approach. 

 As the number of successful examples 

increases exponentially, products of bioengi-

neering will no doubt play a dominant role in 

the future of natural products biotechnology. 

While the current policy in some countries is to 

avoid products of bioengineering, the wide 

  Box 1    Metabolomics and plant bioengineering   

 The term  “Metabolome”  was first defined by Oliver et al. (1998)  [278]  as the quantitative 

complement of all of the low molecular weight molecules present in cells in a particular 

physiological or developmental state. In recent years there has been an increasing effort to 

analyze the Metabolome in large-scale and to integrate the information as a component of 

(continued)
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Box 1 (continued)

functional genomics, systems biology and metabolic engineering approaches  [279–  282] . As 

such, the determination of metabolic profiles through  Metabolomics  complements other 

profiling methods such as transcriptional profiling and proteomics. Ideally, Metabolomics 

will quantify all of the metabolites in a cellular system. It is currently estimated that a typical 

eukaryotic organism contains 4,000 to 20,000 metabolites  [283]  while prokaryotes are 

estimated to contain much less, in the order of several hundreds  [284] . Various complementary 

analytical tools have been developed in recent years, which could be employed for 

Metabolomics. The most widely used method for Metabolomics includes Gas Chromatography 

– Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis that by itself is a method limited to the analysis of 

volatile and heat stable compounds. Many biological compounds are not sufficiently volatile 

as such to be separated by GC-MS and therefore must undergo prior chemical derivatization. 

The main components identified and reliably detected by the GC-MS derivatization method 

are primary metabolites including sugars, amino acids, organic acids, or sugar alcohols 

 [285] , selected secondary metabolites such as shikimate, ascorbate and tocopherol  [286]  and 

fatty acids, fatty alcohols, sterols and aliphatics within the polar phase  [287] . Another 

method, which could extend the amount of metabolites detected (in particularly secondary 

metabolites), is the one using Liquid-Chromatography – MS (LC-MS)  [288–  290] . LC-MS 

could detect non-volatile compounds, which do not derivatize easily or do not contain good 

chromophores for conventional HPLC. Using an additional fragmentation step in MS/MS 

could provide structural information, important for the identification of unknowns. In the 

same manner, and even with improved potential for mass resolution (>10 6 ) and accuracy, 

another type of mass analyzer, namely, Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Mass Spectrometry 

(FTICR-MS) can be utilized  [280,   291] . The main alternative to mass spectrometry based 

approaches is the use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) based techniques  [292] . 

Despite limitations in sensitivity, the power in NMR lies in the unambiguous identification 

of metabolites and the fact NMR approaches have been used for a long time and were 

subjected for exhaustive validation. As in the case of transcriptome or proteome profiling, 

data analysis is a major issue both in terms of storage and the use of algorithms to convert 

the complex data into biological knowledge. Metabolite identification is a key issue in 

Metabolomics that is largely limited by the availability of reference compounds. Thus, 

relatively low percentage of the total metabolites detected in Metabolomics experiments can 

be unambiguously identified. 

 Metabolomics emerges as an essential tool for both deciding on the strategy of metabolic 

engineering as well as for analyzing the outcome of such experiments and the subsequent 

improvement of engineering strategies. Our current knowledge on metabolic networks in 

plants, particularly in the case of secondary metabolism, is far from being complete. This gap 

in knowledge of metabolic pathways is a major hurdle in the design of engineering strategies 

and solving unexpected problems in engineering experiments. As more metabolites and 

branches of metabolic pathways are being discovered and our analytical capability to detect 

and identify a large number of metabolites progresses, the likelihood of planning a successful 

metabolic engineering strategy or improving the results of an existing one is greatly 

increased. 
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20 array of useful and bioactive substances from 

plants ought to increase the world-wide accept-

ance of such products.      
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  GLOSSARY 

      Bioengineering:     an interdisciplinary field deal-

ing with the application of analytical and exper-

imental engineering methods, design and 

techniques to tissues, cells and molecules of liv-

ing system. Rooted in mathematics, physical, 

chemical and the life sciences, the bioengineer-

ing is used to solve problems in medicine, daily 

life and biology by understanding the function 

of the live organism and the application of engi-

neering technologies to design new tools and 

techniques.   

   Immunomodulation:     a technique that allows 

explicit sequestration of a metabolite, protein or 

RNA by the ectopic expression of genes encod-

ing antibodies or antibody fragments.   

   Metabolic engineering:     targeted improvement 

of cellular properties or metabolite production 

via manipulation of specific metabolic or signal 

transduction pathways.   

   Nutraceuticals:     extracts of foods claimed to 

have a medicinal effect on human health.    

  Riboswitch:     a natural RNA sensor capable of 

controlling gene expression by using its ability 

to bind specific small molecule ligands such as 

vitamins, nucleotides, amino acids and various 

enzyme co-factors.   

   Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS):     a tech-

nology that exploits an RNA-mediated antiviral 

defense mechanism. This technique is used in 

plants for the analysis of gene function and has 

been adapted for high-throughput functional 

genomics.     
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 Ginglinger   , and    Danièle   Werck-Reichhart  

         Summary   Within the last decade, the strat-

egy for pathway discovery in plant secondary 

metabolism has reversed from a metabolite to 

protein to gene approach to a gene to pathway 

strategy. Different genome-wide “omics” strate-

gies apply to gene discovery in model plants 

with sequenced genomes and plants of phar-

maceutical or industrial interest. In this chapter, 

we provide a brief description as well as a few 

examples of the main approaches that have so far 

been applied to plant metabolism. Combination 

of such global approaches leads to the new field 

of ‘integrative biology’, which highlights meta-

bolic networks connecting the different branches 

of primary and “secondary” metabolism.    
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  Introduction  

 The elucidation of biochemical pathways lead-

ing to plant natural products traditionally started 

by feeding radiolabelled precursors of com-

pounds of interest. Proposition of a sequence of 

intermediates was followed by a characteriza-

tion of the enzymes catalyzing their conversion. 

Enzyme purification from protein extracts was 

most often time and material consuming. Many 

purification procedures had to be evaluated and 

optimized until a “pure” enzyme fraction was 

available for determination of partial sequence 

or generation of antibodies allowing gene dis-

covery and molecular studies (as indicated with 

blue arrows in Fig.  1 ). Despite this, a good 

insight into major pathways, e.g. the phenylpro-

panoid pathway leading to lignin and flavonoids, 

or those leading to carotenoids or cyanogenic 

glucosides has been achieved. The golden age 

of this approach was the sixties of the last cen-

tury. The biochemical work was then comple-

mented and extended by the use of classical, or 

forward genetic screens. Examples include the 

Arabidopsis  transparent testa  (tt) and  reduced 

epidermal fluorescence  ( ref ) mutants, which are 

impaired in flavonoid/(pro-)anthocyanin and 

phenylpropanoid biosynthesis respectively  [1] . 

Also in non-model plants genetic screens high-

lighted important metabolic pathways such as 

the triterpenoid pathway leading to avenacin in 

oat  [2] . The strategy for pathway discovery was 
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21 then abruptly reversed with the ascent of plant 

molecular biology and genomics. Within the last 

decade, large-scale genome and cDNA sequenc-

ing projects have led to an explosion of sequence 

information available in digital databases. This 

not only simplified identification of homologous 

sequences, but it also revealed an amazing 

number of paralogues, the existence of very 

large families of enzymes and regulators. Those 

pointed to an unexpected complexity of plant 

metabolism.  

 The first investigations carried out on a 

genomic basis led to the revision of canonical 

pathways and to the accelerated analysis of new 

routes (e.g. biosynthesis of brassinosteroids 

 [3–  5]) . They have also revealed new and so far 

overlooked pathways and an extensive crosstalk 

in plant metabolism (e.g.  [6–  8] ). 

 A major goal of the post-genomic era is now 

to identify biochemical and physiological func-

tions of the products of orphan genes, using a 

reversed approach from gene to function (Fig.  1 ), 

or to directly connect groups of genes, proteins 

and metabolites. Another goal is to get a better 

appraisal of the regulation and crosstalk of the 

different branches of metabolism, taking into 

account post-transcriptional, post-translational 

and biochemical regulations. To this end, many 

tools for reverse genetics and biochemistry are 

being developed on the whole genome, tran-

scriptome, proteome, and metabolome level. 

Such tools include web interfaces to retrieve 

and search genomic information, platforms for 

simultaneous identification and quantification 

of thousands of transcripts and proteins, collec-

tions of knock-out and knock-down mutants, 

full length cDNA collections for recombinant 

protein expression, and technologies for medium 

or large scale screening of enzyme activity. 

In parallel, a big step was achieved with the devel-

opment of new tools for the analysis and identi-

fication of metabolites, sometimes from very 

  Fig. 1    Schematic workflow comparing classic biochemical approaches (blue arrows) with functional genomic 

approaches (red arrows). Black arrows denote experimental approaches leading to the given information       
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small samples. Combination of these tools has 

opened the era of “systems biology”, in which 

interactions between genes, RNA, proteins and 

metabolites are investigated. Extraction of rele-

vant data from these investigations largely relies 

on bioinformatics. 

 In this chapter, we will summarize the cur-

rent status of plant genome and transcriptome 

projects, describe strategies and examples that 

exploit the resulting information in the context 

of plant natural product research, and give an 

overview of how proteome and metabolome 

analyses are being used to promote the field.  

  Genome and Transcript Sequencing 
Projects in Plants  

 The first plant genome project, targeting the 

model plant  Arabidopsis thaliana , was initiated 

in 1996, and the 125-megabase genome was 

completed 4 years later  [9] . In parallel, almost 

700,000  Arabidopsis  cDNA clones were at least 

partially sequenced giving rise to expressed 

sequence tags (ESTs) and full length cDNA 

sequences (Table  1 ). To date (April 2008), six 

additional higher plant genomes have been elu-

cidated completely. These include two monocot 

crops, rice ( Oryza sativa ) and sorghum 

( Sorghum bicolor )  [10,   11] , and four dicots, 

namely the tree poplar ( Populus trichocarpa ) 

 [12] , the grape vine ( Vitis vinifera )  [13] , the cas-

tor bean ( Ricinus communis )  [14]  and the 

papaya ( Carica papay a)  [15] . Genome sequenc-

ing projects are ongoing for a number of other 

plant species (Table  2 ). More crop plants 

genomic data were generated in industrial 

restricted context. With the development of new 

very high throughput sequencing technologies 

 [16]  it can be expected that many more will fol-

low soon. In addition, large data sets of partial 

EST or full length cDNA sequences have been 

generated for hundreds of plants. Compilations 

of overlapping sequences, or transcript assem-

blies, can be found e.g. from the ‘TIGR’ and 

‘PlantGDB’ websites (Table  2 ).   

 Upon assembly of a (partial) genome 

sequence, the uppermost important task is to 

identify and annotate the genes encoded within 

this sequence. In a first step,  ab initio  gene find-

ing algorithms are used to identify putative gene 

coding regions or gene models, which are refined 

by mapping thousands of EST or full length 

cDNA sequences to the genome sequence. These 

predicted structures are then visualized using a 

searchable web based graphical interface (Table  2 ). 

These genome browsers may also highlight other 

features of the genome, such as homologous 

sequences from other plants. In addition, some 

genome portals combine genome and cDNA 

sequence information from diverse species 

and provide tools for comparative genomics, 

such as alignment and phylogenies of gene fami-

lies (Table  2 ). Although this provides a crucial 

framework, it must be kept in mind that accurate 

predictions are not always possible, and that pre-

dictions may vary depending on the gene finding 

algorithm that has been used. Therefore some 

projects (i.e. those from the JGI, Table  2 ) provide 

gene predictions from several algorithms, which 

might appear confusing at first sight, but allow 

the user to select the most appropriate model for 

a given gene of interest. With increasing num-

bers of full length cDNAs, and based on manual 

curation by the community, gene models change 

over time and become more accurate. The func-

tional annotation of gene models is primarily 

based on a comparison of the DNA and deduced 

protein sequences with other sequences previ-

ously described. Ultimately, all functional anno-

tations are based on experimentally characterized 

genes (or on similarity to these). Keeping in mind 

that very small sequence differences may result 

in divergent biochemical activities, it is impor-

tant to know the type of evidence serving as a 

basis for the annotation. It is also important to 

keep in mind that, even for the best described 

model  Arabidopsis , ‘only’ 4,790 genes (17%) 

are annotated based on immediate experimental 
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21   Table 1    Vascular plants with completed genome sequencing projects    

 Species 

 Estimated 

size (Mb) 

 Sequenced 

(Mb) 

 Gene 

models 

 cDNA sequences 

 Genes 

with 

cDNA  ESTs 

 Full 

length 

  Arabidopsis thaliana   135 a   119 a   28,152 b,c   624,151 c   73,527 c   22,032 c  

  Oryza sativa   389 d   372 e   53,461 e   962,258 e   34,946 e   31,439 e  

  Populus trichocarpa   485 f   473 g   45,555 g   89,198 h   4,664 f   – 

  Vitis vinifera   475 i   487 i   30,434 i   48,239 i   1,672 i   5,038 i  

  Sorghum bicolor   770 j   –  49,826 j   203,575 k   125 k   – 

  Ricinus communis   400 l   350 m   31,300 m    ~ 50,000 m   –  5,300  m  

  Carica papaya   372 n   271 n   28,629 n   1,283 o   297 o   9,760 n  

  Medicago truncatula   525 p   211 q   42,358 r   217,148 k   690 k   13,841 r  

   a   http://www.arabidopsis.org/portals/genannotation/gene_structural_annotation/agicomplete.jsp     

  b Excluding pseudogenes 

  c   http://www.arabidopsis.org/portals/genannotation/gene_structural_annotation/     annotation_data.jsp 

  d  [10]  

  e   http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/rap2_statistics.html     

  f  [12]  

  g   http://genome.     jgi-psf.org/ poptr1_1/poptr1_1.info.html 

 h  http://plantta.tigr.org/cgi-bin/plantta_release.pl     

  i  [13]  

  j   http://www.phytozome.net/sorghum     

  k   http://plantta.tigr.org/cgi-bin/plantta_release.pl     

  l   http://castor     bean.tigr.org 

  m Pablo Rabinowicz (University of Maryland), 2007 

  n  [15]  

  o   http://plantgdb.org,     but ming et al.  [15]  reported 16,362 unique est assemblies 

  p   http://mips.     gsf.de/proj/plant/jsf/medi/index.jsp 

  q Focus on gene-rich euchromatin,   http://www.medicago.org/     genome/genome_stats.php 

  r Klaus Mayer (mips/ibi inst. for bioinformatics), 2007  

evidence, i.e. direct assays, expression patterns, 

mutant phenotypes, physical interaction, or 

genetic interaction (  http://www.arabidopsis.org/

portals/genAnnotation/functional_annotation/     

go.jsp). 

 In order to describe the (putative) function(s) 

of genes and group them in broader categories, 

systems of hierarchical, but cross-connected 

descriptive terms have been established. 

Examples are the GeneOntology (GO;   http://

www.geneontology.org    ) and the KEGG BRITE 

(  http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg/brite.html    ) sys-

tems. For example, within the GO system, phe-

nylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) catalyzes a 

‘phenylpropanoid biosynthetic process’, which 

is a ‘secondary metabolic process’, which is a 

‘metabolic process’, which is a ‘biological proc-

ess’. In the KEGG BRITE ‘Enzymes’ database, 

PAL encodes ‘phenylalanine ammonia-lyase’, 

which is an ‘ammonia-lyase’, which is a ‘car-

bon-nitrogen lyase’, which is a ‘lyase’. Such 

systems are crucial to place gene information 

into a functional context. Additional informa-

tion on putative genes comes from the presence 

of conserved protein domains. The InterPro 

database (  http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro    ) com-

bines protein domain information from many 

different protein structural tools like PROSITE, 
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PRINTS, SMART, Pfam, and ProDom  [17] . For 

example, the InterPro domain IPR005922 

(‘Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase’) was found in 

177 protein sequences from higher plants (  http://

www.ebi.ac.uk-/interpro/IEntry?ac     = IPR005922). 

 These genome sequencing and annotation 

projects have revealed that many gene families 

encoding enzymes that potentially act in plant 

natural product biosynthesis are frequently 

drastically enlarged compared to mosses and 

green algae, but also in comparison to other 

eukaryotes such as fungi and mammals (Table 

 3 ). These gene families encode enzymes acting 

in diverse metabolic pathways. The largest code 

for cytochrome P450 monooxygenases and 

2-oxoglutarate/iron (II) dioxygenases (Table  3 ), 

which catalyze a wide range of oxygenation 

reactions in plants  [18] . Also very large is the 

family of the UDP-glycosyl transferases (UGT), 

which act on a wide array of compounds, to pro-

duce glycosylated natural products to modulate 

biodisponibility, storage and transport  [19] . 

Some databases dedicated to the functional and 

structural annotation of gene families related to 

plant natural products have been established 

(Table  4 ). The large size of these gene families, 

and the fact that only very few of these have 

been characterized biochemically, highlights 

the vast diversity of plant natural product bio-

synthesis and shows that our understanding of 

the underlying pathways is just at its infancy. 

The first challenge of the postgenomic era is to 

assign biochemical, physiological and ecologi-

cal roles to these “orphan” genes and to draw a 

more comprehensive map of plant metabolism.    

  Selection and Functional Characterization 
of Candidate Genes  

 The selection of candidate genes for functional 

characterization may either be guided by a path-

way, by a biological function (e.g. deduced from 

a pattern of expression), or by a gene family of 

interest. In each case the strategy for a func-

tional characterization is similar, and includes 

the identification of a candidate gene followed 

by molecular and biochemical characterization 

of the corresponding protein and mutant plants 

(Fig.  1 ). Candidate selection may either be 

based on sequence similarity (functional analy-

sis of closely related paralogues in gene fami-

lies) or employs approaches that are based on 

transcript levels detected  in planta  via transcrip-

tome analysis or EST sequencing. Functional 

characterizations then usually is based on 

reverse genetics, which consists of eliminating, 

decreasing or enhancing gene expression and 

observing the resulting phenotypes at various 

level, and reverse biochemistry, which employs 

heterologous expression of protein (families) 

followed by testing of biological or enzymatic 

activity. 

  Similarity Based Approaches 

 In similarity based approaches, genome (anno-

tation) and transcript assembly databases are 

searched using sequence information of charac-

terized proteins of interest. Based on structural 

features and phylogenetic reconstructions, groups 

of genes likely encoding the same or highly 

similar activities can be found from diverse 

plant species. Such analyses of orthologous 

genes broaden our knowledge about the encoded 

enzymes in terms of their biochemical proper-

ties, which may explain the broad range of 

unique chemical makeups in different evolu-

tionary plant lineages and even within individ-

ual species. This is well exemplified by the 

cyanogenic glucoside pathway, in which func-

tional analysis of homologous genes in different 

taxa revealed evolution of specific metabolic 

branches derived from different amino acids 

 [20] . It is also well illustrated by the different 

classes of phylogenetically related P450 

enzymes involved in oxylipin metabolism to 
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generate signaling compounds or precursors for 

biopolymers such as cutin or suberin  [21,   22] . A 

striking example is the systematic analysis of 

the CYP90 and CYP85 gene families that was a 

major step in the elucidation of the brassinoster-

oid pathway  [23,   24] . Diversification of a gene 

family within a species does not necessarily 

imply different biochemical activities, but iso-

forms may channel products into divergent sub-

pathways. Divergent  Arabidopsis  isoforms 

encoding 4-coumarate:CoA ligase appear to 

diverge precursors into the flavonoid and mon-

olignol pathways, respectively  [25,   26] . The 

analysis of related gene family members may 

also identify novel roles. For example, mem-

bers of the cytochrome P450 subfamily CYP79 

were known to be involved in cyanogenic glu-

coside biosynthesis. It was hypothesized that 

members of the same subfamily may function 

in glucosinolate biosynthesis  [20] . This was 

validated by a yeast complementation screen 

 [27] . Expression of recombinant enzymes and 

analysis of knock-out and over-expression lines 

then showed that several  Arabidopsis  CYP79 

family members encode divergent functions in 

glucosinolate biosynthesis  [27–  30] .  

  Table 4    Gene family information portals related to natural product metabolism    

 Resource title  Description  URL (  http://…    ) 

 CAZy: Carbohydrate-

Active enZymes 

 Protein sequence and structure links for glycoside 

hydrolases, glycosyl transferase, and other 

carbohydrate-active enzymes from all species 

   www.cazy.org     

  Arabidopsis  

Glycosyltransferase 

Family 1 

 Alignments, phylogenies, and genome maps of UGPs 

from  Arabidopsis thaliana  

   www.p450.kvl.dk/

UGT.shtml     

 Cytochrome P450 

Homepage 

 Collection of P450 sequences from all species  drnelson.utmem.edu/ 

CytochromeP450.

html 

  Arabidopsis  

Cytochromes P450 

 Gene and protein sequences, alignments, phyloge-

netic trees, and intron maps of P450s from 

 Arabidopsis thaliana  

   www.p450.kvl.dk/

p450.shtml     

 P450s in Plants  Functions of P450s from plants, reference links  members.shaw.ca/

P450sinPlants 

 CYPedia: Cytochrome 

P450 Expression 

Database using 

 Arabidopsis  

 Functions of Arabidopsis P450, large scale expres-

sion profiles, and pathway predictions based on 

co-expression analyses 

 ibmp.u-strasbg.

fr/ ~ CYPedia 

 PeroxyBase: The 

peroxidase 

database 

 Curated collection of haem and non haem peroxi-

dases from all species; text and sequence search; 

cellular localization, tissue types, inducers, and 

repressor 

 peroxibase.isb-sib.ch 

 The  Arabidopsis  Lipid 

Gene Database 

 Annotation and structures of genes involved in acyl 

lipid metabolism including oxylipin and wax 

metabolism, evidence for activity, pathway 

schemes, tissue expression profiling 

 lipids.plantbiology.

msu.edu/ 

 AMPL: Arabidopsis 

Membrane Protein 

Library 

 Structural and functional annotation of membrane 

proteins including transporters, expression data 

 wardlab.cbs.umn.edu/

arabidopsis/ 

 Cell Wall Navigator  Structural annotation of gene families involved in cell 

wall generation (lignin biosynthesis excluded) 

 bioweb.ucr.edu/

Cellwall/ 
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21   Gene Expression Based Approaches 

  In Plants with a Sequenced Genome 

 The primary structure of genes allows classifica-

tion of the encoded proteins in broad functional 

categories (e.g. P450 monooxygenases, dioxyge-

nases, glycosyl transferases,  O -methyltransferases, 

ABC transporters, etc.), but, in most cases, this 

does not lead to hypotheses regarding the 

substrate(s) they are acting on. With the publica-

tion of more and more extensive expression data, 

it is now possible to generate hypotheses based on 

co-expression analysis  [31] . The underlying idea 

is that genes acting in the same pathway share a 

similar expression profile. This has been shown 

for gene sets involved in secondary cell wall bio-

synthesis as well as for the shikimate and phenyl-

propanoid pathways  [32–  35] . In particular for 

 Arabidopsis , thousands of microarray expression 

data sets are available, which have been used to 

generate web based expression analysis tools. 

These include ‘digital Northern’ and ‘electronic 

Fluorescence Protein’ browsers, which can be 

used to visualize the expression profile of indi-

vidual genes (Table  5 ). In extension, tools have 

been developed to compare expression patterns of 

two genes of interest or to identify other genes 

co-expressed with a bait gene of interest  [32,   36, 

  37] . Based on the functional annotation of co-

expressed genes (and the expression pattern  per 

se ), a hypothesis regarding the biochemical path-

way and the physiological context the bait acts in 

can be generated. Employing this approach, a 

CoA ligase-like gene was identified that showed 

a highly similar expression profile with OPR3 

and many other genes encoding enzymes of jas-

monate biosynthesis. Biochemical characteriza-

tion of the recombinant protein and the reduced 

ability of knock-out plants to produce jasmonate 

showed that it codes for a CoA-activating enzyme 

in the octadecanoid pathway  [38] . Co-expression 

analysis was also employed successfully with 

larger gene families. Gachon et al.  [34]  compared 

the expression patterns of glycosyltransferase 

genes with characterized genes from  Arabidopsis  

involved in the shikimate, phenylpropanoid, fla-

vonoid, and indole pathways, and identified 

strong candidates for glycosyltransferases 

involved in glucosinolate and anthocyanin metab-

olism. The latter, UGT75C1, was at the same time 

found up-regulated in plants over-expressing the 

 PAP1  MYB transcription factor, a known tran-

scriptional regulator of flavonoid biosynthesis, 

and metabolic profiles of  ugt75c1  knock-out 

plants indicated a lack of 5-glucosylation activity 

of anthocyanins  [39] . Using a set of structural and 

regulatory genes involved in flavonoid biosyn-

thesis as baits, seven additional UGTs were iden-

tified (including two previously characterized 

UGTs) as involved in flavonoid metabolism  [40] . 

One of these, UGT89C1, was shown to have 

rhamnosyltransferase activity with flavonol-gly-

cosides when expressed in  E. coli , and  ugt89c1  

knock-out lines lack the major kaempferol-rham-

nosides  [40] . An extensive analysis of the expres-

sion of Arabidopsis P450 genes compared to 

other genes of plant metabolism was recently 

made available as a website  [41] . This analysis 

predicts new, and sometimes unexpected, func-

tions for P450 genes, and provides lists of coex-

pressed genes and predicted pathways. Some of 

these predictions were just validated by Field and 

Osbourn  [42]  that used another strategy based on 

physical gene clustering to identify P450 genes in 

triterpenoid metabolism. The co-expression 

approach was also successfully extended to 

include transcriptional regulators of metabolic 

genes.  MYB28  and  MYB29  are co-expressed with 

genes involved in aliphatic glucosinolate biosyn-

thesis  [43]  and  myb28  knock-out mutants dis-

played a reduced content of aliphatic 

glucosinolates and repressed expression of the 

biosynthetic genes. Over-expression of  MYB28  

had the reverse effect, showing that this transcrip-

tion factor is indeed a positive regulator of 

aliphatic glucosinolate biosynthesis.  

 These examples show that this type of pre-

dictive approach, which has the potential to 

highlight whole pathways including regulatory 
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genes, is one of the most promising for filling 

open gaps in plant metabolism.  

  When the Genome is not Sequenced… 

 When the genome of the plant harboring a can-

didate pathway is not sequenced and annotated, 

forward genetics remains a useful approach for 

plants with well documented collections of 

mutants and genetic variants such as crop plants. 

In other cases, a suitable shortcut to the elucida-

tion and engineering of the pathway is usually 

the creation and analysis of ESTs from plant tis-

sues treated so as to selectively induce the rele-

vant metabolism, or from the plant tissues 

accumulating the compound of interest. When 

relevant, EST collections can be enriched in the 

genes of interest via subtraction of house keep-

ing or redundant genes. The development of 

new sequencing technologies (e.g. pyrose-

quencing) will encourage new EST projects in 

diverse plants for gene function discovery. EST 

approaches have been successful, for example, 

in characterizing genes and enzymes involved 

in the biosynthesis of essential oil components 

in glandular trichomes of aromatic herbs such 

as mint or sweet basil  [44,   45]  or of floral fra-

grances, for example from rose petals  [46] . 

Similar strategies were used to explore biosyn-

thesis of bioactive drugs in medicinal plants, for 

example anticancer taxoids in jasmonate treated 

  Table 5    Web based gene expression analysis tools    

 Resource title  Description  URL 

 BAR: The Bio-Array 

Resource for 

 Arabidopsis  

Functional Genomics 

 Digital Northern based on AtGenExpress datasets; 

graphical visualization of organs, tissues, and 

treatments with overlaid expression data (eFP 

browser); co-expression analysis tool compar-

ing all genes on array with a given gene 

(Expression Angler), other tools 

 bar.utoronto.ca 

 Genevestigator  Digital Northern tools with summaries of 

expression in organ and tissues, during 

development, in response to stimuli, and in 

mutants; based on Affymetrix arrays for 

 Arabidopsis thaliana  (>3,000 arrays) and 

 Hordeum vulgare  (>700 arrays); additional 

tools with subscription 

   www.genevestigator.

ethz.ch     

 ATTED II: Arabidopsis 

thaliana trans-factor 

and cis-element 

prediction database 

 Visualization of gene expression based on the 

Arabidopsis AtGenExpress data; co-expression 

analysis with visualization as network; 

promoter analysis of co-expressed genes 

   www.atted.bio.titech.

ac.jp/     

 AVT: AtGenExpress 

Visualization Tool 

 Digital Northern database based on the 

AtGenExpress data set for Arabidopsis 

 jsp.weigelworld.org/

expviz/expviz.jsp 

 NASC Array  Data repository for Arabidopsis Affymetrix arrays; 

digital Northern, other array data-mining tools 

 affymetrix.arabidop-

sis.info/narrays/

experiment-

browse.pl 

 GEO: Gene Expression 

Omnibus 

 Data repository for microarrays from all organ-

isms; queries by gene or datasets; cluster 

analysis, expression visualization in each data 

set 

   www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/geo/     

 ArrayExpress  Data repository from all organisms, visualization 

of expression in individual data sets 

   www.ebi.ac.uk/

microarray-as/aer     
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21  Taxus cuspidata  cells  [47] , ginsenosides in sim-

ilarly induced  Panax ginseng  hairy roots cul-

tures  [48] , or antimalarial artemisinin in 

 Artemisia annua  trichomes  [49–  51] . In the lat-

ter case, candidate gene selection was also sup-

ported by conservation of ESTs from different 

 Asteraceae .   

  Reverse Genetics 

 Reverse genetics aims at identifying the func-

tions of genes  in planta . Transgenic plants are 

most often generated by  Agrobacterium -

mediated T-DNA insertion. Transgenic lines 

can then be characterized phenotypically at the 

morphological, molecular or biochemical level. 

Increasing the level of expression is achieved 

by the construction of over-expression lines, 

where the target gene is fused to a promoter that 

drives strong ectopic, tissue specific or condi-

tional expression. Decreasing or abolishing the 

expression of a target gene can be achieved via 

gene silencing (also referred to as RNA inter-

ference) or via T-DNA/transposon insertion. 

RNA interference is obtained by plant transfor-

mation with constructs triggering  in planta  the 

production of specific short double-stranded 

RNAs. The latter suppresses expression of a tar-

get protein by stimulating the specific degrada-

tion of the target mRNA  [52] . An optimal design 

strategy for RNA interference constructs can 

be found for example at the ‘WMD2 – Web 

MicroRNA Designer’ webpage (  http://wmd2.

weigelworld.org/cgi-bin/mirnatools.pl?page     = 1). 

The advantage of insertion compared to RNA 

interference is more specific inactivation of a 

single gene rather than of a group of closely 

related genes, and, when insertion occurs in the 

coding sequence or near upstream, complete 

gene inactivation. Conversely, interference 

might be preferred for simultaneous inactiva-

tion of redundant genes. In addition, while 

insertion may lead to extreme phenotypes in the 

case of essential genes, silencing can trigger a 

range of more exploitable alterations. Large 

knock-out collections with characterized inser-

tion locations are now available for a few plants, 

such as  Arabidopsis  or rice  [53–  56] , which can 

be analyzed for developmental, physiological 

or chemical phenotypes. Chemical profiling of 

appropriate tissues of the mutant plants might 

then point to the absence of an end-pathway 

product and/or the accumulation of precursor 

compounds (e.g.  [42] ). Phenotypes and meta-

bolic profiles must, however, be interpreted 

with care, since disruption in one branch path-

way can lead to far reaching perturbations in 

metabolic fluxes, which may blur the view on 

modification of the target pathway  [8,   57] . 

 The aforementioned methods, however, do 

not apply to all types of plants. Acute need for 

genetic tools in crop or pharmaceutical plants 

has thus led to the development of more generic 

approaches for large scale gene inactivation. 

Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genomes 

(TILLING) combines chemical or radiation 

mutagenesis with mutation screens of pooled 

PCR products  [58] . TILLING mutants carry 

point missense, nonsense or small deletion alle-

les, which can be selected on the basis of a target 

gene, or of a desired phenotype. TILLING has 

the (socio-economic) advantage not to involve 

transgenic manipulation, to be applicable to any 

plant and to generate allelic series of mutations 

including hypomorphic alleles. High density of 

chemical mutations, however, requires extensive 

backcrosses to ensure single mutation  [59] . 

Several TILLING-based projects with focus on 

secondary metabolism have been initiated.  

  Reverse Biochemistry 

 Biochemical activities of candidate genes may 

also be tested directly using heterologous 

expression of the cDNA. Recombinant proteins 

can then be used for testing enzyme activity. 

Using collections of recombinant proteins, this 

strategy can be set up for medium to high 
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throughput assays with collections of potential 

substrates. The large number of gene family 

members, and the even larger group of potential 

substrates, however limit in most cases a com-

prehensive screening. This approach thus needs 

to be complemented by the approaches described 

above, to guide the selection of candidate genes 

and of the class of substrates. 

 In general, full length cDNA for individual 

target genes or gene family members may be 

obtained via RT-PCR from mRNA or from large 

scale projects  [60] , some of which are focused 

on the isolation of open reading frames (ORFs). 

Such ORFeome collections  [60,   61] ,   http://urgv.

evry.inra.fr/orfeome,     are available for transfer 

into divergent destination vectors designed for 

plant transformation, or for production of 

recombinant proteins from appropriate expres-

sion systems, such as bacterial, yeast, or insect 

cells. The latter may then be used to generate 

libraries of recombinant proteins of interest. 

The choice of the appropriate expression sys-

tem depends on the class of protein analyzed. 

Soluble proteins are usually expressed in  

E. coli , membrane proteins in yeast or insect 

cells. Functional screening of transporters often 

requires expression in  Xenopus  eggs. Screening 

procedures can be adjusted to each protein 

activity. But it is important to keep in mind that 

the efficiency of generating and maintaining 

active enzymes or transporters may vary drasti-

cally within closely related families, and fre-

quently relies on manual optimization of the 

expression systems. Comprehensive approaches 

are thus less straightforward than theoretically 

predicted. Nonetheless, systematic expression 

followed by individual biochemical characteri-

zation has been very successful for several gene 

families. For example, Katsuyama et al.  [62]  

screened the rice genome for type II polyketide 

synthases (PKS) and tested more than 30 recom-

binant enzymes for activity with 4-coumaroyl-

CoA and malonyl-CoA using thin layer 

chromatography. This screening led to the char-

acterization of a novel PKS that is capable of 

synthesizing curcuminoids, which are charac-

teristic polyphenols from turmeric ( Curcuma 

longa ), but which have not yet been found in 

rice. Other examples take advantage of opti-

mized expression and enzyme activity testing 

systems to systematically assign functions to 

complete gene families. Although  Arabidopsis  

was originally considered to be basically devoid 

of terpenoids, the genome sequence revealed 

the existence 32 putative mono-/ sesqui-/ di-

terpene synthase ( TPS ) genes and eleven genes 

encoding divergent triterpene synthases (TTPS). 

To date, nine of the TPS were shown to synthe-

size more than 15 mono- and 18 sequiterpe-

noids, and most of these were also found  in 

planta   [63–  68] . Likewise, 10 of the 11  TTPS  

genes have been characterized to produce 

almost 40 divergent triterpene structures, most 

of which, though, have not yet been found in 

 Arabidopsis  via metabolic profiling experi-

ments. This has mainly been achieved by 

exploiting an optimized yeast expression sys-

tem, which accumulates the substrate of these 

enzymes, oxidosqualene  [69–  75] . These suc-

cesses are also due to the fact that a limited 

number of canonical precursors (present in opti-

mized yeast strains) are used as substrates by 

these enzymes. Functional screening is more 

challenging when enzyme families use diverse 

sets of plant-specific substrates. The major chal-

lenge in this approach is that substrates are 

chemically diverse, most often not predictable, 

nor commercially available. To overcome the 

problem resulting from this chemical diversity, 

simple activity detection methods are required, 

which are independent of the substrate used. 

For example, a collection of more than 100 

recombinant glycosyltransferases (UGTs) has 

been expressed in  E. coli  to identify diverse glu-

cose acceptors ranging from benzoic acid deriv-

atives to the phytohormones cytokinin and 

abscisic acid  [76–  78] . An  in vivo  system has 

been developed that uses modified  E. coli  cells 

accumulating the precursor UDP-glucose. 

These cells were transformed with the UGT 
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21 expression constructs and fed with potential 

substrates. The produced glycosides were then 

cleaved enzymatically and the released glucose 

was detected colorimetrically  [79] . 

 Although involving a more complex experi-

mental set-up, plants (whole plants, plant cells, 

leaf infiltration) can also be considered as plat-

form for recombinant expression and screening. 

This might be particularly useful since they pro-

vide the appropriate precursors and functional 

context for the genes and enzymes to be charac-

terized. An example of such an approach is pro-

vided by the work of Kruse et al.  [80] , who 

tested Arabidopsis expressed cytochromes P450 

to identify a 8-methoxypsoralen metabolizing 

enzyme. This also led to the demonstration that 

the hydroxylation product was further glyco-

sylated by the plant. 

 Another example of substrate independent 

medium or large scale enzyme assay is the ATP 

depletion test that can be employed to detect 

activity of adenylate forming enzymes or of any 

ATP dependent enzyme, such as coenzymeA 

(CoA) ligases or synthetases. An ATP depend-

ent reaction is carried out using a number of 

potential substrates. A second reaction then 

uses the ATP not consumed in the first reaction 

to form a luminescent product. If ATP was con-

sumed in the first reaction this leads to reduced 

luminescence generated by the second assay. 

Employing this approach, Schneider et al.  [81]  

identified medium chain fatty acids, but also the 

jasmonate precursor 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid 

as an  in vitro  substrate for a 4-coumarate:CoA-

ligase-like gene. 

 Cytochrome P450 enzymes usually require 

co-expression with plant P450 reductase in 

the membranes of yeast or insect cells. The 

catalytic activity of P450s or of any oxygen 

consuming enzyme (e.g. dioxygenases) can be 

theoretically monitored by measuring the 

depletion of oxygen during the reaction. Based 

on this assumption, a microtiter plate assay 

has been recently designed, using an oxygen-

quenched fluorochrome, detecting oxygen 

consumption during the reaction instead of 

conversion of the specific substrates of each 

enzyme  [82] . It led to the demonstration that 

an orphan Arabidopsis P450, CYP72A8, cata-

lyzes the hydroxylation of quinidine, a major 

component of the most common antimalarial 

drugs. This approach is however effective 

only for well coupled reactions and can be 

hampered by the presence of natural substrates 

(e.g. lipids) in the recombinant cell mem-

branes. Such examples of substrate independ-

ent assay show the potential of reverse 

biochemistry.   

  The Next Level: Proteomics and 
Metabolomics  

 Proteins and their modifications, localizations 

and interactions represent another level of com-

plexity connecting transcription and translation 

of metabolic pathway genes with the respective 

natural compounds. 

 Quantitative changes in transcript often 

show only minor correlation to protein levels 

due to numerous post-transcriptional regulation 

mechanisms, which can be as low as 20–40% in 

yeast  [83] . Systematic comparative studies in 

plants remain rare, yet it has been demonstrated 

that genome or transcriptome information can-

not be extrapolated to the proteome. In  Medicago  

(Medicago truncatula) a correlation of EST to 

protein abundance was estimated to be 50% 

 [84] . In  Arabidopsis,  Jones et al.  [85]  reported 

widespread changes to the proteome during the 

defense response before significant transcrip-

tional reprogramming occurred. Compared to 

the proteome, the plant metabolome confronts 

the researcher with even more challenges. 

Within the metabolome there is an enormous 

range of chemical and physical properties, con-

centrations, absolute number of the compounds, 

and unlike the proteome, the metabolome can-

not be mapped onto the genome.  
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  Proteomics: the Connecting Link  

 Proteomics, in its core (idealistic) definition is 

the quantitative analysis of the full set of 

proteins of a given organism. Complexity of 

the sample and diversity of the proteins (in con-

centration and physico-chemical properties) 

prevent comprehensive analysis of the full pro-

teome in a standard experiment. More pragmat-

ically, the term proteomics applies to the broad 

spectrum of large scale protein biochemistry, 

including analysis of protein structure, post-

translational modifications, protein localization, 

protein-protein interaction and complex for-

mation. Plant proteomics has received consider-

able buoyancy from rapidly expanding resources 

in genomics, with increasing numbers of 

genome sequences and transcript assemblies 

(Table  2 ) facilitating identification of proteins 

in model plants. On the other hand, in non-

model plants, proteomics exploiting differences 

between samples (e.g. comparisons between 

treatment and control, developmental stages or 

in genotypic variation) have been successfully 

applied. 

 Proteomic analyses commonly consist of 

four steps: (i) Sample preparation, fractionation 

and protein extraction; (ii) protein separation, 

detection and quantification; (iii) protein char-

acterization and identification; and (iv) integra-

tion of results into the respective context. A 

simplified general workflow outlining key steps 

and technologies is shown in Fig.  2 . For a com-

prehensive, more in-depth coverage of the 

numerous plant proteomic approaches we refer 

  Fig. 2    Schematic workflow in plant proteomic studies. Methods on each level are interchangeable and 

depend on the experimental approach. Asterisks denote selected examples further described in the text or 

glossary. Descriptions of key technologies can be found in the Table  6        
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21 to recent reviews providing an overview of 

technologies, plant protein preparation, general 

advances, and practical details  [86–  88] . In short, 

the sheer complexity and dynamic range of the 

mixture of proteins obtained from plant samples 

threatens to overpower proteomics separation 

and detection methods. Therefore, fractionation 

steps are crucial to deconvolve the samples, 

either before or throughout the protein extrac-

tion (by protein solubility, chromatography, 

organelle separation or subcellular compart-

ment enrichment), or downstream, in the pro-

tein separation stage (Fig.  2 )   

  Metabolomics: The Highest Level 
of Complexity  

 As for proteomics, a realistic definition of 

metabolomics cannot claim to be nonselective 

and universally applicable to identify and quan-

tify all metabolites of a biological system. 

Metabolomics represents tools to dissect plant 

metabolism, physiology and development  [89]  

in an analytical field far more complex than 

proteomics or genomics. The metabolome may 

cover up to 12 magnitudes of concentration 

(fmol-mmol) and the number of plant natural 

products is estimated in the six digits  [90] . Not 

only the sheer number of metabolites remains 

challenging, but the researcher is confronted at 

the same time with a limited number of availa-

ble isotopically-labeled metabolite standards 

for absolute quantification. The amount of 

data generated by non-targeted metabolomics 

approaches at the same time is exponentially 

increasing, driven by recent technological 

advances facilitating simultaneous detection of 

a large number of metabolites. Identification of 

the metabolites is the next obstacle for the 

metabolomic researcher, who may find himself 

in a similar position as early genomics research-

ers. Despite its challenges, the metabolome has 

received a lot of attention as it represents the 

most basal level in a biological system, reflect-

ing developmental and adaptive aspects in a 

direct manner. Hence, metabolomics has been 

suggested to be the greatest “omics” of all  [91] . 

The general metabolomic methodology of sam-

ple preparation, extraction, separation and 

detection as well as an introduction into the 

major technologies are comprehensively 

reviewed by Hall  [92]  and Hagel and Facchini 

 [93] . Again, fractionation steps together with a 

combination of experimental approaches were 

the key to untangle complex mixtures and to 

balance sensitivity, throughput and identifica-

tion power. A promising method for obtaining 

global snapshots of a broad spectrum of metab-

olites is high resolution nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR) spectroscopy, which has the 

advantage of providing information on the rela-

tive amounts of the metabolites and their chem-

ical structures, without limitation due to 

volatility or polarity  [94] . This method still 

requires fairly large samples and its sensitivity 

remains limited compared to other methods, but 

promising applications are expected for com-

paring samples, flux analyses and elucidation of 

pathways. It has been exploited to effectively 

analyze changes in the metabolome of field 

mustard ( Brassica rapa ) after elicitation with 

jasmonate treatment or following herbivory 

 [95–  97] . A rather large number of replicates 

and an extensive reference library were neces-

sary to identify metabolites that accumulated 

after treatment. However, the unbiased nature 

of the NMR technique revealed changes in 

compounds from phenolic metabolism, indole 

derivatives, and glucosinolates in addition to 

primary metabolites such as sucrose, glucose 

and amino acids  [96] . While high resolution 

NMR offers great strength in quantification of 

metabolites, Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron 

Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FTICR-MS) 

resides at the opposite extreme of metabolomic 

applications. FTICR-MS has the prospective to 

become a powerful qualitative technique for 

high-throughput metabolomic analysis, as its 
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mass resolution, detection sensitivity and the 

ultra high mass accuracy is exceptional. Aharoni 

et al. demonstrated the power of the method by 

analyzing crude strawberry fruit and tobacco 

flower extracts, in which metabolites were clas-

sified using the elemental composition based on 

the accurate mass  [98] . 

 Combination of FTICR-MS with other 

advanced technologies has helped to address 

some limitations. Iijama et al. studied tomato 

fruit metabolites with LC-FTICR-MS to sepa-

rate isomers of the same elemental composition 

 [99] . Using mass spectral features, together 

with predicted molecular formulae and putative 

structures, 869 metabolites were tentatively 

identified, of which 70 and 93 were assigned 

to the flavonoid and glycoalkaloid groups, 

respectively. 

 Despite substantial gains in popularity of 

FTICR-MS for plant metabolic profiling this 

analytical method is still far from being estab-

lished as routine technique and public resources, 

such as the KNApSAcK metabolite database 

with accurate metabolite masses will require 

substantial input from the metabolomics com-

munity in the future (22,573 metabolite entries, 

updated 2008/06/20;   http://kanaya.naist.jp/

KNApSAcK/    ).  

  Examples of Integrative Approaches 
to Study Specific Metabolite Classes 
in Model Plant Systems  

 Prominent examples for model systems of natu-

ral product classes that were analyzed on pro-

teome and metabolome levels are from the 

 Fabaceae  (legume family) and the  Brassicaceae  

(mustard family). These are outlined below, 

together with examples for studies in trees. 

 The model legume  Medicago  has attracted 

considerable attention for two classes of sec-

ondary metabolites: isoflavonoids and triter-

pene saponins. To cover a large portion of 

metabolomic changes following elicitation 

(biotic and abiotic) of  Medicago  cell culture, 

Broeckling et al.  [100]  used a combination of 

techniques (gas chromatography-mass spec-

trometry [GC-MS], capillary electrophoresis, 

and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

[LC-MS]). Beside an increase in saponin and 

isoflavonoid levels, an impact of the elicitation 

on primary metabolism, both distant and proxi-

mal to secondary metabolic branch points was 

reported. As one of the earliest and most exten-

sive plant proteome projects, a survey of alfalfa 

( Medicago sativa ) organ-/tissue-specific pro-

teomes was performed applying LC-MS/MS 

to proteins extracted from leaves, stems, 

roots, flowers, seed pods, and cell suspension 

cultures and separated by 2-dimensional SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D-SDS-

PAGE)  [84] . A range of enzymes involved in 

secondary metabolism were identified in stems, 

flowers and in roots, where they constituted up 

to 8% of the identified proteins. Examples 

include cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (phenylpro-

panoids), and proteins of the flavonoid/isofla-

vonoid biosynthetic pathway. 

 Glucosinolates represent a class of plant 

defense thioglucoside compounds which are 

mainly produced by members of the mustard 

family, including the model plant  Arabidopsis . 

Cruciferous vegetables are especially rich in 

these natural compounds, of great interest 

because of a variety of beneficial effects in the 

human diet, such as chemoprotection and anti-

cancer activities  [101] . Hirai et al.  [102,   103]  

studied gene-to-metabolite networks in primary 

and secondary metabolism by combining tran-

script profiling with metabolite detection in 

sulfur deprived  Arabidopsis . Using LC-FTICR-

MS (Table  6 ) for non-targeted metabolic profil-

ing and HPLC for targeted profiling 2,123 

metabolites were detected. Based on transcript 

and metabolite accumulation, the authors sug-

gested coordinated regulation of glucosinolates 

metabolism in response to sulfur deficiency. 

Furthermore, the approach allowed identification 
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21 of specific metabolite-to-gene networks and 

suggestions for gene-functions.  

 The complex regulation of xylogenesis 

(wood formation) in trees was also addressed 

on the proteome level in the gymnosperm mari-

time pine ( Pinus pinaster )  [104]  and the 

angiosperm eucalyptus ( Eucalyptus gunii ) 

 [105] . Both studies used 2D-LC-MS/MS to 

identify a range of proteins with the help of 

public data repositories. Many targets identified 

are involved in phenylpropanoid metabolism, 

especially in lignin biosynthesis, and associated 

proteins such as  S -adenosylmethionine syn-

thetase, which are playing an important role in 

the methylation of monolignol precursors. 

While metabolite profiling of Douglas-fir 

( Pseudotsuga menziesii ) grown in the field 

showed that intermediates in the synthesis of 

aromatic amino acids, flavonoids, and a range 

of other secondary metabolites (e.g. shikimic 

acid, coniferin and quinic acid) accumulate in 

the developing xylem  [106] .  

  Systems Biology Approaches in Plants 
Without Large-Scale Genomic Resources  

 Pharmacologically active natural compounds 

frequently accumulate to only low levels in 

plants, which, combined with laborious extrac-

tion methods and limited source plant availabil-

ity, results in exorbitant market prices. Diverse 

biotechnological approaches (such as conquer-

ing rate limiting steps, suppressing the shunt of 

intermediates in competitive pathways, reduc-

ing catabolism, and over-expression of regula-

tory genes) have great potential to lead to 

cost-effective production of natural compounds 

through large scale plant cell cultures and/or 

metabolic engineering. Yet, this requires knowl-

edge of the biosynthetic pathways involved. 

Functional genomics approaches for most plant 

species producing the most active pharma-

cological agents are still in their infancy. 

Proteomics and metabolomics are thus key 

technologies in non-model plants for linking 

genes involved in the respective pathways with 

biosynthesis and accumulation of the natural 

compound. Huge efforts are presently invested 

in the elucidation of the biosynthetic pathways 

of anticancer (e.g. vinblastin in  Catharanthus 

roseus  or taxoids in  Taxus baccata ), antimalar-

ial (artemisinin in  Artemisia annua ) drugs, or 

painkillers (e.g. morphine in the opium poppy) 

on different continents, supported by national 

and international programs. 

 Differential genomics has been successfully 

combined with metabolomics for gene discov-

ery in plant secondary metabolism in a number 

of cases. Targeted metabolite analyses of 

tobacco cells ( Nicotiana tabacum ) treated with 

jasmonate were used to identify several defense 

compounds such as nicotine alkaloids and 

polyamines  [107] . These analyses were corre-

lated with gene transcription using cDNA-

amplified fragment length polymorphisms 

(cDNA-AFLP) to identify candidate genes. 

This method provides quantitative expression 

profiles, does not require prior sequence infor-

mation to be set up, and, most importantly, 

allows the identification of novel genes. 

 It was therefore applied to Madagascar peri-

winkle ( Catharanthus roseus ), a source of the 

tubulin-binding anti-mitotic drugs vinblastine 

and vincristine, which are used to treat various 

forms of cancer  [108] . cDNA-AFLP was 

combined with metabolic profiling of elicited  

C. roseus  cell cultures to identify a collection of 

not previously described transcript tags and 

metabolites associated with terpenoid indole 

alkaloids. Gene-to-gene and gene-to-metabolite 

networks were drawn based on correlations 

between expression profiles of 417 gene tags 

and the accumulation profiles of 178 metabolite 

peaks. 

 Opium poppy ( Papaver somniferum ), pro-

ducing a large number of alkaloids including 

the narcotics morphine and codeine, may be the 

prime example for a non-model plant on the 
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verge of becoming a model. Even though the 

vast majority of knowledge stems from classi-

cal molecular biological approaches, EST 

resources and a cDNA microarray platform has 

recently been developed. Together with pro-

teomics, this will allow the development of sys-

tems biology approaches  [109] . Decker et al. 

 [110]  and Ounaroon et al.  [111]  used proteomic 

analyses of  P. somniferum  latex (2D gel electro-

phoresis, microsequencing) to create proteomic 

maps. Beside enzymes from the primary metab-

olism, a codeinone reductase was identified 

based on homology to known isoforms  [110] . In 

addition,  Papaver somniferum  sequences cod-

ing for reticuline 7- O -methyltransferase and 

norcoclaurine 6- O -methyltransferase were iso-

lated based on peptide sequences and the respec-

tive methyl transfer enzymes of alkaloid 

biosynthesis were characterized  [111] . 

 The peltate glandular trichomes are highly 

specialized for production of a variety of metab-

olites, including phenylpropanoids and terpe-

noids and these cells can be isolated from the 

plant, allowing biochemical and molecular 

investigations of a single, fully differentiated 

cell type. Gang et al. established these gland 

cells of sweet basil ( Ocimum basilicum  L.) as 

model system to study plant metabolic proc-

esses and their regulation  [112] . An EST data-

base build from four basil lines with distinct 

product profiles provided the sequence founda-

tion required for comparative proteomic studies 

 [113] . Analysis of the proteomic data for the 

four lines showed a surprisingly low number of 

matches and limited abundance correlations 

between the EST and proteome data sets. As 

suggested by the authors, more research will be 

required to explain the biological significance 

of the findings and to reveal the complex levels 

of regulation of metabolic pathways. 

 The metabolome and metabolic changes are 

intrinsically linked with quality traits and eco-

nomic value in crops. Rising concerns over loss 

of genetic diversity through selection and breed-

ing, together with genomics-assisted breeding 

for crop improvement were recently driving ini-

tial integrated approaches in crop species. 

Schauer and Semel et al.  [114,   115]  determined 

by GC/MS the relative contents of 74 primary 

metabolites with known chemical structure in 

tomato introgression lines containing chromo-

some segments of a wild species in the genetic 

background of a cultivated variety. It was shown 

that 50% of the metabolites measured were 

associated with at least one yield-associated 

trait, however without a sequenced genome, a 

large number of complex QTLs were used for 

in-depth association studies. 

 In second generation biofuel crops (e.g. wil-

low, poplar,  Miscanthus  and switchgrass) vari-

ous approaches are pursued to increase 

efficiency in the production of cellulosic etha-

nol through reduction of the pre-processing 

costs  [116] . Current research aims to reduce 

lignin formation, modify cellulose, increase 

biomass, and to produce degradation enzymes 

 in planta   [117] . Since for most species employed 

genomic resource are scarce, this young multi-

disciplinary area is in urgent need of metabo-

lomic and proteomic platforms to survey the 

large and diverse array of varieties generated. 

The genomes of the recently sequenced poplar 

 [12]  and switchgrass (JGI, sequencing pending; 

  http://www.jgi.doe.gov/sequencing/allinonese-

qplans.php    ) will greatly assist with this task.  

  Challenges for the Future  

 Despite rapid methodological advances and ben-

efits provided by technology transfer from the 

medical and animal field, practical limitations 

still persist, due for the most part to the complex-

ity of plant metabolism and resulting problems in 

sample preparation, fractionation and protein/

metabolite identification. Due to the enormous 

variety of plants, tissues and cell types, each with 

specific requirements and restrictions such as 

interfering metabolites (e.g. polysaccharides and 
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21 polyphenols), proteomic approaches have still to 

be established and optimized on an individual 

plant, or even tissue basis. 

 The membrane-bound cytochrome P450 

enzymes represent key players in secondary 

metabolite pathways as they catalyze vital, 

often rate-limiting steps. However, basic, hydro-

phobic and membrane-spanning proteins remain 

an intrinsic limitation for 2D-PAGE  [118] . 

Adoption of gel free proteomic approaches such 

as iTRAQ (Table  6 ) may help to overcome this 

bottleneck. 

 The analysis from small cell- or tissue-spe-

cific samples provides other challenges. While 

transcript profiling has been successfully estab-

lished from minuscule plant samples, proteome 

analyses from such samples remain rare. Schad 

et al.  [119]  provided a first example of protein 

identification based on LC-MS/MS using 

extracts isolated from  Arabidopsis  vascular 

bundles captured using laser micro dissection. 

Four hundred vascular bundles were shown to 

be sufficient for the identification of 33 specific 

proteins. The same group demonstrated feasi-

bility of metabolite profiling of only 100 vascu-

lar bundles equivalent to not more than 5,000 

cells, by standard GC-TOF-MS measurements. 

A total of 68 metabolites were identified  [120] . 

MALDI imaging is a second, rapidly develop-

ing field that emerged from medical research 

and that can be used to address the spatial distri-

bution of compounds in heterogenous tissues at 

cellular to multicellular resolution without the 

need of pre-analytical extraction and separation 

steps. Examples in plants are scarce, but Cha 

et al.  [121]  demonstrate feasibility of 

MALDI-MS imaging using colloidal graphite 

as assisting material to overcome some of the 

obstacles for plant metabolite imaging. It was 

possible to analyze accumulation of flavonoids 

in leaves, flowers and stems of Arabidopsis 

through MS ion selective imaging. 

 Global or focused analytical approaches, in 

particular NMR and FTICR-MS, can be cou-

pled with plant feeding with isotope-labeled 

metabolic precursors for reconstruction of met-

abolic sequences, providing information on 

metabolic networks and dynamic monitoring of 

fluxes reorganization in response to environ-

mental perturbations. Such dynamic approaches, 

usually referred to as “fluxomics”, are a very 

promising field of investigation. They however 

add an additional level of complexity to the 

analysis of the data. Development of new bioin-

formatic tools is essential to efficiently deal 

with the increasing amount of information, sta-

tistic analyses and visualization of the correla-

tions between genomic, proteomic and 

metabolic networks. 

 Building a complete inventory of plant pro-

teins and metabolites remains a major chal-

lenge. It is now obvious that even in a model 

plant such as  Arabidopsis  this inventory is very 

far from comprehensive, and that only the most 

abundant/extractable constituents have been 

described. Due to an additional level of com-

plexity, the complete description of the main 

plant polymers will take several decades. The 

last step for closing the loop will be to better 

understand how these small metabolites impact 

gene and protein expression/activity, and plant 

homeostasis.      
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    Metabolomics and the 
Detection of Unintended 
Effects in Genetically 
Modified Crops       

     Laetitia   Shintu   ,    Gwénaëlle Le   Gall   , and    Ian J.   Colquhoun     

  Abstract   The chapter describes current pro-

cedures for the safety assessment of geneti-

cally modified crops and foods. The concepts 

of substantial equivalence, the conventional 

comparator, and intended and unintended effects 

are introduced. Most published examples of 

substantial equivalence testing deal with crops 

that have been modified for insect resistance or 

herbicide tolerance. A standard procedure has 

developed based on broadly similar field trial 

designs, sampling schemes and targeted analyses 

of a consensus set of compounds for each crop. The 

main characteristics of the procedure are summa-

rised with reference to published analyses of this 

type of crop and different statistical approaches 

to judging ‘equivalence’ are discussed. 

 There is a current trend towards development 

of crops with enhanced nutritional properties or 

health-related benefits through genetic modifica-

tion of metabolic pathways. These more complex 

modifications have greater potential for intro-

ducing unpredictable unintended effects, and it 

may be advisable to supplement current targeted 

analysis procedures with metabolomics methods. 

The second part of the chapter discusses the 

application of metabolomics to substantial 

equivalence testing. As yet there is no standard 

procedure for this approach so individual stud-

ies, which differ greatly in size and scope, are 

discussed. The major analytical techniques 

(GC/MS, LC/MS and NMR) are briefly 

described and examples of their use are given: 

a few studies have shown how the massive 

amounts of data produced by non-targeted pro-

filing methods may be treated to judge equiva-

lence. Some limitations need to be overcome 

before metabolomics can be adopted as part of 

the official safety assessment procedure.  

  Abbreviations  

  2D    Two-dimensional   

  ANOVA    Analysis of Variance   

  AOAC    Association of Analytical 

Communities   

  COSY    Correlation Spectroscopy   

  DIMS    Direct Injection Mass 

Spectrometry   

  DP    Degree of Polymerisation   

  EFSA    European Food Safety 

Authority   

  ESI    Electrospray Ionisation   

  FAO/WHO    Food and Agriculture 

Organisation/ 

World Health Organisation   

  FIE-MS    Flow Injection Electrospray 

Mass Spectrometry   
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22   FT-ICR-MS    Fourier Transform Ion 

Cyclotron Resonance Mass 

Spectrometry   

  FTIR    Fourier Transform Infrared   

  GC/FID    Gas Chromatography/ 

Flame Ionisation Detector   

  GC/MS    Gas Chromatography/ 

Mass Spectrometry   

  GC-TOF-MS    Gas Chromatography-Time of 

Flight-Mass Spectrometry   

  GM    Genetically Modified   

  HMBC    Heteronuclear Multiple Bond 

Correlation   

  HPLC    High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography   

  HSQC    Heteronuclear Single Quantum 

Coherence   

  ILSI    International Life Sciences 

Institute   

  LC/MS    Liquid Chromatography/ 

Mass Spectrometry   

  LDA    Linear Discriminant Analysis   

  MAS    Magic Angle Spinning   

  NMR    Nuclear Magnetic Resonance   

  OECD    Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development   

  PC    Principal Component   

  PCA    Principal Component Analysis   

  PLS    Partial Least Squares   

  PLS-DA    Partial Least Squares-

Discriminant Analysis   

  RT    Retention Time   

  SD    Standard Deviation   

  SPE    Solid Phase Extraction   

  TOCSY    Total Correlation 

Spectroscopy   

  UV    Ultraviolet       

  Substantial Equivalence and its Role in 
the Safety Assessment of Genetically 
Modified Plants  

 If the composition and properties of a GM plant, 

measured or evaluated for a selected group of 

components and features, are not significantly 

different from those of a conventional counterpart 

(or comparator – see Box  1 ) then the two are judged 

to be substantially equivalent. When the test of 

substantial equivalence is met it gives reassurance 

that the GM plant is at least as safe and nutritious 

as the comparator, a plant with a history of safe use 

as a source of human food or animal feed. 

 Before the advent of GM technology the 

safety testing of new crop varieties which were 

products of classical breeding or mutagenesis 

programmes had never been an official require-

ment for their introduction to the market. When 

the introduction of the first commercial GM 

food crops was about to take place the establish-

ment of rigorous safety assessment procedures 

was seen as a necessity in order to allay con-

cerns that the use of biotechnology might lead 

to new and unforeseen hazards. Established 

testing procedures were available for food addi-

tives, colours etc. which involved adding meas-

ured doses of the individual, well characterised, 

pure substances to rodent diets in order to detect 

the level at which toxic effects were observed in 

the rodents and hence to determine safe intake 

levels for humans (Renwick,  2004) . For practical 

reasons such direct procedures are not applicable 

to the safety testing of whole foods or crops 

(although adapted animal testing procedures have 

subsequently been developed for the purpose). 

 Application of the concept of substantial 

equivalence, as one element of a safety assess-

ment procedure that could be applied to whole 

foods, was first suggested in an OECD report 

(OECD,  1993) : the role and effectiveness of 

substantial equivalence testing have since been 

questioned (Millstone et al.,  1999) , re-evaluated 

(FAO/WHO,  2000)  and reviewed (Cellini et al., 

 2004) . Compositional analysis is just one part, 

albeit an important one, of the full safety assess-

ment process. Its place in an integrated assess-

ment scheme is illustrated in Fig.  1  (König 

et al.,  2004)  and such schemes now form the 

basis of official procedures (EFSA,  2006) .  

 The term substantial equivalence is used for 

two reasons. First, there will always be some 
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     Box 1 Key concepts 

  Hazard:  the intrinsic  potential  of a material to cause adverse health effects. 

  Risk:  the likelihood that, under particular conditions of exposure, an intrinsic hazard will 

represent a threat to human health. 

  Risk assessment  is a scientific procedure consisting of the following steps: (i) hazard iden-

tification; (ii) hazard characterisation; (iii) exposure assessment; (iv) risk characterisation. 

  Genetically modified (GM)  or  Genetically Engineered (GE)  plants and foods are derived 

by application of

     (i)      In vitro  nucleic acid techniques including recombinant DNA and direct injection of 

nucleic acid into cells or organelles or  

   (ii)    Fusion of cells beyond the taxonomic family    

 thus overcoming natural physiological reproductive or recombinant barriers. 

 The term  novel food  has been used in the same sense although it is also applied to foods 

outside the above definition. 

  Conventional counterpart or comparator  (of the GM food) :  a related organism/ variety, its 

components and/ or products for which there is experience of establishing safety based on 

common use as food. It is required for substantial equivalence testing. 

  Substantial equivalence  testing forms one part of the safety assessment and is concerned 

with hazard identification. The safety assessment includes a comparison between the GM food/ 

crop and its conventional counterpart focusing on determination of similarities and 

differences. 

 The comparison of the GM food and the conventional counterpart should

    (i)     Take account of intended and unintended effects of the modification   

     (ii)     Seek to identify new or altered hazards   

   (iii)     Identify changes, relevant to human health, in key nutrients      

  Intended Effects  of genetic engineering are those that are targeted to occur from the intro-

duction of the gene(s) in question and which fulfil the original objectives of the genetic modi-

fication process. 

  Unintended Effects  represent a statistically significant difference in the phenotype, 

response or composition of the GM plant compared with the parent from which it is derived, 

but taking the expected effects of the target gene into account. Such comparisons should be 

made when GM and non-GM plants are grown under the same regimes and environments. 

 Definitions of intended and unintended effects are from Cellini et al.  (2004) . 

difference between the genetically modified 

plant and its parent since the motivation is to 

introduce a specific beneficial change via the 

modification. Secondly, the compositional analy-

sis of the GM plant and its comparator is carried 

out on a selected group of compounds. It would 

never be practically possible to analyse every 

compound in the plant to show that the GM 

plant and its parent were completely equivalent 

(apart from the intended change) because plants 

contain thousands of different substances, many 

of them only present in minute quantities. There 

is no complete list of all the metabolites present 

in any plant (the metabolome) and there are 
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undoubtedly substances present that are not yet 

fully characterised, even in the major food crops. 

Therefore indications for the occurrence of 

unintended effects (see Box  1 ) are sought from 

a comparison of the agronomic characteristics 

of the GM plant and its conventional counterpart 

based on the usual plant breeding criteria (appear-

ance, yield etc.) plus a statistical comparison of 

the compositional data for each of the selected 

compounds. The next section discusses how this 

compositional analysis has been done in practice.  

 Substantial Equivalence Testing 
in Practice  

  Introduction 

 It has always been agreed that safety assessment 

of GM plants should be carried out on a case by 

case basis. For that reason the various official 

guidelines and guidance documents have empha-

sised principles rather than laid down hard and 

fast rules to cover all cases. Early discussions of 

the topic were rather abstract because of a lack of 

actual case studies, certainly in the peer reviewed 

literature. Since 2000 that situation has changed. 

Numerous peer reviewed articles have now been 

published on the substantial equivalence testing 

of GM crops and it is possible to see clearly how 

these studies are conducted and presented as sci-

entific reports and as integral parts of applica-

tions for regulatory approval. Some examples 

from the literature are listed in Table  1 . The fol-

lowing sections discuss factors to be considered 

in carrying out such studies using these examples 

from Table  1  as evidence of current approaches.   

  Choice of Comparators 

 The availability of a suitable comparator is 

essential to the substantial equivalence approach. 

The preferred comparator, if appropriate, is the 

near isogenic parental line. For plants that repro-

duce sexually the ideal comparison is between a 

line that is homozygous in the transgene and its 

matched azygous line. Commercial GM lines 
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  Fig. 1    An integrated and iterative approach to the hazard assessment and characterisation of new GM varieties. 

Compositional Analysis (the subject of this chapter) is an essential component but represents only one part 

of the overall scheme. (Reprinted fromKönig et al., 2004. © 2004. With permission from Elsevier)       
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  Table 1    Examples of peer reviewed substantial equivalence studies (2000–2007) based on targeted analy-

ses of samples from field trials   

 Plant  Genetic modification  Parameters   a   

 Multiple 

 Reference  Sites  Years 

 Corn  Herbicide tolerance 

(glyphosate,  mesps ) 

 Pr, Fi, AA, FA, M � �  Sidhu et al. 

 (2000)  

 Potato  Insect and viral resistance 

 cry3A  and  orf1/orf2  or 

 PVYcp  

 Pr, total solids, soluble protein, 

Glc, Suc, AA, M, vitamins 

C, B 
6,
  niacin, glycoalkaloids 

� �  Rogan et al. 

 (2000)  

 Corn  Herbicide tolerance 

(glyphosate,  cp4 esps)  

 Pr, Fi, AA, FA, M, vitamin E, 

phytic ac., TI, ferulic ac., 

 p -coumaric ac., raffinose 

� �  Ridley et al. 

 (2002)  

 Wheat  Herbicide tolerance 

(glyphosate,  cp4 esps ) 

 Pr, AA, FA, M, starch, sugars, 

niacin, vitamins B 
1
 , B 

2
 , B 

6
 , 

E, folic ac., phytic ac., 

ferulic ac.,  p -coumaric ac., 

oxalic ac. 

� �  Obert et al. 

 (2004)  

 Corn  Insect resistance ( cry1F )  Pr, AA, FA, M, vitamins A, B 
1
 , 

E, total tocopherols, folic 

ac., inositol, raffinose, 

 p -coumaric ac., ferulic ac., 

phytic ac., TI 

�  x  Herman et al. 

 (2004)  

 Corn  Insect resistance 

(modified  cry3Bb1 ) 

 Pr, Fi, AA, FA, M, folic ac., 

vitamins B 
1
 , B 

2
 , E, ferulic 

ac.,  p -coumaric ac., inositol, 

raffinose, TI 

� �  George et al. 

 (2004)  

 Rice  Herbicide tolerance 

(glufosinate,  bar ) 

 Pr, Fi, AA, FA, M, niacin, 

pantothenic ac., vitamins 

B 
1
 , B 

2
 , E, phytic ac., 

oryzanol, tocopherols, 

tocotrienols, lectin, TI, 

prolamins 

� �  Oberdoerfer 

et al.  (2005)  

 Soy  Herbicide tolerance 

(glyphosate,  cp4 esps ) 

 Pr, lectin, TI, isoflavones � �  McCann et al. 

 (2005)  

 Potato  Modified metabolism/ 

development ( fk , 

 w2gbss ,  Mal1 ,  SamDC ) 

 Dry matter, tuber number, 

sugars, glycoalkaloids, total 

nitrogen, vitamin C, TI, FA 

 x  x  Shepherd et al. 

 (2006)  

 Soy  Herbicide tolerance 

(glyphosate,  cp4 esps ) 

 Pr, Fi, AA, FA, isoflavones, 

raffinose, stachyose, TI, 

lectin, phytic ac. 

�  x  Harrigan et al. 

 (2007)  

 Corn  Insect resistance 

( cry34Ab1  and 

 cry35Ab1 ) and 

herbicide tolerance 

(glufosinate,  pat ) 

 Pr, Fi, M,AA, FA,  b -carotene, 

vitamins B 
1
 , B 

2
 , folic ac. 

tocopherols, ferulic ac., 

 p -coumaric ac., inositol, 

raffinose, phytic ac., TI 

� �  Herman et al. 

 (2007)  

 Rice  Insect resistance ( sck  

and  cry1Ac ) 

 Pr, AA, FA, M, vitamins B 
1
 , B 

2
 , 

E, phytic ac., TI, lectin 

 x  x  Li et al.  (2007)  

  a pr: proximates (protein, total fat, carbohydrates, moisture, ash); fi: fibre; aa: (total) amino acids; fa: fatty acids; 

m: minerals; ti: trypsin inhibitor  
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22 are often produced by crossing the original GM 

plant with a different non-transgenic line. In that 

case the chosen comparator is a cross between 

the same two lines, both non-transgenic (e.g. 

Ridley et al.,  2002) . Empty vector and tissue cul-

ture lines, in addition to wild type parental varie-

ties, have been used as controls for vegetatively 

propagated plants such as potato (Shepherd 

et al.,  2006) . The GM test plant and its near iso-

genic comparator are grown side by side in field 

trials (see next section). 

 It is usual practice to grow in the same field 

trials a number of different commercial lines of 

the same crop for analysis. This gives a range of 

compositional variation for the targeted com-

pounds for plants grown in the same environ-

ment and at the same time as the test plant and 

its principal comparator. Literature sources and, 

more recently, on-line databases on the compo-

sition of conventional crops provide additional 

information on natural variation. These sources 

cover a wider range of locations and seasons 

than are provided by individual field trials and 

may justifiably be used providing the analytical 

results are known to be of sufficient quality. 

For example the ILSI crop composition database 

(Ridley et al.,  2004 ;   http://www.cropcomposition.

org/    ) for corn, soy and cotton is a cumulative 

compilation of data from studies such as those 

listed in Table  1 .  

  Design of Field Trials 

 Field trial designs differ somewhat from each 

other in details but follow the same general 

principles. The GM crop and its control are 

planted in randomised blocks within a plot, often 

with three or four replicate blocks each. Recent 

studies of herbicide tolerant GM plants have 

included three treatment groups: the control and 

transgenic plants are treated with conventional 

herbicides and in a separate block the transgenic 

plant is sprayed with the herbicide to which it is 

tolerant (Herman et al.,  2004 ; Oberdoerfer et al., 

 2005) . One pooled sample is taken for analysis 

from each block. As mentioned, additional blocks 

may be planted with several commercial varie-

ties for an extended comparison. Other points to 

note from Table  1  are that the whole plot is 

usually replicated at several locations which are 

representative of areas where the crop will be 

grown (sometimes with a very wide geographical 

spread e.g. N. America, S. America, Europe); the 

number of locations is not fixed but studies with 

6 or more locations are quite common; and field 

trials are usually conducted over two successive 

growing seasons, sometimes more than this.  

  Choice of Compounds for Targeted Analyses 

 The choice of compounds for analysis is a key 

decision in any substantial equivalence study. 

It has to take into account nutritional and toxi-

cological issues including the intended use 

(food or animal feed), the importance of the crop 

to the diets of particular groups of consumers 

and the presence of known natural toxins and 

anti-nutrient factors.

•    Analysis is most often carried out on the raw 

plant material (e.g. grain, forage) although 

processed or partly processed samples may 

also be important (rough rice, brown rice, 

milled rice etc.). A range of analytical methods 

is used, each one specific for one component 

or one class of compounds. Established and 

validated analytical methods are preferred 

(with AOAC official methods used where 

available).  

•   An early criticism of the substantial equiva-

lence procedure was that there was a lack of 

consistency in the selection of compounds 

for analysis. The OECD Task Force for the 

Safety of Novel Foods and Feeds has issued 

a series of Consensus Documents for major 

crops that provide surveys on existing 

knowledge of the crop composition and pro-

vide recommendations of key components 
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to be analysed for the safety assessment of 

new varieties. The first document (on canola) 

was published in 2001 and subsequent 

documents have appeared on soybean, sugar 

beet, potato, maize, wheat, rice, cotton, barley, 

alfalfa and other legumes, cultivated mush-

room and sunflower. All these may be down-

loaded from the OECD website (  http://www.

oecd.org/document/9/0,3343,en_2649_2011

85_1812041_1_1_1_1,00.html    ).  

•   The analytes for each crop (listed as ‘Para-

meters’ in Table  1 ) include macro- and 

micronutrients. Proximates, (total) amino 

acids, fatty acids and a range of minerals are 

routinely analysed for every crop while anal-

ysis of vitamins and other minor components 

(toxins, anti-nutrients) is based on their 

known presence and importance in the par-

ticular crop. The OECD recommendations 

should be regarded as providing a basic set 

of components that may need to be aug-

mented depending upon the details of the 

modification. In practice all those publica-

tions listed in Table  1 , where work was also 

carried out as part of a regulatory approval 

application, adhered closely to the OECD 

lists of recommended components.     

 Considerations for Statistical Analyses 

 The results of field trials to test substantial 

equivalence are typically presented (e.g. Ridley 

et al.,  2002)  as summary statistical tables that 

give for each component

•    The mean amount and range (minimum-

maximum) for that component in the modi-

fied plant and its non-transgenic control. 

The means are taken across the different 

sites and blocks within a site (where appro-

priate) but results from each growing season 

are presented separately. Components for 

which a significant difference is found (e.g. 

 p  < 0.05) are indicated. Confidence intervals 

for the differences in means are also calcu-

lated but only occasionally discussed as the 

basis for the equivalence test (Oberdoerfer 

et al.,  2005)   

•   A tolerance interval and range for each com-

ponent calculated for the conventional com-

mercial varieties that are grown in the same 

field trials. The tolerance interval is calcu-

lated to include a chosen proportion (e.g. 

99%) of all samples from the population 

with a specified degree of confidence 100(1 

−  a )%, where, e.g.  a  = 0.05  

•   Minimum-maximum ranges for the compo-

nent for conventional varieties taken from 

similar earlier field trials or from the litera-

ture. A graphical presentation has also been 

adopted (Herman et al.,  2004)  in which, for 

each component, the mean values for each 

treatment are plotted in separate columns 

against a background of the literature range. 

The mean values from each site are plotted 

with a different symbol. It is possible to see 

immediately the spread in values across 

sites, whether any sites are unusual, and if 

transgenic and control treatments behave 

similarly when values fall outside the litera-

ture limits.    

 Significance testing is done by analysis of vari-

ance with the treatment as a fixed effect and the 

sites, blocks and (site x treatment) interaction as 

random effects (Ridley et al.,  2002)  or with all 

factors as fixed effects: if a (site x treatment) 

interaction is evident an examination of the data 

on a site by site basis is of interest (Oberdoerfer 

et al.,  2005) . Significant differences were found 

for a few components in all of the transgenics in 

Table  1 . A number of significant differences are 

inevitable simply because evaluation of each 

crop involves testing of over 50 components. 

However the differences found were relatively 

small, usually not repeated across growing sea-

sons and the mean value for the transgenic 

invariably fell within the tolerance interval for 

existing commercial varieties. Therefore the 
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22 differences that were found have all been judged 

‘not biologically relevant’ and the transgenics 

in Table  1  were judged to be at least as safe and 

nutritious as their conventional counterparts. 

 The use of t-tests and related methods in the 

context of substantial equivalence has been 

questioned (Hothorn and Oberdoerfer,  2006) . 

It has been argued that the statistical ‘Equiva-

lence test’ (Limentani et al.,  2005)  would be 

more appropriate. Since detailed recommenda-

tions for statistical analysis are not included in the 

official documents (e.g. EFSA,  2006)  we include 

a discussion of some of the issues in  Box 2 . 

   Box 2 Proof of hazard or proof of safety? The  t -test and the equivalence test 

 The standard approach to significance testing for substantial equivalence based on the two-

sample  t -test and applied in the majority of studies in Table  1 , has been questioned (Hothorn 

and Oberdoerfer,  2006) . In these studies the hypothesis test is framed as follows:

   Null hypothesis  H  
 0 
 :  m  

modified
  =  m  

control
  modified crop is ‘safe’  

  Alternative hypothesis  H  
 1 
 :  m  

modified
   ¹   m  

control
  modified crop is ‘hazardous’    

 where  m  is the expected value (mean) for a particular component. If we take  p  < 0.05 as the 

level at which to reject  H  
 0 
  we accept a false positive (Type I error) rate of 5%, i.e. that is the 

proportion of occasions on which it will be concluded that the treatment has an effect (modified 

crop is hazardous) when in fact it does not. Hothorn and Oberdoerfer argue that in the context 

of substantial equivalence it is the false negative (Type II error) rate that is more important and 

that the hypothesis test above should be recast to provide ‘Proof of Safety’ rather than ‘Proof 

of Hazard’. A false negative conclusion is that the treatment has no effect (modified crop is 

safe) when in reality there is a difference between GM and control: to the consumer an 

erroneous conclusion of safety is of more concern than an erroneous conclusion of hazard. 

They show that the false negative rate can vary greatly among components as it depends on the 

variance of the component as well as on the number of replicates: it will almost certainly be 

undesirably high for at least some ‘non-significant’ components with the typical low number 

of replicates in a field trial. 

 To provide ‘Proof of Safety’ they propose a hypothesis test which reverses the null and 

alternative hypotheses in the customary test:

   Null hypothesis  H  
 0 
 : | m  

modified
  -  m  

control
 |  ³   d  modified crop is ‘hazardous’.  

  Alternative hypothesis  H  
 1 
 : | m  

modified
  -  m  

control
 | <  d  modified crop is ‘safe’    

where  d  (> 0) is the ‘minimally relevant safety difference’. This approach (equivalence 

test) has the advantage that the statistical test can be applied at a chosen level,  a  safety  
,
  which 

controls the rate of erroneous conclusions that the modified crop is safe when it is not. However, 

compared with the ‘Proof of Hazard’, it presents the new task of finding a value for  d , the 

smallest change that is not biologically relevant, based on the data from comparators and their 

accepted history of safe use. The authors show how to conduct the statistical tests and calculate 

confidence intervals for both the difference and the ratio between means ( m  
modified

 /  m  
control

 ). 

Figure  2  illustrates how different conclusions can be reached using the  t -test and equivalence 

(continued)
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-d d

µmodified-µcontrol

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

0

Fig. 2 The two sample t-test and the equivalence 

test can lead to different conclusions for the same 

difference between means (µ
modifed

 – µ
control

) and 

confidence interval (shown by the double-headed 

arrow). By the t-test the means are concluded to be 

equal in (a) – (c) as the confidence intervals include 

zero, but unequal in (d) – (e). By the equivalence 

test the means of each of the two data sets are 

concluded to be equivalent in (a) and (d), but not (b) 

or (c), because the confidence intervals fall entirely 

within the acceptance range [-d, d] for (a) and (d). 

(Adapted from Limentani et al (2005))

Box 1 (continued)

test with confidence intervals created by the two methods (Limentani et al.,  2005) . With the 

 t -test the two means are declared equal if the confidence interval includes zero, as in cases 

(a) – (c). With the equivalence test the means are only declared equivalent if the confidence 

interval is completely included within the [- d ,  d ] interval, as in cases (a) and (d). 

 Hothorn and Oberdoerfer  (2006)  discuss the limitations of using a fixed safety margin for 

all components and show how component specific values may be derived for  d , from either 

the non-transgenic control data or from tolerance limits for commercial lines. Statistical 

analysis of data from multiple sites; multiple treatments (herbicide sprays); and the integration 

of tests on multiple components into a global equivalence statement are also considered. 

Practical examples of all these calculations, based on field trial data for genetically modified 

oilseed rape seeds, are provided in the paper. Other papers have made partial use of the Proof 

of Safety approach (Oberdoerfer et al.,  2005 ; Li et al.,  2007) .  

  Profiling Methods. Metabolomics  

  Introduction 

 Over the last decade the use of non-targeted 

approaches, involving different profiling meth-

ods, has made constant progress in the analysis 

of complex systems such as plants, human 

tissues and fluids. These methods employ the 

so-called post-genomic or ‘-omics’ technologies 

(Fig.  3 ). On their different biological levels the 

‘-omics’ technologies all share the same strategy 

and purpose: identification of the differences 

between two or more sets of samples without a 

prior selection of the genes, proteins or com-

pound families to analyse. In their review, 

Cellini et al.  (2004)  detailed precisely the differ-

ent principles, possibilities and limits of each 

‘-omics’ method in regard to the detection of 

unintended effects in genetically modified crops.  

 In this chapter, we will focus on the potential 

of metabolomics to detect these unintended 

effects. This method enables the analysis of the 

overall metabolite composition employing some 

of the traditional analytical techniques used for 

the targeted approach. These include GC and 
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HPLC, both generally coupled with mass spec-

trometry for metabolomics, plus additional tech-

niques including NMR and FT-ICR-MS. The 

spectroscopic instrumentation provides the abil-

ity to  measure and identify unknown  as well as 

to measure known compounds. 

 Of all the post-genomics technologies, metab-

olomics offers the best compromise between prac-

tical performance and cost per sample. It gives 

increased scope but reduced accuracy compared 

with targeted analysis (Fiehn,  2002) . Unfortunately, 

it is impossible to analyse all the different metabo-

lites with a single method or to employ the opti-

mum conditions for every detected analyte. Thus, 

it is necessary to make some compromises in 

deciding on the extraction step(s) and technique(s) 

or the most appropriate combinations of these 

prior to the analysis. Factors to consider include 

the polarity and concentration of the analytes. 

Polarity affects both the choice of extraction sol-

vent and the separation (chromatography) method, 

and concentration may dictate the detection 

method since mass spectrometry, for example, has 

much greater sensitivity than NMR.  

  Experimental Design and Reporting 

of Metabolomics Data 

 The purpose of substantial equivalence analy-

sis is the detection and identification of meta-

bolic differences between a genetically 

modified organism and its “safe” counterpart 

or control grown under the same conditions. 

Indeed, the crop composition is very sensitive 

to the environment and differences in the 

growth conditions can lead to variations in 

metabolic content independent of those arising 

from genetic modification. Even when the 

growth conditions, the harvesting of plants and 

the sample preparation are meticulously con-

trolled, the biological variability remains con-

siderable. Thus, in order to separate the effects 

of biological variability from the metabolic 

changes arising from the genetic transforma-

tion, the number of replicates needs to be 

established. The field trial designs described 

earlier that provided samples for targeted anal-

ysis should be equally applicable in metabo-

lomics, although few of the studies mentioned 

below were carried out on this scale. 

  Fig. 3    ‘Omics’ methods and their areas of application. Alterations can be detected at several biological levels 

in the organism. Transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics have all been employed to detect unin-

tended effects but most published examples relate to metabolomics       
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 The chemical analysis working group of the 

Metabolomics Standards Initiative proposed a 

set of minimum reporting standards related to 

the chemical analysis aspects of metabolomics 

together with some (non-prescriptive) recom-

mendations on replicate sampling (Sumner 

et al.,  2007) . They advised analysts to prefer 

biological replicates (repetitive analyses of 

samples obtained from different individuals or 

pooled individuals from a population) over 

analytical replicates (repetitive analyses of 

samples obtained from the same individual 

or pooled individuals) as biological variance 

almost always exceeds analytical variance. 

This report is part of a general community 

effort to assure the reliability and trustworthi-

ness of metabolomics data and to enable data 

sharing between different laboratories. One of 

the most important aspects is the systematic 

documenting of ‘metadata’, information about 

experimental design, sample growth and har-

vesting, extraction and measurement, quality 

control measures and data processing (Fiehn 

et al.,  2008) .  

  Sampling and Extraction Procedures 

 Metabolic profiling can be done on freshly har-

vested, freeze-dried or frozen stored material. 

This decision depends on the type of tissue to 

be analysed (whole plants, roots, leaves, fruits, 

seeds) and on the analytical techniques used. 

An efficient extraction method should be repro-

ducible and lead to the extraction of a wide 

range of constituents across the different chem-

ical classes, taking care to suppress enzyme 

activity that would change the metabolite com-

position. A common solvent is the methanol/

water mixture, which has been used in different 

proportions (80/20, 70/30, 50/50 or 20/80) in 

the case of polar extraction. For instance, De 

Vos et al.  (2007)  described a protocol for LC/

MS of plant materials and proposed that 75% 

methanol (v/v) and 0.1% formic acid is the 

most efficient solvent for extraction of a wide 

range of compounds including secondary 

metabolites. Ternary solvent mixtures, for 

example chloroform/methanol/water (Gullberg 

et al.,  2004 ; Lisec et al.,  2006 ; Shepherd et al., 

 2007)  or isopropanol/acetonitrile/water (Fiehn 

et al.,  2008) , have been recommended for 

extraction of plant tissues for GC/MS analysis 

whether the interest is only in polar compounds 

or in both polar and non-polar compounds. 

Frenzel et al. (Frenzel et al.,  2002)  developed a 

metabolic profiling methodology for substan-

tial equivalence work using rice as model crop. 

Their approach was based on consecutive 

extraction of lipids and polar compounds and 

subsequent fractionations of both extracts. 

Each fraction was analysed by GC/FID and 

GC/MS. This method was presented as an unbi-

ased profiling method that allowed isolation 

of a broad range of compounds from the 

sample matrix. Even though the method is 

time-consuming it shows good reproducibility 

and efficiency in the detection of major and 

minor compounds, which can increase the chance 

to detect unintended effects.  

  Analytical Techniques 

 A short overview is presented here of the ana-

lytical techniques commonly used in metabo-

lomics for the detection of unintended effects in 

genetically modified crops. More details about 

these techniques are presented in the Chapter 4 

by Hill and Wang. 

  GC/MS 

 GC/MS based metabolite profiling is nowadays 

an integral part of plant functional genomics 

(Fernie et al.,  2004 ; Fiehn et al.,  2000 ; Roessner 
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22 et al.,  2002) . It is a non-biased method which 

has long been used for metabolic profiling. This 

technique allows the identification and quantifi-

cation of low-molecular-weight metabolites (up 

to ~1,000 Da) and offers the advantage of the 

availability of stable protocols for the machine 

set up, sample preparation and chromatography 

evaluation and interpretation (Lisec et al., 

 2006) . The identification of the compounds is 

aided by the availability of shared mass spectral 

and retention time index libraries and databases 

(Kopka et al.,  2005 ; Schauer et al.,  2005 ; Fiehn 

et al.,  2008) . Recently GC-TOF-MS instru-

ments have come to be preferred for metabolic 

profiling over the more traditional quadrupole 

mass spectrometers (Santos and Galceran, 

 2003) . The TOF (time of flight) MS presents the 

advantage of fast scan times which allows the 

improvement of the deconvolution procedure, 

the reduction of run times and in some instru-

ments a higher mass accuracy.  

  HPLC/MS 

 The second major separation technique is High 

Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). 

It is more appropriate than GC for thermolabile 

or large molecules including bis- and tris-

phosphates, CoA adjuncts and lipids (Fiehn, 

 2002)  as well as a large range of secondary 

metabolites (including alkaloids, flavonoids, 

glucosinolates, isoprenoids, oxylipins, phenyl-

propanoids, pigments, saponins). Ultra Perfor-

mance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) is used 

increasingly in metabolomics because it has 

greater chromatographic resolution and allows 

shorter run times than HPLC (Grata et al.,  2008) . 

 HPLC-ESI-MS (Electrospray Ionisation 

mass spectrometry) uses a soft ionisation 

method, which yields the quasi molecular ion, 

in positive or negative ionisation mode or cation 

adducts, but a very restricted amount of frag-

mentation. The identification of unknown 

compounds is a major challenge in plant metab-

olomics. Unlike GC/MS, LC/MS libraries have 

been almost non-existent, especially for sec-

ondary metabolites. HPLC-TOF mass spec-

trometers enable accurate mass determination 

to several decimal places. This allows candidate 

empirical formulae to be assigned to peaks with 

masses of a few hundred or so; the number of 

candidates is significantly reduced if isotope 

abundance ratios are available also (Kind and 

Fiehn,  2006) . FTICR-MS (Fourier Transform 

Ion Cyclotron Resonance mass spectrometry) 

instruments provide even greater mass accuracy 

than TOFs. A scheme has been demonstrated, 

with tomato as an example, for annotation of 

metabolites using LC/FTICR-MS (Iijima et al., 

 2008) . Each entry in the database of almost 900 

metabolites (of which nearly 500 are novel) is 

annotated with the accurate mass and derived 

formula plus additional information including 

the MS/MS spectrum. Further development 

and public availability of such databases will 

facilitate characterisation of novel compounds 

and pathways.  

  DIMS (Direct Injection Mass Spectrometry) 

or FIE-MS (Flow Injection Electrospray-MS) 

 Direct injection of crude extracts can be done 

into the ESI source of the mass spectrometer 

without chromatographic separation. A finger-

print spectrum is obtained with a single domi-

nant peak for each metabolite and peaks are 

separated according to the molecular mass 

allowing the fingerprint to be used as a classifi-

cation tool. The technique is very rapid but is 

quantitatively less reliable than methods that 

incorporate a separation step. It is at its most 

powerful on spectrometers with very high mass 

accuracy such as FT-ICR instruments (Aharoni 

et al.,  2002) . A metabolic profiling scheme that 

uses direct injection FT-ICR/MS has been 

described (Oikawa et al.,  2006) . With suitable 

precautions reliable accurate masses are 

obtained that can be used to search the 
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KNApSAcK database for metabolite identifica-

tion; the signal intensities are sufficiently 

repeatable for input to statistical classification 

programmes.  

  NMR 

 In the last decade, many reviews have been 

written on the application of NMR spectroscopy 

to the metabolic profiling of plants and crops 

(Colquhoun,  2007 ; Defernez and Colquhoun, 

 2004 ; Holmes et al.,  2006 ; Krishnan et al., 

 2005) . 

 NMR spectroscopy enables the direct analy-

sis of crude extracts in solution or, using the 

‘magic angle spinning’ (MAS) technique, of 

intact tissues. Potentially NMR spectroscopy 

can detect any molecule containing one or more 

atoms with a non-zero nuclear magnetic moment 

such as  1 H,  13 C,  14 N,  15 N or  31 P. The technique is 

non-destructive and non-invasive and allows 

the analysis of  in vivo  samples. In routine pro-

filing only one-dimensional (1D) solution state 

 1 H NMR spectra of extracts are acquired. In 

addition some two-dimensional (2D) NMR 

spectra are acquired ( 1 H- 1 H COSY,  1 H- 1 H 

TOCSY,  1 H- 13 C HSQC,  1 H- 13 C HMBC are the 

most common experiments) from a few repre-

sentative samples in order to determine  1 H and 

 13 C chemical shifts of constituents in the 

extracts. These can then be compared with data 

from chemical shift libraries of pure compounds 

for identification. 

 The sensitivity of NMR is several orders of 

magnitude lower than mass spectrometry. It is 

impossible to detect compounds in very low 

concentration. Signal overlap is reduced and 

sensitivity improved by working at high mag-

netic field. Most profiling experiments are 

carried out on 500 or 600 MHz instruments but 

the cost of going to higher fields is substantial. 

Nevertheless, the sensitivity can also be improved 

by using cryogenic probe heads which deliver a 

three- to fourfold increase in signal to noise ratio 

by cooling the detection system (but not the 

sample) to 20 K.   

  Data Analysis 

 The aim of the data analysis is to determine 

whether the genetically modified samples can 

be differentiated from their controls, and if so, to 

identify the factors underlying the discrimination. 

Compared with the conventional (targeted) 

substantial equivalence studies discussed above 

(Section   1.2    ) multivariate statistical methods 

are of much greater importance in non-targeted 

analysis, especially for the ‘fingerprinting’ 

techniques, DIMS and NMR. The first step of 

the data analysis is to transform the analytical 

results into computable numerical data as input 

for statistical analyses. Several software pack-

ages are available to convert the spectroscopic 

or chromatographic data:

•    LC/MS and GC/MS data are three-dimen-

sional in nature with retention time (RT), 

 m/z  and intensity axes. Recent developments 

in processing software for unbiased mass 

peak extraction and retention time align-

ment across multiple samples include pub-

licly available software packages such as 

MetAlign, XCMS and MZmine plus com-

mercial packages from all the major instru-

ment manufacturers (see Katajamaa and 

Orešič,  2007  for a more complete list). 

These offer the possibility of an untargeted 

approach which aims to gather information 

on as many metabolites as possible in each 

extract analysed. The outputs are typically 

tables arranged with one sample per row and 

a combined mass_RT variable per column. 

The cells of the table contain the integrated 

value of each peak.  

•   For NMR spectra, the data can be analysed 

either at the full acquired resolution or more 

often after a primary data reduction step 

(called ‘binning’ or ‘bucketing’) whereby 
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regions over fixed or variable spectral inter-

vals and normalised.    

 Because of the complexity of the data, it is dif-

ficult to make any meaningful comparison of 

individual spectra or chromatograms simply by 

inspection. Nevertheless, a useful first step in 

NMR is to compare average spectra of GM and 

conventional samples and attempt to identify 

the chemical origins of the most obvious 

differences.

•    Univariate methods, such as t-test or 

ANOVA, may be applied to identify signifi-

cant differences in metabolite levels between 

GM and controls (Le Gall et al.,  2003) . If 

the compounds are explicitly quantified as 

with GC/MS or LC/MS a direct composi-

tional comparison is possible enabling an 

extended substantial equivalence study, 

using data that has been collected in a non-

targeted way. A proportion of the signals 

quantified in GC/MS or LC/MS experi-

ments will be associated with unknown 

compounds. The indexing by  m/z  value and 

retention time gives assurance that the same 

entity is being measured across the different 

samples and thus statistical comparison can 

be made. It is, of course, desirable to iden-

tify unequivocally any unknown compound 

for which a significant difference is found. 

The disadvantage of the univariate approach 

is that it is difficult to recognise any under-

lying relationships in the changes for the 

many compounds measured.  

•   Multivariate statistical analyses give a 

much better overall picture of how a given 

sample relates to other samples. The pur-

pose is to treat all the compounds or peaks 

simultaneously despite significant chal-

lenges in processing such data, mainly 

related to the fact that the number of varia-

bles (data points, peaks or compounds) usu-

ally exceeds the number of samples. The 

mathematical difficulties associated with 

treating the whole data set can be avoided 

by using methods that reduce the dimen-

sionality of the data (i.e. reduce the number 

of variables).  

•   The main technique used for the compression 

of data is Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) which is an unsupervised statistical 

method (Kemsley et al.,  2007) . Its purpose is 

to transform the original data into a set of 

“scores” (coordinates) for each sample on the 

principal component (PC) axes. The principal 

components are orthogonal to each other and 

explain progressively less variance in the data 

set. The relationship between the initial vari-

ables and the PC axes is expressed through the 

“loadings” which are the weights each of the 

initial variables have in the linear combination 

that defines the new axes. Scatter plots of the 

scores and the loadings on the first few PC 

axes provide a good means of visualizing the 

data. The scores plots will show any cluster-

ing of similar samples, separation of different 

classes (GM and controls) or the presence 

of outliers. The loadings plots show which 

compounds are responsible for the group dis-

crimination, as compounds with high loadings 

values are most significant. Other statistical 

methods can also be used such as Hierarchical 

Cluster Analysis, Partial Least Squares 

Regression (PLS) (Wold,  1984)  or linear dis-

criminant analysis (LDA).      

  Applications of Metabolomics  

  Introduction 

 The applications of targeted metabolite analy-

ses to first generation commercial GM crops, 

with modified input requirements, were 

described above. Here we will focus on “state-

of-art” metabolite profiling studies for the 

determination of possible unintended effects, 

earlier applications in this area having already 

been reported (Cellini et al.,  2004) . The emphasis 

has moved to plants with modified output traits 
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that will bring nutritional or other benefits to 

consumers. The remainder of the chapter deals 

mainly with plants where output traits have 

been modified by direct intervention in the plant 

metabolism by introduction of novel (foreign) 

enzymes or by changing the activity of endog-

enous enzymes. Engineering of plant metabolic 

pathways to produce high value natural prod-

ucts has been reviewed. Whilst there have been 

notable successes, introduction of a multi-step 

pathway into a heterologous target plant may 

have unexpected outcomes (Dixon,  2005) . 

Metabolomic analysis of transgenic plants can 

demonstrate the absence of unexpected results 

or, if they do occur, can help to understand 

their cause. 

 An experiment in which a multi-step path-

way from  Sorghum bicolor  was introduced into 

 Arabidopsis thaliana  illustrates these points. 

It was demonstrated that introduction of the 

full pathway produced the desired product 

without accompanying side effects, whereas 

partial introduction of the pathway might or 

might not have an adverse impact on the plant 

(Kristensen et al.,  2005) . These observations 

could largely be rationalised by metabolomic 

and transcriptomic analyses of the 1 x , 2 x , 3 x  

transgenics (see Fig.  4  for definitions) and 

comparison with wild-type  A. thaliana . The 

pathway by which dhurrin, a cyanogenic glyco-

side (metabolite S3), is produced from tyrosine 

(A1) and its relationship to the endogenous  A. 

thaliana  glucosinolate pathway are shown in 

Fig.  4 . Introduction of the entire pathway led to 

accumulation of dhurrin in line 3 x  with little 

additional discernible effect on the phenotype, 

metabolome or transcriptome. It was argued 

that the three enzymes E1-E3 form a complex 

(metabolon) that directs flux through the 

intermediates S1 and S2 towards dhurrin 

formation.  

 Line 1 x  also had a normal phenotype and 

typical phenylpropanoid profile but accumu-

lated additional glucosinolates derived from 

tyrosine, evidently through transformation of 

intermediate S1 by endogenous  A. thaliana  

enzymes of the glucosinolate pathway (aided by 

possible co-localisation of E1 and E5). In con-

trast the 2 x  line exhibited a stunted phenotype 

and unusual metabolic profile with reduced 

A1 

S1

S2

S3

E1

E2

E3

A3

A2

A4

A7

E4

E5

3 steps E6-

E8

glucosinolates 

(via A5 & A6)

Derived from S. bicolor 
Enzymes: E1 – E3 
Metabolites: S1 – S3 

Endogenous to A. thaliana

Enzymes: E4 – E8 

Metabolites: A1 – A7 

dhurrin

  Fig. 4    Schematic representation of the synthesis of dhurrin (S3) from tyrosine (A1) in transgenic  A. thaliana  

via the pathway introduced from  S. bicolor . The other pathway shows the endogenous  A. thaliana  pathway 

for general synthesis of glucosinolates (A7) from amino acids (A2). Transgenic lines of three  A. thaliana  

genotypes 1 x , 2 x , 3 x  resulting from introduction respectively of the genes for E1 only, (E1 + E2), and (E1 

+ E2 + E3) were studied. The 1 x  and 3 x  plants exhibited the same phenotype as wild-type  A. thaliana  but 

the 2 x  plants were stunted (Kristensen et al.,  2005)        
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22  levels of the UV-protective compound sinapoyl 

malate and its precursor sinapoylglucose, and 

of kaempferol glucosides. Additional com-

pounds that appeared in 2 x  (glucosides of 

 p -hydroxybenzoate) were proposed to be S2 

detoxification products. This side reaction also 

led to loss of the important sinapate esters, from 

a pathway that was not obviously related. It was 

argued that the pleiotropic effects in line 2 x  

resulted from the association of enzymes E1 

and E2 which directs flux through S1 towards 

S2 rather than into the glucosinolate pathway, 

the route for disposal of S1 in line 1 x . This 

example illustrates the delicate balance that 

determines whether predicted or unexpected 

results are obtained when introduced and endog-

enous pathways interact and when factors such 

as metabolic channelling (metabolons) have to 

be considered.  

  Potato 

 Flow Injection Electrospray-MS (FIE-MS) and 

GC-TOF-MS have been used to compare the 

metabolite profiles of tubers of two series of 

transgenic Desirée potato lines (3 lines for each 

series) with two parental lines (Desirée wild-

type and tissue culture controls) plus four other, 

non-Desirée, conventional cultivars, making 12 

genotypes in all (Catchpole et al.,  2005 ; Enot 

et al.,  2007) . In the first series the  1-SST  transgene 

for the enzyme sucrose:sucrose 1-fructosyltran-

ferase was expressed inducing the production of 

the trisaccharide 1-kestose and oligofructans 

(Fig.  5 ); in the second series both  1-SST  and the 

fructan:fructan 1-fructosyl-transferase gene 

( 1-FFT ) were expressed leading to formation of 

inulin polymers from 1-kestose and oligof-

ructans. The transgenes were originally from 

globe artichoke and the presence of fructose-

containing carbohydrates in the diet has been 

proposed to have possible beneficial effects for 

the prevention of colon cancer (Van Loo et al., 

 1999) . The crops were grown in a designed field 

trial (one location, 2 years) and the analytical 

samples were taken from individual tubers.  

 In the first part of the study (Catchpole et al., 

 2005)  600 potato tuber samples from the 12 

genotypes were analysed by FIE-MS. PCA, 

LDA and decision tree multivariate analysis 

methods were applied successively to the MS 

data. Each statistical method enabled discrimi-

nation of three groups: the conventional culti-

vars (including both types of Desirée control), 

the  SST  and the  SST/FFT  samples. A further 

differentiation between the individual conven-

tional cultivars could be achieved by the two 

supervised methods. Display of the results in 

the form of a ‘confusion matrix’ showed how 

many independent test samples were assigned 

to the correct genotype and what the predicted 

genotype was in cases when the prediction was 

incorrect. The authors found that fructose con-

taining compounds (fructans with DP3–7, i.e. 

the intended products of the modification) 

were the source of the ions most responsible 

for the discrimination between GM and non-GM 

samples. The data analysis was then repeated 

with these top-ranking ions omitted from the 

initial data set. Although there was an increase 

of confusion between SST lines and Desiree 

controls, suggesting equivalence of GM and 

control genotypes, a good discrimination 

between SST/FFT lines and Desirée controls 

was still observable, implying non-equivalence 

and the presence of additional discriminating 

metabolites. 

 In order to identify these metabolites, 

Catchpole et al. decided to use GC-TOF-MS, 

analysing 2,182 tubers (~180 replicates per gen-

otype) for 252 metabolite peaks. Roughly a 

third of metabolites were fully identified, a third 

partly known (class of compound) and a third 

unknown. Univariate statistical analyses were 

carried out systematically for all 252 metabo-

lites, in addition to multivariate analyses using 

the methods already described. Two metabolites 

found in GM samples were not present in any of 

the conventional controls. The large number of 
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replicates led to rather precise estimates for the 

mean and standard deviation (SD) of the metab-

olite concentrations for all the other metabolites 

in the non-GM cultivars (cv). A “safety range” 

was defined for each individual metabolite run-

ning from a minimum of (mean - SD) 
cvA

  to a 

maximum of (mean + SD) 
cvB

  where the mini-

mum and maximum values were derived from 

the data on all the non-GM cultivars (cf. discus-

sion of parameter  d  in Box  2 ). “Out of range” 

metabolites, of which the concentrations in the 

transgenic lines were outside the “safe” range 

defined with the controls, were sought. 

 Only six “out of range” markers correspond-

ing to fructans (DP2: levanbiose, inulobiose 1 

and 2, and DP3: inulotriose 1 and 2 and 1-kestose 

(see Fig.  5 )), were identified, of which the DP3 

saccharides were already known from FIE-MS 

analysis. Multivariate analysis on the data 

set, from which these oligosaccharides were 

removed, failed to separate the GM lines from 

the Desirée controls although the conventional 

cultivars were still separated from each other 

and from the Desirée GM/non-GM group. 

Thus the metabolite composition of field-grown 

fructan- and insulin-producing potatoes was 

within the “safe limits” defined by conventional 

cultivars, with the exception of the compounds 

produced by the introduced genes. A second 

study (Enot et al.,  2007)  based on the same sam-

ples plus further samples from a second harvest 

demonstrated that consistent results could be 

obtained by FIE-MS fingerprinting even using 

two different instruments for analysis of the 2 

years’ crops. 

 The metabolite profiles of 40 GM potato 

lines and controls belonging to Desirée and 

Record varieties modified in primary carbon 

metabolism, starch synthesis, glycoprotein 

processing or polyamine/ethylene metabolism 

were analysed (Defernez et al.,  2004) . The  1 H 

NMR and HPLC-UV profiles of the tuber 

extracts of these samples were recorded and 

PCA was performed on both datasets: the most 

  Fig. 5    Chemical structures of simplest fructose-containing oligosaccharides present in GM potatoes in 

which the  1-SST  gene or both  1-SST  and  1-FFT  genes were expressed       
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22 obvious difference was between the varieties. 

Significant differences were also found between 

two of the four GM Desiree lines with modified 

polyamine metabolism and their controls. These 

two lines presented a very abnormal phenotype 

and the authors pointed out that these samples 

would not have passed the primary substantial 

equivalence test based on agronomic perform-

ance and phenotype. However, even for these 

extreme lines the changes in the metabolite con-

centrations remained modest and the com-

pounds found to be responsible for the GM/

control discrimination, such as proline, trigo-

nelline or choline, have elevated concentrations 

in GM lines, most likely reflecting a general 

response to osmotic stress. In the other GM 

series, few significant compositional changes 

were observed and in these cases differences in 

mean values did not exceed a  two- to threefold 

change which was small relative to overall 

variability. 

 As part of a UK Food Standards Agency 

project (G02001), metabolomics studies of these 

GM lines continued with crops grown over three 

successive years near Dundee, Scotland (the 

first year under containment, then 2 years’ field 

trials). The transgenic lines studied were the 

same as the Desirée lines in Defernez et al  (2004)  

with the addition of series called sampat con-

taining the potato S-adenosylmethionine decar-

boxylase ( SamDC ) gene in sense and antisense 

orientation under control of a tuber specific pro-

moter (Shepherd et al,  2006) . The sense and 

antisense transformants had respectively 

increased and decreased levels of polyamines 

but only the sense lines showed an altered pheno-

type (higher proportion of small tubers but no 

change in total yield). Numerous controls were 

grown at the same time including Desirée wild 

type, empty vector and tissue culture lines. 

In the last year’s field trial over 20 additional 

varieties (current and former commercial culti-

vars, landraces) were grown to assess natural 

variability. Samples were analysed by NMR (all 

years) and GC/MS and LC/MS (final year). 

Statistical analyses were by PCA and, for indi-

vidual compounds, ANOVA. 

 An example of the PCA analysis is shown in 

Fig.  6  (NMR data, 2002 field trial). Overall, there 

were no gross differences between GM lines and 

controls: some antisense mal1 lines (modified 

glycoprotein processing, show stunted growth in 

field trials) and the antisense sampat line were 

separated slightly on the PCA plot from the 

majority of Desirée controls. The separation 

resulted from a multiplicity of small differences 

between GM and controls, rarely exceeding two-

fold (differences involving other compounds but 

of the same small magnitude were detected by 

GC/MS and LC/MS) and attributable to both 

intended and unintended effects. For example 

changes involving some amino acids (Met, Asn) 

could plausibly be linked to altered polyamine 

metabolism; other changes (Phe, Tyr) were more 

difficult to explain. Much more extensive varia-

tion in metabolite concentrations was found 

among the different commercial and breeding 

varieties studied than between the Desirée GM 

lines and controls.  

 Metabolic profiling by LC/MS led to the 

discovery of a class of phenolic polyamine 

conjugates (kukoamines) not previously 

identified in potato, or in other solanaceous 

species or common foods (Parr et al., 

 2005) . One of these compounds, N,N’- bis  

(Dihydrocaffeoyl) spermine (Fig.  7 ), was 

present at a higher level in the sampat anti-

sense line than in the Desirée controls, or in 

any of the non-Desirée cultivars. Since  SamDC  

is involved in polyamine biosynthesis, changes 

in phenolic amine conjugates might be said to 

represent primary effects of the genetic trans-

formation. The kukoamines (which have 

attracted interest for possible biological 

activity) are obviously safe to consume in 

potato as they were found in all the commer-

cial cultivars examined. Nevertheless they are 

an example of a class of compounds which 

would never have been targeted for analysis in 

a conventional substantial equivalence study.  
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 The identification of metabolite changes 

in transgenic potatoes containing an altered 

rice anthranilate synthase  a -subunit gene 

( OASA1D ) has been investigated (Matsuda 

et al.,  2005) . In order to determine the effects 

of this gene on levels of free tryptophan and 

  Fig. 7    Chemical structure of N,N′-bisdihydrocaffeoylspermine (kukoamine A), one member of a family of 

compounds revealed to be present in potato for the first time by LC/MS metabolite profiling       
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  Fig. 6    PCA scores plot of tuber extracts from a field trial in 2002 (NMR data). The Desirée based GM lines 
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22 anthranilate synthase activity, HPLC-UV pro-

files of leaf and tuber extracts from the modi-

fied and non-modified lines were recorded. 

The chromatograms showed that the expres-

sion of this gene induced a 2- to 20-fold 

increase in the amount of free tryptophan. 

They did not reveal unintended effects of the 

genetic modification in the levels of metabo-

lites compared to the controls but indole-3-

acetic acid (IAA), analysed by LC/MS, 

increased up to 2.5-fold in leaf tissue. Although 

a higher level of free IAA did not seem to 

affect the growth and development of the 

transgenic plants, its accumulation in other 

species induced by the mutation of genes 

related to IAA homeostasis resulted in pheno-

typic abnormalities (Ljung et al.,  2002) .  

  Cereals 

 The substantial equivalence of three geneti-

cally modified wheats expressing additional 

high molecular-weight subunit genes and two 

corresponding parental lines was assessed 

(Baker et al.,  2006) .  1 H NMR metabolic profil-

ing was carried out on polar extracts of ground 

grains (flour) from samples grown in replicate 

field trials on two UK sites (Rothamsted and 

Long Ashton) over 3 years. The comparison of 

the  1 H NMR spectra of the modified and non-

modified samples by PCA showed a stronger 

influence of site and year than of genotype. It 

also revealed increased levels of maltose and/

or sucrose and differences in free amino acid 

content in the line with the highest expression 

of the transgene. In order to examine more pre-

cisely the variations in the amino acid compo-

sition, the authors used a GC/MS technique on 

selected materials (grown in 2000). The most 

noticeable difference was that the samples 

grown at Rotham sted contained higher 

amounts of glutamine, glutamic acid, asparag-

ine and aspartic acid and lower amounts of 

GABA and proline compared to the samples 

grown at Long Ashton. The results show that 

the environment influences the metabolic vari-

ation between samples more than the genetic 

modification and that differences between GM 

lines and controls remain within the same range 

as the differences observed between control 

lines grown on different sites and in different 

years. 

 The NMR technique was also used (Manetti 

et al.,  2004)  to analyse transgenic maize seeds 

expressing the  Cry1Ab  gene. PLS-DA per-

formed on bucketed  1 H NMR spectra of two 

groups of maize seeds (one GM line and its 

non-GM counterparts) enabled the authors to 

characterise the transgenic seeds as samples 

with lower concentrations in choline, asparag-

ine, histidine and trigonelline compared to the 

controls. This model was used to predict the 

class for 12 other seed samples (all controls 

from three different inbred lines) and gave 

100% correct prediction. In a second study of 

 Cry1Ab  transgenic maize, the same authors 

introduced a complex protocol to investigate 

the metabolite pathways affected by the genetic 

modification (Manetti et al.,  2006) . However it 

is difficult to draw any general conclusions 

about equivalence or non-equivalence from 

small scale studies such as this. 

 Transgenic rice seeds expressing the 

 OASA1D  gene inducing the accumulation of 

tryptophan in calli and leaves were analysed 

using HPLC-UV (Wakasa et al.,  2006) . 

The results obtained in this investigation are 

similar to these obtained on the transgenic 

potatoes (see previous section), i.e. an increase 

of about two orders of magnitude in the amount 

of free Trp as well as a twofold increase of 

indole-3-acetic acid compared to wild type 

samples. The HPLC profiles did not highlight 

substantial changes for the other phenolics. It 

was demonstrated that  OASA1D  genetic modi-

fication could be used to increase the tryp-

tophan content in the seeds of rice as a means 

of improving its nutritional value for human 

consumption or animal feed. 
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 A very interesting study (Jacobs et al.,  2007)  

has made a comparison of the same genetic 

modification (expression of a sodium pumping 

ATPase,  PpENA1 ) in both rice and barley. The 

transgenic barley and rice lines showed large 

differences in the effects on their GC/MS meta-

bolic profiles (relative to appropriate null-seg-

regants) although the same modification was 

involved. On the one hand the genetic modifica-

tion of the barley samples led to a significant 

increase of free amino acids (e.g. Ala (8-fold), 

GABA (9-fold), Gln (22-fold), Pro (85-fold), 

Gly, Homoserine and Phe); fatty acids (mainly 

9,12 (Z,Z) octadecanoic acid, tetradecanoic acid 

and ethanolamine); salicylic acid and 4-hydrox-

ycinnamic acid. They also observed the decrease 

of sugars (glucose-6-phosphate, fructose-6-

phosphate); citric and isocitric acids, glycolytic 

and TCA intermediates. On the other hand, the 

transgenic rice showed a decrease of the free 

amino acid content (mainly Leu,  b -Ala, Ileu, 

Pro, Thr, Tyr, Val) and an increase of quinic, 

salicylic (also seen in barley), and glyceric 

acids. They also noticed the decrease of citric 

and isocitric acid, as seen in the barley samples, 

but no effect was observed for the sugars and 

fatty acids. PCA has been applied to the metab-

olite profiles and a clear separation between 

species could be observed on PC1 indicating 

that the greatest metabolite changes were 

between species rather than due to transgene 

expression. The other PCs showed that overall 

differences are larger between transgenic and 

control rice leaves than in barley. The observed 

differences between the two species would be 

difficult to predict based solely on the known 

function of a Na  +  pumping ATPase which high-

lights the efficiency of metabolic profiling in 

assessing the unexpected effects of transgene 

introduction. This study shows that it is just as 

important to investigate the metabolic conse-

quences of a genetic modification when the 

gene is involved in a general biochemical process 

such as ion homeostasis as it is when the gene 

encodes a biosynthetic enzyme.  

  Tomato 

 The metabolic profiling of tomato using  1 H NMR 

spectroscopy has been applied in order to detect 

the unintended effects of the introduction of two 

maize transcription factors ( LC  and  C1 ) inducing 

the accumulation of flavonols (Le Gall et al., 

 2003)  and in another study, to identify the effects 

on tomato fruits engineered to accumulate sper-

mine and spermidine (Mattoo et al.,  2006) . 

 Alcoholic extracts of freeze-dried  LC/C1  

tomatoes and their null-segregants were ana-

lysed by NMR (Le Gall et al.,  2003)  for both 

types of samples at different stages of maturity. 

PLS and ANOVA methods, applied to the  1 H 

NMR profiles allowed the identification of the 

effects of the genetic modification for the 

mature tomatoes. In addition to the large 

expected increase of naringenin and kaempferol 

glycosides (increased at least tenfold), the trans-

genic lines were characterised by increased 

amounts of Gln, Asn and trigonelline and a 

decrease of GABA, Phe, Val, some nucleotides, 

malic and citric acids and sucrose. However, 

these changes in mean values were relatively 

minor (two- or threefold) and remained in the 

range of the natural variability. 

 In the study of tomatoes engineered to pro-

duce spermine and spermidine (Mattoo et al., 

 2006)  cluster analysis, linear discriminant anal-

ysis and PCA were applied to  1 H NMR spectra 

of transgenic and control (wild type and 

azygous) samples from fruit at three different 

stages of ripeness (red, pink and green + 

breaker). Only pink and red fruits showed clear 

distinction between GM and non-GM samples 

and significant changes were found in levels of 

choline, Gln, Asn, Asp, Val, citrate, malate and 

fumarate and an unidentified compound ( d  = 

2.78 ppm). However, no novel compounds 

were detected and the metabolic profiling sug-

gested that spermine and spermidine are per-

ceived as nitrogenous metabolites by fruit cells, 

which results in the stimulation of carbon 

sequestration.  
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22   Other Vegetables 

 Once again, NMR spectroscopy has been the 

technique of choice for the metabolic profiling 

of transgenic pea leaves (Charlton et al.,  2004) . 

 1 H NMR spectra obtained from uniformly 

grown glasshouse plants revealed differences 

between transgenic and control groups that 

exceeded the natural variation of the plants. 

However, the comparison between the wild-

type and null-segregant controls also showed 

significant differences. These changes due to 

factors independent of the transgene introduc-

tion have larger effects on metabolite profiles 

than the genetic modification. The authors con-

cluded that the examination of natural variabil-

ity should provide new methods for rapidly 

demonstrating that a GM plant destined for 

human or animal consumption lies within the 

spectrum of normal variation. 

 Moreover, this technique has also enabled 

Sobolev et al.  (2007)  to examine transgenic let-

tuce lines expressing the  asparagine synthetase 

A  ( asnA ) gene from  E. coli , intended to alter the 

plant nitrogen status and enhance growth. NMR 

metabolic profiles showed that the transgenic 

line and the wild-type counterpart shared the 

same compounds, but statistical analysis (PCA) 

revealed side effects on the carbon metabolism 

following genetic modification. The transgenic 

samples were characterised by a very large 

increased accumulation of inulin (up to 30-fold), 

accompanied by significantly lower concentra-

tions of fructose, sucrose and glucose. It was 

also shown that the genetic modification 

affected the Krebs cycle, resulting in decreases 

of alpha-ketoglutarate, succinate, fumarate and 

malate and increases of citric and tartaric acids, 

as well as the alteration of N metabolism (sig-

nificant changes in Glu and GABA). The 

increased production of inulins was unexpected 

but these results indicate that the  pMAC:asnA  

lettuce line is of interest for future breeding pro-

grams since inulins are believed to be beneficial 

for human health.   

  Conclusion  

 Having considered the targeted and metabo-

lomics approaches to compositional analysis in 

some detail it is worth considering the role of 

compositional analysis in the overall safety 

assessment of GM plants. In fact we have con-

sidered two groups of GM plant

•    Type 1: plants modified to provide improved 

agronomic performance, usually by inser-

tion of single genes to confer insect resist-

ance or herbicide tolerance. GM crops of 

this type are widely grown across many 

parts of the world.  

•   Type 2: plants modified by more complex 

metabolic engineering strategies to provide 

nutritional or health benefits or to provide 

greater tolerance to stresses (e.g. drought, 

high salt). Few GM plants of this type have 

yet been put forward for regulatory approval.    

 The scheme shown in Fig.  1  is aimed at demon-

strating that the GM plant or food derived from it 

is  at least as safe  as the parent crop. That is, it is a 

 relative  safety assessment, since there can be no 

 absolute  guarantee of safety for any food what-

ever its origin. Hence knowledge of the parent 

crop, its history of safe use, and its composition is 

crucial. Knowledge of its composition guides the 

choice of compounds for the targeted analysis 

approach and provides the range of baseline val-

ues with which the GM plant composition can be 

compared. The scheme of Fig.  1  incorporates 

methods for identifying and characterising haz-

ards associated with both  intended  and  unintended  

effects of the modification. With regard to the 

intended effects tests for possible toxic or aller-

genic properties of introduced products may be 

carried out (under the heading ‘Characterisation 

of gene products’) using a range of  in silico ,  in 

vitro  and  in vivo  methods following well estab-

lished protocols for the testing of single chemi-

cals (EFSA GMO Panel,  2008) . 

 The detection of unintended effects relies on 

a combined molecular, phenotypic, agronomic 
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and compositional analysis of the GM plant. 

Based on the outcome of these analyses a deci-

sion is taken on whether to proceed to the next 

stage of the safety assessment which would 

involve a 90-day animal feeding study (Fig.  1 , 

‘Safety Assessment of New GM Crop/ Food’). 

Since such studies are testing a whole food 

rather than a single substance they need to be 

designed with great care if misleading results 

are to be avoided (EFSA GMO Panel,  2008 ; 

Poulsen et al.,  2007) . When the results of the 

combined phenotypic, agronomic and composi-

tional analyses from field trials show equiva-

lence between the GM plant and the conventional 

comparator it is unnecessary to proceed with a 

feeding study; however when multiple compo-

sitional changes, beyond the intended effects, 

are observed such a study would be required. 

 In fact none of the Type 1 GM plants, as 

described in Table   1    , nor any of the currently 

approved and commercially grown GM crops 

have shown altered phenotypes or composi-

tional changes (beyond those intended). 

Nevertheless, as a precautionary measure, feed-

ing trials have frequently been carried out and 

reported in applications for regulatory approval 

of Type 1 plants even when compositional sub-

stantial equivalence had already been demon-

strated: according to the EFSA GMO Panel the 

90-day feeding trials contribute little additional 

useful information towards the safety assess-

ment in these cases (EFSA GMO Panel,  2008) . 

On the other hand animal feeding trials will 

always have to be seriously considered for test-

ing of food and feed derived from Type 2 plants 

with claims to provide nutritional or health ben-

efits. Indeed it has been asked whether the 

safety assessment scheme devised for GMOs 

should be applied to all novel plant foods even 

if they are products of modern ‘conventional’ 

breeding methods (Kok et al,  2008) . 

 The safety assessment scheme outlined in 

Fig.  1  has been applied on many occasions to 

Type 1 GM plants but, as yet, not at all to the 

newer Type 2 plants which are still at the pre-

market stage. The more complex metabolic 

engineering involved in producing these plants 

makes the occurrence of unintended effects 

more probable and modification may lead to 

intended effects which consist of much more 

than the introduction of a single gene product. 

Targeted analysis has proved to be a robust 

method for determining substantial equivalence 

in Type 1 crops but examples given in  ‘Appli-

cations of Metabolomics’ section show that this 

method alone may not be adequate for safety 

assessment of Type 2 GMOs where non-tar-

geted metabolomic and other ‘omics analyses 

could be used advantageously. 

 Targeted analyses already benefit from avail-

ability of validated analytical methods, consensus 

selection of a set of target compounds for each 

crop and a growing body of information on the 

compositional variation of those compounds 

across many growing locations and seasons. 

Metabolomics faces a number of challenges if it 

is to attain the same status and be adopted rou-

tinely as part of the safety assessment procedure. 

The ‘Profiling Methods. Metabolomics’ section 

the outlined the many variables that can affect the 

outcome of a metabolomics experiment and 

equipment and methods are constantly progress-

ing. However it is a sign of the increasing  maturity 

of the area that detailed experimental procedures 

are being published in specialist ‘protocols’ jour-

nals and adoption of these will lead to greater 

standardisation between laboratories. Compounds 

have been selected for targeted analysis because 

there is some background knowledge as to why 

they are important; in metabolomics many addi-

tional compounds will be measured for the first 

time. The implications of these compounds for 

safety, if any, will be unknown as will the ‘nor-

mal’ concentration range for these compounds in 

conventional crops. 

 As pointed out in the ‘Application of Potato’ 

section the study of GM potatoes by Catchpole 

et al.,  (2005)  is the first large scale metabolomic 

analysis of a field-grown crop. They used non-

targeted FIE-MS and GC/MS supplemented by 
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22 targeted LC/MS. FIE-MS is a rapid method, 

applicable to large numbers of samples: the data 

is most suitable for analysis by multivariate 

methods. NMR spectroscopy has also been a 

widely used fingerprinting technique. It too 

relies on multivariate data analysis with good 

potential for identifying unknowns provided 

they are present at fairly high concentrations. 

 The GC/MS technique is much closer to the 

conventional targeted approach in that individ-

ual compounds are quantified (not in terms of 

absolute concentrations: this makes the transfer 

and sharing of data more complex although there 

is an increasing trend to deposit results of metab-

olomic analyses in publicly available databases). 

GC/MS results permit the use of both univariate 

and multivariate statistics: the univariate equiva-

lence or t-test is likely to be required by regula-

tors. Using a single technique, GC/MS enables 

the measurement of many more compounds 

(250 in the example quoted) than the usual tar-

geted study. However some important com-

pounds are not covered by GC/MS; many 

compounds measured by GC/MS are not yet 

identified chemically; and checking the decon-

volution and extraction of peak intensities from 

the raw data remains a labour intensive task. 

Nevertheless the study by Catchpole et al.  (2005)  

illustrates the feasibility of supplementing tar-

geted analysis methods with current non-tar-

geted GC/MS technology, particularly for GM 

crops in which the primary metabolism has been 

modified; aided by recent LC/MS developments 

including accurate mass measurements and 

accompanying databases for secondary metabo-

lites, metabolomics is capable of becoming a 

practical safety assessment tool for the next gen-

eration of novel plant-based foods.     
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    Recent Advances
in Traditional Medicines 
and Dietary Supplements       

     Jeevan   Prasain   and     Stephen   Barnes        

  Abstract       Traditional medicines and dietary 

supplements continue to be used in the search 

for bioactive agents that maintain health and 

prevent disease. Individual compounds are 

being isolated and tested, as is the synergism 

offered by the variety of compounds in botani-

cals and supplements. Establishing the com-

position and quality control of botanicals and 

supplements is essential in order to carry out 

clinical trails. Interactions between botanicals 

and conventinal therapeutics must also be care-

fully considered. Increasing numbers of inves-

tigators are applying–Omic technologies to 

pursue the mechanisms of action of botanicals.

  Introduction  

 Historically, natural products, which are the 

extremely diverse collection of secondary 

metabolites produced by plants, marine life, and 

microorganisms as a result of millions of years 

of evolution, have been a prolific source of 

medicinal compounds. These have included the 

anti-cancer agents, paclitaxel (from the Pacific 

yew tree,  Taxus brevifolia ), colchicine (from 

 Colchicum autumnale ) and vinblastine (from 

Catharanthus sp.) (Fig.  1 ). It has been reported 

that 25% of all prescriptions dispensed from 

community pharmacies in the United States 

contain active principles that are derived from 

higher plants (Farnsworth & Morris,  1976) . The 

relevance of traditional medicines can be gauged 

from the 80% of the people in developing coun-

tries of the world who still rely on traditional 

medicine for their primary health care needs. 

About 85% of traditional medicine involves the 

use of plant extracts (Farnsworth,  1988) . The 

continued widespread use of traditional medi-

cines is because they are relatively cheaper than 

Western medicines, are readily available locally, 

and are considered to have low or no toxicity. 

Immigrants to the USA have brought some of 

these medical traditions with them; mainstream 

Americans have become aware of the alleged 

benefits of many of these natural product-based 

medicines, a process encouraged by the 1994 

Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act 
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  Fig. 1    Structures of some pharmacologically active natural products (paclitaxel, colchicine and vinblast-

ine) isolated from medicinal plants       

(DHSEA;   http://www.fda.gov/opacom/laws/

dshea.html    ). This legislation, besides allowing 

existing dietary supplements to be sold in the 

USA, also contained provisions for NIH 

Botanicals Centers to carry out research on the 

composition of botanicals and dietary supple-

ments and the benefits and safety aspects of 

their use. Six of these centers (Table  1 ) are cur-

rently funded by NIH and carry out research on 

dietary supplements used to preserve women’s 

health, prevent age-related disease, immunomod-

ulate inflammatory and viral diseases and cancer, 

prevent the metabolic syndrome, and prevention 

of atherosclerosis and asthma (see Dietary 

Supplement Research Centers). A workshop 

describing the technologies (Barnes et al.,  2008)  

and research carried out in these Botanicals 

Centers was held at the 2007 Experimental 

Biology Meetings in Washington, DC; these 

reports were published in the February 2008 

issue of the  American Journal of Clinical 

Nutrition .   

  Natural Products as Sources of Potential Drug 

Candidates

  Following our previous review on the use of 

traditional medicines and nutraceuticals (Barnes 

& Prasain,  2005) , a comprehensive review of 

natural products as potential drug targets was 

published in 2007 (Newman & Cragg,  2007) . 

It emphasized that natural products are the 

major sources of bioactive molecules and have 

played a dominant role in the discovery of lead 

compounds for the development of drugs for the 
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  Table 1    NIH-funded Botanicals Centers   

 Institution/URL  Focus  Principal botanicals 

 University of Illinois at Chicago  Women’s health   Black cohosh, red clover, hops  

   http://www.uic.edu/pharmacy/centers/uic_nih_botanical_dietary_supplement_research/     

 Purdue University-University of  Age-related disease   Soy, kudzu root ,  grapeseed  

 Alabama at Birmingham 

   http://www.cfs.purdue.edu/fn/bot    ;   http://www.uab.edu/botanicals     

 Iowa State University-University of Iowa  Immune modulation   Ecinachea, Hypericum, Prunella  

   http://www.cdfin.iastate.edu/botanical/index.htm     

 Pennington Research Center-Rutgers 

University 

 Metabolic syndrome   Russian tarragon, Shilianhua, 

grape  

   http://www.botanical.pbrc.edu     

 Wake Forest University-Harvard 

University 

 Botanical lipids   Echium oil; borage seed oil  

   http://www.mydietaryfats.org     

 Memorial-Sloane-Kettering Medical 

Center 

 Immunomodulation   Echinacea, astragalus, turmeric , 

 Traditional Chinese 

medicine 

  Maitake  

treatment of human diseases (Newman et al., 

 2003) . Among the bioactive secondary metabo-

lites present in medicinal plants, alkaloids, bio-

flavonoids, isoprenoids and steroids are of high 

interest. Discoveries of anti-cancer compounds 

such as taxol, vinblastine and colchicine (Fig.  1 ) 

have encouraged the total synthesis of these 

compounds (Nicolaou et al.,  1994 ; Kuehne et al., 

 1991 ; Graening & Schmalz,  2004) , or synthesis 

via natural-product based scaffolds or pharma-

cophores (Newman & Cragg,  2007) . Discovery 

of lead compounds based on natural products, 

particularly in the prevention and treatment of 

cancer, was remarkable during the 1980s to the 

mid-1990s (Cragg & Newman,  2005) . 

 With the advent of high-throughput screen-

ing technology in the 1990s, the demand for the 

generation of chemical libraries increased 

tremendously. As a result, a different paradigm 

based on combinatorial chemistry technology 

became a major research focus of many phar-

maceutical companies, resulting in the synthe-

sis of extremely large numbers of compounds. 

Despite the generation of impressive, extensive 

chemical libraries, this changeover from tradi-

tional to combinatorial synthesis has been slow 

to generate any significant increase in the 

number of new drugs that enter the market 

(Leach & Hamm,  2000) . Indeed, Newman and 

Cragg  (2007)  point out that only one anti-cancer 

drug (sorafenib, or Nexavar) was developed  de 

novo  during the last 25 years. Using more con-

ventional chemical synthesis and structure 

optimization methods, an inhibitor of the Bcr-

Abl oncogene tyrosine kinase (Gleevec or 

STI571) was discovered by Druker et al. 

 (1996) . However, while it was successfully 

used in clinical treatment of renal cancer, 

marked resistance occurred within a year of 

treatment (Druker et al.,  2006) . 

 Because of the slow rate of new drug discov-

ery, a return to biological sources for drug dis-

covery is under way. Why did this happen? Like 

matter in the universe which is concentrated in 

just a few places, the parts of chemical space that 

yield useful compounds may be highly limited. 

What we see today in the biological resources 

of this planet is products of selection over the 3.5 
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23 billion years of life on Earth. Plant phytochemi-

cals are biologically active both in the plant and 

often in the life that consumes them. Many ena-

ble plants to conduct wars with competitors 

(other plants, herbivores and microorganisms).  

  Why Botanicals Are So Attractive 

 Natural products from botanicals can be 

regarded as biologically validated structural 

entities, since they were synthesized by pro-

teins and, therefore, are highly likely to bind to 

similar motifs again (Schwarz et al.,  2007) . 

Phytochemicals are a defensive arsenal pro-

duced against environmental stimuli (biotic and 

abiotic) such as wounding and pathogen attack. 

Therefore, plant responses result into the bio-

synthesis of a vast array of phytochemicals. 

These phytochemicals or secondary metabolites 

are co-evolved and work in synergy with envi-

ronmental responses. The synergism is favored 

by evolution and would enhance the potential of 

survival of organisms. Plants have developed 

chemical defenses over millions of years against 

environmental threats such as UV radiation, 

reactive oxygen species and microbial attacks. 

Therefore, phytochemicals are less toxic and 

biologically active. The practice of traditional 

herbal medicines is similarly based on multi-

component medicines (holistic approach) in 

contrast to much of modern medicine (single 

target, single compound).  

  Mono Drug Therapy Versus Potential Synergism 

of Multiple Components 

 A frequent criticism of botanicals is that they 

are mixtures of bioactive compounds and con-

geners. In contrast, evaluation of pharmaceuti-

cal drugs is usually carried out one at a time. 

Following the same paradigm, many investiga-

tors believe that the bioactive compounds from 

botanicals should be tested individually to 

establish their efficacy. However, this approach 

may miss the whole point about a botanical, 

namely that it is a mixture of compounds that 

target more than one receptor, transporter, 

enzyme site, or signaling pathway. Because of 

their multiple actions, botanicals can exhibit 

marked synergism (Schmidt et al.,  2007) . Also, 

other components of the botanical or other botan-

icals may serve to facilitate absorption or to alter 

the metabolism of the bioactive component. The 

latter may occur directly by inhibition of an 

enzyme that otherwise converts the bioactive 

component to an inactive form, or by preventing 

the induction of the metabolizing enzyme. 

 A botanical containing a bioactive amine may 

be compromised by encountering a monoamine 

oxidase before it can have its biological effect. 

However, if a monoamine oxidase inhibitor is 

present in the botanical or another botanical 

taken concurrently, then the biological activity of 

the bioactive amine will be substantially 

enhanced. Botanicals practitioners are aware of 

such interactions. 

 The hallucinogenic beverage  ayahuasca  used 

in the culture of Amazonian tribes contains both 

the bioactive amine N,N-dimethyltryptamine 

(DMT) and monoamine oxidase inhibitors, the 

beta-carboline alkaloids (McKenna,  2004)  (Fig.  2 ). 

The presence of the MAO inhibitor causes a 

profound increase in the oral bioavailability of 

the DMT and generates a prolonged hallucino-

genic event, one well known to the Shamans in 

these communities (Riba et al.,  2003) . The soy 

isoflavone daidzin, previously considered to be 

an aldehyde dehydrogenase inhibitor (Keung 

et al.,  1997) , has been shown to inhibit monoam-

ine oxidases (Rooke et al.,  2000)  and may alter 

dopamine-mediated events in susceptible tissues.  

 Another herbal combination is one in which 

the second botanical “normalizes” the effect of 

the first one on the cytochrome P450 system, 

preventing substantial change in activation of 

specific isoenzymes. At this time, most herbal–

drug interactions are considered to be negative 

(Gurley et al.,  2005,   2008) . However, people 
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  Fig. 2    Structures of N,N-dimethyltryptamine and 

the monoamine oxidase inhibitor harmine in the hal-

lucinogenic infusion Ayahuasca prepared from the 

vine  Banisteriopsis caapi        

who are outliers in their response to a given drug 

compared to the general population may benefit 

from herbals that “normalize” their own adverse 

cytochrome P450. This is a possible scenario that 

may be encountered more often as personalized 

medicine is introduced into clinical practice.  

  Dietary Supplements in the Management 

of Chronic Diseases 

 Dietary supplements can be distinguished from 

botanicals because they augment the amount 

of components that already exist in the  diet . 

Examples are minerals and vitamins, They also 

include foods that are part of the diet, although 

not necessarily of all peoples. Examples of the 

latter are soy foods and garlic. A dietary supple-

ment can be a new food formulation that has a 

high concentration of a presumed bioactive 

component. Deodorized garlic is a supplement 

designed to have the bioactive component allicin 

(Fig.  3 ). It has been questioned whether these 

supplements can deliver allicin (Lawson & 

Wang,  2001) . However, allicin is stable when 

stored at −80°C and enteric coated garlic supple-

ment tablets had similar bioavailability as freshly 

crushed garlic as measured as allyl methyl sulfide 

in the breath (Lawson & Gardner,  2005) .  

 Epidemiologic studies have indicated pro-

tective effects of plant-based diets on chronic 

diseases such as cardiovascular disease (CVD) 

(Hu,  2003) , cancer (Béliveau & Gingras,  2007)  

and diabetes (O’Keefe et al.,  2008) . Various 

polyphenols (Fig.  4 ) present in soy, kudzu root, 

red clover, flaxseed oil, whole grains, fruits, and 

vegetables have estrogen-like and antioxidant 

properties which may be responsible for benefi-

cial effects against CVD (Carlson et al.,  2008)  

and cancer (Khan et al.,  2008) . Red clover iso-

flavone supplementation has been extensively 

studied for decreasing menopausal symptoms 

(Hidalgo et al.,  2005) .  

 Resveratrol (Fig.  4 ), a bioactive stilbenoid 

found in nuts and wine from red grapes, has anti-

oxidant, anti-thrombotic, and anti-inflammatory 

properties (Labinskyy et al.,  2006) . It also inhib-

its carcinogenesis in animal models of breast 

cancer (Whitsett et al.,  2006) . Muscadine grape 

skin extract causes phosphatidylinositol 

3-kinase Akt-dependent apoptosis in prostate 

cancer cell lines, but not prostate epithelial cells 

(Hudson et al.,  2007) . This is different from res-

veratrol’s effects in the prostate cancer cells 

which are concentrated on inhibition of the 
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S
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  Fig. 3    The allicin chemistry of garlic. Alliin is con-

verted by alliinase to allicin, the bioactive form       
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  Fig. 4    Structures of phytochemical components in dietary supplements undergoing evaluation of benefits 

in chronic diseases: (+)-catechin (a flavanol), quercetin (a flavonol), resveratrol (a stilbenoid), lycopene 

(a carotenoid), genistein (an isoflavone) and puerarin and daidzin (8-C- and 7-O-glucosides of the isoflavone 

daidzein). They are each drawn so that the A ring is in the same orientation       

G 
1
 –S transition in the cell cycle and suggests 

that muscadine grape skin extracts contain 

chemopreventive phytochemicals other than 

resveratrol. Lycopene (Fig.  4 ), a potent antioxi-

dant carotenoid in tomatoes and other fruits, 

protects against prostate (Dahan et al.,  2008)  

and other cancers (Seren et al.,  2008) . Plant 

sterol-enriched foods are an effective dietary 

adjuvant in reducing cardiovascular risk by 

lowering total cholesterol and low density lipo-

protein-cholesterol (LDL-C) in serum by up to 

 ~ 15% (Patch et al.,  2006 ; Jones et al.,  2000) . 

 Although there is limited scientific evidence 

on the effectiveness of dietary supplements on 

clinical diabetes, a wide range of products 

claiming to lower blood glucose levels or pre-

vent and treat diabetes complications is mar-

keted to the public (Geil & Shane-McWhorter, 

2008). These include aloe vera (Pérez et al., 

2007), bitter melon (Shih et al.,  2008) , chro-

mium (Sahin et al.,  2007) , cinnamon (Ziegenfuss 

et al., 2006), fenugreek (Vijayakumar & Bhat, 

 2008) , ginseng (Dascalu et al.,  2007) , gymnema 

(Cefalu et al.,  2008) , and nopal (Yeh et al., 

 2003) . Recent studies using resveratrol and the 

kudzu isoflavone C-glucoside puerarin (Fig.  4 ) 

suggest that these phytochemicals may have 

therapeutic value in type II diabetes (Milne et 

al.,  2007 ; Meezan et al.,  2005) . 

 The use of dietary supplements in preven-

tion of neurodegenerative diseases is of great 

interest given the aging of many populations. 
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Botanicals such as  Ginkgo biloba  xtract 

(Napryeyenko & Borzenko, 2007), grape seed 

extract (Deshane et al.,  2004 ; Peng et al.,  2005)  

and coffee (Arendash et al.,  2006)  are widely 

considered beneficial in preventing cognitive 

decline. An extract of  G. biloba  leaves is one of 

the most popular dietary supplements in the 

United States and is considered a memory 

enhancer. In Europe, it is a commonly pre-

scribed drug for treatment of age-related dete-

rioration, including degenerative dementias of 

the Alzheimer type (AD) (Luo,  2001) . A recent 

clinical study with  G. biloba  highlighted an 

important point when studying the effects of 

supplements and botanicals on neurodegenerative 

disease – when the study results were analyzed 

on an intent-to-treat basis, there was no sig-

nificant difference compared to placebo con-

trol (Dodge et al.,  2008) . However, when 

subject compliance was taken into account, 

reductions in progression of the clinical 

dementia rating and in loss of memory were 

observed. Disturbingly, the occurrence of 

strokes in  G. biloba  treated subjects was also 

increased. 

 Curcumin (Fig.  4 ), a polyphenol in tur-

meric, has been studied extensively. It has 

apparent preventive effects in models of cancer, 

inflammatory diseases, cystic fibrosis, neurode-

generative disease and atherosclerosis 

(Strimpakos & Sharma,  2008) . Studies in colon 

cancer patients suggest that doses as high as 8 g/

day are safe (Johnson & Mukhtar, 2007). 

Curcumin has several potential mechanisms, 

including as an antioxidant, p53- and protein 

kinase C-mediated signaling (Garg et al.,  2008)  

and ubiquitination (Zhang et al.,  2007) . In the 

latter event, breast cancer cells secrete exo-

somes that fuse with natural killer (NK) cells. 

These exosomes release tumor proteins into the 

NK cells and inhibit the activation of NK cells 

by IL-2. Curcumin at nM concentrations causes 

increased protein ubiquitination in the exo-

somes. This is thought to target the exosomal 

proteins after fusion with the NK cells to the 

proteasome, thereby restoring NK cell function 

and recognition of the tumor cells.  

  Challenge and Opportunities with Dietary 

Supplements 

 The estimated prevalence of dietary-supplement 

use among US adults was 73% in 2002 and this 

trend is increasing each year. Appropriate use of 

dietary supplements within the paradigm of 

evidence-based medicine may be a challenge 

for medical doctors and non-physician clinicians 

(Sadovsky et al.,  2008) . The growing number of 

dietary supplements available on supermarket 

shelves and in health food stores are based on 

previous pre-clinical scientific literature or case 

reports to back their claims. Only now (in some 

cases) are they being systematically subjected 

to prospective randomized, placebo-controlled 

clinical trials. As noted previously,  G. biloba  is 

widely marketed as memory enhancer or to treat 

Alzheimer’s disease and other types of dementia. 

Clinical trials are being reported on its benefits 

with conflicting results (Dodge et al.,  2008 ; 

McCarney et al.,  2008) . Similarly, Echinacea is 

commonly used as a supplement to stimulate 

the immune system of the body. Studies in 

mice support this concept (Zhai et al.,  2007) . 

However, a double-blind, placebo-controlled 

crossover designed clinical trial (Schwarz et al., 

 2002)  found no effect of Echinacea. 

 Table  2  shows the major herbal dietary sup-

plements available in the USA. It appears that 

consumers prefer to take dietary supplements 

with perception that they provide benefits com-

parable to those found in prescription drugs, 

with fewer side effects. However, consumers 

need to make sure that health beneficial claims 

of dietary supplements have been supported 

by science-based facts with adequate quality 

evaluation.  

 There is also a need for competent monitor-

ing and scientific research to maintain quality 

assurance (QA) or control (QC) of botanical, 
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chemical, manufacturing, biological, and clinical 

aspects in order to guarantee value, safety, and 

efficacy of herbal products. The general public 

believe that dietary supplements are subject to 

government regulations similar to those for 

over-the-counter medications and have under-

gone extensive review by the Federal Drug 

Administration (FDA), which is generally not 

the case. Under the DSHEA Act, companies 

producing dietary supplements don’t have to 

seek drug approval from the FDA to market 

their products, but instead are required to sub-

mit a safety profile 75 days ahead of the first 

interstate introduction of the dietary supplement 

for sale.  

  Quality Control of Dietary Supplements 

and Botanicals 

 In order that reproducible results can be obtained 

from botanicals in research studies, all investi-

gators should practice good quality control 

methods both in the selection of the source 

of botanicals and in the experimental design 

of their experiments. In a development that 

began in 2005, investigators seeking funding 

from the National Center for Complementary 

and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM), a part of 

the NIH, are required to provide answers to 

detailed questions about the nature of the botan-

ical to be used in the proposed study, its origin, 

chemical composition and stability, and about 

the analytical methods that will be used to ver-

ify its composition and stability throughout the 

course of the investigation (see   http://grants.

n i h . g o v / g r a n t s / g u i d e / n o t i c e - f i l e s /

NOT-AT-05–004.html    ). This thorough product 

quality evaluation ensures that there is the high-

est probability that the proposed study will lead 

to clear outcomes. In the past questions have 

arisen about which Echinacea sp. were used in 

clinical trials (Dennehy,  2001) . Readers of work 

on “soy isoflavones” can be confused by failing 

to realize the source of the isoflavones. When 

they come from cotyledon-based products, they 

are predominantly genistein and daidzein 

 O -glucosides. Hypocotyl-derived isoflavones are 

enriched in daidzein and glycitein  O -glucosides, 

but not genistein. Many of the “soy isoflavones” 

sold for women’s health are predominantly 

 C- glucosides and not  O -glucosides (Fig. 4) 

(Prasain et al.,  2003) . It is intended that the 

research funded by NCCAM will either place 

the botanical in a not-ready-for-further research 

category, or will result in confirmation of its 

proposed bioactivity. Interestingly, this may 

lead to other NIH Institutes embracing the 

botanical as a viable agent that should be 

included in their research portfolios. It’s worth 

  Table 2    Top ten botanical dietary supplements in the USA   

 Herbal  Claimed benefit  Bioactive principle(s) 

 G. biloba  Enhancement of memory  Terpene lactones, flavonoids 

 Garlic  Cardiovascular diseases  Allicin, S-allylcysteine 

 Echinacea  Improve immune system  Alkylamides, flavonoids 

 Ginseng  Anti-cancer, liver injuries  Ginsenosides 

 Saw Palmetto  Chronic prostatitis  Acylglycerides 

 St. John’s Wort  Depression  Hypericin, hyperforin 

 Feverfew  Anti-inflammatory, anti-cancer  Sesquiterpene lactone 

 Ginger  Anti-inflammatory, anti-cancer  Diarylheptanoids, gingerols 

 Valerian  Mild sleep disorders, sedative  Iridoids, sesquiterpenoid 

 Ephedra a   Weight loss  Ephedrine 

  a Ephedra is now banned as a dietary supplement by the FDA  
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noting that such attention to detail would bene-

fit all of NIH-funded research. Indeed, NIH is 

now requiring verification of the identity of cell 

lines to be used in NIH research (  http://grants.

nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-fi les/NOT- 

OD-08–017.html    ).  

  Botanical/Drug Interactions 

 In recent years, multiple case reports of herb – 

drug interactions have been published (Gardiner 

et al.,  2008) , including those that occur in chil-

dren (Goldman et al.,  2008)  (Table  3 ). This 

should not surprise anyone. Drug-drug interac-

tions occur for many synthetic pharmaceuticals. 

The statins used in long-term therapy to regu-

late cholesterol synthesis decrease cytochrome 

P450 isoenzyme Cyp3A4 activity and thereby 

prevent the metabolism of other drugs, leading 

to toxic levels (Igel et al.,  2001) . Similarly, 

deaths have occurred in soldiers were being 

treated for pain associated with their injuries – 

in one case of a death, 11 prescription drugs 

were being used – these included “painkillers to 

treat his physical wounds from an explosion in 

Iraq and drugs to ease the nightmares, insomnia 

and memory loss caused by his post-traumatic 

stress disorder and traumatic brain injury” 

(National Public Radio, 2008).  

 Regarding herbal – drug interactions, 32 drugs 

interacting with herbal medicines in humans 

have been described (Yang et al.,  2006) . These 

drugs mainly include anticoagulants (warfarin, 

aspirin and phenprocoumon), sedatives and 

antidepressants (midazolam, alprazolam and 

amitriptyline), oral contraceptives, anti-HIV 

agents (indinavir, ritonavir and saquinavir), 

cardiovascular drugs (digoxin), immunosup-

pressants (cyclosporine and tacrolimus) and 

anticancer drugs (imatinib and irinotecan). Most 

of them are substrates for cytochrome P450s 

(CYPs) and/or P-glycoprotein (Pgp) and many 

of which have narrow therapeutic indices (Yang 

et al.,  2006) . For example, Kava is a widely 

consumed psychoactive beverage made from 

the root of the pepper plant,  Piper methysticum . 

It contains herbal ingredients for reliving anxiety 

and tension. The direct toxicity of kava extracts 

is quite small; however, they interact with other 

drugs, in some cases potentiating their hepato-

toxicities (Clouatre,  2004) . 

 There are several resources to use to identify 

potential herb – drug interactions. Cancer patients 

  Table 3    Drugs subject to negative interactions with herbals/botanicals (Yang et al.,  2006)    

 Herb/botanical  Drug 

 Betel nut  Procyclidine 

 Danshen  Warfarin 

 Donggui  Warfarin 

 Garlic  Ritinovir; Saquinavir; Warfarin 

 G. biloba  Aspirin; Digoxin; Trazadone; Warfarin 

 Ginseng  Digoxin; Warfarin 

 Kava  Levodopa 

 Milk Thistle  Indinavir 

 Piperine  Propanolol 

 St. John’s Wort  Alprazolam; Amitryptyline; Cyclosporine; Dextromorphan; Digoxin; 

Fexofenadine; Imatinib; Irinotecan; Loperamide; Methadone; Midazolam; 

Nefazodone; Nevirapine; Omeprazole; Paroxetine; oral contraceptives; 

Phenprocoumon; Setraline; Simvastine; Tacrolimus; Theophylline; 

Tolbutamide; Voriconazole; Warfarin 
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web-resource provided by the Integrated 

Medicine group at Memorial-Sloan-Kettering 

Cancer Center in New York (  http://www.mskcc.

org/mskcc/html/11570.cfm    ). A broader resource 

has been compiled by Dr. Subhuti Dharmananda 

at the Institute for Traditional Medicine, 

Portland, Oregon (  http://www.itmonline.org/

arts/herbdrug2.htm    ). It is clear that the medical 

profession continues to be poorly educated 

about the use of botanicals and supplements 

(Xu & Levine,  2008) . It is important therefore 

that medical students in training should be given 

the opportunity to explore these issues.  

  Botanicals and Toxicities 

 Botanical preparations have been used medici-

nally for thousands of years as traditional medi-

cines. Many commercially available botanical 

products are being marketed in the United States 

with little or no publicly available scientific 

validation of efficacy or consistency. However, 

there are toxicological concerns that are known 

to exist for some dietary supplements and they 

require appropriate attention. Toxicity associ-

ated with botanical dietary supplements may 

result from production problems such as the 

misidentification or mislabeling of the plant 

species used in a product; use of incorrect parts 

of plants; contamination or adulteration with 

pharmaceutical agents; or contamination with 

pesticides, herbicides, heavy metals, or microbes 

(van Breemen et al.,  2008) . There has been a 

serious concern about bacterial and fungal contam-

ination of botanicals in dietary supplements or 

other traditional medicine products. The micro-

bial contamination is most often caused by 

improper cleaning, drying or storage of the 

plant material. Therefore, manufacturers should 

provide quality assurance to consumers regard-

ing the safety of microbial contamination since 

even very low-level contamination may result 

in serious infections. 

 Metals like mercury and arsenic are widely 

used in Ayurvedic medicines and in high levels, 

these heavy metals can lead to heart damage, 

brain damage, kidney failure, reproductive 

failure, cancer, and death. 

 Plant sterols and their saturated derivatives, 

known as stanols, are considered to be choles-

terol reducers (Turnbull et al.,  1999) . Recently, 

there is an increasing trend in fortification of 

foods with plant sterols and stanols. However, 

the consumption of optimal dose of stanols for 

their beneficial effects in humans is of high 

importance.  

  Omic Technologies 

 Application of omic-technologies (proteomics 

and metabolomics) is an attractive approach 

which is in line with the holistic concept and 

practices of traditional medicines. Metabolomics, 

particularly, is related with the global or system-

wide characterization of small molecule metab-

olites in biofluids, and tissues using technologies 

such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 

and liquid chromatography tandem mass spec-

trometry (LC-MS/MS). The importance of 

“omic” science in human health and nutrition 

has been realized to identify the function of 

genes and describe the effects of toxicological, 

pharmaceutical, nutritional and environmental 

interventions (Watkins & German,  2002) . With 

the advent of human genome and the concurrent 

technological developments, genotyping, tran-

scriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics are 

now available for research in botanicals, dietary 

supplements and phytomedicine. A comprehen-

sive review on application of the “Omic” tech-

nology in phytomedicine has been published by 

Ulrich-Merzenich et al.  (2007)  and the term 

“herbogenomics” has been introduced (Kang, 

 2008) . Furthermore, it has become an important 

approach to understand mechanisms for drug or 

xenobiotic actions. A major methodological 

challenge and first pre-requisite of nutrigenomics 
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is integrating genomics (gene analysis), tran-

scriptomics (gene expression analysis), proteomics 

(protein expression analysis) and metabonom-

ics (metabolite profiling) to define a “healthy” 

phenotype (Kussmann et al.,  2006) . Besides 

“foods”, these technologies can be used to screen 

the target molecules of the action of traditional 

medicines (Deshane et al.,  2004) , and to explore 

their mechanisms of action. Future research 

should focus more on the development of multi-

target approaches capable to evaluating pharma-

cological effects of multi-components within a 

mixture using various ‘Omic’ technologies. 

This requires cost effective, sensitive, and 

robust high-throughput screening techniques. 

For this, LC-MS/MS has become the most 

applicable technique for comprehensive analy-

sis of molecules in different stages of systems 

biology (Feng et al.,  2008) . LC-MS/MS enables 

not only profiling of metabolites, but also their 

quantification which is critical in metabolomic 

or proteomic studies.  

  Integrating Traditional and Modern Medicines 

 With the recognition of the importance of 

alternative and complementary medicines, the 

potential of the integrating of traditional and 

modern medicine in future medical practice is 

increasing. Traditional medicine relies on the 

use of natural herbs and herb products for thera-

peutic measures to boost physical, mental, 

social and spiritual harmony and improve quality 

of life. However, the scientific aspects and valu-

able experiences of traditional medicine should 

continue to be developed based on modern 

scientific methodology. A successful, integrated 

health care system would facilitate more effi-

cient use of traditional medical resources, and 

enhance overall quality of life not only for poor 

countries but also industrialized nations. 

Ethnomedical values of traditional medicine 

should be evaluated in molecular level with 

cutting-edge biomedical research. The merger 

of traditional medicine and modern medicine in 

a health care system is essential in the twenty-

first century.       
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       Plant-Derived Natural 
Products as Leads for 
Drug Discovery       

     Li   Pan   ,    Esperanza J. Carcache   de Blanco   , 

and    A. Douglas   Kinghorn       

  Introduction  

 Natural product molecules having their origin 

from plants, microorganisms, and animals have 

had an irreplaceable role throughout the last 

200 years in treating and preventing diseases, 

and continue to serve as important leads in 

modern drug discovery. Several volumes and 

reviews published recently have focused on this 

topic  [1–  6] . A considerable proportion of the 

natural products used as drugs is derived from 

terrestrial plants, which offer an invaluable and 

still incompletely exhausted resource for this 

purpose. In addition, profound ethnomedical 

knowledge based on the use of medicinal plants 

by humans has been accumulated for thousands 

of years. In the last few decades, pharmaceutical 

research on plants has been facilitated by the 

development of relevant technologies including 

new isolation methods, more sensitive spectro-

scopic techniques for structural determination, 

as well as specific high-throughput bioassay 

systems. Plant-derived bioactive compounds, in 

addition of being developed directly as drugs, 

also serve as prototype drug molecules, known 

as “lead compounds”, and as pharmacological 

probes, to help better understand biochemical 

and physiological mechanisms. 

 In this chapter, some successful drugs derived 

from plant secondary metabolites in their original 

or modified forms, and other substances, currently 

under clinical trial as drug candidates, as well as 

several additional compounds used as biochemical 

probes afforded from plants, will be described. 

A general description of the importance and 

perspective of plants in drug discovery will 

also be given.  

  Role of Plants in Drug Development  

 Medicinal plants have been used as a major source 

of drugs for thousands of years in human history, 

and even today they are basis of the systematic 

traditional medicine practices in many countries 

all over the world. The first recorded literature on 

medicinal plants can be traced back to an earlier 

age of human history, such as the Atharvaveda 

(2000 BC) in India, the Divine Farmer’s Herb-

Root Classic (3000 BC) in China, and the Eber 

Papyrus (1550 BC) in Egypt  [7,   8] . It is evident 

that the modern drug industry has been developed 

to a considerable degree as a result of plant-based 

traditional medicines. A review published in 2001 

indicated that 88 active compounds isolated from 

72 medicinal plants have been introduced into 
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24 modern drug therapy, with many of them being 

considered as the active principle responsible for 

their ethnopharmacological use  [9] . Some of these 

plant-derived therapeutic agents, such as atropine 

(anticholinergic), codeine (cough suppressant), 

colchicine (antigout), ephedrine (bronchodilator), 

morphine (analgesic), pilocarpine (parasympatho-

mimetic), and physostigmine (cholinesterase inhib-

itor) are still being widely used today  [10] . 

 A whole new era for drug discovery opened 

up in the early nineteenth century, triggered by 

the isolation of morphine, a pharmacologically 

active compound from the plant medicine opium. 

Later, compounds from plants such as atropine 

( Atropa belladonna ), cocaine ( Erythroxylum 

coca ), ephedrine ( Ephedra  spp.), digitoxin 

( Digitalis purpurea ), and quinine ( Cinchona  spp.) 

were purified and then served as drugs  [2,   4,   5] . 

These discoveries are considered important not 

only for introducing new single chemical enti-

ties as potent medicinal treatments, but also for 

helping understand human diseases by disclos-

ing the key role that these molecules play, and 

by promoting the development of pharmacology, 

medicinal chemistry as well as organic chem-

istry  [8] . As a result of the further purification of 

drugs such as artemisinin, digoxin, paclitaxel, 

vinblastine, and vincristine from plants in the 

twentieth century, the use of plant extractives in 

prescriptions such as tincture of belladonna was 

gradually replaced by pure single chemical enti-

ties like atropine. 

 Plants and other organisms may be regarded 

as libraries of small-molecule secondary metab-

olite organic compounds with considerable 

structural diversity, which would otherwise 

probably be unavailable in a synthetic chemical 

laboratory  [11–  14] . As secondary metabolites, 

these compounds have been elaborated in living 

organisms by complex enzyme systems devel-

oped during a long evolutionary process. It is 

apparent that these natural products present 

more “drug-like” or “biologically friendly” 

molecular qualities than many purely synthetic 

compounds. These intrinsic properties provide 

plant-derived small organic molecules and other 

natural products with an important potential 

role in modern drug discovery  [15,   16] . 

 Although combinatorial chemistry has been 

employed in the pharmaceutical industry over 

the last 2 decades to satisfy the need for very 

large numbers of compounds demanded in 

high-throughput screens (HTS), the results 

have not been as promising as expected, and 

the number of new chemical entities intro-

duced annually as produced by this method has 

actually declined  [3,   17] . A combination of 

natural products and combinatorial chemistry 

has been initiated in recent years. In this case 

the latter serves as a technique to optimize the 

structure of existing active natural compounds 

to new agents  [17–  20] . 

 Active compounds isolated from plants can 

serve directly as therapies in clinical use, like 

morphine, atropine, quinine and paclitaxel, or 

as prototype biologically active “lead” com-

pounds, affording numerous structural analogs 

as new pharmaceutical agents, such as artem-

isinin and the opiate derivatives. In addition to 

their medicinal use, some secondary metabo-

lites from plants have also served as powerful 

“pharmacological tools” to help explain the 

mechanisms underlying human diseases  [21–  24] . 

Today, drug discovery from plants is based 

mainly on bioactivity-guided isolation, and groups 

of scientists with different research backgrounds 

including botany, biochemistry, pharmacology, 

pharmaceutics, pharmacognosy, medicinal 

chemistry, organic chemistry and toxicology 

are required in this enterprise  [12–  14,   25,   26] .  

  Plant Natural Products as Drugs  

 Despite the “synthetic revolution” in the phar-

maceutical industry, medicinal plants are still 

involved in the primary health care of a large pro-

portion of the population in the world, especially 

in developing countries  [9] . Bioactivity-guided 
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fractionation can often lead to the isolation of 

active principles of these medicinal plants, and 

some of those chemical entities with acceptable 

pharmaceutical qualities can be developed as 

drugs in their original forms directly. These 

include compounds on the therapeutic market 

that have been used for many years as important 

clinical agents mainly in the treatment of can-

cer, central nervous system disorders, cardio-

vascular diseases, and infectious diseases 

 [11–  14,   20] . In this section, some important 

plant-derived drugs in their unmodified forms 

will be mentioned, with a brief description 

about the plant origin and pharmaceutical use in 

each case. 

 Atropine ( 1 ) [a racemic mixture of (+)- 

and (-)-hyoscyamine ( 2 )] and scopolamine 

[(-)-hyoscine] ( 3 ) are tropane-type alkaloids 

found in certain plants in the Solanaceae (night-

shade) family used medicinally for centuries in 

Europe, such as  Atropa belladonna ,  Hyos-

cyamus niger , and  Datura stramonium   [7] . The 

antispasmodic activities of atropine are due to 

competitive antagonism of acetylcholine at the 

muscarinic receptor site. Scopolamine is also 

an anticholinergic agent, and most commonly 

used for the prevention of nausea and motion 

sickness in the form of a transdermal patch. 

Both of these tropane alkaloids have psychoac-

tive effects as a result of their ability to pene-

trate the blood-brain barrier  [7,   27,   28] . 

 Nicotine ( 4 ), an agonist on the nicotinic ace-

tylcholine receptor (nAChR) found in  Nicotiana 

tabacum  (tobacco), is used pharmaceutically 

for smoking cessation  [29] . Analogs of nicotine 

are considered promising for the treatment of 

neurodegenerative conditions like Alzheimer’s 

disease  [30,   31] . 

 Morphine ( 5 ) and codeine (methylmorphine) 

( 6 ), two major morphinan-type alkaloids with an 

isoquinoline skeleton, are extracted from opium, 

the dried milky sap released from the immature 

fruits of poppies ( Papaver somniferum ). Morphine 

and codeine can interact with opioid receptors 

distributed in brain tissues and the periphery, 

and are most widely used as narcotic analgesics, 

with codeine also having an antitussive effect 

 [4,   25,   32] . 

 Galantamine ( 7 , Razadyne®, Reminyl®, 

Nivalin®) is a recently approved drug for the 

treatment of early-onset Alzheimer’s disease 

 [12] . Galantamine (or galanthamine) is an 

Amaryllidaceae-type alkaloid first purified 

from the snowdrop ( Galanthus woronowii ) in 
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24 the early 1950s, and later found in other plants 

of the family Amaryllidaceae  [34] . Galantamine 

can improve cerebral function by acting as a 

cholinergic agent, and inhibits acetylcholineste-

rase and modulates nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors (nAChRs)  [33–  36] . The market need 

for galantamine is now met by the total synthe-

sis of this compound  [36] . 

 The demand for the legalization of  Cannabis 

sativa  (marijuana) for medicinal use has repre-

sented an interesting controversy in recent years 

because of the possibility of abuse  [37] . 

Cannabidiol (CBD,  8 ) and  D  9 - trans -tetrahydro-

cannabinol (THC,  9 ), two active cannabinoids 

of marijuana, have been approved recently in 

Canada as ingredients of an oromucosal spray 

marketed as Sativex® to alleviate the pain 

caused by multiple sclerosis (MS). Efforts are 

being made to introduce Sativex® to other 

countries in the near future  [38,   39] . 

 Quinine ( 10 ) and quinidine ( 11 ), two diastere-

omeric alkaloids containing quinoline rings in 

their molecules, are obtained from  Cinchona  spp. 

and other species. Quinine ( 10 ) was the first 

effective treatment for falciparum malaria, an 

often fatal parasitic disease caused by several 

species of plasmodium. The discovery of quinine 

relieved European settlers from the harmful 

effects of this fatal illness, and greatly facilitated 

colonization in many tropical and subtropical 

areas of the world  [40] . Quinine exerts its activ-

ity by inhibiting the heme polymerase of the 

parasitic host, and still shows some efficacy 

today as an antimalarial agent in cases where 

synthetic drugs fail due to parasite resistance  [2, 

  6,   41] . Quinidine ( 11 ), has some use as a cardiac 

antiarrhythmic by affecting ion channels  [2,   41] . 

 Artemisinin (“qinghaosu”) ( 12 ), a sesquiter-

pene lactone possessing an unusual endoperoxide 

bridge, is a compound discovered in the People’s 

Republic of China from  Artemisia annua , which 

has long been used as a traditional medicinal 

plant for the treatment of fever. As a naturally 

occurring antimalarial, artemisinin may be 

employed as an option for the treatment of 

chloroquine-resistant malaria in China and some 
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other countries in Asia  [42] . Artemisinin exerts 

its activity through a unique mechanism by 

acting on the heme complex  [43] . However, the 

use of artemisinin as a monotherapy antimalarial 

agent is no longer recommended, since this 

might lead to parasite resistance to this entire 

compound class  [44] . 

 In the nineteenth century, digitoxin ( 13 ), a 

major cardioactive steroid glycoside, was 

isolated from  Digitalis purpurea , commonly 

known as purple foxglove. This plant proved to 

be an effective treatment for dropsy caused by 

congestive heart failure in the late eighteenth 

century in England  [45] . Digoxin ( 14 ) is another 

active cardiotonic glycoside that was purified 

from  Digitalis lanata  subsequent to the 

discovery of digitoxin. These two drugs exhibit 

a positive inotropic effect by inhibiting the 

activity of ATPase and cation transport, thus 

resulting in the increase of Ca 2+  levels in the 

myocytes  [46] . 

 Paclitaxel ( 15 , Taxol ® ) is a diterpenoid 

based on the taxane nucleus, possessing an 

essential oxetane ring and with one of the 

substituent groups containing a nitrogen atom. 

This compound was first isolated from the bark 

of  Taxus brevifolia  (Pacific yew)  [47] . As a 

chemotherapeutic anticancer agent, paclitaxel 

inhibits mitosis by acting as a microtubule 

stabilizer and has been used in the clinic prima-

rily for the treatment ovarian cancer, breast 

cancer, and non-small cell lung cancer  [48,   49] . 

The limited availability of the plant source of 

paclitaxel was once a considerable obstacle in 

the development of this drug, until new semi-

synthetic and biological methods were devel-

oped to solve this problem, as will be discussed 

later in this chapter. 

 Vinblastine ( 16 , Velban®, Alkaban-AQ®) 

and vincristine ( 17 , Oncovin®) are structurally 

closely related indole-dihydroindole dimers 

(bisindole alkaloids), isolated from  Catharanthus 
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24 roseus , also known as  Vinca rosea  (Madagascar 

periwinkle). Vinblastine and vincristine are 

used mainly to treat different forms of leukemia, 

although they have efficiency against several 

other forms of cancer. Those two anticancer 

agents act as mitotic inhibitors by binding to 

dimeric tubulin, and then leading to the failure 

of microtubule assembly in the metaphase stage 

 [50–  52] .  

  Semi-synthetic Drugs Based on Plant 
Secondary Metabolites  

 The use of semi-synthetic derivatives as drugs 

developed from plant natural product lead 

compounds began at the end of the nineteenth 

century and may be exemplified by drugs like 

aspirin (acetyl salicylic acid). From then on, 

the potential of plant-derived compounds as 

leads in drug discovery has been realized on 

numerous occasions  [8] . A survey released 

recently revealed that over 40% of the new 

small-molecular single chemical entity drugs 

introduced to the market from 1981 to 2006 

are natural product derivatives, with 28% of 

them being chemical semi-synthetic modifications 

based on natural products, 12% “natural product 

mimics”, and 12% synthetic compounds in 

which the pharmacophore modeled was that of 

a natural product  [20] . Synthetic optimization 

of the naturally occurring compounds is often 

required to enhance therapeutic potency, to 

increase bioavailability, to remove unpleasant 

side effects, and to help compensate for a short-

age in a natural product drug supply, or to 

derive different bioactivities. This section will 

focus on examples of semi-synthetic drugs of 

plant origin. 

 A series of artemisinin-based semisynthetic 

antimalarial derivatives, with all of them main-

taining the key endoperoxide bridge, such as 

arteether ( 18 ), artemether ( 19 ), artesunate ( 20 ), 

and dihydroartemisinin ( 21 ), have been designed 

to improve the water solubility and the meta-

bolic stability of artemisinin  [53,   54] . Among 

them, dihydroartemisinin (artenimol), is con-

sidered as a common active metabolite of 

artemisinin derivatives  [53,   54] . Currently, 

artemisinin-based therapies combined with 

standard antimalarials such as amodiaquine, 

sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine, mefloquine, and 

lumefantrine are recommended by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) as first-line therapies 

for malaria  [55,   56] . 
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 As mentioned before, the market demand of 

the anticancer drug, paclitaxel ( 15 , Taxol®) was 

threatened initially by an unsustainable natural 

supply, which relied mainly on extracting this 

compound from the bark of the slow-growing 

Pacific yew tree, from which it is produced only 

in a very low yield  [57] . Although the total syn-

thesis of paclitaxel has been described, this is 

still inefficient when considered the extensive 

market need  [58–  60] . 10-Deacetylbaccatin III 

( 22 ), which is available with a relatively high 

yield from the leaves of other renewable yew 

species, such as  Taxus baccata  L., was intro-

duced as a semi-synthetic precursor compound 

of paclitaxel by the major pharmaceutical man-

ufacturer, Bristol-Myers Squibb (B-MS)  [61] . 

Docetaxel ( 23 ), a related taxane anticancer drug 

can also prepared from 10-deacetylbaccatin III 

( 22 )  [62] . 

 Oseltamivir phosphate ( 24 , Tamiflu®), a 

neuraminidase inhibitor, is administered orally 

for the treatment and prevention of influenza A 

and B virus infections, and stockpiling of this 

drug has been proposed to counter the threat of a 

pandemic such as avian flu  [63,   64] . One synthesis 

of this compound begins from (−)-shikimic 

acid ( 25 ), which serves as the key intermediate 

in the biosynthesis of a variety of aromatic com-

pounds in plants and microorganisms  [2] . 

Shikimic acid was first isolated from the plant 

 Illicium anisatum  (Japanese “shikimi”) in 1885, 

and is abundant in the star aniseed ( Illicium 

verum ) and the plant genus  Liquidambar  

(“sweetgum”)  [65,   66] . In order to overcome the 

shortage of the natural source of shikimic acid, 

fermentation of this substance by metabolically 

engineered  Escherichia coli  strains has been 

developed successfully as an efficient alterna-

tive method of production  [67] . Recently, a total 

synthetic method for oseltamivir phosphate 

independent of shikimic acid has been devel-

oped  [68] . 

 Nitisinone ( 26 , Orfadin®) is the first drug 

approved in Europe for the treatment of heredi-

tary tyrosinemia type 1 (HT-1), a rare genetic 

metabolic disorder caused by a deficiency of 

fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase (FAH), an enzyme 

involved in the metabolism of tyrosine  [69] . 

Nitisinone is a derivative of leptospermone ( 27 ), 

an effective herbicide present in the bottlebrush 
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24 plant  Callistemon citrinus   [70] . Nitisinone can 

interfere with tyrosine catabolism as a competi-

tive inhibitor of 4-hydroxyphenyl pyruvate 

dioxygenase (HPPD), an upstream enzyme of 

FAH, to prevent accumulation of toxic tyrosine 

metabolites that lead to liver and kidney failure 

 [69–  71] . 

 Opiates, narcotic compounds extracted or 

derived from opium, are a remarkable source of 

lead compounds for their potent pharmaceutical 

effects such as analgesics, antitussives and 

ataractics, and of which many synthetic deriva-

tives have been prepared  [8,   72] . Apomorphine 

( 28 ), a dopamine agonist derivative from mor-

phine ( 5 ) but without analgesic properties like 

morphine, was recently approved as a therapy 

for Parkinson’s disease  [73] . Hydrocodone ( 30 ) 

is a narcotic agent derived from thebaine ( 29 ) 

and is commonly combined with other analge-

sics such as acetaminophen and ibuprofen as 

drugs to relieve pain.  [74] . Naloxone ( 31 ) and 

naltrexone ( 32 ) are both opioid receptor antago-

nists. Naloxone is used as a treatment for opioid 

overdose  [75] , while naltrexone can be used 

to treat alcoholism as well as opiate addiction 

 [76] . Dextromethorphan ( 33 ) is a non-narcotic 

opiate derivative that is widely used as an over-

the-counter cough-suppressant  [77] . 

 Podophyllotoxin ( 34 ), is a lignan constituent 

of  Podophyllum  resin, produced from the North 

American mayapple ( Podophyllum peltatum ) 

and the Himalayan species  Podophyllum hexan-

drum   [78,   79] . As a result of its considerable 

toxicity, extensive chemical modification work 

has been done to improve the pharmaceutical 

profile of podophyllotoxin. Etoposide ( 35 ), ten-

iposide ( 36 ), and etopophos (etoposide phos-

phate, the prodrug of etoposide) are successful 

anticancer drugs derived from podophyllotoxin 

 [79] . Instead of acting as microtubule inhibitors 

in the same manner as the lead compound  34 , 

derivatives  35  and  36  exert their anticancer 

activities by acting as inhibitors of the enzyme 

topoisomerase II, and together are widely used 

to treat lymphomas, acute leukemia, small cell 

lung cancer, and testicular cancers  [78–  80] .  
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  Use of Plant-Derived Natural Products 
as “Pharmacological Probes”  

 A number of plant secondary metabolites have 

been found to be valuable “pharmacological 

probes” or “biochemical tools” to help target 

various receptors as well as to explain cellular 

processes and assist with the elucidation of dif-

ferent kinds of molecular targets. 

 Genistein ( 37 ), an estrogenic isoflavone 

present in soybean ( Glycine max ), is a protein 

tyrosine kinase (PTK) inhibitor, and has been 

used as a probe to study the interaction between 

PTK and cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) chan-

nels  [81,   82] . Genistein is currently under clinical 

trial for its angiogenesis-inhibiting activity  [83] . 

 Forskolin ( 38 ), also known as coleonol, is a 

labdane diterpene isolated from the roots of 

 Coleus forskohlii  (Lamiaceae), a traditional 

medicinal plant used in India for the treatment 

of heart disease and asthma  [84] . As a hyperten-

sive agent with spasmolytic, cardiotonic and 

anti-platelet-aggregation activity, forskolin can 

directly activate adenylate cyclase (AC), a target 

enzyme of multiple G-protein-coupled receptors 

(GPCRs), leading to the intracellular accumula-

tion of cAMP  [85,   86] . This property makes it 

a potent pharmacological tool widely used in 

investigating the catalytic mechanism of AC 

and the regulation of cAMP  [86–  88] . 

 Quercetin ( 39 ) is one of the most common 

natural occurring flavonoids and is found in 

many fruits and vegetables, such as apples and 

onions. It is well known for its antiinflamma-

tory, antioxidant, and antiplatelet aggregation 

activities  [89,   91] . Quercetin can induce a wide 

spectrum of cellular events by interacting with a 
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24 number of signaling molecules such as protein 

kinases, NF- k B, and calmodulin (CaM)  [89–  91] . 

This flavone can bind to intracellular targets, 

such as nucleic acids and proteins and exhibits 

specific fluorescence emission  [92,   93] . This 

property allows quercetin to be a valuable, sen-

sitive, and selective spectroscopic probe to trace 

phenol-binding complexes in cellular systems 

and help clarify the relevant molecular functions 

 [92–  94] . 

 Phorbol esters, tetracyclic diterpenoids natu-

rally occurring in some plants of the family 

Euphorbiacaeae, such as  Croton tiglium , show 

protein kinase C (PKC) inhibition activity, and 

are also known for their skin-irritant and tumor-

promotion properties  [95,   96] . The most abundant 

 C. tiglium  phorbol ester derivative, 12- O -tetra-

decanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) ( 40 ), is used 

as a standard tumor promoter in animal models 

of full-term carcinogenesis  [97] . 

 Some microtubule targeting agents like col-

chicine ( 41 ), as well as certain anticancer agents 

mentioned before, such as podophyllotoxin ( 34 ), 

paclitaxel ( 15 ), vinblastine ( 16 ) and vincristine 

( 17 ), may be used as biological probes in cancer 

research. Thus, paclitaxel acts as a promoter of 

stabilization of microtubules  [98–  102] . 

 Capsaicin ( 42 ), a pungent principle in chili 

peppers ( Capsicum  spp.), as well as the skin 

irritant, resiniferatoxin ( 43 ), from the latex of 

 Euphorbia resinifera , have been used to probe 

the transient receptor potential (TRP) channels 

and the vanilloid receptors responsible for the 

pain sensation caused by heat. This has led to 

the successful isolation of the first nociceptive 

receptor, TRPV1 (transient receptor potential 

channel, vanilloid subfamily member 1)  [103, 

  104] . Capsaicin-containing creams are now 

available as nonprescription pain-relievers for the 

treatment of post-therapeutic neuralgia  [105] . 

The internal use of capsaicin for the treatment 

of severe post-operative pain, post-traumatic 

neuropathic pain, and musculoskeletal diseases 

is currently under clinical trial  [106] .  
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  Examples of Candidate Drug Molecules 
from Plants  

 Although the development of new drugs from 

plants and other organisms has received less 

emphasis in the last few decades than previ-

ously, plants are still an invaluable resource of 

therapeutic leads, as judged by the number of 

chemical entities currently under preclinical or 

clinical trials  [107–  109] . A portion of these 

compounds are analogs developed on the basis 

of known drugs such as paclitaxel and vinblast-

ine  [107]  and these will not be covered in the 

present section. Herein, several other examples 

of promising candidate drug molecules of plant 

origin will be described briefly. 

 Protopanaxadiol ( 44 ), a triterpene aglycone 

derived from several saponins of ginseng ( Panax 

ginseng )  [110] , has been demonstrated as a 

potential anticancer agent with effects on apop-

tosis induction and cell cycle arrest on cancer 

cells both  in vitro  and  in vivo , and has also been 

reported to show cytotoxicity against multidrug-

resistant tumors by blocking P-glycoprotein 

(P-gp, MDR1)  [111–  114] . Protopanaxadiol, 

under the trade name Pandimex®, is now in a 

Phase I clinical study in the United States for the 

treatment of lung cancer and other solid tumors 

 [111] . Also, it has been approved conditionally 

in mainland China for the treatment of advanced 

cancers of the lung, breast, pancreas, and colon-

rectum  [114] . 

 Homoharringtonine (Ceflatonin®, HHT) ( 45 ) 

is a cytotoxic alkaloid isolated from several plants 

in the genus  Cephalotaxus , such as  C. harringtonia . 

This compound exerts its potential antineoplastic 

activity by inhibiting protein synthesis at the 

ribosome level and inducing the differentiation 

and apoptosis of cancer cells  [115–  117] . 

Homoharringtonine is currently under II/III 

phase clinical trials for the treatment of patients 

with chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) in the 

United States and Europe  [117,   118] . 

 Oxymatrine ( 46 ) is one of the major alka-

loids isolated from the aqueous extract of the 

roots of  Sophora flavescens , a traditional 

Chinese medicinal plant mainly used in the 

treatment of jaundice and other liver disorders 

 [119] . Oxymatrine has been developed in main-

land China as an injection for the treatment of 

chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection  [120] . 

Clinical trials have shown the effect of oxy-

matrine against chronic hepatitis C (HCV) with 

the function of inhibiting proliferation, lessening 

liver fibrosis, regulating the immune reaction 

though reducing the level of TNF a  (tumor 

necrosis factor alpha) in the serum, and down-

regulating the expression of Fas receptor/Fas 

ligand in the liver tissue  [121–  123] . 

 Phenoxodiol ( 47 ), derived from genistein 

( 48 ), a natural occurring soy isoflavone, has 

been promoted as a new promising drug candi-

date in oncology for its broad anticancer spec-

trum and minimal toxicity  [124] . Phenoxodiol 

exhibits its anticancer function by inducing the 

mitotic arrest and apoptosis of tumor cells 

through multiple mechanisms such as by 

decreasing the level of antiapoptotic proteins 

and acting as a DNA topoisomerase (topo) II 
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24 inhibitor  [124,   125] . Phenoxodiol is now under-

going clinical trials as a therapy for ovarian and 

prostate cancer in the United States, Europe, 

and Australia  [126,   127] . 

 Huperzine A ( 49 ) is a sesquiterpene alkaloid 

isolated from a traditional Chinese herbal rem-

edy,  Huperzia serrata  (“Qian Ceng Ta”) in 1986 

 [128] . This compound has been proved to be a 

potent, selective and reversible acetylcholineste-

rase (AChE) inhibitor, and demonstrated memory 

enhancement and neuroprotective functions in 

clinical trials as a therapeutic against Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD) in the People’s Republic of China 

 [129,   130] . In 2004, a phase II clinical trial 

focused on its cognitive function was initiated 

by the National Institute on Aging (NIA) in the 

United States  [131] . ZT-1 ( 50 ), considered more 

selective than huperzine A, was developed as a 

semi-synthetic derivative of  49  by cooperation 

of the Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica and 

Debiopharm of Switzerland and is currently 

under phase I/II clinical trials in mainland China 

and in Europe  [132] . 

 Betulinic acid ( 51 ) and its close structural 

anolog, betulin ( 52 ), are lupane triterpenoids 

widely distributed in the plant kingdom, with 

the latter especially abundant in the bark of the 

white birch tree  [133] . Betulin can serve as the 

semi-synthetic precursor of betulinic acid, 

which is considered biologically more active 

than betulin. Important biological activities 

attributed to betulinic acid and its derivatives, 

are anti-HIV activity and selective cytotoxicity 

against melanoma cancer cells  [133–  135] . 

Betulinic acid can induce apoptosis by acting 

on the mitochondria of various tumor cells. 

This compound is currently under phase I/II 

clinical trials launched by National Cancer 

Institute (NCI) as a chemotherapeutic agent for 

the treatment of dysplastic melanocytic nevi, 

which are considered associated with cutaneous 

melanomas  [136] . 
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 Bevirimat (PA-457,  53 ) is a semi-synthetic 

analog of betulinic acid with potent and selective 

antiretroviral activity. As a first-in-class matura-

tion inhibitor, bevirimat can inhibit the replication 

of HIV by interrupting the cleavage of the CA-SP1 

(capsid-spacer peptide 1) in the Gag processing 

step, thus leading to defects in viral core conden-

sation  [137,   138] . Bevirimat is being developed 

as a new agent for the treatment of HIV infection, 

and phase II trials completed recently have 

suggested a favorable profile of safety and phar-

macokinetics that warrant further clinical research 

 [139,   140] . 

 Combretastatin A4 phosphate ( 54 , CA4P) is 

a water-soluble prodrug of the natural stilbenoid, 

combretastatin A4 ( 55 ), produced by the South 

African tree  Combretum caffrum   [141] . CA4P is 

the first tubulin-binding vascular targeting agent 

(VTAs) under clinical trial, and can induce mor-

phological changes within endothelial cells and 

then led to vascular dysfunction in tumors  [141, 

  142] . CA4P as a therapeutic agent for the treat-

ment of anaplastic thyroid carcinoma and 

myopic macular degeneration is under separate 

phase II clinical trials  [143] . 

 Curcumin ( 56 ), a yellow polyphenol pig-

ment isolated from turmeric ( Curcuma longa ), 

commonly used as a spice in cooking, has util-

ity in India not only as a dietary supplement but 

also for healthcare  [144] . It exhibits antioxidant, 

antiinflammatory, antimicrobial, and immu-

nomodulatory activities as well as other effects 

germane to cancer. Curcumin regulates numer-

ous intracellular signaling pathways by acting 

on a broad spectrum of targets including tran-

scription factors, growth factors, inflammatory 

cytokines, and protein kinases  [145] . The poten-

tial therapeutic effects of curcumin have raised 

interest worldwide and multiple clinical trials 

have been launched in different countries 

including India, Japan, the People’s Republic of 

China, and the United States, for the treatment 

of cancer, Alzheimer’s disease as well as chronic 

psoriasis  [144] .  

  Future Prospects  

 The successful track record of natural compounds 

from plants, microorganisms, and other organ-

isms, has demonstrated amply that these small 

organic molecules represent a highly useful source 

of molecular diversity in drug discovery  [1,   5,   6,   9, 

  14] . Although the trend of developing small 

organic molecules as new drugs in the last 2 

decades has been challenged by new synthetic 

methods such as combinatorial chemistry, natural 

products have once again come to prominence as 

sources of libraries of drug-like chemical entities 

 [3,   18,   20] . Many small biotechnology companies 

as distinct from large pharmaceutical corporations 

have realized the important role that natural prod-

ucts play in modern drug discovery. Accordingly, 

new natural product-derived drugs are continually 

being introduced onto the market at a steady rate 

and there are numerous drug candidates from 

plants or other natural sources currently undergo-

ing preclinical or clinical trials  [107,   146] . 

Resourceful interdisciplinary efforts are required 
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24 to ensure that research on natural product drug dis-

covery may keep pace with the many ongoing 

changes in the pharmaceutical industry. 

 The investigation of active compounds from 

plants and other organisms has benefited from 

many technological breakthroughs over the last 

10 years. The utilization of bioassay-guided 

fractionation has been increased significantly by 

improving the technologies applied in the proc-

esses of compound analysis, purification, and 

structural identification as well as bioactivity 

screening. Thus, methods such as HPLC-coupled 

spectroscopy, higher magnetic field-strength 

NMR instruments, and robotics to automate 

high-throughput bioassays have all served to 

make the lead selection phase of plant-derived 

drug discovery faster and more reliable. 

 The combination of HPLC or LC with other 

techniques such as the diode-array detector 

(DAD), circular dichroism (CD), mass spectrom-

etry (MS), and nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) has tremendously increased the ability of 

analysis and purification of HPLC by providing 

structural information of compounds on-line with 

minimum quantities of samples. These upgrades 

in the use of HPLC have made the structural 

characterization of compounds in crude natural 

product mixtures more accurate and their isolation 

more straightforward  [147–  149] . 

 Contemporary natural product structure elu-

cidation depends largely on the sensitivity of 

NMR spectroscopy, which has been increased 

greatly by recent developments in NMR probe 

technology. The introduction of microprobes 

and cryogenically cooled probes in NMR spec-

troscopy has afforded a considerable increase in 

sensitivity compared to conventional NMR 

probes and now enables the structure elucida-

tion of compounds at the microgram level. The 

development of flow-through probes has pro-

vided a seamless link of NMR spectroscopy 

with liquid chromatography systems, and this 

promising technique has been adopted in natu-

ral products research  [150,   151] . Accordingly, 

improvements to solvent suppression techniques 

have made it feasible to use non-deuterated 

solvents instead of expensive deuterated solvents 

during chromatographic separation and the 

LC-SPE-NMR technique can also make deuter-

ated solvents unnecessary during the chroma-

tographic separation, using the solid-phase 

extraction (SPE) technique before NMR analysis 

 [152,   153] . 

 Bioactivity screening is a key step in natural 

product-derived drug discovery. Over the last 

decade, numerous efforts have been carried out 

to develop more efficient screening methods. 

Thus, improved automated high-throughput 

techniques have allowed for rapid screening of 

plant extracts in the same manner as libraries of 

pure compounds, so the biological assays are no 

longer a rate-limiting step in the drug discovery 

process. With advanced data handling systems 

and robotics, a hundred thousand samples can 

be tested in just over a week  [154] . New tech-

nologies based on bioactivity combined with 

chemo-analytical processes have emerged and 

some of them have been practiced successfully 

in plant-based drug research. These new methods, 

such as bioautography, HPLC-based activity 

profiling, on-flow bioassays, assays based on 

capillary electrophoresis, molecular imprinted 

polymers, biosensors, biological chip-based 

technologies for affinity separation and expres-

sion profiling, and various MS and NMR-based 

methods, have led to the establishment of effec-

tive, flexible and selective approaches for suc-

cessful secondary metabolite screening from 

organisms  [155,   156] . 

 Biotechnology may be employed to overcome 

the sourcing problems that are unavoidable obsta-

cles in the process of plant-derived drug manufac-

turing. A plant natural product can be produced 

via cell culturing of the source organism or via 

genetic engineering in a heterologous host. The 

metabolic pathway in the organism can be modu-

lated and transformed using chemical or biological 

methods to furnish certain plant secondary 

metabolites of interest  [157–  160] . For example, 

since 2002, Bristol-Myers Squibb has produced 
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paclitaxel using callus cell cultures of the Chinese 

yew,  Taxus chinensis   [161] . Other plant-derived 

compounds such as some  Catharanthus  alkaloids, 

diosgenin from  Dioscorea  species, and the  Panax 

ginseng  ginsenosides also can be produced by 

cell culture  [162–  164] . These biotechnological 

methods have allowed selected plant natural 

products to be produced in a relatively controlled 

manner, and hence provide a supply of plant 

matrix not limited by sourcing problems, such as 

environmental, seasonal, geographical, and polit-

ical factors  [160] . 

 The past history of use plant and other natu-

ral product-derived drugs in the treatment of 

many major afflictions like cancer, cardiovas-

cular diseases, and neurological conditions 

augurs well for their future utilization in this 

regard. When considering plant sources specifi-

cally, no more than 20% of the existing higher 

plants on earth have been investigated for phar-

maceutical purposes  [146] . Moreover, even a 

large proportion of the known compounds with 

plant origin have never been evaluated in a bio-

assay  [146] . Cooperative efforts from all the 

technical disciplines related to drug discovery 

should be continued to make plant-derived nat-

ural products research an essential contributor 

in the future. Towards this end, a greater effort 

than previously should be made to examine the 

traditional practices of plants in developing 

countries, and plant-derived compounds should 

be examine for efficiency in test systems ger-

mane to a wide spectrum of human and animal 

diseases than previously.      
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 Speciality Non-food Crops       

     Adrian P.   Higson and       Alison   Hamer    

  Abstract   Potential markets for non-food crops 

are both large and diverse, ranging from biofu-

els to performance chemicals and pharmaceu-

ticals. If current consumer demand, high oil 

prices, and political support are maintained, we 

can expect to see significant increase in their 

cultivation. There are hundreds of crops in use 

or under development for non-food applications 

around the world. Speciality non-food crops are 

generally cultivated for specific natural products. 

They provide an invaluable source of therapeutic 

agents and high value ingredients including 

anti-oxidants and essential fatty acids for use in 

performance chemicals, cosmetics, functional 

foods, and pharmaceuticals. This chapter looks 

at the markets for renewable materials from 

speciality non-food crops and gives examples 

of crops currently under cultivation.    

  Current Status for Non-Food Crops  

  State of the Marketplace 

 The potential markets for non-food crops are 

both large and diverse, ranging from biofuels to 

performance chemicals and pharmaceuticals. 

Non-food crops are viewed as a means to improve 

industrial sustainability, improve rural econo-

mies and increase crop biodiversity. Globally, 

governments have developed a raft of policies 

and strategies to stimulate non-food crop markets 

and technologies (Alcimed,  2007 ; Defra and 

DTI,  2007 ; Hodsman et al.,  2005 ; Schmitz, 2007;    

U.S. Department of Energy, 2006). 

 Comprised of five national bodies representing 

France, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium and the 

UK, the European Renewable Raw Materials 

Association (ERRMA) aims to promote the 

valorisation of compounds and materials derived 

from crops for use in the chemical and energy 

sectors. In the UK, significant progress has been 

made in the stimulation of markets; the number 

of farms growing non-food crops under schemes 

in England rose by 20% between 2003 and 2005. 

Many of the markets served by high value non-

food crops are supply sensitive and can be prone 

to fluctuations in over and under-supply of 

material. There is interest and engagement from 

a widening range of players across the different 

sectors involved with non-food crops (Hodsman 

et al.,  2005) . However, engendering stable and 

profitable markets for novel crops is not without 

its challenges and barriers to uptake.  

  What is a Non-food Crop? 

 As the name suggests, a non-food crop is a crop 

used in applications other than for human food 

or animal feed i.e. the production of renewable 
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25 energy, fuels and materials. It is the intended 

application, or use, that denotes their status, and 

therefore they are not necessarily distinct from 

traditional food or feed crops. 

 From amaranth and artemisia to yarrow and 

yew, there are hundreds of crops in use or under 

development for non-food applications around the 

world. The UK’s National Non-Food Crops Centre 

(NNFCC) holds agronomy and market details on 

about a hundred of the key European crops. 

 The majority of non-food crops also have food 

and/or feed uses, for example wheat and oilseed 

rape (OSR). The use of existing food crops with 

well-understood agronomy and developed supply 

chains can offer an easier route to market over the 

development of completely novel non-food crops. 

Current crops dominating the non-food area are 

those that produce sugar, starch and oils, for use 

in the production of fuel and bulk chemicals. 

 Three groups of crops grown solely for 

industrial, or non-food, purposes are; fibre 

crops, energy crops and crops grown for their 

secondary metabolites. In addition to their well-

known historical uses, fibre crops such as hemp 

and flax are used in biocomposites for the auto-

mobile industry and in construction materials. 

Increasingly, crops such as miscanthus and 

short rotation coppice (SRC) willow or poplar 

are being cultivated for energy production. 

Energy crops are grown to maximise yield of 

biomass per hectare, and developments in the 

thermal processing of biomass (Bridgewater, 

 2006)  or the manipulation of carbohydrates like 

starch and cellulose could result in these crops 

forming the basis of a new economy based on 

renewable resources (‘the bioeconomy’) (Morris, 

 2006) . The third type of non-food crop is the 

low volume, speciality crops grown for compo-

nents such as secondary metabolites or specific 

oils. Often with long histories of wild harvest-

ing for traditional use, they are grown to pro-

vide plant-derived pharmaceuticals and 

speciality chemicals for use as personal care 

and functional food ingredients. Although not 

always high value, in general, the profit margins 

available in these high value sectors make the 

business risk of developing novel non-food 

crops acceptable. This review looks at activity 

in the area of speciality non-food crops with 

respect to secondary metabolites and speciality 

oils, crops for fibres such as jute and cotton are 

not considered. Although not strictly ‘non-

food’, crops used to produce ingredients for 

functional foods have been included as the areas 

of healthcare and nutrition are closely related, 

and the movement of functional food ingredients 

(e.g. omega oils) into personal care products is 

also evident. 

 Although a large amount of data is available 

for large volume crop cultivation, information 

on the cultivation of speciality crops is less 

available. The situation is further complicated 

by the dual use of crops in food and non-food 

applications. Table  1  serves to give an idea of 

the cultivation levels of a range of speciality 

non-food crops in Europe. For comparison, 

approximately 5 and 25 million hectares (ha) of 

European land (EU27) are used for OSR and 

wheat cultivation annually. Land used for culti-

vation of crops for herbal remedies in Europe 

amounts to 70,000–100,000 ha (Williamson and 

MacTavish,  2007) .   

  Table 1    European non-food crop activity (2004) 

(The Promotion of Non-Food Crops; Hodsman et 

al.,  2005)    

 Crop  Country  Area (ha) 

 Caraway  Lithuania  6,500 

 Chamomile  UK  175 

 Crambe  UK  1,171 

 Lavender  France  24,000 

 Linseed*  Finland, France, 

Germany, Lithuania, 

Poland 

 >7,465 

 Poppy  France, UK  8,466 

 St John’s 

Wort 

 Austria  24 

 Sunflower  Austria, France, 

Germany 

 71,503 

  * Area not available for all countries  
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  History of Non-food Crops 

 It is said that “there is nothing new under the 

sun” and certainly the use of plant products for 

their functional properties in the home and gar-

den is as old as man himself. Plants have been 

used for home building, to produce heat, 

provide decoration and to treat diseases. The 

first agricultural (Neolithic) revolution some 

10,000–12,000 years ago changed man from a 

nomadic hunter-gatherer to a settled cultivator 

of crops. The growing of herbs for culinary and 

medicinal purposes can be traced to ancient 

Egypt and Mesopotamia. These gardens later 

appeared as the physic gardens (e.g. Chelsea 

Physic Garden), of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. 

 Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, the understanding of herbal medicines 

increased to a point in the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, where chemists were able to characterise 

the principle active ingredients in a number of 

medicines (Fowler,  2006 ; Sneden,  2005) . These 

active ingredients, included morphine (from 

 Papaver somniferum ), digitalis (from  Digitalis 

purpurea ) and quinine (from  Cinchona  tree 

bark), and provided the impetus for experiments 

which changed the direction of medicine and 

gave rise to the chemicals industry. Throughout 

history, chemicals have been isolated from 

plants; written records for the use of indigo 

exists from Mesopotamia (seventh century BC) 

and by 715 BC wool dying was an established 

craft in Rome. In the 1850s the paths of herbal 

medicines and dyes crossed, changing the future 

development of both products. In 1856, the 

English chemist William Henry Perkin set out to 

chemically synthesise the natural product qui-

nine from aniline. Quinine, an expensive plant 

extract was in demand at the time for the treat-

ment of malaria. Rather than obtain quinine, 

Perkin synthesised the deep magenta dye 

‘ mauvein’ . This serendipitous discovery paved 

the way for the modern dyes industry. It also laid 

the foundations for industrial organic chemistry 

which would go on to play the fundamental role 

in shifting western medicine from plant-based 

herbal extracts to synthetic single entity drugs. 

 By 1900, purified plant drugs were in use, 

from these purified compounds came new 

semi-synthetic drugs and by the 1950s plant 

compounds were being regarded as starting 

points for drug development rather than final 

compounds. From the 1950s fully synthetic drugs 

(although based on natural product leads) became 

the preferred route to therapeutic agents. Despite 

the twenty-first century preference for synthetic 

drug production, the plant kingdom still provides 

us with important drug starting materials, and 

active ingredients competitive with or beyond 

the commercial reach of synthetic chemistry 

(Table  2 ) (Butler,  2005 ; Ganesan,  2004) .  

  Table 2    Examples of medicinal drugs derived from plants   

 Crop  Active ingredient  Therapeutic area  Chemical family 

  Artemisia annua   Artemisinin  Anti-malarial  Sesquiterpene lactone 

  Catharanthus roseus   Vincristine, vinblastine  Cancer 

chemotherapy 

 Bis-indole alkaloids 

  Cinchona ledgeriana   Quinine  Anti-malarial  Quinoline alkaloid 

  Digitalis purpurea   Digoxin  Heart conditions  Steroidal glycoside 

  Narcissus 

pseudonarcissus  

 Galanthamine  Alzheimers 

disease 

 Isoquinoline alkaloid 

  Papaver somniferum   Codeine, morphine  Analgesic  Opiate alkaloids 

  Pilocarpus jaborondi   Pilocarpine  Glaucoma  Imidazole alkaloid 

  Taxus genus   Paclitaxel  Cancer 

chemotherapy 

 Diterpene 
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25  With the advent of synthetic chemistry, 

interest in non-food crops waned somewhat. 

The sector was affected by the availability of 

cheap oil, resulting in petrochemicals forming 

the basis of our manufacturing industry. 

However, as the twenty-first century develops, 

we see a reawakening of interest in their culti-

vation. The reasons for the uptake of plant-based 

materials differ from sector to sector, but in 

general focus on: mitigation of climate 

change; security of energy supply; high oil 

prices; amelioration of environmental contami-

nation; consumer demand for natural ingredients 

and improved material performance. 

 While some sectors (e.g. natural dyes) show 

little sign of recovery, others (e.g. plant-derived 

fuels named biofuels) are being driven by govern-

ment incentives and progressed through advances 

in technology. Other sectors such as plant-derived 

pharmaceuticals, personal care products, lubri-

cants, and other chemicals are developing based 

on consumer demand, technical innovation, regu-

lation, and favourable economics.   

  Crop and Product Development  

  Overcoming Complexities, Challenges 

and Opportunities 

 As with all products, the introduction of new 

materials from crops requires the development 

of new supply chains. These supply lines origi-

nate at the agricultural/horticultural industry 

and are often unfamiliar to companies who tra-

ditionally work with petrochemical-based feed-

stocks. Companies will often need to develop 

new skills and technologies or seek out partner 

companies to ensure supply chain competency 

and security. The following areas need to be 

understood and considered when developing 

new plant-derived products:

   Knowledge of plants and bioactive contents  • 

  Ability to source sustainable plant material • 

(germplasm)  

  Plant breeding, cultivar optimisation  • 

  Agronomy, agricultural scale up, traceability, • 

Good Agricultural Practice (GAP)  

  Effects of genotype and phenotype on yield • 

of natural product  

  Post-harvest storage, initial extraction  • 

  Separation, purification, standardisation, • 

characterisation  

  Synthetic derivatisation  • 

  Regulatory framework; safety, efficacy, • 

clinical trials  

  Market demand and acceptance  • 

  Co-ordination of multidisciplinary projects  • 

  Understanding and financial support from • 

private and public sectors    

 The cultivation of non-food crops can be inte-

grated into the supply chain through a number 

of routes. Low volume crops can be cultivated 

by the final product supplier. This production 

route provides the maximum control over the 

quality and consistency of cultivation. This 

control is particularly important when the end 

product is a botanical extract containing multi-

ple constituents and for use in pharmaceutical 

applications. The end product manufacturer can 

contract cultivation to a third party; this 

approach is often preferable for companies not 

focused on plant breeding or agronomy. The 

third supply route is to purchase material from 

agricultural contractors who have detailed 

knowledge of agricultural markets and existing 

supply chains. This route is more common for 

larger scale production of food crops and crops 

for biofuels, but is also well demonstrated by plant 

oil supply chains. For example, in the UK, con-

tracts are available to farmers for borage, echium, 

and camelina, details of such contracts are held by 

The National Non-Food Crops Centre. 

 The complexity of supply chains and the 

need to develop collaborations is seen in the 

cultivation of sweet gale ( Myrica gale ) for use 

as a cosmetic ingredient (Galley and Simpson, 
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 2007) . The deciduous shrub sweet gale (also 

known as bog myrtle or Dutch myrtle) has been 

used for flavouring beer, as an insect repellent 

and an herbal remedy. More recent analysis 

showed extracts displayed interesting anti-bac-

terial activity against acne-causing skin bacte-

ria. Although harvested from the wild for 

thousands of years, sweet gale had never been 

commercially propagated or cultivated. To 

develop cosmetic products containing sweet 

gale, a consortium capable of the following was 

required; identifying the best plant material, 

developing the propagation and agronomy, 

designing bespoke harvesting machinery, devel-

oping bioactive extraction processes, and per-

forming product formulation and safety tests. 

 Analysis of wild sweet gale showed consid-

erable variation in composition from plant to 

plant and also by location. The Scottish 

Agricultural College (SAC) developed tests 

allowing standardisation of extracts and devel-

oped propagation methods. SAC also developed 

an understanding of the agronomic require-

ments for commercial production. Highland 

Natural Products Ltd. performed environmental 

impacts assessments on commercial production 

and looked at economic effects of land use. Two 

critical technologies needed to be developed. 

Cranfield University (UK) designed and built a 

harvester suitable for the wet upland conditions. 

Critical Processes Ltd. assessed extraction 

methods and optimised a steam distillation 

process. Product formulation, efficacy, and 

safety tests were performed by Boots. The 

development project resulted in new products 

forming part of the Boots ‘Botanics’ range. 

Sweet gale oil is the first essential oil to be 

developed in 40 years and plans to cultivate 

5,000 ha are underway.  

  Development of New Crop Varieties 

 Developments in high-throughput screening 

technologies now allow the rapid and detailed 

analysis of genes, transcripts, proteins and 

metabolites. Studied in combination, ‘systems 

biology’ creates new opportunities for both 

conventional development of new crop varieties 

and transgenic modification (or genetic modifi-

cation, GM) (Miflin,  2000 ; Smallwood,  2006) . 

This understanding can be used to improve both 

input (inputs required for successful cultivation, 

e.g. water, fertiliser, fungicides and pesticides) 

and output (quality and quantity of the desired 

products) traits in food and non-food crops. 

Although resistance to the cultivation of GM 

crops in Europe is strong, it has been estimated 

that worldwide, GM crops cover almost 4% of 

total arable land (WHO,  2005) . GM strains of 

maize, soybeans, OSR and cotton are grown 

commercially. Also, GM papaya, potato, rice, 

squash, sugar beet and tomato are available. In 

the EU, GM ‘Bt maize’ – a variety containing a 

gene that allows the maize to defend itself 

against the European corn borer – was grown on 

more than 100,000 ha (250,000 acres) in 2007 

(EuropaBio,  2007) . Currently focused on agro-

nomic trait developments which minimise eco-

nomic damage in crops, such as increasing pest 

or disease resistance, pesticide tolerance and 

crop yield, the potential exists through meta-

bolic engineering to optimise the production of 

specific fatty acids and secondary metabolites 

in crops (Kinney,  2006 ; Smallwood,  2006) . An 

active area of research and development is in 

the production of biological therapeutic com-

pounds (biologics) in plants and is discussed 

further in Section   3.2    .  

  Biorefineries 

 Biorefineries are large integrated facilities, which, 

by ‘biorefining’, provide a range of products 

including fuel, chemicals, and power from bio-

based feedstocks. Key to the successful develop-

ment of biorefineries is the availability of 

technologies to derive maximum value from all 

constituents of a very high volume of biomass, 
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25 thus it is not currently clear to what degree they 

will drive market uptake of speciality crops. 

Driven by a high volume chemical or biofuel, the 

co-processing of extraction products such as 

waxes, terpenes, proteins, sterols and antioxidants 

plus the efficient use of other polymers such as 

lignin for heat and power generation or chemical 

production will be required to derive maximum 

economic returns (Tamutech Consultancy,  2007) . 

Through the operation of biorefineries, even 

materials that are present in low concentrations 

may become commercially viable. 

 There is a very wide range of potentially 

valuable extracts from plant biomass. Many of 

these are specific to particular genera or species. 

Others are found quite widely across the plant 

kingdom. Ingredients from a specific type of 

plant, e.g. a natural product pharmaceutical 

ingredient, will normally be extracted in a dedi-

cated facility, which is unlikely to form part of a 

biorefinery. However, more generic materials 

found in many types of plant; particularly crops 

associated with biofuel feedstocks e.g. maize, 

wheat and OSR could be extracted. 

 The extraction of squalene is a notable exam-

ple of a terpene found in low concentration in a 

range of plants. It is normally produced from 

shark liver oil, but during the process of refining 

low grade olive oil, squalene is concentrated in a 

fraction called the deodorizer distillate. Ten per-

cent or more of this fraction can consist of 

squalene, and extraction becomes cost-effective. 

The squalene is hydrogenated to give squalane, 

a high value ingredient in demand for cosmetic 

and personal care products (Bondioli et al., 

 1993 ; Fernández-Bolaños et al.,  2006) .   

  Non-food Sectors  

  Pharmaceuticals 

 Natural products and their derivatives are an 

invaluable source not only of lead compounds 

for pharmaceutical development but also thera-

peutic agents themselves (Table  2 ) (Fowler, 

 2006) . In terms of production cost, the chemical 

complexity of these agents places them beyond 

the reach of synthetic chemistry and natural 

product extraction, and derivatisation is the 

preferred production route (Butler,  2005 ; Fowler 

and Law,  2006 ; Koehn and Carter,  2005 ; 

Srivastava et al.,  2005) . This approach is 

exemplified by the manufacture of the taxanes, 

paclitaxel and docetaxel. These compounds 

form the basis of the blockbuster drugs Taxol ®  

and Taxotere ®  which are used to treat many 

types of cancer. Taken from yew species ( Taxus  

spp.) both natural paclitaxel and synthetic inter-

mediates suitable for conversion to paclitaxel 

and docetaxel are extracted. 

 First performed in 1804, the extraction of 

morphine from opium poppies ( Papaver somni-

ferum ) still provides an important source of 

opiate analgesics and a starting material for 

codeine synthesis. These alkaloids are widely 

used in the treatment of severe pain. As for the 

taxanes mentioned above, extraction from the 

poppy remains the preferred route for the pro-

duction of morphine and codeine. Globally, 

opium poppies are legally cultivated on around 

40,000 ha annually. The major supplier of 

opium poppies is Tasmania, supplying around 

40% of the market. GlaxoSmithKline, Tasmanian 

Alkaloids and Johnson-Matthey operate fully 

integrated supply chains for opiate production. 

Levels of production are controlled by the UN 

Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, which 

limits production to reasonable saleable quanti-

ties with allowance made for contingency stocks 

(Fowler and Law,  2006) . 

 Plants are an important source of new drug 

leads (Fowler,  2006 ; Kong et al.,  2003) . 

Developments continue across a number of sci-

entific areas (e.g. plant molecular biology, 

extraction and separation technology and 

molecular characterisation tools). Plus, there is 

increasing concern about the lack of new phar-

maceuticals entering the marketplace. Therefore, 
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interest in the cultivation of high value non-

food crops for pharmaceutical applications is 

re-emerging. The reasons for this renewed interest 

have been reviewed in detail (Fowler and Law, 

 2006)  and are summarised below:

   Lack of delivery at the expected levels of • 

synthetic and combinatorial chemistry.  

  Recognition that natural product-derived • 

drugs occupy a very different ‘chemical 

space’ to synthetically derived drugs, pro-

viding an important extra dimension of 

chemical diversity - this is especially true of 

plant systems.  

  Significant advances have been made in • 

technologies for preparation of plant extracts 

and the identification and rapid isolation of 

specific active entities (de-replication).    

 A number of companies hold valuable libraries 

of natural products (Fowler and Law,  2006) . 

Phytopharm Plc and GW Pharmaceuticals Plc 

are developing new drug pipelines based on 

medicinal plants. In collaboration with Unilever, 

Phytopharm are developing a functional food 

targeted at obesity sufferers. The extract from 

the South African  Hoodia  plant, is claimed to 

contain a novel satiety stimulator that reduces 

calorie intake in overweight subjects. In addi-

tion to detailed agronomy studies, Phytopharm 

are developing supply chains and undertaking 

clinical and consumer studies. 

 Cannabis ( Cannabis sativa ) has a long his-

tory of medicinal and non-medicinal use and 

records date back 4,000 years. Naturally occur-

ring cannabis contains a unique class of com-

pounds known as cannabinoids. Over 60 members 

of this family have been identified but only a 

few have been well studied. The two best known 

and most studied cannabinoids are delta-9-tet-

rahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol 

(CBD) (Fig.  1 ). These two compounds show 

markedly different pharmacological activity. THC 

is best known for its psycho-activity but also 

displays analgesic, anti-spasmodic, anti-tremor, 

anti-inflammatory, and anti-emetic activity. CBD 

has anti-inflammatory, anti-convulsant, and 

anti-psychotic activity as well as neuroprotec-

tive and immunomodulatory effects. Critically, 

CBD is not psychoactive or intoxicating and 

may play a role in reducing the unwanted side 

effects of THC.  

 GW Pharmaceuticals are leading research into 

the use of cannabinoids for treatment of a range of 

illnesses such as Multiple Sclerosis symptoms 

including muscle spasticity, spasms, bladder dys-

function and pain control. The company states that 

precise pharmacological activity can be achieved 

by blending different cannabinoids in defined 

ratios. In addition to the ratio of cannabinoids; 

GW are interested in the action of other plant 

components modulating pharmacological activity. 

 By its nature, the cultivation of  Cannabis 

sativa  plants requires additional control beyond 

Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) and Good 

Manufacturing Practice (GMP) requirements for 

plant-derived pharmaceutical production. GW 

cultivates  Cannabis sativa  under licence from the 

UK Home Office and the crop is grown under a 

highly secure and controlled glasshouse envi-

ronment. Computer control allows temperature, 

humidity, air change, and photoperiod to be 

optimised to give a controlled year round supply 

of material. Initial crops were grown from seed 

but subsequent chemovars (varieties) have been 

grown as cuttings to give genetically identical 

clones. The use of cuttings for propagation allows 

the generation of crops with very narrow ratios of 

cannabinoid content. GW’s first product 

Sativex  TM  , an oromucosal spray composed 
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  Fig. 1    Cannabinoids delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol 

(1) and cannabidiol (2)       
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25 primarily of THC and CBD, has been approved by 

Health Canada (GW Pharmaceuticals Plc,  2007) . 

 When considering bioactive molecules occu-

pying novel chemical space the anti-malarial 

compound artemisinin stands out. Artemisinin 

(also known as Qinghaosu) is an extract of 

 Artemisia annua , and is a complex 1,2,4-triox-

ane tetracyclic sesquiterpene (Fig.  2 ).  

 Shown to be effective for treatment of 

malaria by Chinese scientists in the 1970s, 

artemisinin, as part of an artemisinin based 

combination therapy (ACT), is now considered 

to be the leading treatment for malaria in chlo-

roquine resistant areas (WHO,  2006) . Large 

quantities of  Artemisia  are required to meet 

clinical need. The number of companies extract-

ing artemisinin in China rose from 10 to 80 

between 2003 and 2005 and from 3 to 20 in 

Vietnam. Commercial cultivation also began in 

East Africa and Madagascar (Kindermans et al., 

 2007) . However, the commercial market for 

artemisinin is extremely volatile with large 

fluctuations in price and recently prices have 

dropped to $200/kg (down from a high of over 

$1,000/kg in 2004); such low prices caused 

some growers to switch to more profitable crops 

(CNAP,  2007 ; Kindermans et al.,  2007) . The 

Centre for Novel Agricultural Products (CNAP) 

at the University of York (UK) is using fast 

track breeding techniques to increase yields of 

artemisinin. With funding from the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation (CNAP,  2007) , they 

have developed new high-throughput screening 

methods, which can extract and measure the 

artemisinin content of plants in minutes. The 

team eventually aims to screen 25,000 plants 

generating a collection of individuals with valu-

able traits. 

  Artemisia annua  grows wild in northern 

Europe. Commercial scale cultivation is being 

studied by European companies looking at 

germplasm, agronomy, and requirements for 

harvesting, processing, and delivery (Botanical 

Developments, 2006).  

  Recombinant Proteins and Molecular Farming 

 Over the last decade, the possibility of using 

plants as vectors for the large scale production 

of recombinant proteins and vaccines has moved 

from development to commercial activity. So 

called ‘molecular farming’ is seen as an oppor-

tunity to overcome the problems of scale-up 

associated with fermentation or transgenic ani-

mal systems. However, over 80% of the produc-

tion cost of these proteins is associated with 

downstream isolation and purification of the 

protein and these downstream costs vary little 

with production method. Therefore, to compete 

with simpler rival production methods, the 

increased cost of plant production must be off-

set by higher yields of expressed protein (Fowler 

and Law,  2006 ; Fisher et al.,  2004 ; Twyman 

et al.,  2003) . 

 Due to its ease of manipulation and signifi-

cant potential to produce biomass, the tobacco 

plant ( Nicotiana tabacum  L.) has received a great 

deal of attention as a candidate for production 

of recombinant proteins (Epobio,  2007a ; Twyman 

et al.,  2003) . The European biotechnology com-

pany Meristem has developed systems for recom-

binant protein expression in whole leaf biomass. 

Proteins under development include gastric 

lipase and lactoferrin. The Large Scale Biology 

Corporation also chose tobacco plants for pro-

duction of a range of therapeutic vaccines and 

proteins. They have adopted a new approach 

using viral vectors with the capacity to express 
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  Fig. 2    Artemisinin extracted from  Artemisia annua        
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genes of interest in non-transgenic plants. These 

tobacco mosaic virus and related vectors move 

rapidly throughout the entire plant, causing pro-

tein synthesis and accumulation in most tissues. 

Over the last 50 years, safflower ( Carthamus 

tinctorius ) has been cultivated mainly for its 

vegetable oil. Recently, in addition to the pro-

duction of nutritional oils, SemBioSys Genetics 

has developed systems for production of insulin 

and proteins in safflower for use in cardiovascu-

lar therapy. These products are currently under-

going clinical trials. The potential for in-plant 

production of recombinant proteins is clear; 

however, it remains to be seen whether this pro-

duction system can compete with microbial fer-

mentation and whether the required GM 

technology will be accepted by society.  

  Herbal Medicines 

 Although single active ingredient pharmaceuti-

cals dominate western medicine, in many parts 

of the world herbal or traditional medicine 

forms the mainstay of healthcare. The use of 

herbal medicine is also growing in both Europe 

and the US. The global herbal medicine market 

was worth over €45 billion per year in 2003 and 

is growing steadily (WHO,  2003) . Although 

often not supported by extensive clinical data, 

herbal medicines are commonly used for treatment 

of a wide range of complaints from depression 

to hypertension. Some preparations have been 

well studied and have proven clinical effects; 

these include treatment of moderate depression 

with St John’s Wort extract, garlic for decreas-

ing high blood pressure, the use of  Ginkgo 

biloba  extract for the treatment of dementia 

(Bardia et al.,  2007 ; Mar and Bent,  1999) . The 

herbal medicines market is largely served 

through the wild harvesting of medicinal plants 

(Williamson and MacTavish,  2007) . 

 There are, however, concerns over the quality 

and authenticity of some herbal medicines. These 

concerns have resulted in the European Traditional 

Herbal Medicinal Products Directive (2004/24/

EC) (THMPD) (European Union,  2004) . Coming 

into force in 2011, the Directive will bring con-

sistency and regulation to the herbal medicines 

market across Europe. In additional to concerns 

over safety, the increased amount of wild crafting 

is raising sustainability questions. Of the 

40,000–50,000 plant species used in herbal medi-

cines, 70% are wild crafted and 4,000 of those 

face extinction. The opportunity for commercial 

cultivation of medicinal herbs has been reviewed 

(Williamson and MacTavish,  2007) . The study 

identified up to 36 species of plants suitable for 

cultivation in Northern European agroclimatic 

conditions or under controlled conditions. The 

authors reviewed potential volumes and prices 

and the species with greatest potential for eco-

nomic development are shown in Table  3 .  

 Whether the commercial cultivation of 

medicinal plants increases will be largely 

dependent on how the industry and consumers 

respond to new regulations such as the THMPD. 

The costs associated with the Directive may 

appear to be off-putting to producers, but on the 

other hand the reassurance provided to consumers 

and medical practitioners may further stimulate 

the sector. In addition, the need to grow crops 

under GAP may help prevent the exploitation of 

endangered wild species.  

  Nutrition and Personal Care 

 In addition to the long standing uses of natural 

products in pharmaceuticals and herbal medi-

cines, new developments in nutrition and cos-

metics continue to provide new opportunities 

for cultivation of non-food crops. Providing the 

momentum for developments such as sweet 

gale is a strong customer drive for products 

derived from natural sources. This can be seen 

in the personal care sector in products from 

shampoo to skin care. The natural cosmetic 

market is believed to be near the €1billion mark 

in Europe (Organic Monitor,  2006) . Another 
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new and growing market is functional foods; in 

2006, the US functional food market was esti-

mated to value $36 billion (Sloane,  2006) . 

Evidence from epidemiological studies increas-

ingly demonstrates the benefits of plant-rich 

diets. Identifying the bioactive compounds 

responsible for these benefits is an active area 

of research. Compound groups under examina-

tion include polyphenols, flavonoids, lignans, 

stilbenes, salicylates, and sterols (Hooper and 

Cassidy,  2006) . 

 Many of these compounds are being analysed 

for antioxidant activity. Antioxidants are an 

important and growing area in functional foods 

and the potential for novel antioxidants from 

plant sources has not gone unnoticed. Tocopherol 

and ascorbic acid, either synthetic or natural are 

the most widely used biological antioxidants; 

most natural tocopherols are isolated from 

soybean oil whereas ascorbic acid is prepared 

through a double fermentation process. The anti-

oxidant activity of rosmarinic acid is well known 

  Table 3    Medicinal plant species offering opportunities for commercial cultivation in Northern Europe   

 Species  Common name  Note  Type of bioactive 

  Arctostaphylos 

uva-ursi  

 Bearberry  Endangered and in demand  Hydroquinones, arbutin, 

tannis, phenolic 

glycosides and flavonoids 

  Atropa belladonna   Deadly 

Nightshade, 

Belladonna 

 Controlled cultivation 

necessary 

 Tropane alkaloids 

  Baptista tinctorum   Wild Indigo  Immune system herb 

increasingly in demand 

 Arabinogalactan proteins 

  Cetraria islandica   Iceland Moss  Endangered species, 

sustainable cultivation 

required 

 Lichen acids (usnic acid) 

and polysaccharides 

  Crataegus 

oxyacantha  

 Hawthorn  Long term crop with 

increasing demand 

 Bioflavonoids, triterpenes, 

proanthocyanins, 

polyphenols, coumarins 

  Gentiana lutea   Yellow Gentian  Endangered, requires 

cultivation research 

 Bitter principles (gentiopic-

riside, amarogentin), 

gentainose, inulin, 

phenolic acids 

  Hydrastis 

canadensis  

 Goldenseal  Endangered with increasing 

demand 

 Isoquinoline alkaloids. 

  Orchis mascula  

and  Orchis 

morio  

 Purple and Green 

Winged 

Orchid 

 Endangered. Sustainable 

supplies required 

  Primula veris   Cowslip, Oxlip  Endangered  Triterpene saponins, 

flavonoids, phenols 

  Ruscus aculeatus   Butchers Broom  Endangered  Saponin glycosides 

  Saponaria 

officinalis  

 White Soapwort  Endangered with increasing 

demand 

 Saponins 

  Scutellaria 

baicalensis  

 Baical Skullcap  Potential wider applications  Baicalin, baicalein, tenaxin, 

skullcap flavones 

  Viola odorata   Sweet Violet  Many application with 

history of UK cultivation 

 Phenolic glycosides, 

saponins, flavonoids, 

alkaloids, mucilage 
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and understood (Chang et al.,  1977) . Rosemary 

( Rosmarinus officinalis  L.) is a member of 

the Labiateae or mint family (Petersen and 

Simmonds,  2003) . It is a slow growing, cold 

sensitive, woody perennial cultivated for its aro-

matic foliage. The crop is widely grown on a 

commercial scale in Spain, France, Italy, Croatia, 

Tunisia, and Morocco for its high-value essen-

tial oils. The antioxidant potential of rosemary 

has been recognised since the 1950s. A range of 

phenols with antioxidant activity has been iso-

lated from rosemary leaves including rosmarinic 

acid and carnosic acid (Fig.  3 ). Carnosic acid is 

known to undergo degradation and rearrange-

ment to a number of derivatives (carnosol, ros-

manol, rosmariquinone and methyl carnosate) 

all with antioxidant activity.  

 Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) such as 

 a -linolenic (ALA) and  g -linolenic (GLA) (Fig.  4 ) 

are in high demand by both the nutraceutical 

and cosmeceutical markets.  

 Although not produced by the human body, 

these Essential Fatty Acids (EFAs) are required 

for normal brain function, growth, develop-

ment, bone health, stimulation of skin and hair 

growth, regulation of metabolism, and mainte-

nance of reproductive processes (University of 

Maryland Medical Centre,  2008) . The health 

benefit provided by PUFAs is dependent on the 

precise PUFA being taken. The health benefits 

of the fish derived PUFAs eicosapentanoic acid 

and docosahexanoic acid are well described 

(Sanderson et al.,  2002) . There is interest in 

whether plant produced PUFAs such as ALA 

and GLA offer the same benefits. The metabolic 

profile of GLA and its efficacy in the treatment 

of several diseases has been reviewed (Fan and 

Chapkin,  1998) . The efficacy of GLA has been 

noted for the treatment of pain, stiffness, and 

tender joints in rheumatoid arthritis sufferers 

(Soeken et al.,  2003) . A number of non-food 

crops are cultivated to meet the demand for both 

healthcare and personal care applications. Oil 

from hemp ( Cannabis sativa)  seed contains 

approximately 56% linoleic acid, 22% ALA 

and 4% GLA (Callaway,  2004) . Only cultivars 

with less than 0.2% of the psychotropic agent 

THC may be grown for fibre and seed oil pro-

duction in the EU. Camelina or Gold of Pleasure 

( Camelina sativa ) produces an oil high in poly-

unsaturates (>50%). In addition to high levels 

of ALA ( ~ 40%) and GLA ( ~ 15%), the oil also 

contains antioxidants such as tocopherols. 

Adaptable to both climate and soil, Camelina 

has been grown in several European countries 

and is attracting interest from US growers 

(IENICA,  2002) . When in flower, borage 

( Borago officinalis ) is a distinctive blue crop. It 

is grown for its high concentrations of GLA, 

which accounts for 20–23% of its oil content. 

The oil, branded as Starflower Oil can be found 

in health foods, skin care creams, and cosmetics. 

The global requirement for borage oil has been 

estimated at around 1,500 t. 

 Croda Chemicals Europe Ltd. has developed 

Echium oil from  Echium plantagineum  for use as 
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a functional food. Echium contains high levels of 

several EFAs including GLA (9–12% of oil con-

tent). Despite the interest in GLA, it is the high 

levels of stearidonic acid (Fig.  4 ), with demon-

strated anti-inflammatory properties, which 

make the extract of particular interest. The use of 

stearidonic acid in anti-wrinkle creams and sun 

aftercare make the oil attractive to the personal 

care market. Studies on stearidonic acid as treat-

ment for eczema, acne and other skin disorders 

may lead to its medicinal use. 

 Many of the ingredients used in cosmetics 

and household cleaning products are products 

of the oleochemical industry. Of particular 

importance for the cosmetic sector is coconut 

and palm kernel oil because of their high per-

centage of fatty acids with short to medium 

chain length (mainly lauric acid C12 and myris-

tic acid C14). These fatty acids are particularly 

suitable for conversion to surfactants for cos-

metic and washing agents. 

 Also used in surfactant production, betaine 

is isolated from sugar beet as a value added co-

product from sugar refining. Betaine is used in 

skincare formulations as a moisturiser and sta-

biliser for its water binding and cell membrane 

protecting properties. 

 Behenic acid (Fig.  5 ) is a major component 

of Ben oil (or behen oil), from the seeds of the 

Ben oil tree ( Moringa oleifera ). The Ben oil 

tree is widely cultivated in tropical Africa and 

America, Sri Lanka, India, Mexico, Malabar, 

Malaysia and the Philippine Islands as a food 

crop. Although behenic acid is also present in 

other oil-bearing plants, including OSR and 

peanut, it is produced commercially using erucic 

acid (Fig.  5 ) from high erucic acid varieties of 

OSR. Behenic acid is converted to a salt and 

used as a conditioner in hair products.  

 The use of natural oils as cosmetic ingredi-

ents is increasing globally. Apricot oil, yuzu (a 

Japanese citrus fruit) and raspberry extracts form 

part of a lipstick formulation developed by 

Kanebo which is claimed to stimulate microcir-

culation giving a deeper, redder colour. Extracts 

from orange, almond, carrot and many other 

plants are finding their way into a range of per-

sonal care products. Cognis Care Chemicals have 

launched a new hair product based on vegetable 

derived proteins. The complex includes wheat 

protein Gluadin W 40, Gluadin Soy and wheat 

micro protein Gluadin ®  WLM, which due to its 

low molecular weight (below 1 kDa) is claimed 

to penetrate, strengthen, and protect hair.  

  Plant Protection Products 

 Many secondary metabolites are produced in 

response to insect challenge. Identification and 

extraction of these natural products, many of 

which act by altering insect feeding patterns, 

presents opportunities for the development of 

crop protection products. Extracts of the neem 

tree ( Azadirachta indica ) containing azadirach-

tin have been studied and used extensively for 
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crop protection. A wide range of plant extracts 

with insect anti-feedant activity are known 

including thyme ( Thymus vulgaris ), ashwa-

gandha ( Withania somnifera ) and checkerberry 

( Gaultheria procumbens ) (Isman,  2002) . Rotenone 

is a natural insecticide obtained from the roots 

of several tropical and subtropical plant species 

belonging to the genera  Lonchocarpus  or 

 Derris . A regulated plant protection product, 

rotenone can be used in organic farming practice. 

Carvone, a volatile terpenoid component of 

caraway oil ( Carum carvi ), has been shown to 

suppress sprouting of potatoes during storage, 

being marketed in the Netherlands for this pur-

pose as the product ‘Talent’. Large scale devel-

opment beyond niche markets for plant-derived 

plant protection products is hindered by devel-

opment costs and regulatory requirements.  

  Oil Crops for Industrial Applications 

 Oil crops are not restricted to nutritional or per-

sonal care applications. Driven by environmental 

regulations plant-based oils have found applica-

tions in areas such as cutting fluids, chainsaw 

lubricants, metal working fluids, hydraulic oils 

and 2-stroke engine oils. Around 90% of indus-

trial and commercial lubricant applications can 

be satisfied by the newer generations of biolubri-

cants derived from crops like OSR and sunflow-

ers (Schneider,  2006) . To overcome technical 

issues with OSR biolubricants, new cultivars 

with specific fatty acid profiles have been devel-

oped. High oleic acid rape varieties containing 

low linolenic acid levels have been developed, 

known as HO, LL varieties. This oil has improved 

oxidative stability allowing its use as a lubricant 

in higher temperature applications. 

 OSR varieties (HEAR) containing high lev-

els of erucic acid have also been developed. 

Erucic acid is used in numerous applications 

(Gunstone and Hamilton,  2001)  but its primary 

use is through conversion to erucamide for use 

as a plastic slip agent. HEAR varieties contain 

40–50% erucic acid as a percentage of the oil. 

Crambe ( Crambe abyssinica ) also known as 

Abyssinian mustard, is a new introduction to 

UK agriculture (Epobio,  2007b) . Prevalent across 

Asia and Western Europe, it requires moderate 

rainfall and warm temperate conditions. Crambe 

is grown for its high content of erucic acid 

( ~ 56% of oil content) and provides advantages 

over HEAR for production of erucamide.   

  Concluding Remarks  

 From fatty acids to steroids and proteins, crops 

can provide us with a wide range of ingredients 

for healthcare, personal care and industrial 

materials. Increasing consumer demands for 

natural ingredients, concerns over environmen-

tal issues and the increasing price of crude oil is 

creating a commercial climate ripe for the 

development of renewable and sustainable non-

food crops. Hurdles do need to be overcome in 

order to develop stable markets and secure sup-

ply chains. Ranging from improved understand-

ing of non-food crop agronomy through to 

regulatory requirements for production and 

use, the sector requires coordinated develop-

ment. Food crop yield and quality has increased 

dramatically throughout the second half of the 

twentieth century, whether this trend will be 

sustained and whether this success can be trans-

ferred to non-food crops remains to be seen. 

Other issues relevant for the sector will be 

developments on yield and natural product out-

put plus the routes to development of optimised 

crop varieties. Sustainable non-food crops can 

be used to deliver industrial sustainability, cut 

our greenhouse gas emissions, improve rural 

economies, and increase crop biodiversity. If 

current consumer demand, high oil prices, and 

political support are maintained we can expect 

to see a further and significant increase in the 

cultivation and use of materials from non-food 

crops in everyday life.      
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Abscisic acid, 215
Access and benefit–sharing agreements 

(ABSA), 135
α-Linolenic (ALA), 579, 580
Alkaloids

amino acid decarboxylase (AADC), 146
bioengineering

morphinan, 455
terpenoid indole, 455–456
tropane, 454

biosynthesis, 147
benzylisoquinoline, 250–255
monoterpenoid indole, 255–258
principles, 258

definition, 3
lysine decarboxylase (LDC), 147
monoterpene indole

camptothecin, 16
Catharanthus alkaloids, 15–16
Cinchona alkaloids, 17
classes, 15
Rauwolfia alkaloids, 14

norcoclaurine synthase (NCS), 150
purine, 4–5
pyrrolizidine

mating process, 9
structural types, 8

quinolizidine, 9–10
strictosidine synthase (STR), 150
tropane

amino alcohols, 5
calystegines, 7–8
cocaine, 6–7
hyoscyamine and scopolamine, 5–6

L-tryptophan decarboxylase (TDC), 146
tyrosine

Amaryllidaceae alkaloids, 13–14
benzylisoquinoline alkaloids, 10–12
ipecac alkaloids, 12–13

L-tyrosine decarboxylase (TYDC), 147

Allelopathy
artemisinin, 363–365
benzoxazinoids, 371–373
catechins, 367–368
chemical ecology, 361
cineoles, 365
growth inhibition, 285–286
juglone and related quinones, 369–370
L-DOPA, 375
m-tyrosine, 375–376
phenolic acids, 373–375
phytochemicals, 275
putative allelochemical, 363
rice allelochemicals, 370–371
sorgoleones, 368–369
synthetic herbicides, 362
β-triketones, 366

Allene  oxide synthase (AOS), 416
Alzheimer’s disease, 14, 539
Amino acid derivatives

acyl-CoAs, 416
hydroperoxyde lyase (HPL), 415
α-keto acid, 416
lipoxygenase (LOX), 415

Antioxidants
ascorbate and α-tocopherol, 375
catechins, 368
rosmarinic acid, 578, 579

Aphis fabae, 331
Arabidopsis

Arabidopsis thaliana, 218, 312, 323, 367
glucosinolate system, 86
jasmonate signalling

AtMYC2, 186
COI1 and JAZ1 interaction, 185–186
F-box proteins and JAI, 185
TIR1, 186–187

shikimate pathway, 197
Arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM)

appressorium formation, 306
branching factor, 305
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Arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM) (cont.)
carbohydrate transfer, 307
hyphal penetration, 306
plant defense responses, 307
spore germination, 305

Artemisinin
allelopathy, 363–365
artemisinin based combination therapy 

(ACT), 576
bioengineering strategies, 453
biological activity, 289–190
semisynthetic antimalarial derivatives, 552

Astaxanthin
bioengineering, 446, 450
carotenoid pigments, modification, 452
seaweeds, 54

Atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation (APCI), 
105, 106

Atropa belladonna, 454
Atropine, 5, 549
Autotoxicity

glandular trichomes, 377
molecular target sites, 376
m-tyrosine sequestration, 377
plant species, 376

Auxin, 214, 272, 273
Avenacin A1, 285, 303, 311
Avicins. See Saponins

B

Banisteriopsis caapi, 537
Behenic acid, 580
Benzenoids. See Phenylpropanoids
Benzoxazinone, 324

chemical structures, 372
genome transcriptome changes, 373
glucosides, 18

Benzylisoquinoline alkaloids
benzophenanthridine

detoxication and recycling, 255
sanguinarine, 254, 255

berberine
berberine bridge enzyme (BBE), 251, 455
multidrug resistance, 252–253

classes, 11
morphin biosynthesis, 250
Papaver somniferum, 10–11

Berberine bridge enzyme (BBE)
opium poppy, 455
synthesis, 251

Betalains, 221
Betulinic acid, 558
Bevirimat, 559

Bioengineering strategies. See also Neutraceuticals
alkaloids

morphinan, 455
terpenoid indole, 455–456
tropane, 454

biotic stress
caffeine, 459–460
cyanogenic glucosides, 458–459
glucosinolates, 459
resveratrol, 458
volatile terpenoids, 456–458

chemically-inducible promoters, 437
chimeric repressor protein, 438
cleavage-resistant gene targets, 442
enzymes

feedback insensitive enzymes, 438
subcellular location, 437

fruit and flower
anthocyanin modification, 450–452
carotenoid pigment modification, 452
floral scent modification, 450
fruit volatile modification, 449

gene control and metabolite sensing, 439, 442
gene silencing and overexpression, 438–439
immunomodulation, 442
isoprenoids

artemisinin, 453
taxol, 453–454

metabolic pathway manipulation, 437–438
microRNAs (miRs), 443
monoterpenes, 457
tissue-and organ-specific manipulation, 437
zinc-finger nucleases, 442–443

Biofouling, seaweeds
antifouling agents, 62
dictyodial and marine algae, 63

Biosynthetic enzymes
biochemical approach

purification, 167
scope and limitations, 168

functional genomic approach
expressed sequence tags (EST), 170
scope and limitations, 170–171

functions, 158–159
genetic approach

expression cloning, 174–176
gene suppression, 173–174
T-DNA tagging, 176–177

homology based cloning
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 169
scope and limitations, 169–170

metabolic, proteomic and genomic network 
analysis, 171–172

primary–secondary metabolism
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alkaloids, 146–147
phenylpropanoids, 143–144
polyketides, 144–145
terpenoids, 146

scaffold formation
alkaloids, 150–151
polyketides, 148
terpenoids, 148–150

scaffold modification
acyltransferases, 158
epoxidation, 153
glycosyltransferases, 155–156
hydroxylation/aryl migration, 154
isoflavone genistein, 152
methyltransferases, 157
non-oxygenation, 153–154
oxygenation reactions, 152–153
2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases 

(2-ODDs), 154–155
phenylpropanoids/flavonoids, 151
reductases, 155
sulfo-and aromatic prenyl-transferases, 

157–158
subtracted cDNA libraries

hybridization techniques, 172
scope and limitations, 173

Biotic stress
caffeine, 459–460
cyanogenic glucosides, 458–459
glucosinolates, 459
resveratrol, 458
volatile terpenoids, 456–458

Brassica nigra, 88
Brassinosteroids, 214–215

C

Caffeine, 4, 459–460
Camellia sinensis, 4
Camptotheca acuminata, 16
Cancer

glucosinolates, 394
phytochemicals

cell and animal studies, 386
epidemiological studies, 385
human intervention studies, 386

polyphenols, 393
sulforaphane, carcinogenesis

apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, 398
phase 1 enzyme inhibition, 397
phase II enzyme induction, 398

Candidate drug molecules
anti-cancer compounds, 535
BcrAbl oncogene tyrosine kinase, 535

betulinic acid, 558
bevirimat, 559
bioactive molecules, 534
Catharanthus alkaloids, 561
chemical libraries, 535
combretastatin A4 phosphate, 559
homoharringtonine, 557
huperzine, 558
lead compounds, 534
oxymatrine, 557
phenoxodiol, 557–558
protopanaxadiol, 557
screening technology, 535

Cannabinoids
multiple sclerosis, 575
scaffold formation, 148
structure, 575
terpenoid components, 32

Capsaicin, 556
Cardiovascular disease (CVD)

phytochemicals, 385–386
polyhenols, 393

Carnosic acid, 579
Carotenoids, 445–446. See also Astaxanthin

antioxidants, 53
astaxanthin, 54
β-carotene

bioengineering, 444
seaweeds, 54
structure, 43

carotenoid-derived volatiles, 411
Caryophyllene, 329, 330
Catechins

allelopathy, 368
enantiomer, 367
novel weapons hypothesis, 368
phenolic acids, 367

Catharanthus roseus, 255
TIA biosynthesis

ajmalicine and vinblastine, 187
jasmonate-and elicitor-responsive element 

(JERE), 188
signal transduction model, 188–189

vincristine and vinblastine, 16
Cationic anti-microbial peptides (cAMPs), 290
Caulerpa taxifolia, 60
cDNA-amplified fragment length polymorphisms 

(cDNA-AFLP), 494
Cell wall-derived oligosaccharides

gentiobiose and glyco-inositols, 354
hemicellulose fragments, 353
lepidimoide, 352
oligogalacturonides, 351–352
protein-free n-linked glycans, 354–356
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Centaurea maculosa, 275, 367
Cereals

ATPase expression, 525
Cry1Ab gene, 524

Chronic diseases
curcumin, 539
neurodegenerative diseases, 538
plant-based diets, 537
resveratrol, 537–538

Cinchona alkaloids, 17
Cineoles, 365
cis-jasmone, 331
Clarkia breweri, 421
Cocaine

Erythroxylum, 6
freebase, 7

Codeine, 549
Coffea arabica, 4
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)

articles, 130–131
botanic gardens and herbaria, 134–135
genetic resources, 131
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC), 

137–139
trade related aspects of intellectual property 

rights (TRIPS), 132
Coptis japonica, 252
Coronatine insensitive1 (coi1), 184–185
Cosmetic ingredients

behenic acid, 580
carnosic acid, 579
erucic acid, 580
essential fatty acids (EFAs), 579
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), 579, 580
rosmarinic acid, 579

Crop improvement
ecology vs. agriculture

biological activities, 83
breeding targets, 84
ecological studies, 85

intraspecific variation
glucosinolate structural variation, 86
interspecific variation and genomic 

integration, 86–87
monoterpenoid variation, 85–86

natural variation/breeding
costs and benefits, 88
glucosinolate benefits, 87–88
human diet, 89–90
pest resistance variation, 88–89

Curcumin, 559
Cyanogenic glucosides

bioengineering, 458–459
degradation, 19

storage compounds, 20
structure, 323
toxicants, storage, 322, 458–459

Cysteine synthase complex (CSC), 201, 202
Cytochromes P450 (CYPs)

monooxygenases
epoxidation reactions, 153
hydroxylation/aryl migration, 154

non-oxygenation, 153–154
oxygenation, 152–153

Cytokinins, 215
Cytosolic β-glucosides (CBG), 390

D

Defence-related secondary metabolites
allelopathic interactions, 285–286
anti-tumour activity, 292–293
electron transport systems

antimalarial drug, 289–290
photosynthesis and respiration target, 

287, 289
enzyme inhibition, 286–287
fungal membrane

defensins, binding sites, 290–291
importance, 290
lysis, saponins, 291–292

genomics, 294–295
limitations, 294
metabolic pathways, 283
plant-microbe signalling, 284–285
target identification, 286–287
vs. pathogens, 284

Delisea pulchra, 61, 313
Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act 

(DHSEA), 533
Dietary supplements

allicin chemistry, 537
Alzheimer’s disease, 539
chronic diseases, 537
clinical diabetes, 538
deodorized garlic, 537
echinacea, 540
Ginkgo biloba, 539
phytochemical components, 538
quality control, 540–541

Diet-gene interactions, GSTM1 genotype, 396–397
2,4-Dihydroxy-7-methoxy-1,4-benzoxazin-3-one, 

324, 325
Dimethyl sulfide (DMS), 61
Direct injection mass spectrometry

FT-ICR instruments, 516
KNApSAcK database, 517

Diterpenes, 39–40
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Drosophila, 196
Dunaliella salina, 54

E

Echinochloa crus-galli, 370
Electrospray ionisation (ESI), 105–106
Enhalus acoroides, 52
Epithiospecifier protein (ESP), 395
Erucic acid, 580
Essential fatty acids (EFAs), 579
Estrogen receptor (ER), 200–201
Ethnobotany

botanic gardens and herbaria, 134–135
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)

articles, 130–131
genetic resources, 130
trade related aspects of intellectual property 

rights (TRIPS), 132
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC), 

137–139
indigenous traditional knowledge (ITK), 135
interviewing methods, 128
material transfer agreement (MTA), 133–134

European non-food crop activity, 570
European Renewable Raw Materials Association 

(ERRMA), 569
Expressed sequence tags (ESTs), 170, 477

F

Farnesene, 329, 332
Farnesyl pyrophosphate synthase (FPPS), 410
Fatty acids

fatty acid synthase (FAS), 197
lipoxygenase pathway

allene oxide synthase (AOS), 416
hydroperoxyde lyase (HPL), 415
lipoxygenase enzymes (LOX), 541

F-box proteins, 185
Federal Drug Administration (FDA), 540
Festuca rubra, 375
Flavonoids

bioengineering
flavonols, 447
isoflavonoids, 447–448
proanthocyanidins, 447
stilbenes, 448

classification, 387
glycosylated flavonoids, 388
legume-rhizobia interaction, 284, 285
lignification, 274
metabolic homeostasis

anthocyanins, 220–221

flavonols, 220
neutraceuticals

proanthocyanidins modification, 447
stilbene engineering, 448

nodulation, 273
non flavonoid phenolics, 389
plant-microbe interactions, 308
quercetin, 391

Floral scent and fruit aromas
aroma compounds, 417
bioengineering

anthocyanin modification, 450–452
carotenoid pigment modification, 452
floral scent modification, 450
fruit volatile modification, 449

biosynthetic pathways
fatty acid and amino acid derivatives, 

415–417
phenylpropanoids and benzenoids, 412–415
terpenoids, 410–412

cellular and subcellular localization
scent and aroma synthesis, 418
volatile emission, 417

classification, 410
metabolic engineering

aroma modification, 422
scent modification, 420

metabolic routes, 408
odor detection, 409
regulation

β-glucosidase, 420
diurnal/nocturnal patterns, 419
substrate availability, 420

volatile compounds, 409
Forskolin, 555
Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass 

spectrometry (FTICR-MS), 490–491

G

Galactoglucomannan oligosaccharides, 353
Galantamine, 14, 549–550
Genetically modified plants

genetic modification (GM), 573
genetic resources, 130
substantial equivalence testing

comparator choice, 508, 510
compositional analysis, 508
compound choice, 510–511
field trial designs, 510
Omics methods, 514
safety assessment, 506–508
statistical analyses, 511–513
targeted analyses, 509
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Genistein, 555
Genomic approaches

analysis tools, 485
candidate genes, 481
gene expression

EST analysis, 485
sequenced genome, in plants, 484

gene similarity
CoA ligase, 488
glucosinolate biosynthesis, 483
glycosyltransferase genes, 484

integrative approaches, 491–494
natural product metabolism, 483
proteomics and metabolomics, 488–491
systems biology approaches, 494–495
transcript sequencing, 477–481

Gentiobiose, 354
Geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate (GGPP), 410
Gigaspora margarita, 305
γ-Linolenic (GLA), 579, 580
Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC), 

137–139
Glucosides

benzoxazinones, 18
cyanogenic glucosides

degradation, 19
storage compounds, 20

glucosinlates
detoxification, 22
structures, 21

Glucosinolates, 287, 323. See also Sulforaphane
bioengineering, 459
Brassica species, 395
crop improvement

Brassica nigra, 88
costs and benefits, 87–88
quantitative trait loci (QTLs), 86
structural variation, 86

detoxification, 22
GSTT1 genotype, 397
health promoting activity

isothiocyanate metabolites, 394
sulforaphane, 397

myrosinase activity, 395
structure, 21, 396

Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), 231
Glycine soja, 313
Glycosylphosphatidyl-inositol (GPI), 354
Glycosyltransferases

acceptors, 211–212
biology

Arabidopsis thaliana, 218
hormones, 214
Nicotiana tobaccum TOGTs, 218

Pisum sativum UGT1, 217
regulation, 214

detoxification, 222
donor, 211–212
metabolic homeostasis

betalains, 221
flavonols and anthocyanins, 220
phenylpropanoids, 218
terpenoids and steroids, 221–222

multigene families
carbohydrate-active enzyme database, 209
gene phylogeny, 210
three-dimensional structures, 210–211

H

Hemicellulose fragments, 353
Hemiterpenes, 35–36
Hemlock alkaloids, 33
Herbal medicines

commercial cultivation, 577
treatment, 577

High performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC), 516

capillary zone electrophoresis (CE), 103
UV detection, 104

Homoharringtonine, 557
Human diet, 89–90
Huperzine, 558
Hydroperoxyde lyase (HPL), 415
Hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPPD), 

287, 366

I

Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), 272
Intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), 393
Ion trapping model, 233
Isoflavonoids, 273, 307

bioengineering, 447–448
nodulation, 273

Isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP), 410
Isoprenoids

artemisinin, 453
taxol, 453–454

Isothiocyanates. See Glucosinolates

J

Jasmonate-and elicitor-responsive element 
(JERE), 188

Jasmonates
Arabidopsis and tomato

AtMYC2, 186
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COI1 and JAZ1 interaction, 185–186
F-box proteins and JAI, 185
TIR1 auxin receptor, 186–187

biosynthesis, 183
elicitor signal transduction, 182–183
jasmonic acid, 216, 326
TIA synthesis, Catharanthus roseus

ajmalicine and vinblastine, 187
jasmonate-and elicitor-responsive element 

(JERE), 188
signal transduction model, 189

tobacco alkaloid biosynthesis
nicotine, 190
signal transduction model, 191

Juglone and related quinones, 369–370

K

Ketocarotenoid, 446

L

Lactase phloridzin hydrolyase (LPH), 390
Lactuca sativa, 369
Lectins, 350
Leptospermone, 366
Linalool synthase (LIS), 420
Lipoxygenase enzymes (LOX), 415
Liquid chromatography (LC)

LC-MS
external and internal standardisation, 109, 110
ionisation methods, 106
selected ion monitoring (SIM), 108

reverse phase methods, 103
Lycopene, 446

M

Macroalgae
activity evaluation, 65
brown algae, 65–66, 68–69
geographic regions, 65
green algae, 67, 72
marine algae, 64
red algae, 67, 70–71

Mancuna pruriens, 375
Material transfer agreement (MTA), 133–134, 137
Medicago trunculata, 313
Metabolic channeling concept

cell interior, 196
concept, 196–197
evolution

multimerization, 199
O-methyltransferases, 198

gene expression, 203
microtubules

MT-binding activity, 199–200
rosette, 199

molecular sociology, 196
moonlighting functions, 205
Neurospora, 203
protein

fragment complementation, 204
interaction networks, 196
tethering, 200–201

regulatory mechanism
cysteine synthase complex (CSC), 201
OASS and SAT, 202

structure, 197, 204
Metabolomics

applications
cereals, 524–525
dhurrin, 519
genetic modification, 526
glucosinolate pathway, 520
GM plant types, 526
potato, 520–524
targeted analysis, 527
tomato, 525

data
analysis, 517–518
design and reporting, 514–515

detection
amperometry, 104
chemical ionisation (CI), 106
conductance, 104
electron ionisation (EI), 106
fluorescence detectors, 104
LC-MS ionisation methods, 106
UV detection, 104

engineering, 526–527
extraction

analogue/isotopomer, 101
mixing experiment, 102

fingerprinting, 100
hyphenation

exact mass, 108
FT-MS, 107–108
NMR, 107

known compounds
coumarate and rhamnose, 113
external and internal standardisation, 

109, 110
neutral loss scanning, 111, 112
precursor ion scanning, 111
selected ion monitoring (SIM), 108
selected reaction monitoring (SRM), 

108, 109
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Metabolomics (cont.)
profiling methods

direct injection mass spectrometry, 516–517
GC/MS, 515–516
HPLC/MS, 516

proteomics
FTICR-MS, 491
MALDI imaging, 496
non-model plants, 494
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 490
protein extraction, 490
schematics, 489

sampling and extraction, 515
separation

capillary zone electrophoresis (CE), 103
reverse phase methods, 102, 103

unknown compound identification
anthocyanin, 118
CID, 119
de novo, 116–117
fragmentation and accurate mass, 117–119
GC-MS, 113
glucosinolate structure, 119
LC-MS, 113
MS2 spectra, 115–116
NMR spectra, 120

Methyl anthranilate, 414
Methyl jasmonate, 326
Microalgae

carotenoids
antioxidant, 53
astaxanthin and β-carotene, 54

fatty acids, 55
phycocolloids, 54–55
production, 53
sterols, 55

Microbe-associated molecular patterns 
(MAMPs), 181

Microtubules, 199–200
Mono drug therapy vs. potential synergism, 

536–537
Monoterpenes

geranyldiphosphate (GPP), 36
indole alkaloids

camptothecin, 16
Catharanthus, 15–16
Cinchona, 17
classes, 15
Rauwolfia alkaloids, 14

iridoids, 37, 38
Morphinan alkaloids

berberine bridge enzyme (BBE) silencing, 455
morphine

applications, 549

biosynthesis, 250
poppy plants, 454

Multidrug and toxic extrusion (MATE), 229

N

Naphthylisoquinoline alkaloids, 34
National Center for Complementary and 

Alternative Medicine (NCCAM), 540
National Non-Food Crops Centre (NNFCC), 570
Natural variation/breeding, 87–89. See also Plant/

biotic interactions
Neutraceuticals

carotenoids, 445–446
flavonoids

flavonol modification, 447
isoflavonoid modification, 447–448

vitamin pools
β-carotene, 444
tocochromanols, 445
vitamin C content, 444–445

Nicotine
Nicotiana suaveolens flowers, 411
Nicotiana sylvestris, 454
Nicotiana tobaccum TOGTs, 218
pharmacological applications, 549

Nigerose, 354, 355
Nitisinone, 553–554
Nodulating D protein (Nod D), 273
Non-food crops

European non-food crop activity, 570
market place, 569
medicinal drugs, 571
National Non-Food Crops Centre 

(NNFCC), 570
product development

biorefineries, 573–574
new crop varieties, 573
plant-derived products, 572
Scottish agricultural college (SAC), 573

sectors
Artemisia annua, 576
Cannabis sativa, 575
Centre for Novel Agricultural Products 

(CNAP), 576
herbal medicines, 577
nutrition and personal care, 577–580
oil crops, industrial applications, 581
Papaver somniferum, 574
plant protection products, 580–581
recombinant proteins and molecular 

farming, 576–577
Non-vacuolar transport, 241–242
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 560
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O

O-acetylserine sulfhydrylase(OASS), 201, 202
Oligosaccharide signalling molecules

carbohydrate sensing
exogenous carbohydrate and lectins, 350
oligosaccharin, 350–351
primary metabolism, 349

plant cell wall
gentiobiose and glyco-inositols, 354
hemicellulose fragments, 353
lepidimoide, 352
oligogalacturonides, 351–352
protein-free n-linked glycans, 354–356

Omic technologies
herbogenomics, 542
LC-MS/MS, 543

Oseltamivir phosphate, 553
Oxymatrine, 557

P

Paclitaxel, 551
Papaver somniferum, 10–11, 454, 574
Pharmaceuticals

non-food crops
cannabinoids, 575
Cannabis sativa, 575
Centre for Novel Agricultural Products 

(CNAP), 576
Papaver somniferum, 574

probes
capsaicin, 556
forskolin, 555
phorbol esters, 556
quercetin, 555–556

Phenolics
microbial metabolism, 390
phenolic acids

gallic acid, 375
shikimate pathway, 373
synergism, 374

polyphenols
antioxidants, 391–393
ascorbate level, 392
cardiovascular disease, 393
conjugated metabolites, 392
intercellular adhesion molecule 1 

(ICAM-1), 393
isoflavones, 391
plasma protein interactions, 393–394
vascular disease, 393

resveratrol, 387
structures, 387–389

Phenoxodiol, 557–558

Phenylacetaldehyde synthase (PAAS), 414
Phenylpropanoids, 143–144, 218

lignans and lignins
function, 24
podophyllotoxin, 25

metabolic engineering, 420–423
methyl anthranilate, 414
2-phenylethanol biosynthesis, 415
phenylpropenes and benzenoids, 25–26
shikimate pathway, 22–23
trans-cinnamic acid

methylation, 413
β-oxidative/non-β-oxidative pathway, 414

vanillin, 414
Phorbol esters, 556
Photosystem II (PSII), 287
Phycocolloids, 54
Phytoalexins, 310–311
Phytoanticipins, 310
Phytochemicals. See also Allelopathy

allelopathy, 275
cell and animal studies, 386
epidemiological evidence, 385–386
flavonols

auxin polar transport, 272–273
pollen germination, 271–272

glucosinolate and auxin biosynthesis, 273–274
human intervention studies, 386–387
isoflavonoid/flavonoids and nodulation, 273
phytotoxic phytochemicals

allelochemicals, 363
gallic acid, 375
juglone, 369
L-DOPA, 375

plant development
flavonoids and lignification, 274
influencing factors, 271
proanthocyanidins and seed-coat imposed 

dormancy, 274
temporal and spatial accumulation, 270–271
transport, 275
xenohormesis, 275–277

Phytohormones, 276
Piperidine alkaloids, 33–34
Pisum sativum UGT1 (PsUGT1), 217–218
Plant/biotic interactions

costs and benefits, 88
glucosinolate benefits, 87–88
pest resistance variation, 88–89

Plant-derived drugs. See also Candidate drug 
molecules

artemisinin, 550
atropine, 549
bioactivity screening, 560
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Plant-derived drugs (cont.)
cell cultures, 561
drug development, 547–548
galantamine, 549–550
morphine and codeine, 549
paclitaxel, 551
quinine and quinidine, 550
semi-synthetic drugs

artemisinin derivatives, 552
nitisinone, 553–554
oseltamivir phosphate, 553
podophyllotoxin, 554

vinblastine, 551–552
Plant genomes

cDNA sequences, 477
gene models

Arabidopsis, 477
interPro database, 478

genome sequence, 477
integrative approaches

biotechnological approaches, 494
glucosinolates, 491
Medicago, 491
metabolite profiling, 494
peltate glandular trichomes, 495
phenylpropanoid metabolism, 494

secondary metabolism, 494
Plant–insect interactions

higher trophic level interactions
predation and parasitism, 334–336
toxin sequestration, 333–334

host recognition
external attraction, 328
kairomones and pheromones, 327–328
phagostimulants, 328–330
rhizosphere interactions, 330–331

non-host avoidance and stress perception
antifeedants, 332–333
negative interactions, 331–332

plantplant interactions
direct and indirect defence induction, 

336–337
priming effects, 337–338

plant toxicants
natural activators, 326–327
properties, 321–322
storage and release, 322–325

Plant–microbe interactions
chemicals, 303
plant natural compounds

antimicrobial activity, 310–313
extracellular beneficial microbes, 308–309
legume nodulation, 307–308
microbes, beneficial, 303

origin and site, 302–303
quorum sensing (QS), 313
vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis, 

303–307
Plasmodium falciparum, 289
Podophyllotoxin, 554
Polygonella myriophylla, 370
Polyketides. See also Cannabinoids

acetate units
anthrones, 28
naphthoquinones, 27

alkaloids
naphthylisoquinoline, 34
piperidine, 33–34
types, 33

CHS, 144, 148
phenylpropanoid moieties

flavonoids, 30
stilbenes, 30

polyketide synthases (PKS), 145, 148
terpenoid, 32–33

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs), 579
Potato

anthranilate synthase activity, 524
chemical structures, 521
conventional cultivars, 520
Desirée controls, 522
GM potato lines, 521
indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), 524
kukoamine A, 523
sense and antisense transformants, 522

Principal component analysis (PCA), 518
Proanthocyanidins (PAs), 274, 447
Proteomics and metabolomics

analyses, 489
FTICR-MS, 491
MALDI imaging, 496
non-model plants, 494
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 490
protein extraction, 490

Protopanaxadiol, 557
Psychotria ipecacuanha, 12, 13
Purine alkaloids, 4–5
Pyrrolizidine alkaloids

mating process, 9
structural types, 8

Q

Quercetin, 555–556
Quinine, 550
Quinolizidine alkaloids, 9–10
Quorum sensing (QS), 313
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R

Rauwolfia serpentina, 14
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 291, 367
Resveratrol, 31, 302, 458
Reverse genetics, 486
Rhizobiaceae, 307
Riboswitches, 439, 442
Rice allelochemicals

barnyardgrass, 370
root morphology, 371

Rosmarinic acid, 302, 312

S

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 287
Salicylic acid, 215–216
Salvia leucophylla, 365
Saponins, 222, 291–292
Scaffold modification

acyltransferases, 158
epoxidation reactions, 153
glycosyltransferases, 155–156
hydroxylation/aryl migration, 154
isoflavone genistein, 152
methyltransferases, 157
non-oxygenation reactions, 153–154
2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases 

(2-ODDs), 154–155
oxygenation reactions, 152–153
phenylpropanoids/flavonoids, 151
reductases, 155
sulfo-and aromatic prenyl-transferases, 

157–158
Seaweeds. See also Macroalgae; Microalgae

bioactive metabolites
algal metabolites, 64, 65
brown algae, 66, 68–69
green algae, 67, 72
marine algae, 64
red algae, 67, 70–71
in vitro, 63

biofouling
antifouling, 62
dictyodial and marine algae, 63

chemical ecology
Caulerpa taxifolia and Delisea pulchra, 60
dimethyl sulfide (DMS), 61
Stypopodium zonale, 56
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 61

Enhalus acoroides, 52
Secondary metabolites. See also Biosynthetic 

enzymes; Crop improvement; 
Jasmonates; Metabolic channeling 
concept

membrane protein families, ABC
mammals, 244
MATE proteins, 243

non vacuolar transport, 241–242
transport and compartmentation

benzophenanthridine biosynthesis, 249
benzylisoquinoline alkaloids, 250–255
monoterpenoid indole alkaloids, 255–258

transport vs. trafficking, 244–246
vacuolar transport

endomembrane, sorting capacity, 248
flavonoids, 246
glucosylated compounds, 239–241
glucuronide conjugates, 238–239
glutathione conjugates, 236–238
metabolic reactions, 232–236
sulphonates, 238–239

xenobiotics, glycosylation
abscisic acid, 215
acceptors, 212–213
auxins, 214
brassinosteroids, 214–215
cytokinins, 215
donors, 211–212
glycosyltransferases, 209, 213–214
jasmonic acid, 216
salicylic acid, 215–216

Selected ion monitoring (SIM), 108
Selected reaction monitoring (SRM), 108, 109
Serine acetyltransferase (SAT), 201, 202
Sesquiterpenes

endoperoxide lactones, 363
isoprene units, 38–39
sufhydryl-containing enzymes inhibition, 287

Sodium-dependent glucose transorter 
(SGLT1), 390

Solanoeclepin A, 329–331
Sorgoleones

allelopathic interactions, 285–286
biosynthesis, 368–369
hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase (HPPD) 

inhibition, 287
phenolic lipids, 368

Sphingolipids, 291
Sterols, 55
Stilbenes, 448
Stypopodium zonale, 56
Sulforaphane

carcinogenesis
apoptosis and cell cycle arrest, 398
phase 1 enzyme induction, 397
phase II enzyme induction, 398

GSTM1 activity, 395
Systems biology approaches, 494–495
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T

Tannins. See also Catechins
hydrolysable tannins, 387
non flavonoid phenolics, 389
polymeric proanthocyanidins, 387

Targeting induced local lesions in genomes 
(TILLING), 486

Taxol
baccatin III, 453
taxadiene synthase (TXS), 454

Terpenoids. See also Isoprenoids; Monoterpenes; 
Sesquiterpenes

biosynthesis
carotenoid-derived volatiles, 412
hydroxylation, 411
isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP), 410
monoterpene derivatives, 412
terpene synthases (TPS), 411

cellular and subcellular localization, 
417–418

diterpenes, 39–40
hemiterpenes, 35–36
jasmonate signalling

ajmalicine and vinblastine, 187
jasmonate-and elicitor-responsive element 

(JERE), 188
signal transduction model, 188–189

monoterpenes
geranyldiphosphate (GPP), 36
iridoids, 37

MVA and MEP pathways, 146
regulation, 418–420
saponins

licorice, 43
triterpene and steroid, 41, 42

sesquiterpenes, 38–39
terpene synthases (TPSs)

abietadiene and diterpene, 149
monoterpene, 148–149
sesquiterpene, 149
triterpene, 150

terpenoid indole alkaloids (TIAs), 
255, 455

tetraterpenes, 43–44
triterpenes and steroids, 40–41

Thalassia hemprichii, 52
Thalassodendron ciliatum, 52
Theobroma cacao, 5
Tobacco. See also Nicotine

MeJA-responsive expression, 190
nicotine, 190
signal transduction model, 190–191

Tocochromanols, 445

α-Tomatine
enzyme inhibition, 287
saponins, 292

Toxicities, 542
Toxoplasma gondii, 289
Trade related aspects of intellectual property rights 

(TRIPS), 132
Transcript sequencing projects

UDP-glycosyl transferases (UGT), 481
vascular plants, 478

Triple quadrupole systems
neutral loss scanning, 111, 112
precursor ion scanning, 111

Tropane alkaloids (TA), 454
calystegines, 7–8
cocaine, 6–7
hyoscyamine and scopolamine, 5–6

Tyrosine
Amaryllidaceae alkaloids, 13–14
benzylisoquinoline alkaloids, 10–12
ipecac alkaloids, 12–13

V

Vacuolar transport
glucosylated compounds

ABC-type mechanism, 239
AHA10, 240, 241
proton-antiport mechanism, 239

glucuronide conjugates, 238–239
glutathione conjugates

anthocyanins, 236–237
cinnamic acid and flavonoids, 236
medicarpin, 237

metabolic reactions
ABC-and H+-driven transporters, 

234–235
ion trapping model, 233

sulphonates, 238–239
Vanillin, 414
Vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 

(VCAM-1), 393
Vicia faba, 332
Vinblastine, 551–552
Virus induced gene silencing (VIGS), 438–439
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 61
Volicitin, 326

X

Xenobiotics
abscisic acid, 215
acceptors, 212–213
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auxins, 214
brassinosteroids, 214–215
cytokinins, 215
donors, 211
glycosyltransferases, 209, 213–214
jasmonic acid, 216
salicylic acid, 215–216

Xenohormesis, 275–277
Xyloglucan oligosaccharides, 353

Z

Zea mays, 324
Zinc-finger nucleases, 442–443
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